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PREFACE

ritten in the sixth century A.D., the Pancasiddhäntikä of Varahamihira is un-
V V questionably one of the most important sources for the history of Indian astro
nomy and its relation to its Babylonian and Greek antecedents. The edition of the 
text with translation and commentary by Thibaut and Dvivedi, first published in 
1889, has made the work generally available. But in the past decades not only have 
new manuscripts come to light, but also much new insight into Indian astronomy 
and into the astronomy of the Hellenistic period has been gained. It is hoped that the 
present publication will bear witness to the increase in our understanding of the 
Pancasiddhäntikä thus obtained.

We are greatly indebted to the Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab, to the 
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, and to Brown University for their coopera
tion, which has made this publication possible.

O.N., D.P.
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1. Introduction
A. Varähamihira and his works

Varähamihira, the son of Ädityadäsa, was a Maga Brähmana — that is, a des
cendent of one of those Persian Zoroastrians who entered India toward the beginning 
of the Christian era1. We learn from the penultimate verse of his Brhajjâtaka (XXVIII, 
9) that he was a native of Avanti or Western Mälwä (see also Pancasiddhäntikä 
XVI 1,61) and resided in a village called Käpattika. His date is delimited by his use 
of Lätadeva’s epoch, A.I). 505, in the Pancasiddhäntikä (see below p.8) and by 
the fact that Brahmagupta was familiar with his work when he wrote the Brähma- 
sphutasiddhänta in A.I). 6282. It has further been suggested that he was connected 
with the Aulikara court at Dasapura (modern Mandasor), and in particular with 
Yasodharman who is known to have been ruling in Sam vat 589 = A.D. 5323, though 
no definite assertion can be made with regard to this hypothesis.

Varähamihira was a prolific author in the three traditional skandhas of jyotih- 
sästra4. On ganita he composed only the Pancasiddhäntikä; on horä he wrote the 
Brhajjâtaka and the Laghujätaka; and on samhilä the Brhatsamhitä and the Samäsa- 
samhitä. He also composed three works on military astrology-—the Brhadyäträ, the 
Tikanikäyäträ, and the Yogayäträ — as well as a Vivähapatala on the astrology of 
marriages. Several other works have been attributed to him, but their authenticity 
is doubtful.

Of the relative chronology of the works of Varähamihira some notion may be 
derived from his cross-references. In Brhajjâtaka XXVIII,4-6 he seems to indicate 
that his karana, the Pancasiddhäntikä, as well as treatises on interrogations5, on

1 See, e.g., D. K. Biswas, “The Maga Ancestry of Varähamihira,” Indian Historical Quarterly 25, 
1949, 175-183. Traces of Persian influence on the Pancasiddhäntikä are to be noticed in I, 23-25 and XV, 19. 
On the Maga Brähmanas in general see now H. von Stieteneron, Indische Sonnenpriester. Samba und die 
Sâkadvïpîya-Brâhmana, Schriftenreihe d. Südasiens-1 nstituts d. Universität Heidelberg 3, Wiesbaden 1966.

2 The date A.D. 505 is certainly not used in the Pancasiddhäntikä because it is the date of his birth 
as is sometimes alleged. And there is no compelling reason to accept the tradition that he was one of the 
Nine Jewels at the court of Vikramäditya, no matter whom that shadowy figure is identified with.

3 See D. Pingree, “The Empires of Rudradäman and Yasodharman: Evidence from Two Astrological 
Geographies,” JAOS 79, 1959, 267-270.

4 A complete bibliography will appear in the appropriate volume of D. Pingree, A Census of the Exact 
Sciences in Sanskrit, to be published in the Mémoires of the American Philosophical Society.

5 We have no work on interrogations by Varähamihira himself, but that of his son Prthuyasas, the 
Satpaftcäsikä, does survive.
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military astrology, on omens (samhitä), and on the time of marriage (the Vivähapa- 
tala) had already been written. Moreover, Pahcasiddhäntikä 1,22 seems to refer to 
the fact that he had not yet composed his books on horä, which include the Brhajjä- 
taka. The Brhajjätaka, then, was written after the Pahcasiddhäntikä.

But Pahcasiddhäntikä XV,10 refers to Brhatsamhitä V,8-ll, while the Brhat- 
samitä in several places (1,10; II (p. 22); V,18 (cf. Pahcasiddhäntikä VII-IX); XVII, 1 ; 
and XXIV,5 (cf. Pahcasiddhäntikä XIV,34)) refers to the Pahcasiddhäntikä. Varäha- 
mihira must have been working simultaneously on both texts. Furthermore, Brhat
samhitä II (p. 68) lists the subjects to be covered by a work on horoscopy, but this 
list is not a table of contents to either the Brhajjätaka or the Laghujätaka. Later (p. 71) 
there is a list of subjects for a work on military astrology, but again the list does not 
correspond to any of his three books on this subject; and, moreover, Varähamihira 
only remarks that the subject has been written on by äcäryas when he would certainly 
have mentioned his own work if any such yet existed. It appears, then, that the Pah
casiddhäntikä and Brhatsamhitä were composed simultaneously towards the begin
ning of his writing career, the Brhajjätaka towards its end, and at least one work on 
military astrology and the Vivähapatala in between.

Against this theory it may be objected that Brhasainhitä 1,10 states that Varäha
mihira had previously written extensively (“vistaratas”) on genethlialogy, military 
astrology, and marriage. Either one must conclude from this that he wrote all of his 
major works simultaneously, or assume that 1,10 was added to the Brhatsamhita by 
Varähamihira after he had finished the Brhajjätaka. The latter seems to us the more 
probable solution.

B. The epochs of the Pahcasiddhäntikä

Varähamihira in 1,8-10 indicates that the ahargana of the Romaka is counted 
from sunset at Yavanapura, which begins a Tuesday, at the beginning of the sukla- 
paksa of Caitra in Saka 428. We identify this date with 6 P.M. at Alexandria on Mon
day, 21 March 505 A.D., when the sunset day Tuesday began. The sunset at Yavana
pura is reiterated in XV, 18, where it is attributed to Lätäcärya, the “commentator” 
of Varähamihira’s Romaka; and the Tuesday is confirmed by the rules for deter
mining the week-days in 1,17-216. In VI11,1-5 we are given the Romaka’s ksepas 
for sunset at Avanti on 21 March 505, from which it is clear that a mean conjunction 
of the Sun and Moon will indeed occur (by the Romaka’s calculations) shortly before 
sunset in Yavanapura.

6 The long discussions by Dikshit and others about whether this date is really Caitrasuklapratipad 
are irrelevant as their computations are based on the elements of the ärdharätrica system, not on those of 
the Romaka.

In the ärdharätrika system, which is used by Lätadeva’s (?) Süryasiddhänta, 
a sidereal year ends at 0;3,9 days after midnight at Avanti of 20/21 March 505. It is 
for this time, or rather for the midnight exactly, that the ksepas of the planets are 
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given in XVI, 1-6. However, it appears that there was an earlier Süryasiddhänta which 
employed a noon-epoch; the ksepas of the Sun, Moon, lunar apogee, and lunar node 
are given according to it for noon at Avanti of Sunday, 20 March 505. These devi
ations from the epoch of 1,8 are due to the facts that the parameters of the various 
siddhäntas do not yield identical times for conjunctions and that days are assumed 
to begin at various epochs.

But Varâhamihira not only does not use a single epoch throughout his work; 
he also fails to inform his reader accurately of the dates and sometimes even of the 
existence of the epochs he employs that are different from that given in 1,8-10. His 
karana thus becomes totally useless in many sections. If the reader remains ignorant 
of the epoch actually employed, he cannot obtain a correct result by following the 
rules in the text; and if he knows enough to be able to discover what the epoch was, 
he no longer will benefit (except as an historian) from the Pahcasiddhäntikä.

C. Varähamihira’s sources

In 1,3 Varâhamihira slates that there are five siddhäntas: the Paulisa, the Romaka, 
the Väsistha, the Sürya, and the Paitämaha, and that of these the first two were com
mented on by Lätadeva. It is precisely these five siddhäntas which he urges an astro
loger to study in Brhatsamhitä II (p. 22). But his sources, as he himself indicates, 
are more numerous; for he names Arhat (i.e., Jaina tradition) in XIII,8; Aryabhata 
in XV,20; Pradyumna in XVII,62; the Magas in 1,23; the teacher of the Yavanas in 
XV,19; Lätadeva or Lätäcärya in 1,3 itself and in XV,18; himself in XVI1,61,62, and 
64; his Brhatsamhitä in XV,10; Vijayanandin in XVII,62; and Simhäcärya in XV,19. 
We are not justified, then, in regarding all the material in the Paiicasiddhäntikä as 
having been derived from one of the five siddhäntas named in 1,3. We can only 
distinguish certain sections as being from one source or another on the basis of Varä
hamihira’s explicit statements, and then attempt to gather associated material around 
these nuclei on the basis of their use of identical parameters. The colophons cannot 
be blindly followed, as is demonstrated by that for chapter III; this attributes the 
whole chapter to the Paulisasiddhänta, though 111,34-35 are certainly from the Ro
maka and III,4 and 9 belong with II (Vasistha).

Aside from the Pahcasiddhäntikä, one of our chief sources for a knowledge of 
Varähamihira’s sources is the Brähmasphutasiddhänta which Brahmagupta wrote 
in Bhillamäla in 628. He is mainly concerned there, when he mentions his predeces
sors, either with praising his main source, the Brahmasiddhänta (i.e., the Paitäma- 
hasiddhänta of the Visnudharmottarapuräna)7, or with attacking Aryabhata8; but he 
also discusses certain aspects of some of the other works. A translation of all the 
relevant passages will be found in the Appendix (cf. F, p. 22).

7 Cf., e.g., 1,2; 11,31; 11,33; V,25; X,62; etc.
8 Cf., e.g., 1,12; 1,32; 1,61-62; 11,19; 11,33; 11,46-47; VI,12; IX,11; X,13-14; XI,4-45; etc.
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I. The Paitämahasiddhänta
This work is summarized in chapter XII of the Paficasiddhäntikä. Its epoch 

is 11 January 80 A.I), and its elements are derived from the Jyotisavedänga of Lagadha. 
Varähamihira does not refer to the Paitämahasiddhänta of the Visnudharmottara- 
puräna, though that work is apparently mentioned by Aryabhata (Golapäda 50) and 
certainly used by Brahmagupta as the basis of his Brähmasphutasiddhänta.

II. The Vasisthasiddhänta
There existed a Vasisthasiddhänta already in A.D. 269/70 as Sphujidhvaja 

writes in his Yavanajätaka (LXXIX.3):
“By following the opinion of the sage Vasistha some of those concerned with 

(astronomical) rules (believe that this great lunisolar yuga) is best; for those led by 
the Yavanas . . . (the lunisolar yuga) is 165 years.”

Varähamihira states in 11,13 that the shadow-problem in 11,12-13 is from the 
Vasisthasamäsasiddhänta (presumably an abridgement of a longer original Vasistha
siddhänta). We are inclined to believe that the rest of II is also from the Vasistha. 
If this assumption is true, we have Vasistha’s solar theory (11,1), lunar theory (11,2—6; 
see also III,4 and 9), theory of naksatras and tithis (11,7), rules for computing the 
length of daylight (11,8), and gnomon-problems (11,9-13). The whole is based on 
Babylonian techniques filtered through Greek intermediaries. The epoch of the lunar 
theory is 3 December 499; this is perhaps the date at which the original Vasisthasid
dhänta was turned into the Vasisthasamäsasiddhänta available to Varähamihira. 
A ksepa (presumably added by Varähamihira) accounts for the difference between 
this epoch and 22 March 505.

All manuscripts insert after XVII,5 a note attributing the theory of Venus in 
XVII,1-5 to the Väsisthasiddhänta; but these verses are an integral part of the whole 
section XVII, 1—60 which presents a treatment of the motions of the five star-planets 
based on Babylonian methods. This also may well be properly assigned to the Va
sistha- (or Vasistasamäsa-) siddhänta. The ksepas indicate as epoch 22 March 505; 
they must have been added by Varähamihira. An earlier Indian adaptation of Baby
lonian planetary theory is found in Sphujidhvaja (LXXIX,40-47).

By 628 Brahmagupta knows only of a Vasisthasiddhänta published by Visnu- 
candra (see Brähmasphutasiddhänta 1,62; 11,46-47; X,13 and 62; XI,31,46-51, and 
55; XVI,36; XXI,37-39 and XXII,2), who apparently combined ärdharätrika (Läta) 
and audayika (Aryabhatïya) elements with some from Vijayanandin. He is con
stantly linked in the Brähmasphutasiddhänta with Aryabhata and Srisena. It might 
have been argued that his was the version of the Vasisthasiddhänta which is sum
marized in the Paficasiddhäntikä and which uses as epoch 3 December 499 (the epoch 
of the Aryabhatïya is also 499). But Visnucandra’s use of a mahäyuga and of epi
cycles, which are unknown to Varähamihira’s Vasisthasiddhänta, precludes this 
identification. Visnucandra, then, must be dated in the latter half of the sixth century.
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Copies of Visnucandra’s Vasisthasiddhänta were still available in the ninth 
century as Prthüdakasvämin, in his commentary on the Brähmasphutasiddhänta, 
quotes from it three äryäs. The first (on XXI,3; the first two pädas are also quoted 
on XXI,lla-b) is similar to Paulisa frag. P 51 :

Thus in the Vasisthasiddhänta9.

9 jagadandakhamadhyasthä mahäbhütamayi ksitih / 
bhavâya sarvasattvânâm vrttâ gola iti sthitâ //

10 taträgre grahanaksatratäräganasamävrtah /
ajasram bhramati vyomni jyotirgolah pradaksinam //

11 tasya cätra cid rudrakrtanandästakendavah / 
ayanasya yugam proktam brahmärkädimatam pura //

If the precession makes 189 411 revolutions in a Kalpa, the yearly motion is approximately 0;0,57 0 
and the precession amounts to Io in about 63 years.

12 paksasaptakhasünyäbdhigunagorthasarendavah / 
caturyugärksäny etäni kathitâni purâtanaih //
The Vasistha’s revolutions of the Moon in a mahäyuga, then, are those of the ärdharätrika system :

57 753 336. This is what one expects from Brahmagupta’s description of Visnucandra’s work.
13 divasakarenästamayah samägamah sïtaraémisahitânâm / 

kusutâdïnâm yuddham nigadyate ’nyonyayuktänäm //
14 balavatsaumyasamete pape krcchrena kendrage siddhih / 

balavatpäpasamete saumye siddhir na yätuh syät //

“The earth, consisting of the live mahäbhülas (i.e., earth, fire, water, wind, and 
space) stands in the middle of the space of the cosmic egg (jagadanda) for the exi
stence of all creatures; it is round (and) called a sphere.’’
This verse is also quoted by Utpala on Brhatsamhitä II (p. 58).

The next fragment is quoted on XXI,4:
Thus in the Väsistha siddhänta10.
“The sphere of the stars, which is covered with planets, naksatras, and con

stellations, constantly revolves from left to right in the sky.”
And the third äryä is quoted on XI,54:

The yuga of precession (avana) (is given) by Visnucandra at the beginning of 
his chapter on yugas (yugaprakarana)11 :

“The yuga of the avana is said to be 189411 (revolutions); this was formerly 
the opinion of Brahma, the Sun (i.e., Surya), and so on.”

Another äryä which is quoted as Vasistha’s by Utpala on Brhatsamhitä II (p. 27) 
probably comes from Visnucandra’s work:

So the revolutions of the Moon (in a mahävuga), when multiplied by 27, (be
come the days of) the näksatra measure in the opinion of Vasistha and others12:

“The näksatra (days) in a caluryuga are said by the ancientsto be 1 559340072.” 
Two other äryäs of astrological content are quoted as Visnucandra’s by Utpala.

The first is found in his commentary on Brhatsamhitä XIX,8 and in that on Brhaj- 
jätaka II,2013:

“The conjunction with the Sun of (the five star-planets) beginning with Mars 
together with the Moon is called their (heliacal) setting, that (of the five star-planets) 
with each other a (planetary) conflict.”

The second occurs in his commentary on Yogayäträ IV,48-5314:
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“If there is a (weak) malefic planet in a carbine with a strong benelic, there 
is success for one who sets out (on a military campaign), though with difficulty; 
but if it is a (weak) benefic with a strong malefic, there is no success.”

III. The Romakasiddhänta
The Romaka (one of the two siddhäntas which Varähamihira claims to have 

been commented on by Lata) is evidently, because of its name, of western origin. 
Sections of the Pancasiddhäntikä which can unquestionably be ascribed to the Roma
kasiddhänta in Läta’s edition arc 1,8-10; 1,15; 111,34-35; and VIII. These passages 
discuss the computation of the ahargana from the epoch—-sunset at Yavanapura 
(= Alexandria) on 21 March 505; the elements of the Romaka’s yuga; some specu
lation on a “world-year” ; and solar eclipses. The use of sunset epoch, the Metonic 
cycle, the Hipparchan tropical year, and epicycles for the Sun and Moon indicate 
that the original Romakasiddhänta had an Hellenistic origin. One suspects that it 
arrived in India during the period of Saka or Gupta rule in Western India. This 
Romaka is referred to by Brahmagupta in Brähmasphutasiddhänta 1,13.

But another Romakasiddhänta was known to Brahmagupta. This was composed 
by Srisena on the basis of elements from Läta, Vasistha, Vijayanandin, and Arya
bhata (see Brähmasphutasiddhänta 1,62; 11,46—47; X,13; XI,31,46—47,48—51, and 55; 
XVI,36 and 46; XXI,37-39; and XXII,2). Srisena was evidently contemporary with 
Visnucandra.

IV. The Paulisasiddhänta
To this work we can definitely assign 1,11-13, in which Varähamihira gives the 

rules for determining the ahargana in the Paulisasiddhänta as commented on by 
Lätadeva. The same parameter for the length of a year appears in III,1, so that at 
least in part the colophon of III is correct in ascribing that chapter to Pau lisa (it has 
been noted above that 111,34-35 refer to the Romaka; Lätadeva, of course, may have 
inserted such a reference into his commentary). In this chapter again we find a mix
ture of Babylonian and Greek methods, though with a strong influence of Indian 
concepts (c.g., 111,18—27). We see no secure way to sort out the material in this chapter 
which may go back to the original Paulisa.

The Paulisasiddhänta was apparently based on an Hellenistic source, and Paulisa 
may represent the Greek flaüÄos; but he certainly had nothing to do with the astro
loger Paulus Alexandrinus who wrote the Eicrayooyq in A.D. 37815. The identification 
depends on al-Blrtmi’s misreading in the India (see fragment P 1 of the later Pauli
sasiddhänta) of T.n.y.s.r. in Arabic (for Sthänvisvara, the locality at which the later 
Paulisasiddhänta was written) as S.y.n.l.r; the only difference in Arabic script is in 
the positioning of the dots. Al-Bïrüni corrects himself in a later Maqäla (sec fragment 
P 41 of the later Paulisasiddhänta). Moreover, Paulus Alexandrinus the astrologer is

15 See D. Pingree, “The Later Paulisasiddhänta”, Centaurus 14, 1969, 172-241 and also Isis 54,1963, 
237 n. 63.
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not known to have written on astronomy; and his limits of solar daily motions-— 
1 ;2° and 0;57° (Eicraycoyr] XXVIII)—disagree with those found in the table ap
parently from the Paulisasiddhänta incorporated in Pancasiddhäntikä 111,17 —1;1 
and 0;57°.

The colophon of chapter VII, on solar eclipses, attributes it to the Paulisa; 
chapter VI, on lunar eclipses, is closely connected with it and probably comes from 
the same source. This attribution may well be correct. There is more doubt about the 
colophon of chapter XVII, which ascribes the planetary theory of XVII,65-80 to the 
Paulisasiddhänta though Varähamihira in XVII,61-64 claims it for himself. In favor 
of the Paulisa as the source of this section is the Babylonian character of the theory.

In the eighth century another Paulisasiddhänta was written, which is essentially 
ärdharätrika. It is this work to which, e.g. Prthüdakasvämin, Utpala, and al-Bïrünï 
refer. Its fragments are gathered and discussed in the article mentioned in footnote 15.

V. The Süryasiddhänta
Varähamihira speaks of Lätadeva as a commentator on the Paulisa and Romaka, 

but says nothing of the name of any original work of his. We believe that he wrote the 
Süryasiddhänta summarized in the Pancasiddhäntikä. Such a tradition was known 
to al-Bïrünï (India, ed. p. 118, trans, vol. 1, p. 153). The parameters of this work 
belong to the ärdharätrika system which, as Brahmagupta tells us (Kandakhädyaka 
1,1), was promulgated by Aryabhata; and Bhäskara, commenting on the Aryabhatiya 
(Kälakriyä 10) in 629, names Pändurafigasvämin, Lätadeva, and Nihsanku as pupils 
to whom Aryabhata directly expounded astronomy.

On the assumption of Lätadeva’s authorship of this Süryasiddhänta, Pañca- 
siddhäntikä 1,8-15 appears as a unit summarizing Lätadeva’s rules for determining 
the ahargana for a given calendar date with respect to his chosen epoch; 1,14 gives 
the rules for the Süryasiddhänta, based on the same parameters as are IX,1—2; IX 
(on solar eclipses) is attributed to the Süryasiddhänta in both the first verse and in 
the colophon. It, however, gives the epoch as noon at Avanti rather than as midnight. 
Since this is not an error in the text, it is a reflection of an earlier version of the Sürya
siddhänta using noon epoch.

The identity of parameters shows that chapter X (on lunar eclipses) is also 
from the Süryasiddhänta. And finally XVI (on the planets) is stated in verse 1 and 
after verse 11 to be from the Süryasiddhänta; the statement is confirmed by this 
chapter’s use of ärdharätrika parameters.

The epoch of this ärdharätrika version of the Süryasiddhänta is midnight of 
20/21 March 505 in XVI. But in IX there is evidence of an earlier Süryasiddhänta 
using noon epoch and slightly different parameters for the mean motion of the Moon, 
lunar apogee, and ascending node. The ksepas in IX, 1-5 arc computed for noon of 
20 March 505. We assume that it was Lätadeva who computed these ksepas, added 
the corrections in IX,4 and who authored the source of XVI. Another possible reflection 
of this earlier Süryasiddhänta is the rule for computing the kaksäs and diameters of 
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the Sun and Moon given in IX,15-16. The underlying assumptions of the other 
ärdharätrika texts for the solution of this problem (see, e.g., Mahäbhäskariya VII, 
23-24 and fragment P 59 of the later Paulisasiddhänta) are missing. And the method 
employs the true hypotenuse, which, according to IX,7-8, is not involved in the 
present text’s computation of the manda equation as one would expect if it is to be 
used in the later passage.

One Satänanda wrote a Bhâsvatî whose epoch is Saka 1021 or A.D. 1099. This 
work he claims to be based on the Sûryasiddhânta taught by (Varäha)mihira (vs. 6). 
This work has not been utilized in our discussion of the Pancasiddhäntikä; but the 
fact that it contains a section of the projection of eclipses indicates that Satänanda 
probably considered Pancasiddhäntikä XI to be from the Sûryasiddhânta.

VI. Summary of attributions to the five Siddhântas
To the live siddhântas, then, we can attribute the following chapters of the

Pancasiddhäntikä.

1,8-15 Romaka, Paulisa, and Sürya (Lätadeva’s three)
II Vasistha
III (most) Paulisa
111,34-35 Romaka
VI Paulisa (?)
VII Paulisa (?)
VIII Romaka
IX Sürya
X Sürya
XI Sürya (?)
XII Paitämaha
XVI Sürya
XVII, 1-60 Vasistha (?)
XVII,65-80 Paulisa (?)

The other chapters are from various sources which we can only in part identify.

VII. Varähamihra’s other sources
a. Aryabhata is referred to in XV,20 as having used as epoch both midnight 

at Laiikä (in the ärdharätrika system) and sunrise at Lankä (in the Aryabhatiya). 
But he is not subjected to a vicious attack such as that launched against him by Brah
magupta.

b. Aryabhata’s pupil Lätadeva16 appears in XV, 18, where his epoch is stated 
to be sunset at Yavanapura (Alexandria); this is the Romaka’s epoch (1,18). Within 
the Pancasiddhäntikä we can also attribute to him some of the verses in XIII. Thus

16 He is referred to by Brahmagupta in Brähmasphutasiddhänta XI,46-51. 
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with XIII, 1-2 compare these verses of Lata cited by Prthüdakasvämin on Brähma
sphutasiddhänta XI,3:

“The symmetrically round sphere of the earth stands in the heavens, free
standing (?) on all sides, held up by all the good and bad actions of creatures17.’’

“It is covered on all sides with mountains, rivers, and seas, with cities, king
doms, trees, quadrupeds, and so on, and with kadamba, puspa, and granthi llowers18.”

With XIII,9 compare a verse cited by Prthüdakasvämin on Brähmasphuta
siddhänta XXI,6:

“The gods see the Sun proceeding from left to right on the equator, which is 
the horizon of their vision; the demons, those warriors in battle, see it moving to 
the left on their (horizon)19.”

Another pair of äryäs quoted from Lata by Prthüdakasvämin on the preceding 
verse finds no direct parallel in the Pancasiddhäntikä (but cf. XIII,5):

“As from this region, so in all directions does the circle of the constellations 
rise up; it leaves a center of fixedness (i.e., the pole). This (axial) line splits the sur
face of the earth; like a cloud in an extensive plain a star stands above it20.”

A half-verse of Läta quoted by Prthüdakasvämin on Brähmasphutasiddhänta 
XXI,8a—b is comparable to Pahcasiddhäntikä XIII,27a-b:

“For a half of a year the Sun, having risen once, is seen by the Gods21.”
Finally, Sañkara in his commentary on Bäna’s Harsacarita22 quotes an äryä 

defining vyatipäta as Läta’s:
“For when, in the heavens, the Sun and Moon are together in one märga (i.e., 

semicircle between equinoxes) and when (the longitude of) the Sun and (that of) 
the Moon equal half of a revolution (i.e., 180°), then there occurs vyatipäta23.”

c. The influence of Varähamihira’s Iranian (Maga) ancestors, which perhaps 
reached him through his father and teacher Ädityadäsa, is found in 1,23-25; the guru 
of the Yavanas in XV,19 is perhaps a Sasanian astronomer. Siniha, who is also 
mentioned in XV, 19, is referred to again only by Brahmagupta (Brähmasphutasid
dhänta XI,46-47). The same is true of Pradyumna and Vijavanandin whose names 
appear in XVII,62; for the first see Brähmasphutasiddhänta XI,46-47 and 57-58, 
for the second XI,48-51 and 57-58. Varähamihira’s only other recognizable source 
is the Jaina tradition recorded in XIII,8; with this compare Brähmasphutasiddhänta 
XI,3. To this same Jaina tradition may be due the term trailokya in the colophon of XIII.

17 ksitigolah samavrtto khe kila tisthati samantät tv apadesah / 
sâmânyaih sattvânâm subhäsubhaih karmabhir upättah //

18 parvatanadisamudraih purarästradrumacatuhpadädyaih / 
pracitah kadambapuspagranthibhih samantatah kusumaih //

19 drgharije sve visuvati pasyanty amaräh pradaksinagam arkam / 
apasavyagatim daityäh samare svästham yudhä sraminah //

20 tasmät ksetroddesäd yathä yathä sarvato disam tathä / 
unnamati bhaganacakram dhruvatvamadhyam parityajate // 
bhittvä ksititalam uttisthativa meghah prakrstadeáasthah / 
rekhäpy esâ tisthaty upari jyotirgano ’py evam ¡I

21 samvatsarärdham amaraih sakrd udgata eva drsyate süryah /
22 Ed. A. A. Führer, Bombay 1909, p. 184 (I have emended his text).
23 gagane hi himakarärkau yugapat syätäm yadaikamärgasthau / 

bhaganärdham arkaá ca yadä sasi tadä bhaved vyatipätah //
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D. The Pañcasiddhantika in later literature

The first author to demonstrate a knowledge of the Pancasiddhäntikä is Brahma
gupta in his Brähmasphutasiddhänta (1,13; XIV,46-49; and XXIV,2-3), which was 
written at Bhillamäla in A.I). 628. It is from the Brähmasphutasiddhänta and its 
commentary-tradition that al-Bïrünï (India, ed. pp. 118-119, trans, vol. 1, p. 153; 
this is Paulisa frag. P 1) knows of the five siddhäntas. In Brahmagupta’s Khandakhä- 
dyaka, written in A.D. 665, the fractions by which the ahargana is to be multiplied 
to lind the mean longitudes of several of the planets are identical with those in the 
Süryasiddhänta of the Paücasiddhäntikä; but both sets may be independently de
rived from their common ärdharätrika parameters.

In A.D. 718 an Indian, Chiit’an Hsita, produced a work entitled Chiuchih-li at 
the T’ang court. The Chiuchih-li, whose epoch is A.D. 714, is said to be based on 
methods devised by Brahma and inherited by Wut’ung Hsienjên, “the excellent 
scholar of full understanding of five.” This seems to be a reference to the Pancasid
dhäntikä. A number of passages in the Chinese work can be paralleled in our text, 
though it is clear that Chiit’an Hsita’s source was based on other texts besides the 
Pancasiddhäntikä; he uses, e.g., R = 3438 rather than R = 120.

The parallel passages are as follows:

I. The computation of the ahargana (pp. 499-502). The Chiuchih-li uses formulas 
which are the equivalents, with suitable substitutions for the new epoch, of the for
mulas in 1,9-11 (Romaka).
II. The computation of the mean longitudes of the Sun, lunar apogee, and lunar ano
maly (pp. 502-505). The rules in the Chiuchih-li are based on the parameters in 
IX,11-12 (Sürya).
III. The computation of the solar and lunar equations (pp. 506-511). This passage is 
derived from IX,7 (Surya).
IV. The computation of the length of daylight (pp. 511-513). The Chiuchih-li depends 
on 111,10 (Paulisa).
V. The determination of the daily progress of the Moon (p. 514). See 111,9 (Paulisa).
VI. The determination of the daily progress of the Sun (p. 515). See 111,17 (Paulisa).
VII. l’he computation of the naksatra, naksatrasankränti, and tithi (pp. 515-518). 
See 111,16 (Paulisa).
VIII. The computation of the longitude of the lunar node (pp. 521-522). Sec 111,28 
(Paulisa).
IX. The computation of lunar latitude (pp. 526-527). See IX,6 (Sürya).
X. The computation of the duration of a lunar eclipse (pp. 528-529). See VI,3 (Pau
lisa?).
XL The computation of the magnitude of a lunar eclipse (pp. 529-530). See AT 11,18 
(Romaka).
XII. The computation of the duration of totality of a lunar eclipse (pp. 530-531). 
See VIII, 16 (Romaka).
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In A.D. 864 Prthüdakasvämin of Sthânvïsvara wrote a commentary on Brahma
gupta’s Khandakhädyaka in which he refers to his already existing commentary on 
the Brähmasphutasiddhänta. In this second commentary he quotes several verses 
from chapter XIII of the Pahcasiddhäntikä24. Utpala, apparently a Käsmirian, wrote 
a commentary on Varähamihira’s Brhatsamhitä in A.D. 966 in which he quotes 117 
of the Pancasiddhäntikä’s 443 verses25. Al-Bîrünî, when he composed the India in 
1030, knew of the Pahcasiddhäntikä only from his Panjäbi panditas, whose infor
mation was evidently derived from Brhatsamhitä II (p. 22) and from a commentary 
on the Brähmasphutasiddhänta26; he had no manuscript of the text. Satänanda in 
1099, at an unknown locality27, wrote the Bhäsvati allegedly based on the parameters 
and methods of Varähamihira’s Süryasiddhänta. And a Jaina author, Makkibhatta, 
wrote in Western India in the late fourteenth century a commentary on the Siddhän- 
tasekhara of Sripati in which he quotes several verses from the Pahcasiddhäntikä28. 
So far there is no indisputable evidence that the Pahcasiddhäntikä was known out
side of an area roughly corresponding to the modern states of Madhya Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Rajasthan, the Panjab, Kashmir, and West Pakistan.

However, some verses from the text are quoted by fifteenth century Kerala 
astronomers of the drgganita school in their commentaries on the Äryabhatiya. Thus 
Paramesvara (c. 1380-1460) cites a verse29, and Nilakantha (b. 1443) several others30. 
It is noteworthy that all four verses that they quote are also found in Utpala’s com
mentary on the Brhatsamhitä, which was known in Kerala; it is not proved, then, 
that they had a copy of the Pahcasiddhäntikä.

The manuscript tradition also supports the theory that the Pahcasiddhäntikä 
was never known outside of Western and Northern India. All known manuscripts 
are descended from two copies of the text, which in turn are derived from a common, 
lacunose manuscript. The older of the two was copied in Stambhatirtha (Cambay) 
in 1616, while the other was in Sojiträ in Gujarat in the 1870’s. Its then owner claimed 
that it was copied from a manuscript in Benares, where other manuscripts of the text 
and a commentary were available31. No such other manuscripts have ever turned up, 
however, despite the extensive work in cataloguing private and forming public manu
script collections that has been carried on in Benaras between 1873 and the present. 
We therefore doubt the story of a Benares provenience, and assume that the Sojiträ 
manuscript represents a Gujaräti tradition.

24 They are XIII, 2-3, 5-6, 9,12,27, and 35.
25 1,1,8-10, and 16-22; 11,13; 111,1,10,21, and 25; IV,20-23,27-28,30-33,35-36,38,41-44, and 48-49; 

V,l-10; VI,9-10 and 15; VIII,1 and 9-18; IX,1; XII,1-3; XIII,1-34 and 39-42; XIV,33 and 39-40; XV,15 
and 18-29; and XVI,15-16.

26 See Paulisa frag. P 1.
27 In the text he refers only to Avantidesa and Lañká; but such references do not help to fix his own 

place of residence. Some commentators place him at Purusottama in Orissa on the basis of his reference 
to the deity Purusottama in the last verse of his work.

28 They are XI 11,36 and XV,17-20.
29 This is XIII,12.
30 They are XIII,1 and XV,20 and 29.
31 See G. Bühler quoted in A. E. Gough, Papers Relating to the Collection and Preservation of the Re

cords of Ancient Sanskrit Literature in India, Calcutta 1878, pp. 116 and 132-133.
Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1. 2
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The first modern scholar to note the existence of the Pancasiddhäntikä was 
G. Bühler, who noticed the Sojiträ manuscript in his tour in search of Sanskrit manu
scripts undertaken on behalf of the Government of the Presidency of Bombay in 
1873/74. The Cambay manuscript was procured in 1879/80, and copies of the two 
manuscripts (probably our D and E, now in the National Library in Calcutta) were 
sent to G. Thibaut in Benares, who collaborated with S. Dvivedin in attempting to 
interpret them.

The first results of their labors on the text were published in 188432, in which 
particular attention was paid to the Sürya and Romaka siddhäntas. The following 
verses were edited, translated, and discussed: 1,1-10 and 14-15; 111,13; VIII,1,4-5, 
7a-b and 8; IN,1-4; XV,19; and XVI,1-11. Also cited are Brähmasphutasiddhänta

32 G. Thibaut, “Notes from Varäha Mihira’s Panchasiddhäntikä,“ Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, 53, 1, 1884, 259-293.

33 Reprinted at Lahore in 1930 and at Varanasi (Benares) in 1968.
34 S. B. Dikshit, “The Original Sürya-siddhänta,” Indian Antiquary 19, 1890, 45-54.
35 Dikshit explicitly states (fn. 2) that Modak copied the manuscript from one of the two in the (then) 

Deccan College Collection, which are our A and B. And Modak’s copy reads bhauma0 in I,8d, sadyanemdri0 
in IX,2c and khakhavedavikalikäh in XVI,11c, all in agreement with ß against a.

36 “The Romaka Siddhantas,” Indian Antiquary 19, 1890, 133-142.

I, 13 and XI,47—50b. From all of this they correctly concluded that none of the five 
siddhäntas summarized by Varâhamihira is presently extant.

Their main publication with regard to the Pancasiddhäntikä was an edition of 
the text with English translation and Sanskrit and English commentaries, which ap
peared at Benares in 188933, The inherent difficulties of a technical text without a 
commentary and the corruption of the manuscripts, while frequently overcome, at 
many points obstructed their understanding of the work. It would serve no purpose to 
discuss here in detail our disagreements with their interpretations.

In the year 1890 S. B. Dikshit34, using a manuscript copied by Janardan Balaji 
Modak, Head Master of the Thänä High School, from the copy of the Sojiträ manu
script which we have denoted B35, discusses the chronological implications of 1,8 
and 14; IX,1—4; XV,18 and 20; and XVI,10-11. Dikshit concludes that the epoch of 
Varâhamihira is Tuesday 22 March 505, but that, according to the Süryasiddhänta, 
the ksepakas in IX,1-4 are for noon of Sunday 20 March, and the ksepakas in XVI, 
10-11 are for midnight of 20/21 March in the same year.

In the same year Dikshit published a second article36 devoted to the Romaka
siddhänta, in which he discusses 1,3 and 15; 111,1 ; and VIII,1-5 and 8. He also dis
cusses the Romakasiddhänta as known from Brähmasphutasiddhänta 1,13; XIV,46; 
and XXIV,2-3, and Srïsena (and Visnucandra) in Brähmasphutasiddhänta 1,62;
II, 46-47; X,13; XI,31,46-50, and 55; XVI,36; XXI,38-39; and XXII,2. He concludes 
that Srïsena was not the author of the Romakasiddhänta summarized by Varâha
mihira, that the ksepakas in VI11,1,4-5, and 8 are computed for sunset of 20 March 
505, and that this is not the epoch of the original Romakasiddhänta, which he claims 
was written between the time of Hipparchus and A.D. 150 as it uses the Hipparchan 
length of year and says nothing of the calculation of the longitudes of the planets, 
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which Dikshit believes to indicate that the Romaka was pre-Ptolemaic. Dikshit later 
in 1890 compared his conclusions with Thibaut and Dvivedin’s edition37.

Commenting on Dikshit’s paper on the Romaka, J. Burgess38 compares the 
Romaka’s luni-solar parameters with those of Ptolemy and contends that Hipparchus 
had a planetary theory. In the following year he claimed39 that the table of sines in 
IV,6-11 is closely related to the Ptolemaic table of chords and may have been derived 
from it.

In 1895 M. P. Kharegat of Bombay read a lengthy paper dealing with many 
difficult passages in the Paficasiddhäntikä40: 1,8,10-13,17-20, and 23-25; 11,1 and 
3-6; 111,4,20-21, and 29; IX,5 and 15-16; X,l; XII; and XIV,34-38. He has many 
valuable comments to make. He came near to explaining the computation of the 
ahargana according to the Paulisa in 1,11-13; he realized the Persian background of 
the “lords of the degrees’’ in 1,23-25; he correctly explained the theory of solar motion 
in 11,1; he understood the character of the Vasislha’s lunar theory in 11,4-6 and 
III,4; he noticed the ksepa of the ascending node in 111,29; he correctly emended 
IX, 15-16 on the distances and diameters of the Sun and Moon; he realized that the 
reading 286 is correct in X,1 ; and he computed the epoch of the Paitämahasiddhänta 
in XII (though we do not understand his reference to the yogatärä of Dhanisthä).

Serious investigations41 of the Pancasiddhântikâ were only resumed in the 
1950’s. Neugebauer first recognized the Babylonian period relations in II,242 and in 
XVII,66-80 43. K. S. Shukla corrected and explained IX,15—16 in much the same way 
as had Kharegat, and emended XVI,2 3 44. T. S. Kuppanna Sastri interpreted 11,1-6 
and III,4 as had Kharegat, and further explained 11,7-1345. Pingree noted the Baby
lonian character of XVII, 1-6046 and of III,4 and VIII,547.

The present edition of the Pañcasiddhantiká does not solve all the remaining 
problems connected with this text. We suspect that much will never be understood 
unless better manuscript material becomes available. Until that may happen we hope 
that future historians of Indian astronomy will find this volume a useful tool in their 
researches.

37 “The Panchasiddhantika,” Indian Antiquary 19, 1890, 439-440.
38 J. Burgess, “The Romaka Siddhantas,” Indian Antiquary 19, 1890, 284-285.
39 “The Sines of Arcs in the Pancha-Siddhantika,” Indian Antiquary 20, 1891, 228.
40 M. P. Kharegat, “On the Interpretation of certain passages in the Pancha Siddhántiká of Vará- 

hamihira, an old Hindu Astronomical Work,’’ Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 
19, 1895/97, 109-141.

41 We do not discuss here such articles as V. Thiruvenkatacharya, “Ayanamsa and Indian Chrono
logy. The Age of Varahamihira, Kalidasa, Etc.,” Journal of Indian History 28, 1950, 103-110, which has 
been satisfactorily refuted by T. S. Kuppanna Sastri and K. V. Sarma, “The Saka Era of Varahamihira— 
Salivahana Saka,” Journal of Indian History 36, 1958, 343-367. An attempt to understand some passages 
was made by P. C. Sengupta in JDL¡UC 18, 1929, art. 3.

42 O. Neugebauer, The Exact Sciences in Antiquity, Princeton 1952, pp. 158-159, 2nd ed., Providence 
1957, pp. 165-166.

43 Ibid., pp. 165-166; 2nd ed., pp. 172-173.
44 K. S. Shukla, “On Three Stanzas from the Pañcasiddhantiká,” Ganita 5, 1954, 129-136.
45 T. S. Kuppanna Sastri, “The Vâsistha Sun and Moon in Varâhamihira’s Pañcasiddhántiká,” 

Journal of Oriental Research, Madras 25, 1955/56, 19-41.
48 D. Pingree, “A Greek Linear Planetary Text in India,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 

79, 1959, 282-284.
47 “Astronomy and Astrology in India and Iran,” Isis 54, 1963, 229-246 (see 236 237).

2*
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E. The manuscript tradition of the Paficasiddhäntikä

The surviving manuscripts of the Paficasiddhäntikä fall naturally into 2 classes 
which I have designated a and ß.

Class a

A. BORI 338 of 1879/80. 22 ff. After the colophon is written: samvat 1673 
varsa sake 1538 pravartamäne dvitiyäsvinasudi 2 budhe adyeha stambhatirthavä- 
stavyam pamditasripitämbara tatsünuh srisrirañga tatputrah pamditanänä tattanayo 
paniditagovimdah tasyätmajena samkareneyam pamcasiddhäntikä likhitä / ätma- 
pathanärtham tathä <paro>pakrtaye ca. The copying was finished, then, at Stambha- 
tïrtha (Cambay) on Wednesday 2 October 1616 .Julian by Sankara, the son of Go- 
vinda, the son of Nänä, the son of Srirafiga, the son of Pitämbara. This manuscript 
(or D, a copy thereof?) was Thibaut and Dvivedin’s main manuscript, which they 
reproduced in the left-hand column of their edition; we have quoted its readings 
from that reproduction.

D. NL Calcutta 39. 24 ff. This recent manuscript agrees almost entirely with A, of 
which it is most probably a copy—perhaps the copy utilized by Thibaut and Dvivedin. 
It now ends at XVII,79d. We have used a microfilm.

G. IO Bühler 268 (Keith 6288). 20 ff. This manuscript is a copy of A completed 
on Sunday Bhädrapada suklapaksa 1 of Sam. 1936, Saka 1802 = 5 August 1879 
Julian. We have not used it.

Class ß

B. BORI 37 of 1874/75. 49 If. This is a copy made in 1874/75 of a manuscript 
belonging to Sadäräma Joshi of Sojiträ, who claimed to have procured it in Benares. 
Thibaut and Dvivedin quote some of B’s readings (or those of E, its copy?) in the 
apparatus to their edition, whence we have taken them. Where they are silent, ß in 
our apparatus does not necessarily include B.

C. 01 Baroda 7165. 33 ff. After the colophon is written: samvat 1928 varse sake 
1793 pravartamäne mäghasuklä I sukre // jyotirviduttamarämadurlabharämena li
khitä ¡I amadävädaniväsinä mubäibamdaramadhye idani pustakam likhitam. The 
copying (from Sadäräma Joshi’s manuscript?) was completed on Friday 28 January 
1872 Julian by Uttamaräma Durlabharäma, a resident of Amadäväda (Ahmadabad), 
at Mubäibandara (Bombay?). We have used a transcript prepared in 1958.

E. NL Calcutta 64. Pp. 7—114. This manuscript seems to be a copy of B—per
haps that used by Thibaut and Dvivedin. It now begins at 1,22a. We have used a 
microfilm.

F. Bombay Univ. 288. 32 if. After the colophon is written: samvat 1928 miti 
bhäda vadi pratipadä pamcasiddhäntikäkhyam pustakam jya likhatam näthuräma- 
pärikabrähmana. The copying was finished, then, on 17 September (?) 1871 Julian 
by Näthuräma Pärika, a brähmana. This manuscript is a copy of the same manu- 
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script that C was copied from—i.e., perhaps that which belonged to Sadäräma Joshi. 
We have used a microfilm.

Besides these seven manuscripts there existed in 1890 the manuscript belonging 
to J. B. Modak of Thänä which was copied from B, and we know of a manuscript 
(no. 6674) of the Pancasiddhäntikä in the Änandäsrama in Poona. The manuscripts 
recorded as the property of Sjt. Puspachandra Sarma Daloi of Helach in Assam and 
of the Arsha Library in Vijayanagara (no. 506) probably contain the Bhâsvati of 
Satänanda, which is sometimes confused with our text.

The archetypes of a and [3 (henceforth denoted simply a and ß) were derived 
from a common original. This is shown by their sharing not only numerous errors, 
but also several lacunae (e.g., IV,43c—45b and VI,9). In general oc is more correct, 
but neither gives any evidence that its scribe understood the material he was copying. 
Aside from their respective readings, each class is distinguished by lacunae peculiar 
to itself. Thus oc omits XIII,3d—4d and ß IV,18b—V,9c, XIII,1 lc—12d, and XVII,6c—7c. 
Moreover, ß transposes XIV,33a-XV,7d (16 verses) so that they follow XV,24a48.

Utpala had a fuller text than do we; he knew IV,43c-44d and VI,9. There are 
probably other verses which were in the original text and which were not in the arche
type of cc and ß and were not quoted by Utpala. See, for instance, Brähmasphuta- 
siddhänta XIV,46-49 and note that Varähamihira in Brhatsamhitä XVII, 1 says that 
he has dealt with planetary conflicts (transits) according to the Süryasiddhânta in his 
karana. Unfortunately, as useful as Utpala’s quotations are, they do not contribute 
now all that they might to our knowledge of the text. This is due to the fact that we 
do not yet have a critical edition of Utpala’s commentary on the Brhatsamhitä, but 
only a text prepared by Thibaut’s collaborator, Dvivedin. Dvivedin was certainly 
influenced by the readings adopted in his edition of the Paficasiddhäntikä; thus, in 
his edition where Utpala quotes 1,8, he prints somadivasädye which is the emendation 
he and Thibaut suggested for cc’s saumya0 and ß’s bhaumya0; but Dikshit had a copy 
of Utpala in which bhauma0 was read. In our apparatus, then, Utpala refers to Dvi- 
vedin’s text and not necessarily to that tenth century scholiast.

48 These 16 verses must have occupied 1 or 2 folios of ß, which have obviously been misplaced. This 
proves that all ß manuscripts go back to a single archetype, probably the Sojïtrâ manuscript.
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F. Appendix. Verses from the Brahmasphutasiddhanta

1,13. Yugas, manvantaras, and kalpas are said in smrti to be the definers of 
time; as they do not occur in the Romaka, the Romaka is outside of smrti.

I, 62. Those who know Srisena, Aryabhata, and Visnucandra, when they see 
one who (really) knows mean motion, do not stand and face him publicly as horses, 
when they see a lion, do not stand and face him.

II, 46-47. At the beginning of a yuga the true longitudes for Aryabhata, Mars 
and so on (i.e., the star-planets) for Srisena, and all the planets for Visnucandra do 
not start out from the beginning of Aries. Since the true (longitudes of) Mars and so 
on have fallen far away (from the truth) in (the treatises) of Srisena, Aryabhata, and 
Visnucandra, they are not respected by the wise.

X,13. For one observing (heliacal risings and settings) every day at sunrise 
or sunset and (making the calculations) described by Srisena, Aryabhata, and Visnu
candra, there is no unity of observation and computation.

X, 62. Even though one knows the tantras (written by) Aryabhata, Visnucandra, 
and so on, he is not a teacher; but he who knows the Rrähma’s operations in the dust 
(i.e., computations) has attained the status of a teacher.

XI, 3. The Jina says that there are 54 naksatras, two Suns, and two Moons and 
that days are caused by the revolution of the dhruvamatsya; this is false.

XI,31. Since Srisena and Visnucandra compute solar eclipses with the five 
sines (the agrá, the madhyajyä, the ravisanku, the drggati, and the drkksepa), they 
share in the errors with respect to solar eclipses which have been enunciated by 
Aryabhata.

XI,46-47. Ignorance is doubled every day by the disagreements of Srisena, 
Visnucandra, Pradyumna, Aryabhata, Lata, and Siinha regarding eclipses and so on. 
The mistakes singly pronounced by Aryabhata are properly to be considered the 
faults of Srisena and the rest; I shall now mention some other faults.

XI,48-51. Srisena took the mean (motions of the) Moon and Sun and the 
Moon’s apogee and node from Lata; the mean (motions of) Mars, Mercury’s sighra, 
Jupiter, Venus’ sighra, and Saturn (and their) revolutions in the years that have pas
sed of the yuga from the Väsistha, (and?) from the chapter (päda) composed by 
Vijayanandin; and the apogees, epicycles, computation of true longitudes, and so on 
from Aryabhata. Thus he made the Romaka, which was a clothes-binding knot (?), 
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into a patched garment. Visnucandra, taking these same (elements), made the Vasistha. 
In these two (works) there is never any agreement between observation and calcula
tion with regard to eclipses and so on; whatever agreement there is is a happy chance. 
Therefore, what use are these two inaccurate (siddhäntas)?

XI,52. The center of the circle of perigee and apogee is called the “apogee” 
by the stranger to the sphere49; as the apogee is not there he does not know the apogee.

XI,53. Since (the planets) had various latitudes at the beginning of the Mahäyuga 
and their true longitudes were (their mean longitudes) increased by the equations due 
to the various positions of their apogees, therefore the (fixed) nodes and apogees (in 
some siddhäntas) are not correct.

XI,54. The most and fewest nädis are respectively in daylight and in night-time 
(when the Sun is) at the end of Gemini (in the tropical zodiac); the rtus depend on 
the motion of the Sun (in the sidereal zodiac). There is no yuga for the ayana due to 
its (motion); but both ayanas are fixed50.

XI,55. That which is called a mahäyuga by Srisena, Visnucandra, and others, 
but which is outside of the (system of) yugas, is stupid because at the beginning of 
the mahäyuga there are minutes of drggati in the case of the planets (i.e., the planets 
are not at the beginning of Aries).

XI,56. It is said in the smrtis that the creation of the planets and constellations 
occurs at the beginning of a day of Brahma, their dissolution at its end. As there are 
very many (of their mahäyugas) in this mahäyuga, this (system of theirs) is incomplete.

XI,57-58. Because of the daily diasgreement (with observation) (of the longi
tudes) of the planets, tithis, karanas, naksatras, days, and months in such things as 
eclipses and planetary conjunctions, who would touch a chapter (päda) with his foot 
(päda)? As the lowest (päda) karanas are those of the stigmatized (añkaciti51), Vi- 
jayanandin, Pradyumna, and so on, their errors will not be written down here.

XIV,46-49. The calculation of the naksatras that is described in the Paulisa, 
Romaka, Väsistha, Saura, and Paitämaha (siddhäntas)52 is not mentioned by Arya
bhata; therefore it is described (here). Six naksatras are one and a half sized, six 
are half sized, and fifteen are equal sized; there is one bhoga of Abhijit. The (first) 
six are Kesa (i.e., Sravana) Aditya (i.e., Punarvasu), Visäkhä, Prosthapadä (i.e., 
Bhädrapadä), Aryamna (i.e., Uttaraphalguni), and Vaisvadeva (i.e., Uttaräsädhä); 
the (second) six are Jyesthä, Bharani, Sväti, Ardrä, Väruna (i.e., Satabhisaj), and 
Aslesä. The fifteen are not named here, and the one other naksatrabhoga is called 
Abhijit, because this naksatra is difficult to learn for the slow-witted.

XVI,36. Since the eclipse falls far off (from the truth) in (the works of) Srisena, 
Aryabhata, and Visnucandra, because of the disagreement of calculation (with ob
servation), (any) agreement is accidental.

49 The “stranger to the sphere” is identified as Aryabhata by Prthüdakasvämin.
50 Prthüdakasvämin here quotes a verse from Visnucandra’s Vasisthasiddhänta regarding precession; 

see above p. 11.
51 Literally, “he who has a multitude of stigmata”; Prthüdakasvämin identifies him with Aryabhata.
52 The passage no longer survives in our Paücasiddhäntikä.
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XVI,46. (This) additional chapter on eclipses is not to be given away, even 
with curses for the destruction of someone’s good fortune; the (original) section on 
eclipses, since (it follows the treatises of) Äryabhata, Srisena, and so on, is not accurate.

XXI, 37-39. “If Rähu obscures the Moon from the east, why does he not obscure 
the Sun thus? Why is there not so long a duration of a solar eclipse as there is of a 
lunar eclipse? How can the Sun pervade (all) objects and Rähu be something else? 
Since there is a difference of obscuration in a solar eclipse, solar and lunar eclipses 
are not caused by Rähu.’’ (This opinion expressed) by Varähamihira, Srisena, Arya
bhata, Visnucandra, and others is opposed to popular beliefs and is foreign to the 
Vedas, smrtis, and samhitas.

XXII, 2. Since the sphere was not understood by teachers such as Srisena, 
Äryabhata, and Visnucandra, the Brähma’s sphere was made accurate.

XXIV,2-3. The beginning of the yuga is simultaneously from sunrise in the 
south, from midnight in the west, from sunset in the north, and from noon in the 
east: just this was done by Sürya, Indu (i.e., Soma), Pulisa, Romaka, Vasistha, Ya- 
vana, and so on. Therefore one siddhänta was written and no other.
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3. Translation
Chapter I

1,1- Revering in the beginning with devotion the various leaders of the sages, beginning 
with the Sun and Vasistha, and my father and teacher by whom I was instructed in 
this science;

1.2. whatever is the best, easy, accurate correction (bija) according to the opinions 
of the former teachers, that secret in its entirety I shall attempt to tell here.

1.3. The siddhäntas are the Paulisa, the Romaka, the Vasistha, the Saura, and the 
Paitâmaha; of these five the first two were commented on by Lätadeva.

1.4. The Paulisa is accurate; that which was pronounced by Romaka is near it; the 
Sävitra (i.e. the Süryasiddhänta) is more accurate; the remaining two have strayed 
far away (from the truth).

1.5. Whatever is the highest secret where the minds of the authors of tantras are per
plexed, that — the eclipse of the Sun — I will explain in this (work), putting aside envy.

1.6. In it (in this work) are (the rules for computing) the direction, duration, totality, 
hypotenuse, magnitudes, and times (of solar eclipses), the occurrence or non-occur- 
rence of lunar eclipses, the conjunctions of stars and planets, and the computation 
of longitudinal differences;

3*
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1.7. the prime vertical, the rising of the Moon, magical diagrams and geometrical 
constructions, the gnomon shadow, and useful matters such as the Sine of terrestrial 
latitude, the Sine of colatitude, and the declination.

1.8. Substract the Saka year 427 (from the given Saka year) at the beginning of the 
first half-month (suklapaksa) of Caitra, which begins a Tuesday, when the Sun has 
half-set at Yavanapura.

1.9. Convert (the number of lapsed years) into months, add the (number of lapsed 
solar) months (of the current year), and put it down in two places; multiply it (in 
one place) by 7 and (divide) by 228; increase it (in the second place) by the resulting 
intercalary months. Multiply (the sum) by 30, add (the number of lapsed) tithis 
(of the current month) and put it down in two places.

1.10. Multiply it (in one place) by 11, add 514, and (divide) by 703; subtract the 
result (from the other place; the remainder is) the ahargana. This is in the Romaka- 
siddhänta; it is not very different in the Paulisa.

1.11. In the opinion of Paulisa, the solar days multipled by 10, increased by 698 
and divided by 9761 are the intercalary months; there is an omitted tithi every 63 days.

1.12. One should give a tenth of a tithi every 107 days for the purpose of (computing) 
the intercalary months, (and one omitted tithi) every 25 135 tithis for the sake of 
(computing) the omitted tithis.

1.13. Add one more to the intercalary months every 5506 years; subtract 1 out of 
every 203 279 omitted tithis.
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1.14. In the Sävitra (i.e. Suryasiddhänta), in 180 000 years there are 66 389 inter
calary months and 1045 095 omitted tithis.

1.15. The yuga of the Sun and Moon according to the Romaka is 2850 years; the 
intercalary months are 1050; the omitted tithis 16547.

1.16. The sum of the (solar) months in the years of a yuga is the measure of the Sun; 
increased by the intercalary months, it is (the measure of) the lunar (months). (This 
total multiplied by 30 and) diminished by the omitted tithis is the number of civil 
days; the lunar (months) increased by the number of years are the sidereal months.

1.17. Increase the ahargana by 2227 and divide (the sum) by 2520; with respect to 
the (remaining) amount, divide it by 360; the quotient is the number of lapsed years 
(in the current cycle of 7).

1.18. Increase these by the current year, multiply by 3, and subtract 2; divide by 7, 
and the remainder is the lord of the year, beginning with the Sun.

1.19. Divide (the augmented ahargana) by 30; increase the (resulting) months by the 
current one and multiply by 2 ; the remainder after division by 7 is the lord of the 
month beginning with the Sun.
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1.20. When one divides (the augmented ahargana) by 7, (the remainder) is the lord 
of the day. Multiply (this remainder) by 3, subtract 1 and add the (elapsed) hours; 
multiply (the result) by 5 and divide by 7 ; (the remainder) is to be known as the lord 
of the hour.
1.21. The lord of the next year is the fourth (in order of the week-days); the lord of 
the next month is the third; the lord of the next hour is the sixth; and the lord of the 
next day is the next.

1.22. Whatever is the (astrological) result of each (planet) in a year or in a month, 
that I shall explain with mastered rules of horoscopy in the future after examining 
the opinions of the sages.

1.23. Increase the ahargana by 1 and divide by 365; (the quotient) is years of the 
Magas; when one divides (the ahargana increased by 1) by 30, the remainder is to 
be known as belonging to the lords of the degrees of the signs.

1.24. Kamalodbhava, Prajesa, Svargesa, Sästr, Rudra, Many«, Vasu, Kamalä, Anala, 
Antara, Vayah, Sasi, Indra, Go, and Nirrli in order;

1.25. Hara, Bhava, Guru, the Pitrs, Varuna, Baladeva, Samîrana, Yama, Väk, Sri, 
Dhanada, the Giris, Dhätri, Vedhäh, and Parah Purusah.

The Incarnation of the Karana.
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Chapter II

11.1. (One should) multiply (the ahargana) by 4, add 6, divide (the sum) by 1461, 
and subtract (successively) 126 diminished (respectively) by 1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 4, 7, 9, 9, 
8, 6, and 5.

11.2. If one increases the ahargana by 1936 and divides (the sum) by 3031, (the 
quotient) is (called) ghanas; if the remainder is multiplied by 9 and divided by 248, 
(the quotient) is (called) gatis and the remainder the pada.

11.3. Divide the ghanas by 16; put the remainder aside below; multiply it by 3 and 
divide it by 4; (the quotient) in signs and so on (is to be subtracted; add) minutes 
(equal to) twice the number of ghanas, (and) 2s 9;7,1°; (the result) is (the longitude 
of the Moon) in signs and so on.

11.4. The gatis multiplied by 185 and diminished by 1/6 of the gatis are called the 
minutes. A half of a gati is 124 padas; it is positive (in the first half), negative in the 
other.

11.5. In the (first) half of a gati one must give 180° plus 4 minutes. Take degrees equal 
to the padas or to the remainder (after subtracting 124); add to these the contri
bution from the positive or negative (halves of the gati).

11.6. Multiply by 5 the padas diminished by 1; add 1094 to it (in the first half) and 
subtract it (in the second) from 2414; multiply (each sum) by the padas and divide 
by 63; the results are minutes (of the longitudinal increment).
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11.7. Multiply a fourth of the Moon’s (longitude in signs) by 9; the product is the 
naksatra; the degrees (which remain) are muhürtas. Half of the elongation between 
the Sun and the Moon (measured in signs) multiplied by 5 is the tithi; (the muhür
tas) are explained in the same way (as above).

11.8. At the beginning of Capricorn, (the longitude of) the Sun (in signs) plus 3 
(muhürtas) is the length of daylight; at the beginning of Aries, add 15 (muhürtas); 
in the six signs beginning with Cancer, (add) 9 (muhürtas to get) the measure of the 
night.

11.9. In the (six) signs beginning with Cancer, multiply the (number of signs from 
Cancer 0°) traversed (by the Sun) by 2; the result is the noon shadow. In the six 
signs beginning with Capricorn, do the same thing and subtract (the product) from 12.

11.10. Half the noon shadow plus three signs is the (longitude of the) Sun (in signs) 
in the southern ayana; in the northern ayana it is the same, subtracted from 15 (signs).

11.11. One should divide 36 by 12 increased by the shadow and diminished by the 
noon shadow; add the (longitude of the) Sun (in signs to the quotient); (the result) 
is the ascendent; in the afternoon, subtract (the quotient) from 6 signs (before ad
ding the longitude of the Sun).

11.12. Subtract the (longitude of the) Sun from the ascendent; in the eastern (hemi
sphere), the (resulting) minutes are to be made the divisor of 64800; in the western, 
they must first be substracted from 10800.

11.13. The quotient (in signs) is to be diminished by 12 and increased by the noon 
shadow; (the result) is to be known as the shadow in the concise siddhânta of Va- 
sistha.

Thus the Division of the Naksatras and so forth.
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Chapter III

111.1. Multiply (the ahargana) by 120, subtract 33, and divide by 43831; the result 
is the mean (longitude of the) Sun in order (of revolutions, etc.). This increased by 
20° (and diminished by the apogee) is the anomaly.

111.2. The negative minutes corresponding to signs of anomaly are: 11, 48, 69, 70, 
54, 25.

111.3. 10, 48, 70, 71, 54, 25 are the positive ones. The mean (longitude of the) Sun 
is corrected (by them).

111.4. For every ninth pada, multiply (the pada) by 10 and take a seventh part (of 
the product; the result) increased by 702 (minutes) is the (Moon’s) daily motion 
(bhukti); after the end of a half of the anomalistic month (gati), one must subtract 
(that result) from 879 (minutes).

111.5. Multiply by 40 the padas decreased by 1, subtract (the product) from 5261, 
multiply (the result) by the padas and divide by 729; (the result) is the minutes (of 
the equation) of the Moon.

111.6. Whatever (pada) is more than 120, subtract 120 from it. It is additive to the 
Moon in the first half-gati, subtractive in the second.
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111.7. There are no padas after the 63rd pada (in the second series). (But,) when 
one attains the 70th pada, that is (to be treated as) the first pada; increase the padas 
by 560/9.

111.8. When the padas are more than 60, they are to be subtracted from 60; what
ever remains one should give to the Moon negatively in the first pada after the (second) 
half-gati(?).

111.9. The (longitude of the) Moon on every next ninth pada, decreased by its daily 
motion is the (longitude of the) Moon on that day; as the converse of this, the daily 
motion (is the difference between the Moon’s longitude then and that) on the pre
ceding ninth pada.

111.10. Multiply the (noon) equinoctial shadows for the (three) signs beginning with 
Aries by 20, 161/2, and 63/4 (respectively); these, taken in direct and reverse order, 
are the vinädis of the equation of daylight in the (first) half (of the zodiac).

111.11. In (the three signs) beginning with Aries, the increase in the (length of) day
light, (for each day) beginning with the equinoctial, is determined by adding these; 
in (the three signs) beginning with Cancer by subtracting them (successively); in 
(the six signs) beginning with Libra they are negative.

111.12. The operation (for finding) the vinädikäs of the equation of daylight is 
correct (for the region) bounded by the ocean and the Himalayas; how it is made 
accurate elsewhere I shall explain in the chapter on geometrical constructions.

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1. 4
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111.13. There are 7r/3 nâdïs arising from the (longitudinal) distance between Yavana- 
(pura) and Avanti; nine (between Yavanapura and) Varanasi. I will explain the cal
culation for other places.

111.14. Multiply the sum of the yojanas (between the localities) by 9, divide (the 
product) by 80, and square (the result); subtract from this the square of the difference 
between the two latitudes (of the two localities); the square-root (of the remainder) 
divided by 6 are the nâdïs (of the longitudinal difference).

111.15. Subtract half the nâdïs of ascensional difference from the nâdïs of longitudinal 
difference in the first half of the zodiac, add them in the second. One should ignore 
any fraction of them (?).

111.16. A naksatra is 800 minutes. A tithi (is known) from (the longitude of) the 
Moon diminished by (that of) the Sun (being divided) by 12°. The limit (of a nak
satra) is a consequence of the daily progress (of the Moon). (The limit) of a tithi is 
derived from the difference between the daily progresses of the Sun and Moon.

111.17. The daily progress of the Sun (in each of the zodiacal signs) is in order 60 
(minutes) minus 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 1 ; plus 1, 1, 1, 1; and minus 0, 1.

111.18. In the suklapaksa 6° are subtracted, in the krsnapaksa they are added. The 
minutes of the Moon (so modified and) diminished by the longitude of the Sun (are 
to be divided) by 360; the result is the karana. The rest is like a tithi.

4*
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111.19. From the middle of the fourteenth tithi of the krsnapaksa the fixed (karanas) 
are Sakuni, Catuspada, Naga, and Kimstughna; (the rest are) movable. A karana 
is half of a tithi.

111.20. When the sum (of the longitudes) of the Sun and Moon is a revolution, it 
is called Vaidhrta (yoga); but if it is a revolution plus 10 naksatras (133;20°), Vyati- 
päta. The time is to be ascertained by means of the degrees attained (by the lumi
naries).

111.21. When the return of the Sun was from the middle of Äslesä (at 113;20°), 
then the ayana (-correction) was positive; now the ayana is from Punarvasu (at 90°).

111.22. When the falling away (from the mean position) of the ayana is reversed, 
then the correction (ksepa) for the Sun and Moon (equals) the degrees of the maxi
mum declination (kästhä) of the Sun (23;20°). There is Vyatipäta if the sum (of the 
longitudes) of the Sun and the Moon is 180°.

111.23. The equator (visuvat) is at the beginnings of Aries and Libra. The sadasiti- 
mukha (“eighty-six faced’’) is in the degrees beginning with Libra; in the sadasiti- 
mukhas of the Sun, whatever (days) are left are days of the Pitrs.

111.24. There is a sadasïtimukha at Virgo 14°, at Gemini 18°, at Pisces 22°, and at 
Sagittarius 26°.
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111.25. The northern ayana is at the beginning of Capricorn. The seasons beginning 
with Sisira depend on the Sun; (each) is equal in time to (the Sun’s passage through) 
two zodiacal signs. The southern ayana begins at Cancer.

111.26. The minutes in the (diameter of the) disc of the Sun multiplied by 60 and 
divided by the daily progress are nädis; this is the auspicious time of the sañkrantis, 
half before and (half) afterwards.

111.27. If the Sun rises touching the end of a tithi and also the coming day, then this 
is the yoga “touching three days”; (there is a yoga) for a day from its touching three 
tithis.

111.28. If the ahargana is multiplied by 8 and divided by 151, the degrees of Râhu 
are obtained; one should add (a number of) degrees equal to its revolutions.

111.29. The beginning (i.e. the longitude at epoch) for Rähu is 26° of Scorpio di
minished by one minute. Subtracting (its motion) from that (one obtains) the “head” 
(the ascending node); (this) plus six zodiacal signs is called the “tail”.

111.30. When the Moon goes north of the zodiac, it increases (its latitude as it pro
ceeds) from the head and decreases (it as it approaches) the tail ; when it travels south 
from that, it decreases (its latitude) at the head and increases (it) at the tail.
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111,31- The Moon, being 90° distant from Râhu, at its maximum latitude goes 280 
minutes; elsewhere proportion (is to be used).

111.32. If the beginning (pratipatti) occurs when there is a separation of tithi and 
naksatra, then it is good. But it is not so in a bhadra tithi and Visnu’s naksatra (Sra- 
vana); for thus does the world disappear.

111.33. There is not simultaneously everywhere a rising of the Sun or its setting. In 
what place is its setting? From that basis they know what has passed of the day.

111.34. This is arrived at from a method; there is no quickness in so very long a time. 
Look at its (the world’s) destruction in 68550 years.

111.35. Taking the Romaka ahargana as the basis, let one calculate (the longitudes 
of) the Sun and the Moon on the full-moon (tithi) of Caitra; on the ninth (tithi) the 
naksatra is Äditya (Punarvasu).

111.36. The srauta and smärta regulations depend on time; because a twice-born 
through offending them is a prayascitti (i.e., he has to perform propitiatory rites), 
therefore he studies this (i.e., time).
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111.37. Whatever twice-born men, knowing a bad karana, say that (astronomical) 
calculations are inaccurate and false, they, together with the makers of bad karanas, 
instantly make their homes in hell.

111.38. (But) one who knows accurate calculations of the Sun, and so on, obtains 
dharma, wealth, and praise in this world.

Thus the Paulisasiddhänta.
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Chapter IV

IV,1. The square-root from the tenth part of the square (of a circle) whose circum
ference is 360 is the diameter. In this (circle), by one establishing four parts (i.e., 
quadrants), the Sine of an eighth part of a zodiacal sign (3;45°) (is to be determined).

IV,2. The square of the radius is called the dliruva. A fourth pari of this is (the 
square of the Sine) of Aries (i.e., of 30°). The dhruva-square is diminished by (the 
square of the Sine) of Aries; the square-root is the Sine for two zodiacal signs (i.e., 60°).

IV,3. When the remaining (Sines) are desired, the radius is diminished by the Sine 
of the remainder of the subtraction of twice the arc from a quadrant; the square of 
half of that (remainder) is to be added to the square of half (the Sine) of double 
(the arc).

IV,4. The square-root of that is the desired Sine. The dhruvä diminished by that 
(square is the square) of the remaining sum. Half of the dhruva-square is called the 
adhyardha (i.e., (square of the Sine of) one and a half (signs, or 45°)). Here another 
rule is described.

IV,5. The Sine of the arc of three (signs) is diminished by the Sine of three signs 
diminished by twice the given degrees; (the remainder) multiplied by sixty is the 
square (of the Sine of the given arc). The dhruva diminished by that (square) is the 
square of the remainder (i.e., of the Cosine).

IV,6. The Sines in Aries are 7, 15, 20 plus 3 (= 23), plus 11 (= 31), and plus 18 
(= 38), 45, 50 plus 3 (= 53), and 60 minutes;
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IV,7. in Aries 50 plus 1 (= 51), 5 limes 8 (= 40), 52 (= 25), 4, 30 plus 4 (= 34), 
56, 5, and 0 (seconds).

IV,8. In Taurus (they are) 6, 13, 19, 3 times 8 (= 24), and 30 plus 0 (= 30), plus 5 
(= 35), plus 9 (= 39), and plus 13 (= 43) minutes;

IV,9. in Taurus 40, 3, 7, 50 plus 1 (= 51), 13, 12, and 60 minus 14 (= 46), and 
minus 5 (= 55) seconds.

IV,10. The minutes of the Sines for the intervals are 3, 6, 9, 12, 13, 3 times 5 (= 15), 
twice (= 10), and 16; this sum is (added to the Sine for) the second sign (i.e., 1,43;55). 
Then the seconds:

IV,11. 60 minus 18 (= 42), minus 3 (= 57). and minus 18 (= 42), 0, 50 minus 3 
(= 47), 4, 50 minus 1 (= 49), and 5. These are the differences between the Sines:

IV,12. 7 in Aries, diminished by 1 in the last (Sine, thus 6); three sixes, two fives, 
and three fours in Taurus; twice each of three, two, one, and zero are the minutes 
in the Sines in Gemini.
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IV,13. In Aries the seconds are 50 plus 1 (= 51), minus 1 (= 49), minus 5 (= 45), 
and minus 11 (= 39), 30, 22, 32 ( = 9), (and 55>.

IV,14. <In Taurus they are 4>0, <2>3, <4>, 44, 2<2>, <5>9, 34, and 1<1>.

IV,15. In Gemini they are, in order: 14 times 3 (= 42), 5 times 3 (= 15), 15 times 3 
(= 45), 6 times 3 (= 18), 5 times 8 plus 7 (= 47), 17, 9 times 5 (= 45), and 16.

IV,16. The Sine of the maximum declination (kästhä) of the Sun is 50 minus 2 ( = 48) 
parts am 9 minutes. (As) there is a latitude of the Moon, (so) is there a declination 
(of the Sun; it is) for fourths of a sign:

IV,17. 180 minutes plus 10 (= 190), plus 3 (= 183), minus 5 (= 175), and minus 14 
(= 166); in Taurus 100 plus 14 times 3 (= 142), plus 11 times 3 (= 133), plus 7 times 
3 (= 121), and plus 1 times 3 (= 103);

IV,18. 90, 60 plus 3 (= 63), 40 plus 3 (= 43), and 11 at the end of Gemini. As (the 
Sun) proceeds from the beginning of Aries, it is to the north; in the (six signs) be
ginning with Libra, to the south.

Hist.Filos.Skr. Dan.Vid.Selsk. 6, no. 1. 5
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IV,19. From the entrance and exit of a shadow into a circle whose diameter is four 
times (the length of) the gnomon is the attainment of the directions west and east; 
north and south are to be determined by means of barley-corn (figures).

IV,20. Multiply the equinoctial shadow by 120 and divide (the product) by the 
square-root of the square of the noon equinoctial shadow increased by 144.

IV,21. The result is the Sine at the equinox; its arc is the terrestrial latitude. Or else, 
on any given day, (the Sun’s coaltitude at noon) increased by the declination (of the 
Sun when it is) in Aries and so on, and decreased (by the declination) in Libra and 
so on, is one’s terrestrial latitude.

IV,22. The Sine of terrestrial latitude, increased or decreased by the declination (of 
the Sun), is to be divided by the square-root of the difference between the squares 
of that (Sine so increased or diminished) and of the radius; the quotient, multiplied 
by 12, is the noon shadow.

IV,23. The square-root of the difference between the squares of the Sine at the equi
nox (i.e., the Sine of terrestrial latitude) and of the radius is the Sine of terrestrial 
colatitude. The diameter of the day (-circle) is twice the square-root of the difference 
between the squares of the Sine of declination (of the Sun) and of the radius.

IV,24. The Sines of the declination (of the Sun at the ends) of Aries, Taurus, and 
Gemini are (respectively) 4 times 6 ( = 24), 7 times 6 (= 42), and 8 times 6 ( = 48); 
they are to be increased by 3 times 8 (= 24), 15, and 6 times 8 (= 48) minutes (re
spectively).

5*
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IV,25. The diameters of the day-circles are in order 200 plus 35 (= 235), 200 plus 3 
times 8 (= 224), and 200 plus 18 plus 1 (= 219); (those for the ends of) Taurus and 
the last sign (Gemini) are increased by 5 times 8 (= 40) and 15 minutes.

IV,26. Multiply the Sine at the equinox (i.e., the Sine of terrestrial latitude) by the 
diameter and by the Sine of the declination (of the Sun); divide (the product) by the 
Sine of terrestrial colatitude and by the diameter of the day (-circle); a third of the 
minutes of the arc of that (Sine) is the accurate vinädikäs of ascensional difference.

IV,27. Multiply the diameter of the day (-circle) by the Sine of half of the ascensional 
difference and divide (the product) by 240; put this (earth-Sine) down twice. (Take) 
the square-root of the squares of this increased by the square of the Sine of the decli
nation (of the Sun).

IV,28. Multiply the earth-Sine by the radius and divide by this; the result is the Sine 
of terrestrial latitude. The Sine of 90° diminished by the terrestrial latitude is the 
Sine of terrestrial colatitude.

IV,29. Multiply the diameter by the square-root of the difference between the squares 
of the Sines of the declinations (of the Sun) and (of the Sines of the ends of the several) 
signs and divide (the products) by the (respective) diameters of the day ( circles). 
The arc from this, multiplied by 10, (equals) the vinädis of rising of (each) of the 
signs.

IV,30. From Aries they are 278; 300 minus 1 (= 299); and 323; afterwards they 
are the reverse. These six in reverse order are in the half (of the zodiac) beginning 
with Libra.
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IV,31. (The right ascensions of) three (signs) are diminished by half the times of 
the (local) ascensional difference, (those of the next) three are increased by these in 
reverse; in a time equal to that of the sign which is rising the seventh (sign) from 
it sets.

IV,32. Multiply the Sine of the given degrees of declination in the northern gola by 
120 and divide (the product) by the Sine of terrestrial latitude. From the arc of that 
(Sine is known) the time (since Sun-) rise;

IV,33. in this (time), which is in the first half of day (-light), the Sun reaches the 
prime vertical; so much (is the time) on the other side (to the west) in the remainder 
(of daylight). This is known not (to apply when the Sun is) in the (six signs) begin
ning with Libra.

IV,34. Multiply the Sine of declination by 240, divide (the product) by the Sine of 
colatitude, multiply (the quotient) by (the Sine of) the terrestrial latitude, and divide 
(the product) by the diameter of the day (-circle). A sixth of the arc from this (Sine) 
is all of a half of the increase of day (-light).

IV,35. (When the Sun is) in the northern gola, multiply the Sine of (the longitude 
of) the Sun by (the Sine of) its maximum declination (kästhänta) and divide (the 
product) by the Sine of terrestrial latitude. These are called “the minutes of the gno
mon”; by means of them (is found) the shadow (when the Sun is) at the prime vertical.

IV,36. Whoever computes the time of the Sun’s entrance into the prime vertical and 
produces confidence in that, he knows the Sun completely.
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IV,37. If the Sun traverses the zodiac in a year, how much (does it traverse) in any 
given (number of) days? How does even an ignorant fellow not compute (the longi
tude of) the Sun thus by means of rows of markers?

IV,38. When the shadow of the gnomon completely enters into the east-west line in 
a circle wherein the directions have been indicated, then the Sun is on the prime ver
tical.

IV,39. Multiply the radius by the Sine of the given declination and divide (the pro
duct) by the Sine of terrestrial colatitude; (the result is the Sine of amplitude). The 
Sun, having passed the east-west line by an equal (amount) sets or rises.

IV,40. Multiply the Sine of the declination by 120 and divide (the product) by that 
(Sine of amplitude); whatever is the (corresponding) arc of that (result) is the ter
restrial colatitude. Whatever is the remainder after that (terrestrial colatitude) has 
been subtracted from 90 is the degrees of terrestrial latitude.

IV,41. (Put down) in two places a twentieth part of the vinädis of ascensional dif
ference for that time; (as the Sun is) in Aries and so on, or in Libra and so on, one 
should subtract (this) from, or add it to, the nâdïs multiplied by 6.

IV,42. The Sine of that (amount) is to be increased or diminished by the Sine of 
what has been put aside (as the Sun is) in Aries and so on, or in Libra and so on. 
The Sine (of the nâdïs) multiplied by 6 without any correction is to be found.
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IV,43. Having done thus, one should multiply (the Sine) by the diameter of the day 
(-circle) multiplied by the Sine of terrestrial colatitude, and divide (the product) 
by 28800; the result is called “the minutes of the gnomon’’ (i.e., the minutes of the 
Sun’s altitude).

IV,44. Of 14400 diminished by the square of these (minutes) (take) the square-root; 
multiply (it) by 12 and divide (the product) by the minutes called “the digits of the 
gnomon’’ (i.e., by the minutes of the Sun’s altitude); (the result is) the shadow.

IV,45. Take the square-root of the sum of the squares of the shadow and 12 and 
multiply it by the Sine of terrestrial colatitude; divide 172800 by the product; the 
quotient is the “first Sine”.

IV,46. Multiply the Sine at the equinox (i.e., the Sine of terrestrial latitude) by the 
Sine of declination on that day, and divide (the product) by the Sine of terrestrial 
colatitude; put (the quotient) down (in two places). The “first Sine” is to be dimi
nished (by this, if the Sun is) in Aries and so on, otherwise it is to be increased (by it).

IV,47. Multiply both, that (Sine) and the Sine which was put aside, by 240 and di
vide both (products) by the diameter of the day (-circle); the two (corresponding) arcs 
are to be added together or subtracted one from the other (as the Sun is) in Aries 
and so on, or in Libra and so on. The resulting (degrees) divided by 6 are nädikäs.

IV,48. Or else multiply the length of daylight by 6, and divide (the product) by the 
digits of the shadow increased by 12 and diminished by (the digits) of the noon (sha
dow). (The result is), in the east, the nädis that have passed, in the west the remain
ing ones (that are to come).
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IV,49. Multiply the length of daylight by 6, and divide (the product) by the nadis 
(which have passed); diminish the quotient by 12 and increase it by the (digits of 
the) noon shadow. (The result is) the shadow of the Sun.

IV,50. The observed nädis are to be increased or decreased by the nädikäs of the 
rising of the Moon as it is day or night; by means of these one should find out the sha
dow of the Moon at that time as (one finds out that) of the Sun.

IV,51. By means of the rules (for computing) the nadis of ascensional difference 
and the declination (of the Sun, one should compute) the diameter of the day (-circle), 
the declination, and the latitude (of the Moon). The previous rules (apply also) for 
setting. For the rest (of the planets) it is to be thought out by reasoning.

IV,52. The radius multiplied by 12 is to be divided by the square-root of the sum 
of the squares of the shadow and of 12; (the quotient) is to be multiplied by the Sine 
at the equinox (i.e., the Sine of terrestrial latitude), and (the product) divided by the 
Sine of terrestrial colatitude; (the result) is the Sine of the amplitude of the Sun.

IV,53. Multiply (the Sine of) the maximum declination (of the Sun) by the Sine of 
the Sun’s (longitude), and divide (the product) by the Sine of terrestrial colatitude; 
the Sine of the amplitude of the Sun is to be decreased or increased (by that amount, 
as the Sun is) in Aries and so on, or in Libra and so on. Multiply (the result) by the 
hypotenuse, and divide (the product) by the radius.

IV,54. The digits (thus) obtained are the koti; whatever is the square-root of the 
difference between the squares of that and of the shadow is the bâhu. In determining 
the directions, (the bahu) is level (on the east-west line) and is to be given as forming 
a right angle with the koti.
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IV,55. Multiply the radius by the distance between the shadow and the east-west 
line, and divide (the product) by its (i.e., the shadow’s) hypotenuse. If (this and the 
koti are) in the same direction, their difference is to be taken; if in opposite directions, 
their sum. (The result) is the Sine of the amplitude of the Sun.

IV,56. Multiply this Sine by the Sine of the terrestrial colatitude, and divide (the 
product) by the Sine of maximum declination; (the quotient) is the Sun’s (longitude). 
By the rules applying to the Sun the other planets are to be calculated.

Thus the fourth chapter, the Karana.
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Chapter V

V,l.  Multiply the difference of (the longitudes of) the Sun and Moon increased by the 
difference of their declinations (corresponding to this elongation), by the (first dif
ference) diminished by that (second difference); by the square-root (of the product) 
divide the difference of their declinations, multiplied by (the Moon’s) latitude.

V,2.  The result is to be deducted from the difference between the Sun and Moon if 
the (Moon’s) latitude is in the same sense as its declination; if it is in the opposite 
sense, it is to be added. In the case of the eastern twilight, (the procedure) is reversed.

V,3«  If that (result) has two nädikäs of rising — (to be taken) from the sign that is 
seventh from the Sun—then, if the sky is clear, visibility of the Moon comes to the 
world (of men).

V,4.  In the diameter of the Moon are 15 parts; its horn is elevated. A twelfth of the 
hypotenuse is the illuminated portion; it is laid off from the bhuja.

V,5.  The difference of the declinations it to be added to or subtracted from the (Moon’s) 
latitude as they are in the same or in the opposite directions; (the result is) the koti. 
The hypotenuse is the difference of (the longitudes of) the Sun and Moon. The square
root of the difference between the squares of these (i.e., of the koti and of the hypo
tenuse) is the bähu.

V,6. On whatever side the Sun is from the Moon, on that side lies the koti. The koti 
is laid off with parts equal to digits; the bhuja and the hypotenuse are also (laid off) 
with digits.

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1. 6
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V,7.  First (is drawn) the hypotenuse from the center of the Moon, then the koti; 
then the bhuja goes toward the (center of the) Moon. On the circumference (of the 
Moon) is the aksa; after that, from the midpoint of the illuminated portion (i.e., from 
the aksa) (is laid off) the súfra.

V,8.  Multiply the equinoctial shadow by the latitude to the south or north; divide 
the resulting degrees by 12. (The result) is positive or negative at the rising of the 
Moon, the opposite at its setting.

V,9.  The signs (resulting) from the subtraction of the Sun from the Moon (or these) 
increased by 6 (signs) are to be diminished by this. The rising of the Moon by day 
or at night is to be described (as occurring) in the rising-time of these (signs).

V,10.  Making it thus negative or positive, subtract the Sun from the Moon and sub
tract (the remainder) from 180°; the Moon sets at night or by day in a time equal 
to the rising-time of the remainder.

Thus the Visibility of the Moon.

6*
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Chapter VI

VI,1. The lapsed nâdïs of the (current) tithi at sunrise are to be subtracted from 
(i.e., diminished by) five times the difference between (the longitude of) the Sun and 
(that of) the Moon diminished by 180°; the Moon at that time is obscured.

VI,2. Put down the degree of the ascending node increased by 36 (or by 26?) minutes. 
(Operate) with the degrees of the difference between this and (the longitude of) the 
Moon; if they are within 13°, there is an eclipse, and if within 15°, a darkening of it 
(the Moon).

VI,3. Subtract the square of the minutes of (the Moon’s) latitude from the square 
of 55; double the square-root (of the remainder). Prom dividing this up as (is done) 
with a tithi there results the time of the duration (of the eclipse).

VI,4. Subtract the degrees of the difference between (the longitudes of) the Moon 
and the node from 13° and multiply (the result) by 5. The (resulting) nädikäs are to 
be added to the duration of the eclipse if the ascending node is greater (in longitude), 
otherwise subtracted.

VI,5. Multiply 10 diminished by (the remainder from) 5 diminished by the degrees 
of difference (between the Moon and the node) by that remainder, and multiply (the 
product) by 4; multiply the square-root of that (product) by 21. A fifth part of that 
(product) is the minutes of the totality of the eclipse.

VI,6. In a time equal to the difference between half the duration and half the totality 
the darkness eats the Moon, but not entirely. The directions of first contact and last 
contact are to be determined by means of the degrees of difference between (the 
longitudes) of the Moon and the node.
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VI,7. The direction of (first contact in) the eclipse is opposite to (the direction of) 
the (Moon’s) latitude, on a quadrant of the circumference of the Moon, beginning 
from the east (-point), divided 13 times. One should say that this is the parvan (i.e., 
the point of contact).

VI,8. Multiply a quadrant of the Moon (i.e., 90°) by the terrestrial latitude and mul
tiply (the product) by the degrees of difference between (the longitudes of) the (mid)- 
heaven and the Moon; divide (the product) by 8100. The (resulting) deflection is to 
the north (if the Moon is) in the east, to the south (if the Moon is) in the west.

VI,9. The middle of the eclipse is at the end of the tithi; (the times of) its beginning 
and end, to the east and to the west, (are determined) by half its duration. Blood-red 
(rakta) and reddish-brown (monkey-colored: kapilla) are the colors when (the im
pact is) respectively up and down, especially in the west.

VI,10. One should say that there is a distinctive color (or: a diversity of colors) in 
the Moon when it is totally eclipsed. It is smoke-colored (dhümra) (when the eclipse 
occurs while the Moon is) at the ascendent or at the descendent; it is cloud-colored 
if the eclipse is partial.

VI,11.  (The longitude of) the ascending node, (or) 360° diminished by (the longitude 
of) the ascending node, [multiplied by 223,] is diminished or increased by (the longi
tude of) the Moon; the result is (the direction of) impact (of the eclipse). It is high 
(if the Moon is) at the beginning of Aries, low if it is at the end of Virgo.

VI,12. Draw the circles (representing) the Moon, the shadow, and the (maximum) 
duration of the eclipse, (all) having one center, by means of a string measuring (re
spectively) 17, 38, and their sum (55) in minutes.
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VI,13. In the two sides to the east and west of the afore-mentioned radii are to be 
drawn thirteen long lines having equal intervals (between them).

VI,14. This projection of the Moon, which is to be approached with a commen
tary, has been summarily set forth; in it are seen, by means of the representation, 
the first contact, totality, and duration of the eclipse.

VI,15. In its own (eclipse) the moon touches the shadow of the earth; therefore its 
western half is not touched. In an eclipse of the Sun, (the Moon touches) the Sun; 
(therefore) the first contact of the Moon is in the east, but not that for the Sun.

The sixth chapter: the Eclipse of the Moon.
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Chapter VII

VII, 1. As many as are the nädikäs till noon is attained or that have passed (since 
noon), multiply them by 6 and (take) the Sine (of the product); a thirtieth part (of 
the Sine) is called the “displacement of the tithi” (parallax in longitude).

VII,2. Multiply the nädis by 5 and divide (the product) by 23; divide (again) by 2. 
The lunar latitude is added to the terrestrial latitude at the ascending node (i.e., if 
the latitude is northern), subtracted from it at the descending node (i.e., if the lati
tude is southern). Add or subtract this (sum or difference) to the declination of a 
fourth of the zodiacal signs (i.e., of the nonagesimal). (Take the Sine of this and) 
multiply it (by the amount found at the beginning of the verse).

VII,3. In the northern ayana it is positive in the east, in the southern (ayana) nega
tive in the east; in the southern ayana it is positive in the west, in the northern nega
tive. (The signs are) reversed at the descending node.

VII,4. Multiply the nädis that have passed or that yet remain in the day by the de
clination of the Moon and divide (the product) by 80; (the result) is negative in Aries 
and so on, positive in Libra and so on. (The signs are) reversed at the descending 
node.

VII,5. Put down the degree of the ascending node increased by 36 (or by 26?) minu
tes. (Operate) with the degrees of difference between this and (the longitude of) the 
Moon; if they are within 13°, there is an eclipse of the Moon, and if within 8°, an 
eclipse of the Sun.

VII,6. For the Moon, deduct the square of its (distance from the node) from 169; 
for the Sun, deduct the square of its (distance from the node) from 64. The square
roots of these (differences), diminished by their fourths, are the times of duration 
of their eclipses for the Moon and Sun.

The seventh chapter: the Eclipse of the Sun in the Paulisasiddhänta.
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Chapter VIII

VIII,1. Multiply the ahargana by 150, subtract 65 (from the product), and divide 
(the remainder) by 54 787 in order; from this (is obtained) the mean (longitude of 
the) Sun (according to) the Romaka.

VIII,2. The calculation of the true longitudes of the Sun and the Moon are by means 
of segments measured in halves of zodiacal signs of their anomalies, (both) in direct 
order of these and in reverse. A half of Gemini (i.e., 75°) is subtracted from (the 
mean longitude of) the Sun.

VIII,3. The minutes are 20 plus 15 (= 35), plus 14 (= 34), plus 10 (= 30), plus 4 
(= 24), minus 6 (= 14), and minus 14 (= 6); the seconds are minus 18, minus 5, 
plus 2, plus 10, plus 16, and plus 18.

VIII,4. Multiply the ahargana by 38 100, subtract 1984 (from the product), and 
divide (the result) by 1 040 953; from this (is obtained) the mean (longitude of the) 
Moon.

VIII,5. Multiply the ahargana by 110, add 609 (to the product), and divide (the 
sum) by 3031 ; from this (is obtained) the anomaly of the Moon at sunset at Avanti.

VIII,6. A degree plus 14 (= 1 ;14°), 11 (= 1 ;11°), and 2 (= 1 ;2°); 4 times 18 minus 
8 times 3 (= 0;48°); 52 (= 0;25°); and 6 times 16 minus 90 (= 0;6°); (these are) 
used with the Moon.
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VIII,7. The daily progress (bhukti) of the Moon is 790 (minutes), (that) of the Moon’s 
anomaly 784. In the difference between the past (and present) true longitudes (are 
found) the day’s bhukti (and that) for the coming night.

VIII,8. Multiply (the ahargana) by 24, add (to the product) 56 266, and divide 
(the sum) by 1 63 111 ; the (result, counted) in (reverse) order from Pisces, is called 
“the face of Rähu” (i.e., the ascending node).

VIII,9. As many as are the nädikäs till noon is attained or that have passed (since 
noon), multiply them by 6 and (take) the Sine (of the product); a thirtieth part (of 
the Sine) is the deplacement of the tithi (i.e., the parallax in longitude).

VIII,10. By means of those nâdîs which (have elapsed) since sunrise one should 
calculate the ascendant; from this increased by 9 (zodiacal signs) the degrees of 
declination are to be determined.

VIII,11. Multiply the Sine of the difference between the (madhya)lagna (the nona- 
gesimal) and the node by 2 and divide (the product) by 60; one should subtract 
(the result) from the degrees of declination if the directions are opposite, add them 
together if the latitude (and declination) are in one direction.

VIII,12. If (the result) is northern and is subtracted from the terrestrial latitude or 
if it is southern and is added to it, one should know that (the result) is southern; if 
it is northern and is greater than the terrestrial latitude, one should know (the result) 
is northern.
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VIII,13. Multiply the velocity (bhukti) of the Moon by the Sine of that (result) and 
divide (the product) by 1800; (there results) the accurate avanati. The mean measure 
(of the diameter) of the Sun is 30 (minutes), (that) of the Moon 34.

VIII,14. Multiply the Sine of the difference between the longitude of the Moon at 
conjunction (samalipta) and the node by 21 and divide (the product) by 9; (the re
sult) is added to or subtracted from the avanati as their directions are the same or 
opposite.

VIII,15. Multiply the accurate velocity by the mean measure (of the diameter) and 
divide (the product) by the mean velocity; (the result) is the accurate measure in 
minutes of (the diameter of) the Sun or Moon at that time.

VIII,16. One should subtract the square of the avanati from the square of half the 
sum of the measures of the Sun and Moon; multiply the square-root of that (remain
der) by 2. From this one should indicate the time (of the eclipse) as (is done) in the 
case of the lapsed portion of a tithi.

VIII,17. Subtract the avanati from half the sum of the measures of the Sun and 
Moon; one should find that the minutes that result are the digits of the Sun that are 
covered by the Moon.

VIII,18. Draw the Sun with (a radius equal to) half (of its measure) and lay off the 
avanati from its center in the proper direction; one should draw the Moon with (a 
radius equal to) half (of its measure) from the end of the avanati for the sake of (deter
mining) the magnitude (of the eclipse).

Thus the Solar Eclipse in the Romakasiddhänta : the eighth chapter.

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid.Selsk. 6, no. 1. 7
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Chapter IX

IX,1. I n the Suryasiddhanta, if the ahargana is multiplied by 800, if 442 is subtracted 
(from the product), and if (the remainder) is divided by 292 207 in order, (the result) 
is (the mean longitude of) the Sun at noon at Avanti.

IX,2. (If the ahargana) is multiplied by 900 000, if (the product) is diminished by 
670 217, and if (the remainder) is divided by 24 589 506, (the result is the mean 
longitude of) the Moon.

IX,3. (If the ahargana) is multiplied by 900, (if) one adds (to the product) 2 260 356, 
and if (the sum) is divided by 2 908 789, (the result) is the apogee of the Moon.

IX,4. Multiply the revolutions of the Moon by 51 and divide (the product) by 3120; 
(the result, in seconds,) is negative. In the case of its apogee, multiply (the revolutions) 
by 10 and divide (the product) by 297; (the result), in seconds, is positive.

IX,5. (If the ahargana) is multiplied by 2700, if 6 313 219 is added (to the product), 
and if (the sum) is divided by 18 345 822 in order, (the result determines the position 
of) the ascending node.

IX,6. This subtracted from a circle (i.e., 360°) is the (longitude of the) ascending 
node, and that increased by 6 signs is the “planet” called the descending node. The 
minutes of (the Moon’s) distance from its node (determines its latitude; the maximum) 
latitude is 270 minutes.
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IX,7. Diminish (the mean longitude of) the Sun by 80°, (that of) the Moon by its 
apogee; the results are their arguments. The Sine of this for the Sun is multiplied by 
14, that for the Moon by 31.

IX,8. Divide (the products) by 360; put the arcs (corresponding to) these (Sines) 
down in two places. They are subtractive for (the mean longitudes of) the Sun and 
Moon in the first half of the circle, additive in the latter part.

IX,9. Multiply the arc determined for the Sun by its velocity (bhukti) and divide 
(the product) by 21 600; this is to be applied to the Sun as was done previously. 
(Operate) for the Moon according to (the rule for) the Sun.

IX,10. One nâdï is always to be subtracted or to be added for every 531/3 yojanas 
to the east or west of the prime meridian.

IX,11. The mean velocity (bhukti) of the Moon is 790 (minutes) and 34 seconds; 
(that) of the Sun is 59 (minutes) and 8 seconds;

IX,12. (that) of the Moon’s apogee is 7 minutes diminished by 1/3 (= 0;6,40°); the 
(mean) velocity of the Moon diminished by that (same amount) is to be known as 
the (mean) velocity of the anomaly. These are to be made into the true velocities.
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IX,13. Multiply (the mean velocity of the anomaly) by the tabular difference between 
the Sines of the anomaly and divide (the product) by the square of 15 (= 225); re
duce (the result) and take that arc. (The latter) is subtractive or additive to the velo
city as it is in Capricorn and so on, or in Cancer and so on.

IX, 14. The progress during a nychthemeron for the (given) time is to be known by 
means of the difference between (two true longitudes of) the Moon. Multiply the 
(mean) velocity by the radius and divide (the product) by the true velocity; (the 
result is) the true hypotenuse.

IX,15. Multiply the true hypotenuse of the Sun by 5347 and divide (the product) 
by 40; (the result) is called the orbital radius (kaksä). The hypotenuse of the Moon 
multiplied by 10 is the orbital radius of the Moon.

IX,16. One should divide separately by their true orbital radii 517 080 for the Sun 
and 38 640 for the Moon in order to obtain the measures (of their diameters) at any 
given time.

IX,17. The degrees (on the ecliptic) corresponding to the rising-times of the zodiacal 
signs (at sphaera recta) between the depressed (end of the) tithi (i.e., the time of the 
conjunction) and noon are subtracted from the longitude of the conjunction (sainalipta) 
if it is in the east, but added in the west.

IX,18. That (result) is called the madhyavilagna; (take) the degrees of its declination 
and add to or subtract from them the terrestrial latitude; the Sine of the result is 
called the madhyä (jyä).
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IX,19. Multiply the Sine of the (madhya)vilagna at the end of the tithi by the Sine 
of the maximum declination (of the Sun) and divide (the product) by the Sine of 
terrestrial colatitude. Multiply (the result) by the madhyajyä and divide (the product) 
by the radius; square (the result).

IX,20. Subtract (this) from the square of the madhyajyä, put (the result) down se
parately (in two places), and (take) the square-root of one (of them); this is called 
(the Sine of) the zenith distance (drkksepa) of the Sun. Put it down separately in order 
to remember it.

IX,21. One should subtract the square of the drkksepa from the square of the radius, 
and (take) the square-root (of the remainder). Multiply this by the Sine of the dif
ference between (the longitudes of) the ascendant-point and the Sun, and divide (the 
product) by the radius; (the result is) the Sine of (the Sun’s) altitude.

IX,22. Subtract the square which has been put aside (i.e., the square of the drkksepa) 
from the difference between the squares of the so-called sankvangula (i.e., Sine of the 
Sun’s altitude) and of 120; multiply the square-root (of the remainder) by 18 and 
divide (the product) by the two orbital radii (i.e., by that of the Sun and by that of 
the Moon).

IX,23. From the difference in the degrees (of these two arcs is found) the end of 
the tithi, in the same way as (is found what has passed, or is to come, of) a tithi; 
from that (the procedure) is (to be iterated) again and again. The resulting time is 
to be investigated thus, until there is no remainder.

IX,24. Multiply the drkksepa (for that time) which has no remainder by 18 and 
divide (the product) by the two orbital radii ; the degrees in the arc between the (two) 
results is the parallax in latitude, whose direction is that of the madhyajyä.
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IX,25. Obtain the latitude (of the Moon) at that time by means of the Sines; the 
parallax in latitude increased or decreased by this is correct. By means of their proper 
measurements one should describe the magnitude and the duration (of the eclipse).

IX,26. One should subtract the square of the avanati from the square of half the 
sum of the measures (of the diameters) of the Sun and Moon; multiply the square
root of that (remainder) by 2. One should predict the time from this as in the case 
of what has passed of a tithi.

IX,27. Take the difference between the displacement of the tithi (i.e., the parallax 
in longitude) and the duration at the beginning of the eclipse; if (the eclipse) is in 
the other (i.e., western) hemisphere, the displacement is to be added. (Do) likewise 
for the (time of) release.

Thus the ninth chapter: the Eclipse of the Sun in the Süryasiddhänta.
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Chapter X

X,l.  Multiply the orbital radius (kaksä) of the Sun by 90 and divide (the product) 
by 286; (the result) is the divisor of the orbital radius of the Moon after it has been 
multiplied by 36. Diminish the square of 6 (i.e., 36) by the quotient.

X,2.  Multiply (the remainder) by 120 and divide (the product) by the orbital radius 
of the Moon; the (corresponding) arc is the diameter of the shadow. Divide the sum 
of the diameters of the Moon and of the shadow by 2 and square the result.

X,3-  Take the approximate square-root (of this square) diminished by the square 
of the (Moon’s) latitude and multiply it by 120; divide (the product) by the difference 
between the velocities (bhuktis) of the Sun and Moon; the quotient is in nädikäs.

X,4.  Calculate the latitude of the Moon at the (time of) first contact; then, by this 
(procedure), there results the (half-) duration (of the eclipse). Thus the (half-) dura
tion is calculated again and again until there is no remainder.

X,5.  Multiply the difference between the velocities of the Sun and Moon by the stated 
nädis (of the half-duration) and divide (the product) by 60; (the result) is the minutes 
(of arc) of the (half-) duration. (Take the square) of these (minutes) and of the latitude 
of the Moon at any given time.

X,6.  Subtract the square-root of the sum of these squares from half the sum of the 
measures (of the diameters) of the Moon and the shadow taken in minutes (of arc) 
and so on; whatever is left is to be known as the obscured (portion) of the Sun or the 
Moon at that time.
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X,7. Multiply by 2 the square-root of the difference between the square of half the 
difference between the diameter of the eclipsed body (antya) and the diameter of 
the eclipsing body (ädya) and the square of the Moon’s latitude; compute (with the 
result) as in the case of a tithi. (The result) is the duration of total obscuration of the 
Sun or Moon.

The tenth chapter: the Eclipse of the Moon.
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Chapter XI

XI,1. Draw a circle by means of a staff measured in digits with (a radius equal to) 
the sum of the halves of the diameter of the eclipsed and of the eclipsing body; dis
tinguish the directions. Now (draw) another (circle) with (a radius equal to) half of 
the diameter of the eclipsing body.

XI,2. Multiply the Sine of terrestrial latitude by the Sine of the degrees between the 
Moon and midheaven; (take) an 120th part (of the product). One should apply (the 
result) to the north or south as (the Moon) is towards its rising or setting.

XI,3. One should compute the degrees of declination of (the longitude of) the Moon 
increased by 3 zodiacal signs (and use it) in the proper direction; thus is obtained 
the east and west (points). The north and south (points) are to be known from a 
fish (-figure).

XI,4. A string—-the latitude of the Moon—going in the opposite direction (to the 
latitude) and ending at that direction (of deflection) should touch the second circle; 
from the center one should draw another (line to that point on the second circle).

XI,5. At that point of intersection (with the first circle) first contact (takes place); 
release (i.e., last contact) is thus to be ascertained from the reversal (of this). The 
direction at any particular time is to be determined by one’s calculation from the 
release.

XI,6. A digit equals two minutes on the horizon, three at midheaven; proportion is 
to be used (when a body) is in between, in order for (calculation) to coincide with 
observation.

The eleventh chapter: (Graphical) Description (of a Lunar Eclipse).

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1. 8
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Chapter XII

XII,1. Five years are taught by Pitämaha to be a yuga of the Sun and Moon. (There 
is) an intercalary month (adhimäsa) every 30 months, an omitted tithi (avama) 
every 62 days.

XII,2. Diminish the time of the Saka king by 2 and divide (the remainder) by 5. 
One should calculate the ahargana of the remaining years, beginning with the first 
half (suklapaksa) of (the month) Mägha; this ahargana begins in the day from sunrise.

XII,3. If the ahargana is increased by a 61st part, (the result) is the tilhis; if it is 
multiplied by 9 (and the product divided) by 122, (the result) is the naksatra of the 
Sun; (if the ahargana) is diminished (by itself multiplied) by 7 and divided by 610, 
(the result) is the naksatra of the Moon beginning with Dhanisthä.

XII,4. When the last tithi in the first half (of the month) is a syzygy (parvan), after 
it is the first (tithi) in the other (half of the month). If the ahargana is multiplied by 
12 and (the product divided) by 305, (the result) is the vyatipäta.

XII,5. (When the Sun) is in the northern (ayana), increase the days by 183 times 4 
(= 732); (when it is) in the southern (ayana), increase the future days (by 732). 
Multiply (the sum) by 2, divide (the product) by 61, and diminish (the quotient) by 
12; (the result) is the measure of the day(-light in muhürtas).

Thus the twelfth chapter: The Paitämahasiddhänta.

8*
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Chapter XIII

XIII,1. The sphere of the earth, which consists of the five elements, stands in the 
cage of the constellations in the sky like a round piece of iron standing at the end 
of a loadstone;

XIII,2. it is all covered by trees, mountains, towns, parks, rivers, oceans, and so on. 
In the middle of it is Sumeru, the abode of the wise (gods); the Daityas stand below.

XIII,3. As the reflection of those who sit on the shore of (a body of) water is seen 
to be facing downwards, so the motion of the Asuras (appears to the gods); and they 
(the Asuras) think that the wise (gods) are below.

XIII,4. As here among men the flame of a fire ascends to the sky and something 
heavy when thrown descends to the earth, so (does it happen) below among the Asuras.

XIII,5. Directly above Meru in the sky is (one) fixed pole, below in the sky is another; 
bound to these the constellations are turned around by the pravaha wind.

XIII,6. Others say: “The earth, as if situated on a potter’s wheel (bhrama), revolves, 
not the constellations.” If that were so, hawks and so on would not come back again 
to their abodes from the sky.
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XIII,7. Another thing: if there were (a revolution) of the earth (every) day, bees, 
geese, flags, and so on would always be driven to the west; if it were moving slowly, 
how would it revolve (once a day)?

XIII,8. According to what is said by the Arhats, there are two Suns and two Moons 
which rise one after the other; if this were so, why does a fixed mark from the sütra 
of the Sun revolve in a day?

XIII,9. For the gods, the rising Sun at the beginning of Aries, moving on the terrestrial 
equator, revolves to the right; (for those) at Lanka it revolves overhead; and for the 
foes of the gods in the opposite direction.

XIII,10. At the end of Gemini the Sun revolves, going up 24° from the terrestrial 
equator for the gods, (while) it is directly overhead (for those) at Avanti.

XIII,11. Thus the (noon) shadow is destroyed (there); the (noon) shadow is to the 
north for those dwelling in the north of that (place); for those places which are to the 
south of it the shadow at noon is southern.

XIII,12. Reverence be to those who say: “For the wise (gods) who dwell on Meru 
it is day when the Sun is in Aries, Taurus, and Gemini, night when it is in Cancer 
and so on.’’
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XIII,13. In those places in which (the Sun) goes to the north from Aries it also re
turns (from Cancer); how is it both visible and again not visible while it is there?

XIII,14. In the visible half of the (zodiacal) circle, from midheaven, there are three 
zodiacal signs, that is 90°; these divisions are also to be reckoned from the rising 
(-point).

XIII,15. Each Io equals 9 diminished by a ninth (i.e., 88/9) yojanas; for those who 
are to the north and south (of each other) on (the same) meridian it (the distance in 
yojanas) is to be considered from midheaven (i.e., zenith) in direct perception.

XIII,16. Thus 800 yojanas are seen to equal 90°; whatever is sunrise for (one) ob
server is at noon in a place (whose distance is) measured by that (amount).

XIII,17. Ujjayini, which is close to Lanka, is on the line of (the same) meridian 
to the north; their noons are simultaneous, but their days (i.e., lengths of daylight) 
other than the equinoctial (days) differ.

XIII,18. The measure (of the circumference) of the earth is 1600 times 2 (= 3200) 
yojanas; the Sun, at the equinox, thus heats the earth from (a circle) whose center is 
Meru.
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XIII,19. Going 586 (yojanas) and a yojana diminished by 1/3 (= 5862/3) north of 
Avanti (one reaches) the middle of the earth, or 800 yojanas (north) of Lanka.

XIII,20. In any region, as much as the north pole star is raised to the north from 
the horizon, by so many degrees is the Sun depressed to the south from midheaven 
when it is at the equinox.

XIII,21. (For one) going 3731/3 yojanas north from Ujjayini this sphere of constel
lations which is cast about (the earth) ceases (to exist).

XIII,22. In this (place) the Sun, having risen once, is seen for 60 nädis. (As one 
proceeds) further and further (to the north, the length of daylight) becomes greater 
until it is six months at Sumeru.

XIII,23. (For one) going 4035/9 yojanas to the north of Avanti Sagittarius and Capri
corn never come into sight.

XIII,24. (For one) going 482 (yojanas) from that place Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capri
corn, and Aquarius never rise.
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XIII,25. (For one) going 586 (yojanas) and a yojana diminished by x/3 ( = 5862/3) 
from there the last half of the (zodiacal) circle does not rise and the first (half) does 
not set.
XIII,26. Those who dwell at Lanka see the north pole star touching the earth, those 
who go to Meru see it standing in midheaven (i.e., zenith), and those who go between 
(these two places) see it in between.

XIII,27. For those who dwell on the top of Meru the Sun, having risen once, is visible 
for 6 months in the six (signs) beginning with Aries; when it proceeds further, it is 
visible for the Daityas.
XIII,28. For them Aries is always at the ascendant. Its (Aries’) (first) third part 
(i.e., decan), trirnsadbhâga (i.e., fines), navämsa, and dvädasabhäga (i.e., dodecate- 
morion) belong to Mars.
XIII,29. Lanka is under the (celestial) equator; there the sphere of the constellations 
is even (sphaera recta). A day is 30 nâdîs there, and a night always is also 30 (nâdïs). 
XIII,30. Having made level with water a raised surface, having seen where the 
directions are, and having set up at the southern tip a gnomon (whose length) is 
measured by (the extension of) the (prepared) surface,
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XIII,31 . with his eye directed to the base of this straight gnomon, one should de
press the gnomon until the tip of the gnomon is at the middle of one’s sight of the 
north pole star.

XIII,32. At Lanka the observation is with (the gnomon) fallen down, at Sumeru 
with it upright, and in an intermediary place with it depressed. If the (extension of 
the) surface is equal to a string representing the radius,

XI11,33. whatever is the perpendicular (from the tip of the gnomon to the horizontal 
surface) there is the Sine of terrestrial latitude, and whatever is the distance between 
(the base of the perpendicular and the base of) the gnomon — (a line) which deter
mines the north and south directions—is the Sine of the terrestrial colatitude.

XIII,34. By their own intelligence good men, investigating thus, proclaim what is 
the center of the earth or the measure (of the diameter) of the whole earth just as 
(they proclaim) what is taste by means of a little salty water.

XIII,35. One half of the Moon, which is always below (the Sun), is bright because 
of the Sun’s light, the other half is dark because of its own shadow, just like a pot 
standing in the sunshine.

XIII,36. The rays of the Sun, reflected on the Moon which consists of water, destroy 
the darkness of the night just as, falling on the surface of a mirror, (they destroy the 
darkness) within a house.
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XIII,37. Every day, because of the change in its position from the Sun (since con
junction), there is an increase in the illuminated portion of the Moon just as there is 
on the western part of the pot in the afternoon;

XIII,38. (this is) from after the krsnapaksa, but the dark (portion increases) from 
after the suklapaksa. Those who dwell on the Moon see the Sun for half a paksa on 
either side of the disappearance of the Moon; otherwise there is no light.

XIII,39. Above the Moon are Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and 
then the naksatras. All the planets, moving in their own orbits, travel to the east with 
the same velocity.

XIII,40. As the interstices of the spokes of the wheel of an oil-press are small at the 
hub but large at the rim, so are the interstices of the zodiacal signs (as one goes) 
higher.

XIII,41. The Moon, which is (furthest) below the orbit of the naksatras, revolves 
fast about its small (orbit); Saturn, which is high(est), travels with an equal velocity 
arround its large (orbit).

XIII,42. (Ascending) up from the Moon (each successive planet) is lord of the month, 
(descending) down from Saturn lord of the hour. (Ascending) up in order (every) 
fifth (planet) is lord of the day; the lords of the year are clear.

The thirteenth chapter named: the Form (of the Universe) Consisting of the 
Three Worlds (of Gods, Men, and Demons).

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1. 9
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Chapter XIV

XIV,1.  One should make on the ground a level circle having a diameter of 180 digits, 
with marks indicating the prime vertical, the zodiacal signs, and the degrees on the 
circumference, and with the degrees of the declinations (of the signs) (marked).

XIV,2. From the center (of this circle), with strings which are perpendiculars from 
the string marking the north-south prime vertical to the (marked) degrees of the de
clinations (of the signs), one should draw three circles marked as was the first.

XIV,3. One should make a line cast (from the center) towards the terrestrial latitude 
to the, mark (for it on the circle graded like) the zodiac; take (that chord) in (the 
circle whose radius depends on) the degrees of declination (of the first sign) which 
lies between the line of terrestrial latitude and the north(-south) line (where they 
intersect the circumference);

XIV,4. multiply it by 2 and extend it on its own circle, and multiply half the degrees 
of the arc corresponding to that (chord) by 10. (The result) is to be known as the 
vinädis of ascensional difference for the first sign; (those) for the other two are com
posite.

XIV,5. The nadis (since sunrise) multiplied by 6 are degrees; the Sine of these sub
tracted from the radius is the shadow (at any time) increased by the noon-shadow; 
in order to find the nädis it (i.e., the shadow at any time) is diminished by that (i.e., 
the noon-shadow).

XIV,6. Whatever is the sixth part of the degrees of the arc corresponding to the Sine 
which lies between (the end of) the shadow (so diminished) and the horizon, these 
are nadis; to the east those which have passed are obtained, to the west those that 
remain.

9*
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XIV,7. The ecliptic is on a line (running through) the degrees of declination (marked) 
on parallel north-south lines (beginning at the beginnings of the signs); the degrees 
of arc corresponding to these (segments), when multiplied by 10, are, in order, the 
vinädikäs of rising of (each of) the signs.

XIV,8. (About the end of) the shadow (obtained) at noon (on the equinoctial day 
describe a circle); move the gnomon elsewhere, to the east (so that it lies on the east
west line); whatever is marked on (the circumference of) the circle by a string pro
ceeding (from its center) through the tip of the gnomon is the distance from the equator 
(i.e., the colatitude).

XIV,9. Lay out the (noon equinoctial) shadow to the north; the gnomon is to be 
caused to fall to the west from the tip of the shadow. One should extend a string parallel 
to its hypotenuse from the center of the circumference.

XIV,10. The distance of that from the equator is the terrestrial latitude. In this way 
one should determine the (noon) shadow from the terrestrial latitude. Knowing on 
any particular day the declination (of the Sun), which is either greater or less than 
the terrestrial latitude,

XIV,11. place its Sine (between) the ecliptic and the equator; wherever it touches 
(both), (the longitude of) the Sun, depending on its portion of the sphere, is to be 
known as being equal to the degrees of that arc.

XIV,12. By means of an observation with the rod on half of the construction (i.e., 
a diopter on a semicircle) (find) the degrees between the Sun and Moon (and take) 
a twelfth part (of them); (the result) is to be known as the true lapsed tithis. From 
this is to be computed the next (tithi).
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XIV, 13. (For one) adding (the longitude of) the Sun which is known hy means of 
the (geometrical) construction to these degrees (of elongation) there results (the 
longitude of) the Moon at that time by means of just the construction.

XIV,14. One should thrice mark the tip of the shadow near the center (of that con
struction); from these (three points) one should draw two fish (-figures). (With a 
center) equal to the intersection of the two strings issuing from the mouths of these 
fish (-figures),

XIV,15. and with a string (as radius) equal to (the length necessary for) touching 
the three points (draw) a circle; on that day the shadow of the gnomon moves on 
this (circle) without leaving it.

XIV,16. The line from the center of that circle to the gnomon is the north-south line; 
its (the circle’s) distance (from the gnomon) to the north is the noon shadow.

XIV,17. That (circle) which seems to join the sky to the earth at their ends is called 
the horizon; the east-west line and the north-south line are called the prime verticals.

XIV,18. The distance between the north pole star and the horizon is the terrestrial 
latitude; the difference between 90° and the terrestrial latitude is called the terrestrial 
colatitude. Midheaven is called the lagnona (nonagesimal) ; and the diameter of the 
day (-circle) is that of the circle (which passes through) the setting (-point) and the 
rising (-point) (of the Sun).
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XIV,19. One should make a water-basin like the (plane geometrical) construction 
with the marks (of the degrees) and with the circle of directions, and tilt it by (the 
amount of) the terrestrial latitude; insert in it a very symmetrical cavity and place 
a gnomon to mark its center.

XIV,20. The degrees that have been passed by the shadow from the intersection of 
two lines (i.e., that of the circumference of the basin and the shadow at dawn) (along 
the day circle) are to be added to (the longitude of) the Sun; the result is the sign at 
the rising (-point), and (the degrees passed by the shadow, divided by 6) are the lapsed 
nâdïs of the day.

XIV,21. (Make) a circle half a digit wide and a hand in diameter and mark it evenly 
with (the signs of) the zodiac; (make) a hole in the middle of its width. Coming through 
this obliquely

XIV,22. cause a ray of the Sun at noon to enter (the circle) with a small motion of 
the circumference. The degrees between (the spot) that is heated (by the Sun’s ray) 
and the string hanging from the middle (of the circle) is its (the Sun’s) zenith distance.

XIV,23. Construct a small sphere of wood having the measure of its surface evenly 
round; on its circumference (i.e., surface?) (draw) two lines (indicating) the passage 
of time, which are bent where the Sun stops (i.e., at the two solstices).

XIV,24. On either side of the juncture of Pisces and Aries, by means of observation, 
one should lay off north-south lines (perpendicular to the equator, whose lengths) 
equal the marks of the degrees of declination (for appropriate zodiacal longitudes); 
these determine (the positions of) the “illuminators of the oblique observation.’’
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XIV,25. Tilt (the sphere) to the north by the amount of the terrestrial latitude (and 
measure the degrees between) the “illuminator of the oblique observation” (i.e., the 
point on the ecliptic occupied by the Sun) and (the point where) the horizon (and 
the day-circle) meet; the lapsed nâdïs correspond to a sixth part (of the degrees) in 
between.

XIV,26. If, among the time-circles, one of those beginning with (that of) Capricorn 
rises, (then the Sun is) in the northern ayana and the length of daylight increases; 
in the reverse situation the length of daylight decreases. The rest is to be approached 
on the basis of what has already been explained.

XIV,27. The seeds of all magical diagrams are furnished by string, water, and sand; 
with these the forms as desired, of tortoises or men, are to be made on a surface.

XIV,28. The teacher should give these things only to a steadfast pupil; the pupil, 
having received the seed which is known not even by his (i.e., the teacher’s) son, 
should use it in a magical diagram.

XIV,29. With an instrument adjusted to the terrestrial latitude of the given locality 
observe the fulness of the Moon; (the observed longitude) is diminished or increased 
by another (longitude computed for a time) equal to the ghatikäs (after sunset) of 
the observation (which are computed) by means of the rising-time (of the longitude 
of the Moon);

XIV,30. convert (the result) as in the case of a tithi (into time). Add the quotient 
to the time of half of the equation of daylight in (the six signs) beginning with Aries, 
subtract (the half-equation of daylight) in (the six signs) beginning with Libra; (the 
result is) the accurate longitudinal distance (of the given locality from the prime 
meridian) along the equator.
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XIV,31- A sixtieth of the water that escapes by means of a particular hole during 
a nychthemeron is considered to he a nâdï, or else 180 breaths of a man.

XIV,32. A copper vessel shaped like half a pot (i.e., a hemisphere) is to be made; 
(pierce) a hole in its bottom and put it in clear water in a basin; when this is full, 
that is a nâdï — or else the observation (is made) by means of (the striking of) the 
sunken bottom. For a day and a night 60 (of these) are to occur. Or else (a nâdï is 
the time it takes to recite) 60 of these verses (each of which consists of 60 long syl
lables).
XIV,33. Knowing the latitude of the Moon and observing the distance of the Moon 
from a star, by calculating one should predict its conjunction with the star in the 
future.

XIV,34. (The yogatärä of) Krttikä is at the end of the sixth degree and 3x/2 hands 
to the north of the zodiac; (the yogatärä of) Rohinï is at the end of 81/2 (degrees) 
and 61/2 (hands) to the south;

XIV,35. the two (yoga-) täräs in Punarvasu are in the eighth degree and at the eighth 
hand north and south; (the yogatärä) of Pusya is in the fourth degree and 41/2 hands 
to the north;
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XIV,36. the southern (yoga-) tärä of Äslesä is in the (first) degree and a hand (to 
the south), the northern (yoga-) tärä is also (in the first degree and a hand to the 
north); the conjunction (with the yogatärä) of Maghä (takes place) in the sixth degree 
in its own field (i.e., in Maghä);

XIV,37. (the yogatärä of) Citrä is at 81/2 degrees and 3 hands to the south. The 
digits (are counted) from the center of the Moon where the minutes of latitude end.

XIV,38. Subtract 17 from the latitude (of the yogatärä with respect to the Moon), 
multiply (the remainder) by 15, and (take) a thirty-fourth (of the product); one should 
know (that this is) the measure of the digits. (Compute) the time (of the conjunction) 
by means of the difference in the daily progresses (of the Moon).

XIV,39. Multiply half the (noon) equinoctial shadow by 52 (= 25); the result is in 
minutes. Add 21 times (half of) the shadow to the arc from this and multiply (the 
sum) by 10; the result is vinädis.

XIV,40. By means of these (compute) the ascendant from the beginning of Cancer; 
when the Sun stands there, to the south the sage Agastya, (like) a forehead-mark 
distinguishing the face of a lady,

XIV,41. shines forth because of the magical diagrams on the (graphical) constructions 
which are understood by means of the principles of mathematics. The divine know
ledge which pertains to time delights the minds of men.

Thus the fourteenth chapter: the Magical Diagrams of the (Graphical) Con
structions.
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Chapter XV

XV,1. Placing those who know the relative positions of the Sun, Moon, zodiac and earth 
ahead I speak. There is always an eclipse of the Sun; somewhere it is visible because 
of the difference of localities.

XV,2. For those who are ignorant of the relative positions, understanding arises from 
meditation just as milk deposited in a conch-shell is able to withstand the destruction 
caused by teeth.

XV,3. For those for whom the Sun is crossed by an identity of all (the requisite) 
lines there is an eclipse of the Sun; this locality is somewhere every day.

XV,4. The Pitrs on the Moon see the Sun eclipsed once for (a whole) half-month 
(paksa), and not eclipsed for (a whole) half-month; the middle of the eclipse is on 
the full-moon tithi.

XV,5. Those who live on Meru or near to Meru never see an eclipse of the Sun since 
the Sun and the Moon are not high (enough) up (above their horizon).

XV,6. Those on Meru (and) on its side, never make an observation of the Sun and 
Moon (together); they always see a distance between the Sun and Moon.

Hist.Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid.Selsk. 6, no. 1. 10
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XV,7. For us, even if the Sun is low down (towards the horizon) at sunrise or sunset, 
the Sun’s being under the Moon as (under) a cloud is the cause (of the eclipse).

XV,8. (If) for us there is an eclipse at the time of sunrise, there is not one simul
taneously for those for whom the Sun is almost set or for those for whom it is noon.

XV,9. It is past for those at (a place where it is) sunrise (and) in the future by (as 
much as) two ksanas for those at a place (where it is) sunset (when it is) incessantly 
with the present for those at a place (where it is) noon.

XV,10. I have in detail discussed in the (Brhat-)samhitä, at the beginning of (the 
chapter on) the motion of the ascending node, what is the cause of an eclipse of the 
Sun and Moon aside from the ascending node.

XV,11. Because there is no distinction of directions on Meru, the eastern (direction) 
is not (indicated) by the (rising) Sun; as long as the Sun is risen, so long does it re
volve about the earth.

XV,12. If (it is said): “The eastern (direction) is distinguished by the visibility (of 
the Sun) when it is the size of an atom’’, (it may be answered that) after it has tra
velled for half of the (ecliptic) great circle it sets at just that (point); what then is 
east or what west?

10*
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XV,13. For them (i.e., those on Meru) the day (is determined) by (the Sun’s) de
clination, not, as for us, by its motion; our year is a nychthemeron (consisting of) 
60 nâdïs for the Gods.

XV,14. Every year is a day and a night for the Gods and Demons, with a reversal 
(of the position) of the day; (a day and a night) is a month for the Pitrs, 60 nâdïs 
for men.

XV,15. To whatever elevation from the horizon the Sun moves in two ksanas, at that 
distance do the Gods see him moving, neither higher nor lower.

XV,16. The succession of lords of the hour and of lords of the day is not the same 
as ours because the nychthemeron there is not 60 nâdïs.

XV,17. The (means of) ascertaining the week-days is not the same everywhere; 
since no cause is spoken of in this matter, the astrologers disagree about it.

XV, 18. The week-day is obtained from the ahargana; but the ahargana is a combi
nation of time and place. It is said by Lâtâcârya (to begin) when the Sun is half-set 
at Yavanapura;
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XV,19. the ahargana is said by Simhacarya (to begin) at sunrise at Lanka; for the 
Yavanas (it is said) by their guru (to begin) at night when 10 muhürtas have passed;

XV,20. Äryabhata has said that the day begins at midnight at Lanka; moreover he 
has said that it begins at sunrise at Lanka.

XV,21. If, after one has made the correction for longitudinal difference, no agree
ment concerning the lime arises in this, it is said by them in agreement with the sastras :

XV,22. The Sun rising in Bharatavarsa simultaneously causes noon among the 
Bhadräsvas, sunset among the Kurus, and midnight for the Ketumälas.

XV,23. Sunrise at Lanka is sunset at Siddhapura, noon at Yamakoti, and midnight 
in the territory of the Romakas.

XV,24. The intercalary months, omitted tithis, (mean longitudes of) the planets, the 
days, tithis, (lords of) the days, Aries, the Moon, the Sun, the ayanas, rtus, motions 
of the constellations, and the nights begin equally at the beginning of the yuga.
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XV,25. There is one longitudinal difference from the territory of the Romakas, 
another from Yavanapura; there is one (time) from midnight at Lanka, (another) 
from sunrise.

XV,26. If we say (what is) the lord of the day (by counting) every day from the 
setting of half the Sun, there is no accepted statement in this nor any other reasoning 
at all.

XV,27. Because of the Sun’s being in various places, it is twilight in one place, day
light in another, and night in another; at every little (shift in) locality the lordship 
of the day is confused.

XV,28. Thus also is the information about the hours since the first hour belongs to 
the lord of the day; since that is not completely fixed, how is the lord of the hour?

XV,29. The common people for the most part deal with the (accepted) week-day 
without reflection; the äcäryas say that that is right which coincides with the accurate 
divisions between tithis.

The fifteenth chapter: the Upanisad of Astronomy.
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Chapter XVI

XVI,1. This is the determination of the star-planets in the Arkasiddhänta for mid
night at Avanti; in this Mercury and Venus have a (mean) motion equal to that of 
the mean Sun.

XVI,2. I or Jupiter multiply the ahargana by 100 and divide (the product) by 433 232; 
for Mars multiply it by 1 and divide by 687 ;

XVI,3. for Saturn multiply it by 1000 and divide by 10 766 066. The quotients are 
revolutions, the remainders the mean (longitudes of the) planets in order.

XVI,4. For every revolution of Jupiter 0;0,0,10° are to be subtracted; of Mars 
0;0,0,14° are to be added; of Saturn 0;0,0,5° are to be subtracted.

XVI,5. To the mean (longitude of) Saturn is added 4 signs and 2;28,49° (= 122; 
28,49°);

XVI,6. to Jupiter 8;6,20°; to Mars the ksepa is 2, 15, and 35 in signs and so on 
( = 75;35°).
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XVI,7. (If the ahargana) is multiplied by 100 and divided by 8797 in order, (the 
result is) the conjunction of Mercury; to this 0;0,0,4,30° multiplied by (the number 
of) revolutions is to be added.

XVI,8. If the ahargana is multiplied by 10 and (the product) divided by 2247, (the 
result is) the conjunction of Venus; to this 0;0,10,30° multiplied by (the number of) 
revolutions are to be added.

XVI,9. Of Leo 28° and 17 minutes (= 148;1 7°) are added to the conjunction of Mer
cury; 332 961 seconds (= 92;29,21°) are to be subtracted (from that) of Venus.

XVI,10. Every year 17 seconds are to be added to mean Mars, 10 (seconds) are to 
be subtracted from (mean) Jupiter, and 61/2 (seconds) are added to (mean) Saturn;

XVI,11. for (the mean conjunction of) Venus 45 (seconds) are to be subtracted, and 
for (the mean conjunction of) Mercury 120 (seconds) are added. From the mean 
(longitude) of Jupiter 1400 seconds (= 0;23,20°) are to be subtracted.

Mean motion in the Süryasiddhänta.

XVI,12. The Sun is called the conjunction of the other (planets). The manda-circum- 
ferences of Mars and so on are 35, 14, 16, 7, and 30 multiplied by 2 (i.e., Mars 70°, 
Mercury 28°, Jupiter 32°, Venus 14°, and Saturn 60°).
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XVI,13. The degrees of the slowest motion (i.e., the mandoccas) of Mars, Mercury, 
Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn are 6, 11, 8, 4, and 12 multiplied by 20; (that) of Mars 
is diminished by 10 (i.e., Mars 110°, Mercury 220°, Jupiter 160°, Venus 80°, Saturn 
240°).
XVI,14. In the sïghra-circumferences of Mars and so on are 234°, 132°, 72°, 260°, 
and 40°.

XVI,15. If (the remainder from) the conjunction (i.e., the longitude of the Sun) 
diminished by the mean (longitude of the planet) is within three signs, then the Sines 
of the traversed and untraversed degrees are the bhuja and koti (respectively); if it 
is more than that, then it is subtracted from six (signs) and the same rule (applies).

XVI,16. Multiply (the bhuja and koti) by their (proper) circumferences and divide 
(the products) by 360; thereby are they reduced (to the bhujaphala and the koti- 
phala). The kotiphala is added to the radius in Capricorn and so on, subtracted from 
it in Cancer and so on.

XVI,17. Then one should multiply the bhuja(phala) by 120 and divide (the product) 
by the square-root of the sum of the squares of that (i.e., R ± kotiphala) and of the 
bhuja(phala). Depending on the anomaly of the conjunction, half of the corresponding 
arc is to be subtracted from or added to (the longitude of) the apogee.

XVI,18. Having corrected the apogee thus, subtract (it) from the mean (longitude 
of the planet); reduce its bhuja (to the bhujaphala). Half (of the corresponding arc) 
is added to, or subtracted from, just that (corrected longitude of the) apogee.
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XVI,19. Again (the second corrected apogee) is to be subtracted from the mean 
(longitude of the planet); (find) the bähu from that. The arc corresponding to this 
after it has been reduced (to the bhujaphala) is to be subtracted from, or added to, 
the mean (longitude of the planet) depending on the argument of the apogee.

XVI,20. Subtract the mean (longitude of the planet) thus corrected from the con
junction (i.e., the longitude of the Sun) according to the previous rule; the arc that 
is obtained as was the first (sighra correction) is to be added to, or subtracted from, 
the corrected mean (longitude of the planet).

XVI,21. All (the planets) thus are corrected. But in the case of Mercury and Venus 
subtract the Sun’s apogee from the conjunction (i.e., the Sun’s longitude); reduce the 
bähu to the circumference of (the epicycle of) the Sun and subtract (the corresponding 
arc) from, or add (it) to, (the corrected longitude of) Mercury or Venus.

XVI,22. From Venus, after it has been corrected, 67 minutes are to be subtracted. 
The time of the first station or of the second station is to be known by means of the 
difference between velocities.

XVI,23. The degrees of distance between the true (planet) and the Sun (required) 
for the visibility of the Moon and so on are to be known as 20 diminished in order 
by 8, 3, 7, 9, 11, and 5 (i.e., Moon 12°, Mars 17°, Mercury 13°, Jupiter 11°, Venus 
9°, and Saturn 15°).

XVI,24. For Saturn, Jupiter, and Venus add an eighth to the Sine of the interval 
between the apogee and the planet; for Mercury and Mars subtract a fourth. There is 
another latitude in the rule of the conjunction:

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 6, no.l. 11
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XVI,25. for Jupiter, Mars, and Venus subtract a fourth, and for Mercury and Saturn 
add an eighth. Multiply (the result) by the radius and divide (the product) by the 
hypotenuse; the latitude is the difference or sum (of the apogee and conjunction lati
tudes?).

The sixteenth chapter: the Correction of the Star-planets.

11*
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Chapter XVII

XVII,1. Subtract 147 from the ahargana and divide (the remainder) by 584; the 
quotient is the (number of) risings of Venus. Its progress in longitude (during that 
time) is 51/2 and 1/3 (degrees) of Scorpio (= 215;50°).

XVII,2. When Venus has travelled to 26° of Virgo it rises in the west. Add 1/nth 
(of a day for every) rising to the days; from this (compute) its motion.

XVII,3. In three (periods) of sixty (days) it travels 70° increased by 4, 3, and 2 
(i.e., 74°, 73°, and 72° respectively); in 271/2 (days) 20°; and in 3 (days) l1/«0«

XVII,4. Then it retrogrades 2 (degrees) in 15 (days); then it sets in the west in 5 
(days) and rises in the east in" 10 (days); Venus goes 4 (degrees) in 20 (days).

XVII,5. Proceeding in direct motion, it travels in the opposite direction to setting 
in the east; proceeding 75° in 60 (days) Venus is (again) visible in the west.

Venus in the Väsisthasiddhänta.

XVII,6. For Jupiter subtract from the ahargana 34 (days) and as many nadis and 
divide (the remainder) by 399; the quotient is (the number of) its risings. The (re
maining) days are put down.
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XVII,7. Add to (these) days 1/9th (of a day for every) rising. Multiply the (number 
of) risings by 62 (= 36) and divide (the product) by 391; (the remainder) is called 
the pada. Add 18 to the remainder.

XVII,8. Put down the mean and the true segments, in order, in two places. (Decide) 
from the difference between them. If the true is less, one should add it to the days; 
otherwise, if the mean segment (is less), subtract it.

XVII,9. Until the pada (equals) 180, (Jupiter) is in the negative segment 1456; 
until (it increases by) 195, Jupiter is in the positive (segment) 1265 (or 1456-65 = 
1391);

XVII,10. for 16 Jupiter is in the third, negative segment 1486. Multiply by 5 and 
divide by 8 (or 83); it rises to the east in so many minutes (of arc).

XVII,11. In the first segment of Jupiter they are 91/2° of Virgo (= 159;30°); in the 
second segment half a circle (= 180°); (and in the third) 201/2°.

XVII,12. In 60 days (Jupiter) traverses 12°, in 40 (days) 4 (degrees), and in 24 (days) 
2 (degrees); (it moves) retrograde 6° in 56 (days) and 6 (degrees) in 60 (days);
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XVII,13. in direct motion (it goes) 12 (degrees) in 80 (days); 9 (degrees) in 50 days; 
then it sets; staying (set it travels) 7 (degrees) in one month (i.e., 30 days); its ac
curate rising is on the last day of the month (i.e., on the 29th).

Jupiter.

XVII,14. One should subtract 1501/3 from the days of Saturn (and) divide (the re
mainder) by 378; put down the days and so on; the quotient is its (number of) risings 
(i.e., synodic periods).

XVII,15. One should subtract 1/10th (of a day for every) rising from the days. Mul
tiply the (number) of risings by 9 and divide (the product) by 256; the remainder 
is the pada. Add to it 89(?).

XVII,16. Saturn’s (first) 30 padas are positive 2416; 127 padas are negative 2519; 

XVII,17. (and) 99 (padas) are positive 2037. There is a subtraction or addition of 
12 degrees and minutes (i.e., 12;12°). Multiply by 31 and divide (the product) by 
32 (or: by 32 padas); (the result is) Saturn’s rising.

XVII,18. In the first segment are 16° of Taurus diminished by 9 minutes (= 45;51°); 
in the middle segment are 5 (signs) 27 (degrees) and 34 (minutes) (= 177;34°);
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XVII, 19. (and in the last segment) 0° of Virgo diminished by 14 (degrees) (plus) 
7 times 5 minutes (= 136;35°). In 16 (days Saturn traverses) 80 (minutes); in 60 
minus 4 ( = 56) (days) 232 (minutes);

XVII,20. Saturn (moves) retrograde 3° in 60 minus 5 ( = 55) (days) and 4 (degrees) 
in 60 (days); in direct motion (it proceeds) 8 (degrees) in 112 (days); (and, having 
gone) 3 (degrees) in 62 (= 36) (days), it sets.

Saturn.

XVII,21. Subtract 216 (days) and 40 nädis from the ahargana (and divide the re
mainder) by 780; the risings of Mars in the east are obtained.

XVII,22. Add to the days 157 plus 4 (= 161) vinadis for every rising (i.e., synodic 
period). Multiply the (number of) risings by 18 and divide (the product) by 133; 
put down (the remainder) from that.

XVII,23. Calculate 85 (degrees) plus three zodiacal signs (= 175°); (this is), in 
order, the mean (longitude of Mars); one should compute in order its true motion 
by means of the measures of the signs (?).

XVI 1,24. If the mean (is greater), one should add the degrees of difference between 
the true and mean (segments) to the days; if the mean is less, one should subtract 
them from the gati. I will describe its motion.
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XVII,25. At rising in the east Mars (traverses) 186 (degrees); then (having traversed) 
18 (degrees) in retrogression (it has travelled) half of its course since conjunction; 
then (traversing) 60 times 3 (= 180) (degrees), it sets;

XVII,26. traversing 10 times 3 (= 30) (degrees) Mars is in conjunction (with the 
Sun); traversing 30 (degrees) it rises. Now I shall tell the days for the motion of 
(Mars’) gatis in order.

XVII,27. In the first gali 240 plus 28 minus x/2 (= 2671/2) (days). One should cal
culate days for every two signs from Pisces:

XVII,28. in the second gati 5, 7, 7, 6, 6, and 5, multiplied by 10 and increased by 
7, 1, 2, 6, 1, and 1 in order (i.e., 57, 71, 72, 66, 61, and 51 respectively).

XVII,29. In retrogression (O->0) in Pisces, Scorpio, Aries, and Sagittarius (Mars 
goes) 6 degrees in 6 times 7 (= 42) (days), and in extreme retrogression (0-^Y) 10 
(degrees) in 42 (days). It goes 16 (degrees) in 60 days.

XVII,30. In Taurus, Gemini, Libra, and Virgo (it goes) 7 degrees in 4 times 10 
(= 40) (days), and 10 (degrees) in 40 (days). It is retrograde in order 17 (degrees) 
in 63 (days).
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XVII,31. In Cancer and Leo (it goes) 7 (degrees) in 44 (days), and 11 (degrees) 
in 40 (days). Mars in all its retrogression in order (goes) 18 (degrees) in 66 days.

XVII,32. In Aquarius and Capricorn (it goes) 6 degrees in 32 (days), and 9 (degrees) 
in 39 (days). (It goes) 15 degrees in 57 (days). So Mars is in three (sections).

XVII,33. In retrogression (it goes) for 1/3 with 1/9 (= 4/9) of the days, with the even 
and odd traversed (?); in extreme retrogression the reverse. The retrogression with 
1/3 (i.e., 4/3) is the extreme retrogression.

XVII,34. In the fast gati 5 times 60 (= 300) increased by 1, 5, 8, 11, 14, 11, 32 (= 9), 
6, and 2, and diminished by 1, 4, and 4 (i.e., 301, 305, 308, 311, 314, 311, 309, 306, 
302, 299, 296, and 296 days respectively for the 12 zodiacal signs).

XVII,35. In the seventh gati there are 60 increased by 2, 9, 12, 9, 3, and 0 (i.e., 62, 
69, 72, 69, 63, and 60) days; there is the same motion in the eighth (gati).

Mars.

XVII,36. One should add 7 times 4 and 1/3 (= 28;20) to the ahargana; multiply 
(the sum) by 8 and divide (the product) by 927 ; (the quotient is the number of) the 
first visibilities (synodic periods) (of Mercury). Subtract an eighth part of a day 
(for every synodic period);
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XVII,37. divide the (number of) risings by 4 and subtract (so many) nädis from 
the days of Mercury (i.e., 15 vinâdîs for every synodic period). Multiply the risings 
by 217 and divide (the product)

XVII,38. by 689 diminished by 5 (= 684); (the result concerns) the mean Mercury. 
(It) travels in order: 8° in 2 plus 5 (= 7) days, 30 accurate degrees in 30,

XVII,39. 60 (degrees) in 92 (= 81), 100 (degrees) in 80 plus 8 (= 88), 12 (degrees) 
in 14, 30° in 30 plus 3 (= 33),

XVII,40. 100 minus 3 (= 97) (degrees) in 100 plus 4 (= 104), and 20 plus 3 (= 23) 
(degrees) in 26 plus 5 (=31); thus (travels) true Mercury.

XVII,41. One should subtract from the days the degrees of difference between these 
two (i.e., mean and true segments) if the true is greater; but if the mean is greater, 
one should add the degrees. The motion is known from true Mercury.

XVII,42. In Aries, in 62 (= 36) days diminished by 0, 11, 7, and 7 (i.e., 36, 25, 29, 
and 29) (Mercury travels) 35, 22, 3 times 7 (= 21), and 6 times 9 (= 54) degrees.
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XVII,43. In Taurus, in 10 multiplied by 4, 2, 2, and 4 and increased by 5, 3, 3, and 
9 (i.e., 45, 23, 23, and 49) (days it travels) 50 diminished by 6, 33, and 27 (i.e., 44, 
17, and 23) (degrees) and 70 diminished by 1 (= 69).

XVII,44. In Gemini, in 20, increased by 52 (= 25), 0, 6, and 33 (= 27) (i.e., 45, 20, 
26, and 47) (days it travels) 50 diminished by 2 (= 48), 14, 33 (= 27), and 75 degrees.

XVII,45. In Cancer, in 10 multiplied by 4, 1, 3, and 4 and increased by 2, 8, 0, and 
6 (i.e., 42, 18, 30, and 46) (days it travels these numbers of) degrees increased by 1, 
halved, and increased by 1 and 52 (= 25) (i.e., 43, 9, 31, and 71).

XVII,46. In Leo, in 10 multiplied by 3, 1, 3, and 4 and increased by 4, 6, 2, and 5 
(i.e., 34, 16, 32, and 45) (days it travels) an equal (number of degrees), diminished 
by 7, the same, and increased by 25 (i.e., 34, 9, 32, and 70).

XVII,47. In Virgo, in 26, 18, 33, and 43 (days) — no more — (it travels) 33 (= 27), 
9, 5 times 7 ( = 35), and 58 increased by 12 (= 70) (degrees).

XVII,48. In Libra, (in) 20 increased by 1,0, and 15, and multiplied by 2 (i.e., 
21, 20, 35, and 40) (days it travels these numbers of) degrees diminished by 3 and 
8 and increased by 1 and 30 (i.e., 18, 12, 36, and 70).
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XVII,49. In Scorpio, (in) 10 multiplied by 1,2, 4, and 3 and increased by 6, 5, 4, 
and 8 (i.e., 16, 25, 44, and 38) (days it travels these numbers of) degrees diminished 
by 2, 7, and 1 and increased by 26 (i.e., 14, 18, 43, and 64).

XVII,50. In Sagittarius, in 16, 26, 6 times 7 (= 42), and (this) diminished by 10 
(= 32) days (it travels these numbers of) degrees diminished by 1 and 5 and in
creased by 1 and 30 (i.e., 15, 21, 43, and 62).

XVII,51. In Capricorn, in 20 increased by 0, 7, 18, and 12 (i.e., 20, 27, 38, and 32) 
(days it travels these numbers of) degrees diminished by 1 and increased by 1, 1, 
and 26 (i.e., 19, 28, 39, and 58).

XVII,52. In Aquarius, in 23 increased by 3, 12, and 12 (i.e., 23, 26, 35, and 35) 
days (it travels) 22, 52 (= 25), 33 and 60 degrees.

XVII,53. In Pisces, in 3 times 8 (= 24) increased by 1,5, and 3 (i.e., 24, 25, 29, and 
27) days (it travels) 3 times 8 (= 24), 24, <24>, and 50 diminished by 1 ( = 49) degrees.

XVII,54. For the (iirst) three gatis of Mercury the time-degrees are degrees of as
censional differences (?); for the fourth (gati) days (?). In Aries and Pisces the direct 
motion is slow.
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XVII,55. Multiply the degrees by the square of the difference between the gatis and 
divide (the product) by the square of what has passed; subtract the quotient from 
the zodiacal signs; the result is what has been traversed after the first station in the 
first gati.

XVII,56. In the retrograde gati, in the first half, multiply the degrees by the square 
of what has passed of the third gati and divide (the product) by the square of what 
has passed; the result is, by proportion, (what has been traversed) in the fourth gati.

XVII,57. Multiply the time of the ascensional difference by the latitude (of the planet) 
in the form of a Sine; take a 480th part (of the product); one should subtract or add 
(the result) according to its orbit as the planet is south or north (of the east-point).

XVII,58. Having done thus, the visibility at setting of the Moon and so on is with 
12, 14, 12, 15, 8, and 15 degrees between the planet and the Sun (i.e., Moon 12°, 
Mars 14°, Mercury 12°, Jupiter 15°, Venus 8°, and Saturn 15°).

XVI 1,59. Multiply (these degrees) by 300 vinadis and divide (the product) by the 
measure of rising in vinädis; from the measure of the obtained degrees the accurate 
rising or setting (of the planet) is to be declared.

XVII,60. The degrees of the Sun are to be diminished by (the longitude of) Mer
cury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn; the opposite in the case of the Moon. Thus 
knowing (the elongation necessary for first visibility) from the latitude, one should 
compute the future prediction.
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XVII,61. In order to benefit his pupils, Varähamihira of Avanti has made concisely 
this tantra of kärikäs concerning the star-planets which (gives) the degree of true 
longitude of the planets.

XVII,62. The wise man who is disturbed at Pradyumna’s Mars or at Jupiter or 
Saturn as computed by Vijayanandin resorts to this accurate karana which has been 
“seen” by Varähamihira.

XVII,63. He who, though knowing the faults of one who is absent, does not tell them 
even when the occasion (presents itself), but recites his good qualities — to that noble 
benefactor of others, reverence!

XVII,64. Varähamihira, being free from jealousy, gives this other tantra for the 
star-planets in 18 äryä (-verses) (thinking): “This is the best karana.”

XVII,65. (Take) the degrees of (the longitude of) the Sun at the (last) calculation; 
convert the days (since then) into degrees of motion for the Sun. When (the degrees) 
are added to the days, then the degrees (of the Sun’s longitude) within the circle (of 
the zodiac) are to be known.

XVII,66. Diminish (the ahargana) by 6329; multiply (the remainder) by 4, divide 
(the product) by 3075, and divide (the remainder) again by 4; (the result) is the 
days of conjunction (with the Sun) of Mars.
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XVII,67. In 36 (days) (it comes to the Sun) diminished by 15 (degrees) and be
comes visible; in 188 (days) (it travels) 60°; in 108 (days) 60 (degrees); in 70 plus 2 
(= 72) (days) 90 (degrees);

XVII,68. in 60 plus 8 (= 68) (days) 50 (degrees); in 240 (days) 7 times 10 (= 70) 
(degrees); then it sets; in 7 times 8 (= 56) (days) 15 (degrees); then it comes into 
conjunction (with the Sun).

Mars.

XVII,69. Diminish (the ahargana) by 1681; multiply (the remainder) by 29 and 
divide (the product) by 3312; divide (the quotient) by the multiplier (29); the result 
is the days of Mercury.

XVII,70. In 10 (days) it is diminished by 12 (degrees) and rises in the east; in 14 
(days) (it is diminished by) 5°; in 18 (days) 14 (degrees); then it sets; in 30 (days) 
6° and it rises;

XVII,71. in 18 (days) 14 (degrees); in 16 (days) it is diminished by 8 (degrees) 
and sets in the west; in 8 (days) Mercury is diminished by 9 (degrees) and comes 
into conjunction.

Mercury.
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XVII,72. Diminish (the ahargana) by 1652; multiply (the remainder) by 7 and di
vide (the product) by 2752; divide (the quotient) by 7; they are the days of Jupiter 
coming into conjunction (with the Sun).

XVII,73. All are to be subtracted from the Sun. In 16 (days) (it travels) 12 (degrees) 
and rises in the east; in 54 (days) 44 (degrees); in 70 (days) 60 plus 4 (= 64) (degrees);

XVII,74. in 109 (days) 120 (degrees); in 88 days 76 (degrees); in 40 (days) 32 (de
grees); then it sets; and in 16 (days) 12 (degrees).

Jupiter.

XVII,75. Diminish the ahargana by 11 122; divide (the remainder) by 1151; take 
half of the remainder; these are the days of Venus’ conjunctions (with the Sun).

XVII,76. In 5 (days) it is diminished by 9 (degrees) and rises in the east; in 15 
(days) diminished by 21 (degrees); in 208 (days) diminished by 15 (degrees); in 3 
times 4 (= 12) (days) 5 (degrees) and it sets;
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XVII,77. in 6 times 8 (= 48) (days) 10 (degrees) and it comes in conjunction (with 
the Sun); then it goes in the reverse order in the west. After the time of conjunction 
it rises, it stands still, it sets, and it comes (in conjunction with) the Sun.

Venus.

XVI 1,78. Diminish (the ahargana) by 16 518; multiply (the remainder) by 3 and 
divide (the product) by 1118; divide (the quotient) by 3; (the result is the days) of 
Saturn. In 18 (days) it is diminished from the Sun 161/2 (degrees) and rises to the 
east;

XVII,79. in 98 (days) 901/2 (degrees); in 14 (days) it is diminished by 13 (degrees); 
in 113 (days) 120 (degrees); in 100 minus 2 (= 98) (days) 91 (degrees);

XVII,80. in 13 (days) 121/2 (degrees) and it sets; in 19 (days) Saturn travels 161/2 
(degrees) to conjunction (with the Sun). It is everywhere subtracted from the Sun.

Saturn.
The Star-planets in the Paulisasiddhänta.
Thus the Pahcasiddhäntikä composed by äcärya Varähamihira is completed.





4. The Bhutasankhya System in the Pañcasiddhantika
0. ambara, äkäsa, kha, gagana, bindu, 

viyat, vyoman, sünya
1. indu, Isa, ku, candra, jagati, bhü, 

mahi, rüpa, sasañka, sasi, sitakara, 
sitarasmi, sitämsu, himämsu

2. aksi, asvi, kara, dasra, nayana, 
paksa, yama, yamala

3. agni, anala, guna, dahana, rama, 
vahni, sikhin, hutabhuj, hutäsa, hu- 
täsana, hotr

4. abdhi, arnava, krta, ghana ( = gha- 
nada), caraira, jala, jaladhi, yuga, 
lavanoda, veda, samudra, sägara

5. aksa, artha, indriya, isu, pändava, 
bäna, bhüta, visaya, sara

6. rtu, rasa
7. adri, asva, naga, muni, svara
8. tanu, vasu

9. añka, anilähva, randhra
10. âsâ, dis
11. isvara, bhava, rudra, siva, svargesa
12. arka, ina, tiksnämsu, dinanätha, di- 

napa, diväkara, bhäskara, mandala, 
ravi

13. atijagati, visva
14. manu, sarva
15. tithi
16. asti
18. dhrti
20. krti, nakha
21. mürchanä
24. jiña
26. utkrti
33. amara, surâdhipa
40. naraka
10 000. ay uta

5. Metrological Units in the Pañcasiddhantika
Time :

yuga — period in which integer numbers 
of revolutions of (a) the Sun and 
Moon or of (b) all the planets occur.

saura measure :
saura year—period in which the Sun 

travels 360° (normally measured with 
respect to the fixed stars, i.e., a side
real year; but cf. the Romakasiddhän- 
ta).

saura month—period in which the mean 
Sun travels 30°.

saura day — period in which the mean 
Sun travels 1 °.

lunar measure:
lunar year — twelve mean synodic 

months.
lunar month — (a) the mean or (b) the 

true period between two successive 
conjunctions (or oppositions) of the 
Sun and Moon.

lunar day = tithi — a thirtieth of a lunar 
month. Three varieties of tithi are 
known: (a) the mean period in which 

13 Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1. 
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the elongation of the Sun and Moon 
increases by 12°; (b) the true period 
in which the elongation of the Sun and 
Moon increases by 12°; and (c) the 
sävana day which begins during a 
given tithi.

karana— half a tithi.
omitted tithi = avama or ünarätra— a 

tithi which does not contain the be
ginning of a sävana day.

sävana measure :
sävana year — saura year, 
sävana month—true lunar month, 
intercalary month = adhimäsa—the ac

cumulation of 30 tithis from the dif
ference between a saura and a lunar 
year.

sävana day—-ordinarily the period be
tween two successive sunrises (au- 
dayaka), but the period between two 
successive midnights (ärdharätrika) in 
the Süryasiddhänta.

muhürta — a thirtieth of a sävana day.
24-hour day—the mean period between 

two successive midnights or two suc
cessive noons.

ksana—an eighth of a 24-hour day; 3 
hours.

nädi (nädikä) = ghati (ghatikä) — a six
tieth of a 24-hour day.

vinädi (vinädikä)—-a sixtieth of a nädi.

Relations in a yuga:
saura years = saura months: 12 = saura 

days: 360.
lunar years = lunar months: 12 = tithis: 

360.
lunar months = saura months + inter

calary months.
tithis = sävana days + omitted tithis. 
ahargana — lapsed sävana days from a 

given epoch.

Circle :

cakra = bhagana—360°. 
cakrärdha = cakradala—4 80°.
räsi (räsika) = bha — 30° arcs laid off 

consecutively from Aries 0°.
naksatra = bha —13;20° arcs laid off 

consecutively from Aries 0°.
amsa = bhäga — Io.
kalä = liptä (liptikä) (from àetttôv) — 

0;l°.
vikalä = viliptä (viliptikä) — 0;0,l°. 
tatpara — 0;0,0,l °.

Space :

angula—digit.
hasta — hand; 24 angulas.
krosa — 4000 hastas.
yojana—-4 krosas.
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Naksatras Beginnings Naksatras Beginnings

1 Asvini 0o 15 Sval i 186;40°
2 Bharani 13 ;20 16 Visâkhâ 200
3 Krttikä 26;40 17 Anurädhä 213 ;20
4 Bohini 40 18 Jyesthä 226;40
5 Mrgasiras 53 ;20 19 Mül a 240
6 Ärdrä 66; 40 20 Pürväsädhä 253 ;20
7 Punarvasu 80 21 Uttaräsädhä 266 ;40
8 Pusya 93;20 22 Sravana 280
9 Äslesä 106;40 23 Dhanisthä 293;20

10 Maghä 120 24 Satabhisaj 306;40
11 Pürvaphälguni 133;20 25 Pürvabhädrapadä 320
12 Uttaraphâlgunï 146;40 26 Uttarabhädrapadä 333 ;20
13 Hasta 160 27 Rcvati 346;40
14 Citrä 173 ;20

Months Seasons Months Seasons

1 Caitra J Vasanta 7 Asvin a J Sarad
2 Vaisäkha 8 Kärttika
3 Jyaistha j Grisma 9 Mârgasira j Hemanta
4 Asädha 10 Pausya
5 Sravana Vârsa 11 Mägha J Sisira
6 Bhädrapada 12 Phälguna

6. Index of Proper Names and Titles
Anala (= Agni) I 24
Antara I 24
Amara (cf. Vibudha; Sura) XIII 9; 10;

XV 13; 15
Amarari (cf. Asura; Daitya) XIII 9
Arkasiddhänta (cf. Sûryasiddhânta) IX

1 ; XVI 1
Arhat (= Jaina) XIII 8
Avanti (cf. Ujjayini) III 13; VIII 5; IX 1 ;

XIII 10; 19; 23; XVI 1
Asura (cf. Amarari; Daitya) XIII 3; 4;

XV 14

Äryabhata XV 20
Avantyaka XVII 61
Indra I 24
Ujjayini (cf. Avanti) XIII 17; 21 
Kamalä (= Laksmi) I 24
Kamalodbhava (= Brahman) 1 24
Kuru XV 22
Ketumäla XV 22
Giri I 25
Guru I 25
Gau I 24
Daitya (cf. Amarari; Asura) XIII 2; 27

13*
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Dhanada (= Kubera) I 25
Dhätri I 25
Nirrti I 24
Pancasiddhäntikä title; col.
Parah Purusa (= Visnu) I 25
Pitämaha (cf. Paitämaha) XII 1
Pitr I 25; III 2.3; XV 4; 14
Paitämaha (cf. Pitämaha) I 3 
Paitämahasiddhänta XII col.
Paulisa I 3; 4; 10; 11
Paulisasiddhänta III col.; VII col.; XVII 

col.
Praj esa (= Prajäpati) I 24
Pradyumna XVII 62
Baladeva I 25
Bhadräsva XV 22
Bhava I 25
Bhäratavarsa XV 22
Maga I 23
Manyu I 24
Meru (cf. Sumeru) XIII 5; 12; 18; 26; 

27; XV 5; 6; 11
Yama I 25
Yamakoti XV 23
Yavana III 13; XV 19
Yavanapura (== Alexandria) 1 8; XV 18; 

25
Rämacancra invoc.
Rudra I 24
Romaka I 3; 4; 15; III 35; VIII 1
Romakavisaya XV 23; 25 
Romakasiddhänta I 10; VIII col.
LankäXIII 9; 17 ; 19; 26; 29; 32; XV 19; 

20; 23 ;25

Lätadeva (cf. Lätäcärya) I 3
Lätäcärya (cf. Lätadeva) XV 18
Vayah (= Sûrya) I 24
Varähamihira title; XVII 61 ; 62; 64; col.
Varuna I 25
Vasistha (cf. Väsistha) I 1
Vasu I 24
Väk I 25
Väränasi III 13
Väsistha (cf. Vasistha) I 3
Väsisthasamäsasiddhänta II 13
Väsisthasiddhänta after XVII 5
Vijayanandin XVII 62
Vibudha (cf. Amara; Sura) XIII 2; 3; 12 
Vedhäh (= Brahman) I 25
Saka (cf. Sakendra) I 8
Sakendra (cf. Saka) XII 2
Sasi (= Candra) I 24
Sästr I 24
Sri I 25
Samhitä (= Brhatsamhitä) XV 10 
Samîrana (= Väyu) I 25
Sävitra (cf. Saura) I 4; 14
Simhäcärya XV 19
Siddhapura XV 23
Sumeru (cf. Meru) XIII 2; 22; 32
Sura (cf. Amara; Vibudha) XV 14
Süryasiddhänta (cf. Arkasiddhänta) IX 

col. ; after XVI 11
Saura (cf. Sävitra) I 3
Svargesa I 24
Hara I 25
Himädri (= Himälava) III 12

Index verborum
anisa (amsaka) I 12 II 4,5,7 III 1,4,16,

22,24,28 IV 1,2,5,16,26,27,32,34,41 V
4,6,8 VI 2,5 VII 1,5 VIII 6,9,10,11 IX
7,10,12,17,18,24 XI 2,3 XII 3 XIII 10,
14,15,16,20,23,25 XIV 1,2,3,4,6,7,11,
12,13,20,22,24,25,34,35,36,38  XVI 5,9,

14,15,23,24,25 XVII 1,2,3,5,7,11,12,14,
15,18,19,20,24,27,30,32,33,36,38,39,
41,45,48,49,51,52,53,54,55,57,58,59, 
60,61,65,67,70.

amsakendra I 23
amsumän XV 7
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aksa III 2,14 IV 21,28,40 V 7 VI 8, VII 2
VIII 12 IX 18 XIII 5 XIV 3,10,18,19, 
25,29

aksajïvâ IV 32 
aksajyä I 7 IV 22,28 XIII 33 
aksi XII 3
agata XII 5
agastya XIV 40
agni I 18 III 1,17 IV 12,30 VIII 8 IX 4,7

XIV 38 XVI 2 XVII 3,7,17,22,43,66,78 
agrasta XV 4
agraha I 6 
agrá IV 52,53,55 
añk XIV 8,14
añka (ankaka) IV 16 VIII 4 XIV 2,19,21,

24 XVII 42
angula IV 48,54 V 6 VIII 17 XI 1,6 XIV

1,21,37,38 
acapala XIV 28 
aja III 10 IV 7,12,24,30,41,42,47,53 XIII

9 XIV 24 XVII 29,54 
ajña IV 37 
ajiiäta XIV 28 
anu XV 12
atikram III 7 
aticira I 10
atijagati XVII 80 
atidüra III 34
atimahan III 31 
ativakra XVII 29,33 
ati IV 39
atïta XV 9
ad VI 6
adas IV 18 
adri XVII 37
adhas II 3 VI 9 XIII 2,3,4,5,35,41,42

XV 15 
adhastät XIII 29
adhika III 3,6,8,30 IV 7,25 V 9 VI 4 VIII

12 XIII 23 XIV 10 XVII 40,41,46, 65,67 
adhikr XV 1
adhigam III 36

adhimasa (adhimasaka) 19,11,12,13,14,
15,16 XII 1 XV 24

adhyardha IV 4
anala IV 11 1X8
anavaratam XV 9
anägata XVII 60
anilähva XVII 35
anuküla V 2
anuga XVII 20
anugati XVII 29
anucca XV 5
anupäta III 16,31 XI 6 XVII 56 
anuvakra XVI 22 XVII 13,54 
anuvakrin XVII 5 
anuvarnana XI col.
aula (antaka) III 4,26,27 IV 12,18 VI 2,

9.11 VII 5 VIII 18 IX 19,23 XI 4 XIII 
1,10,36 XIV 17,34,37 XV 17

antara HI 16 IV 23,55 V 1,5 VI 5,8,13 
VIII 7 IX 17,22,24 XI 2,6 XIII 8,26,40 
XIV 3,8,10,12,22 XV 15 XVI 23,24 
XVII 58

antaraja III 13 IV 10
antarajyâ IV 11 IX 13 
antaräla XIII 26,32 
antarita III 31 IV 55 
antya 1116,15 IV 25 X7 XII XIII 25

XVII 13
anya 121 III 18 IV 4,56 XI 4 XIII 5,7,

17,35 XIV 12 XV 25,26 XVI 12,24 
XVII 64

anyatas IV 8 XIV 8
anyatra III 12,13,31 IV 46
anyatva IV 55 V 5 IX 27 XIV 29 
anyathâ VI 4 XIII 38 XVII 8 
anyäksa XIV 22
anvita 116 VIII 5 XIV 30 XVII 22,27,44, 

45,50
apakrama 17 IV 16,21,24,29,32,51 VIII

10.11 IX 18 XI 3 XIV 1,2,3,7 XV 13 
apacaya Ill 11 XVI 16,20
apacära III 36
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apanï XIV 38 XVII 14
apara IV 19 VI 13 XI 1,3 XIII 6 XV 12 

XVII 2,4
aparatas XIV 9 XVII 5
aparähna II 11 XIII 37
aparinisthâna XV 28
apahä I 5
apahrta IV 53
apäs 18 III 1 VII 6
apeksa III 36
abda I 12,13,16,23 III 34
abdhi XVI 11 XVII 22,68
abhiklesa VI 11
abhidhâ XVII 24
abhidhäna IX 18
abhimata IV 4 XIV 29
abhihita VI 14 XIV 18 XV 19
abhyadhika I 23 IV 24 XVII 39,41,43,51 
abhyantara XIV 6
abhyasta VIII 5,14,15 XIV 4 XVI 2 
abhyudaya XVII 14
abhyudi XVII 10
abhyudyata I 2
amara XVII 43
amuñc XIV 15
ambara I 12 II 12 IV 8 IX 2,3 XI 2 XII 4

XVII 57
ambhas XIII 34
ayana II 10 11121,22,25 IV 22 V 1,2,5

VII 2,4 XIV 10,24 XV 24
ayaskânta XIII 1
ayuta I 14
ayoga IV 3
ara XIII 40
arka I 15,19 II 4,7,10,11,12 III 1,6,16,20,

22,35 IV 35,36,37,40,44,52,53,56 V 2, 
9,10 VI 1,15 VIII 2, col. IX 1,4,7,9,15, 
21, col. X 2,5,6,7 XI 2 XII 3,4 XIII 8,
12,18,27,37,38 XIV 11,12,22,23 XV 6,
15,22,24 XVI 1,12.13 XVII 13,20,35, 
58,69,73,74,78,79,80

arkaja XIII 39

arkasuta XIII 41
arghyakapäla XIV 19
arnava I 14 IV 14 IX 1,5 XVI 8 XVII 31, 

46,49,73
artha I 12 III 38 VIII 18 IX 16,20 XI 6

XVII 40,61
ardha 18 114,5,7,10 1114,6,10,15,19,21,

26, IV 3,6,11,30,33,34 VI 8,15 VII 3
VIII 2,18 IX 8 X 7 XI 1 XII 4 XIII 14,
35,38 XIV 21,32,34,35,37,39 XV 12,26
XVI 7,8,10,17,18 XVII 1,3,11,14,25,43, 
47,53,56,78,80

ardharätra XV 20,22,23,25
ardhasata IV 9,11,13,16 XVII 13,44 
ardhästaga XV 18
ali XIII 24 XVII 1,49
alpa XIII 34
alpaga XIII 7
alpästaga XV 8
avagähin XIV 2
avata XIV 19
avatära I col.
avanati VIII 13,14,16,17,18 IX 26
avanäma IX 27
avani XIV 17
avama 111,12,13,16 XIII
avalamba (avalambaka) I 7 IV 23,43

XIII 33
avalambin XIV 22
avasista III 8
avasesa I 19 III 23 IV 4,5
avasthita XIII 1
avañmukha XIII 3
aväp XIV 28
avâpta IV 28
avikala I 2
avicar XV 29
avidita XV 2
avisesa IX 23,24 X 4 XV 3
avisodhana IV 42
avisama XIV 1
asva XVII 13
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asvi I 8,18 III 4 IV 16,43,45 VI 5 IX 1,3
XVI 8,11 XVII 12,72

asti 115 III 10 VIII 3,6,8 IX 9 XVI 12
XVII 72,78

asakala VI 6
asatya III 37
asita XIII 35,38
asura VIII 11
asta IV 31,39 V 10 XIII 25 XIV 18 XV 7,

9 XVII 5,58,59,77,80
astaga VIII 5 XVII 20,74,76
astamaya III 33 IV 51 V 8 VI 10 XI 2 

XV 12,22,23,26
astamita 18 XVII 4,13,25,68,70,71 
asphujit (’AcppoSÍTri) XVI 25 
asphuta III 37
asmäka XV 7,8,13,16
ahar III 9,27 XII 1,2 XIII 7,8 XIV 10,15,

32 XV 14,27 XVII 38,52,53,69 
ahargana III 35 
aharvyäsa IV 27 
ahorätra XV 13,16

äkära XIV 32
äkäsa I 15
ägamya VI 14
ägämika VIII 7
äcära XVII 23,24
äcärya I 2 XV 29 
ätapa XIII 35 
ätapta XIV 22
ädä XIV 3
ädi I 8 II 8,9 III 11,23,25,26,29,38 IV 18, 

21,30,33,47,51,53 VI 9,11 1X26 XIII 
2,7,9,12,27 XIV 30 XV 24 XVI 12,14, 
16,20,23 XVII 14,58

ädika XIV 26
äditya III 35
ädis VIII 16 IX 26
ädista XIV 31
ädesa XIII 16 XVII 60

ädya I 3,7,8 II 3 III 11 IV 41,42,46 IX 13
X 6,7 XI 1 XII 2,3 XIII 6,25 XIV 30, 
40 XV 28 XVI 6

äni VIII 10
äpäta XIV 32
apta VII 2 VIII 11 XV 26 XVI 20,25

XVII 14
âpti XV 18 
äyata XIV 21 
äyä V 3 
äyämasakalaka VI 13 
äyämärdha IV 23 
äyämin VI 13 
ära ("Apris) XVI 24 XVII 32,60 
äräma XIII 2 
ärka IV 49 XII 3 
ärki XVI 24 XVII 60 
ärksa I 16 
ârpita III 20 
äryä XVII 64
älikh VIII 18 XIV 2 
älok I 22
äloka V 3
äsä I 14 VI 7 VIII 4
äsraya XIV 41
äslesä III 21
äsanna 14X3 XIII 3 XIV 14
ästhita XIV 16
ähata I 9 II 7 VI 4,5 IX 22 XII 3 XVI 2,7

XVII 66,72
ähäni IX 17
ähorätrika IX 14

i III 31 XV 12 XVII 2,5,80
ina XVII 9
indu 1 6,15 11 1,2,7 111 5,9,16,20,35 IV

45,50 V 2,3,5 VI 1,6,7,8,15 VII 6 VIII
16 1X4,5,11,12,16,26X1,3,4,5,6 XIII
8,35 XIV 12 XV 1,6 XVI 9,10,11 XVII 
22,45,46,69,75

induputra XVI 1
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indriya 1 13,14,15 II 6 HI 28 IV 13,14,17 
VIII 1 IX 2,15 XVI 23 XVII 34,75

isu XVII 19
isla IV 3,5,21,32,37,39 XIV 10,27 

iks XIII 26,38
ïjya XVII 60
idya XVI 21
isa XVII 49
ïsvara IV 13 XVII 75 

ukta II 7 III 20 IV 4 XIII 
ucea VI 9,11 IX 3,4,7,12 
uccaili XIII 10 
udu XVII 43 
udugana XIII 6 
uduganädhipati V 4 
ud upa XIV 29 
utkrti XVII 47,51 
utkrama 111 10 IV 30 
utksipta XIV 25 
uttama III 9 
uttara I 22 IV 19,32,35

XII 4,5 XIII 15,17,33
35,36 XVII 57 

uttha XIV 3 
utpanna IX 23 
udak III 30 IV 18 V 4,8 VII 3 XI 2

XIII 11,13,19,20,21,23 XIV 2,9,16,24,
25,34,35

udagayana II 10 III 25 VII 3 XIV 26 
udaya 17 III 33 IV 31,32,39,50 V 3,8,9,

10 VI 1,10 VIII 10 XI 2 XII 2 XIII 8,
14,16,24 XIV 7,18,20 XV 7,8,9,1 9,20,
23,25 XVII 1,2,6,7,13,15,17,21,22,25, 
26,37,59 

udayâmsa XIV 29 
udayäntara XVII 54 
udi III 27 XIII 25 XIV 26 XV 11,22

XVII 70,77

udita XIII 22,27 XVII 4,70,73,76,78 
udgama IX 17
uddhr IV 27,49
uddhrta I 19,20,23 II 2,6 III 14 IV 44, 

46,47 VIII 1 1X1,13,21 X 1,3 XII 2 
XVII 14

udbhava IV 56 
udyama IV 29 
unnata XIV 19 
unnati XV 15 
upakarana I 7 
upagata XIII 26 
upacaya III 3 
upacita III 11 
upadista XII 1 
upanisad XV col. 
upayä XVII 26 
upara XV 7 
upari XIII 5 
uparisthät XIII 9,10 
upalabdha XIV 41 
upahita XV 2 
upe XIII 4,6 
upeta III 34 IV 15 
ubhayatas XIII 38 XIV 24 
usnakirana III 21
usnämsu IV 39

üna I 10 II 1,11 III 2,5,9,10 IV 2,4,5,11,
17,22,28 V 1,9 VI 1,3,4,5,11 VII 6 VIII 
3 1X2,12,25 XI XII 2,3 XIII 15,25 
XIV 10 XVI 13,23,24,25 XVII 19,34,
40,43,44,49,50,51,53,60,75,76,79

ünarätra XV 24
ünita II 4 V 5
ürdhva XIII 39,40,41,42 XV 15 
ürdhvaga XIII 32 

rksa II 7 III 16,20 IV 31 XIV 4 XV 24 
rju IV 54 XIII 31

VIII 12 XI 3
XIV 3,7,16,17,



Nr. 1

rna II 4,5 VII 2,3,4 IX 4
rtu 111,13,17,23 III 1115,18,25 VII 6 

VIII 1,8 1X2,3,16 XV 24 XVI 3,6,16 
XVII 28,34,46,66

ekatva IV 55 
ekastha VI 12 
esya III 27 IV 55 VI 1 
esyat XV 9 XVI 15

aikya VIII 11 XI 1 
aindava I 16 
aindrî IV 19 XVII 5

kaksâ IX 15,16,22,24 X 1,2
kaksya XVII 57 
kalhaya III 37 XV 
kathita XV 17 
kadäcit XIII 23,24 
kanyä III 24 VI 11 
kapila VI 9 
kara IX 5 XIV 24 
karana Icol. 11118,19,37 IV col. VIII 2

XVII 62,64,65
karanï IV 2,3,4,5 
karkata (karkataka) 118,9 III 11,25 IX

13 XIII 12 XIV 40 XVII 31 
karki (KocpKÍvos) XVI 16 XVII 45 
karna I 6 IV 53,55 V 4,5,6,7 IX 14,15

XIV 9 XVI 25
kartavya IV 42,56 XI 6 XVI 19
karma III 12 XIV 29
kalä II 3,4 III 2,5,26 IV 12,26 VI 2,3,5

VII 5 VIII 3,15 1X12 X6 XIV 37,39 
XVI 5 XVII 10

kavi XVI 21 
kåra I 5 III 37 
kärana XV 17 
kärikä XVII 61 
kärmuka III 24 IX 13 X 2 XVI 18 
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kârya I 19 II 12 III 6 IV 19 VI 13 IX 9, 
12,17 XIV 12,27,32 XVII 65

käla 1 8,20 111 25,26,34,36 IV 31,32,41, 
50 V9,10 VI 1,3,6 VII 6 VIII 16 IX 
14,23,25,26 X 6,7 XII 2 XIV 13,30,38, 
41 XV 18,21 XVI 22 XVII 57,77 

kälacakra XIV 26 
kälabhoga XIV 23 
kälämsa XVII 54 
kästhä III 22 IV 16,53,56 
kästhänta IV 35 IX 19 
kimstughna III 19 
kila III 21 XIII 8
ku Ill
kuja XIII 39 XVI 2,4,6,13,14 XVII 26,

31,68
kunda XIV 32
kumbha XIII 35 XIV 32 XVII 52 
kuvrtta XIII 9,10
kürma XIV 27
kr IV 27,33,36,43 V 10 X 4,7 XI 3, XII 2 

XIII 30 XIV 1,19 XV 21,22 XVI 21 
XVII 23,27,60,61

krta I 1,15 II 1,6 III 1,37 IV 2,12,14,20, 
38 VI 5 VII 6 VIII 1,3,4,6,7 IX 15,16 
X4 XIV 29,38 XVI 14 XVII 9,12,19, 
20,29,30,34,43,45,47,49,53,58,62,66,
73.74.76

krti II 7 III 2,3,7,13,14 IV 2,22,23,27,29, 
44,45 V 5 VI 2,3 VII 5 VIII 6 IX 20, 
21,22 X6 XI 5 XIV 39 XVI 17 XVII
20.39.42.46.50.52.55.56.76

kendra (xévTpov) III 1,2 VIII 2,5,7 IX 7, 
12,13 XVI 17,19

koti IV 54 V 5,6,7 XIII 30 XVI 15 
kotiphala XVI 16
krama 118 1111,10,17 IV 15,25 VIII 8 

IX 1,5,17 XIII 42 XVI 3 XVII 23,26,
30,31,38

kramajyâ XI 2
kramasas 1 24 IV 28 VIII 1,2 IX 18 XIV

7 XVI 7,23 XVII 8,23,28 

1

XV 5,6
XVII 2,11,30,47

Hist.Filos.Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1. 14
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kränti IV 23,26,27,34,39,40,46
kriya (Kpiós) VI 11 XIV 30
ksana III 37 XV 9,15
ksama XV 2
ksaya 1112,6,11,15,18 V 8,10 1X8,13

XIII 38 XVI 19,21 XVII 9,17
ksi XIII 36
ksiti XIII 4,6,18,19
ksitija XVI 10 
ksitijyä IV 28 
ksip III 28 XVII 24,57 
ksipta XIII 4 XIV 2,3 
ksira XV 2
ksetra XIV 36
ksepa III 22 VII 2 XVI 6 XVII 22 
ksepya VI 4 XVI 7,10
ksina IV 31

kha I 10,13,15,17 II 1,2 III 1,2,4,6,14,17, 
18,34 IV 14,27,32,34,40,43,44,45,47 VI 
8 VIII 1,4,5,7,11 1X1,4,9,15,16 XI 2 
XIII 1,6 XVI 3,6,11,14,16,17 XVII 9, 
12,17,19,30,31,42,44,51,66,68

khanda VIII 2 XIII 14 XVII 8,9,10,11, 
18

khandagrahana VI 10 
khamadhya XIII 14,15,20 XIV 18 
khalu XV 6,13

ga IV 38 VI 11 XII 5 XIII 9,12,39 XV 6,9 
gagana XIII 4 XIV 17 XVII 21
gan III 35 IV 37
ganita III 37,38 XIV 41
gata IV 18,48 V 7 XIII 26 XIV 8,17 XV 

4,5,19 XVI 15 XVII 55,56
gati 112,4,5 1114,6,8 XIII 3,39 XV 24 

XVI 1,11 XVII 24,25,26,27,28,34,35, 
54,55,56

gad XV 20
gam XIII 19,21,23,25 XIV 15 XVII 4 
gamy a XIV 26

gamin XIV 21
guna 1 10,14,18,20,23 111,2,3,6,8,9 III

17,28 IV 3,5,6,10,11,14,15,17,28,34,35 
VI 3,11 VII 2 VIII 4,5,11,16 IX 3,5,7, 
15,16,26 X 1,2,7 XIV 4,27,39 XVI 3,9, 
12,14,16 XVII 1,11,14,17,19,28,35,36,
43,45,46,63,66,69,75,79

gunakära XVII 69
gunita 112,3 III 10 IV 22,29,47,52,55,56 

V 1 VII 1 VIII 8,9 IX 2,3,13,21 XIII 18 
XIV 39 XVI 7,8,13,16 XVII 10,22,42, 
56,59,69

guru II XIII 4 XIV 28 XV 19 XVI 6,10,
13,25 XVII 6,10

gr h a XI 3
gola IV 32,35 IX 27 XIII 1,21,29 XIV 11, 

23
gau IV 12,17 XVII 30,43
grasta X 6 XV 4
grah III 35
graha I 5,6 IV 56 VI 15 XIII 39 XV 24 

XVI 3,24 XVII 57,58
grahana VI 2,7, col. VII 5, col. VIII col. 

IX 27, col. X col. XV 1,3,5,8,10
grahamadhya VI 9 XV 4
grasa VI 14 VIII 18 IX 25

ghata XIII 24,37 XVII 32
ghatata XV 21
ghatikä XIV 29
ghana II 2,3 IX 5 XIII 40 XV 7 XVII 17, 

18,44,47
gima I 9,10,11,14,20 II 4,6,7 III 1,4,5,14, 

26 IV 24,26,27,29,34,39,40,41,42,43, 
44, 45, 46, 48, 49, 53 V 8 VI 1,5,8 VII 2 
VIII 1,4,13 IX 1,4,5,7,9,15,19,24 X 1,3 
XII 4,5 XIV 5,7 XVI 17,25 XVII 17, 
25, 37, 43, 45, 46, 49, 55, 57, 68, 76, 
78

cakra III 15,20 VI 11 1X6,8 XIII 14,40 
XIV 8,18,19,21 XVII 65 
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cakrärdha II 11,12 III 22 V 10 VI 1
XIII 25 XVII 11 

caturdasi III 19 
catuspada III 19
candra I 7 III 9,16,30,31 IV 12,16,50

V9,10 VI 14, col. VII 4,6 VIII 6,18 
1X2,7,9,12,15 X 2,3, col. XI 2 XIII 
39,42 XV 7,24 XVI 2,11,23 XVII 1,28, 
58

candramas VIII 17 X 7 
caya IX 8,13 XVI 16,20 
car XIII 27 XVII 80 
cara 11110,12,15,19 IV 31,41,51 XIV 4,

30 XVII 57
carakhanda(ka) IV 26,27
carana VII 2 XII 5 
candra I 16 
câpa IV 5,21,26,29,32,34,40,47 IX 8,9,24

XIV 4,6,7,11,39 XVI 17,19,20 XVII 29 
cäpadhara XIII 24
cära XV 10 XVII 2,26,35,41,65 
cärin XV 15 
cita XIII 2 
citrä XIV 37 
eint IV 50 
cintya IV 51 
cihna XIII 8 XIV 1,3,19 
caitra I 8 III 35

channa VIII 17
chäyä 17 119,10,11,13 IV 19,22,35,38,

44,45,48,49,50,52,54,55 VI 15 XIII 3,
11,35 XIV 5,6,8,9,10,15,16,20,39 

chäyägra XIV 9,14 
chid III 5 IV 43 XVII 37 
chidra XIV 21,31,32 
chindya IV 20,22
chinna IV 48 V 1 XVII 7 
cheda II 12, col. Ill 32 X 1 
chedya (chedyaka) 17 HI 12 VI 14 XIV

13,19,41, col.
chedyärdha XIV 12

jagati IV 8,9
jan IV 36 XV 2
janaka I 1 
janapada XV 29 
jala XVII 1 
jaladhi XVII 4 
java XIII 39,41 
jiña II 2 IV 27,34,47 IX 2 
jíva (Zeus) XIII 39 XVI 2,24 XVII 9,62,

74
jivä IV 16,24,42,47 XIV 6 
jüka (Zuyós) XIV 30 XVII 48 
jña XVI 9,21,25 XVII 60 
jña IV 36 XVII 60,63 
jñana XIV 41
jñeya 123 1X14 X6 XI 3 XIV 4,11,12

XVI 23 XVII 65
jyâ IV 1,2,4,5,6,10,12,23,26,27,28,29,32, 

34,35,39,40,42,46,56 VIII VIII 9,11, 
13,14 IX 7,18,19,25 XI 2 XIV 5,11 XVI
15,24 XVII 57

jyautisa XV col.

jhasa VIII 8 XIV 24 XVII 29 

tata XIII 3
latkälina VIII 15
tatpara XVI 4,7
tanu I 12
tantra I 5 XVII 61,64
tap XIII 18
tamas VI 2,6 X 2 XIII 36
taru XIII 2
tädita III 14
tätkäla (tätkälika) IX 16 X 5 XI 5 
tädrsa XIV 40
tämra XIV 32
tara XIV 33,35,36
tärägana XIII 1
tärägraha I 6 XVI 1, col. XVI1 61,64, col. 
tigmarasmi XV 5

14*
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tithi I 9,12 II 7,8 III 16,18,19,27,32 IV 6,
15,24,25 V 4 VI 1,3,9 VII 1 VIII 1,3,9,
16 1X 13,17,19,23,26,27 X 7 XII 3,4 
XIV 12,30,38 XV 24,29 XVI 6 XVII 4,
22,48,58,67,68,76

tithipralaya I 14
timira VI 4 IX 6
tiryagrekhä XIV 7,11 
tiryagvedhaprakäsa XIV 24,25
tir y a ne XIV 21
tilaka XIV 40
tïksnâmsu XVII 39
tuiiga V 4 XIII 20,30
tulâ III 11,23 IV 18,21,30,33,41,42,47,53

VII 4
tulya IV 31 XIII 39,41 XIV 14,24,29 XVI 

1 XVII 46
tulyajihma XVII 33
tf XV 3
tailaka XIII 40
tova XIV 31,32
taulin XVII 30
tyaj XIII 24
trimsadbhâga XIII 28
trijyä IV 3,22,23,52,53,55 1X 21 XVI 25 
trailokya XIII col.
tryamsa XIII 28 
tryahahsprs III 27

daksina III 25 VII 3 VIII 12 XIII 11,15, 
30 XIV 7,16,17,35,36

daksinatas III 30 IV 18 XIII 20 XIV 34, 
37

darpanodara XIII 36
darsana V col. XIII 23 XV 12 XVI 23 

XVII 58
dala II 7 III 8 IV 4,31 VI 6,8,9 VIII 2,16,

17 IX 26 X 6 XI 1 XIV 4,34 XVII 11,
68,79

dalita XVII 45,75
dasana XV 2
dasra X 1 XVII 38 

dahana I 17 IX 5 XVI 9 XVII 6,20,32,49 
da I 12 III 8 VIII 8,18 IX 3 XI 2 XIV 13,

28 XVII 2,7,8,36,41,64 
daru XIV 23 
diggrahana IV 38,54 
dina Ill 111 11,28,33 IV 20,21,33,34,37

VII 4 XIV 20,38 XV 20,24 XVII 2,7, 
12,13,14,22,26,29,33,36,42,65 

dinakara I 1 III 38 XVI 23 
dinakrt III 22 IV 33 V 3 XIII 20 
dinagana XV 19 
dinadala IX 1
dinanätha XVII 52 
dinanâthagati XVII 77 
dinapa XIII 42 XV 11 
dinapatitva XV 27 
dinamadhyama VII 1 VIII 9 
dinamäna IV 49 
di na vära XV 17,18,29 
dinavyäsa IV 23,25 
dinasamüha VIII 5 
dinädhipa XV 26,28 
dinesa I 20 III 1 IV 16 XVII 52 
dinesvara XV 16
divasa 18,11 II 8 III 23 VIO VIII 7

XIII 12,17,29 XV 13,24 XVII 6,14,27, 
31,35,37,41,50,54,65,66,72,75

divasanätha I 21 XIII 22 XV 8 
divasapati XV 27 
divasamäna XII 5 
divä V 9
diväkara IX 9 XV 3 XVII 51 
divya XIV 41
dis I 6,11,15 IV 19,29 VI 6 VIII 11,14,18 

IX 4,15,24 XI 1,3,4,5 XII 3 XIII 30,33
XIV 4,7,19 XV 11 XVII 29,43,45,46, 
68,74

didhiti XIII 36 
dura I 4
drkksepa IX 20,21,24
drs VI 14 XIII 3,22,30 XIV 33 
drsya XIII 13,14,27 XV 1 XVII 5
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(Irsla IV 50 XIII 16 XVII 62,67 
drsli XI 6 XIII 31 XIV 29 XV 6 
deya I 13 II 5 IV 54 V 2,4,6 IX 10,27

XIV 20 XVI 4,8 
devaguru XVII 72 
devapüjya XVII 11 
desa III 33 XIII 11 XIV 29 XV 3,9,18 
desåntara 16 III 15 XIV 30 XV 21,25 
dosa XVII 63 
daivajña XV 17 
dyu IV 46,50 XII 5 XVII 8,13,15,24,74 
dyugana 110,17,23 II 2 VIII 1,4 IX 1

XII 2,3,4 XV 18 XVI 2,8 XVII 1,6,21,36 
dyudairghya IV 26,34 
dyunis IV 50 XIV 31 XV 14 
dyumäna IV 48 
dyuvrddhi XIV 26 
dyuvyäsa IV 29,43,47,51 XIV 18 
drastr XIII 16 
dvädasabhäga XIII 28 
dvigunäksa V 4 
dvija III 36,37 
dvistha I 9 IV 41 
dvisthita IX 8

dhana 114,5 1116,18 VII 2,3,4 1X4,17 
XVI 5,9,17,18,19,21

dhanisthä XII 3
dhanus IV 3 XIII 23
dhanvin XVII 50
dharitri XIV 1
dharma III 38
dhä VI 2 VII 5
dhätri XV 1
dhümra VI 10
dhrli 114 II 4 IV 6,11,25 VIII 3,6,13

IX 5 XII 5 XVII 9,22,51,67,70,78 
dhyäna XV 2 
dhyeya XIII 15
dhruva III 19 IV 2,4,34,35 XIII 5,8,20 

XIV 18

dhruvatärä XIII 26,31 
dhruva IV 4,5 
dhvaja XIII 7

naksatra II col. Ill 32,35 XIII 41 
nakha XVII 4 
naga VIII 7 XIII 2 XVII 72 
nagara XIII 2 
nata XVI 19,21 
nati IX 24,25 
nabhas XIII 26 
nam XIII 20,31 
ñamas Invoc. XIII 12 XVII 63 
nayana XVII 75 
naraka III 37 IV 6 
navämsa XIII 28 
nasta XIII 11 XIV 12 
naga III 19 
nädi (nädikä) 11113,14,15,26 IV 41,47, 

48,49,50,51 V 3 VI 1 VII 1,2,4 VIII 9, 
10 IX 10 X 3,5 XIII 22,29 XIV 5,6,20, 
25,31,32 XV 13,14,16 XVII 6,21,37 

näbhi XIII 40 XIV 14,19 
ñama VII 1 VIII 9 
nâman V 7 
nihsrta XIV 14 
nitaräm ATI 9 
nitya IX 10 XIII 7,28,35 
nibaddha XIII 5 
nimilta XV 10 
niramsa XVII 66,71,75,77,80 
niramsaga XVII 26,72,77 
niramsagati XVII 68 
nirantaram I 21 
nirgamana IV 19 
nirnaya XVI 1 
nirmatsara XVII 64 
nilaya XIII 2,6 
nivrtti III 21 
nis V 9,10 XV 19 
nisa XV 24
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nisä XIII 29 XV 27
nisäkara XIV 13
nisänätha VI 10
nisärdha XVI 1
nihan XI 2
nihita XIII 36
nica III 9 VI 11 XV 7
nemi XIII 40
naisa VIII 7 XIII 36
nyas XIV 24
nyasta XIV 32

paksa I 9,15 III 5 IV 12,27,30 IX 1,2,3,5 
XIII 38 XV 4 XVI 6,9,14 XVII 16,19, 
27,28,34

pañjara XIII 1
patita IX 6 XIII 32 XVI 15
pacía 112,4,5,6 1114,5,7,8,9 IV 1,2,3,4, 

23,44,52 V5 VI 5 X 3,6,7 XVI 17,24 
XVII 7,9,15,16

para I 5 VI 8,9 XVII 63
paratas II 4 III 7,8 IV 30,33 VI 9 XIII 

22,27 XVI 15
paramparä XV 16
parikalpaniya XIII 14
parikalpita V 6
parigam XVII 5
parijñeya IV 24 IX 12
parinam IX 13 XVI 18
paridhi III 12 IV 1 V 7 VI 7,8 XIV 1,9, 

22,23 XVI 16,21
parimâna VIII 15,16 IX 26 XIII 18
pariladbha VIII 4
parilikh XI 1
parivrddhi XIII 37
parisesa I 4 XIV 4
parisodhya III 6
parihina IV 11 VIII 1 XVII 19
pari XIII 41 XV 11
paroksa XVII 63
paryanta XIV 3
paryasta XIII 21

parvan VI 7 XII 4
pas III 34 XV 4,5,6,15
pasca VI 15
pascät II 12 VII 3 IX 17 XIII 7,37 XIV

6,33 XVII 55,71,77 
pascima IX 8,10 
pâmsu XIV 27 
pändava VI 1 XVII 37 
pâta III 22 XIV 14 
pätya XIV 9 
pâtra XIV 32 
pâda III 10,33,35 IV 16 VII 6 XVI 25

XVII 3
pârsva VI 13 XV 6 
pinda 116 III 14 IV 4,10 
pitrya XIV 36
puccha III 29,30 VII 2,3,4 IX 6
punya III 26 
putra XIV 28 
punarvasu III 21 XIV 35
punas III 6 VIII 2 IX 23 XIII 6,13 XVI

19
pumän XIV 31,41 
pusya XIV 35 
pürna XIV 32 
pürnimä XIV 29
pürva I 1,2 III 6,10,15 IV 51 VI 13 Vil 3

IX 10 XII 4 XVI 20 XVII 56 
pürvatas XVII 10 
pürvasandhyä V 2 
pürväpararekhä IV 38,39 XIV 17 
prthak IX 16 
prthaksthäpya IX 20 
prstha XIII 27 XIV 23 
prsthatas IV 48 
paurnamäsi III 35 XV 4 
prakäsatä XIV 41 
prakr XIV 3 
praklp XIV 10 
pragraha VI 6 
pragrahana VI 15 X 4 
pracaya XVII 17 
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pranani I 1 
pranita I 22 
pratidinam XV 3 
pratidivasam XIII 37 XV 26 
pratipatti III 32 XV 17 
pratima XIII 30 
pratiräsi 117 
pratiloma XIII 9 
prativarsam XVI 10 
pratïpa IV 31 1X17 
pratyaksa XIII 15 
pratyaya IV 36 XIII 34 
pratyuttaram XVII 60 
prathamajïvâ IV 45 
prathamajyä IV 46 
prathaya XVII 63 
pradrs XIV 17 
prapañca XV 10 
prapanna I 18,19 
prabhrti VI 7 VIII 10 XIII 11 XV 20 
pramäna I 6 IX 25 XIII 16 XVII 23,59 
pralaya 115 
pravaha XIII 5 
pravis IV 38 XIV 22 
pravrt III 19 
pravrtta XV 24,29 
pravrtti XV 20 
pravesa IV 19 
prasakta XIV 17 
prasädh XIV 23 
prasiddhikara XIII 33 
prasr XIV 4,9 
prastäva XVII 63 
präglagna VIII 10
prañc II 12 IV 48 V 7 VI 7,8,9,15 VII 3 

1X17 XI 3 XII 4 XIII 39 XIV 6,8 
XV 11,12 XVII 4,21,25,70,73,76,78 

präp IX 25 
präpta XIV 6 
präyascittin III 36 
prâyas XV 29 
prerana XIII 7

prokta 14 II 4 VI 13 XIII 8
projjh II 3 III 5,29
prodi XIII 9

phala I 22 II 5 IV 43 V 2 XVII 56 
phalaka XIII 30,32 XIV 27

baka XI 3
bahala XIV 21
bahn XIII 22
bahula III 18,19
bahuläh XIV 34
bäna XVI 4
bähu IV 54 V5 XVI 19,21
bindu (binduka) III 7 XIV 15 
birnba III 26
bija I 2 XIV 27,28
budh XIV 10,33
budha XIII 39 XVI 7,11,13,21 XVII 37,

38,41,54,62,71
budhna XIII 31
brhaspati XVII 13
bodha II XV 2
brü XV 26

bha II 3,10 IV 5,29 XII 3 XIII 39
bhakta I 11,17,19,23 II 3 III 7,28 IV 35,

39,52,55 V8 VIII 5,15 IX 3,5,8,9 XII 
3,5 XVI 2,8 XVII 56,69,75

bhakti I 1
bhagana II 5 111 28,30 IV 37 XIII 5,21,

29 XIV 3,21,34 XV 1 XVI 3,4,7,8 
bhagna XVII 62
bhaj II 11 XVI 17 XVII 15,62
bhadra III 32
bhapati X 7
bhava IV 17 VIII 6,8 XVI 13 XVII 31,

34,42
bhavana III 25 V 3 VIII 2
bhâ XIII 35,38
bhäga 111 13,15,18,20,23,29,31 IV 1,40

VI 4,6,7,8 1X8,23 XIII 15,19,21,37
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XIV 5,6,11,21,31,37 XVI 6,13 XVII 2, 
12,17,29,32,33,42,44,50,56,65 

bhäjita IV 47 IX 2,15,19 XVI 7 XVII 10,
55,78

bhäjya XVI 16 XVII 36 
bhänu I 5,8 III 17,33 IV 50 VI 15 VII 5,6

VIII 13,17 IX 16 XIII 35 XV 1,7 
bhäva XV 5 
bhäskara IV 32,36 XIV 13 XV 11 XVII 16 
bhukta II 9 III 33 VIII 16 IX 26 XIV 20

XVII 33,55
bhukti 1114,9,16,17,26 VIII 7,13,15 IX

9,11,12,13,14 X 3,5 XVI 22 
bhuj IV 37 XVII 3,38 
bhuja V 4,6,7 XVI 15,17,18 
bhü VI 15 XIII 26,34 
bhüta III 34 IV 10 IX 5 XVII 1,20 
bhütanaya XVI 25 
bhüpa IV 10 
bhümi XIII 7,18 
bhümitanaya XVII 62 
bhümiputra XIII 28 
bhüyas 113 X 4 XV 20 XVII 47,66 
bhüvrtta XV 1 5 
bhrgu XVII 5 
bhrgutanaya XVII 75 
bhoga III 18 XIV 38 XVII 1 
bhauma I 8 XVI 12 XVII 35 
bhram I 5 XIII 5,6,7,8,9,10 
bhrama XIII 6 XV 13 
bhramara XIII 7

makara II 8,9 III 25 XIII 23 XVII 51 
mandala II 9 IX 4 XIII 39,41 XIV 15,16 
mata I 2,11 XIV 31
mati I 5 
matsara I 5 
matsy a XIV 14 
madhya lili V7 VIII 4,15,18 IX 11

XI 4 XIII 2,18,19,26,31,34 XIV 2,9,16, 
21,22,25,37 XVI 3,11,18,19,20 XVII 8 

madhyajyä 1X18,19,20,24 

madhyandina II 9
madhyama III 3 VIII 1,13,15 XVI 1,5, 

10,15,19 XVII 18,23,24,38,41
madhyavilagna IX 18
madhyâhna II 10,11,13 IV 49 IX 17 XIII

11,16,17 XIV 8,22 XV 8,9,22,23
man XIII 3
manas XIV 41
manu I 10 II 1,6 IV 9,15,17 VIII 3,6 

IX 7 XVI 4,12 XVII 10,19,34,44,58,70,
71,79

manuja XV 14
manda XVI 17,18,19,21,24 XVII 54
mandagati XVI 13 
mandaparidhi XVI 12
mandila XIII 36
maya XIII 1,36 XIV 23
mayükha XIV 22
marut XIII 5
mahan XIII 40,41
mahäbhüta XIII 1
mahl XIII 1,34 XVII 75
mahïja XVII 21,66
mägha XII 2
matra XV 12,15
madhyandina XIV 5,16
madhyâhna (mädhyähnika) IV 22,48 
mâna 116 II 8 VIII 13,15,17 IX 16 X 6

XIII 34 XIV 23,38
mânava XIII 4 XIV 27
mârga III 34
mäsa 19,16,19,22 XIII XIII 22,27 XV

14 XVII 13
mäsädhipa XIII 42
mäsädhipati I 19,21
mäsikr I 9
mita I 12 III 11 VI 12
mithuna III 24 IV 12,15,18,24 VIII 2

XIII 10,12 XVII 30,44
misra XIV 4
mina III 24 XVII 27,53,54
mukha III 29 VI 11 VII 2 XIV -40 
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muni 117,22 II 3 1114,5 IV 9,12,17,24, 
30,45 VIII 7 IX 15,16 XIV 40 XVI 3,23 
XVII 1,14,21,32,36,49,51

munindra I 1
muhürta II 7 XV 19
mürchanä VIII 14
mürchita XIII 36
müla III 14 IV 20,22,23,27,29,45,54 V 1

VI 3 VII 6 VIII 16 IX 20,21,22,26 XIV 
32

mrga IX 13 XIII 24 XIV 26 XVI 16 XVII 
32

mrgya III 20 IX 23
mesa II 8 11111,23 IV 2,6,13,18,21,46

VII 4 XIII 12,13,27,28 XV 24 XVII 42
mesürana ((JEcroupccvr||joc) XI 6
moksa VI 6 XI 5
mauksika IX 27
maurvî IV 53,56 IX 21 

yantra I 7 XIV 27,28,41, col.
yama 19,13,17 111,3,6 1115,17 IV 14 

VI 11 VII 2 VIII 6,8 IX 1,3,4,5,9 XVI 
2,6,8,9,14,25 XVII 3,15,17,21,27,32, 
36,37,43,46,49,66,69,72,76

yamala XVII 16
yava IV 19
vasas III 38
yasti XI 1 XIV 12
yä III 30 IV 31,39 V 10 XIII 13,24,25 

XIV 41 XVII 2,71,77
yäta I 17 VII 4 VIII 7 XIV 6,8,20,25 

XVII 56
yämya II 10 IV 19 V8 VII 3 VIII 12 

XI 3 XII 5 XIII 33 XIV 2,24 XVII 57 
yämyatas XI 2
yämyätas XIV 40
yukta 117 112,8 1112,7,21 IV 8 1X18 

XI 6 XIII 24 XIV 29 XV 29 XVII 47, 
51,68

yukti IV 51 XV 26

yuga 1 15,16 XII 1 XV 24
yugapad III 33 XIII 17 XV 8,22
yuta I 9,20 II 1,8 III 7,29 IV 18,21,22,27, 

47,50 V 5 VIII 14 IX 6 XIII 21 XIV 39
XVI 10,11,24 XVII 3,15,18,33,38,39, 
48,49,51,52,53

yuti VIII 17 X 2
yoga 111 20,22,27 IV 45,52 VIII 11,16 

IX 26 X 6 XVI 17,25
yojana III 14 IX 10 XIII 15,16,18,19,21, 

23,25
yojita XIV 27
yojya XIV 32

rakta VI 9
randhra IX 4
ravi I 16 II 8,10 III 16,18,22,23,26 IV 37 

V 1,5,8 VI 1,15 VII 6, col. VIII 2,15, 
16,17,18 IX 8,26 X 1 XII 1 XIII 9,10, 
36,39 XIV 20 XV 4,5,10,19 XVI 21
XVII 47,58,60,65,80

rasa I 1 1,14 II 2,11 III 34 IV 10,12,15,34
VII 6 VIII 3,5,8,11 IX 3,8 XII 3,5 XIII 
34 XVI 3,9,13 XVII 9,38,43,44,45,69, 
70,74,78

rahasya I 2,5
rahita XVII 72
rätri XIII 12 XIV 32
rama IV 9 IX 5 XVII 46,69
räsi (räsika) I 23 II 3 III 2,28,29 IV 1,2, 

10,16,29 V 9 VII 2 IX 6,17 XIII 14,40 
XIV 1,7,20 XVI 5,6,15 XVII 23,27,55

râhu 111 28,29,31 VI 2,4,6,11,12 VII 5
VIII 8,14 IX 5 X 6 XV 10

rudra I 10 XVI 23 XVII 78,79
rüpa I 23 III 1,2,17,28 IV 17,20,25 VI 8 

VII 6 VIII 4,5,8 IX 7 XIV 27 XVII 16, 
51,75

rekhä VI 13 XIV 7,23,24
rocita XVII 36
rohinï XIV 34
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lagna II 11,12 VIII 11 1X21 XIII 26,28 
XIV 40

lagnona XIV 18
laghu I 2
laghutä III 34
labdha I 9,10,17 II 13 III 18,28 IV 21,22, 

45,47,49,54 1X 24 X 1,3 XIV 30 XVI 
3 XVII 1,6,55,59,69

labh III 38 XVII 21
lamba (lambaka) IV 26,28,34,39,40,45,

46.52.53.56 IX 19 XIV 18
lambita IX 17
lavaría XIII 34
lavanoda II 12
likh XI 4 XIV 14
lipta VI 1
liptä (liptikä) (ÁeiTTÓv) II 5,6,12 III 4, 

16,18,28,29,31 IV 6,8,10,16,17,35,43, 
44 VI 12 VIII 17 IX 6 X 5 XI 6 XVI 6, 
9,22 XVII 17,18,19

lupta III 29
lekhä XIV 3
loka III 32 V 3
locana XIII 31
lostarekhä IV 37
loha XIII 1

vaktra III 30 VIII 8 1X6
vakra XIV 32 XVI 22 XVII 4,25,29,31,

33.55.56
vakraga XVII 25
vakrin XVII 12,20,30
vac I 2,5,22 III 12,13 VIII 8 XVII

26,63
vad VI 7,10 IX 25 XIII 6,34
vadana III 30 XIV 14
vanitä XIV 40
vara XVII 64
varga IV 1,3,7,13,20,23,27,52,54 VI 3 VII 

6 VIII 16 IX 13,21,22,26 X 1,2,3,7 XVII 
7,34,35,44,45,52,55

vargita IX 19

varjita I 18 VI 3 VIII 4,6 IX 7 XVII 18, 
37,71

varna VI 9,10 XIV 32
varttamâna XV 9
varsa I 14,15,16,17,22 IV 37 XII 1,2 XV 

13,14
varsapa XIII 42
varsädhipa 121
varsädhipati I 18
valana VI 8
vasa III 25 IX 9,24 XIV 29 XV 13 XVI 

17,19
vasu I 14,15 II 1 III 1,4,14 IV 24,30,43, 

45 VIII 6,7 IX 2,3,5,16,24 XVI 5,9,13, 
23 XVII 10,14,34,36,38,39,48,67,69,71, 
76

vasundharî XV 11
vahni XVI 14
väkya XV 26
väcya V 9 VI 6 XIV 33 XVII 59 
vänchita X 5
va ma IV 30 VI 8
vämatas VII 3,4
väsa III 37
värttä XV 28
väsara III 27
vikalä (vikalikä) IV 9,10,13,24,25 VIII 3 

IX 4,11 XVI 9,10,11
vikr XIV 30
viksipta V 2
viksepa III 31 IV 16,51 V 1,5,8 VI 3,7 

VIII 11 IX 6,25 X 3,4,5,7 XI 4 XIV 33, 
37,38 XVI 24,25 XVII 57,60

vicar XIII 41
vicarana XIV 22
viccheda XV 29
vijnä VIII 12 XIII 34
vijñata XIV 13
vijñeya I 20 1113 XVI 20
vid 111 33,37,38 IV 33 VIII 12 XIV 38 

XV 1
vidhäna I 22
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vidhi III 36 IV 4,51,56 1X 25 XI 1 XVI
15,20,24 XVII 57

vinata XIII 32
vinä XV 10
vinäkrta IV 44
vinädi (vinädikä) III 10,12 IV 26,29,41 

VI 4 XIV 4,7,39 XVII 22,59
vinäsa XV 2
vinihsrta XIV 31
vinipâta III 34
vinivrt III 32
viniscintya VIII 10
vind VI11 17
vinyas XIV 9
vinyasta XIII 31 XIV 19
viparinata XVI 16
viparita III 22 V2 VII 4 XVII 5,33
viparyaya XI 5 XV 14
viparyasta V 8
viparyäsa VI 7
vipravad XV 17
vibhakta VII 2
vibhaj IV 28,45 VI 3 IX 16,22,24 XVI 2 
vibhäga XV 11,12
vibhäjya IV 52
vibhrasta I 4
vimarda I 6 VI 5,6,14 X 7
vim ala V 3
vivat V 3 X 2,3 XIII 5
viyadga XVII 61
viyukta II 6
viyuj II 1
viyuta III 17 IV 47 IX 18 XIV 29 
viyoga XVI 25
viram XIII 21
vilagna IX 19
vilikh VIII 18
viliptä (viliptikä) IX 11 XVI 5,6,8 
vilomaga XVII 77
vivara III 14 IV 54 V 1,5 VI 1,2,4,6 VII 5

VIII 11,14 1X6,21 X 3,5,7 XIII 33,40
XIV 16,18,33,38 XV 6

vivarjita IV 21
vividha I 1
vivrddhi IV 34
visudh II 11 V 10
visesa (visesaka) IV 22 V 2 VI 6,10 IX

14,23 X 7 XIII 37 XIV 40 XV 1 XVI 22 
visesita IX 20,22
visodhya XVI 4,10,11,18,19
vislesa III 9 IV 23,29 XVII 8,24,41,55 
vislesita VIII 14 IX 27
vislesya IV 46
vis va IV 10
visama XIII 17
visaya 115 111,4,7 1115,34 IV 9,13,15 

VIII 3,4,6 IX 2,3,4,16 XIII 20 XIV 41 
XVII 9,15,16,18,28,32,43,46,50,53,66, 
70,72,73,76

visuva XIII 18 XIV 8,10
visuvacchäyä III 10 IV 20 V 8 XIV 39 
visuvajjivä IV 21,52
visuvajjyä IV 23,26,46
visuvat III 23 IV 20 XIII 17,20 XIV 30 
visuvadavalambaka XIII 33 
visuvadrekhä XIV 11
visuvallekhâ XIII 29
viskambha IV 1
visnu III 32
visamyojita IV 42
vistära IV 19,29 XIV 21
vistirna XIV 1
vihä XIII 10 XVI 21 XVII 21
vihïna I 16 IV 40,50,53 VIII 3 XVII 46,

48,76,79
vrtta I 22 IV 19,38 VI 12 XI 1,4 XIII 1 

XIV 1,2,4,23
vrddhi II111,15 V 8,10 VI11 3 XVII 9,16,17 
vrscika III 29 XVII 29
vrsa IV 9,24,25 XIII 12
vrsabha IV 8 XVII 18
veda 18 114,6 IV 7,11,20,24,44 IX 1 

XVI 5,11,13 XVII 1,3,12,16,31,34,43, 
45,57,73
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vedha XIII 32 XIV 12,24,29,32 XV 6 
velå 16 III 16,20 IV 36
vaidhrta III 20
vailomya VIII 14
vaisuvata III 12 XI 2
vyalipäta III 20,22 XII 4
vyatï XVII 26
vyatita VII 1 VIII 9
vyatyaya XI 4
vyatyäsa V 2 VIII 11 XIV 26
vyavasthä XIII 30
vyasta IV 32
vyäkula XV 27 
vyäkhyä VI 14 
vyäkhyäta 13 XIV 26 
vyâsa IV 26 X 2 
vyâsasakala IV 39 
vyäsärdha IV 2,28 IX 14,19 XIII 32 XIV

5 XVI 16
vyoman IX 2,8 XIII 5
vraj XIII 23 XV 15

sakuni III 19
sañku IV 19,35,38,43 IX 21 XIII 30,31, 

33 XIV 8,9,15,16,19
sañkvagra XIII 31 XIV 8 
sañkvañgula IV 44 IX 22 
sañkha XV 2
sani XVI 4,5 XVII 17
sanaiscara XVI 10 XVII 20,80
sara I 10,14 IV 7 VI 4 XVII 49,72,78 
sarva XVII 39
sarvarï II 8
sasañka V 1,6,7,9 VI 2 VII 5 VIII 7 IX 3, 

7,8,15 XIV 33,37 XVII 9,34,78
sasi II 1,2,3,7 III 6,8,17,22 V 7,8,10, col. 

VI 1,4,6,8,11,12 VII 5 VIII 2,5,7,13,17 
1X4,14,16 X 2,6 XI 4 XII 1,3,5 XIII 
36,37,38,41 XIV 33 XV 4 XVI 9 XVII
45,49,50,53,60,69,79

sañkava I 7
sastra I 1 XV 21

sikhä XIII 4
sikhin III 17 IV 12,14 XIII 4 XVI 23 
siva I 12 IV 6,18 XVII 34
sisira III 25
sisya XIV 28 XVII 61
sighra XIII 41 XVI 7,8,9,12,15,17,20,21, 

24 XVII 25,34
sighraparidhi XVI 14
sîtakara XIII 38 XVI 14
sïtagu III 18
sïtarasmi III 28 IV 44
sïtâmsu VIH 4 XVII 28
sïtâmsuputra XVII 69
sukra XVI 1,13,22,24 XVII 1,2,5,77 
sukla I 8
siiddha VIII 12
sudh VIII 2 XVII 41
sünya I 17 II 12 IV 7,11,12 VIII 5 XVI 3

XVII 35,45,48,74,79
srñga V 4
sesa I 18,23 II 2,3,5 IV 3,33,40,48,51 VIO

VII 4 X 6 XII 2 XIV 6,26 XVI 3 XVII 
7,15,75

sodhita II 12 XIV 5
sodhya II 9 III 4,8 V 2 VI 1 IX 10 X 6

XVI 9,11,22 XVII 36,37
sauklya V 4,7 XIII 37
syena XIII 6
srestha I 2
srauta III 36
sloka XIV 32
svâsa XIV 31 

sadasïtimukha III 23,24

samyukta II 5 III 13 IV 13,17,46,53 V 1 
VI 11 XVII 34,35,53

saniyuj IV 41 XIV 28
samyuta II 6 IV 17,25,31,42,55 IX 10

XVII 40
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samyoga I 6
samlikh VI 12
samvidhätavya XI 5
samsuddhi XV 21
samsodhya II 10 XVI 4,20 XVII 73 
samsraya IV 33
sainsädh XIV 33
samstha XI 6 XIII 12,27,38 
samsthäna VI 14 XIII col. XV 1,2 
samsthita XIV 37
samsparsa XIV 15
samsmrti IX 20
sakala IV 34 XIII 34
sakrt XIII 22,27 XV 4
sañkranti III 26
sañksepa Ill XV 3 
sañkhyá 18 II 4 
sañguna I 19 VI 8 VII 4 XIV 38 XVII 7,

15,48
sañgunita IV 52 V 1 XVI 8 
samjña (samjñaka) IV 4 XVII 58 
samjñita IV 2 
sadä XIII 29
sadaiva XV 1,6
sadrsa XVII 46 
sandhi XIV 24 
sandhyä XV 27 
sannikrsta XV 5 
sannivrtta XIII 13 
sannihita XIII 1 7 
sama II 5 III 2,28 IV 39,54 V 6,10 VI 13

IX 10 XIII 5,10,15,17,29,30,32 XIV 1, 
2,7,9,15,17,19,21,23 XV 12,17,24,29 
XVII 27

samañkita XIV 23 
samati XVII 26 
samanvita XIV 25 
samamandala I 7 IV 33,35,38 
samamandalalekhä IV 36 
samamadhyacchäyä IV 20 
samaya XV 8,20,25 
samarekhä IV 55

samalipta VIII 14 IX 17
samavastha XV 7
samäna III 25 XIV 11
samâyukta II 13 
samäyoga XIV 33,36 
samäyojya IV 3 
samäsatas VI 14
samäsät XVII 61
samudra IV 14,44 XIII 2 XVII 30 
sameta IV 6 VIII 10 XIV 5 XVI 5 XVII 49 
sampâta XI 5 XIV 20 
sampraklp IV 1 
sampravesa IV 36 
samprasr XI 1
sampräpta VII 1 VIII 9
sambandha XV 18
sammita VIII 2
samyak IV 36,38
sarit XIII 2
sarva XIII 2,39 XIV 27 XV 6 XVI 21

XVII 31,73
sarvagräsin VI 10
sarvatra III 33 XV 17
sarvadä XVII 80
salda XIII 3,30,36 XIV 27
saliladâbha VI 10
savitr V 6 IX 20 XV 23
savya VI 8 XIII 9
sahasrämsu IX 11 XIV 40
sahita I 18,19 III 20,37 IV 6,49 VIII 3,6

IX 5,25 XVII 28
sägara III 12 XVI 2 XVII 31
sädhana 16 III 13
sädhu III 32
sädhya XI5 
sämpratam III 21 
sämya VIII 14 XV 21 
särpa XIV 36
sävana 116
simha XVI 9 XVII 31,46
sita III 18 XII 2 XIII 35,38,39 XVI 8,9,11

XVII 4,60
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siddhänta I 3
siddhi IV 19 XI 3 
sukhaya XIV 41 
sujana XVII 63 
surapüjita XVI 11 
surädhipa XVII 52 
s ur ej ya XVI 4 
sñksma XIV 22,23 
sütra V7 VI 12 XI 4 XIII 8,17,32 XIV

2,8,9,14,15,20,22 XV 3
sürya I 18 III 3,25,27 IV 38,52,53,55,56 

VIII 1 X3 XV 1,3,6,18,20,25,26 XVI 17 
süryaja XVII 14
saumya XVI 24 XVII 40 
saura I 11 XIII 42 XVI 3,13 XVII 16,20,

62,78,80 
saurya IX 9 
strï XVII 19 
stha VI 9 IX 10 XII 5 XIII 1,11,12,13,

18,26,31,35,41 XIV 25 XV 6,7 
sthagita XIV 23 
sthâ XVII 13
sthäna XIII 13,24,37 XV 1,27 
sthäpita IX 9
sthâpya IV 46
sthita II 7 IV 42,47 1X 22 X 3 XIII 2,5, 

6,26,40 XIV 11 XVII 6,14,22
sthiti I 6 VI 3,4,6,9,12,14 VII 6 IX 25,27

X 4,5
sparsa XI 5 
sparsana III 27 
spasta 14 III 12 IV 26 1X 25 XIII 42

XIV 30
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PREFACE

il our commentary to the first sixteen chapters we follow the order of the verses 
of the text, though often combined to form larger groups according to contents. 

In Chapter XVII, however, which is concerned with planetary theory based on Baby
lonian methods, we found it necessary to rearrange the material. The following Table 
of Contents will show the details.

For a number of technical terms for which no short equivalent exists in western 
astronomy (e.g., ahargana or lithi) we give an alphabetical index on p. 129. An ex
tensive index verborum will be found in Part I, p. 188 IT. The notation which we 
generally adopted in formulae is shown in the list on p. 130, arranged according 
to topics. Since numerical parameters provide one of the most powerful tools in the 
investigation of the interconnection between different sources, we have compiled a 
detailed index of parameters (p. 131 If.).

A discussion of the general historical position of the Pañcasiddhantika in Indian 
astronomy is given in Part I.

O.N., D.P.
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Chapter I
1,1- Varähamihira’s invocatory verses normally mention the Sun; cf. e.g. Brhatsain- 
hitä 1,1- This is appropriate because of his position as a Maga Brähmana. But here 
the Sun is also representative of the divine authors of siddhäntas (joined in the Pañ- 
casiddhäntikä by Pitämaha = Brahma), while Vasistha, who is one of the seven 
Vedic rsis who form the constellation Saptarsi (Ursa maior), represents the human 
authors (joined here by Paulisa and Romaka). Varähamihira’s father, as stated 
Part I p. 7, was named Ädityadäsa (“Slave of the Sun”).

1.2. The term bija normally is applied only to a correction to a planet’s mean longitude. 
It is not clear what in this verse is ascribed to “former teachers,’’ or what is regarded 
as secret.

1.3. For the five siddhäntas and Lätadeva see Part I pp. 9-15.

1.4. The ranking in accuracy of the five siddhäntas given in this verse is appropriate: 
Surya, Paulisa and Romaka, Väsistha and Paitämaha.

In the late seventh or during the eighth century (between 628, the date of the 
Brähmasphutasiddhänta, and ca. 850, the date of the Prakatärthadipikä), another 
verse based on this one became popular. It is quoted by Govindasvämin in his Pra
katärthadipikä on 11,8 of the Uttarabhäga of the Brhatpäräsarahoräsästra :

spasto brähmas tu siddhäntas tasyäsannas tu romakah/ 
saurah spastataro spastau väsisthah paulisas ca tau//

“The Brähma (sphutasiddhänta) is accurate; the Romaka is close to it; the Sürya 
(saura) is more accurate; and the Väsistha and Paulisa are inaccurate.”

1,5-7. Varähamihira here lists the contents of the Pancasiddhäntikä, though in a 
fashion that is uncharacteristically unsystematic.

a) solar eclipses: VU; VIII; IX; XV,1-10.
b) lunar eclipses: VI; X; XI
c) conjunctions of stars and planets: XIV,33-38
d) longitudinal differences (of cities): 111,13-15; XV,21-23; 25
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e) prime vertical: IV,32-33; 36; 38
f) rising of the moon: V
g) magical diagrams: XIV,27-28; 41
h) graphical constructions: XIV,1-18; 41
i) gnomon shadow: 11,9-13; 111,10; IV,19-22; 35; 37-38; 41-56; XIII,11 ; 30-33;

XIV,5; 10; 14-15
j) sine of terrestrial latitude: IV,20-21; IV,27-28; 40; XIV,9-10; 18
k) sine of colatitude: IV,23; 28; 40; XIV,8; 18
l) declination: IV,16-18; 24; XIII,10.

It is curious that this list of contents does not mention the rules for calculating plane
tary positions as given in XVI and XVII.

1.8- 15. In these verses Varâhamihira summarizes the rules for computing the ahar- 
gana (i.e. the number of days elapsed since epoch) in the three texts associated with 
Lätadeva, i.e., the Romakasiddhänta (1,8-10 and 15), the Paulisasiddhänta (1,11-13), 
and the Süryasiddhänta (1,14).

1,8. The epoch of Lätadeva’s Romaka is the first tithi after conjunction in the month 
Caitra at the beginning of the year Saka 428, i.e., the time of conjunction of Sun and 
Moon at approximately Aries 0°. This date is A.D. 505 March 22, Tuesday; see Part I 
p. 8 in the introduction. The time is sunset at Yavanapura (cf. XV,18), i.e., about
6 P.M. of March 21, local time at Yavanapura. According to 111,13 the time difference 
between Yavanapura and Avanti is 71 ¡3 nâçlïs or 2 hours 56 minutes; therefore the 
local time at Avanti is ca. 8;56 P.M. Cf., however, VIII,5 and XV, 18.

1.9- 10. The purpose of this section is the determination of the number I) of days 
elapsed since epoch at a moment characterized as N completed years of the Saka 
era, plus m completed (mean) synodic months, plus r completed tithis.

This problem is solved by computing first two terms A and B:
A = (12(X-427) + m)^-8 (1)

B = (A+ 12(Æ-427)+ m) 30 +T. (2)

In these expressions the factor 12(X-427) + zn represents the number of lunar months 
completed since epoch (S.E. 428) under the preliminary assumption that only 12 
months correspond to each year. According to the “Metonic” 19-year cycle, however,
7 intercalary months must be added to each set of 19-12 = 228 months. Consequently 
the term A gives the number of intercalary months since epoch, B the total of tithis 
since epoch.

It is furthermore assumed that

703T = 692d = (703 - 1 l)d. (3)
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The number C of (lays corresponding to B tithis is therefore

(4)

From this amount is subtracted a constant

which leads to the final result

514
703

D = C - c = B-
11B + 514

703
= B -

11 B + 8,34
11,43

(5)

(6)

for the number of days since epoch.
Measured in sexagesimal fractions of a day the constant c corresponds to

c 0;43, 52,. . .d. (7)

Since C = I) + c this means that the interval C begins about 3/4 of one day before epoch. 
The latter falling at sunset (cf. 1,8) C begins at the preceding midnight. The time of 
epoch being the vernal equinox one should expect c = 3/4d = 0;45d exactly instead of 
(7). This would have been obtained by replacing 514 in the numerator of (5) by 527. 
We cannot explain this small discrepancy.

It follows from (3) that

1 tithi = 0 ;59,3,40,11,56,. . . days (8)
hence

1 lunar month = 29 ;31,50,5,58,. . . days (9)

and from the 19-year cycle

1 year = 365 ; 14,48,4,. . . days (10)

Note that in 1,15 a tropical year contains 365; 14,48 days exactly.

1,11-13. The text gives the following rule for the determination of the number ma 
of intercalary months:

10ds+ 698 y y
9761 + 300-107 + 5506

where ds means the number of saura days contained in the interval under consider
ation, y the number of complete years in the same interval of time. The term 698/9761 = 
11,38/2,42,41 0;4,17 is obviously an epoch correction which must be due to the
fact that an integer number of intercalary months plus this fraction had elapsed be
tween the original epoch of the Paulisasiddhänta and the epoch of Lâtadeva.
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If we wish to apply (1) for exactly one year we have to 
y = 1. Computing sexagesimallv this gives

cis = 300 and

ma(l) =
1,0,0 1

2,42,41 8,55,0
+

1
rjTïe

~ 0:22,7,43,58,7 +0j0,0,6,43,44+ 0;0,0,39,13,48
~ 0;22,8,29,54.

Hence one year contains
1 y = 12 ;22,8,29,54m (2)

synodic months. From 111,1 we know that one sidereal year is exactly defined by

hence from (2)
1 y = 6,5 ;15,30d (3)

ln> 29;31,48,16,37d. (4)

For the number u of omitted tithis the text gives the rule

(o)

d being the number of calendar days, r the number of tithis contained in the interval 
under consideration. If we again apply this rule to 1 year we must for d use (3) and 
for T, because of (2),

1Y = 6,11 ;4,14,57T. (6)
Hence for one year

/ 6,5:15,30
u =

6,11 ;4,14,57
6,58,55

0:59,59,58,56

~ (5:47,51,54,17 + 0;0,53,8,50)-0;59,59,58,56
5;48,44,56,55

as the number of omitted tithis.
This result can also be obtained directly from (6) and (3) because

6,11:4,14,57 -6,5:15,30 = 5;48,44,57 (7)

again represents the number of omitted tithis.
Also from (2) and (3) can be derived the sidereal mean motion of the moon.

One finds 13:10,35,37,. . .0/d.
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1,14. Since ISO 000y = 50,0,0y contain 66 389 = 18,26,29 intercalary months, hence 
50,0,0-12 + 18,26,29 = 10,18,26,29 lunar months, one finds that

ly = 12;22,7,46,48m = 6,11 ;3,53,24T. (1)

Since 50,0,0y contains 1 045 095 = 4,50,18,15 omitted tithis their number per year is 
5;48,21,54 and therefore with (1)

ly = (6,11 ;3,53,24 - 5;48,21,54)d = 6,5 ;15,31,30d (2)

as the exact length of the sidereal year; cf. also IX, 1-
It follows from (1) and (2) that

1 m 29 ;31,50,6,52,59,. . .d (3)
and

V * 13:10,34,52,6,. . ,°/d (4)

1) The parameters of the ärdharätrika system are found in Mahäbhäskariya VII,21-35, and in Khan- 
dakhädyaka I, II, and VI. Table 1 shows the number IV of sidereal revolutions in a Mahäyuga which consists 
of 4 320 000 = 20,0,0,0 sidereal years = 1 577 917 800 2,1,45,10,30,0 days. For additional planetary para
meters see the commentary on XVI,12-14, Table 22.

for the sidereal mean motion of the moon.
Lätadeva’s Süryasiddhänta, as we know from chapter XVI, employed a Ma

häyuga of 4 320 000 = 20,0,0,0 = 24-50,0,0 years. If we multiply the parameters in 
this verse by 24 we tind that there are

53 433 336 = 4,7,22,35,36 lunar months
1 593 336 = 7,22,35,36 intercalary months

1 603 000 080 = 2,3,41,17,48,0 tithis
1 577 917 800 = 2,1,45,10,30,0 sävana days

in one Mahäyuga; these are precisely the parameters of the ärdharätrika (i.e., mid
night) system.1)

1,15. Here it is assumed that 2850 = 47,30 = 2,30-19 years contain 1050 = 17,30 = 
2,30-7 intercalary months. This is the well known scheme of the “Metonic cycle”, 
consistently used in the Babylonian ephemerides. The number of omitted tithis is 
16 547 = 4,35,47, therefore the number of days in one year

/ 7\ 4,35,47 4,49,9,13 15,13,7
12 + — 30-—---- = -------------■= --------- = 6,5;14,48d. (1)

\ 19/ 2,30-19 19-2,30 2,30

This is exactly the length of the tropical year according to the Hipparchian-Ptolemaic 
theory (Almagest 111,1 p. 208,12 Heiberg). The same value appears again in VIII,1.

The relation (1) can also be formulated as

47,30y = 2,30 -19y = (47,30 -1 2 + 17,30)m = 9,47,30m = 2,30 -3,55“ (2a)
i.e.

19y = 3,55 synodic months. (2b)
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Table 1.

N

Sun............................ 4 320 000 = 20, 0, 0, 0
Moon.......................... 57 753 336 = 4,27,22,35,36
Lunar apogee......... 488 219 = 2,15,36,59
Lunar nodes........... 232 226 = 1,4,30,26

Saturn ........................ 146 564 = 40,42,44
Jupiter...................... 364 220 = 1,41,10,20
Mars.......................... 2 296 824 = 10,38,0,24
Venus, sighra......... 7 022 388 = 32,30,39,48
Mercury, sighra.... 17 937 000 = 1,23, 2,30, 0

Furthermore

47,30V = 9,47,30m = 4,53,45,0T = (4,53,45,0 - 4,35,47)d = 4,49,9,13d. (3)

In VIII, 1 this same number of days is equated to 10,35,0 sidereal months:

4,49,9,13d = 10,35,0 = 2,30-4,14 sidereal months (4a)

hence with (2a)
19y = 4,14 sidereal months (4b)

and finally
3,55 = 235 synodic months = 4,14 = 254 sidereal months (5)

as basic relation between synodic and sidereal revolutions of the moon, well known 
in Babylonian astronomy.

Because 7:19 = 0 ;22,6,18,56,50,. . . one linds for the Metonic cycle that

1 y = 12 ;22,6,18,56,50,. . . m (6)
and thus with (1)

lm = 29;31,50,5,37,. . ,d. (7)

Finally the mean motion of the moon is

D = 13;10,34,59,50,. . .°'a. (8)

1,16. Summary of the general rules on which the relations are based which were 
utilized in the preceding verses. For the term “solar measure” cf. pt. I, p. 185.

1,17-21.  Let
a = a+ 2221 = a+ 37,7 (1)

be the (augmented) ahargana where a represents the number of days since epoch. 
Then the following set of rules is given in the text:
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a = 7-2520 +7- 0 á r < 2520 = 7-360 = 42,0 (2)

r = ci -360 + C2 thus 0 + ci < 7, 0 C2 < 360 (3)

where ci represents the number of <completed years. From it

(ci + 1 ) • 3 — 2 = C3 • 7 + C4 0 + C4 < 7 (4)

gives the “lord of the year’’ C4. Furthermore

= C5 • 7 + c6 0 á c6 < 7 (5)

where cq is the “lord of the month’’ , counting from Sunday.1) Then

a = C7 • 7 + c8 0 + c8 < 7 (6)

gives the “lord of the day’’ c8 and

(c8-3 - 1 + /1) -5 = C9 • 7 + cjo 0 L cio < 7 (7)

the “lord of the 7z-th hour’’.
Let A B C D E F G (8a)

be the order of days in the week, ruled by the planets

O c ¿ ? 'n ? 1? (8b)

respectively. Then the rule (7) results for the first hour (7i = 1) in

eg • 15 = 2c8 • 7 + c8
hence in

Cio = Cg

i.e. the lord of the first hour is also the lord of the day.
For h = 25 one obtains

c8 • 15 + 120 = (2c8 + 1/ )7 + c8+1

i.e. the first hour of the next day has the lord c8 + 1 as it should be. For h = 2 one has 

c8 • 15 + 5 = 2c8 -7 + c8 + 5.

This means : if we begin for h = 1 with A then h = 2 has the lord F, 7i = 3 the lord 1),
etc. In this way one obtains for consecutive hours the following order of the planets

O $ £ C 1? 'll etc.

0 The rule given in (5) is wrong. The text’s (1,19) “increase the (resulting) months by the current 
one” should be replaced by “discard the fractional part of the current (month)”. 
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i.e. the Greek order of the planets from which the order (8b) for the days of the week 
originated.

From (5) it follows that an increase of a (or of o) by 30 increases the lord of 
the month by 2, as it should be since 30 = 2 mod. 7. Of course “month” means here 
a fixed interval of 30 days and not a lunar month.

For the first day of the ahargana one has a = 2227 + 1 hence from (6)

2228 - 318-7 + 2
hence C6 = 2 i.e. Tuesday.

The rule (4) can also be written as

3ci = C4- 1 mod. 7.

Each unit of ci represents according to (2) a schematic “year” of 360 days. Hence 
C4 increases by 3 if ci increases by 1 as is to be expected since 360 = 3 mod. 7. For 
a = 1 one has ci = 0 thus C4 = 1 i.e. Sunday.

1.22. Varähamihira explains the astrological influences of the lords of the year, the 
lords of the month, and the lords of the day in Brhatsamhitä XIX.

1.23- 25. Varähamihira here discusses the Persian year of the Maga Brähmanas.

1.23. If we now consider a “year” as containing 365 days, the quotient

a + 1 = C5 mod. 365 0 â C5 < 365

gives the fraction C5 of one year elapsed at the given moment a. Furthermore

C5 = C6 mod. 30 0 C6 < 30

refers to the number of days within the current schematic month of 30 days. This 
last residue co defines the “lord of the degree”.

1.24- 25. Here are listed the Sanskrit “equivalents” of the thirty angels who rule the 
days of a Persian month. Column I below gives their names according to the Bunda- 
liishn (cf. A. Christensen, L’Iran sous les Sassanides, 2nd ed. Copenhague 1944 p. 158),
and column 11 Varähamihira’s list.

I II
1. Ohrmazd Kamalodbhava = Brahman
9. Vahman = “Good Thought” Praj esa = Praj apati
3. Urdvahisht = “Best Truth” Svargesa = “Lord of Heaven’
4. Shahrëvar = “Desirable Domination” Sästr = “Ruler”
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5. Spandarmadh = “Spiritual Purity” Rudra
6. Khvardädh = “Integrity” Manyu = “Mind”
7. Amurdädh = “Immortality” Vasu = “Wealth”
8. Dadhv = “Creator” Kamalä = Laksmi
9. Adhur = “Fire” Anala = “Fire”

10. Äbhän = “Water” Antara = “Death”
11. Klivar = “Sun” Vayah = “Sun”
12. Mäh = “Moon” Sasi = “Moon”
13. Tir = “Mercury” Indra
14. Gosh = “Bull” Go = “Bull”
15. Dadhv = “Creator” Nirrti = “Destruction”
16. Mihr = “Sun” Dara = Siva
17. Srösh = “Obedience” Bhava = “Being”
18. Rashn = “Truth” Guru = “Teacher”
19. Fravardin = “Genii” The Pitrs = “The Fathers”
20. V ar hr an Varuna
21. Ram = “Joy” B aladeva
22. Vädh = “Wind” Samirana = “Wind”
23. Dadhv = “Creator” Yama = “Death”
24. Den = “Religion” Väk = “Word”
25. Ard = “Retribution” Sri = “Prosperity”
26. Ashladh = “Rectitude” Dhanada = Kubera
27. Asman = “Sky” The Giris = “The Mountains
28. Zämdädh = “Earth” Dhätri = “Earth”
29. . Mahrspand = “God’s Word” Vedhäh = “Pious”
30. Anaghrän = “Infinite Lights” Parah Purusa = Visnu

The angels of lists I and II are reasonably similar for days 1, 2, 3, 4, 5(?), 7, 9, 
11, 12, 14, 18(?), 19, 22, 24, 28, and 29, and perhaps for some others. The variations 
may be due in part to the fact that Varähamihira’s is a Maga Brähmana list, the 
Bundahishn’s probably a Zurvanite document.

Chapter II

11,1.  The rule of the text implies the use of a julian year since

a • 4 + 6 a + 1 ; 30
1461 ” 365;15 ' (1)

The division of the ahargana a by 365;15d will leave a remainder which gives the 
number of quarter-days after the vernal equinox. The twelve coefficients enumerated 
at the end of the verse, 126 - 1 = 125, 126-0 = 126, etc., give the number of quarter
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Table 2.

d/4 d Season Velocity

Y 125 31 ;15 0;57,16,48°/fl
V 126 31 ;30 0;57, 8,34,. . .
K 126 31 ;30 94;15 0;57, 8,34,. . .

126 31 ;30 0 ;57, 8,34,. . .
P 124 31; 0 0;58, 3,52,. . .
up 122 30;30 93; 0 0;59, 0,59,. . .

=n= 119 29;45 1; 0,30,15,. . .
m 117 29 ;15 1; 1,32,18,. . .
X* 117 29;15 88;15 1; 1,32,18,. . .
3 118 29 ;30 i; 1, L 1,- • •
AW 120 30; 0 1
)( 121 30;15 89;45 0;59,30,14,. . .

Total 1461 365 ;15

days for the travel of the Sun in the consecutive zodiacal signs. This leads for the 
solar motion to the pattern shown in Table 2.

The additive constant (ksepa) 6 in the numerator (i.e. = P/2 days) indicates
that the author supposed the vernal equinox to occur not at the epoch, but P/2 days 
earlier.

The graph for the corresponding velocities (cf. Fig. 1) shows that the values for 
Pisces and Aries cannot be correct. A simple emendation would be 124 for Aries 
and correspondingly 122 for Pisces. The text, however, does not permit such a cor
rection.

11,2-6.  We have here rules for the determination of the longitude of the Moon, rules 
which are of great historical interest because their Hellenistic, ultimately Babylonian, 
prototypes are known.1)

Let a be the ahargana, then one takes as number of days

n = a+ 1936 = a+ 32,16 (1)

i.e. one introduces a point of departure about 51/3 years back from the accepted epoch 
date. We shall return to this modified epoch date later and show that it represents 
a position of the Moon at its apogee (cf. p. 22).

From n one derives numbers a and ß:

n = oc-3O31+ß 0 á ß < 3031 (2)

where a (called “ghana”) counts the number of periods of 3031 = 50,31 days length. 
This number 3031 represents the length of 110 anomalistic months as we know, e.g., 
from VIII,5.

x) Cf., e.g., the Greek papyri P. Lund 35a and P. Ryl. 27 (cf. below p. 152, Bibliography 1,D) and 
ACT I passim.
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With the remainder ß one forms

9d 9/ 248
----- = m d------  0 t < ---- .
248 248 9

Since
-2-*- 8- = 27;33,20d

is the length of one anomalistic month, one can replace (3) by

ß = m-27;33,20 + i 0^f<27;33,20

(3)

(4)

(5)

where m (called “gatis”) gives the number of anomalistic months contained in ß. 
The text counts the residue t in “padas” where (cf. (4))

1 pada = ^4- anomal, month = 4- day. (6)

Having determined the integers a, m, and t the corresponding increments of 
longitude Ai, fa, A3 respectively will be computed.

First, with a from (2):

a = 16u + t> 0 V < 16 (7)
and from it

Ai = 69;7,l°-fn-30° + 0;2a. (8)

This means that for n = 0 the Moon had the longitude

Ao = 69;7,1°. (9)

For this parameter cf. below p. 22. Otherwise (7) and (8) are based on the assumption 
that the longitude of the Moon increases during one ghana by 3371/2° + 0;2° = 5,37 ;32° 
— corresponding to a mean motion of 13;10,34,52,46,. . .°/d.

Indeed, since
5,37 ;30 - -22;30 = - |30 mod. 6,0

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 0, no. 1. 2
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one has for a ghanas, with (7):

-a|30 = -(16u + i>){30 = - 12 • 30zt-f n-30 -{p-30 mod. 6,0

which explains the increment depending on v in (8).
The contribution to the longitude during ni gatis is assumed to he

Â2 = tn (185 -{) minutes = m-3;4,50°. (10)

That is to say the Moon moves in one anomalistic month 6,3;4,50°, or, using (4), 
the Moon’s mean velocity is taken to be 13;10,34,43,3,. . .0/d. This is slightly less than 
the value obtained from (7) and (8).1)

The increments Zi and 2.2 take care of complete anomalistic periods of the Moon. 
What remains is only the fraction I in (5) of the current anomalistic period. For this 
last contribution a definite velocity pattern is assumed, beginning with minimum velo
city. This implies that the Moon had minimum velocity at n = 0.

In order to compute the increase in longitude of the Moon during a fraction 
of an anomalistic month one has to distinguish between the two halves of a month. 
During the first half the motion is accelerating, during the second half the velocity 
decreases again toward its minimum. The two halves are characterized in the text 
by the number of “padas” (cf. (6)) within the month: the first half of 124 padas 
contributes (according to 11,5) 180;4° of longitudinal progress, the second half should 
complete the anomalistic period. According to (10) one should expect a total of about 
363° in longitudinal gain but for the sake of greater computational convenience the 
motion during the last part of the month is slightly modified.

In describing the rides of the text we denote the longitudinal increment during 
the first half of the month by Â+, during the second half by 2.~. Reckoning the residue / 
found in (3) or (5) as p “padas” the rules of the text are

first half: Â+ = p° + (1094 + 5(p - 1)) — minutes
63

0 p 124

second half: = (p - 124)° + (2414 - 5(p - 124 - 1)) —
63

+ A+(124) minutes 125 = p è 248

where Â+(124) represents the value obtained from (11) if one substitutes p = 124, 
or, as said in the text

z+(124) 180;4°. (12a)

J) If one were to emend in (10) the 1/6 to 0;6 = 1/10 one would have a motion of 3;4,54° ( + 360°) 
in one anomalistic month and hence a mean motion of 13 ;10,34,52,. . .o/d, i.e., practically the same value 
as in (7) and (8). On the other hand, the parameters in P. Ryl. 27 lead to 3;4,49,26,. . .° as progress per ano
malistic month.

(12)

(11)



Indeed, for p = 124 one obtains from (11) the value 124°+ (3363-t--—) minutes = 
180° + (3 + |j) minutest 180 ;4°.

In order to discuss the astronomical signifcance of these rules it is convenient 
to reconvert the padas to days t and to write the numbers sexagesimally with degrees 
as units.

For the accelerating, i.e. first, half of the month one can replace (11) by

0;45 d
Â+ = 11 ;42 t+-^— i(f-l) = mf + -f(f-l). (13)

The velocity (in degrees per day) which produces such a motion is found by forming 
the differences

v+ = ZlÂ+ = Å+(t + 1) - Â+(f) = m + dt. (14)

Hence u+ is a linearly increasing function of time with the minimum

m = 11 ;420/d (15a)
and the difference

1 ; 30
d = ------ . (15b)

7

For the second half of the month we count the days t' beginning with the mid
point p = 124, i.e. we define

i'-|(p-124). (16)

Then (12) transforms itself into

0;47 / 1 \ , 0;45 , , , d , ,
Â- = 3,0;3+—— + 14;39 + —]t’---------t'(t'-V) = c + Mt' --t'(t' - 1 ) (17)1,3 \ 7,0/ 7 2 V 7 V 7

with
0;47 

c = 3,0;3 + -4_ « 3,0;4 (18a)
1,3

1
T/=14;39+— = 14;39,8,34,17,. . .°/d (18b)7,0 V

i;30
and d = —-— as before in (15b). The velocity in the second half is therefore given by

p-= (19)

The fact that d has the same value in (14) and (19) shows that the velocity 
underlying (11) and (12) is a linear zigzag function with extrema given by (15a) 
and (18b) and difference (15b). Consequently we find for the period of this function 
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as it should be according to (4). For the mean value one finds

, 4
u = ±(m + Af) = 13; 10 + - - 13; 10,34,17,. . ,°/d.r - 7 7,0 (21)

(22)

or

47 
1,3

P
2

P d
uP = c + M--------

2 2

Essentially the same linear zigzag function for the lunar velocity is described in 111,4, 
the only difference being that the value (18b) for M is rounded to 14;390/d which 
would mean /z = 13 ;10,30o/d instead of (21).

We must still explain the value (18a) of the constant c in (17). Obviously the 
longitudinal gain over one complete anomalistic period should be /¿P. Hence, one 

, P
should have at the end, i.e. for / = - from (17):

exactly. This shows that c was computed from the necessary relation (22) by using 
for the mean motion the rounded value

/z ~ 13;ll°/d. (23)

It is of interest to investigate the lunar equation which results from the pattern 
of the true longitude À+, computed according to the above scheme. For this end one 
has to compute 2+ from (13) for t = 1, 2,. . . and similarly the corresponding mean 
positions Å from day to day, beginning with the apogee, and to form the differences

0 = Å+-Å. (24)

Table 3 and its graphical representation in Fig. 2 show the result. From it it is clear 
that the maximum equation is

^max — 5 ; 5 (2o)

P 
which occurs at t = 1, i.e., as expected, near t = — = 6;53,20.

It should be emphasized that this is a necessary consequence of the velocity 
function determined by (14) and (19). In other words (25) is not a parameter which can 
be chosen freely after v has been fixed; cf. below the discussion to III,4 and 111,5-8.

The origin of the other parameters can only be reconstructed with a fair degree 
of plausibility. In the construction of a linear zigzag function the only parameter
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Table 3.

t Z A+ -0

1 784.14 702.00 82.1' = 1 ;22°
2 1568.28 1416.86 152.4 2 ;32
3 2352.42 2144.57 207.8 3;28
4 3136.57 2885.14 251.4 4 ;11
5 3920.71 3638.57 282.1 4 ;42
6 4704.85 4404.86 300.0 5; 0
7 5489.00 5184.00 305.0 5; 5
8 6273.14 5976.00 297.1 4;57
9 7057.28 6780.86 276.3 4 ;36

10 7841.42 7598.57 242.8 4; 3
11 8625.57 8429.14 196.4 3 ;16
12 9409.71 9272.57 137.1 2;17
13 10193.85 10128.86 65.0 1; 5

13 ;47 10803.74 10803.75 0.0 0

which must be strictly preserved is the period P, here represented by the classical 
Babylonian parameter (20). For the convenience of actual computation it is essential 
that d be a small number. A crude estimate of the anomalistic lunar motion, P & 28d, 
M-m «w 3° would give for d

M - m 1 ; 30

as in (15b). Again a crude estimate for the velocities would be 13 ; 11, hence 
m^ll ;41, M 14 ;41. Starting with these estimates one must improve ¡a by coming 
nearer to the well known mean value 13;10,35. If one wishes to preserve d which 
contains the fraction 1/7 it is convenient to take also for // the nearest approximation 
with this fraction, i.e. // = 13,10 +y which is (21). Finally, one must use the accurate 
value (20) for P and this, with (21), leads to (15a) and (18b) for the extrema. At 
any rate, arithmetical considerations more or less following the here described lines

5

Fig. 2.
10 14 t
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must lie at the basis of the rules given in the text and certainly not any detailed ob
servations beyond the well known Babylonia parameters.

As a result of the prescribed operations one has found the contributions to the 
motion in longitude Ai,A2, and A3 = A+ or A- respectively. Hence one obtains for the 
longitude A of the Moon at the moment t

A = Ao + Ai + A2 + A3 (26)

where Ao is the lunar longitude 1936 days before epoch, i.e. before 505 March 22 
(cf. above p. 16 (1)), given in 11,3:

AO = H9;7,1. (27)

The correctness of this element can be easily checked with modern tables. Computing 
for 499 Dec. 3, 5 P.M. (a) for the meridian of Ujjayini (b) for the meridian of Alex
andria, one finds1)

Ujjayini: A = 69.33 = K 9;20 anomaly 186°

Alexandria: A = 70.82 = 10;49 anomaly 187;30°

as compared with Ao = H 9;7 and anomaly 180° assumed in the text. The computed
data obviously confirm in principle the data of the text but do not provide a clear
enough distinction between Ujjayini and Alexandria.

It is not clear why just this particular apogee position had been chosen instead 
of the nearest one to the epoch A.D. 505 of the ahargana, unless the Vasisthasiddhänta 
was revised in 499 as the Romaka, Paulisa (and Sürya) were revised by Lätadeva 
in 505.

11,7.  We adopt here the following notation for longitudinal arcs:

4°
9

Let ZlA be the elongation of the Moon from the Sun. In one lunar month, which, by 
definition, contains 30 tithis (r), the elongation increases by 360°, hence 12° per tithi.

30 5T 5 
Consequently for an elongation of Is is required the time — = -, hence -HA for an 
elongation of JAS. Cf. also 111,16.

A° = as + b° = |ana + |£A

This explains the rule

s. . . sign : Is = 30°

na. . . naksatra : Ina = 0 4s= 13;20 = —
9

/z. . . muhürta: u*  =
jna
— = 0;26,40°
30

of the text:

x) Using the tables of P. V. Neugebauer, Tafeln zur astronomischen Chronologie II (1914) and his 
Chronologie II (1929) Tafel E 1.
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11,8.  One muhürta is 1/3o of a nychthemeron, i.e. 0;48h. When the Sun is at the be
ginning of Capricorn the length of daylight is assumed to be 9 + 3 = 12 muhûrtas, 
i.e. 9;36h. For each subsequent sign 1 muhürta is added until Aries. From there on 
the number of signs has to be added to 15 until Cancer and similarly for the length 
of night which increases after Cancer. The result is a linear zigzag function for the 
length of daylight with a ratio 2:3 for shortest to longest daylight (cf. Table 4). For 
this originally Babylonian ratio see Sphujidhvaja’s Yavanajätaka 1,68 and 79,31; 
cf. also Varähamihira’s Brhajjätaka 1,19, and XII,5 below.

Table 4.

0° Daylight 0°

5 12muh = 9;36h 5
13 10;24 X*

)( 14 11 ;12 m
Y 15 12 _n_
« 16 12;48 up
I 17 13 ;36 P

18 14;24

11,9-10.  Rules for the length sn of the noon shadow of a vertical gnomon at a locality 
for which the geographical latitude cp equals the obliquity e of the ecliptic. Consequently 
sn = 0 at the summer solstice, i.e. at a solar longitude 2 = 3s. It is furthermore assumed 
that sn increases linearly with 2 units per sign :

sn = 2a for 2 = (3 + a)s
a = 0, 1,. . ., 6

sn = 12 - 2a for 2 = (9 + a)s

Conversely one can find the solar longitude from the length sn of the noon shadow:

Â = (ïï + 3) for - 2 - 30

2 = ^15- 50 2 á ®0.

For the equinoctial noon shadow (a = 3) and with cp = e one would have a gnomon

g = 6 cot e ™ 6-2;15 = 13;30.

Because of the crudeness of the scheme a gnomon of length 12 is not quite excluded 
by this estimate.

11,11-13.  Let 2(H) be the longitude of the rising point of the ecliptic, 2 the longitude 
of the Sun, sn the noon shadow, s the shadow at any time of the day. Then the text 
states that
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and conversely

2(H) = À +

2(H) = Å +

1 2 + S - .Sn
before noon

after noon

s = Sn — 12 +
64800

before noon

64800
10800 -(2(H)-2)

after noon

(1)

(2)

where 2(H)-2 should be reckoned in minutes of arc.
Since (2) results from (1) by solving for s we need only to discuss (1). Substi

tuting in (1) s = sn = 0 one obtains 2(H) = 2 + 3 signs which is correct for 2 = @0° 
under the assumption that the sun is in the zenith as would be the case for <p = e 
(cf. 11,9-10). Substituting s = oo one finds 2 = 2(H) or 2 = 2(H)+ 6 signs as is cor
rect for sunrise or sunset respectively.

If one generally substitutes s = sn one obtains 2(H) = 2 + 3 signs which is, 
however, not generally true because the culminating point of the ecliptic and the 
nonagesimal need not to coincide.

Chapter III

111,1.  The rule that the number of revolutions of the Sun is obtained from the ahar- 
gana a by multiplying it by 120/43831 = 2,0/12,10,31 = l/6,5;15,30 shows that one 
sidereal year is assumed to be 365; 15,30 days long. This value is well know n during 
the Middle Ages. Battânï, e.g., calls it “Babylonian”.1)

111,2-3.  The equation of center for the Sun is given for 30° sections of anomaly. 
Since one is directed to add 20° to the longitude of the Sun it is clear that these sec
tions begin at 20° of each sign. Hence the solar apogee is located at 4(20°, as in the 
ärdharätrika system.

Fig. 3 shows as a continuous curve the function 1 ;12 sin a. The points marked 
by X give the values of the equation found in the text at arguments 10°, 40°, 70°, 
etc. (cf. Table 5). Since K20 corresponds to a = 0 wTe may also say that the points X 
correspond to ®0°, Ç10°,. . . etc. The very close agreement of the points x w ith 1 ;12 
sin a shows that the maximum equation for the Sun was assumed to be 1 ;12°, almost 
exactly one half of the value in the Almagest (2;23°).

111,4  and 9. The lunar velocity v is here described as a linear zigzag function with 
the following parameters

x) Cf. Nallino, Battânï I p. 40 and p. 127 (4).
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m = 702 minutes in 9 padas, i.e. 11 ; 420/d

M = 879 minutes in 9 padas, i.e. 14 ;390/d

9-10 . . l;30°/d
d =------- in 9 padas, i.e. — per day.

(O

This is the same function which we derived from 11,2 to 6, excepting M which had
1

previously the value 14:394------as is necessary if one wishes to obtain the exact
7,0

Table 5.

a 11 ;12 sina| Text a

0 0 360
10 170 0;12,30 — 0;ll + 0;10 190 350
20 160 0;24,39 0;25 + 0;25 200 340
30 150 0;36 210 330
40 140 0;46,17 -0;48 + 0;48 220 320
50 130 0;55, 9 — 0;54 + 0;54 230 310
60 120 1; 2,21 240 300
70 110 1; 7,39 - 1 ; 9 + l;10 250 290
80 100 l;10,54 — 1 ;10 + 1 ;11 260 280

90 1 ;12 270
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period of 248/9 days for the anomalistic month. Obviously the value of M in (1) 
is only a convenient rounding for the value in 11,2-6.

Separated from III,4 by different rules for the lunar equation (111,5-8) is III,9 
where it is said that the longitude of the Moon Â(/ + l) at the moment t+1 is found 
from Â(/) by adding to it u(t + 1) as determined from (1).

111,5-8.  These verses deal with the determination of the lunar equation, i.e. with 
the correction 9 which must be added to, or subtracted from, the mean longitude 
to give the true longitude. This function 0 has the value zero at the apogee and the 
perigee of the lunar orbit. Otherwise it is here assumed that the differences /10 form 
a linear zigzag function of period Pl2, P = 27;33,20d being the anomalistic month. 
Consequently 0 is represented by a difference sequence of second order.

The rules of the text distinguish between the first and the second half of the 
anomalistic month, beginning at the apogee. As in 11,2-6 the anomalistic month is 

ld
again divided into 248 “padas” (cf. p. 17) such that lp =

For the first half, or more specifically, for

0 á p á 120 or 0 13;20d (la)

one finds 0 (i.e. the negative equation) from

0 - (5261 -40(p-l))  ̂ (lb)

reckoned in minutes. Proceeding again as in 11,2-6 one can replace (lb) by the 
equivalent rule

/ o ; 4\
0 - 0;4 + —li(f-l) (2)

which shows that
/ 0;8\

Zl0 = 1 ; 1 - I 0;8 + — If = 1 ; 1 ° - 0 ; 8,53,20 • C (3)

The maximum equation should occur at t = ±P = 6;53,20d. Substituting this value 
in (2) one obtains

0max = 3;59,55,. . .° ~ 4° (4)

while (3) gives A9 = — 0;0,14,. . . 0 as it should be. The equation (4) would cor
respond to an eccentricity of 3;49 for R = 60.

In the discussion of 11,2-6 we have seen (p. 20) that the velocity function (1) 
of 111,4 leads to a maximum equation of 5;5°. Consequently it is certain that 111,5-8 
is unrelated to III,4 and III,9 which are the equivalent to 11,2-6.

One can again ask how the parameters could have been determined which 
underly the rules (2) and (3). Obviously one intended to construct a function 0 of the 
type shown in Fig. 2 p. 21 i.e. a sequence of second order such that
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and therefore
zl9 = a - dt

0 = at-±dt(t- 1). (6)

of determining the two parameters

1,2
(7)9

Hence our question boils down to the problem 
a and d.

Here one has to start with

^max
P

= 4° at t = -
4

At that point Z19 must be zero; thus from (5)

Substituting this relation in (6) one finds

hence
Ømax = y, dP(P + 4)

d =
32

P(P + 4)
9max-

(8)

(9)

Using the values from (7) this gives

5,24 0;8 1 ; 20
d = ----- = 0;8,49,56,. . . ~ 0;8,50 ~ 0;8+ —

36,41 9 9
(10a)

(10b)

One would have obtained exactly d = 1 ; 20/9 if P 27 ; 27, 30 and from it exactly a = 1 ; 1 
if P 27;27. The effect of these inaccuracies is clearly visible in Fig. 4.

As a result of these operations one can determine the equation 9 which concerns 
P

the time between 0 and — (and should be subtracted from the mean positions). For 

the second half of the interval the equation could have been found simply on the basis 
of symmetry, counting backwards from the endpoint of the anomalistic month. In 
fact, however, the text instructs us (in III,6) to use for p > 120 the amounts

p = p-120 (H)

and to find the equation 0' from the same expression as 0 in (lb)
/

0' - (5261 - 40(p'~ 1))~ (12)
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but only as long as
0 < p' 63. (13)

What happens from here on is difficult to motivate. If we interpret the text 
correctly (as is by no means certain) the value found for // = 63 is kept valid until 
// = 70. At p' = 70, however, a value is assumed as found from (12) for p = —= 
622/g, i.e. a value which is practically ömax- But by moving it to p' = 70 the maximum 
area is extended instead of shortened (as 6 should have shown; cf. Fig. 4). In other 
words from p' = 70 on one introduces a new variable

/'=//-69 (14)
and computes

0' - (5261 -40(/>"-l))^. (15)

This leads for p" = 55 to an equation of about 1 ;54° instead of to a value nearly 
zero. The text seems to say that 0 = 0 for p’ = 60; actually p' = 59 would correspond 
to P. It would have been much better to use (12) for the whole second half of an 
anomalistic month.

Ill,9 see III,4.
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Table 6.

t e t t' 0'

Id i; i 13;20d 0 0
2 1 ;53, 6,40 14 ;20 1 i; 1
3 2;36,20 15 ;20 2 1 ;53, 6,40
4 3;10,40 16;20 3 2;36,20

5 3;36, 6,40 17;20 4 3;10,40
6 3;52,40 18;20 5 3;36, 6,40
7 4; 0,20 19;20 6 3;52,40
8 3;59, 6,40 20;20 7 4; 0,20
9 3 ;49 t t"

10 3;30
11 3; 2, 6,40 21 0 4; 0, 1,. . .
12 2;25,20 22 1 3;59,34,. . .
13 1 ;39,40 23 2 3;50,13,. . .

P = 24 3 3;31,59,...
120 13;20 1;22,26,. . .

25 4 3; 4,52,. . .
14 0;45, 6,40 26 5 2;28,51,. . .

27 6 1 ;43,57,. . .

27;40 0

111,10-11.  We associate the indices i = 0, 1, 2, 3 with tlie longitudes 0, 30, 60, 90 
respectively. The remaining quadrants of the ecliptic need no special discussion since 
all steps can be repeated with proper symmetries.

The text gives rules for finding the length of daylight Ci counted in vinadis 
where 360° = 3600vin. At equinox Co = 1800vin and in general

Cí= 1800 + 2wí (1)

where a>i is the arc a> shown in Tig. 5, for Â = i-30. The geographical latitude <p is 
characterized by the equinoctial noon shadow so of a vertical gnomon of length g = 12. 
The text gives coefficients such that

soyi = ‘2(a>i - coi-i). (2)

Since obviously coo = 0 the formula (2) suffices to find all a>i and thus all Ci. The 
values given for the yi are

yi = 20vin y2 = 16;30vin y3 = 6;45vin. (3)

It is not difficult to derive, at least approximately, these values from other known 
data. Let ôi be the declination of the Sun. Then Fig. 5 shows that
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tand
cot 99 = —---- .

sin co (4)

Now
cot (p - g ¡so (->)

and
tand = R sinÔ/r = Sind/r (6)

where r is the “day radius” (ei'. Fig. 6) of the Sun. Thus

R Sin Ô so
Sin co = • (7)

r 9

For geographical latitudes near 24° the quantities co can be considered to be small 
angles for which the approximation

Sin co 2co° (8)
is permissible.1) Thus from (7)

R Sind so
2 co ~ -------------

r g
with R = 120 and g = 12, d = 2r:

„ 20 Sind 200 Sind
2co° -so hence 2covin = —— -so. (9)

d d

We do not know the exact values used for the declination Ô and for d but the proper 
order of magnitude is found when using the parameters given in IV,23—25 (cf. Table 7). 
The values of the coefficients /i in (3) agree well enough with the result of our com
putation to leave little doubt as to the correctness of our reconstruction.

111,12. The region between the Himalayas and the ocean is Bhäratavarsa, the Indian 
sub-continent, corresponding to latitudes cp roughly between 10° and 30°. For this

x) This approximation implies two more assumptions:
(a) (b) R = 120.

o 180For small a, counted in radians, we have siri a æ a, thus Sina«s/?a and consequently (aR) &----  Sina«=
60 Sin a because of (a) and finally 2a°æSina because of (b). n 
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area ep is sufficiently near to G 24° to justify the approximation (8) in 111,10—11. 
The reference for the further explanations is to XIV, 1—4.

111,13. The true distances of Avanti (= Ujjayini) and Varanasi (= Benares) from 
Yavanapura, assuming that the last is Alexandria in Egypt, are 45;50° and 53;7°. 
The distances given in the text are 0;7,20d = 44° and 0;9d = 54° respectively.

A result of this type, if not purely accidental, could only have been obtained 
from the observation of lunar eclipses. The procedure described in the next verse is 
not applicable for larger distances.

Table 7.

i Sin <5¡ di
200 Sin <5i 2(toi — o>i — i)

so
31

di

0 0 4,0=27? 0 0
1 24;24 3,55 20;46 20;46vin 2ovin
2 42;15 3,44 ;40 37 ;37 16 ;51 16;30
3 48;48 3,39 ;15 44 ;31 6 ;54 6;45

111,14. If cl is the shortest distance between two localities, measured in yojanas, 
while their geographical latitudes diller by Ab degrees, the longitudinal difference, 
in degrees, is found from

JZ = p (9d/80)2 - Ab2

and hence the difference of local time ZlZ/6 nädikäs.
The factor 9/80 is based on assuming 3200 yojanas for the equatorial circum-

ference of the earth, hence
360° 9°
3200 ~ 80’

The same parameter is found in IX, 10 and in XIII, 15-16.

111.15. A fragmentary passage which in the present form makes no sense, e.g., be
cause one cannot add longitudinal differences and ascensional differences.

111.16. Gf. 11,7 and p. 22.

111.17. The daily velocity of the Sun as function of its longitude is assumed to be 
l°/d plus a small correction, constant in each sign (cf. the graph Fig. 7). The apogee 
lies correctly in Gemini if we assume that the enumeration begins with Aries. The 
arithmetical mean of the twelve given values is 0;59o/d, the same as the mean value 
between the minimum 0;57°/d and the maximum 1 ;l°/d.

Obviously there is no astronomical reason for the asymmetry of the given values 
nor can such data be the result of direct observations. On the other hand, the text 
does not allow for plausible emendations. Hence it is probably a distorted tradition 
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on which the extant text is based. It is, of course, not difficult to reconstruct a sym
metric distribution, without changing either the extrema or the mean value. The dotted 
graph in Fig. 7, changing only two numbers by 0;l respectively leads, e.g., to a typical 
“System B” type1) of distribution.

111,18-19. A karana is half of a tithi or the period in which the elongation of the 
Moon from the Sun increases by 6° = 360'.

Four of the 60 karanas thus contained in one synodic month are called “fixed’’ 
because the same name is always associated with them: the first karana after con
junction, n = 1, is Kimstughna, and at the end n = 58 is Sakuni, n = 59 is Catuspada, 
n = 60 is Näga. The remaining 56 karanas are called “movable” and are divided

Fig. 7.

into 8 series of 7 each, named in order Bava, Bälava, Kaulava, Taitila, Gara, Vanij, 
and Visti (see Brhatsamhitä 99,4-5).

Consequently, in the first half of the month, in the suklapaksa, the second 
karana has the name Bava, i.e., the number k = 1 among the movable karanas and 
in general

k = n — 1 mod. 7 (1)

where n is the consecutively counted number of the karana (i.e., n = 1,2, . . ., 60) 
and Á- the order number of the names of the movable karanas (i.e., beginning with 
Bava, k = 1 and ending with Visti, À' = 7).

In the second half of the month, i.e., in the krsnapaksa, the first karana has the 
number n = 31 but k = 2. Hence, if we count the karanas of the krsnapaksa from 
n = 1 to 30 we have now

k = n + 1 mod. 7. (2)

In order to find n in the suklapaksa one takes the elongation Åm — Åa = AÅ° 
where Âm and Åa are the longitudes of Moon and Sun respectively, reckoned in minu
tes, zU° the corresponding elongation in degrees. We furthermore assume that these 
elongations refer to the upper end of a karana such that, e.g., AÅ° = 6° for the first 
karana (n = 1). With these assumptions one can express (1) in the form

zir
k =------- 1

6
(Am - ;s) - 360'

360
(la)

x) Cf., e.g., Neugebauer, Exact Sci.(2) p. 159.
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For n in the krsnapaksa we have only to replace Z12° 
and obtain from (2)

zU'° (Am + 180°-xs) + 360'
k =------- F 1 = ------------------------------- .

6 360

by zur = dr+ 180°

(2a)

111,20-22. The vaidhrta occurs when the Sun and the Moon are equidistant from 
and on opposite sides of an equinox; then

2s + Âm = 360°. (1)

The vyatipäta occurs when the Sun and Moon are equidistant from and on opposite 
sides of a solstice; then

2S + zm = 180°. (2)

This simple scheme is modified by the assumption of a trepidation of the sol
stices and equinoxes over an arc of 46;40°. The summer solstice is assumed by Varä- 
hamihira to be at Cancer 0° in his own time, in the middle of the arc of trepidation.1) 
But the summer solstice was once in the middle of Äslesä (i.e. Cancer 23;20°), and 
again it will be at Gemini 6;40°. At this latter extreme the vyatipäta produces, instead 
of (2), the sum

As + Am = 180°-46;40° = 133;20°.

This implies that the base vyatipäta occurred when the summer solstice was at Cancer 
23;20°.

The choice of an arc of 23;20° is here associated with the obliquity of the ecliptic, 
though elsewhere that is stated to be 23;40° (IV, 16-18) or 24° (IV,24). In fact the 
choice of the arc must be motivated by the statement in the Jyotisavedänga (Rk 6 = 
Yajus 7) that the northern ayana of the Sun begins at Dhanisthä, i.e., at Capricorn 
23;20°.

Varähamihira states in the Brhatsamhitä (2,1):

äslesärdhäd daksinam uttaram ayanain raver dhanisthädyam/
nünam kadäcid asid yenoktam pürvasästresu//

“Once, according to what is said in ancient treatises, the southern ayana of the Sun 
was from the middle of Äslesä, and the northern began with Dhanisthä.“

The Jyotisavedänga placed the beginning of the Sun’s northern ayana in Dha
nisthä because its list of naksatras began with Krttikä (as do those in the Atharvaveda 
and in the Samhitäs) rather than with Asvini. The true difference between the two 
starting points is 26;40° not 23;20°.

p As is usual in this and in other texts of Indian astronomy, all longitudes are sidereal, save in cases 
in which the declination of the Sun plays a role. For the sidereal coordinates the beginning of Aries is identical 
with the beginning of the nakçatra Aévinï.

Hist. Filos. Skr.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 6, no. 1. 3
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111,23-24. The çadasîtimukhas divide the ecliptic into four equal arcs of 86° each 
and one remaining arc of 16°. The four equal arcs are:

Libra 0° to Sagittarius 26°, Sagittarius 26° to Pisces 22°,
Pisces 22° to Gemini 18°, Gemini 18° to Virgo 14°.

The remaining arc from Virgo 14° to Libra 0° completes the circle. The modern 
Süryasiddhänta (XIV,6) states that one must sacrifice to the Pitrs on the 16 days that 
do not fall in a saçlasïtimukha; the reason for this practice is not mentioned.

111.25. For the seasons or rtus see Part I p. 187. The expression is reminiscent of 
the passage in the Paräsaratantra cited by Utpala (on Brhatsamhitä 2,1): “While 
the Sun travels from the beginning of Sravisthä (= Dhanisthä) to the end of Pauçna 
(= Revatï) it is Sisira; from the end of Pausna to the end of Rohini, Vasanta; from 
the beginning of Saumya (= Mrgasiras) to the middle of Särpa (= Äslesä), Grisma; 
from the middle of Särpa to the end of Hasta, Prävrt (= Värsa); from the beginning 
of Citrä to the middle of Indra (= Jyesthä), Sarat; and from the middle of Jyesthä 
to the end of Vaisnava (= Sravana), Hemanta.’’

Paräsara adheres to the old scheme of the Jyotisavedänga. Varähamihira’s 
verse is intended to bring the calendar in line with his solstice position.

111.26. The problem is to find the time in uadis that it takes the disc of the Sun to 
traverse a point on the ecliptic. If vB is the daily progress of the Sun in minutes, then 
ns/60 is the motion during one nädi. Consequently it takes 60 dB/vB nädis for the 
Sun to move the da minutes of its apparent diameter. The mean diameter of the Sun 
is stated in VIII, 13 to be 0;30°.

This solution is specifically applied to the saiikräntis or entries of the Sun into 
a zodiacal sign, which are auspicious. By computation of the Sun’s longitude the 
moment of the entry of its center into a sign is determined; the period of auspicious
ness is assumed to extend over the length of time determined in this verse, half taken 
before, half after the computed moment.

111,27. Three possibilities exist: that a true tithi (r) be longer than the sävana (sun
rise) day, that it be equal to it, or that it be shorter than it. For the first case Fig. 8A 
illustrates the situation when the tithi participates in three days while Fig. 8B shows 
for a short tithi the case in which one day participates in three tithis.
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111,28-29. These verses concern the retrograde motion of the lunar nodes. Since 
the ahargana a is to be multiplied by 8/151 we have in first approximation a daily 
motion of the nodes by

8/151 = 8/2,31 0;3,10,43,42,31,. . ,°/d.

At this rate one revolution requires exactly

2,31 -6,0/8 = l,53,15d.

Consequently the number of revolutions of the nodes during a days is a/1,53,15. For 
each revolution a correction of +1' of retrograde motion is required. Thus the daily 
motion is given by1)

8 1
----- +--------------- ~ 0;3,10,43,42,31 4 0;(),(),0,31,47 0;3,10,44,14,18,. . .°/d.
2,31 1,53,15,0

In 111,29 the ascending node at epoch is placed at Scorpio 25;59° (2 = 235;59°). 
Modern tables2) give for 505 March 22 for the ascending node about Scorpio 25;54°. 
Varâhamihira’s Sùryasiddhânta would place it at Scorpio 26;6,57°; see below IX,5.

111,30-31. The variation of the lunar latitude is treated as a simple linear zigzag 
function with 4;40° as maximum, a value which seems to be attested nowhere else. 
The value in IX,6 is the more common one 4;30°.

111,32-35. These verses are evidently based on some obscure speculation in the 
Romakasiddhänta about the duration of creation. 111,33 seems to belong naturally 
with XV, 17-27.

The separation of tithi and naksatra presumably means that at the first tithi of 
the month the Moon is not in the first naksatra, Asvini; this separation is supposed 
to be an auspicious muhürta for the pratipatti, i.e. the beginning of any action (or 
the beginning of creation?). However, if on a bhadrä tithi (the 2nd, 7th, or 12th in 
any paksa3)) the Moon is in Sravana (Sagittarius 10° to 23;20°), the muhürta is 
inauspicious. The inauspiciousness arises from the fact that the creation ceases at 
such a yuga, i.e. when the conjunction of the Sun and Moon (the first tithi) occurs 
in Uttaräsädhä, i.e. at the winter solstice. This is reminiscent of Hellenistic specula
tions regarding a “world-year.”4)

The 68 550 years in 111,34 is derived from the Romakasiddhänta; it is equal 
to 24-19-150 + 150 = 19,2,30, where 19-150 = 2850 years is the Romaka’s yuga (cf. 
1,15). The significance of this computation is obscure.

b Cf. also IX,5.
2) Ernest W. Brown, Tables of the Motion of the Moon (New Haven 1919) Section II.
3) The 15 tithis of every half-month are divided into three equal series whose members are conse

cutively called manda, bhadrä, vijayä, riktä, and pûrnâ; see Brhatsamhitä 99,2.
■’) See e.g., B. L. van der Waerden, Hermes 80 (1952) p. 129-155.

3*
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The meaning of 111,35 also defies comprehension. Dikshit [1890 a] has indeed 
demonstrated that, by the elements of Varähamihira’s Süryasiddhänta, the Caitra 
whose pratipad is used as epoch in this karana is pürnimänta; but there is no reason 
to compute the longitudes of the Sun and Moon for the pürnimä of that month. More
over, at Caitrapürnimä the Moon must be close to Libra 0° so that the Moon on the 
ninth tithi is far from Punarvasu (Gemini 20° to Cancer 3;20°). The reference to 
Punarvasu rather suggests an ecpyrosis at the summer solstice as we had a cataclysm 
at the winter solstice (111,32), but the text as it stands does not allow us to arrive at 
this interpretation.

111,36-38. The need to select the proper times (muhürta) for the twice-born (Bräh- 
mana, Ksatriya, or Vaisya) to perform the various srauta (Vedic) and smärta (cu
stomary) rituals is one of the principal motivations for the study of astronomy in 
India. Therefore those who despise astronomy as being inaccurate as well as those 
who incorrectly practice it are suitably punished, while experts in the field are re
warded in the traditional manner. Compare IX,8 in the Paitâmahasiddhânta of the 
Visnudharmottarapuräna.

Finally a formula is given to obtain Sin a from Sin 2 a, i.e., to go from Sin 30° to 
Sin 15°, Sin7;30°, Sin3;45°:

Chapter IV

IV,1-5. Let c be the circumference of a circle of radius /?, d its diameter. It is assumed
that

d = |/c2/l0 (1)
hence

n = |/10 3.162 instead of % 3.141. (la)
Furthermore

Sin 30° = |ÄR2/4 = 7?/2 1
Sin 60° = |/tf2-7?2/4 = Z4 '3/2.

1(2)

ÍR — Sin(90 - 2a)\2 /Sin 2a \2
Si»2 - - (---------- g-----------) + [-y J ■ (3)

This formula can easily be obtained from the relation between chord- and sine
function (cf. Fig. 9):

Crd2# = Vers2# + Sin2#
and

0
Crd# = 2 Sin —2

give indeed
0

4 Sin2- = (/? - Cos#)2 + Sin2#.
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The relation (3) is the equivalent of

4 sin2a = (1-2 cos 2a + cos22a) + sin22a = 2-2 cos2a 
hence

2 sin2a = 1 -cos2a. (4)

Also this form is found in our text (IV,5):

Sin2a = 60(7? - Sin(90 - 2a)) (5)

which follows from (4) if 7? = 120.

IV,6-15. Table 8 shows the numerical equivalents of the numbers described in these 
verses. The units are called “minutes” and “seconds” but in fact the “minutes” are 
the same units in which R counts as 120. The terminology is derived from the earlier 
Sine-table in the Paitämahasiddhänta of the Visnudharmottarapuräna (111,12) in 
which the radius as well as the circumference are reckoned in minutes (R = 3438 = 
57,18, c = 21 600 = 6,0,0).

IV,16-18. These verses concern the solar declinations (ó) for which the text gives 
the differences (Aô) in steps of 7;30° of longitude (cf. Table 9). The trend of these 
differences is rather irregular (cf. Fig. 10) but the effect on the declinations them
selves is not very visible. The total for 90° is

e = 23;40°. (1)

and that this was intentional is shown by the statement in IV, 16 that

Sine = 48; 9

which is indeed correct for e = 23;40°.
From IV,23-25 one derives the round value e = 24°.

(2)
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Table 8.

a sin a Sin120 a
Text

Sin120 a d
Text

d

3 ;45° 0; 3,55,27 7 ;50,54 7;51 7;50,54 7 ;51
7;30 7,49,54 15;39,48 15;40 7;48,54 7 ;49

11 ;15 11,42,20 23;24,40 23;25 7;44,52 7 ;45
15 15,31,45 31; 3,30 31; 4( + ) 7;38,50 7 ;39

18;45 19,17,11 38;34,22 38;34 7;30,52 7;30(—)
22;30 22,57,40 45;55,20 45;56(+) 7;20,58 7,22( + )
26 ;15 26,32,14 53; 4,28 53; 5(+) 7; 9, 8 7; 9
30 30 1, o 1, 0 6;55,32 6 ;55(—)

33;45 33,20, 3 1, 6;40, 6 1, 6;40 6;40, 6 6 ;40
37;30 36,31,32 1,13; 3, 4 1,13; 3 6;22,58 6 ;23
41;15 39,33,39 1,19; 7,18 1,19; 7 6; 4,14 6; 4
45 42,25,35 l,24;51,10 1,24 ;51 5;43,52 5 ;44

48;45 45, 6,37 l,30;13,14 1,30 ;13 5;22, 4 5 ;22
52 ;30 47,36, 4 1,35;12, 8 1,35;12 4;58,54 4;59
56;15 49,53,17 1,39;46,34 1,39;46(_) 4;34,26 4;34
60 51,57,41 1,43;55,22 1,43;55 4; 8,48 4;11( + )

63;45 53,48,45 l,47;37,30 1,47;37(-) 3;42, 8 3;42
67;30 55,25,58 l,50;51,56 l,50;52 3;14,26 3;15(+)
71 ;15 56,48,57 1,53;37,54 1,53 ;37( —) 2;45,58 2;45(-)
75 57,57,20 l,55;54,40 1,55;55 2;16,46 2;18( + )

78 ;45 58,50,50 l,57;41,40 1,57 ;42 1 ;47, 0 1 ;47
82;30 59,29,12 1,58;58,24 1,58;59(+) 1 ;16,44 1;17
86;15 59,52,18 1,59;44,36 1,59;44(-) 0;46,12 0;45(-)
90 1; 0, 0, 0 2, 0; 0, 0 2, 0; 0 0;15,24 0;16( + )

Fig- H-

So S

O

A B
Fig. 12.
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Table 9.

Å ZIÂ 0

7;30° 190' = 3; 10° 3;10°
15 183 3; 3 6 ;13
22;30 175 2 ;55 9; 8
30 166 2;46 11 ;54

37;30 142'= 2;22° 14 ;16
45 133 2 ;13 16;29
52;30 121 2; 1 18 ;30
60 103 1 ;43 20;13

67;30 90 = 1 ;30° 21 ;43
75 63 1 ; 3 22;46
82;30 43 0 ;43 23;29
90 11 0;l 1 23;40

IV,19. Construction of the cardinal directions in a horizontal plane (cf. Fig. 11) 
If G is the foot of a gnomon, E', W' the intersections of a shadow-curve with a circle 
of center G (why of radius 4<j?); perpendicular to E'W' (based on a “barley-corn 
figure’’ N'S') is the N-S direction.

IV,20-23. The following formulae are direct consequences of Fig. 12A and B, as
suming 77 = 120 and g = 12:

Simp = 120s0/|/sq + 144 (1)

s = 12 Sin(<p ± ó)/|/772 — Sin2(<p ± Ô) (2 )

Simp = |/t?2 - Sin2<p. (3)

The second part of IV,21 implies that, when one replaces the equinoctial noon shadow 
.so in (1) by s, the noon shadow at any day, one obtains the Sine of the Sun’s coal
titude h :  ,-------

Sin h = 7?.s/1/ s2 + g2 (la)

and again <p from h by adding (algebraically) the declination:

(p = h + ô. (1 b)

IV,23-25. It follows from Fig. 6 (p. 30) that the radius r of the Sun’s daycircle al 
a declination ô is given by

r = |//?2 — Sin2 ó (1 )

measured in units in which 7? = 120. In the text we have the following numerical 
relations
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As:
Sind:

2r:

30° 60° 90°
24;24 42;15 48;48 
3,55 3,44;40 3,39; 15.

(2)

It follows from (1) that one should have Sin2ó + r2 = Z?2 = 4,0,0. In fact one obtains 
from (2) for Sin2ó + r2 the values

3,54,51;... 4,0,3;... 3,59,58;...

respectively. Since the last number agrees best we may use correspondingly

48;48 = Sine (3)

for the determination of the obliquity e of the ecliptic and find by linear interpolation 
in Table 8 (p. 38) of IV,6-151)

e = d Sinco/240

e = 24;0,12,. . . 24° (4)

a much used round value, but different from the value used in IV,16—18.

IV,26. The following rule is given for the determination of the ascensional differen
ces a> (cf. Fig. 5 p. 30):

Sino?-/? -Sind2 covin = øg------. (1)
Sin (p-d-3

Its correctness follows from (6) in 111,10—12 (with R = 120, g = 12, d = 2r):

(2)

the “earth-Sin” e fromIV,27-28. Computing first

(1)
linds cp fromone

(2)

from Fig. 13:proof follows readilyThe

and

« Sco = — Sin o tan 
r

q.e.d. Cf. also IV,34.
If we reckon co in degrees instead of in vinâdikâs we obtain from (1) simply

(cf. 111,10-12 (7) and
9 Accurate would be arc Sin 48 ;48 = 23;59,45°.

e = Sin ó tan (p
(5))
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Sin to = — Sin ó tan
r

which gives (1) if R = 120. Fig. 13 shows furthermore that

which proves (2).

sin 99 = e/A() AO2 = e2 + Sin2<5

IV,29-30. Let us assume that 2 is a longitude within the first quadrant of the ecliptic;
for the remaining quadrants obvious symmetries hold. Then the
a(2) are determined by

Sin a = 2JÍ,---------- ;—— I Sin22 — Sin2 <5. 
d

right ascensions

(1)

If, in particular, a obtained from (1) is measured in degrees, then 10 a is the right 
ascension measured in vinädis.

For the endpoints of the first three signs the text gives data which agree very 
well with the values found in the Almagest:

Y: 278vin = 27 ;48°
V: 299 29;54
H: 323 32;18

Alm. 11,8: 27;5O° 
29; 54 
32;16.

Proof of (1): It follows from Fig. 14 that1)

9 It is not necessary to assume here the use of spherical trigonometry (Fig. 14) since the same re
lation can be readily obtained from an “analemma” (Fig. 15).

ro = R cos £.

sin a tan ó sin e COS £

sin A tang sin ô COSÔ

where ro is the day-radius for Â = 90° i.e. for Ó = £

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Hence from (3) and (2)

Sina = °SinA = — SinAcose = Sin AI 1—sin2e
r r r r

R . ,------------- ——-= — Sin A[/1 - (Sin2d/Sin2 A)
r

q.e.d.

IV,31. The différence between the right ascension a(A) of a point of the ecliptic of 
longitude A and the corresponding oblique ascension o(A) is the quantity co(A) (cf. 
Fig. 5 p. 30):

co(A) = a(A) — @(A) (1)

which, in the terminology of the text, is half of the “ascensional difference’’ 2co.
Since there is always one semicircle of the ecliptic above the horizon the rising 

time of A equals the setting time of A+180.

IV,32-33. When the Sun is on the northern semicircle (gola) of the ecliptic the de
clination Ô is positive and one can compute the altitude hp of the Sun in the prime 
vertical (cf. the projection on the meridian in Fig. 16) from

SinÅp = Sind/Sinç;. (1)

Having found the altitude hp of the Sun, the time (after sunrise or before sunset) 
when the Sun crosses the prime vertical can be computed, but the text does not tell 
us how this should be done.

IV,34. The increase of the length of daylight over 12 hours = 30 nädikäs is given by

2R -Sin ó Sin a»
2con = ----------- • . _

Qd Sinç? (1)
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This, in fact, is only a repetition of IV,26. It is here out of place since IV,35, 36, 38 
return to the problems connected with the crossing of the prime vertical by the Sun.

IV,35-36. As in IV,32-33 we assume â > 0. Then

Sin hp (1)

This follows immediately from (1) in IV,32—33 since with (2) in IV,29—30

/? Sinô = SinÂ Sine.

IV,37. By marking on the circle, whose center is the foot of the gnomon, the point 
that the gnomon-shadow at dawn intersects, one obtains the ortive amplitude by ob
servation; from this can be computed ó by IV,39 and hence the longitude Â of the Sun.

IV,38. The Sun is in the prime vertical when the shadow of a vertical gnomon falls 
in the east-west line.

IV,39-40. The ortive- or setting-amplitude of the Sun at declination ó can be found 
from

Sin// = R Sinó/Sinq?. (1)

This follows from Fig. 16 because BO = Sin?; and sinç? = Sinô/BO. Conversely (1) 
can be used to find cp and cp from

Sinip = R Sinô/Sinr/. (2)

IV,41-44. Determination of the length of the shadow of a vertical gnomon at a given 
time /n (in nädikäs) after sunrise. From the given time

t° = 6/11 (1)

and the ascensional difference found from IV,26 or IV,34

"° = Tiï 2o)vin (2)
one finds a time interval

C = f° Tco° if <5 > 0. (3)

From IV,23-25 the diameter of the day-circle is known, hence one can compute the 
altitude h of the sun from

Sin h (4)

and thus the length of the shadow

s = —1 R2 — Sin2/?
Sinfi (5)
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where for li = 120
2/?2 = 28 800 H2 = 14 400.

The proof follows from Fig. 17 which represents the plane of the meridian with 
half of the (lay-circle turned into it, the Sun being at Z. Then

E'B = Z’'C±CB = r sin f ± r sin co = — (Sin/'± Sin co) ó > 0. 
/r 7

Furthermore
Sinh/Z'B = Sinç?//?

(6)

(7)

which gives (4) using (6). Formula (5) means simply (cf. Fig. 18):

coth = s/g = |/fi2 — Sin2 h/Sinh. (8)

IV,45-47. This is the inverse problem to IV,41—44: find from the length .$ of the sha
dow the time tn after sunrise. One is directed to compute to given s a “first Sine’’ Si:

and from it

Then

and

Sin<p|/s2 + g2
gR2 = 12-1202 = 172 800 (9)

(10)

(H)

(12)

from which the time after sunrise in nadikas

/n = + CO). (13)
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Indeed, from (7) and Fdg. 18 (or IV,52)

R qR R
Si = ---- — —  = •— Sinh = ¿ B (14)

Sin(p I s2 + ç2 Sing?

which explains (9). Consequently (cf. Fig. 17) for ó < 0

S2 = X' B T tang? Sin ó = 27' B T e = X' C = r sin /' = — Sin t'
* R

therefore (11):
27?

Sin/ = S2—.
d

Finally (Fig. 17)
r

rsinco = — Sin co = e = tan wSin óR T
therefore

27?
Sin co = tan o? Sin ó-----

d
q.e.d.

IV,48—49. The relations developed in IV,41-47 for finding the time after sunrise 
(before noon) from the length of the shadow, and vice versa, are astronomically 
exact. What now follows is a crude approximation for the same problem, based on 
the simple assumption that the length s of the shadow at the time / after sunrise is 
given by

s=y+& (1)

with arbitrary constants a and b. This relation satisfies at least the condition s = cc 
for / = 0 and a/t is the simplest function to give this result.

If C is the length of daylight, measured in the same units as /, then it follows 
from (1) that the noon shadow so is given by

•so

Hence we have now instead of (1)

s (2)

where a is still an arbitrary constant. For no special reason the text chooses

a = 6C, (3)
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henee IV,49:
6 C

s =----- F .so - 12

and solving for t, IV,48:
6C

t = ------------ .
.s - .So + 12

(4)

(5)

IV,50-51. General remarks concerning the adaptation of the preceding rules to the 
Moon and the planets. In fact without value and out of place.

IV,52-54. It is supposed to be known: the solar longitude Â, the solar declination ó, 
the geographical latitude cp, the length .s of the shadow (g = 12), and the E-W-Iine 
in the plane of the horizon. One wishes to find the distance s' of the endpoint A of 
the shadow from the E-W-line (cf. Fig. 19B).

This problem is solved through the following steps. First one finds the altitude 
h of the Sun from

Sin h = gR/ÿs2 + g2 ( 1 )

(cf. Fig. 18 p. 44) and defines
Sin <p

Sin 6 = Sin 7?---- = . (2)
Sin 9?

This angle 0 is conventionally called the “Sun’s amplitude” (süryägrä). Furthermore 
the ortive amplitude g of the Sun is given by

Sin?/ = 7? Sinô/Sinç) (3a)
or
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Sinr/ = Sine • Sin 2/Sinçi (3b)

(cf. IV,39-40 (3) and IV,35-36 (2)). Then the “koti” s' is given by

s' = (Sin//=F SinØ)7is/7? ô < 0 (4)

where ha is the “hypotenuse” of the shadow, i.e.,

h8 = \/ s2 + g2. (5)

The distance GK on the east-west-line is called the “bähu”.
In order to prove (4) we consider in Fig. 19A the top O of the gnomon as the 

center of the celestial sphere and project the sun 27 onto 27' in the meridian plane. 
Similarly A'G = s' is the projection of the shadow s, ha = OA' the projection of the
hypotenuse OA. Let so = GB be the equinoctial noon shadow, then

A'B = :s' — So = m OH' = Sin r/
and because

in Sinr/ 7i's 7is 71s
71' = 027' 027' = 027 = 7?

we have 
in = Sing • ha/R. (6)

Furthermore with (2), (1), and (5):
</77 7is

SinÔ-7is/7? = Sin7i-tanç?-Tig/T? = — -tançs- = çtançp = .so
hs R

hence
.s' = in T .so ô < 0

as is correct according to Fig. 19A (drawn for ô < 0).

IV,55-56. Here the inverse problem to IV,52-54 is solved: find the solar longitude 2 
from observed s and s', y and e being known, g = 12. With

ha = ]/s2 + g2
one finds from (4)

Sinz/TSinØ = Rs'/ha. (6)

From (1) and (2) one finds SinØ, hence Sinr/ from (6) and Sin2 from (3b).
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Chapter V

V,l —3. If z12 is the elongation of the Moon from 
respective declinations, ß the lunar latitude, then

the Sun, Zló the difference of the 
we are told to compute

and from it

Finally one forms

and

A = |/'(d2 + Âô)(ZlJ-Jó) = |/zdÂ2-Zfô2

H = ßdö/A.

C = JA =F B at first visibility

C = M2 iß at last visibility

(1)

(2)

(3a)

(3b)

where the upper sign is to be used when the latitude ß has the same sign as AÔ = óm - ós, 
the lower sign in the opposite case.

For first visibility it is required that

o(C) _> 2 nadikas = 12° (4)

where q(C) is the setting time of the arc C, i.e., the rising time of C+180°.
In order to explain these rules we consider the situation near sunset at first 

visibility (of. Fig. 20), the Sun being at 27, the Moon at M, in the case that

U27 = M2 = 2(M) - 2(27) > 0 I
f (3) UV = Aó = 0(F)-0(27) > 0. I

Treating all triangles as plane we see that A in (1 ) represents the right ascensional 
difference

A = Ma = a(V) — a(27) = V27. (6)
Furthermore

Jó/A = UV/U27 = cotö = c/ß.
Therefore, from (2):

B = ß cotØ = c = UT (7)
and from (3a):

C = AÅ-c = U27- UT = T27 = z12:;: (8)

(which, incidentally, is the “polar longitude’’ of the Moon). The corresponding right 
ascensional difference is the setting time, i.e., the delay of moonset over sunset

g(C) = R27

which must exceed 12° in order to make the first crescent visible.
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V,4-7.  These verses concern the determination of the width o (sütra) of the illumi
nated sickle of the new crescent (cf. Fig. 21). We first give an astronomically plausible 
solution of the problem (cf. Fig. 22) and discuss only at the end how the erroneous 
formulation in the text may have originated.

Under all circumstances we may consider to be known the longitudes of Sun 
and Moon, hence also their elongation AÅ. Fig. 21 illustrates how the width of the 
sickle increases with A2. such that o can be found from

a = rm(l -coszU) (1)

where rm is the apparent radius of the Moon. According to V,4 the apparent dia
meter of the Moon contains 15 “parts”; the origin of this division is unknown but
it seems also to be used in XIV,38.

If one assumes that cosZU decreases linearly from 1 to 0 as AÅ increases from 
0° to 90° one can replace (1) by

AÅ AÅ
-----•15 = —
180 12 (2)

measured in “parts”. For AÅ = 90°, i.e. for quadrature, one obtains correctly c = 
7 ;30 = /’m»

In (1) we have tacitly assumed that the Moon lies in the ecliptic. If, however, 
the Moon is at a latitude ß, as shown in Fig. 22, then AÅ has to be replaced in (1) 
and (2) by ,----------

Ti = \/A^ + ß*.  (3)

This would solve our problem. The text, however, continues (cf. V,5) by forming 
the “koti” by combining ß and the arc of declination Aô

k = ß + Aö (4)

(with proper signs) as shown in Fig. 22; finally the bähu (or bhuja) is found from

0 = |/7U-F. (5)
4 Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1.
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The reason for computing b = zla would be that zla 12° is the criterion for the 
visibility of the new crescent (cf. XVI,23 and XVII,58).

The formulation of the text (cf. Fig. 23) does not agree with this interpretation 
since it is said that the quantity a (the sütra) is to be laid off on the bhuja b (V,4) 
“which goes toward (the center of) the Moon’’ (V,7). It seems that h and b were 
interchanged, an error perhaps caused by the description of h as “the difference 
of Sun and Moon’’ (V,5) which would normally mean the longitudinal difference zlÂ 
and not the actual distance of the luminaries that is needed in our interpretation.

V,8-10.  Let U be the point of the ecliptic for which 2(U) = Â(M), hence U27 = AÅ 
(cf. Fig. 20). The rising time of this arc (or the setting time) gives the delay of sunrise 
over moonrise, or of moonset over sunset, in V,9 or V,10 respectively.

In V,8 is computed a quantity d from

= ß tan (p (1)

where so is the equinoctial noon shadow, </ = 12 the length of the gnomon. It seems 
as if d should represent a correction of the rising times, needed for lunar latitudes 
ß 0. In fact such a correction should depend on Â as is correctly implied in V,l-3.
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The influence of the lunar latitude will be expressed by (1) only if one identifies the 
ecliptic with the equator. In other words one may say that (1) is “in the mean’’ cor
rect and gives at least the proper sign for the influence of the latitude. But it seems 
strange that so crude a rule is given after a correct solution of the problem had been 
found in V,l—3.

Chapter VI

VI,1. In order to find the moment of opposition of Sun and Moon it is assumed that 
the longitudes of the two luminaries are known (found by some standard method 
of computation) for the sunrise after opposition (assuming that the eclipse occurs 
during night time). Let Âmr and Asr denote the longitudes of the Moon and the Sun 
respectively for the moment of sunrise and thus

= Âmr- 180°-;sr (1)

the elongation of the Moon from the shadow center at sunrise. Assuming that Z1Â 
increases 12° per day, i.e. 0;12° per nâdï, the time At from opposition to sunrise 
will be given by

AÅ
At =------ = 5AÅ (2)0;12 v ’

uadis, fhe longitude Âm of the Moon at opposition can then be computed for the 
moment At uadis before sunrise.

VI,2. A lunar eclipse will take place if

(1)

where 2m is the longitude of the Moon at opposition, and

A; = Ac + 0;36° (2)

Ac being the longitude of the node near Am. The modification (2) of Ac to A'c is probably 
introduced in order to formulate (1) in terms of integer degrees (again used in VII,5).

If
13° < I < 15° (3)

only a “darkening” takes place. It follows from VI,3 (cf. Fig. 24) that for the inter
val (3) the Moon does not at all come into contact with the earth’s shadow. Hence 
it seems an inescapable conclusion that (3) refers to the penumbra though this con
cept seems to be otherwise unknown in ancient and mediaeval astronomy.

There is no trace of a recognition of the dependence of the eclipse limits on the 
lunar (and solar) anomaly.

4*
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VI,3. In this whole chapter the following dimensions are assumed for the apparent 
radii of the disk of the Moon and the earth’s shadow:

thus
rm = 0;17° ru = 0;38°

rm + ^u = 0;55° ru - = 0;21°.

(1)

(la)

In the vicinity of the nodes all triangles are assumed to be plane and the lunar lati
tude ß is reckoned as if perpendicular to the Moon’s orbit (cf. Fig. 24) instead of to 
the ecliptic.

It follows from Fig. 24 that the duration At of a lunar eclipse is given by 
2AB/(pm-ns) if vm - vs represents the relative velocity of the Moon with respect to 
the Sun. Thus

2
(2)At - (ru + rm)2 ß2.

Vm - VS

From the boundary 13;36° in VI,2 (1) and (2) it follows for the inclination z
of the lunar orbit that

sinz = 0;55/13;36 ~ 0;4,2,40,. . . (3)

Since sin4° 0;4,ll it is clear that
z = 4° (4)

was intended.1) This value would have to be lowered to 3;30° if the boundary of 15° 
in VI,2 (3) were still to produce an eclipse in the proper sense of the term; nor would 
it then be meaningful to give a second limit of 13° to which no characteristic phase 
would correspond.

VI,4. The arcZlÂ = 13°-(Âm —¿c) is multiplied by 5. Exactly as in VI,1 (2) the re
sult represents a time interval At, reckoned in nädis, and Fig. 24 shows that it is the 
time required for the elongation to increase by the arc FK. This At should be added 
to or subtracted from a “duration of the eclipse”, depending on the position of the 
node before or behind the center of the shadow. What is meant by “duration” of 
the eclipse and what the result should represent is not clear to us.

h Arcsin0;4,2,40 = 3;52°. Also in VI,5 i = 4° is assumed.
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VI,5. It follows from Fig. 25 that for i = 4° (cf. VI,3 (4))

sinz = 0;4,ll = (ru-rm)/ZlAo = 0;21/z1Ao (1)
thus

JÂo = (ru-Tm)/sinz = 21/4;11 5;1 5°. (2)
Furthermore

ß = Gm ~ 4) s^n i = ÅÅ sin z
and

AB2 = (ru - rm)2 - ß2 = (zIAq - zU2) sin2 z.

If we express the duration 2AB° of totality in minutes of arc we have for it

T = 2,0 AB = Sinzj/zü2-ziF R = 120.

From (1) and (2) we find
Sinz’ = 2-21/5

hence
2-21 z

t = ---- -F52-zU2. (3)
5

The text gives this relation in the form

t = -y-j/ 4(5 - zU)(10 — (5 - ZU))

which is indeed the equivalent of (3).

VI,6. The duration of the partial phase of a lunar eclipse is the difference between 
the duration found in VI,3 and the duration of totality (VI,5).

VI,7. Cf. VI,12-15.

VI,8. The “deflection” y referring to a given position of the Sun or the Moon (at a 
solar- or lunar-eclipse respectively) is the angle at the given point between the ecliptic 
and the “east-west-line” E'W' (cf. Fig. 26) which is perpendicular to the great circle 
N'S' through the eclipsed body and the north- and south-point on the horizon. This 
definition is not explicitly found in the present text but there seems to be no reason 
to doubt the identity of terminology with later texts, e.g. Rahganatha’s commentary 
on Süryasiddhânta IV,24-25.

If we for the moment identify ecliptic and equator, denoting the culminating 
point as C (cf. Fig. 27), the lunar (or solar) longitude as Â, we can represent the rule 
given in the present verse for finding the deflection y by

y = 90°(C-2)^/1800'. (1)

If we cancel the factor 90°/90 and call the distance between G and 2 the hour angle t 
then we have instead of (1) the rule
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y = t(jp/90. (2)

The factor f/90 has the value 0 at the meridian and 1 at the horizon. Hence (2) im
plies that y = 0 in the meridian and y = <p in the horizon as is indeed the case for the 
angle between east-west-line and equator at these extremal points. The rule (2) re
presents simply a linear interpolation between these limits.

The values y = 0 and y = cp are also obtained if we write

y = cp sin t (3)
or even

Sin y = Sing? Sini//Î (4)

where a trigonometric interpolation replaces the linear relation (2). The rule (4) is 
found in XI,2. It is also given in the Äryabhatiya (Gola 45) and in the Khandakha- 
dyaka (IV,7).

The preceding rule concerns only the computation of one component of the 
deflection, the “aksavalana” which depends on <p of the locality and the t of the 
particular eclipse; it should further be modified by a second component, the “aya- 
navalana”, in the amount of ±ô(Â + 90°) as stated in XI,3. That at least one verse 
is missing after VI,8 is indicated by the fact that VI,9 is not found in our manuscripts, 
but is quoted with VI, 10 by Utpala. In the same direction points also the fact that 
VI,9 introduces a new topic.

VI,9-10. The use of eclipse-colors as omens, which is found, e.g., in Brhatsamhitä 
5,53-59, can be traced back to the Babylonian series Enüma Anu Enlil, tablets 15-18.1) 
The goal of the present verses is to establish criteria for predicting the colors. Varä- 
hamihira’s criteria are the altitude of the eclipsed body, its relation to ascendent or 
descendent, and the magnitude of the eclipse; normally Indians relate the colors to 
the phases of the eclipse (cf. Äryabhatiya, Gola 46, and Brähmasphutasiddhänta 4,19).

1) Weidner, Archiv für Orientforschung 17 (1954) p. 71 ff.
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VI,11.  The direction of impact is determined by this rule. Four cases are to be con
sidered (cf. Fig. 28), depending on the position of the Moon relative to the node and 
the character of the node (ascending or descending). Assuming that the Moon is 
ahead of the ascending node, thus Ac - Am > 0, then the impact (i.e., the point of con
tact with the shadow) occurs on the upper (northern) half of the Moon; conversely,

when the Moon has passed the node, thus 360 — Ac + Am = Am— Ac > 0, the impact is 
on the lower (southern) half. The situation is reversed at the descending node.

“The beginning of Aries’’ (A = 0°) seems to mean the ascending node, “the 
end of Virgo’’ (A = 180°) the descending node. The number of synodic months in an 
18-year eclipse cycle is 223, but the role of this number in the present context re
mains obscure to us.

VI,12-15. In VI, 12 we are given explicitly the apparent diameters

rm = 0;17° ru = 0;38° (1)

already used in VI,3 and VI,5. For the graphic representation of an eclipse concen
tric circles have to be drawn of radius ru, I'm, i'u + i'm (cf. Fig. 30).

The 13 parallel lines mentioned in VI, 13 are most likely related to the 13° given 
in VI,2 as eclipse limits. If this is the case the parallel lines would be drawn parallel 
to the lunar orbit, subdividing the radius CB = ru + rm (cf. Fig. 29) into 13 equal 
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intervals which would be a measure of the eclipse magnitudes between zero and 
maximum duration as function of ß.

This construction can now be related to VI,7 where a 13-division of a quadrant 
of the Moon’s circumference is mentioned, such that one can read off the distance 
of the point of first (and last) contact with respect to the line EW (cf. Fig. 30). We 
construct the point H' of the first contact when the moon is at G, where FG is one of 
the 13 parallels from Fig. 29. According to VI,12 one has at the common midpoint 
C also a circle of radius rm. Hence H at this fixed circle shows the same position with 
respect to the Moon’s center as H' with respect to G. For all lunar positions on the

quadrant between no eclipse at B and greatest duration at A we thus obtain on the 
quadrant ED of the Moon’s image with center C the images of the points of first con
tact. And since we have 13 parallels FG we have also 13 sections (of unequal length) 
on the quadrant ED.

The verse VI, 15 gives obvious rules for the sides at which first contact will be 
seen at lunar- and solar-eclipses. The middle of the eclipse coincides with the syzygy, 
i.e., with the end of a tithi.

The “projection” of an eclipse (VI, 14) is discussed later in XI, 1—5. It consists 
of a graphical method by means of which the phases of an eclipse can be illustrated 
with respect to the eclipsed body which is represented by a fixed circle in the center 
of the diagram. Our present chapter refrains from giving specific rules.

Chapter VII

VII,1. This verse (which is repeated in VIII,9) gives a rule for the approximate 
determination of the longitudinal components p¿ of the (difference between) lunar 
(and solar) parallax, expressed in nâdïs, i.e., essentially the time interval between 
true and apparent conjunction. It is assumed that = 0 in the meridian (here, as 
is often the case, substituted for the nonagesimal) and that the maximum jo^max °f På 

occurs at an hour angle of ±90°, meant to represent a position in the horizon. This 
“horizontal parallax” p^ax = Po *s estimated as 4 nâdïs. A delay of this amount 
between true and apparent conjunction represents a reasonable estimate for the 
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horizontal (relative) parallax since 0;4d-12;10°/d «« 0;49° is the corresponding longi
tudinal displacement.

Finally it is assumed that pp varies sinusoidally between the value of 4n in the 
horizon and 0 at the meridian, hence (reckoned in nâdïs) 

PX = 4 sind/0
Sind/0

30
Sin(6d/n)

30 (O

where d/° is reckoned in degrees, d/n in nadis.

VI 1,2. This verse is corrupt, but seems to contain the elements necessary for the 
computation of the latitudinal parallax. The translation, then, here more than else
where, depends on astronomy rather than grammar. Cf. also VIII,10-14.

The computation of the latitudinal component pß of the parallax is based on 
the relation = posinz (2)

where po is the horizontal parallax, z the zenith distance of the nonagesimal; pß is 
now measured in degrees and has a constant value along the ecliptic (or, in practice, 
along the lunar orbit) for a fixed zenith distance. The latter is found from cp ±ö±ß 
with proper rules for the signs of the declination ô and the latitude ß.

If one assumes for the horizontal parallax the same estimate of 4 nâdïs as in 
the preceding verse, and 130/d for the lunar velocity1) one has

po 0;4d-13°/d = 0;52°. (3)

The text obtains the same result by saying

po = 4-?5-4-0;13 = 0;52 (3a)

or finally, by introducing nâdïs:

5 Sinz Sinz Sinz
pa = 4n—•----- 0;4d-0;13 - = 4-0;13------ = posinz (4)23 2 2 120 7 V 7

as it should be according to (2).

VII,3. Here we find rules for the signs of the corrections due to parallax. The text 
as it stands seems to have confused the different cases. In fact the longitudinal com
ponent is subtractive to the west of the nonagesimal, additive to the east. The lati
tudinal component, however, is always negative.

VII,4. Let zlt be the time (of the syzygy?) after sunrise or before sunset, reckoned 
in nâdïs, ôm the declination of the Moon. The text seems to instruct us to compute 
d/-ôm/80 (or, perhaps, Sind/• ôm/80).

9 Actually one should take also here the relative velocity, i.e., «sl‘2°/d.
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At any rate this quotient is zero at the horizon (At = 0) and this seems to ex
clude any interpretation as parallax. We have no explanation to oiler.

VII,5. As in VI,2 one introduces a modified nodal position

A'-Ao + 0;36° (1)

Ac being the longitude of the node. Then the limits for lunar eclipses are

IA»-A'| < 13° (2)
(as in VI,2) and

|Am-A;i<8° (3)

for solar eclipses, being the longitude of the Moon.
If we assume, as in VI,3, rm = 0;17°, z = 4°, one has

sinz « 0;4,l 1
and thus with (3)

rs = 0 ;4,11 • 8 — 0 ; 17 = 0;16,28
hence probably originally

rs = rm = 0;17° (4)

whereas the Romakasiddhanta assumes (cf. VU 1,13) the slightly different values

rs = 0;15° rm = 0;17° (5)

for the apparent radii of the luminaries.

VII,6. The duration of an eclipse is given by

(!) 
where, according to VII,5

113° for lunar eclipses 
J = (2)

I 8° for solar eclipses.

In order to check this rule we use again Fig. 24 (p. 52) calling CK = A, CF = Al 
and

ii’n + z’m for lunar eclipses
r = \ 

|rs + rm for solar eclipses.

Then r = A sinz and ß = Al sinz and thus the distance AB which measures the half 
duration

AB = sinz] zl2-zU2 ~ 0 A 2 - Al2 (3)

The distance AB is here measured in degrees.
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Assuming as the daily increase of elongation 12° we obtain for the total duration
of the eclipse

/ = -~-\/A2-A^ = 0 ;0,40d|/zl2 - Z1Â2

= —|/d2_JA2
3 ’

instead of (1), reckoned in nadis. We cannot explain the origin of this discrepancy.

Chapter VIII

VIII,1. The mean longitude Å of the Sun , reckoned in rotations, is obtained from
the ahargana a by means of

a •150 - 65 a • 2,30 - 1,5
Å - rot. (1)54787 15,13,7

Since
2,30 1,0,0

15,13,7 6,5,14,48

one sees that (1) is based on the assumption that

1 year = 365;14,48d (2)

i.e. on the value adopted for the tropical year by Hipparchus and Ptolemy; cf. also 
1,15(1).

For the constant -65/54 787 cf. below at VIII,5.

VIII,2-3. The solar apogee is placed at Jf 15°. If a denotes the anomaly reckoned 
from this point the following equations of center 0 are assumed (cf. Fig. 31):

a AO 0

0° 0
15 0;20 + 0;15-0;0,18 = 0;34,42° 0;34,42°
30 + 0;14-0;0, 5 1; 8,37
45 + 0;10 + 0;0, 2 1 ;38,39

60 + 0; 4 + 0;0,10 2; 2,49
75 -0; 6 + 0;0,16 2;17, 5
90 — 0;14 + 0;0,18 2;23,23

The maximum equation of 2;23,23 would correspond, for R = 60, to an eccentricity 
of 2;17. Cf. also IX,7-8.
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VIII,4. The sidereal mean longitude of the Moon, reckoned in rotations, is given by

From

a -38 100- 1984
1 040 953

a • 10,35,0-33,4
rot

4,49,9,13

4,49,9,13
10,35,0

27 ;19,17,45,50,. . .d

(1)

(2)

one knows the length of the sidereal month. In 1,15 (5) we have shown that (2) is 
based on the relation

4,14 sid.m. = 3,55 syn.m. = 19y. (3)

For the epoch constant (ksepa), obtained for a = 0, cf. the commentary on VIII,5.

VIII,5. The longitude of the lunar anomaly is give by

a *110  + 609 a-1,50+ 10,9 
3031 ~ 50,31

This rule is based on an anomalistic month of

50,31
- ~ 27;33,16,21,49,. . .d

1,50

(1)

(2)

Cf. for this relation above 11,2-6.
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The epoch constants in VIII,1,4, and 5 indicate that the initial positions for the 
Sun, the Moon, and the lunar anomaly at epoch were respectively

1,5
for the Sun:-------------- revol. =

15,13,7
6,30,0°

- 15,13,7 ~ 0:25,38° = 359:34,22° (3)

33,4 3,18,24,0°
for the Moon:----------- revol. = - - 0;41,10° = 359:18,50° (4)4,49,9,13 4,49,9,13

X \ 1 j V, o X ,1/

tor the lunar anomaly:----- revol. =----------------- 72:19,57°. Í5)
50,31 50,31

The longitude of the lunar apogee, zA, can be found (cf. Fig. 58 p. 101) from

Aa = Ä - a. (6)
Consequently (4) and (5) give

Aa = 359;18,50°- 72:19,57° = 286;58,53° (7)

as position of the apogee at epoch.
These here determined epoch constants refer, according to VIII,1, to sunset at 

Avanti. In 1,8 the epoch of the Romakasiddhänta and in XV, 18 the epoch of Lätä- 
cärya is said to be sunset at Yavanapura.

VIII,6. As function of the anomaly a the following equations 0 are prescribed for
motion of the Moon (cf. Fig. 31)

a zfø 0

0° 0
15 l° + 0;14 = 1 ;14° 1 ;14°
30 + 0;l 1 = 1 ;11 2;25
45 + 0 ; 2 = 1; 2 3;27

60 4-0;18-8-0;3 = 0;48 4;15
75 5-0;5 = 0;25 4;40
90 60;16 — 1 ;30 = 0; 6 4;46

maximum equation of 4;46° would correspond to an eccentricity
R = 60. The above given numbers are, however, not very secure; one would prefer 
a maximum equation of 4;56° as found in the ârdharâtrika system (cf. IX,7).

VIII,7. Crude approximations for the daily motion in longitude (13;10°) and in 
anomaly (13;4°). Cf. also IX,11-12.

VIII,8. For the ahargana a the ascending lunar node has the longitude
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«•24 + 15,37,46
45,18,31

Nr. 1

Since

« • 24 + 56 266
163111 (1)

45,18,31
24

l,53,16;17,30d

we have in (2) the number of days required for one revolution of the lunar nodes 
(about 181/2 years). From it one finds for the retrograde daily motion

0 ¡3,10,41,32,. . .o/«1. (3)

The ksepa in (1) indicates that the longitude of the ascending node at epoch 
was

15,37,46
----------- revolutions -124;11,2° = 235;48,58° (4)
45,18,31-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- v 7

in close agreement with 111,29.

VIII,9. The same rule for the determination of the longitudinal parallax as given 
in VII, 1 (q.v.).

VIII,10-14. The goal of this section is the determination of the latitudinal parallax 
Pß of the moon, or of the apparent latitude ßa of the Moon al a solar eclipse.

First one has to find the nonagesimal V of the ecliptic, i.e. the midpoint of the 
semicircle of the ecliptic that is above the horizon. Having determined for the given 
moment the ascendent H one has

Â(V) = Â(H) + 270° = Â(H) - 90°. (1)

Hence one can also find the declination ó(V) which belongs to A(V).
Let U be the point of the lunar orbit for which (cf. Fig. 32)

Â(U) = 2(V),

ß its latitude, w its distance from the ascending node. Then it is assumed that ap
proximately

d(U) = <5(V)+£ (2)

i.e., the directions of latitudes and of declinations at V are identified. Since for a given 
moment the longitude Âc of the ascending node can be considered to be known one 
can also find ß(ßJ) from

ß = ïïïï Sin(Â(H)-(Âc + 90)).

Indeed, it follows from (1) that (with R = 120)

(3)
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ß° = o Sin(Â(V)-2c) ~ Sin co = 4 sin co.

Accurately one should have

but for small angles
sin/? = sin i sin co

sin/? «a ß

hence

thus from (3a)
ß° & 60 sin/? = 60 sinz sin co

sinz «» 0;4 0;4,ll thus z & 4°.

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

It is assumed next that the zenith distance of U can be found from

0)

which is the same as to say that (approximately) V, U, and Midheaven lie in the 
same meridian. With z thus determined the latitudinal parallax is computed from

um Sinz
~ 1800

where z;m is the lunar velocity.
Since pß can be considered constant along the ecliptic1) (or along the lunar or

bit) with the value
j9/3=joosinz (6)

we can obtain an estimate for the “horizontal parallax” po by using (5) in the form

Cm .
pß = )7smz'

Consequently 
po = 0;4 um «» 0 ;53° 

since Pm 13;10,35°/d.
With pß known from (5) one finds the apparent latitude of the Moon

ßa = ß±pß
0 Cf. Neugebauer, Al-Khwârizmî, p. 122 f. ; also below IN,24-25.

(7)

(8)
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where the true latitude ß is found in minutes of arc from

ß = ‘\^ Sin co. (9)

For small ß we use again (3b) 

ß° & -¿-siniSinco.

Hence from (9), since ß° 60/3
2-21

sinz «a ------ = 0;4,40
9-60

thus 
z^4;30° (10)

in contrast to (3c); cf. also IX,6.

VIII,15 . In VI11,13 the following mean values for the apparent diameters of Sun 
and Moon were given

ds = 0;30° dm = 0;34°. (1)

For the true apparent diameters it is assumed that the ratio of diameter to velocity 
remains constant. Consequently

dm

dm = ~ Z?m-
¿'m

(2)

VIII,16. Let ßn be the apparent latitude of the moon, found in VIII,10-14 (8). Then 
it follows from Fig. 33 that the duration of a solar eclipse between first and last 
contact is given by

2AB - |/(rs + rm)2-^. (1)

The same rule is given in IX,26.
Note that the text here and in VIII,17 uses avanati, i.e. pß, in the sense of “cor-

VIII,17-18. Fig. 33 shows that the obscured part of the Sun at the middle of the 
eclipse has the width
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m = rs-(/îa-rm) = •Ts + í’m-^a. (1)

All quantities should be measured in minutes of arc, hence also m. Nevertheless the 
text calls the result “digits”. Cf. also X,5-6.

Chapter IX

IX,1. The mean longitude 2S of the Sun, reckoned in sidereal rotations, is found 
for the ahargana a by means of

Since

a-800- 442 a-13,20-7,22
/ls =----------------- = --------------------- rot.

292 207 1,21,10,7 (1)

1,21,10,7
---------- — = 6,5;15,31,30

13,20 (2)

we see that (1) is based on a sidereal year of 365 ;15,31,30d (exactly). 
The daily mean motion of the Sun amounts accordingly to

- ~ 0 ;59,8,10,10,37, . . .°/d.
6,5;15,31,30 (3)

The exact equivalent of (2) is the statement of the ardharatrika system (cf.
1,14) that

4 320 000 (= 20,0,0,0) sid. years = 1 577 917 800 (= 2,1,45,10,30,0) days (4) 

as is evident in the sexagesimal version since the number of days in (4), multiplied 
by a factor 3 gives the right hand side in (2).

For the epoch-correction (ksepa)

7,22-6,0°
1,21,10,7

- 0;32,40° (5)

cf. the commentary to XVI, 1-9.

IX,2. The mean longitude of the Moon, reckoned in sidereal rotations, is obtained 
from

^■m

The quotient

a-900 000-670 217 a • 4,10,0,0 - 3,6,10,17
- = ------------------------------- rot.

24 589 506 1,53,50,25,6

1,53,50,25,6
-—-—-—— = 27; 19,18,1,26,24 days4,10,0,0 J

(O

(2)

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1. 5
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gives the length of the sidereal month (exactly). From (2) one finds for the daily 
mean motion of the Moon

4,10,0,0-6,0
1,53,50,25,6

25
= 13;10,34,52,9. . ,°/d.

1 ;53,50,25,6 (3)

For the epoch correction

3,6,10,17-6,0°
1,53,50,25,6

- 9;48,44° (4)

cf. the commentary to XVI, 1-9.

IX,3. The number of sidereal rotations of the Moon’s apogee at the ahargana a is 
given by

a-900 + 2 260 356
2 908 789

a-15,0 + 10,27,52,36
13,27,59,49

rot. (1)

Consequently one rotation takes

= 53,51 ;59,16 days (2)

(exactly). The daily motion of the Moon’s apsidal line amounts therefore to

- ~ 0 ;6,40,59,29,. . .°/d.
53,51 ;59,16 (3)

rounded to 0;6,40 = 1/9°/d in IX, 12 (3).
For the epoch-correction

10,27,52,36-6,0°
—-—-— ------ — 279;44,53°

13,27,59,49 (4)

cf. the commentary to XVI, 1-9.

IX,4. It is of interest to note that the basic intervals which correspond to the rules 
formulated in IX, 1-3 (and IX,5) are all expressed exactly by finite sexagesimal frac
tions, no doubt intentionally. In IX,4 small corrections of the lunar parameters are 
introduced the purpose of which is an adjustment to the parameters of the ärdharä- 
trika system which in turn is based on simple sexagesimal relations without approx
imations but now referring to the huge interval of 20,0,0,0 years. The corrections 
in IX,4 serve to bridge the inevitable gap between the exact identities of the individual 
basic periods and similar identities for the cosmic intervals.

The rides given in IX,4 are as follows:
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For each sidereal revolution of the mean Moon Ám should be modified

51 51
— ■—— = - ------ seconds — 0 ;0,0,0,58,50,46,... °

3120 52,0
and

For each sidereal revolution of the Moon’s apogee one should add

10 10
---- =----- seconds 0;0,0,2,1,... °
297 4,57

(1)

(2)

In order to relate these rules to the ardharatrika system we proceed as follows. 
First we combine IX, 1 (2)

1,21,10,7
1 year = 6,5 ; 15,31,30d =-------------

16-50
with IX,2 (2)

1,53,50:25,6
1 sid. month = 27 ;19,18,l,26,24d = ——-—-——

5-50
and thus find

1 year =
1,21,10,7-5

l,53,50;25,6-16
6,45,50,35

30,21,26:41,36 (3)
13:22,7,46,50,11,5,24,. . . sid. months.

In the ärdharätrika system, however, it is assumed that

4 320 000 (= 20,0,0,0) sid. y. = 57 753 336 (= 4,27,22,35,36) sid. m. (4a)

Multiplication by the factor 3 gives this assumption the form

1 year = 13 ;22,7,46,48 sid. months. (4b)

Comparison of (4b) with (3) shows that the rule of IX,2 produces a result which is 
0:0,0,0,2,11,5,24 sidereal months in excess over the result obtained by the ärdharä
trika norm. Since each sidereal month corresponds to a complete rotation the above 
found excess amounts to

0:0,0,0,2,11,5,24-6,0° = 0 ;0,0,13,6,32,24°

per year, i.e., because of (4b) 

0;l3,6,32,24 seconds
13:22,7,46,48

51
seconds1)

52,0

as subtractive correction. This is the above given rule (1).

0 Indeed 13,6,32,24-52^11,21,40 and 13,22,7,46,48-51 ^11,21,48.
5*
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Similarly IN,3 (2) in combination with IX, 1 (2) shows that

1,21,10,7-9
1 year = -

13,27,59,49-8
12,10,31,3

_ 0:6,46,50,56,57,43,23, ... rot. (5)
1,47,43,58,32

of the lunar apogee. The ärdharatrika system, however, postulates

4 320 000 (= 20,0,0,0) years = 488 219 (= 2,15,36,59) rotations (6a)

or the equivalent
1 year = 0:6,46,50,57 rotations (6b)

i.e. 0;0,0,0,0,2,16,37 rotations = 0;0,0,2,16,37-6,0 seconds = 0;0,13,39,42 seconds 
more than in (5) in each year. Since, according to (5) each year contains 0;6,46,. . . 
rotations the correction per rotation amounts to

0;13,39,42 10
- -----  seconds1)

6:46,50,57 4,57
as required in (2).

No correction is needed for the mean Sun since IX,1 (2) and IX,1 (4) are exactly 
equivalent, both being based on ärdharatrika parameters.

IX,5. The longitude of the ascending node of the Moon at the ahargana a, reckoned 
in sidereal rotations, is found from

«•2700 + 6 313 219
18 345 822

«•45,0 + 29,13,40,19
1,24,56,3,42

rotations. (1)

The time required for one sidereal rotation is therefore (exactly) given by

1,24,56,3,42
45,0

= 1,53,1 4 ;44,56d. (2)

From (2) and from the number 2,1,45,10,30,0 assumed in the ärdharatrika 
system for the days contained in the Mahäyuga (cf. (4) in IX,1) one linds for the num
ber of sidereal rotations of the nodes in that period

2,1,45,10,30,0
-------- ----------- = 1,4,30,26:3, ... rot. (3) 
1,53,14;44,56

hence not exactly an integer number. In fact, however, the ärdharätrika system 
postulates exactly 232 226 = 1,4,30,26 rotations of the nodes2) in a Mahäyuga. One

9 Indeed 13,39,42 • 4,57 % 1,7,40 and 6,46,50,57-10^1,7,48.
2) Cf. note 1 to 1,14 Table 1.
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expects, then, a correction to be applied to the longitude of the ascending lunar node 
such as was applied to the mean longitude and the apogee of the Moon in IX,4. Per
haps such a correction has accidentally been dropped from the text.

Again from (2) one can derive the corresponding daily motion of the nodes:

— = - 0 ;3,10,44,7,53, . . ,°/d. (4)
1,53,14;44,56 v

Cf. also 111,28-29.
The epoch correction contained in (1) has to be reckoned negative since the 

rotation of the nodes proceeds in retrograde direction. Converted to degrees it amounts 
to

29,13,40,19-6,0°
 ~ - 123;53,3 = 236;6,57°. (5) 

1,24,56,3,42-------------------------------------------------------------------- v

Cf. for it the commentary to XVI,1-9 (p. 100).

IX,6. The value 
z~ 4;30°

for the inclination of the lunar orbit agrees with VIII,10—14 (10).

IX,7-8. Here we have rules for the determination of the equation of center for Sun 
and Moon as function of the anomaly a, based on a simple epicyclic model (cf. Fig. 
34). The anomaly a is found from

a = â-Âa (1)

Ä being the mean longitude at the given moment, Aa the longitude of the apogee. 
For the Sun, in the ärdharätrika system, one has always

ÂA = 80° (2)

as fixed sidereal longitude. For the Moon Xa has to be found with IX,3 and IX,4.
Let c be the length of the circumference of the epicycle, measured in the same 

units (misleadingly called “degrees”) in which the circumference of the deferent 
measures 360. Then it is assumed that
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I 14 for the Sun
I 31 for the Moon.

i (3)

Using c and a from (3) and (1) respectively the equation 0 is found from

SinØ
cSin a
”360 (4)

It is easy to see that (4) is the result of a plausible approximation (cf. Fig. 34).
Obviously

c r rsina PP'
360 R 7? sin a Sin a

Since r is small in comparison 

for the Moon

which proves (4).
Il follows from (3) and (4) 

c
360

PP' CD, henceto 7?1) we may assume that

CD 7?sin0 Sin 0
Sin a Sin a Sin a

that

[ 0;2,20 for the Sun

which leads to a maximum equation of

J 2; 14° for the Sun 
max = I 4;56° for the Moon. (6)

Cf. also VIII,2-3 and VII 1,6. In terms of Greek astronomy the eccentricities corres
ponding to (5) would be 2;20 and 5;10 respectively (/? = 60); cf. also XVI,12—14 
Table 22 (p. 102).

IX,9. This is a rule for finding the daily increase in the solar and lunar equations. 
Since the increase of both 6 and a in a day will be very small we replace (3) in IX,7-8 
by 0 = ca/360 and thus obtain

360

where 0' and a denote the daily increments of 0 and a respectively. For the Sun the 
daily increase in anomaly is the same as its daily increase vs in longitude, reckoned 
in degrees per day. If b denotes the same velocity (bhukti) expressed in minutes we 
have therefore

x) Fig. 34 is not drawn to scale; for the Moon r should be about 1/12 of R, for the Sun only 1/30 of R 
(cf. (2)).
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b
21 600

cb
6,0,0

For the Moon one should use the bhukti of the anomaly given in IX,12; cf. also IX,13.

IX,10. For 53;20 yojanas of distance (measured on the terrestrial equator) a time cor
rection of ±1 nâdi is to be applied. With this time correction one can compute the 
correction to the longitudes of the planets due to the fact that one’s locality is a known 
number of yojanas (on the equator) to the east or west of the prime meridian.

It follows from the above given numbers that

ld = 53,20 yojanas = 3200 yojanas

on the equator; cf. also 111,14 and XIII,15-19. The radius of the earth is therefore 
about 510 yojanas.

IX,11-14. The mean motions are (cf. also VIII,7)

I 0;59,8°/d
I 13;10,34

for the Sun 
for the Moon.

The true motion of the Moon is given by

where

with

V = v ± ux
A Sin a

225
c

360

t'a = p - pa

pa 0;6,40o/d

(2)

(3)

(4)

(cf. also IX,3) and c being defined as in IX,7-8. As shown in Fig. 35 Pa represents 
therefore the velocity of the center C of the epicycle with respect to the apsidal line.
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Since the function Sina is tabulated in steps of 3;45° = 225' (cf. IV,6-15, Table 8) 
we see that A Sina/225 is approximately the derivative of the Sine-function. Thus we 
have

A Sin a A Sin a
cosa.

Because of the “reducing” factor c/360 = r/7? we have in ñac/360 the velocity of the 
Moon P on the circumference of the epicycle. Consequently the multiplication with 
cosa gives the component in the direction of representing (algebraically) the effect 
of the motion of P on the epicycle, while C moves with the constant mean velocity v.

The instantaneous velocity v of P with respect to O (cf. Fig. 34) can also be 
described by means of the “true hypotenuse” q = OP in relation to R:

v/v = R/q. (5)

IX,15-16. It is the purpose of these verses to introduce the actual geocentric distances 
(kaksâ) of Sun and Moon instead of operating uniformly with the norm R = 120 
for the radii of the deferents. If qs and represent the true hypotenuse of Sun and 
Moon respectively the kaksâ is defined by

5347 1,29,7
^’s = <?s = Qs bm — 10om. (1)

40 40

By means of two more parameters

bs = 517 080 (= 2,23,38,0) bm = 38 640 (= 10,44,0) (2)

are found the apparent diameters of Sun and Moon

1 bm 1ds = — = 1,4,28;11, . . . •- dm = — = 1,4,24 . (3)
bs Qs bm Qm

For the mean distances of the luminaries, i.e. for

Qs = (?m = R = 120

one obtains from (1) the geocentric distances

k8 = 4,27,21 km = 20,0 (4)

and from (3) the apparent diameters

d3 = 32;14,6, ... dm = 32 ;12 (5)

obviously measured in minutes of arc.
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One can now determine the absolute dimensions of the diameters 2s and 2m 
of Sun and Moon respectively, measured in the units of ka and 7cm. Dividing da and 
dm by the ratio

3,0,0'/% = 10 8007% 3438' = 57,18'

one changes minutes of arc to radians. Multiplication by ka and Am then produces 
2s and 2 m :

2s =

2 m =

i.e. the radii

respectively.
In IX, 19-23 we shall

parallax is based on the assumption that

e = 18 (8)

is the radius of the earth, measured in otherwise unknown units. If we assume that 
these units are the same as in s and m, hence also as in ks and km, we can convert 
all these quantities to earth radii; from (4) one obtains:

s

(6)

(7)

find fcf. below p. 76) that the determination of the lunar

ba
------ = 2,30 ;24,5, . . .

57,18—— A-s57,18

dm J
A-'m 57,18

b m------  = 11 ; 14,20,. . .
57,18

s ~ 1,15;12 m 5;37

4,27,21
k8 = e = 14,51 ;10e = 89176e18 1

20,0
km = ----- e = l,6;40 e - 662/3 e.

(9)

The value for the lunar distance is essentially correct and in general agreement with 
the results obtained in ancient astronomy. This confirms the uniformity of all units 
of distance.

Finally one obtains the absolute sizes for Sun and Moon from (7):

1,15 ;12
18

e = 4;10,40 e (10)

Hence, the radius of the Sun is about four times the radius of the earth, the radius 
of the Moon about one third.

IX,17-18. We are given the time difference Ax between the moment of conjunction 
and noon, i.e. the arc ¿’'C in Fig. 36. The corresponding ecliptic arc AÅ = ¿’M can 
be found from a table of right ascensions since Ja is the rising time of Ak at sphaera 
recta.
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Since we know for the given moment the longitude A of the conjunction we 
have in A + ZlA the longitude of M. Hence one can find from a table the declination 
Ôm of M and finally the zenith distance of M:

Zm = 99T Ôm- (O
IX,19-23. These verses concern the determination of the longitudinal parallax of 
sun and moon at a conjunction, i.e. for a solar eclipse. The procedure is best broken 
up in single steps for which we give the proofs as we go along.

Let M be the culminating point of the ecliptic (cf. Fig. 37), V the nonagesimal, 
Z the zenith, Am and longitude and declination of M respectively, the azimuth

s
Fig. 37.

of the ascendent H, e the obliquity of the ecliptic, <p the geographical latitude. Then,
with Am known from IX, 17

Sine • SinAM

Proof: sinçs = Sin^M/Sin^ (cf. IV,39-40 (2)) and sine = SíiiÓm/SíiiAm (cf. IV,35—36 
(2)); q.e.d.

Let zm and zv represent the zenith distances of M and V respectively. Then

SinVM = Sin?? • SinzM¿R (2)

where Sin77 is known from (1) and zm from IX, 17-18 (1).

Proof: In the right spherical triangle ZVM holds

sin 77 = sinVM/sinzM
q.e.d.

The next step implies a very crude approximation because it assumes that the 
right spherical triangle ZVM can be considered as a plane triangle. Hence

Sinzv = |/Sid2ZM ~ Sin2 VM

can be computed, using zm from IX,17-18 (1) and VM from (2).

(3)
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With zv known from (3) one has for the altitude civ of V

thus
civ + zv = 90°

Sinav = |/iß2 - Sin2 zv.

(4a)

(4b)

Let ci8 be the altitude, zs the zenith distance of the Sun for a given moment when 
the Sun has a longitudinal distance AÅ (< 90°) from the rising or setting point of the 
ecliptic. Then

Sinas = SindÂ • Sinav/7?. 
Since

as + zs = 90°
one has

Sinzs = |//?2 - Sin2as.

Proof of (5) : it follows from Fig. 38

2727' = R sinas = P27 sinav

(5)

(6a)

and
P27 = R sindÂ

(7)

(8)

Proof of (7): In the right spherical triangle ZV27 (cf. Fig. 40), 27 being the Sun, we 
have

PÅ PÅm PÅs •

18,/— —
PX = — 1/ Sin2 Zs - Sin2 zv 

qR

where q is the distance of the Sun or Moon (cf. Fig. 39) from the earth. If we substi
tute in (7) for Q the value gs we obtain the longitudinal solar parallax p¿s, otherwise 
with the lunar parallax p^m and, for an eclipse, when 2S = 2m, the “adjusted” 
longitudinal parallax

q.e.d.
We have now all elements that are required for the computation of the longi

tudinal parallax
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siny = sinzv/sinz8.

If p is the total parallax at 27 then

Pi = p cosy = p| 1 - Sin2zv/Sin2zs

= ———1Sin2 "s - Sin2zv •
Sinzg

Comparison with (7) shows that one should have the following relation

p/Sinzg = 18/oR (9)
or

18
p = —sinzg = p0 sinzs (10)

Q
with

18
Po = - • (11)

Q

Since zs = 90° at the hirizon we see from (10) that po is the horizontal parallax. But 
the lunar horizontal parallax is the angle under which the radius e of the earth appears 
from the moon when in the horizon. Thus (11) implies a value

e = 18 (12)

for the radius of the earth, a value confirmed by its use in X,l—2.
In VII,2 we found that po 0;52°, in VIII,10-14 we arrived at the estimate

po 0;53°. In order to express po also here in degrees we have to replace (11) by

18 3,0 54,0
po =--------- ---  ----- • (13)Q 7t Q71

In IX,15-16 (lb) the distance of the Moon is assumed to be measured by

q = km = 20,0.

If we accept for tt the approximation n ™ 3 we have gn = 1,0,0 and thus

po = O;54° (14)

which agrees sufficiently well with the previously obtained estimates.

IX,24-25. For a given zenith distance z of the nonagesimal V the latitudinal compo
nent pß of the parallax is assumed to be constant with the value

Pß = po sinzv

where po represents the horizontal parallax (cf. VIII,10-14 (6)).
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IX,26. The same rule for the duration of an eclipse is found in VIII, 16.

IX,27. Effect of the longitudinal component of the adjusted parallax on the duration 
of a solar eclipse.

Chapter X

X,l-2.  Let Á-s and km denote (as in IX, 15-16) the geocentric distances of Sun and 
Moon respectively, s, e, and u the radii of Sun, earth, and shadow at the Moon’s 
(mean) distance, all these quantities measured in the same units. Then the diameter 
2u of the shadow cone at the Moon’s (mean) distance is found from

2u
36Äm \120

90Å-s/286/ km '

A more convenient form of the ride (1) would be

Fig. 41 illustrates the underlying argument. Obviously

and therefore

s-e e-u
ks km

We now assume, as in IX,19-23 (12)

and
e = 18 

s = 75 ;12

as derived in IX,15—16 (7). Then one obtains from (3)

a = 18-57;12— =
¿8

which agrees with (la) if

3 ;10,40\
k3 )

(2)

(3)

(4a)

(4b)
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km = 2,0 = fí (5)

i.e. for the normed mean distance of the Moon.

X,2-4.  Let ru and rm be the apparent radii of shadow and Moon, both expressed in 
degrees, ßo the latitude of the Moon at the moment to of the true opposition, vm — us 
the relative angular velocity of the Moon with respect to the Sun, expressed in degrees 
per day, then

¿it = |/(ru + rm)2-^------ (1)
Vm Vs

is in first approximation the half-duration of the eclipse (cf. Fig. 42). The under
lying assumption that the latitude of the Moon at first contact is the same as at the 
midpoint of the eclipse, is, however, not quite correct. If one computes the latitude 

for the moment io - Ait one will find a value ß, slightly different from ßo. If we replace 
ßo in (1) by ßi a more accurate value A^t of the half-duration will result. Computing 
the latitude for to-Azt, etc., leads to ßi, ßo etc. The process ends when Jn+ii = Ant.

X,5—6. If t is an arbitrary moment near the moment to of the true syzygy, ß the cor
responding latitude of the Moon, then the size m of the obscured part is found, for 
a lunar eclipse, from

m = (ru + rm) - MS (1)
where

MS = |Jf'S2+72 (2)
and

. Vm Vs
M'S = ----- — (to-t).

60 (3)

The correctness of this rule follows immediately from Fig. 43. For a solar eclipse (1) 
is to be replaced by

Cf. also VH1,17-18.
m = (rs + rm) - MS.
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X,7.  The half-duration of totality is computed by determining the distance AB (cf. 
Fig. 44) between first contact and eclipse middle:

AB = |/(ru — rm)2 —.

The duration of totality can be found from the distance 2AB by dividing it by the 
relative velocity of the two luminaries, a step which is hinted at by referring to “the 
case of the tithi”.

Chapter XI

XI,1-5. These verses concern the “projection” of eclipses, i.e., a graphical method 
for finding the points of first and last contact on the eclipsed body in relation to cer
tain orthogonal diameters N'S' and E'W' as defined previously in AT,8 (cf. Fig. 26 
p. 54).

For any given moment the direction of the ecliptic must be determined by means 
of an angle y (called “deflection”) with respect to the “east-west-line” E'W' (cf. Fig.

45). This angle is found from two components. The first, depending on the geogra
phical latitude cp, is found in XI,2 from

Sinyi = Sinç?Sinf//î (1)

where I is the hour angle. We have explained the reasoning underlying this rule in 
connection with VI,8. As was then shown the resulting angle gives actually the di
rection of the equator with respect to the east-west-line. One can formulate this si
tuation also in the following form: yi assumes that the eclipsed body is in the equator, 
i.e., A = 0° or 180°. The angle of the ecliptic with the east-west-line is then yi ± e = 
71 ± (5(2 + 90°) where <5(2 + 90°) is the declination at 2 + 90°. For 2 = ±90°, i.e. at the 
solstices, the ecliptic is parallel to the equator; then y yx = 71+ 0, i.e. again yi + 
<5(2 + 90°) since now 2 + 90° = 0° or 180°, and hence (5 = 0. Hence, in all four cases 
we have found that y = 71+ 0(2 + 90°) and XI,3 shows that this rule was considered 
valid not only for the equinoxes and solstices but generally:

7 = 71 + 72 = 71 ± <5(2 + 90°).

This, then, represents the angle between ecliptic and east-west-line at a moment 
when the eclipsed body has the longitude 2. Hence we can consider y to be known for 
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any phase of the eclipse since the times for the phases can be computed, starting 
from the true syzygy.

We now can turn to the graphic construction. In XI, 1 we are directed to draw 
two concentric circles, one with radius r of the eclipsed body, the other with radius r' 
which is the total of the radii of eclipsed and eclipsing body, i.e.

r = rm r = rm + ru for lunar eclipses 

r = rs r = rs + rm for solar eclipses.

Through the center A of these circles one draws a fixed direction which represents 
the ecliptic (Fig. 46) and, knowing y from (2), one also can draw the east-west-line 
E'W' through A. Perpendicular to it is N'S' (XI,3). For each phase a diagram of this 
type has to be constructed because y can vary considerably, e.g., between beginning 
and end of a lunar eclipse.

Suppose that Fig. 46 is constructed for the moment of first contact at a lunar 
eclipse. We then assume parallelism between the lunar orbit and the ecliptic. If, there

fore, A is the center of the Moon, the point B at -ß is the center of the shadow and 
AB intersects the rim of the Moon where the first contact will occur.

XI,6. This verse seems to deal with the optical illusion that the disk of the Moon or 
the Sun near the horizon seems larger than when high in the sky. An arc of one minute 
would then subtend (on some instrument?) ^2 digit when near the horizon but only 

digit at high altitude. The rule occurring here must be intended to determine the 
actual physical dimensions of the “projection” described in XI, 1—5.

Chapter XII

XII,1. The yuga is here a cycle of 5 years, containing 12-5 + 2 = 62 months. It is 
furthermore stated after every 62 days one tithi has to be omitted, i.e.

62T = 61 sid. days. (1)

and hence the length of one tithi
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1T = 61/62 sid. d. = 0;59,l,56, . . . sid. d. (2a)
and conversely

1 sid. d. = 62/61 tithi = 1 ;0,59,0,59, . . .T (2b)

The same relation follows from XI 1,3.
From (1) one obtains

1 yuga = 5 years = 62 months = 62-30T = |y'1830T = 1830 sid. d. (3)

and consequently
1 year = 366 sid. d. = 365 days. (4)

The “years” are here the Egyptian-Persian years without intercalation.
These relationships in the Paitämahasiddhänta of the Pancasiddhäntikä are 

taken from the Jyotisavedänga of Lagadha (fifth century B.C.?), and are found also 
in the earliest recension of the Gargasamhitä (first century B.C. or A.D.?). Varä- 
hamihira’s use of the technical term avama here and in 1,11-16 and his statement 
in XII,2 that the ahargana begins with sunrise indicates that he assumes that the 
Paitämahasiddhänta operated with sävana (sunrise) rather than with näksatra 
(sidereal) days. Nevertheless the only reasonable interpretation of (3)

5 years = 1830 “days”
is the relation (4).

XII,2. If S represents the number of completed years in the Saka Era then

(O

gives the number of completed yugas, i.e. the counting of the yugas begins with Saka 
Era 3.

The year Saka 3, i.e. A.D. 80, being fixed by the text as the year of epoch for 
Varähamihira’s Paitämahasiddhänta, the date can be determined more closely as 
January 11 of this year.1) At this date occurred a conjunction of Sun and Moon at a 
tropical longitude Â 290°. Consequently the Sun would enter Aries in the third 
month after this conjunction. Now Mägha is the second month before Caitra. Under 
the plausible assumption that Caitra was already in the first century the month in 
which the Sun enters Aries, as is the case in the fifth century, the above given date 
would fit all conditions of the text.

XI 1,3. If a is the ahargana (here to be understood in sidereal days) then the number 
of corresponding tithis is given by

T = «(! +¥?)• (O
*) This was suggested by Kharegat [1895/7] p. 134 f. (cf. below p. 154).

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 6, no.l. 6
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The Sun traverses 27 naksatras in one year of 366 sidereal days (cf. XI 1,1 (4)), hence 
in a sidereal days

a 9
• 27 = a •---- naksatras. (2)

366 122

The Moon completes in 5 years of 62 months

62 + 5 = 67 sid. rotations = 67-27 naksatras. (3)

Since 5 years = 1830 sid. days (cf. XII,1(3)) the Moon progresses in a sidereal days

67-27
1830

603
610

naksatras. (4)

These rules make sense only if one is dealing with “equal” naksatras, i.e. with 
sections of uniformly 13;20° in length. If the conjunction, mentioned in XII,2, was 
in fact the conjunction of A.l). 80 Jan. 11 at the beginning of the naksalra Dhanisthä 
we would know that this point had in the first century a tropical longitude of about 
/. = 290°. Since there arc 5 naksatras from Dhanisthä to Asvini, the beginning of the 
naksatra-zodiac, we find for this point 290 + 5-13;20 = 356;40°, i.e., Pisces 26;40°, 
in the first century A.l).

XII,4. The parvan is either the conjunction or the opposition of Sun and Moon. 
The first half of this verse, then, correctly states that the parvan is the boundary 
between the first and second halves (paksas) of a month.

The second part of this verse refers to the 17th yoga, called vyatipäta, in a se
ries of 27 yogas. These yogas count arcs of 13;20° each, contained in the sum of solar 
and lunar longitude (cf. also 111,20-22). According to XII,3 a conjunction occurred 
at epoch, in A.l). 80, at the beginning of Dhanisthä, i.e. at Capricorn 23;20° or À = 
293;20°. Consequently the yoga has the number

2-293;20 226;40
13;20 “ 13;20

17 (1)

i.e. vyatipäta.
Furthermore, the combined travel of Sun and Moon in a yuga of 5 years is 

5 + 67 = 72 complete rotations, i.e. 72-360°. But each scries of 27 yogas of 13;20° 
each amounts also to 360°. Thus the above travel contains 72 series of yogas, ac
cumulated during 1830 days (cf. XII,1 (3)). Hence the number of series elapsed 
since epoch at ahargana a is given by

72
a

1830
12

305 (2)
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XII,5. For the interval from the winter solstice to the summer solstice (the “nothern 
ayana”) the length of daylight C, measured in muhûrtas:

30 muhûrtas = 1 day, (1)
is given by

C = (n + 732) - 12 muhûrtas (2)

where n is the number of days since the winter solstice. For n = 0 this formula gives
C = 12, for n = —=183 one obtains C = 18. Hence (2) is based on the assump
tion that the length of daylight varies according to a linear zigzag function between
the extrema

m = 12 M = 18
i.e. it is assumed that

m 2
M ~ 3 (3)

and that the year is exactly halved by the solstices. The ratio (3) is a basic parameter 
in Babylonian astronomy; cf. 11,8 above.

Chapter XIII

XI11,1-5, 9-14. This is the conventional cosmography of the astronomers who have 
adapted the Puränic (and Jaina) conception of a Hat oikoumene surrounding Mount 
Meru to the necessities of spherical astronomy by retaining Meru as the North Pole 
where the gods dwell, and calling the South Pole Vadavämukha, the dwelling place 
of the demons. The phraseology echoes verses of Lätadeva (see above Pt. I p. 14f.). 

XI11,6-7. The “others” are Aryabhata (Aryabhatïya, Dasagïtikâ 4 and Gola 9).

XIII,8. The Arhats or .fainas believe that there are two Suns, two Moons, and two 
sets of naksatras which rise alternately, so that a complete revolution of one of these 
bodies about the center of the flat earth, Mount Meru, takes 2 nychthemera. This 
system is also referred to by Brahmagupta (Brâhmasphutasiddhânta XI,3) who per
haps had this verse of the Pancasiddhäntikä in mind; for a detailed description of 
this peculiar conception see Kirfel [1920] pp. 285-291 and plate 16.

Varähamihira’s criticism seems to imply that the Jaina theory must be false 
because a determined point associated with the Sun appears on two successive nych
themera. This is not a valid criticism as the Jainas could assert an absolute identity 
in appearance between the two opposite halves of heaven occupied by the two Suns. 
More cogent would have been the argument that the Jaina theory accounts for only 
90° of motion of heaven between sunrise and sunset whereas observations with a 
gnomon would quickly establish that the motion amounts to about 180°. We do not 
see, however, how such an interpretation could be made of this verse.

6*
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XIII,9-10. These verses show that Lanka is located on the terrestrial equator, <p = 0°, 
and Avanti at 99 = e = 24°. Cf. also XIII,19.

XIII,15-19. The following relations are assumed for a terrestrial great circle:

Io = 8;53,20 yojanas (1)

1 yojana = 0;6,45°. (2)

Consequently one quadrant measures 800 yojanas (in agreement with 111,14 and 
IX,10).

On the basis of the relation (1) the distance in yojanas can be found between 
two places on the same meridian after the geographical latitudes were determined 
by direct astronomical observation.

The distance from Mount Meru to Avanti (= Ujjayini) is 5862/3 yojanas, hence, 
according to (1), exactly 66° as it should be if 99 = 24° at Avanti (cf. XIII,10).

XIII,20-25. Here are consequences developed, based on the assumption made in
XIII,15-19:

42° = 3731/3 yojanas north of Avanti
i.e., at a latitude

(p = 66° = 90° -E

the longest daylight is 60 nadikas = 24 hours. 
Furthermore

4035/9 yojanas 45;24° north of Avanti J and 3 remain invisible
482 yoj. 54;14° north of Avanti 111 to 'zz, remain invisible
5862/3 yoj. = 66° north of Avanti to )( never rise, Y to HP never set.

If one schematically identifies months and zodiacal signs, the above statements imply 
that

at cp 69;24° 
at ~ 78;14°
at <p = 90°

longest daylight = 2 months 
longest daylight = 4 months 
longest daylight = 6 months.

In Almagest 11,6 the same data are associated with (p 69;30°, <p 78,-20°, (p = 90°
respectively.
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XIII,26—29. Cf. the commentary to XIII,1—5, 9—14.
The astrological rules in XIII,28 are common to all Sanskrit texts on the subject 

since they were introduced by the Yavanajätaka of Yavanesvara in 149/150 A.D.

XIII,30-34. The tip of a gnomon which is parallel to the earth’s axis is g sin 99 above 
the horizontal plane (cf. Fig. 47) at a locality of latitude^.

XIII,35-38. On the phases of the Moon. For the paksas cf. the commentary on 
111,18-19.

XIII,39-42. The order of the planets is the familiar Greek one. From it follows the 
order of the rulers of the months, hours, days, and years (for which cf. 1,17-21).

Chapter XIV

XIV,1-4. We have here a graphical method for the determination of the ascensional 
difference co (cf. Fig. 48B) to given declination à — though the formulation of the text 
is less general since it considers only the endpoints of zodiacal signs.1)

The basis of construction is a graduated circle AN with center O (cf. Fig. 48), 
only one quadrant being actually needed. On its circumference one marks the point 
H such that the arc NH represents the given geographical latitude cp and AO the 
equator. Consequently HO represents the horizon if N is the north pole. A second arc 
is determined such that AB is the declination. Since AO is the equator the parallel 
DB is in the plane of the day-circle which belongs to ó, hence DB = r the “day-radius”, 
DC = e the “earth-Sine” (cf. Fig. 48A) and

e = Sin <5 tan 99. (1)
x) The ascensional difference is called “composite” (XIV,4) when the arc beginning at the vernal 

point extends over more than one sign.
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One now nses the same diagram as representation of the plane of the day-circle 
by making OE = OF = DB = r. We then determine on the day-circle a point F such 
that the chord EF = 2e. If we call the resulting angle

EOF = 2 co
one has

since = e/r
thus with (1)

R
Since = SinÔtanç? (2)

r

which is, according to IV,26 (2), the defining relation for the ascensional difference 
ce which belongs to <5.

The present method is, of course, independent of the units in which the radius 7? 
of the diagram is drawn. Why the text requires to make OA = 90 digits is not clear 
since R = 90 is nowhere else a norm for trigonometric functions. Only if our first 
interpretation of XIV,7 is correct the number 90 could perhaps represent the number 
of degrees from the pole to the equator.

XIV,5-6. If t is a time interval (since sunrise or before sunset), measured in nâdîs, 
then 6t is the equivalent angle in degrees. If furthermore so is the length of the shadow 
cast by a vertical gnomon of length g at noon, s at any lime I, the text seems to tell 
us how to find the increment of s over .so. Apparently this should be found from

s = .so + 7? - Sin t. (1)

Unfortunately such a relation cannot be correct since it gives for / = 0 not s = oo 
but ,s = .so+ 7? (though for t = 90° one obtains ,s = .so as expected).

Furthermore any such formula must involve g, the geographical latitude <p, 
and the solar declination on the day in question. The only possibility of avoiding 
these data would imply that (1) concerns only the equinoxes and that .so, the equi
noctial noon shadow, is considered to be a given parameter. But even so s would 
have to be found from ,s = .so/cosa with a found from tana = cotr/sinq?.

XIV,7. A possible interpretation of this verse is illustrated by Fig. 49. Let AN re
present a quadrant of the equator with OA = 90 (cf. XIV, 1-4). On this quadrant 
make AP = 30°, AQ = 60°. Parallel to NO are drawn the declinations NB = e, 
QQ' = ó(60°) 20;30°, PP' = ó(30°) ll;40°, measured in the same units as the
radius NO — and, if desired, analogously for any other arc from A toward N. The 
resulting curve AP'Q'B is then considered as representing the ecliptic. One now draws 
the radii OP'P", OQ'Q" which intersect the given quadrant at points P", Q" which 
define arcs AP" = a(30°), AQ" = a(60°) which are supposedly the right ascensions 
for A = 30° and Â = 60° respectively.
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That this procedure is not correct (except for A and N) is obvious. This can 
be seen also by direct measurement which gives AP" 23° (instead of 27:50°) 
and AQ" 52 “(instead of 57 ;55°). Only the general trend of the right ascensions 
as function of Â is more or less preserved. Cf. also XIV,10—11.

The advantage of this interpretation of the text lies in the fact that it relates the 
problem at hand to the general type of numerical and graphical methods which are 
presented in this chapter. Otherwise an alternative translation could be proposed 
which implies no more than a simple description of the concept “right ascension’’:

“The ecliptic (lies) on a line (running through) the degrees of declination north 
and south of the equator; the degrees of the (corresponding) arcs of that (i.e., of the

equator) multiplied by 10 are, in order, the vinädikäs if rising (the right ascensions) 
of the zodiacal signs”.

XIV,8-10. Let G be the foot of the gnomon of length g (Fig- 50), the point C of the 
north-south line the endpoint of the equinoctial noon shadow. A point F is obtained 
by turning the gnomon down into the east-west line, hence making FG = g. Then 
FC intersects the circle at an angle ÿ from CG such that ÿ is the colatitude.

The construction in XIV,9-10 (cf. Fig. 51) is only a trivial variant of the 
same idea.

XIV,10-ll. Based on the graphical method assumed in Fig. 49 as interpretation of 
XIV,7 the longitude z which belongs to a given declination ó could be found by fitting ô 
(parallel to NBO) between the two curves (cf. Fig. 52). The principle of such a pro
cedure is, of course, incorrect, e.g., because the quadrant AN is now used as repre
senting longitudes though originally serving as the equator.

XIV,12-13. The elongation AÅ between Sun and Moon is found by direct observa
tion. Since the velocity of the Moon relative to the Sun is about 12° per tithi the quo
tient Z1Â/12 is an estimate of the number of elapsed tithis since conjunction.
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XIV,14-16. The following construction supposedly provides a method for finding 
the path of the shadow end of a vertical gnomon and the position of the meridian 
line from three arbitrarily selected positions of the shadow (cf. Fig. 53). If G is the 
foot of the gnomon, A, B, C the endpoints of three shadows si, .s*2,  S3 then M is con
structed as midpoint of the circle which circumscribes the triangle ABC; this circle 
is assumed to be the path of the shadow, i.e. a hyperbola is approximated by a circu
lar arc as may be reasonably adequate for the section from A to C.

Fig. 50.

It is obviously wrong, however, that MG defines the meridian line since the 
same points A, B, C, and M can be the result of totally different positions of G. Or 
formulated differently: three points define a circle but not a hyperbola.

XIV,17-18. Definition of concepts which have been used many times before.

XIV,19-20. Construction of a hemispherical sun dial (cf. Fig. 54), the plane of its 
rim being made to coincide with the plane determined by the east-west line and the 
direction to the north pole. The gnomon in the center will point in the direction of 
midheaven, its tip being at the center of the sphere. The endpoint of the shadow then 
describes the part above the horizon of the respective day-circle. From this can di

rectly be known the nâdïs that have elapsed since sunrise. However, one cannot find 
the ascendent point of the ecliptic by adding an arc on the day-circle to the longitude 
of the Sun.

XIV,21-22. Fig. 55 illustrates the principle of the instrument in question. Using for 
the “hand” (hasta) and the “finger” a norm as found in the Äryabhatiya (Dasagïtikâ 
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6) we get a ratio 1 :48 for the width of the ring to its diameter and width of the ring of 
about 1/3 of an inch. To keep such a ring accurately circular and in the same plane 
will not be easy. A practical execution of the instrument was probably never attempted.

XIV,23-26. The text seems to suggest a solid sphere with the principal circles drawn 
on its surface. Equidistant perforations made on the ecliptic should then be used to 
single out two diametrically opposite holes which dehne the position of the Sun in 
longitude.

The practical difficulties in constructing such a sphere would be extremely great 
and an armillary sphere, consisting of a system of rings, woidd serve the purpose 

much better. The wording of the text, however, seems not to allow such an interpre
tation.

XIV,27-28. Strings are used for drawing circles, water for leveling surfaces, sand 
either for constructing diagrams on the ground or for computing on the sand-board.

The references to the forms of tortoises and men look more like tantra than 
ganita.

XIV,29-30. The only accurate time signals available in ancient astronomy for the 
determination of relative geographical longitudes were lunar eclipses.1) The present 
verses speak of full-moons in general which would, in practice, deprive the method 
of all its value since the accurate moment of opposition cannot be established by ob
servation.2) Nevertheless the underlying idea is in principle correct, being based on 
a reversal of the rule for the application of the correction for geographical longitude
differences, e.g., in IX, 10.

The longitudes of Sun and Moon at opposition, i.e., 2S and = 2S + 180° may 
be assumed to be known by computation. Hence one can in principle establish by

9 This method can be made independent from man-made clocks by relating the characteristic phases 
of the eclipse to transit observations of stars.

2) An error of only 10 minutes in longitude (considered permissible even at the height of Greek astro
nomy) would result in an error of 5° in geographical longitude and parallax alone could increase the error 
to five times this amount. 
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observation the moment at which the moon reaches this longitude Am. At that moment 
one also should observe which point of the ecliptic is rising, giving us, at least ideally, 
a longitude Ah and hence an ecliptic arc Ar - Am which is equal to the arc As — (Ar + 180°) 
The oblique ascension of the arc Ar - Am is therefore equal to the time /' (expressible 
in ghatikâs) since local sunset.

The simplest method of proceeding would be to apply the equation of daylight 
to t' and thus to find the time t of the observation after 6 p.m. (in equinoctial hours). 
On the other hand, one can find by the standard computational methods of the karana 
the time to of the opposition with respect to 6 p.m. Lanka. Hence the lime difference 
At = to~ t between the given locality and the prime meridian would be known, which 
solves our problem.

The text is by no means clear but seems to ask for a more intricate procedure. 
Although mentioned in the text at the wrong place we may assume the transformation 
of /' into t carried out correctly, i.e., we consider to be known the time t in equinoctial 
hours after 6 p.m. local time at which the opposition took place. One now computes 
for the same number t of hours after 6 p.m. Lanka time the longitude Ao of the Moon. 
Then AÅ = Am — Ao represents the lunar motion during the time interval AÂ between 
the local meridian and the prime meridian through Lanka. Hence At can be found 
from AÅ by dividing the latter by the lunar velocity-reminiscent of the conversion 
of a longitudinal difference into lithis.

This circuitous way is not only needlessly complicated but increases consider
ably the number of inaccurately known elements. The whole method probably had 
never been tried in practice.

XIV,31-32. Both the inpouring and the outpouring types of waterclocks are here 
described. For other references in early Sanskrit literature see Isis 54 (1963) p. 232 
to which add Sphujidhvaja, Yavanajätaka 79,27.

The text states that there are ISO breaths (sväsa) in a uadi. Each sväsa consists 
of two pranas — an ingoing and an outgoing. The prana, in fact, is traditionally a sixth 
of a vinädi (i.e. 1/36o of a day) or the time necessary to recite 10 long syllables. XIV,32 
contains 60 long syllables, and should therefore require 1 vinädi to be recited.

Table 10.

Yogatara
Longitude Latitude

Varahamihira Paitâmaha Varahamihira Paitâmaha

Krttikâ 32;40° 37;28° + 3;9° 4- 5°
Rohinï 48;30 49;28 — 5 ;51 — 5
Punarvasu 88 93 + 7;12 and 7 ; 12 + 6
Puçya 97 ;20 106 + 4 ;3 0
Äslesä 107;40 108 + 0;54 and — 0;54 - 7
Maghâ 126 129 - 0
Citrâ 181;50 183 - 2 ;42 -- 2
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Table 11. Table 12.

Regulus
No.

Longitude Latitude

A.D. Â Var. I’ait. Var. Pail.

0 122; 9° 1 — 93;20° -91 ;32 + 3; 9° + 5°
100 123 ;32 2 -77;30 - 78 ;32 — 5 ;51 -5
200 124 ;54 3 -38 -36 ±7;12 + 6
300 126 ;17 4 -28;40 -23 + 4; 3 0
400 127:40 5 - 18;20 21 ±0;54 -7
500 129; 3 6 0 0 - 0
600 130 ;26 7 + 55;50 + 54 - 2 ;42 -2

XIV,33-37. These verses are to be used in predieting the conjunctions of the Moon 
with certain fixed stars whose longitudes are given as degrees within the naksatras 
for which they serve as reference stars (“yogatäräs”); the latitudes are given in “hands” 
(hastas), of which each should be approximately 0;54°.

We can easily compare (cf. "fable 10) the figures in our text with those of the 
Paitämahasiddhänta of the Visnudharmottarapuräna (111,30) from which all later 
Indian star catalogues seem to be derived — with various modifications, of course. 
The discrepancies in latitude seem to indicate that the yogatäräs of Krttikä, Pusya, 
and Äslesä according to Varähamihira are different from those according to Paitä- 
ma ha.

The safest identification seems Maghä and Regulus (a Leo) since the longitudes 
of Regulus between A.D. 0 and 600 agree with such an identification (cf. Table 11). 
The latitude of Regulus during this period is practically constant + 0;24° in fair agree
ment with the Indian norm.

For the further investigation it is advantageous to operate with relative longi
tudes, e.g., with respect to Maghä, since one eliminates in Ibis way all chronological 
questions. Thus Table 12 can replace Table 10. Similarly Table 13 gives the coordi
nates of six stars which may be identified with some degree of plausibility with the 
yogatäräs Nos. 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 of Table 12. For No. 4 one would like to suggest 
some star in Cancer but no convincing identification presents itself.

Table 13.

Magn. Long. Lat. No.

r/ Tau (Hyades) 5 —89;57° + 3;52° 1
a Tau (Aldebaran) 1 — 80;ll — 5;35 2
ß Gem (Pollux) 2 36;27 + 6;33 3

E Can (Crib) neb. - 22 ;32 + 1; 0 5
a Leo (Regulus) 1 0 + 0;24 6
a Vir (Spica) 1 + 53 ;55 — 1 ;56 7
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XIV,38. If the Moon at latitude ßm comes in conjunction with a star of latitude ß, 
i.e., if the Moon and the star are of same longitude, then the distance b of the northern 
rim of the Moon from the star (cf. Fig. 56) is given by

b = (ß-ßm)-O;ir (1)

since (VI,3) we have for the apparent diameter of the Moon

dm = 0;34°. (2)

If one measures, however, the distance b in “digits” such that

dm = 15 digits (3)
then one has lo replace (1) by

b = ~17') digits (4)

measuring ß and ßm in minutes of arc. According to XIV,33 the distance ß-ßm has 
been found by observation. Of course it would be more reasonable to determine ßm 
from the directly observable distances ß and b.

The origin of the norm (3) is unknown but in V,4 we have a similar division 
of the lunar diameter in 15 “parts”.

XIV,39-41. It is the purpose of the text to compute for a given geographical latitude <p 
the longitude 2S of the Sun at the heliacal rising of the star Canopus (which has a lon
gitude near, or equal to Cancer 0° i.e. 90°). The text relates the rising time q of the 
arc Âs-90° to an expression reckoned in degrees and then multiplied by 10 in order 
to obtain time units (vinâdïs). We can avoid this factor by counting also oblique 
ascensions in degrees. Then the text seems to say

|(so-0;250 + 21°-so) = e(As-90°) (1)

where .so is the equinoctial noon shadow.

.so = 1 2 tan (p (2)
and thus for (1)

2,8;30 tanç) = @(Âs-90°). (3)
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This relation cannot be strictly correct since we know that the Sun must be somewhere 
in the last third of Leo1) which makes As-90° about 50° or 60°, hence the oblique 
ascension greater than 50 and increasing with cp. The left-hand side, however, is zero 
at the equator and increases toward 120 as (p moves toward 45°. Hence (3) can be 
only approximately correct within certain limits of cp. Il is plausible to investigate 
the situation for (p = 24°, which is the latitude of Ujjayinï, hence for lanç?^ ();27. 
This gives

e(Âs-90°) ~ 58

which is satisfied at cp & 24° by Å8 Leo 21. Hence (1) would be applicable for an 
area which contains Ujjayinï.

Chapter XV

XV,1-4. The Sun is “eclipsed” for any observer located within the shadow of the 
Moon. In this sense there is always a solar eclipse somewhere in the universe; he 
who correctly knows the relative position of the two luminaries can predict where

©

and when a solar eclipse will be visible. The Pitrs, who dwell on the side of the Moon 
opposite the earth, cannot see the Sun for half a synodic month; the middle of this 
type of “solar eclipse” occurs at full moon.

XV,5-6. On the north pole solar eclipses are considered impossible. The argument 
seems to be that the ecliptic is not far enough from the equator to cause the Moon’s 
shadow to reach the north pole. This would be, however, the case only if the Moon 
would be restricted to a position in the ecliptic. But it is easy to see (cf. Fig. 57) that 
for a conjunction near the summer solstice a lunar latitude of about Io suffices to 
produce a solar eclipse on the north pole.

XV,7-9. Dependence of a solar eclipse on local time, whereas XV,9 refers to the 
influence of longitudinal parallax, here estimated as reaching as much as 2 ksanas = 
4 nâdïs. This agrees with the estimate for the horizontal parallax in Vil,1 and VIII,9.

XV,10. The reference is to Brhatsanihitä 5, 8-11.
9 Brhatsamhitâ XII,14 gives Leo 23° as solar longitude when Canopus rises.
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XV,11-14. If one calls a “nychthemeron” the succession of one period of light and 
one of darkness, then 60 nädis is a nychthemeron for men, a synodic month for the 
Pitrs on the Moon, and one year for the Gods on the north pole.

XV,15. The maximum altitude at which the Gods on the north pole can see the Sun 
is £ = 24°. In contrast, the same altitude is attained in 2 ksanas = x/i5 day when the 
Sun crosses a horizon perpendicularly, as is possible for geographical latitudes 
|ç?| £, thus, e.g., anywhere between Ujjayini and Lanka.

XV,16-21. This discussion is clear enough; it will suffice to indicate here some 
parallel references to statements about the epochs of the various authorities listed by 
Varähamihira.

XV,18. The epoch here ascribed to Lätäcärya is found again in 1,8 as that of the 
Romakasiddhänta; the epoch-dale 22 March 505 A.D., then, must be Läta’s. But 
note that in VIII,5 sunset at Avant! is ascribed to the Romakasiddhänta.

XV,19. Simhäcärya is not otherwise known, but his epoch is the standard epoch 
of most Indian astronomers — e.g., for both the äryapaksa and the brähmapaksa.

The guru of the Yavanas gives as epoch 10 muhürtas i.e., 8 hours past sunset, 
hence about 2 hours 30° to the west of the prime meridian Lañka-Ujjayinl. We 
have seen in 111,13 that Yavanapura (Alexandria) is assumed to lie 44° to the west 
of Ujjayini, as is very nearly correct. Baghdad-Babylon, however, lies 31 ;25° west 
of Ujjayini; so the epoch of the guru of the Yavanas is midnight at Babylon as it was, 
e.g., in the Sasanian Zij ash-Shäh (according to al-Bïrünï, cited by E. S. Kennedy, 
J AOS 78, 1958, p. 260-261 ).

XV,20. Aryabhata’s first epoch is that of the ärdharätrika system, for which see 
Part I p. 14; his second is that of the Arvabhatiya, Dasagitikä 2 and Kälakrivä 16.

XV,22-23. In Puränic cosmology the inner continent, Jambùdvipa, of which Mount 
Meru is the center, has at its four cardinal points the four territories listed here: 
Bhäratavarsa (i.e., India) to the south, the Bhadräsvas to the cast, the Kurus to the 
north and the Ketumälas to the west. Similarly the astronomers (e.g. Aryabhatiya, 
Gola 13) posit on the equator four cities distant 90° from each other; starting from 
Lanka and proceeding westward they are Lanka, Romakavisaya, Siddhapura, and 
Yamakoti.1)

XV,24. This verse slates that the various series of chronological units begin at the 
beginning of the yuga, at which time all of the planets were at Aries 0°. There is some 
ambiguity in the text as it is stated that both the series of days and that of nights begin 
at this time. The apparent contradiction disappears if we assume a sunset epoch 
and interpret the word “day” (dina) in the sense of “nychthemeron”. But Varä
hamihira may also have been expressing himself in a very loose manner.

9 Cf. D. Pingree, The Thousands of Abu Ma'shar, p. 45.
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The ayanas are usually the semicircles of the solar orbit from solstice to solstice 
but in the present context a beginning at the equinoxes is required. The rlus define 
a kind of seasonal division of the year. The “motion of the constellations’’ counts 
the number of sidereal days in a yuga.

XV,25. Romakavisaya is per definition 90° west of Lanka, and Yavanapura is by 
111,13 44° west of Lankä. The variation referred to in the second half of the verse 
is a direct effect of the variation in the length of daylight; such a variation does not 
exist, however, at Lanka itself but at any other locality on the prime meridian through 
Lanka.

XV,26-29. Criticism of the ordinary concept “Lord of the day’’ because of its de
pendence on geographical location.

Chapter XVI

XVI,1-9. In order to find from the ahargana a for the outer planets their mean 
(sidereal) longitude À, for Venus and Mercury the sighra (i.e. the sum of the mean 
sidereal longitude of the Sun plus the planet’s mean anomaly), rules of the following 
form are given

(1)

Here po is the approximate duration (in days) of one sidereal rotation, ô a correction 
due to the inaccuracy of po, and c (in degrees) the epoch constant (ksepa).

The given data for 1 /po and the resulting values for po are shown in Table 14. 
Note that the values of po are the exact equivalents of the ratios given for 1/po, no 
roundings being involved. The identical values for 1/po for Mars, Venus, and Mer-

Table 14.

1/Po

Saturn 

Jupiter . . . .

1000 16,40 1,0,0,0
10766066 49,50,34,26 2,59,26,3,57,36

100 1,40 1,0,0
433232 - 2,0,20,32 ” 1,12,12,19,12

1 1
687 11,27

Po

2,59,26 ;3,57,36d

I, 12,12;19,12d

II, 27dMars

Venus 10 10 1,0
sighra......... 2247 37,27 3,44,42

Mercury 100 1,40 1,0,0

sighra......... 8797 2,26,37 1,27,58,12

3,44 ;42d

l,27;58,12d
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2,1,45,10,30,0 = A

Table 15.

N Npo A = Np0 —A

Saturn.... 146 564 40,42,44 2,l,45,10,28,17;13,26,24d 1,42 ;46,33,26d
.Jupiter . . . 364 220 = 1,41,10,20 2,1,45,10,26,30 ;24 - 3,29 ;36
Mars......... 2 296 824 = 10,38, 0,21 2,1,45,10,34,48 + 4,48

Venus ....
slghra

7 022 388 - 32,30,39,48 2,1,45,14, 3, 3;36 + 3,33,3 ;36

Mercury . .
17 937 000 = ,23, 2,30, 0 2,1,45,10,31,30 + 1,30

cury and equivalent expressions for Saturn and Jupiter are found in Khandakhä- 
dyaka 11,1-5.

In order to determine the correction <5 one has to introduce the numbers p of 
days which represent the accurate lengths of the sidereal periods of the planets. 
Traditionally these numbers p arc defined by saying that exactly N sidereal revolutions 
of the planet take place during A days, i.e.,

For the number A can be taken the number of days in a Mahäyuga, i.e., in 20,0,0,0 
sidereal years. In the ärdharätrika system it is assumed (cf. IX,1) that

A = 1 577 917 800d = 2,1,45,10,30,O'1 (3)

which is the exact equivalent of the statement that

1 sidereal year = 365 ;15,31,30d. (3a)

In the following we shall use the parameter (3) and the values N listed in Table 15. 
It follows from the definition of p as exact sidereal period that one should have

j-c = 360 —
P 

whereas (1) gives
a a 

Å-c = 360 — + —-5.
Po po 

Consequently

— (360 + 5) = -360 and thus Ô = 360[ — — 1 
po p \p

Finally, using (2), we find for 5, measured in degrees
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Table 16.

6,0 -A/A Text: <5

Saturn........ —0; 0, 0, 5, 3,. . ,° -0; 0, 0, 5°
Jupiter .... -0; 0, 0,10,19,. . . -0; 0, 0, 10
Mars........... + 0; 0, 0,14,11,. . . + 0; 0, 0,14

Venus........ + 0; 0,10,29,58,. . . + 0; 0,10,30
slghra

Mercury . . . + 0; 0, 0, 4,26, 6,. . . + 0; 0, 0, 4, 30

ô =
A G)

in excellent agreement with the valnes found in the text (cf. Tables 15 and 16).
The problem of determining the accurate moment of the epoch is naturally 

related to the explanation of the values given in the text for the epoch constants, the 
ksepas. We shall show in the following that the epoch positions for the Sun and the 
Moon are referred to noon (Ujjayini) of March 20 A.D. 505 whereas the positions 
for the planets are based on midnight March 20/21 of that year. One can consider 
this inconsistency as evidence for an earlier version of the Süryasiddhänta (cf. above 
Pt. 1 p. 13 f.)

For the date of the epoch we can conclude from the ride given in 1,8 for the 
computation of the ah argan a that 427 years in the Saka era were completed at the 
epoch. Adding 427 to the number 3179 af years conventionally assumed as the date 
for the beginning of the Saka era with respect to the Kaliyuga1) we obtain for our 
epoch a distance of exactly 3606 (= 1,0,6) years from the beginning of the Kaliyuga.

We know furthermore (cf. (3a)) that

1 sidereal year = 6,5 ;15,31,30d.

Consequently the 1,0,6 years elapsed since the beginning of the Kaliyuga contain

6,5 ;15,31,30 • 1,0,6 = 6,5,52,3;3,9d ~ 1 317 123d. (5)

If we add these days to the beginning of the Kaliyuga, i.e. to midnight of February 
17/18 -3101 we obtain (ignoring the fraction 0;3,9d) midnight March 20/21 A.I). 505.

Computing for this moment and with the parameters of the ärdharätrika system 
the planetary (mean) positions one finds exactly, or almost exactly, the epoch con
stants given in the present chapter (cf. Table 17). For Sun and Moon, however, one 
finds discrepancies of about one half day’s motion too short; this shows that for these 
bodies noon of March 20 had been used as epoch, thus confirming the statement in 
IX, 1 that noon in Avanti is the point of reference for the solar longitudes. In the fol
lowing we shall first deal with the epoch constants for Sun and Moon as given in

9 Brähmasphutasiddhänta 1,26 or Laghubhäskariya 1,4.
Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1. 7
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Table 17.

N 0:18,1,48-
N = C1

V
- 0;3,9-
V = c2

Cj + c2 = c' c XVI c — c'

Saturn.. 40,42,44 122;28,55,12° 0; 2, 0,23°/d -0; 0, 6,19° 122:28,48,53° 122;28,49° 5 0
Jupiter . 1,41,10,20 8; 6,36, 0 0; 4,59, 9 — 0; 0,15,42 8; 6,20,18 8; 6,20 6 0
Mars . . . 10,38, 0,24 75;36,43,12 0;31,26,27 -0; 1,39, 2 75;35, 4,10 75;35 6 -0;0,4°

Venus . . 32,30,39,48 267;35,38,24 1 ;36, 7,44 -0; 5, 2,48 267;30,35,36 267;30,39 9 + 0;0,3
Mercury 1,23, 2,30, 0 148 ;30, 0, 0 4; 5,32,17 -0;12,53,27 148;17, 6,33 148:17 9 -0;0,7

IX,4 and 5 (cf. Table 18 and 19) before turning to the planetary ksepas from XVI,5, 6, 
and 9 (Table 17).

Let N again represent the number of sidereal rotations of a celestial body (or 
apogees, or nodes) in 20,0,0,0 sidereal years, thus N/2Q,0,0,0 the number of revo
lutions per year and therefore

N
1,0,6-------------6,0° = 0;18,l,48-iV (6)

20,0,0,0

the mean motion during 1,0,6 sidereal years since the beginning of the Kaliyuga. 
At the beginning of the Mahäyuga, i.e. 15,0,0,0 years before the beginning of the 
Kaliyuga, ail mean longitudes are assumed to be zero. The number of sidereal re
volutions during 15,0,0,0 years is given by

N
15,0,0,0------------  = O;45-;V. (7)

20,0,0,0 v 7

Hence, whenever the last digit of A, multiplied by 0;45, produces a number ending 
in zero—that is to say, whenever the last digit of N is divisible by 4 — then the number 
of rotations during 15,0,0,0 years is an integer and therefore the corresponding longi
tude will again be zero, also at the beginning of the Kaliyuga.

The values of A' for the rotations of Sun and Moon in a Mahäyuga are1)

Sun, mean longitude:
Moon, mean longitude:
Moon, apogee:
Moon, nodes (retrograde):

20,0,0,0
4,27,22,35,36 

2,15,36,59 
1,4,30,26.

The first two numbers are divisible by 4; thus the mean longitude of Sun and Moon 
is zero at the beginning of the Kaliyuga. But 59-0;45 = 44;15 and 26-0;45 = 19;30. 
Consequently the lunar apogee had a longitude of 90° at the beginning of the Kaliyuga 
while the longitude of the ascending node was ±180°.

0 Cf. note 1 to 1,14, Table 1.
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Table 18.

c0 + 0;18,l,48-N = ct

Sun, Mean Long.
Moon, Mean Long.
Moon, Apogee
Moon, Asc. Node

o°+ 0° = 0°
0 +357;28, 4,48 = -2;31,55,12°

90 + 189;48,34,12 - 279;48,34,12
180 -303;54,46,48 = -123 ;54,46,48

Having thus found the initial longitudes co for the beginning of the Kaliyuga we 
can now go 1,0,6 years forward to the epoch in A.D. 505 by adding, according to (6), 
the amount of 0 ;18,1,48 • A’. The resulting longitudes ci are shown in Table 18. We 
must now observe that (5) tells us that 1,0,6 sidereal years, beginning at midnight 
of —3101 Febr. 17/18 lead 0;3,9d beyond midnight of A.D. 505 March 20/21. Thus 
noon of March 20, the epoch for Sun and Moon, precedes by 0;33,9d the endpoint 
of 1,0,6 years.

Let ñ be the daily mean motions as determined from the parameters of the 
ärdharätrika system in IX,1-5. Then

c‘2 = - 0 ;33,9 -p (8)

furnishes the motion away from ci found before. Thus

C = Cl + C2 (9)

are the longitudes to be expected for the epoch, i.e., for noon of March 20 A.D. 505. 
Table 19 shows that the agreement with the ksepas given in IX,4 and 5 is excellent.

A similar consideration leads us to the ksepas for the planets in XVI,5—9. All 
numbers N are divisible by 4, thus all longitudes are zero at the beginning of the 
Kaliyuga and (6) gives directly ci (cf. Table 17). Since midnight epoch is used for 
the planets the excess of n is only 0;3,9-ñ where v is again the daily mean motion 
based on ärdharätrika parameters. Thus the expected epoch-longitudes are c = ci- 
0;3,9-ñ, again in excellent agreement with the ksepas in the text.

Table 20 gives in column I the modern data for the planetary positions in A.D. 
505 March 20 (7 p.m. Babylon).1) Column II is computed with Theon’s “Handy

Table 19.

IN V -0;33,9-v = c2 Cj + c2 = c' c IN c - c'

Sun, Mean Long. 1 (3) 0;59,8,10°/d -0;32,40,22° -0:32,40,22° -0;32,40° 1 (5) 0
Moon, Mean Lng. 2 (3) 13;10,34,52 — 7;16,47,46 -9;48,42,58 - 9;48,44 2 (4) — 0;0,l°
Moon, Apogee 3 (3) 0;6,40,59 -O;3,41,33 279;44,52,39 279;44,53 3 (4) 0
Moon, Asc. Node 5 (3) -0;3,10,44 + 0;l,45,23 -123;53,1,25 -123,53,3 5 (4) — 0;0,2

J) From Tuckerman, Tables. The time difference to midnight Ujjayini is only 3h.
7*
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Table 20.

Planet 1 II c c- Il

Saturn Â
Å

123.19° 120;13°
125;19 122;28,49° 2;50°

Jupiter Å
Ä

9.41 7 ;45
9 ;41 8; 6,20 - 1 ;35

Mars 7
Å

53.78 47;31
80;34 75;35 — 4;59

V enus Å
Á
0C

324.28 320 ;53
359;17
265; 2 267;30,39 + 2;29

Mercury Å
7
ÖC

6.89 13; 1 
359;17 
149 ;12 148;17 — 0;55

Tables” x) (for midnight Ujjayinï, March 20/21). The true longitudes in column II 
differ so little from the modern values that we may consider the mean longitudes and 
anomalies as fair estimates for these parameters (which have no simple parallel in 
modern tables). The agreement with the ksepas c is close enough to show their cor
rectness for the date of the epoch.

For the Moon all relevant parameters can conveniently be computed with 
P. V. Neugebauer’s tables (cf. Table 21, column II) and, for the sake of comparison, 
also from the ‘‘Handy Tables” (Table 21, column I). The longitude 7a of the apogee 
of the lunar orbit can be found, according to Fig. 58, from

7a = 7 — ä. (10)

The agreement of the ksepas is very good indeed.

Table 21.

Moon
505 March 20 noon Ujj.

c c- II
I 11

7 —9;24° -9.84° -9;48,44 + 0;1,40°
Â 345 ;50 345.13
ä 74; 5 70.6 70;26,23 -0;9,37

276;31 279. 6 279;44,53 + 0;9
-An 126 ;57 123.8 123;53,3 + 0;5

ß + 4 ;36 + 4 ;45

P Using (after correcting many errors) the edition by Halma “Commentaire de Théon d’Alexandrie. . . ; 
Tables manuelles des mouvemens des astres” Paris 1822, 1823.
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XVIJO-ll. The yearly corrections (bija) required according to these verses are

Saturn I +0;0,6,30°
Jupiter mean long. -();(), 10
Mars I + 0;0,17

Venus 1 , , -();(),45°
Mercury / sigh,a + 0;2

For Jupiter an additional correction of -0;23,20° (at epoch?) is to be applied.
If one computes the number of revolutions which accumulate by these correc

tions during 20,0,0,0 years and then adds the results (algebraically) to the numbers N 
known from the ärdharätrika system one obtains numbers (involving fractions for 
the outer planets) which are recorded nowhere else. We have no explanation to offer.

XVI,12-14. The underlying model of planetary motion assumed by the Surva- 
siddhänta, as by other early Indian texts, is a deferent concentric with the center 0

of the earth (cf. Fig. 59), carrying the mean planet P. The latter is the center of two 
epicycles, the “manda-epicycle” and the “sighra-epicycle”. On the former is situated 
the “mandocca” M such that the radius rm = PM has a fixed sidereal direction, pa
rallel to the direction from () to the apogee A; on the latter epicycle is moving the 
“sighrocca” S such that, for an outer planet, PS = rs is always parallel to the direction 
from 0 to the Sun (which, then, the text calls sighra, i.e., “conjunction”) whereas 
for an inner planet P coincides with the mean Sun while PS makes with the direction 
OP the angle a which represents the anomaly of the planet.

Obviously the displacement caused by the manda-epicycle is the cinematic 
equivalent of an eccentric deferent in the Greek planetary theory (with PM as ec
centricity) whereas the sighra epicycle plays essentially the same role as the epicycle 
which carries the planet.

As independent variables serve in the Indian arrangement the angles m (manda) 
and s (sighra) shown in Fig. 59,

/n = ÂA (1)

being the (sidereal) longitude of the apogee A, and
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s = Å + oc, (2)

the sum of the mean longitude of the planet and its anomaly. Both m and ,s produce 
corrections, /z and o respectively, which, combined and modified in a fashion to be 
described presently, lead from the mean longitude Å of lhe planet to its true longitude 2.

The basic parameters for both inequalities are expressed in the text as circum
ferences of the epicycles, cm and cs respectively, measured in units of which the cir
cumference c of the deferent of radius R contains 360.1) Since

for the norm /? = 60 adopted in Greek astronomy, however, one has

Cm Cm Cs Cs
(3)R 360 R ” 360

and since we have in the Pancasiddhäntikä the norm R = 120, it follows from (3) that

Cm
Cm = — cs =

Cs
(4)

3 3 ’

Cm
e =

6
(5)

Table 22 shows the specific values (following the ärdharätrika system) for the indi
vidual planets.2) All longitudes 2A of the apogees are sidereally fixed. It should be 
noted that the manda-parameters of Venus are lhe same as the solar parameters, 
taken from IX,7—8 (above p. 69 f.). This means, expressed in modern terms, that the 
solar orbit can serve as deferent for Venus.

Table 22.

manda sighra
asc.
node

cm rm e 2 a cs rs r 2n

Saturn .......... 60 20; 0 10; 0 240° 40 13;20 6 ;40 100°
Jupiter........ 32 10;40 5;20 160 72 24 12 80
Mars............. 70 23;2O 11 ;40 110 234 78 39 40
Venus ........... 14 4 ;40 2;20 80 260 86;40 43;20 60
Mercury .... 28 9;2O 4;40 220 132 44 22 20

Sun............... 14 4 ;40 2 ;20 80

x) These units are, of course, not “degrees” since every circle, independent of size, contains 360°.

Here, however, we are dealing with arc-lengths measured in units of length —— R such that the circum
ference of a circle of radius smaller than R contains less than 360 units.

2) For the Sun cf. IX,7-8 (above p. 69 f.).
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XVI,15-22. These verses give the rules for finding the true longitude 2 of a planet 
from its mean longitude 2, the latter assumed to be known, together with the mean 
longitude 2o of the Sun and the parameters from Table 22.

The first step (XVI,15) consists in the determination of the equation o caused 
by the epicyclic anomaly a (cf. Fig. 60). For an outer planet one has always

a = Ao — 2 (O
hence one can form with a as argument the trigonometric functions

bhuja (or balm) = Sin a = R sin a 

koti = Cos a = R cos a
I
I (2)

R being the radius of the deferent. Making use of the relation (1) of the preceding 
section one obtains (XVI, 16)

b
Cg o •

bhujaphaia = -----Sina = r8sina
J 1 360

k = kotiphala = ---- Gosa = rs cosa• 1 360

(3)

(cf. Fig. 60).!) Computing the “(sighra-) hypotenuse”

OS = h = I (R + rs cosa)2 + (rs sin a)2 
one finds (XVI, 17) 

b
Sin cr = R-

h

(4)

(3)

This gives the “sighra-correction” a; it is positive for 0 < a < 180° and negative in 
the remaining semicircle. Fig. 61 shows the general type of the function tr(a).

1) The rules of signs in XVI,16 follow a terminology according to which “Aries 0°” means a = 0. 
Consequently A? >. 0 for the arc “Capricorn 0° to Gemini 30°” and similarly for k < 0. Our notation k = rs 
cosa automatically takes care of these rules.
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The next steps consist in a modification of the direction of the apsidal line, first 
under the influence of the sighra correction, then by a manda correction (cf. Fig. 62).

The first displacement moves the apogee from A to Ai, and correspondingly
(7 

the endpoint M of the manda-radius to Mi, by the amount of the angle — where a

is the sighra correction found in (5). Having thus formed the “corrected longitude 
of the apogee” (XVI, 18)

n?i = m =F -f a (6)
one computes

xi = Ä- mi (7)

i.e., the angle made by the radius rm = MiP with the direction OP. From ki one ob
tains, as in (3), the perpendicular bi = MiNi from

Sinxi = rmsinxi = bi (8)
360

which is seen from () under the angle /zi.
In order to determine this angle /zi the same type of approximation is used as 

in IX,7-8 (above p. 69 f.) that is to say it is assumed (cf. Fig. 62) that

MiNi = bi «s PQ = R sin/zi
or

Sin/zi = bi. (9)

This manda correction is now used to correct once more the apsidal line by 
moving Ai to A2 (hence Mi to M2) by the angle -;/zi (cf. Fig. 63). Thus one forms

z??2 = mi ± //i (10)
and find from it (XVI, 19)

x2 = 1 - m2. (11)
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Hence one can find the perpendicular &2 = M2N2 from

(‘m

360
Sinx2 = rmsinx2 = ¿>2 (12)

to which corresponds a manda correction fi-z, again determined from

SÍI1/Z2 ¿>2- (13)

This correction /J2 is now used to change the position of the center of the sighra 
epicycle from the original mean position P to a point Pi of longitude Äi such that 
(XVI,19)

À! = ZTh2. (14)

With Pi as center one finds the sighra correction cri (of course by the same process 
as before a from (1) to (5)) for the anomaly (XVI,20)

ai = ^0 —Äi. (15)

The resulting sighra correction cri then defines the true longitude of the planet from

A = Â1 ± O'! (16)

which is in Fig. 63 the longitude of the point P' on the deferent. This completes the 
computation of the true position of an outer planet.

For Venus and Mercury (XVI,21) the equation of center of the Sun is still to 
be taken into consideration. Let Âao be the (sidereally fixed) longitude of the solar 
apogee, co the circumference of the manda epicycle of the Sun of radius r0 (which 
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is the equivalent of the solar eccentricity), Ao the longitude of the mean Sun al the 
given moment and

xo = Ao — ^ao- (17)
Then

co . _ . _
---- Smxo = rosinxo (18)
360

leads as before (c.g. (3) to (5)) to the manda correction /zo of the Sun. It gives us the 
amount by which the true Sun differs in longitude from the mean Sun; by the same 
amount the whole epicycle of an inner planet must be displaced with respect to the

corrected mean position Ji obtained in (14). Thus /zo has to be added to the value À 
given by (16).

This solar correction /zo appears to be unique to the Pancasiddhäntikä.1) An 
additional correction of -1;7° is prescribed in XVI,22 for the longitude of Venus. 
This is probably an empirical correction, perhaps introduced by Varähamihira.

With (16) we have finally the following rules for the determination of the true 
longitudes of the inner planets:

A = Ai + tri + //o — 1 ; 7 °
Z = Å1 + (71 + /ZQ

for Venus

for Mercury.

We now can turn to the problem of motivating the peculiar way in which the 
two equations, a depending on a and /z depending on z (cf. Fig. 64), are combined 
in the rules from (6) to (16). Obviously the core of the difficulty of computing planetary 
positions lies in the fact that two inequalities are superimposed and that all combi
nations of the two effects are in principle possible. In other words we are dealing 
actually for a function of two independent variables which one tries to control, for

*) An attempt to correct for solar equation was made in Khapdakhâdyaka IX,9. 
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practical reasons, through a combination of values depending on each variable 
separately.

In order to explain the astronomical meaning of the compromise adopted by 
oid text we replace the effect of the manda-epicycle by the equivalent eccentricity of 
the deferent and change our notation accordingly. Thus rm becomes the eccentricity e 
of the deferent (cf. Fig. 64 and Fig. 65), while rs is placed by r, the radius of the epi
cycle which carries the planet P. Without the effect of the eccentricity the mean planet 
would be at C and the true planet at P' when subject to the anomaly a alone.

To combine the two displacements, one in the fixed direction Cl) in the amount e, 
the other CP' depending on a, we assume that both are small in comparison to the

radius R of the deferent, such that the arc EQ of the deferent (cf. Fig. 66) may be 
considered a straight line, of course perpendicular to the direction OC. Under this 
assumption the observer at () would ascribe to the planet the longitude of Q when 
affected only by the sïghra correction a(a) = CQ. Conversely the eccentricity e would 
move the center of the epicycle from C (which is at a distance x from the apogee of 
the deferent) to I), i.e., to the longitude of the point E. Hence CE is the manda cor
rection

According to the rules of the text neither a(a) nor //(x) are used directly. The 
point with the distance xi from the apogee, where

xi = Ä - mi = x + o'

(according to (6) and (7)) is represented by the midpoint R of CQ (cf. Fig. 66). The 
manda equation //i which belongs to the point R would be obtained by projecting 
onto the deferent a vector from R parallel to CI) and of length e = CI). Formula (10), 
however, shows that only is used, i.e., the projection RU of RT = ^e. The 
parallelograms drawn in Fig. 66 show that T is a point of CP' and that U also can 
be obtained by projecting the midpoint Z of the parallelogram PP'CI) onto the de
ferent. Thus the use of yo and /zi is shown to be the equivalent of introducing the 
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midpoint of the resultant displacement of both inequalities, represented on the defe
rent by the point U.

One now considers U as the point for which the manda correction //2 should 
be obtained, then applied to C according to (14). This, in turn, results in some change 
in the epicyclic anomaly according to (15) and hence to a new sighra correction tri, 
to be used as the final correction in (16).

The statement made above that U is the representative of the midpoint Z of the 
resultant inequality is no longer exact when QE is curved. Nevertheless the general 
idea remains valid that a point near the point Z on the resultant may produce a better 
correction than a correction provided by either D or P' alone.

XVI,22. In the Paitämahasiddhänta of the Visnudharmottarapuräna IV, 15 one finds 
the following rule which can explain what Varähamihira had in mind:

“One should divide the difference between the corrected argument for the final 
sighra operation and the argument for the first station by the difference of the (planet’s) 
true velocity and the true velocity of the sighra; the result is the time, in days and their 
parts, of the first station.”

The idea underlying this ride can be summarized as follows. From 111,31 in 
the same text is known the anomaly «o al which the first station should occur (and, 
symmetrically to 180°, the second station). Let a be the true anomaly found by com
putation for a moment t not too far ahead of the time for which the station may be 
expected. Hence ao-a is the arc still to be travelled by the planet. Its velocity v on 
the epicycle is the difference between the velocity of the sighra s and the mean velocity 
of the planet. The quotient (ao-a)/p gives the time between t and the moment when 
the planet becomes stationary.

XVI,23. The following angular differences between Sun and planet are required 
for visibility:

Moon 12° Jupiter 11°
Mars 17 Venus 9
Mercury 13 Saturn 15.

fhe same numbers are found in the Paitämahasiddhänta of the Visnudharmottara
puräna (II 1,9) and, e.g., in the Laghubhäskariya (VII,1—2). In the latter text the de
grees are transformed into vinädikäs by multiplication with 10, a procedure which 
shows that we are dealing with equatorial degrees, i.e., with arcs of oblique ascensions.

Similar, but slightly different data are given in XVI1,58, excepting those for the 
Moon and Saturn that are unchanged.

XVI,24-25. These verses deal with the computation of the latitudes of the planets, 
but we do not understand how the given rules can lead to reasonable results. Latitudes 
should depend on three elements: the inclination of the planet’s orbit (i.e. inclination 
of deferent and epicycle with respect to the ecliptic), the location of the nodes, and 
the distance of the planet from the earth (i.e., essentially, on the anomaly a). The
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last element is taken care of by the rule in XVI,25 to multiply a preliminary result 
by R/h where h is the corrected sïghra hypotenuse, i.e. the distance of the planet 
from the observer corrected for both inequalities (in first approximation shown by 
OS in Fig. 60 p. 103).

The two first mentioned effects should somehow appear in the rules which 
seem to involve the two planetary inequalities but the details remain obscure. The 
pairs of coefficients

Saturn 9/8 9/8
Jupiter 9/8 3/4
Mars 3/4 3/4
Venus 9/8 3/4
Mercury 3/4 9/8

could perhaps suggest a tilting of the epicycles about two orthogonal diameters but 
the restriction to only two numerical values, 3/4 = 0;45 and 9/8 = 1 ;7,30, makes any 
coordination with the individual conditions still more difficult to understand.

Chapter XVII

XVI1,1-60. These sixty verses of the last chapter of the Paficasiddhäntikä form a 
unit, clearly distinct from the preceding chapters. We find here a theory of the plane
tary motions and of the planetary phases in a form which is directly related to Baby
lonian methods, in marked contrast to the geometric models in the classical Greek 
fashion as found, e.g., in chapter XVI.

In the present text the planets are discussed one by one in the order

Venus Jupiter Saturn Mars Mercury.

This arrangement is very unusual since it differs from the ordinary sequence in Indian 
astronomy (e.g. in XVII,65-80)

Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

which is the sequence of the days of the week and thus ultimately based on the Hel
lenistic order

Saturn Jupiter Mars Venus Mercury.

It also differs from the Babylonian order

Jupiter Venus Mercury Saturn Mars.

Astrologically it groups together the benefic planets (Venus and Jupiter) and the male
fic (Saturn and Mars), leaving the neutral Mercury for last; but this may be a completely 
fortuitous circumstance.
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In order to avoid repetitions we shall not follow in our discussion the text verse 
by verse. First we will combine all data about the synodic periods from which the 
mean motions are derived. Then we will take up, planet by planet (from Saturn to 
Mercury), problems concerning the planetary phases, their distribution and natural 
order. Finally epoch constants and visibility conditions will be treated, again in 
separate sections.

1. Synodic Periods

As “synodic period’’ or “synodic time’’ one denotes the time interval between 
one heliacal rising of a planet and the next, or, in general, from one phase to the next 
of the same kind. If one wants to establish the date of a certain phase one must know 
the number of synodic periods elapsed since the given epoch. The following proce
dure is designed to furnish this information.

Let a be the given ahargana and (to a positive or negative correction of a which 
leads from the epoch date to the nearest phase — for which we use ordinarily the first 
visibility after conjunction (for an inner planet: after inferior conjunction) and which 
we denote by I\ We wish to know the number s of synodic periods of a given length 
p contained in

ct' = a + (to ( 1 )

days. In our text the obvious answer

7s = a/p (2)

is not reached directly but only as a result of modifications of approximate values 
p and s where

.s = a'Ip. (3)

If £ is a correction which changes the approximate period p to the accurate period p 
by

P + C = p (4)
one has

a' a s Í £\ a -
.s = = ----- = ---------- s 1 - - =----- . (5)

p p + C 1 + C/p \ p/ p

Table 23 shows the values taken from the text for uo, p, and £.
Let us assume that a certain phase (e.g. F) occurs at a point of longitude À. 

'fhe next occurrences will take place al about A + Z1Å, À + 2ZIÀ, etc., where Jz represents 
the “mean synodic arc”. As the planet traverses the ecliptic the phases will be more 
or less equidistantly spaced, but one sidereal rotation will not result in an occurrence 
of the phase in question at the starting point A. In general it will take Z rotations (or 
Z+n rotations for Venus and Mars) before an accurate return of the phases to the 
same longitudes takes place, i.e., only after II occurrences during Z (or Z + II) revo-
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Table 23.

ao P c P ch. XVII

h -ISOld 378 = 6,18d + 1/10 6,18; 6d 14-15
% - 34;34 399 = 6,39 - 1/9 6,38;53,20 6- 7
A —216;40 780 = 13, 0 — 0;2,41 12,59;57,19 21 -22
? - 147 584 = 9,44 -1/11 9,43;54,32. . . 1 - 2
$ + 28;20 927/8 - l,55;52,30 + 0; 0,15 1,55;52,45 36-37

hitions the phases will be periodically repeated. Since neither a planet nor the Sun 
move with constant angular velocity the “true synodic arcs” will more or less differ 
from the mean AX. Nevertheless 77 occurrences will result in a periodic repetition of 
all phases since the apsidal lines can be considered fixed for comparatively long inter
vals of time.

For an outer planet the sum of 77 and of the corresponding number Z of sidereal 
revolutions of the planet gives the length of the basic period expressed in years; for 
an inner planet the number of sidereal rotations itself represents the number of years. 
Specifically one has the following relations:

Saturn, .Jupiter
Mars
Venus
Mercury

17 occur. =

Z sid. rot. = (77 + Z) sid. years
(77 + Z) sid. rot. = (277+Z) sid. years 
(77+Z) sid. rot. = (77+Z) sid. years
Z sid. rot. = Z sid. years

(6)

The quotient p = n¡z G)
indicates the number of synodic intervals which correspond in the mean to one 
sidereal revolution of the planet. Consequently

360° Z
II (8)

gives the length of the mean synodic arc. In general P is, of course, not an integer. 
Furthermore: if one divides the number s of synodic intervals contained in the 

given ahargana a , found in (5), by the number P

(9)

then the result N tells us how many revolutions of the planetary phase under consi
deration (e.g., 71) took place during a days. Therefore the integer part of N can be 
ignored while the remainder gives the fraction of a revolution gained in longitude 
over the position at cio. Hence (9) allows us to determine the mean longitude of the 
planet at the given moment.
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Table 24.

Babyloi lian Pañcasiddhántika

77 Z ZÜ P = 77/Z ZÜ ch. XVII

1? 4,16 9 %12;39° 256/ 9 = 4,16/ 9 = 28;26,40 15
'll 6,31 36 %33; 9 391/36 = 6,31/36 = 10;51,40 7-8 Il

2,13 18 ^48;43 133/18 2,13/18 = 7;23,20 22-24
$ 12, 0 7,11 3,35 ;30 3,35 ;50° 1 ?
$ 11,24 3,37 ^1,54:13 684/217 = 11,24/3,37 = 3;9,7,32,... 37-38 5

The parameters (7) and (8) are al the foundation of Babylonian planetary 
theory. The close resemblance of the data recorded in XVI1,1-60 to Babylonian pro
cedures suggests a comparison with the above mentioned basic parameters. Table 24 
reveals exact numerical agreement for the outer planets and Mercury.1) For Venus 
one finds a minor deviation but this is not to be taken too seriously since our know
ledge of Babylonian data is particularly incomplete for this planet.

2. Patterns of Distribution for the Phases on the Ecliptic

If consecutive occurrences of a given phase were always spaced at a distance 
ZU from each other the 77 points on the ecliptic where our phase occurs would be also 
equidistantly arranged at a distance of

36()°/7/ = 360°/7JZ = 2Ü/Z.

In fact, however, the length of the synodic arcs is greater in some sections of the eclip
tic and therefore smaller in others, due to the anomaly of Sun and planet and other 
causes, such that the density of the 77 points at which a certain phase will be obser
ved depends on the region of the ecliptic.

To take care of this empirical fact Babylonian astronomy has invented several 
devices among which “System A” is of interest in the present context. The ecliptic 
is divided in a number of sections (from two to six are attested), generally of unequal 
length; within each of these sections the phases are equidistantly spaced, in some 
sections narrower, in others wider, than the mean distance zU/Z. It is exactly this 
idea which we find applied in the present chapter.

Saturn (XVII,16-19)
fhe ecliptic is divided into three sections

(1) length; ai = 45;51° containing 30 occurrences
(2) a2=177;34 127
(3) a3 = 136;35 99

Total 360 ;() 77 = 2 5 6
9 For the Babylonian parameters cf. ACT II p. 283. 
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We are not told, however, where these three arcs should be located on the 
ecliptic.

The lengths of these three sections aj, a2, <*3,  are only little different from the 
mean lengths öci, «2, ÖE3, which one obtains from the mean distance

360°/77 = 6,0o/4,16 = l;24,22,30°

by multiplication with the number of occurrences each arc contains. In this way one 
finds

äi = 42;11,15° = ai-3;39,45°
a2 = 178;35,37,30 = a2 + l ;l,37,30
ä3 = 139; 13,7,30 = a3 + 2;38,7,30.

This shows that the “true” distribution of the phases is only insignificantly different 
from the “mean” distribution and it is difficult to see why at all one should have 
introduced separate zones for such minute deviations.

Jupiter (XVII,9-11)
The ecliptic is divided into three sections

(1) length: ai = 159;30° containing 180 occurrences
(2) a2 = 180;0 195
(3) a3= 20;30 16
Total 360 ;0 77 = 391

The location of these sections on the ecliptic is not specified.
The length of the mean distance on the ecliptic between phases of the same 

kind is given by

36O777 = 6,076,31 ~ 0;55,14,34,40,49,. . .°

Multiplication of this arc by the above given number of events gives mean arcs which 
are hardly different from the given arcs:

äi = 165;43,44,. . .° = ai + 6;13,44,. . .°
ä2 = 179;32,22,. . . = a2 - 0;27,37,. . .
0.3 = 14;43,53,. . . = 0C3 —5;46,7,. . .

As in the case of Saturn the true density of the occurrences is only little different 
from the mean one.

Mars
For a sixfold division of the ecliptic cf. below p. 119.

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 6, no.l. 8
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Venus (XVII,1-2)
The uniformity in the motion of Venus makes it unnecessary lo introduce a 

sectioning of the ecliptic, a conclusion also known from Babylonian astronomy.
In XVII, 1 the mean synodic arc is given as

AÅ = 215;50°

(cf. Table 24), the mean synodic time as

At = 583;54,32>. . .d

(cf. Table 23), i.e. about 593 ;11,... tithis. The corresponding Babylonian para
meters arc zïl = 215;30° and Ax = 593;10T respectively. Exactly the Babylonian 
value AÅ = 215;30° is also attested in our present text (XVII,75; cf. Table 33, below 
p. 126).

For the subdivision of the synodic arc cf. below p. 120f.

Mercury (XVII,38—40)
For this planet we find 

vidual arcs are
here an eightfold division of the ecliptic. The indi-

ai = 8° a5 = 12°
a2 = 30 aß = 30
a3 = 60 a? = 97
OC4 = 100 a8 = 23,

correctly totalling 360°.
Associated with these segments are eight numbers as follows:

t?i = 7
712 = 30
713 = 81
714 = 88

715 = 14
716 = 33
717 = 104
718 = 31

One would expect these numbers to represent occurrences of a certain phase, presum
ably S, within each segment, the total being H. In fact, however, the total 388 = 6,28 
is not attested as a number 77 (and the corresponding Z = H¡P with P 3;9,7 would 
not be an integer) but as the number Z of years which contain 77 = 20,23 occurrences.1)

The fact that the numbers rii do not represent occurrences but their number 
divided by P may have to do with the determination of true and mean longitudes of 
the phases described in the next section. The text calls the numbers n¡ “days” which 
is in any case meaningless.

The mean distance between occurrences is given by 6,0°/77 (^ 0 ;17,39,. . . ). 
An arc of length a¡ should therefore contain in the mean //¡i = a¡77/6,0 occurrences. 
If the 7ii whose total is Z = II\P would correspond to a mean density their number

9 Cf. ACT II, p. 283.
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on a; should be m = a¡Z/6,0, hence mi/m = 11 [Z = P. In fact the quotients pi = m^ni 
are not constant. One finds

pi = 3;52,57,. . . />5 = 2;54,42,. . .
P2 = 3;23,50 p6 = 3 ;5,18,. . .
p3 = 2;30,59,. . . pi = 3 ;10,6,. . .
P4 = 3;51,40 ps = 2;31,13,. . .

But the variation from the mean value P 3;9,7 are not very great, a fact remini
scent of the experience with Saturn and Jupiter.

3. Mean and True Positions

For Venus no distinction seems to be made between mean and true positions 
(cf. above p. 114). For the other planets the number N of its “risings” is to be multi
plied by a certain number Z and the product divided by another number II. These 
numbers Z and II are the well known Babylonian parameters which determine the 
ratio P = Il[Z (cf. above p. Ill and Table 24) that counts the number of mean 
synodic arcs (and their fractions) which cover exactly 360° in longitude. Hence we 
can give the above rule the form: the number of risings should be divided by P.

It is not difficult to find the reason for this operation. Let N be the number of 
“risings” i.e. the number of occurrences of the phase F of a planet since a first F after 
epoch. Suppose N is an integer multiple of P. Then we know that N synodic arcs 
cover an integer multiple of 360°; hence the first and the last rising have the same 
longitude. Consequently it is only the remainder in the quotient N/P which is of 
interest and which tells us which fraction n < 1 of P synodic arcs goes beyond the 
longitude of the first rising. The corresponding gain in mean longitude will be nPAÅ.

The longitudinal progress will be greater than this amount in case the true sy
nodic arcs AÅ are greater than AÅ, smaller for zlÂ < Z1Â. This seems to be the meaning 
of the statements found in XVII,8, XVII,24, and XVII,41. That the correction is ap
plied to “days” instead of to longitudes is a common mistake in this chapter (cf. p. 126 
and p. 128). The transformation to corresponding time intervals would not be diffi
cult since the mean synodic times are known (p in Table 23 p. 111). The information 
concerning the true synodic arcs would have to come from the schemes for the di
stribution of the occurrences of the phases in different sections of the ecliptic (cf. 
above p. 112).

So far the principle of the procedure seems clear. There are, however, addi
tional steps mentioned in the text which we cannot properly explain.

Saturn (XVII,15-17) and Jupiter (XVII,7,9-10)
For both planets additive constants, +89 (in XVII,15) and +18 (in XVII,7) 

respectively, are mentioned which seem to be epoch constants. Their discussion is 
therefore postponed to a later section (p. 123-125).

8*
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Other positive and negative corrections are related to the remainders n (called
“padas”) of the quotients N/P. These corrections are

for Saturn in (1) 30 padas +2416' = +40;16°
(XVII,16-17) (2) 127 -2519' = - 41 ;59°

(3) 99 +2037' = +33;57°
total : 77 = 256

and similarly
for Jupiter in (1) 180 padas - 1456' = -24;16°
(XVII,9-10) (2) 195 + 1265' = +21;5°

(3) 16 -1391' = -24;46°
total: 17 = 391.

If one takes the number of padas in which positive corrections are prescribed and
compares it with the number of padas of opposite sign one finds

for Saturn: 129 positive, 127 negative
for Jupiter: 195 positive, 196 negative.

In the case of Jupiter 195 and 196 are the integers nearest to 4-77.
In the case of Saturn one has y77±l instead of simply ÿ77 = 128.

The reason for this arrangement we do not know. On the values of the corrections 
it seems without influence.

The above given corrections are not final, either for Saturn or for Jupiter. For 
Saturn XVII, 17 prescribes “a subtraction or addition” of 12; 12° which perhaps should 
be applied as follows:

in (1) +40;16°-12;12° = +28;4°
(2) -41;59 + 12;12 =-29;47
(3) + 33;57 -12;12 = +21;45.

Finally all numbers (i.e. 28 ;4 etc.) should be multiplied by a factor 31/32 = 0;58,7,30.
For Jupiter no further corrections are prescribed save a reduction (in XVII, 10) 

of all numbers by 5/8 = 0;37,40. We have no explanation to offer for any of these 
numbers. Also the concluding remark that Jupiter ‘‘rises in the east (£”) in so many 
minutes (of arc)” makes no sense to us.

Mercury (XVII,36-37)
Between the operations which fit the pattern of Table 23 and 24 we find in 

XVII,36 a subtraction of 1/8 of a day and a division of the number of risings by 4. 
We cannot explain these steps which seem in excess of the normal procedure.

4. Subdivision of the Synodic Arc

We denote the planetary phases by Greek letters. For an outer planet we have 
the following sequence:
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F heliacal rising 
ø first station 
0 opposition 
llJ second station
Q acronychal setting.

From Q to F the planet is invisible. The longitudinal progress from one r to the next 
is the “synodic arc’’, the time elapsed during this motion is the “synodic time”. In 
principle the same applies to the motion from P to Q or to any other phase but the 
corresponding intervals need not to be the same for all phases. Only for the mean 
synodic arc AÅ could any pair of Greek letters be used.

For an inner planet we define 

F morning rising
0 first station
P morning setting

S evening rising
P second station
Q evening setting

F morning rising

morning star

invisible at superior conjunction

evening star

invisible at inferior conjunction

In the preceding sections we collected the information concerning (a) the mean 
values obtainable from the periodicity of the phases and (b) the variations in density 
of a given phase (P) on the ecliptic within the total of Ft occurrences. In both cases 
one is dealing only with one specific phase, independent of its relation to the other 
phases. What remains are data which describe the sequence of all phases within one 
synodic arc (e.g. from r to P), both with respect to motion in longitude and to time 
intervals. Since no mention is made of differences in length of the synodic arcs depend
ing on different sections of the ecliptic the total of intervals between consecutive phases 
should be the mean value of the synodic arc and the synodic time. Such a pattern 
will be fairly close to the actually observable intervals and discrepancies can be ab
sorbed by the stretch of invisibility from Q to P. Consequently such a scheme is not 
meant to be extended beyond one synodic period, or rather it begins with P and 
ends at I).

Larger intervals between consecutive phases (e.g., between P and 0) are some
times subdivided into shorter sections. We denote the dividing points—-which do not 
correspond to real planetary phases—by Greek letters with accents.

The striking parallelism with Babylonian data established in the preceding 
sections extends also into the present problems. Without going into greater detail we 
shall therefore add to the Indian analysis of the sequence of the planetary phases 
also a description of similar schemes found in Babylonian sources. That such a
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comparison is at all fruitful in spite of the only fragmentary character of our know
ledge of Babylonian astronomy demonstrates how intimate the relation of early Indian 
astronomy and its Babylonian predecessor must have been.

Saturn (XVII,19-20)
Table 25 shows the given data. For the Babylonian theory we have only a pat

tern with two velocity zones1) which divide the direct motion in a different fashion. 
Hence we have here no means for a closer comparison.

Table 25.

Saturn ch. XV 11,19-20 Babylonian

r -+r....... 16d 1 ;20°
r><i>....... 56 3 ;52

....... 55 -3 52;30d 1
ø^p..... 60 -4 60 1 -8° or — 6;40

..... 112 8
....... 36 3

r ....... 335d 9;12°’

Since XVII,14-15 give for the mean synodic lime p 378d (cf. Table 23 p. Ill) 
one may estimate the time of invisibility Í2-*/ 1 as about 43d with about 3;30° of direct 
motion since the mean synodic arc should be about 12;40° (cf. Table 24 p. 112).

Jupiter (XVII,12-13)
For this planet one linds (cf. Table 26) good agreement with the previously 

determined parameters (cf. Table 23 p. Ill): p = 398;53,20d ™ 399d and zlZ = 
33;9° 34° (cf. Table 24). A corresponding Babylonian pattern is also shown in
Table 26.

Table 26.

Jupiter ch. XVII,12-13 Babylonian

r -+r..... 60d 12° r-> r 30d 7; 2°
r'^r"..... 40 4 r
r"->&....... 24 2 90 11 ;15

-+ø....... 56 - 6 <p
0 ..... 60 -6 120 — 9;23

..... 80 12 90 10;47
Q' -+Í2....... 50 9 30 7; 2
Q ....... 29 7 [Q->r\ [30] 7; 2

r....... 399d 34° r^r 390d 33;45°

b Cf. ACT II p. 315.
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Mars (XVII,25-35)
These eleven verses are meant to give a description of the subdivision of the 

synodic arc of Mars into five sections (gatis), thrown into confusion by the insertion 
of a detailed description of the retrograde motion.

Al the beginning (XVI 1,25-26) we have the following arcs between the conse
cutive phases (C denoting the conjunction with the Sun):

(I) 186
(II) 0_>0 -18
(III) 180
(IV) Q-+C 30
(V) c->r 30

Total: F^F 408° = 48° (mod. 360°).

A final synodic motion of 48° agrees well with the data found in XVII,22 (cf. Table 
24). The text obviously considers as point of separation between gatis (II) and (III) 
the opposition 0 by describing it as “half of its course since conjunction’’ (XVII,25). 
This, however, must be a mistake since 18° can only be the total arc of retrogradation. 
Furthermore, by adding (V), (I), and (II) one finds 198° instead of 204° whereas 

= -9° would lead to C->0 = 207°.
The intrusion which concerns retrogradation consists of the verses XVI 1,29—33. 

Since this material is divided into three sections Varâhamihira (or his source) took 
this as representing 3 gatis; since XVII,27 and 28 deal with the gatis (I) F-><P and 
(II) <Z> -+0 he counted XVII,34 as the 6th gati, concerning the “fast gati’’ after 
retrogradation, while XVII,35 for Q ->C and C ^F become gatis “7” and “8“.

Excluding the foreign material XVII,29-33 we obtain the following pattern for 
the time intervals:

267;30d 
ø between

Ï2 between 
_Q->C between 
C^F between

XVI 1,27: (I)
XVII,28: (II)
XVII,34: (HI)
XVII,35: (IV)

(V)

51d and 72d 
296d and 314d
60d and 72d
60d and 72d.

The total which may vary between 735d and 798d (mean value 767d) agrees reason
ably well with the mean synodic time of about 780d. Table 27 shows the distribution 
of the intervals within the zodiacal signs. The pairing Pisces and Aries, Taurus and 
Gemini, etc., is a characteristic feature of the Babylonian theory of Mars1) and as
sures us of a Babylonian archetype of the present material.

We now turn to the verses XVI 1,29-33 which concern the retrogradations of 
Mars, again arranged for pairs of zodiacal signs. In order to bring some sense in these 
data we have to assume another mistake. For each pair of signs we find three arcs

J) Cf. ACT II p. 302-306.
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Table 27.

Mars )( V ® P m x* 5 XVII

I . . . 267 30d 27

II . . . 57d 71d 72d 66d 61d 51d 28
Ill . . . 301 305 308 311 314 311 309 306 302 299 296 34
IV . . . 62 69 72 69 63 60 35
V . . . 62 69 72 69 63 60

Total . 750 754 785 788 798 795 781 778 757 754 735

and three corresponding time intervals. We assume that the first two concern 0-^0 
and 0->0 respectively (cf. Table 28) whereas the third belongs to an independent 
scheme for 0->0 (cf. Table 29), erroneously combined with the first two. This latter 
scheme not only forms a typical linear zigzag function for arcs as well as for days 
but the arcs agree exactly with the Babylonian “Scheme R” for the retrogradations 
of Mars.1) The data shown in Table 28 show the same pattern for the arcs ø-^Øi 
The time intervals, however, look rather garbled and we do not dare to offer any 
emendations.

What XVII,33 is intended to express escapes us, except for the final statement 
which seems to indicate that the second part of the retrograde arc, i.e., 0->0, should 
be 4/3 of the first part (0->0). In the Babylonian theory the corresponding factor is 3/2.

Venus (XVII,3-5)
The only clear section concerns the direct motion of Venus as evening star from 

£ to y7 with slowly decreasing velocity as one approaches the stationary point:

Table 28.

Mars )(, Y and HI, Z ft, If and TIP, =0= P
0^0........... - 6° 32d - 6° 42d - 7° 40d 7° 44d
0^0........... - 9° 39d -10° 42d -10° 40d -11° 40d

0->0........... -15° 71d -16° 84d -17° 80d -18° 84d

Table 29.

Mars
0->0 'S, XX )(, Y and tff, X* K and TTP, =0=

XV11,29-32 -15° 57d -16° 60d -17° 63d -18° 66d

Babyl. “R” -15° - 16° -17° -18°

9 Cf. ACT II p. 305 f. and Fig. 58 a.
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E 60d 74°
60 73
60 72
27;30 20

3 1 ;

giving a total of 210;30d and 240;15° in direct motion.
The retrograde motion near inferior conjunction is divided as follows:

V7 15d - 2°
5 -2(?)

o->/’ 10 -4(?)
r->& 20 -4

i.e. lasting 50d, perhaps with a total of 12° in retrograde motion.
One might assume that the direct motion as morning star (i.e. 0~>2) is of the 

same amount as the direct motion as evening star (i.e. S^’/7). This would result in 
a total

S->2 47 ld 468;30°.

According to Table 23 p. Ill the synodic period amounts to about 584d with a lon
gitudinal motion of 575;50° (cf. Table 24 p. 112). This would give for the period of 
invisibility at superior conjunction

[2^5] 113d 107°.

This relation cannot be correct, however, since during this period the planet must 
move with more than solar velocity (cf. also the above given pattern for S-*̂ 7). This 
seems also to be expressed in the last sentence of XVII,5:

2-H 60d 75°

which is exactly what one should expect. Consequently this would lead to

[0^2] 264;30d 272;15°

or 54d and 32° more than for S^ÿ7, a rather implausible conclusion.1) At any event 
the description of the motion of Venus as given in our text seems incomplete.

Mercury (XVII,42-56)
We have here a group of verses which deal with four separate cases in a per

fectly parallel fashion (cf. Table 30 and Figs. 67 and 68). In each case we are given 
for the single zodiacal signs from Aries to Pisces an amount T of days and an amount

0 We have an early Babylonian text (5th century B.C.) which assumes for a motion of about 
248° in 227T in good agreement with 3-^-y in the present text; cf. Neugebauer-Sachs [1967] p. 197 (cf. 
below p. 128).
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Pable 30.

5
S->ß Totals

$
T B T - B T B T B T B

Y 36d 35° 25d 22° 29d 21° 29d 54° 119d 88° Y
tí 45 44 23 17 23 23 49 69 140 119 tí

45 48 20 14 26 27 47 75 138 136 K
42 43 18 9 30 31 46 71 136 136

P 34 34 16 9 32 32 45 70 127 127 P
tip 26 27 18 9 33 35 43 70 120 123 np

_n_ 21 18 20 12 35 36 40 70 116 112 —A—

m 16 14 25 18 44 43 38 64 123 103 m
z 16 15 26 21 42 43 32 62 120 99 X*

$ 20 19 27 28 38 39 32 58 117 88 3
23 22 26 25 35 33 35 60 119 90

)( 24 24 25 24 29 24 27 49 105 73 )(

B of degrees (which we call “pushes” in time and longitude respectively), leading
from one phase to the next:

I : £?
II:

III: Y->Y
IV:

The whole pattern has close relations to the Babylonian theory of Mercury1) 
which operates with similar “pushes”, although in the texts known to us only for the

Table 31.

2
ß

?
T B T B

Y 36d 36° 14d 12° Y
tí 42 42 16 14 tí
I 48 46 19 18 I

44 42 24 22

P 38 36 27 26 P
tip 22 22 30 30 tip

_A_ 15 14 36 34
m 15 14 46 44 m
z 16 16 46 44 X*
3 22 20 44 42
XX 24 22 34 34
)( 24 22 24 24 )(

) Cf. ACT II p. 293-295.
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Fig. 67.

visible sections of the orbit, i.e., for S->£? (here case I) and (case III) as shown 
in Table 31 and Fig. 67. The numerical agreement is not perfect but the parallelism 
in the general trend and in the method itself is obvious.

We cannot connect any rational procedure with the verses XVII,54-56.

5. Epoch Values

In Table 23 (p. Ill) we have a list of numbers ao, representing days, which 
are elapsed between the epoch date and the nearby date of a specific planetary phase, 
i.e. heliacal rising (P) for the outer planets, first appearance as evening star (S) for 
Venus and Mercury.

Assuming A.D. 505 March 22 as the date of the epoch (cf. pt. I, p. 8) a dale ao 
days later (algebraically) should give us the date of the phase. Modern tables provide 
us with the corresponding elongations from the Sun. As Table 32 shows these elon-
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gations agree reasonably well with the visibility limits zla given in XVI 1,58-60 (ef. 
below, p. 125). The only exception is Venus where cio leads only to the conjunction 
with the Sun. In XVII,2, however, we are given Virgo 26° as longitude of S. This is 
indeed in agreement with the expected elongation since Venus reaches this position 
in A.D. 505 Sept. 10 when the Sun is about at Virgo 19°.

For Mercury we have no epoch constant giving us directly a longitude. For the 
outer planets we have in XVII,7 an additive constant of 18 (degrees) for Jupiter. 
Interpreting this as the planet’s longitude at its first F after epoch we would have exact 
agreement with the position found for the date derived from XVII,6 (cf. Table 32). 
Consequently one should also interpret the corresponding constants for Saturn (in 
XVII,15) and for Mars (in XVII,23) as longitudes of the respective phases. For Mars 
this would mean a longitude of 175° (instead of 194° derived on the basis of ao in 
Table 32). This longitude would correspond to Sept. 27 and a solar position at 186°, 
hence to an elongation of 11°. For Saturn, however, no such agreement seems ob
tainable for the given numbers.
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Table 32.

XVII -a0
505 March 22

~ ao
Planet

Â
Sun
4

zU =
4-â

zla
(XV11,58 -60)

14 Saturn +150;20d 505 Aug. 19 135° 148° 13° r 15°
6 Jupiter + 34;34 Apr. 26 18 38 2o r 15

21 Mars + 216;40 Oct. 25 194 214 20 r 14
1 Venus + 147 Aug. 16 145 145 0 (-)8

36 Mercury - 28;20 Febr. 22 350 336 - 14 S (-)12

6. First Visibility (XVII,57-60)

Of these four verses the second one (XVII,58) presents the most essential data, 
i.e. elongations from the Sun for each planet (and the Moon) required for visibility:

Saturn : 15° in XVI,23: < rO15
J upiter : 15 11
Mars : 14 17
Venus : 8 9
Mercury : 12 13
Moon : 12 12.

Arranged according to permissible approach to the Sun, i.e. brightness, we would 
have here the order: Venus, Moon = Mercury, Mars, Saturn = Jupiter. In XVI,23 
the arrangement would be: Venus, Jupiter, Moon, Mercury, Saturn, Mars.

In XVII,60 we are told that the arcs in question should be subtracted from the 
longitude of the Sun in the case of the planets but added for the Moon. This shows that 
the planets are assumed to be near the eastern horizon, i.e. the phase in question is 
always r, i.e. heliacal rising for the outer planets, first appearance as morning star 
for the inner planets. In the preceding sections it was always 3, i.e. first appearance 
as evening star, which played the leading role for Venus and Mercury.

The remaining verses, XVII,59 and XVII,57, seem to concern corrections to 
(1) depending on variable positions of the ecliptic with respect to the horizon. In 
XVII,59 it is said that the values in (1) should be multiplied by a corrective factor 

30°
c = ----  where q seems to mean the rising time of the zodiacal sign in question.

Q
If the ecliptic rises to the south of the eastpoint it is steeper to the horizon than the 
equator, hence q > 30° and c < 1. Similarly c > 1 when the ecliptic rises to the north 
of the east-point. This implies that the values in (1) refer to arcs on the equator, as 
one would indeed expect in Indian astronomy (cf. also XVI,23). That c < 1 to the 
south of the east-point, c > 1 to the north is reasonable since the visibility of a planet 
depends essentially on the vertical distance of the Sun below the horizon (the so- 
called arcus visionis).

We meet again references to south and north (presumably from the east-point) 
in XVII,57, south having a subtractive, north an additive effect. If this correction would 
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again apply to the values in (1) one would have here only another method for solving 
the same problem as in XVI 1,59. But all details escape us.

The number 480 could be 10 Sine with 24° and R = 120, modified by an 
unexplained factor 10. The term “latitude” could also mean declination but we see 
no reason for computing Sin<5/10 Sine.

XVII,64-80. In conclusion Varähamihira has recorded a set of parameters, appa
rently from the Paulisasiddhänta, concerning the mean synodic arcs of the planets 
and their subdivision by the planetary phases. The formulation in the text is marred 
by a misunderstanding. Varähamihira calls ahargana what is actually the planet’s 
longitude (at a given date) and consequently takes the results obtained as “days” 
instead of degrees. The error originated probably in XVI 1,65 where degrees of solar 
motion and days are considered to be equivalent. Another consequence of this mis
understanding is probably the repeated division by the quantity which we here call b 
(e.g. 6 = 4 in XVII,66). We disregard these mistakes from now on in our commentary.

In order to avoid repetitions we regroup the different verses for our summary 
according to parallel subject matters. Since we are dealing again with methods which 
are closely related to ultimately Babylonian procedures we also give the relevant 
data from the cuneiform sources.

We begin with a group of rules asking for the computation of expressions of the 
form

(Â — Âo) b Å — Âo
(1) 

a AÅ

with given parameters Âo,1) a, and b, listed in our Table 33 (which also should be 
compared with Table 24 (p. 112). That

b/a = Zl2 (2)

represents the mean synodic arc of the planet in question is evident from the numerical 
values. It is also clear that 2o represents degrees and minutes of arc; consequently

9 In XVII,75 the term A-Âo is described as a subtraction from “the ahargana” instead of from “the 
longitude of the planet.’’ The parallelism of the corresponding sentences in XVII,66, 69, 72, and 78 leaves 
no doubt that the same mistake has to be assumed in all cases.

Table 33.

ch.
XVII Zu a b zJÂ = a/b /1A Babylonian

ACT
P-

1? 78 16518'= 275;18° 1118 = 18,38 3 6,12 ;40° (6,0+)12;39,22,30 313
u 72 1652'= 27;32 2752 = 45,52 7 6,33; 8,34,... (6,0 + )33; 8,44,18,... 307
(J 66 6329'= 105;29 3075 = 51,15 4 12,48;45 (6,0+)6,48;43,18,29,. 302

? 75 11122'= 185;22 1151 = 19,11 2 9,35 ;30 9,35 ;30 283
£ 69 1681'= 28; 1 3312 = 52,12 29 1,54;12,24, .. 1,54;12,. . . 283
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A — Ao must be a longitudinal arc, reckoned from some initial position Ao. If the division 
by JA results in an integer we know that the arc in question begins and ends with the 
same planetary phase (operating here with the mean distribution). If, however, (1) 
produces a fractional remainder then we know from it how far the planet is removed 
from the phase at the beginning of the synodic arc. As beginning may serve, of course, 
not only a phase like r but also, e.g., a (mean) conjunction with the Sun. We do not 
know, however, how the initial positions Ao were chosen. All planets, excepting Saturn, 
reach the longitude Ao during A.I). 505 but only Venus would then be near a charac
teristic phase (S, about September 17; cf. also above p. 124).

The subdivision of the synodic arcs follows a common pattern as seen in our 
Table 34. Three steps lead from the conjunction (C) over heliacal rising (/’) to the 
first station (0), then follows the retrograde arc (from ø to 0) and finally again three 
steps from 0 to setting (£?) back to C. For these steps the motion of the Sun (in de
grees or “days”) is given and the corresponding increase of elongation of the planet. 
The total of these steps must be JA for the Sun and 360° for the elongations. Both 
conditions are very well satisfied for all three superior planets.

During the planet’s direct motion the Sun moves faster than the elongation in
creases. For the retrograde arcs, however, the elongation exceeds the solar progress 
and the difference represents the length of the retrograde arc. Thus we find the fol
lowing retrogradations

Saturn: 113°-120°=- 7° ACT p. 315 : -6;40°and -8°
.Jupiter: 109 -120 = -11 p. 312f. : - 8 to -10;12
Mars: 72 - 90 = - 18 p. 305f. : —15 to — 18;45

in good agreement with the Babylonian data. One should note that the midpoint of 
the retrograde arc leads in all cases to an elongation of exactly 180° which shows

Table 34.

Saturn
ch. XVII,78-80

Jupiter
ch. XVI 1,73-74

Mars
ch. XVII,67-68

solar motion elongation solar motion elongation solar motion elongation

C->T 18° 16;30° 16° 12° 36° 15°
r 98 90;30 54 44 188 60

0 14 130 13 120 70 140 64 120 108 332 60 135

113 120 109 120 72 90

98 91 88 76 68 50
ß 13 12 ;30 40 32 240 70

ß^C 19 130 16;30 120 16 144 12 120 56 364 15 135

Totals 373 = 6,13° 360° 393 = 6,33° 360° 768 = 12,48° 360°
/U = 6,12;40 .17. = 6,33 ;8,.. zU = 12,48;45
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Table 35.

ch. XVII
76 - 77

Venus

solar motion elongation

c ->r 5°
15 20°

9°
21 -30

0 208 15
2? 12 5

2?-> S 48 268 10 + 30

Totals 288° = 4,48° 0°
ZU = 9,35 ;30°

that the opposition 0 is here assumed to divide the retrograde arc symmetrically 
— in contrast to the known Babylonian schemes for Mars (cf. above p. 120).

For Venus we have a slightly different pattern. The regularity of the motion of 
this planet makes it possible to consider only the motion from the inferior conjunction 
(C) to the superior conjunction (S), assuming that the other half of the motion, from 
S to C, is symmetric to the first half. Thus one obtains Table 35 which would give 
a total synodic are of 2-4,48° = 9,36° in excellent agreement with the required Z1Â = 
6,0° + 3,35 ;30°.

For Mercury one finds Table 36, again with a correct total for the synodic motion. 
In the text the degrees of solar motion are schematically replaced by “days”.

We do not possess for the inner planets similar Babylonian patterns for the sub
division of the synodic arcs but this is undoubtedly caused by the accidents of pre
servation.

Table 36.

ch. XVII
70-71

Mercury

solar motion elongation

c ->r 10°
14 24°

12°
5 - 17°

0^2? 18 14
2?->S 30 6

0 18 66 14 34

0-^ß 16 8
_Q^C 8 24 9 - 17

Totals 114° = 1,54° 0°
JÂ = 1,54 ;12,. . .
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2. Short Terminological Glossary
For a complete index see Part I p». 187 IT.

ahargana number of days since epoch ksepa epoch constant
ärdharätrika system “midnight-system”. mahäyuga interval of 20,0,0,0 years

for the characteristic para
meters cf. I, 14 Table 1

muhurta lime interval of 1 /30 day,
i.e., 48 minutes

(p. 12). nädi time interval of 1/60 day,
Avanti see Ujjayini i.e., 24 minutes
ayana semicircle of the ecliptic, 

usually bounded by the sol
stices

naksatra “equal naksatra”: arc of 
13;20° of longitude, i.e., 
360°/27 (cf. Part I p. 187)

bähu one side of a right triangle: rähu the ascending lunar node
b = ccosa Sak a Saka-era: year 1 beginning

bhuja same as bähu in A.D. 78
Caitra name of a month (cf. Part I 

p. 187)
suklapaksa first half of the synodic 

month (cf. Ill, 18)
gati arc between consecutive tithi 1 /30 of one synodic month

Greek-letter phenomena (i.e 
phases) of a planet

Ujjayini also called Avanti ; locality 
at 75;50° east of Greenwich,

gola semicircle of the ecliptic, <p = 23;11°
bounded by the equinoxes vinä di time interval of 1/60 nädi,

kaksä geocentric distance of a thus 0 ;0,l day = 24 seconds
point on the orbit of a pla Yavanapura Alexandria in Egypt
net, etc. yojana unit of length such that 3200

karana 1/2 tithi (cf. Ill, 19) yojanas = terrestrial equa
koti one side of a right triangle: tor

a = c sin a yuga number of years, being a
krsnapaksa second half of the synodic 

month, following opposition 
(cf. Ill, 18)

common period of several 
phenomena

Hist.Filos.Skr.Dan.Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 1. 9
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3. Notation
It is, of course, impossible to associate letters and concepts in a strictly unique fa

shion. We nevertheless tried to adhere, within reasonable limits, to a consistent notation.

Trigonometry
R... radius of the basic circle and of the 

celestial sphere, usually R = 120, if 
not stated otherwise

Sin a = R sin a, Cosa = R cosa
a 

Versa = R - Cosa Crda = 2Sin-
2 

Gnomon
g... length of vertical gnomon, usually 

9 = 12
s... length of shadow of g, so-.-equi

noctial noon shadow
hs = l/s2 + g2 ...“hypotenuse” to ,s

Spherical Astronomy
A... longitude, usually sidereal, but also 

tropical, depending on context
ß... latitude
m... “ mediatio” (or “polar longitude”),
b... polar latitude
X. .. right ascension, ô.. . declination
£. . . obliquity of ecliptic
z.. . zenith, V... nonagesimal
z... zenith distance h... altitude,

h = 90 - 7î
ep. . . terrestrial (= geographical) latitude, 

çj = 90 - (p. .. colatitude
y. .. ortive amplitude (also for setting 

amplitude)
co. . . ascensional difference
e... “earth Sine” r... “day radius” 

in sphere of radius R (cf. Fig. 13 
p. 41)

Sun, Moon, Eclipses; Planets
Subscripts:

s... concerning the Sun, m... Moon, 
u... shadow e.g. ru... apparent ra

dius of the shadow at the Moon’s 
distance

a... ahargana, i.e. days elapsed since 
epoch

1.. . mean longitude, ZlÂ... mean sy
nodic arc

0 = A — A... equation of center
v. .. velocity (usually in degrees per 

day)
Ac. • • longitude of the Moon’s ascending 

node
1.. . inclination of the lunar orbit with

respect to the ecliptic
ß... lunar latitude
po-.. horizontal parallax, p... total 

parallax
Ph Pß-• ■ components of parallax (also 

lunar - solar)

Units of Time and Distance
Letters in raised position :
d. .. days T... tithis
n... nädis vin... vinädis p... mii- 

hürtas
y. .. years, sidereal or tropical, depen

ding on context
m... months, usually mean synodic 

months
z. .. zodiacal signs, 30° each
na...naksatras 13;20° each

Linear Zigzag Functions
Tn... minimum M... maximum
d... constant difference (absolute value)
A =M — m... amplitude, 
p = 1/2 (777+ M)... mean value
P = 2d¡d... period P = IP/Z
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4. Index of Parameters
Decimal

131

Lexicographically arranged; the integers from 1 to 59 are only listed in the sexa
gesimal index. For references see under the sexagesimal equivalent.

100 = 1,40
104 = 1,44
1 040 953 = 4,49,9,13
I 045 095 = 4,50,18,15
1050 = 17,30
10 766 066 = 49,50,34,26
110 = 1,50
II 122 = 3,5,22
114 = 1,54
1 200 = 20,0
122 = 2,2
123 = 2,3
127 = 2,7
128 = 2,8
132 = 2,12
136 = 2,16
143 = 2,23
144 = 2,24
1461 = 24,21
146 564 = 40,42,44
148 = 2,28
150 = 2,30
1 577 917 800 = 2,1,45,10,30,0
1 593 336 = 7,22,35,36
159 = 2,39
160 = 2,40
1 603 000 080 = 2,3,41,17,48,0
16 041 = 4,27,21
163 111 = 45,18,31
16 518 = 4,35,18
1652 = 27,32
16 547 = 4,35,47
1681 = 28,1
177 = 2,57
17 937 000 = 1,23,2,30,0
180 = 3,0
1830 = 30,30

18 345 822 = 1,24,56,3,42
186 = 3,6
1936 = 32,16
195 = 3,15
1984 = 33,4

210 = 3,30
215 = 3,35
21 600 = 6,0,0
220 = 3,40
2227 = 37,7
223 = 3,43
2247 = 37,27
225 = 3,45
2 260 356 = 10,27,52,36
228 = 3,48
2 296 824 = 10,38,0,24
232 226 = 1,4,30,26
234 = 3,54
235 = 3,55
240 = 4,0
24 589 506 = 1,53,50,25,6
248 = 4,8
2520 = 42,0
254 = 4,14
260 = 4,20
267 = 4,27
2700 = 45,0
279 = 4,39
2850 = 47,30
286 = 4,46
288 = 4,48
2 908 789 = 13,27,59,49
292 207 = 1,21,10,7
297 = 4,57 

3031 = 50,31
3120 = 52,0

9*
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3200 = 53,20
335 = 5,35
3438 = 57,18
364 220 = 1,41,10,20
365 = 6,5
373 = 6,13
378 = 6,18
38 100 = 10,35,0
38 640 = 10,44,0
390 = 6,30
393 = 6,33
399 = 6,39

408 = 6,48
428 = 7,8
4 320 000 = 20,0,0,0
433 232 = 2,0,20,32
43 831 = 12,10,31
442 = 7,22
488 219 = 2,15,36,59

514 = 8,34
517 080 = 2,23,38,0
53 433 336 = 4,7,22,35,36
5347 = 1,29,7
54 787 = 15,13,7
56 266 = 15,37,46
57 753 336 = 4,27,22,35,36
583 = 9,43
584 = 9,44

60 = 1,0
609 = 10,9

6 313 219 = 29,13,40,19
6329 = 1,45,29
66 389 = 18,26,29
670 217 = 3,6,10,17
68 550 = 19,2,30
687 = 11,27
692 = 11,32
698 = 11,38

70 = 1,10
702 = 11,42
7 022 388 = 32,30,39,48
703 = 11,43
72 = 1,12
75 = 1,15
768 = 12,48
780 = 13,0

80 = 1,20
800 = 13,20
81 = 1,21
879 = 14,39
8797 = 2,26,37
88 = 1,28

900 = 15,0
900 000 = 4,10,0,0
927 see l,55;52,30
97 = 1,37
9761 = 2,42,41
99 = 1,39
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Sexagesimal
Lexicographically arranged, initial zeros being ignored. References are to chapter 

and verse in the commentary. The topics mentioned are not intended to give more 
than the general area to which a parameter belongs.

l,o
1,0
1,0 
l;0,59,0,59
1,1
1,2
1,4,24
1,4,28;11
1,4,30,26

Venus, node XVI, 12-14 (Table 22)
Mercury, ecliptic arc XVII,38—40
Saturn, manda epicycle XVI, 12—14 (Table 22) 
tithi XII,1 (p. 81 (2b))
tithi XII,1 (p. 80 (1))
months in 5 years XI 1,1
lunar diameter IX,15-16 (p. 72 (3))
solar diameter IX,15-16 (p. 72 (3))
lunar nodes, number of rotations in Mahäyuga 1,14 (Table 1) 
XVI, 1-9

l,4,30,26;3
1,5
1,6;40
1,9;7,1
1,10
l,10;26,23
1.12
1.12.12.19.12
1,15
1,15:12
1,15; 35
1,20
1,20

lunar nodes IX,5 (p. 68 (3))
Sun, ksepa VIII,1 (p. 59 (1)) VIII,5 (p. 61 (3)) 
distance of Moon IX,15-16 (p. 73 (9)) 
moon, longitude at epoch 11,2-6 (p. 17 (9)) 
Mars, manda epicycle XVI,12—14 (Table 22) 
lunar anomaly, ksepa XVI, 1—9 (Table 21) 
Jupiter, sighra epicycle XVI, 12-14 (Table 22) 
Jupiter XVI,1-9 (Table 14) 
solar apogee (Gemini 15) VI11,2-3 
semidiameter of Sun X,l-2 (p. 77 (4b)) 
Mars, ksepa XVI,1-9 (Table 17, Table 20) 
Jupiter, node XVI, 12-14 (Table 22) 
solar apogee (Gemini 20) 111,2-3 IX,7-8 (p. 69 (2)) XVI,12-14 
(Table 22)

1.20
1.21
1,21,10,7
1,23,2,30,0

Venus, apogee XVI,12-14 (Table 22)
Mercury XVII,38-40
solar mean longitude IX,1 (p. 65 (2))
Mercury, sighra, number of rotations in Mahäyuga 1,14 (Table 1) 
XVI, 1-9 (Table 15 and 17)

l;24,22,30
1,24,56,3,42
1,27;58,12
1,28
1,29,7

Saturn, density of occurrences XVII, 16-19 
lunar nodes IX,5 (p. 68 (2))
Mercury, sighra XVI,1-9 (Table 14)
Mercury XVII,38-40
solar distance IX,15-16 (p. 72 (1))
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1,30
1,37
1.39
1.40
1,40
1,41,10,20

R XIV, 1-4
Mercury, ecliptic arc XVI 1,38-40
Saturn, occurrences XVI1,16-17
Mercury, ecliptic arc XVII,38-40
Saturn, node XVI,12-14 (Table 22)
Jupiter, rotations in Mahäyuga 1,14 (Table 1) XVI,1—9 (Table 15 
and 17)

1,44
1,45;29
1,50
1,50
1,53,14;44,56
1,53,50,25,6
1,54
1,54;12,24
1,54;13
1,55;52,45

Mercury XVII,38-40
Mars, ksepa XVII,1-60 (Table 33)
Mars, apogee XVI,12—14 (Table 22)
Moon, anomaly VIII,5 (p. 60 (2)) 
lunar nodes IX,5 (p. 68 (2)) 
lunar mean longitude IX,2 (p. 65 (2))
Mercury, mean synodic arc XVI1,1—60 (Table 36)
Mercury, mean synodic arc XVII, 1-60 (Table 33)
Mercury, mean synodic arc XVII,1—60 (Table 24)
Mercury, period XVII, 1—60 (Table 23)

2,0,20,32
2,1,45,10,30,0
2,2;28,49
2,3,41,17,48,0
2,3;53,3
2,4;11,2
2.7
2.8
2.12
2.13
2;14
2,15,36,59

see 1,12,12,19,12
Mahäyuga 1,14 IX,1 (p. 65 (4)) XVI, 1—9 (p. 96 (3) and Table 15) 
Saturn, ksepa XVI,1-9 (Table 17 and 20)
tithis in Mahäyuga 1,14
lunar node, ksepa IX,5 (p. 69 (5)) XVI,1—9 (Table 19 and 21) 
lunar node, ksepa VIII,8 (p. 62 (4))
Saturn, occurrences XVII, 16—17
Mars, retrogradation XVII,1-60 (Table 28) 
Mercury, sighra epicycle XVI,12-14 (Table 22)
Mars, n XVII,1-60 (Table 24)
Sun, maximum equation IX,7-8 (p. 70 (6))
Moon, rotations of apogee in Mahäyuga 1,14 (Table 1) IX,4 (p. 68 
(6a)) XVI, 1-9

2,16;35 
2; 17 
2;20
2;20
2;23,23
2,23,38,0
2,24
2,26,37
2,27
2,28;17
2,30

Saturn, ecliptic arc XVII, 16—19
solar eccentricity VIII,2—3
solar eccentricity IX,7-8 XVI,12-14 (Table 22)
Venus, eccentricity XVI, 12—14 (Table 22)
Sun, maximum equation VII 1,2-3 
solar diameter IX,15—16 (p. 72 (2))
Mars, retrogradation XVII,1-60 (Table 28) 
see 1,27,58,12
Venus, ksepa XVII,1—60 (Table 23 and 32) 
Mercury, ksepa XVI, 1—9 (Table 17 and 20)
Mars, retrogradation XVII,1-60 (Table 28)
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2,30;20
2,30;24,5
2,39;30
2,40
2,42,41
2,57;34
2,59,26;3,57,36

Saturn, ksepa XVII, 1-60 (Table 23 and 32) 
solar diameter IX,15-16 (p. 73 (6))
Jupiter, ecliptic arc XVII,9-11
Jupiter, apogee XVI, 12-14 (Table 22) 
calendario epoch correction 1,11-13
Saturn, ecliptic arc XVI1,16—19
Saturn XVI, 1-9 (Table 14)

3,0
3,0
3,0
3,5;22
3,6
3,6,10,17
3;9,7,32
3;10,40 
0:3,10,41,32 
0;3,10,44,7,53 
0;3,10,44,14,18
3,15
3,30:30
3,35;30

Jupiter, ecliptic arc XVII,9-11
Jupiter, occurrences XVII,9-10
Mars, XVII,25-27
Venus, ksepa XVII,1-60 (Table 33)
Mars, XVII,25-27
Moon, ksepa IX,2 (p. 66 (4))
Mercury, period XVII, 1-60 (Table 24) 
diameter of earth’s shadow X,l-2 (p. 77 (la)) 
motion of lunar nodes VIII,8 (p. 62 (3)) 
motion of lunar nodes IX,5 (p. 69 (4)) 
motion of lunar nodes 111,28-29
Jupiter, occurrences XVII,9-10
Venus, XVII,3-5
Venus, mean synodic arc XVII, 1-2 (Table 24) XVII, 64-80 
(Table 35)

3,35;50
3,36;40
3,37
3;40
3,43
3,44;42
3;45
3,48
3;49
3.54
3.55
3,55:48,58
3,56:6,57

Venus, mean synodic arc XVII,1—2 (Table 24) 
Mars, ksepa XVII,1-60 (Table 23 and 32) 
Mercury, Z XVII, 1-60 (Table 24)
Mercury, apogee XVI,12-14 (Table 22) 
eclipse cycle VI, 11
Venus, sïghra XVI,1-9 (Table 14) 
steps for Sin a IV, 1—5 IV,6-15 (Table 8) 
months in Metonic cycle 1,9-10 
lunar eccentricity 111,5-8
Mars, sïghra epicycle XVI, 12-14 (Table 22)
months in 19 years 1,15 (p. 11 (2b)) VIII,4 (p. 60 (3)) 
lunar nodes, ksepa VIII,8 (p. 62 (4))
see 2,3:53,3

4
4
4,0
4,0:15
4,7,22,35,36
4,10,0,0

inclination of lunar orbit VI,3 (p. 52 (4)) VIII,10-14 (p. 63 (3c)) 
maximum of lunar equation 111,5-8 (p. 26 (4))
Saturn, apogee XVI, 12-14 (Table 22)
Venus, S->'/7 XVII,3-5
months in Mahäyuga 1,14
lunar mean longitude IX,2 (p. 65 (2))
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4;10,40
4,14
4,16
4,20
4,27,21
4,27,22,35,36

radius of Sun IX,15-16 (p. 73 (10))
sidereal months in 19 years 1,15 (p. 12 (4b)) VII 1,4 (p. 60 (3))
Saturn, // XVII,1-60 (Table 24)
Venus, sïghra epicycle XVI, 12-14 (Table 22)
solar distance IX,15-16 (p. 72 (4))
rotations of Moon in Mahäyuga 1,14 (Table 1) IX,4 (p. 67 (4a)) 
XVI,1-9

4,27;30
4,27;30,39
4; 30
4;33
4,35;18
4,35,47
4,39;44,53
4;40
4;40
4;46
4,46
4,48
4,49,9,13
4,50,18,15
4;56
4,57

Mars, XVII,25-27
Venus, ksepa XVI,1-9 (Table 17 and 20)
inclination of lunar orbit VIII,10-14 (p. 64 (10)) IX,6 
eccentricity of lunar orbit VIII,6
Saturn, ksepa XVII, 1—60 (Table 33) 
omitted tithis 1,15
lunar apogee, ksepa IX,3 (p. 66 (4)) XVI, 1-9 (Table 19 and 21) 
inclination of lunar orbit 111,30-31
Mercury, eccentricity XV1,12-14 (Table 22)
maximum of lunar equation VIII,6 
diameter of earth’s shadow X,l-2 (p. 77 (1))
Venus, mean synodic arc XVII, 1—60 (Table 35) 
days in 47,30 years 1,15 (p. 12 (3)) VIII,4 (p. 60 (2)) 
omitted tithis 1,14
maximum of lunar equation IX,7—8 (p. 70 (6)) 
correction of lunar apogee IX,4 (p. 67 (2))

5 yuga XI 1,1
5;5
5; 10
5; 20
5,35
5;37
5,37;32
5;48,21,54
5;48,44,57

maximum of lunar equation 11,2-6 (p. 20 (25)) 
lunar eccentricity IX,7-8
Jupiter, eccentricity XVI, 12-14 (Table 22) 
Saturn, PXVII,1—60 (Table 25) 
radius of Moon IX,15-16 (p. 73 (7)) 
lunar motion per ghana 11,2-6 
omitted tithis per year 1,14
omitted tithis per year 1,11-13 (p. 10 (7))

6,0,0
6.5
6,5;14,48
6,5;14,48,4
6,5;15
6,5;15,30
6,5;15,31,30
6.6

circumference for R = 57,18 IV,6-15
year XII,1 (p. 81 (4))
year 1,15 (p. 11 (1)) VIII,1 (p. 59 (2))
year 1,9-10 (p. 9 (10))
year 11,1 (Table 2)
year 1,11-13 (p. 10 (3)) 111,1
year 1,14 (p. 11 (2)) IX,1 (p. 65 (2)) XVI,1-9 (p. 96 (3a)) 
year XI 1,1 (p. 81 (4))
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6,11;3,53,24
6,11;4,14,57
6,12;40
6,13
6,18
6,18;6
6,28
6.30
6.31
6,33
6,33;8,34
6,38;53,20
6,39
0;6,40
6;40
0;6,40,59,29
0;6,45
0;6,46,50,56,57
0;6,46,50,57
6,48

tithis in year 1,14 (p. 11 (1)) 
tithis in year 1,11-13 (p. 10 (6))
Saturn, mean synodic arc XVI1,1—60 (Table 33 and 34) 
Saturn, mean synodic arc XVII,1-60 (Table 34)
Saturn, synodic time XVII,1-60 (Table 23)
Saturn, synodic time XVII, 1-60 (Table 23) 
Mercury, Z XVII,38-40
Jupiter, synodic time XVII,1-60 (Table 26)
Jupiter, n XVII, 1-60 (Table 24)
Jupiter, mean synodic arc XVII,1—60 (Table 33)
Jupiter, mean synodic arc XV11,1—60 (Table 33 and 34) 
Jupiter, synodic time XVII,1-60 (Table 23)
Jupiter, synodic time XVII,1—60 (Table 23 and 26) 
motion of lunar apogee IX,11-14 (p. 71 (4))
Saturn, epicycle XVI, 12-14 (Table 22) 
motion of lunar apogee IX,3 (p. 66 (3)) 
yojana XIII,15-19 (p. 84 (2)) 
lunar apogee IX,4 (p. 68 (5)) 
lunar apogee IX,4 (p. 68 (6b))
Mars, synodic arc XVII,25-27

7
7
7,8
7,11
7,22
7,22,35,36
7;23,20

Mercury XVI 1,38-40
Saturn, retrogradation XVII,64-80 
epoch date in Saka era 1,8 1,9-10 
Venus, Z XVII, 1-60 (Table 24) 
Sun, ksepa IX, 1 (p. 65 (5)) 
intercalary months in Mahäyuga 1,14 
Mars, period XVI1,1—60 (Table 24)

8
8
8
8;6,20
8,34
8;53,20

eclipse limit VII,5 (p. 58 (3))
Mercury, ecliptic arc XVI 1,38-40
Venus, visibility XVII,57—60
Jupiter, ksepa XVI, 1—9 (Table 17 and 20) 
days since epoch 1,9-10 (p. 9 (6))
yojanas XIII,15-19 (p. 84 (1))

9
9
9,35; 30
9;36
9,36
9,43;54,32

Saturn, Z XVI1,1-60 (Table 24)
Venus, visibility XVI,23
Venus, mean synodic arc XVII, 64-80 (Table 35) 
daylight 11,8 (Table 4)
Venus, synodic arc XVI 1,64-80 (p. 128)
Venus, mean synodic time XVII, 1-60 (Table 23)
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9,44
9,47,30
9;48,44

Venus, mean synodic time XVII, 1—60 (Table 23) 
months in 47,30 years 1,15 (p. 12 (3))
Moon, ksepa IX,2 (p. 66 (4)) XVI, 1-9 (Table 19 and 21)

10;0
10,9
10,27,52,36
10,35,0
10,38,0,24

Saturn, eccentricity XVI, 12—14 (Table 22) 
lunar anomaly, ksepa VIII,5 (p. 61 (5)) 
lunar apogee, ksepa IX,3 (p. 66 (4)) 
sidereal months 1,15 (p. 12 (4a)) VIII,4 (p. 60 (2))
Mars, rotations in Mahäyuga 1,14 (Table 1) XVI,1-9 (Table 15 
and 17)

10,44,0
10;51,40
11
11 
ll;14,20
11,24
11,27
11,32
11,38
11;40
11;42

lunar diameter IX,15-16 (p. 72 (2))
Jupiter, period XVII,1-60 (Table 24)
Jupiter, retrogradation XVI 1,64-80
Jupiter, visibility XV1,23 
lunar diameter IX, 15-16 (p. 73 (6))
Mercury, 77 XVII, 1-60 (Table 24)
Mars XVI, 1-9 (Table 14)
tithis 1,9-10 (p. 8 (3))
epoch constant 1,11—13
Mars, eccentricity XVI, 12-14 (Table 22)
lunar velocity, minimum 11,2—6 (p. 19 (15a)) III,4 and 9 (p. 25 
(1))

11,43
12
12
12
12
12
12,0
12,10,31
12;12
12;22,6,18,56,50
12;22,7,46,48
12;22,8,29,54
12;39
12,48
12,48;45
12,59;57,19
13
13,0
13
13;10,34

tithis 1,9-10 (p. 8 (3))
Jupiter, epicycle XVI,12-14 (Table 22)
Mercury, ecliptic arc XVII,38-40
Mercury, visibility XVII,57-60
Moon, visibility XVI,23 XVII,57-60 
shortest daylight 11,8 (Table 4) XII,5
Venus, 77 XVII, 1-60 (Table 24)
120 years 111,1
Saturn XVI1,17
months per year 1,15 (p. 12 (6)) 
months per year 1,14 (p. 11 (1)) 
months per year 1,11-13 (p. 10 (2))
Saturn, mean synodic arc XVII,1-60 (Table 24)
Mars, mean synodic arc XVI1,1-60 (Table 34)
Mars, mean synodic arc XVI1,1-60 (Table 33 and 34)
Mars, synodic time XVII, 1-60 (Table 23) 
eclipse limit VI,2 (p. 51 (1)) VII,5 (p. 58 (2))
Mars, synodic time XVII,1-60 (Table 23)
Mercury, visibility XVI,23
lunar mean motion IX,11-14 (p. 71 (1))
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13;10,34,17
13;10,34,43 
13;10,34,52,6 
13:10,34,59,50 
13;11
13; 20
13,20
13:22,7,46,48 
13:22,7,46,50
13,27,59,49
14
14
14
14
14;24
14;39 
14:39,8,34,17 
14,51:10
0;15
15
15
15,0
1 5
15
15
15,13,7
15,27
15,37,46
16
0;17

lunar mean motion 11,2-6 (p. 20 (21))
lunar mean motion 11,2-6
lunar mean motion 1,14 (p. 11 (4)) 
lunar mean motion 1,15 (p. 12 (8)) 
lunar mean motion 11,2-6 (p. 20 (23)) 
naksatra XII,3
solar mean longitude IX,1 (p. 65 (2)) 
sidereal month IX,4 (p. 67 (4b)) 
sidereal month IX,4 (p. 67 (3)) 
lunar apogee IX,3 (p. 66 (2)) 
Mars, visibility XVII,57-60 
Mercury XVII,38-40 
solar epicycle IX,7-8 (p. 70 (3)) 
Venus, manda epicycle XVI, 12—14 (Table 22) 
longest daylight 11,8 (Table 4)
maximum lunar velocity III,4 and 9 (p. 25 (1)) 
maximum lunar velocity 11,2—6 (p. 19 (18b)) 
distance of Sun IX,15-16 (p. 73 (9)) 
apparent semidiameter of Sun VII,5 (p. 58 (5)) 
eclipse limit VI,2 (p. 51 (3)) 
Jupiter, visibility XVII,57-60 
lunar apogee IX,3 (p. 66 (2)) 
lunar diameter XIV,38 (p. 92 (3)) 
Saturn, visibility XVI,23 XVII,57-60 
solar apogee (Gemini 15) VIII,2-3 
Sun VIII,1 (p. 59 (1))
Mercury, synodic time XVII,1—60 (Table 23) 
lunar node, ksepa VIII,8 (p. 62 (4)) 
Jupiter, occurrences XVI 1,9-10 
apparent semidiameter of Moon VI,3 (p. 52 (1)) VI,12-15 (p. 55 
(1)) VII,5 (p. 58 (4))

17
17,30
18
18
18
18
18

Mars, visibility XVI,23
intercalary months 1,15 
longest daylight 11,8 (Table 4) XII,5
Mars, retrogradation XVI1,64-80
Mars, 0^0 XVII,25-27
Mars, Z XVII,1-60 (Table 24)
radius of earth IX,15-16 (p. 73 (8)) IX,19-23 (p. 76 (12)) X,l—2 
(p. 77 (4a))

18,26,29
18,38
0;18,43,20

intercalary months 1,14
Saturn XVII, 1-60 (Table 33)
radius of Moon IX,15-16 (p. 73 (10))
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19
19,2,30
19,11

cycle of years 1,9—10 1,15 111,32-35 VIII,4 (p. 60 (3)) 
yuga 1,15 111,32—35
Venus XVI1,1-60 (Table 33)

20,0
20
20
20,0,0,0
20:30
21;5
22
23
0;23,20
23;20
23;40
24
24
24:16
24,21
24,46
27
27
27
27;19,17,45,50
27;19,18,1,26,24
27;32
27:33,16,21,49
27:33,20
28
28;1
28;20
28;26,40
29,13,40,19
29;31,48,16,37
29:31,50,5,37
29:31,50,5,58
29:31,50,6,52,59

lunar distance IX,15-16 (p. 72 (4)) 
Mercury, node XVI, 12-14 (Table 22) 
solar apogee (Gemini 20) see 1,20 
years in Mahäyuga 1,14 (Table 1) 
Jupiter, ecliptic arc XVII,9-11
Jupiter XVII,9-10
Mercury, epicycle XVI,12—14 (Table 22)
Mercury, ecliptic arc XVII,38-40
Jupiter, correction XVI,10-11 
maximum declination 111,20—22 
obliquity of ecliptic IV, 16-18 (Table 9) 
lunar nodes VIII,8 (p. 62 (2)) 
obliquity of ecliptic IV,23—25 (p. 40 (4)) XIII,9—10 
Jupiter XVI 1,9-10 
see 6,5 ; 15
Jupiter XVII,9—10
Mars, retrogradation XVII,1-60 (Table 28) 
naksatras XII,3
yogas XII,4 
sidereal month VIII,4 (p. 60 (2)) 
sidereal month IX,2 (p. 65 (2))
Jupiter, ksepa XVII,1-60 (Table 33) 
anomalistic month VIII,5 (p. 60 (2)) 
anomalistic month 11,2-6 (p. 17 (4))
Mercury, manda epicycle XVI, 12-14 (Table 22) 
Mercury, ksepa XVII,1—60 (Table 33)
Mercury, ksepa XVII, 1-60 (Table 23 and 32) 
Saturn, period XVII, 1-60 (Table 24) 
lunar nodes, ksepa IX,5 (p. 69 (5)) 
lunar month 1,11-13 (p. 10 (4)) 
lunar month 1,15 (p. 12 (7)) 
lunar month 1,9-10 (p. 9 (9)) 
lunar month 1,14 (p. 11 (3))

30
30
30,30

Mercury XVII,38—40
Saturn, occurrences XVII,16—17
5 years XII,1
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31
31
32

lunar epicycle IX,7—8 (p. 70 (3))
Mercury XVI 1,38-40
Jupiter, manda epicycle XVI, 12-14 (Table 22)

32
32; 12
32; 14,6
32,16
32,30,39,48
0;32,40
33
33,4
33;9
33;45
33;57
34
34

Mars, retrogradation XVII, 1-60 (Table 28) 
lunar diameter IX,15-16 (p. 72 (5)) 
solar diameter IX,15-16 (p. 72 (5)) 
epoch constant 11,2—6 (p. 16 (1))
Venus, sïghra 1,14 (Table 1) XVI,1-9 (Table 15 and 17) 
Sun, ksepa IX,1 (p. 65 (5)) XVI,1-9 (Table 19) 
Mercury XVII,38-40
Moon, ksepa VIII,4 (p. 60 (1)) VIII,5 (p. 61 (4)) 
Jupiter, mean synodic arc XVII,1-60 (Table 24)
Jupiter, mean synodic arc XVI1,1-60 (Table 26) 
Saturn XVII, 16-17
Jupiter, mean synodic arc XVII, 1-60 (Table 26)
Mars, retrogradation XVII,1-60 (Table 28)

34;34
36
37

Jupiter, ksepa XVII,1-60 (Table 23 and 32)
Jupiter, Z XVII,1-60 (Table 24)
Mars, retrogradation XVII, 1-60 (Table 28)

37,7
37,27
0;38
39

ahargana 1,17—21 (p. 12 (1))
see 3,44,42
radius of earth’s shadow VI,3 (p. 52 (1)) VI, 12-15 (p. 55 (1)) 
Mars, epicycle XVI,12-14 (Table 22)

40
40
40;16
40,42,44

Mars, node XVI, 12-14 (Table 22)
Saturn, sighra epicycle XVI, 12-14 (Table 22)
Saturn XVII, 16-17
Saturn, rotations in Mahäyuga 1,14 (Table 1) XVI,1-9 (Table 15 
and 17)

41;59
42,0
43;20
45,0
45,18,31
45;51
45,52
47,30
48
48;9
48;43
48;48
49,50,34,26

Saturn XVII, 16-17
ahargana 1,17-21 (p. 13 (2))
Venus, epicycle XVI,12-14 (Table 22) 
lunar nodes IX,5 (p. 68 (2)) 
lunar nodes VIII,8 (p. 62 (1))
Saturn, ecliptic arc XVII,16-19
Jupiter XVII, 1-60 (Table 33)
years 1,15 111,32-35
Mars, synodic arc XVI 1,25-27
Sine IV, 16-18 (p. 37 (2))
Mars, mean synodic arc XVII,1-60 (Table 24)
Sine IV,23-25 (p. 40 (3))
see 2,59,26,3,57,36
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50,31 110 anomalistic months 11,2—6 VIII,5 (p. 60 (2))
51 correction of lunar longitude IX,4 (p. 67 (1))
51,15 Mars XVII,1-60 (Table 33)
0;52 lunar horizontal parallax VII,2 (p. 57 (3))
52,0 lunar longitude, correction IX,4 (p. 67 (1))
52,12 Mercury XVII, 1-60 (Table 33)
0;53 lunar horizontal parallax VI11,10-14 (p. 63 (7))
53,20 circumference of earth 111,14 IX,10
53,51;59,16 lunar apogee IX,3 (p. 66 (2))
0;54 lunar horizontal parallax IX,19-23 (p. 76 (14))
0;55 radius of Moon plus shadow VI,3 (p. 52 (la))
0;55,14,34,40,49 Jupiter, density of occurrences XVII,9-11
57,18 R IV,6-15
57,18 3,0,0/tt IX,15—16
0;59,l,56 tithi XII,1 (p. 81 (2a))
0;59,3,40,ll,56 tithi 1,9-10 (p. 9 (8))
0;59,8 solar mean motion IX,11-14 (p. 71 (1))
0;59,8,10,10,37 solar mean motion IX,1 (p. 65 (3))

5. Subject Index to the Commentary
References are to chapter and verse in the commentary 

ahargana 1,8—15 XVII,64—80 (p. 126)
Alexandria (see also Yavanapura) 111,13 XV,16-21 
Almagest 1,15 111,2-3 IV,29-30 XIII,20-25 
amplitude of the Sun IV,52-54 
angels, as rulers of days 1,24-25 
anomalistic month see month 
anomaly see lunar a. ; solar a.
apogee see lunar a.; solar a. 
apparent diameter see lunar diameter, solar diameter 
ärdharätrika (“midnight”) system

distances IX,15-16
epoch XV,20 
lunar equation VII 1,6 
parameters 1,14 IX,1 IX,4 IX,5 XVI,1—9 XVI,12—14 (Table 22) 
solar apogee 111,2-3 IX,7-8 

arrangement of planets see planets
Äryabhatiya VI,8 VI,9—10 XIII,6-7 XIV,21—22 XV,20 XV,22—23 
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ascensional differences IV,26 IV,31 IV,41-44 XIV,1-4
Äslesä 111,20-22 XIV,33-37
astrology 111,32-35 XI11,26-29 XI11,39-42 XVI1,1-60 (p. 109) 
Asvini 111,20-22 (p. 33 n. 1) 111,32-35
Atharvaveda 111,20-22
avanati VIII, 16
Avanti (= Ujjayini) 1,8 111,13 VIII,5 XIII,9-25
ayana 111,20-22 XII,5 XV,24

Babylon XV, 19
Babylonian astronomy (see also linear zigzag functions) 1,15 11,2-6 11,8 111,1 111,17 

XII,5 XVII,passim
bahn IV,52-54 V,4-7
Battäni 111,1
Benares see Varanasi
bhuja see bähu 
bija 1,2 XVI, 10-11
Brähmasphutasiddhänta 1,4
Brhajjätaka see Varähamihira
brightness of planets XVII, 1-60 (p. 125)
Bundahishn 1,24-25

Caitra 1,8 111,32-35
Canopus XIV,39—41
cardinal points of horizon IV, 19 
cinematic planetary models XVI, passim 
color of eclipses VI,9-10
conjunction = sighra XVI, 12-23 
cosmography XIII,passim XV,22-23 
creation 111,32-35
crescent see lunar crescent 

day-radius 111,10-11 IV,23-25 XIV, 1-4
days instead of degrees XVI 1,64-80 (p. 126)
declination of points on the ecliptic 111,10-11 IV,16-18 IV,23-25 
deflection of eclipse VI,8
Dhanisthä, naksatra 111,20-22 111,25 XII,3
diameter, apparent see lunar diameter; solar diameter 
digits VI11,17 XIV, 1 XIV,38
distances of Sun and Moon IX, 15-16 IX, 19-23 X,l-2

10*
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£ see obliquity of ecliptic
earth

equator, circumference 111,14 IX,10 XIII,15-19 
radius IX, 15-16 IX, 19-23 X,l-2

earth-Sine IV,27-28 XIV, 1-4 
eccentricities XVI,12-14 (Table 22) 
eclipses 1,5-7 VI, passim XV, 1-9

color VI,9-10
deflection VI,8
duration VI,3 VI,4 VIII,16 IX,26-27 X.2-4 X,7
limits VI,2 VII,5

Egyptian years XII, 1
elongation (see also visibility)

Moon from Sun 11,7 
planets from Sun XVII,64-80 (Table 34) 

epoch, noon or midnight IX, 1 XVI, 1-9 
epoch values see ksepas 
equation see lunar e. ; solar e.
equinoxes 111,20-22

father of Varähamihira 1,1
finger, as unit (see also digit) XIV,21-22
fixed stars XIV,33-37

Gargasamhitä XII, 1
gati

as anomalistic month 11,2—6
as interval between Greek-letter phenomena XVI 1,24-35 and 54-56 

geographical latitude see latitude, terrestrial 
geographical longitude

determination from full-moons XIV,29-30
ghana 11,2-6
gnomon (see also shadow) 11,2-9 XI11,30-34
Govindasvämin 1,4
graphical methods (see also projection of eclipses) XIV,1-4 XIV,7 XIV,10-11 
Greek order of planets 1,17-21 XIII,39-42 XVII,1-60 (p. 109)

hand, as unit XIV,21-22 XIV,33-37
Handy Tables XVI, 1-9 (p. 99)
Hellenistic astronomy 11,2-6 XVI,passim
Himalayas 111,12
Hipparchus 1,15 VIII,1
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horizontal parallax see parallax 
hypotenuse

gnomon-shadow IV,52-54
lunar crescent V,4—7

inclination of ecliptic see obliquity
inclination of lunar orbit see lunar latitude, maximum
intercalary months 1,11-14

Jupiter XVI,1-9 (Tables 14 to 17, Table 20) XVI.12-14 (Table 22) 
longitudes XVII,7 XVII,9-10 (pp. 111-112, 115-116) 
phases XVII,12-13 (p. 118) 
retrogradation XVII,64-80 (p. 127) 
visibility XVI,23 XVII,58 (p. 125) 
zones XVII,9-11 (p. 113)

Julian year 11,1
Jyotisavedáñga 111,20-22 111,25 XII, 1

kaksä IX, 15—16
Kaliyuga XVI, 1-9 (p. 97-99) 
karana 111,18—19
Khandakhädyaka 1,14 (p. 11 n. 1) VI,8 XVI,1-9 
koti IV,52-54 V,4-7
krsnapaksa 111,18-19
Krttikä 111,20-22 XIV,33-37
ksepas, i.e., epoch constants 111,28-29 VIII,5 VIII,8 XVI,1-9 XVII,1-60 (p. 123-125)

Lagadha XII, 1
Lanka XI11,passim XV,22-23
Lätäcärya VIII,5 XV,18
Lätadeva 1,3 1,8 1,11-13 1,14 XIII,1-5 XIII,9-14
latitude, lunar see lunar 1.
latitude, terrestrial 1,5—7 IV,20—23 IV,39—40 XIV,8—10 
length of daylight (or night) 11,8 111,10—11 IV,34 IV,48—49 XII,5 XIII,20—25 
linear zigzag functions

length of daylight 11,8 XII,5
lunar latitude 111,30-31
lunar velocity 11,2-6 III,4 and 9 111,5-8
noon shadow of gnomon 11,9-10

longitudes, sidereal and tropical (see also lunar 1.; solar I.) 111,20-22 (p. 33 n. 1) 
lords of days, hours etc. 1,17-21 XIII,42 XV,26-29
lunar anomaly (see also lunar equation) 11,2-6
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lunar apogee 11,2-6 VIII,5 IX,3 XVI,1-9 (Table 19)
lunar crescent V,4—7
lunar diameter

actual IX, 15-16
apparent VI,3 VII1,15 IX, 15-16 XIV,38
15 digits XIV,38
15 parts V,4

lunar eclipses see eclipses
lunar epoch constants XVI, 1-9 (Table 21) 
lunar equation 11,2—6 111,5—8 VIII,6 IX,7-8 
lunar latitude 111,30-31

maximum: 4;0° VI,3 (4) VIII,10-14 (3c) 
4;30° VIII,10-14 (10) IX,6 
4;40° 111,30-31

lunar longitude VI11,4 IX,2
lunar mean motion 1,11—15 11,2-6 XVI,1-9 (Table 19)
lunar nodes 111,28-29 VIII,8 IX,5 XVI,1—9 (Table 19)
lunar orbit, inclination see lunar latitude
lunar phases (see also lunar crescent) XIII,35-38
lunar velocity 11,2-6 III,4 and 9 IX,11-14
lunar visibility V,l—3 XVI,23 XVII,58 (p. 125)

Maga Brähmana 1,1 1,24-25
Mägha, month XII,2
Maghä (= Regulus) XIV,33-37 
magical diagram 1,5-7 XIV,27-28
Mahäbhäskariya 1,14 (p. 11 n. 1)
Mahâyuga see yuga 
manda XVI,12-23
Mars XVI,1-9 (Tables 14-17, Table 20) XVI,12-14 (Table 22) XVII,1-60 (p. 111-112) 

phases XVII,25-35 (p. 119-120) 
retrogradation XVII,1-60 (p. 119-120) XVII,64-80 (p. 127) 
visibility XVI,23 XVII,58 (p. 125)
zones XVII,1-60 (p. 113)

maximum equation see lunar equation; solar equation
Mercury XVI, 1-9 (Tables 14-17, Table 20) XVI, 12-14 (Table 22) 

phases XVII,42-56 (p. 121-123) XVII,64-80 (p. 128) 
visibility XVI,23 XVII,58 (p. 125) 
zones XVII,38-40 (p. 114-115)

meridian line XIV, 14-16
Meru see Mount Meru
Metonic cycle 1,9—10 1,15 111,32—35 VIII,4
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midnight system see ärdharätrika s. 
month

anomalistic 11,2—6 111,4 and 9 111,5-8 IX,3 
intercalary 1,11—14
sidereal 1,15 VIII,4 IX,2
synodic 1,8-15

moon see lunar
Mount Mern XIII,passim
movable karanas 111,18—19
muhürta 11,7-8 XII,5

naksatra 11,7 111,16 111,32-35 XIV,34-37 
naksatra-days XII, 1 
nodes see Innar nodes
nonagesimal VII,1 VIII,10-14 IX,24-25 

oblique ascension IV,31 
obliquity of ecliptic

£ = 23;à20° 111,20-22
e = 23;40° 111,20-22 IV,16-18
£ = 24° IV,20-25 XI 11,9-25

omitted tithi 1,11-13 1,14 XII,1
order of planets see planets, arrangement 
ortive amplitude IV,37 IV,52-54

n, approximations
3 111,10-11 (p. 30 n. 1) VIII,10-14 IX,19-23
J/Ï0 IV,1-5 (la)
3;8,28,54,. . . IX,15-16 (p. 73)

P. Lund 35a 11,2-6 (p. 16 n. 1)
P. Ryl. 27 11,2-6 (p. 16 n. 1, p. 18 n. 1)
pada 11,2-6 111,5-8 XVII,7,9,15,16
Paitämahasiddhänta 1,1 111,36-38 XII,1-2 XIV,33—37 XVI,22-23 
paksa (see also krçnapaksa; suklapaksa) XII,4 XIII,35-38 
parallax

adjusted IX,19-23 IX,27
horizontal VII,1-2 VIII,10-14 IX,19-23 XV,7-9 
latitudinal VII,2 VIII,10-14 IX,24-25 
longitudinal VII,1 VIII,9 IX,19-23 XV,7-9

Paräsaratantra 111,25
parvan XII,4
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Paulisasiddhänta 1,1 1,4 1,11-13 XVII,64-80
penumbra VI,2
Persian influences XV, 19

names for days of the month 1,24-25 
years 1,23 XII,1

phases see lunar phases; planets, phases
Pitrs 111,23-24 XV,1-4 XV,11-14 
planets 1,5-7 XVI,passim XVII,passim

arrangement 1,17—21 XIII,39—42 XVII,1—60 (p. 109) 
latitude XVI,24-25
longitude XVI,15—22 XVII,1—60 (pp. Ill if.) 
phases XVII, 1-60 (p. 116 IT.) et passim 
stations XVI,22
visibility XVI,23 XVII,57-60 (p. 125-126) 

poles, north and south XIII,passim
Prakatärthadipikä 1,4
prana XIV,31—32
prime vertical IV,32-36 
projection of eclipses VI,12—15 XI,passim
Ptolemy 1,15 VIII,1

Rähu see lunar nodes
Rañganatha VI,8
Regulus XIV,33-37
Revatï 111,25
right ascension IV,29-30 XIV,7 
ring, as instrument XIV,21—22
Romakasiddhänta 1,1 1,4 1,8 111,32-35 VII,5 VIII,5 XV,18
Romakavisaya XV,23-25
ruler see lords

sadasitimukha 111,23-24
Saka era 1,8-10 XII,2 XVI,1-9 (p. 97) 
sand board XIV,27-28
sañkranti 111,26
Sasanian astronomy XV, 19
Saturn XVI,1-9 (Tables 14-17, Table 20) XVI,12-14 (Table 22) 

longitudes XVII,15-17 (p. 115-116) 
phases XVII,19—20 (p. 118) 
retrogradation XVII,64-80 (p. 127) 
visibility XVI,23 XVII,58 (p. 125) 
zones XVI 1,16-19 (p. 112-113)
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sävana days 111,27 XII,1
seasons 111,25
shadow of earth see eclipses
shadow of gnomon

curve traced by endpoint IV,19 IV,52-54 XIV,14-16
length of shadow 11,9—13 111,10—11 IV,20—23 IV,41—49 IV,52—54 XIV,5—6

Siddhapura XV,22-23
sidereal days XI 1,1
sidereal longitudes see longitudes
sidereal mean motion of moon see lunar mean motion
sidereal month see month
sidereal year .see year
sïghra XVI,1-9 (Tables 14-16) XVI,12-23
Simhäcärya XV, 19
sine tables IV, 1-16
solar anomaly (see also solar equation) 111,2—3
solar apogee 111,2—3 111,17 VIII,2—3 IX,7—8 XVI,12—14 (Table 22)
solar declination see declination
solar diameter

actual IX,15-16
apparent 111,26 VIII,15 IX,15—16

solar eccentricity XVI,12-14 (Table 22)
solar eclipses see eclipses
solar equation 111,2-3 VIII,2-3 IX,7-8
solar longitude 111,2-3 VIII,1 IX,1
solar mean motion IX,1 XVI,1-9 (Table 19)
solar velocity (see also solar mean motion) 11,1 111,17 111,26
solstices 111,20-22 111,25 111,32-35 XII,5
sphere, as instrument XIV,23-26
Sphujidhvaja see Yavanajätaka
suklapaksa 111,18-19
sun, invocation 1,1
sun dial (see also gnomon, shadow) XIV, 19—20
sunrise epoch 111,27 XII, 1
sunset epoch VIII,5 XV,18 XV,24
Süryasiddhänta 1,4 1,14 VI,8
syllable XIV,31-32
synodic arc XVII,1—60 (p. 110—112) XVII,64—80 (p. 126)

subdivision XVII,1-60 (p. 116-123) XVII,64—80 (p. 127—128)
synodic month see month
synodic periods XVII, 1-60 (p. 110-112)
synodic time see synodic period
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terrestrial latitude see latitude, t.
Theon XVI,1-9 (p. 99 f.)
tithi (see also omitted tithi) 1,8—13 11,7 111,16 111,27 111,32—35 
tortoise XIV,27
trepidation of solstices 111,20-22 
tropical year see year

Ujjayini see Avanti
Utpala 111,25 VI,8

Vadavämukha XIII,1-5
vaidhrta 111,20-22
Varähamihira

Brhajjätaka 1,22 11,8
Brhatsamhitä 1,1 1,22 111,20—22 111,32 (p. 35 n. 3) XIV,39-41 (p. 93 n. 1) 

Väränasi (= Benares) 111,13 
Väsistha 1,1 11,2-6 (p. 22) 
velocity see lunar v. ; solar v.
Venus XVI,1—9 (Tables 14—17, Table 20) XVI,12—14 (Table 22)

epoch values XVII,1-60 (p. 124)
mean synodic arc XVII,1-2 (p. 114)
phases XVI 1,3-5 (p. 120-121) XVI 1,64-80 (p. 128)
visibility XV1,23 XVI1,58 (p. 125)

visibility, first and last see lunar visibility; planets, visibility 
Visnudharmottarapuräna see Paitämahasiddhänta 
vyatipäta 111,20-22 XI 1,4

week, planetary 1,17-21 
world year 111,32-35

Yamakoti XV,22-23
Yavana XV, 19
Yavanajätaka 11,8 XI11,26—29 
Yavanapura (= Alexandria) 1,8 111,13 VIII,5 XV,16—21 XV,25 
Yavanesvara XIII,26-29
year

Egyptian-Persian, 365d 1,23 XII,1
sidereal 1,14 111,1 IX,1 XVI,1-9
tropical 1,9-10 1,15 VIII,1

yoga XII,4
yogatärä see fixed stars 
yojana 111,14 IX,10 XIII,15-19
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yuga (see also Kaliyuga, Mahäyuga)
5 years XII,1-4
19,2,30 years 111,32-35
50,0,0 years 1,14
20,0,0,0 years 1,14 (p. 11 n. 1) IX,1 IX,4 XVI,1-9

zigzag function see linear z.f.
Zij ash-Shäh XV, 19

151
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I
Introduction

or information on the progress of the excavations undertaken throughout five
JL seasons on Tall Sükäs in Syria, see the introduction by P. J. Riis, Sükäs I, 7—20. 
The material treated in Sükäs II is the Aegean and Greek pottery of the Late Bronze 
Age, the Geometric and Archaic periods, with the exception of the Attic exports, which 
are to be dealt with in a forthcoming volume. Only very few non-Attic Archaic terra
cottas appeared on Tall Sükäs-—they too are included in the catalogue. All Greek sherds 
were registered during the excavation, but only about one third, roughly a thousand 
fragments, were registered in detail (TS-numbers) and photographed. The objects in 
the present catalogue were selected from this category, whereas some sherds without 
TS-number and enumerated by inventory number only are mentioned in Sükäs I on 
account of their particular importance for the interpretation of the contexts. Of the 
sherds with TS-numbers, about eight hundred figure in the catalogue, but descriptions 
are given for half of them only; the other half consisting of repeats arranged in 
respective, similar groups, included in order to give a more complete representation of 
datable Greek finds on the tall. A list of provenances for all the sherds in the catalogue 
is given in the Appendix. The writer took part in two of the campaigns, but did not 
have the opportunity to make a systematic and thorough examination of all the fabrics 
of the pottery dealt with in this volume. Thus it was found preferable to publish the 
descriptions of clay and paint reported by the registrars working in the field (cf. 
Sükäs I, 14—15). On this background it has been impossible to contribute to distinctions 
of workshops when an ascription is based mainly on the nature of the clay, as for 
instance with the Ionian cups and the Waveline Ware. The bulk of Greek Archaic 
pottery from Tall Sükäs is East Greek and only two mainland categories, Corinthian 
and Attic, occurred, a situation very similar to that known from the Greek sites in the 
Pontic area, whereas the Laconian pottery, so frequent in the Greek cities of North 
Africa, is totally absent. In 1972 the Syrian Directorate General of Antiquities, according 
to existing regulations, offered to the Danish National Museum a certain number of 
objects found by the Carlsberg Expedition during the campaigns of 1958-63. The 
Museum is gratefully looking forward to receiving the said objects.

The writer wishes to express her deep gratitude to Mr. P. Christensen, who 
made the final drawings and arranged the photographic material. Furthermore, I am 
indebted to the architects, photographers, and draughtswomen of the Expedition, see 
Sükäs I, 14-15 and to Mrs. J. Dupuis Starcke who patiently revised the English text. 
To Professor P. J. Bns, the director of the Expedition, I extend my sincere thanks for 
help and encouragement both during the excavations and during the preparation of 
this volume.
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II
Minoan (?) and Mycenaean Vases and Plastic Figures

The Greek Bronze Age pottery from Tall Sükäs is not abundant, little more than 
fiftv fragments having been registered; a few of the sherds are of special interest as 
they exhibit features both earlier and later than the greater mass of Greek pottery 
from the Levant1. The earliest example is 6; in the preliminary report it is mentioned 
as Myc I, and it should thus be the earliest Mycenaean fragment from the Levant.2 
It is decorated with a white spiral laid on brownish or blackish paint, but in Myc I no 
superimposed spirals seem to occur on pottery, white is used only as an accessory 
colour on the dark spirals.3 White spirals on dark ground were very popular in Crete 
during all phases of MM4, and the technique was still in use in LM I but was to some 
degree overtaken by the “reserved” technique.5 Superimposed white spirals were 
frequent on MH pottery too,6 but it is very unlikely that MH was exported to the 
Middle East.7 Furthermore, though the painting of 6 is indistinct, the spiral is said by 
the registrar to be “rather rashly painted”, a fact which should point to a Cretan origin.8 
MM II—III pottery is known from Syria,9 whereas there is no evidence up till now of 
Cretan connections with Syria in LM.10 6 may be MM, but an origin of the vase in the 
succeeding period cannot be excluded.11

1 F. H. Stubbings, Mycenaean Pottery from the Levant, Cambridge 1951, V. Hankey, Mycenaean 
Pottery in the Middle East: Notes on Finds since 1951, BSA 62 1967, 107-147.

2 BSA 62 1967, 113.1.
3 C. W. Biegen, Prosymna, Cambridge 1937, pl. 166.658 no. 216, 659 no. 57. The spirals published by 

A. Furumark, The Mycenaean Pottery, Analysis and Classification, Stockholm 1941, mot. 46 fig. 59.2-4,6, 
do not represent the superimposed technique, but the special “reserved” technique invented on Crete during 
LM I, see E. Reisinger, Kretische Vasenmalerei vom Ñamares- bis zum Palast-Stil, Berlin 1912, 24 and A. 
Evans, The Palace of Minos IV.1, London 1935, 267-269 fig. 198a-b (for the Nubian vase, see further H. J. 
Kantor, The Aegean and the Orient in the Second Millenium B.C, AJA Mongr. 1 1947, 35 note 28 and OpArch 
6 1950, 207 fig. 17) and later seen on the Mainland, see A. W. Persson, The Royal Tombs at Dendra near 
Midea, Lund 1931, 66 fig. 46 (Myc IIIA). For the use of white on Myc II pottery, see C. W. Biegen & M. 
Rawson, The Palace of Nestor at Pylos in Western Messenia, Princeton 1966, 390-392.54a figs. 379.600,606, 
on Myc III pottery, see BSA 42 1947, 11-12. It should be noted that the white spirals on the stirrup-jar from 
Minat al-Baida are painted on reddish ground, see Evans, PM IV.2, London 1935, 777 fig. 756c, not blackish; 
the jar has been recognized by A. Furumark as an imitation of a Myc IIIA1 type, see OpArch 6 1950, 207 
note 9, not of a Minoan type, as was suggested earlier, see C. F. A. Schaeffer, Ugaritica I, Paris 1939, 72 fig. 
68 and Kantor, Aegean and Orient, 19, 76-77.

4 For the latest examples, see Evans, PM I, London 1921, 556-57 fig. 404 f, 578-579 figs. 420, 422: 
MM III, L. Pernier, L. Banti, Il Palazzo Minoico di Festos II, Pavia 1951, 403-404 fig. 267 right: late MM 
III, R. B. Seager, The Cemetery of Pachyammos, Crete, the University Museum Anthropological Publications, 
Pennsylvania 7.1 1916, 18 pl. 2 middle left: late MM III/LM I, BSA 62 1967, 337-339 pl. 78.a: LM IA.

5 See note 3.
6 C. W. Biegen, Korakou, New York 1921, pl. 2.2,4,8.
7 However, see OpArch 6 1950, 204 fig. 14.A-B: “sub-I” style in Egypt.
8 OpArch 6 1950, 162.
9 For references to Ras Samra, see Kantor, Aegean and Orient, 18 note 15, 19 notes 18-19, to Byblos 

ibid. 20 notes 27-29, to Alalakh see L. Woolley, Alalakh, Oxford 1955, 370 (ATP/48/16) pl. 129.
10 Kantor, Aegean and Orient, 74.
11 During the Mycenaean Symposium in Nicosia in 1972 Dr. G. Cadogan expressed the view to 

Professor P. J. Riis that a LM date of the sherd may be possible.
12 Unlike Ras Samra, where Myc III B prevails, Stubbings, Levant, 71.

The bulk of Mycenaean material from Tall Sükäs can be assigned to Myc III A;12 
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the following are ascertained to belong to III A 2: l;13 2: might come from a vase 
similar to l,14 but perhaps just as well from a pyxis;15 5: the diameter of the flat disk 
is so small that it must belong to the earliest of the Myc III stirrup-jars;16 the small 
piriform jar with three handles, the stirrup-jar and the pyxis are the shapes most 
frequently found in the Levant;17 7;18 8:19 the upright position of the flowers in the 
shoulder field exclude the stirrup-jars as the possible origin of 8,20 it is rather from a 
larger vase with a more complicated composition;21 24: one of the flowers on the 
krater sherds has an appearance in which Minoan influence is detected22—the sherds 
might have come from an amphoroid krater with a chariot scene;23 26: from a cup 
either with a running spiral24 or a curtailed form.25 926 and 1327 can only be understood 
as Myc III A, 9: curved flower stems are frequent on alabastra.28 Only one potsherd 
can with some certainty be regarded as Myc III B (for the figurines, see later), this is 
23 presumably Cypriote and from a bell krater, the most common krater shape of 
III B. The exact stylization of the bull as on 23 does not occur among any of the 
known pictorial representations, but the scene which is illustrated may be the same 
as on the Enkomi bull krater, on which a cattle egret perches on a bull.29 Though 
the head of 23 is in contour, the fragment is perhaps to be ascribed to the same master,

13 Furumark, Analysis, mot. 45 fig. 58.1, P. Dikaios, Enkomi I, Mainz am Rhein 1969, 376.233 Tomb 
10 pl. 208.11.

14 Dikaios, Enkomi, 378.271 Tomb 10 pl. 208.14.
15 CVA Heidelberg fase 3, pl. 99.3 with text, BCH 93 1969, 582 Tomb II.9 fig. 11, Dikaios, Enkomi, 

371.122 Tomb 10 pl. 211.21.
16 Furumark, Analysis, 85-86.
17 Stubbings, Levant, 68-69, BSA 62 1967, 145. The writer takes the opportunity to thank Professor 

P. Åstrom for sending her a proof of his forthcoming study on the Mycenaean pottery in Cyprus.
18 Furumark, Analysis, mot. 18 fig. 42.17.
19 Furumark, Analysis, mot. 18 fig. 42.3-4,6.
20 BSA 42 1947, 15-20 figs. 4-5, CVA Cyprus fase 1, pl. 21.7-9.
21 CVA Brit. Mus. fase 1, II Cb, pl. 8.6, Stubbings, Levant, pl. 2.4, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 5, Illa, 

pl. 2.8, OpAth 3 1960, 151 Tomb 7/VII pl. 13; for the flower, see BSA 42 1947, 57 fig. 26.
22 Furumark, Analysis, 286 mot. 18 figs. 42.9, 41.D, BSA 62 1967, 114.2, with reference to the early 

Amman krater, for the latter, see further Mélanges de l’Université Saint Joseph 46 1970/71, 19-20 fig. 3.
23 CVA Cyprus fase 1, pl. 6.3, fase 2 pl. 1: both with transversal stripes on rim; for the Ras Samra 

krater, see AJA 65 1961, 344.9 no. 3 pl. 109.45-46; all Myc III A.
24 E. Gjerstad, Studies on Prehistoric Cyprus, Uppsala 1926, 211.8, 213.8.
25 Furumark, Analysis, mot. 46 fig. 59.22-23, C. F. A. Schaeffer, Enkomi-Alasia, Paris 1952, 126 fig. 

55.1095.
28 Furumark, Analysis, mot. 9 fig. 32.16-17: lily, mot. 11 fig. 34.47-48: papyrus, mot. 12 fig. 36.13: 

sacral ivy.
27 Furumark, Analysis, mot. 53 fig. 65.7, CVA Cyprus fase 2, pl. 15.2, BSA 62 1967, 141.1 pl. 

34.al.
28 CVA Cyprus fase 1, pl. 23.7-8.
29 AJA 60 1956, 144 pl. 56.3-4, JHS 81 1961, 44-48.
30 The writer thanks Professor P. J. Riis for calling her attention to this relationship.
31 BSA 62 1967, 114.4: Tall Sükäs is the first coastal site in Syria with Myc III C.

i.e.  the “Enkomi Bull Painter”: inside the silhouette of the Enkomi bull’s head are 
traces, which suggest that originally only the contours of the head were indicated, 
including the double lines between head and neck, which occur too on the Sükäs 
bull.30 Another fragment is the only one which can be assigned to the latest phase, 
III C, not often represented in the Levant:31 16 decorated with a pair of “tongue
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shaped antitheticals”.32 Only approximate datings can be given for the rest of the 
material. The disk of 4 is larger than that of 5 and thus probably later;33 10 and 15 
might belong to pilgrim flasks;34 the casually drawn stripes of 11 could be part of a 
simple line spiral, i.e. without the usual horizontal connecting lines;35 the stemmed 
lozenge of 14 cannot be earlier than III B—the interior of the sherd is not described, 
so it is included in the group of closed vases in the catalogue, but the motive is very 
often connected with pictorial representations on kraters, and 14 might perhaps have 
belonged to an open vase.36 The very close-set band groups of 19 might indicate an 
early dating;37 the sloping curved line of 20 has perhaps encircled the side spout of a 
“tea pot”.38 25, 27-29 are all fragments of cups: the earliest one is 25 with part of 
what is possibly a lily with curved stem;39 the empty area above the band group of 27 
is fairly large and the cup might have been undecorated on the upper half.40 The cup 
to which 29 belonged was most likely decorated with bands only;41 in the description 
of 28 the concentric circles are said to be on the exterior, but there are no traces of a 
foot, which should be expected.42 The “group” looks earlier than III C, and among 
the determinable sherds there are no obvious counter-parts to the vases in the so-called 
Rude Style of Cyprus or to the wares reported from Tall Ashdod and Beth Shan. However 
a stirrup-jar was found in the South Harbour of Tall Sükäs, the decoration much 
corroded, but in shape very similar to the one from Beth Shan.43 As on nearly all 
sites where Mycenaean pottery has appeared, Mycenaean figurines occur too on Tall 
Sükäs.44 All the fragments of female figurines, 31-33 b presumably represent the 
T-type, which is usually assigned to Myc III B.45 On 31 the waistline of the torso is 
placed very high, a feature showing that the figure is one of the earliest of the T-type.46 
The animal fragments all belong to Blegen’s type “c”, and both varieties of type “c”

32 Furumark, Analysis, mot. 19 fig. 47.48, OpArch III 1944, 201, 208 note 1 fig. 1.1.
33 Furumark, Analysis, 85-86, Stubbings, Levant, 95 fig. 35: Myc III B.
34 CVA Copenhague fase 1, pl. 48.3-5: Myc IIIA2 (Stubbings, Levant, 16), pl. 48.1-2: Myc III B 

(Stubbings, Levant, 19-20), CVA Cyprus fase 2, pl. 14.5-6: Myc III A2.
35 Furumark, Analysis, mot. 46 fig. 60.52-59: Myc III A-C, CVA Cyprus fase 1, pl. 18, specially no. 

7: III A2, CVA Cyprus fase 2, pl. 26.4: III A2, É. Coche de la Ferté, Essai de classification de la céramique 
mycénienne d’Enkomi, Paris 1951, pl. 2.6: III B.

36 Furumark, Analysis, mot. 73 fig. 71: stemmed no. 8, Stubbings, Levant, 37 pl. 9.7, JHS 81 1961, 
pl. 1.5-6: III B.

37 Stubbings, Levant, pl. 1.9, 11: Myc III Al, Biegen, Prosymna, pl. 186 fig. 716.764: Myc III A.
38 OpArch III 1944, 235 fig. 10.23, BSA 42 1947, 53-54 pl. 17.3, BCH 93 1969, 582 Tomb 11.13 fig. 19.
39 Furumark, Analysis, mot. 9 fig. 32.16, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 1, II C b, pl. 12.12: Myc III Al.
40 CVA Cyprus fase 1, pl. 26.8: Myc III A2, Dikaios, Enkomi, 284 pl. 80.19: Myc III B, Stubbings, 

Levant, 38 pl. 12.15: Myc III B.
41 BSA 64 1969, 276.68 note 32 fig. 7: Myc III B.
42 For a decorative system like that of 28, except for the interior, see Dikaios, Enkomi, 246 pl. 66.5.
43 Rude Style: Mélanges de l’Université Saint Joseph 46 1970/71, 21-22; on Ashdod see BSA 62 1967, 

143, Archaeometry, 13.2 1971, 169-175 pl. 1 and T. Dothan in a lecture given in Nicosia 1972 during the 
Mycenaean Symposium : Philistine Material Culture and its Mycenaean Affinities, where attention was called 
to the ware from Beth Shan, for the latter see BSA 62 1967,127-128 pls. 28-29. The stirrup-jar from the South 
Harbour, Sh 78, is to be published later.

44 OpAth 5 1964, 46-57. The review by E. French in BSA 66 1971, 101-87, appeared too late.
45 A. Furumark, The Chronology of Mycenaean Pottery, Stockholm 1941, 86-88 fig. 1, BSA 62 1967, 

114.3.
46 In Deiras figurines of this sort were found with late Myc IIIA2 pottery, see J. Deshayes, Argos, 

Les fouilles de la Deiras, Paris 1966, 198, 200 DM 19 pl. 54.2. See BSA 66 1971, 109 fig. 1, 131-133. 
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are represented.47 The Sükäs fragments are suggested to be Myc III B48 and the type 
represented by 34-35 b,49 i.e. Blegen’s first variety, is now dated to the beginning of 
III B;50 the second variety, with transversal stripes on the body, is known from the 
Argive Heraion in a Myc III A 2/III B context.51

47 Biegen, Prosymna, 363-364, BSA 66 1971, 151-153 fig. 11.
48 BSA 62 1967, 114.3.
49 Similar in Ras Samra, C. F. A. Schaeffer, Ugaritica II, Paris 1949, 230 fig. 97.9, 20.
50 Deshayes, Deiras, 201 DM 73 pl. 82.5, the bull from Deiras does not have exactly the same de

coration as the Sükäs fragments, but see ibid, note 2, for a bull like those from Sükäs. BSA 66 1971,155-56.
61 Deshayes, Deiras, 201 note 4 DM 86 pl. 92.2. See further BSA 66 1971, 156-57.

Small piriform jar.
1. TS 5601. Sükäs I 29 no. 33, 31 fig. 8 b pl. 2. Neck/shoulder sherds with root of handle. 

G 15 NE. 10.0x7.5 cm, diam. of rim 9.5 cm. Fine grey brown clay, greenish grey slip, brown 
glaze. Broad cylindrical neck with horizontal offset rim; small horizontal loop-handle, on 
shoulder frieze of U-patterns enframed by narrow bands. Pl. I.

Pyxis?
2. TS 569. BSA 62 1967, 114.2. Neck/shoulder sherd, handle. G 11 SW. 5.1x3.7 cm. 

Light buff clay, pink in core, yellowish slip, reddish brown to chocolate glaze. Small horizontal 
loop-handle. Neck glazed, in handle zone frieze of small vertical stripes enframed by narrow 
bands. Handle glazed. Pl. I.

Stirrup-jars.
3. TS 4657. Shoulder sherd with spout. G 10 NE. H. of spout 3.2 cm, diam. of rim 2.5 

cm, w. 5.0 cm. Light yellowish clay, darker core, brownish glaze. Band on interior of rim and 
another round root of neck; on shoulder, one broad and two or three narrow horizontal bands. 
Pl. I. Similar: TS 1676 P 11 SW.

4. TS 2055. Disk and part of handle of false-neck. J 8 SE. 4.6 x 2.9 cm. Yellow clay, dark 
brown to olive glaze. Disk: large central dot and concentric circles. Handle: glazed except for 
triangle at top. Pl. I. Similar: TS 4792 G 10 NE, TS 3572 G 13.

5. TS 600. Disk and part of handles of false-neck. G 11 SW. 5.9 x 2.7 cm. Light buff 
gritty and micaceous clay, greenish in core, light reddish brown glaze. Flat disk with central 
dot and concentric circle. Handles glazed, except for irregular, reserved field at top. Pl. I.

Other closed vases.
6. TS 663. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 131-32, BSA 62 1967, 113.1. Neck/shoulder sherd. G 11 

SW. 7.2x10.1 cm. Light drab, very gritty and slightly micaceous clay, brownish to black glaze. 
Shoulder not distinctly offset from neck. Glazed all over; on neck, running spiral between two 
horizontal bands all added in white which is very worn. Pl. I.

7. TS 5515. Side sherd. G 15. 3.0 x 4.0 cm. Light brownish clay, light brownish glaze. 
Part of voluted flowers. Pl. I.

8. TS 4752. Neck/shoulder sherd. Surface, Eastern Spur. 4.5 x 2.9 cm. Light brown 
clay, creamy slip, brown glaze. Neck glazed; on shoulder, part of voluted flowers. Pl. I.

9. TS 2721. Neck/shoulder sherd. L 8 SE. 3.0 x 3.0 cm. Very fine light clay, greenish slip, 
brown lustrous glaze. Horizontal rib between neck and shoulder. Neck glazed; on shoulder, 
curved narrow stripe and two parallel zigzag lines. Pl. I.

10. TS 3716. Side sherd. G 14. 3.5 x 3.3 cm. Light buff clay, yellowish slip, brown to black 
glaze. Part of three concentric bands. Pl. I.

11. TS 5585. Side sherd. G 16 NW. 3.0 x 2.0 cm. Fine light brownish clay and slip, red 
glaze. Part of irregular spiral overlapping broad band. Pl. I.
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12. TS 1734. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 2.5 x 2.0 cm. Fine buff clay, yellow buff slip, brownish 
to black glaze. Composition of dots and stripes. Pl. I.

13. TS 3038. Side sherd. G 15. 3.0 x3.7 cm. Buff clay, buff slip, red lustrous glaze. Frieze 
of broken wavy line; at bottom, band and indefinable rounded design. Pl. 1.

14. TS 4522. Side sherd. G 10 SE. 5.7x3.3 cm. Buff clay, reddish brown glaze. Stemmed 
lozenge with groups of semicircles. Pl. I.

15. TS 1385. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 4.5 x 2.5 cm. Light reddish buff clay, creamy slip,
red glaze. Banded. Pl. I. Similar: TS 1537 E 8 SE, TS 3481 Ç 15.

16. TS 812. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 131. Shoulder sherd. G 11 SW. 6.9 x 4.5 cm. Fine light
buff clay with white and dark grits, red to brown glaze. Pair of hatched tongue-shaped anti-
theticals, below broad and narrow bands. Pl. I.

17. TS 1390, 1391. Shoulder/side sherds. G 11 SW. 4.5 x 4.0 cm. Light buff somewhat 
porous clay, red glaze. Narrow and broad bands, “sling” in field. Pl. I.

18. TS 641. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 2.1x1.6 cm. Light greenish clay with some grits and 
mica, brown glaze. Four narrow bands enframed by two broad ones. Pl. I. Similar (three to 
nine narrow bands): TS 364 Surface, TS 365 Surface, TS 1198 G 11 SW, TS 1893 H 11 NW, 
TS 1957 G 7 SE.

19. TS 3489. Side sherd. G 15. 2.0 x 3.5 cm. Red to buff clay, buff in core, buff slip, red 
glaze. Broad and narrow bands. Pl. I. Similar: TS 4910 G 14 NE, TS 5553 H 11 NE.

20. TS 5658. Shoulder sherd with root of spout(?). G 15 NE. C. 5.0 x5.0 cm. Light greyish 
clay, black glaze. Band round root of spout(?), at bottom horizontal band. Pl. I.

21. TS 5586. Side sherd. G 16 NW. 2.5 x 3.0 cm. Fine reddish clay, yellowish slip, brownish 
glaze. Vertical, irregular, slim stripe; below, horizontal band with small pendant stripe. Pl I.

22. TS 3826. Handle fragment. Il 11 NW. 3.6 x 1.2 cm. Reddish somewhat micaceous 
clay, yellowish slip, red brown glaze. Transversal stripes. Pl. I.

Kraters.
23. TS 2314. AASyr 10 1960, 128 fig. 18, AA 1962, 374 fig. 90. Shoulder sherd with root 

of neck. G 16 NW. 4.3 x 5.7 cm. Buff clay with few grits, greyish buff slip, red glaze. Exterior: 
neck glazed; on body, part of neck and head with probably the long toes of a bird perched on 
the neck of the bull. Interior: no description. Pl. I.

24. TS 483, 484, 497. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 131 fig. 18. Rim/neck/shoulder/side sherds 
with strap-handle. E 8 SW, SE and NW. L. 2.8-9.4 cm, w. 1.8-5.5 cm. Fine light yellowish 
buff clay with small grits and mica, black to brown glaze. Flat rim, broad vertical strap-handle, 
three holes through top of handle. Rim: groups of transversal stripes limited along the inward 
edge by horizontal band. Handle: glazed, except for vertical stripe. Exterior: voluted and 
unvoluted flowers, vertical row of quirks. Interior: glazed. Pl. I.

Other open vases.
25. TS 988. Side sherd of cup(?). G 15 SE. 3.1x1.9 cm. Yellow clay with some white 

grits, red mat paint, burnished! Exterior: part of lily(?). Interior: horizontal bands. Pl. I.
26. TS 3078. Rim/side sherd of cup(?). G 14. 2.8 x 2.1 cm. Light brown clay, yellow slip, 

red glaze. Slightly everted rim. Exterior: rim glazed, below three curved lines. Interior: slipped, 
rim glazed. Pl. I. Similar: TS 2606 H 11 NW.

27. TS 1773. Bottom sherd of cup(?). F 8 NW. 4.0 x 3.5 cm. Red clay with white grits, 
red glaze. Exterior: group of broad and narrow concentric circles. Interior: two concentric 
bands. Pl. I.

28. TS 1735. Bottom sherd. P 11 NW. 1.5 x 2.0 cm. Light buff clay, red slip, brown 
glaze. Exterior: three concentric circles. Interior: slipped. Pl. I.

29. TS 1355. Side sherd of cup(?). G 8 SE. 3.0x2.0 cm. Fine yellow clay, yellow slip, 
red glaze. Exterior: banded. Interior: glazed. Pl. I.
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30. TS 5621. Fragmentary stem. H 12. 4.7x3.7 cm. Fine light brownish clay, darker in 
core, yellow slip, red glaze. Broad and narrow horizontal bands. Pl. I.

fig urines.
31. TS 5561. Sükäs I 36 no. 51 fig. 8 d pl. 2. Columnar stem with part of torso. G 16 NW. 

W. 3.2 cm, h. 5.7 cm, diam. below 3.0 cm. Fine light red-brown clay, yellowish slip, red-brown 
glaze. Above waistline short vertical stripes, on stem three vertical stripes. Pl. II.

32. TS 563. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 131 fig. 17, NMArb 1961, 123-24 fig. 5, AA 1962, 374-75 
fig. 89, BSA 62 1967, 114.3. Fragmentary columnar stem. G 11 SW. 2.6x4.7 cm. Light buff 
clay with white and dark grits, brownish red glaze. Three vertical stripes. Pl. II.

33 a. TS 4516. Sükäs I 34 no. 49 flg. 8 f pl. 2. Arm. G 16 SW. 2.4 x 2.0 cm. Buff clay, 
buff slip, reddish glaze. Band along edge, on both sides vertical stripes. Pl. II. Similar: TS
4679 G 16 SW.

33b. TS 4533. Sükäs I 29 no. 36 fig. 8 e pl. 2. Arm. G 15 SE. 2.3 x 1.5 cm. Buff clay, buff 
slip, brownish glaze. Band along edge, vertical stripes on both sides. Pl. II.

Animal figurines.
34. TS 561. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 131 fig. 17, NMArb 1961, 123-34 fig. 5, AA 1962, 374-75 

fig. 89. Fragmentary bull. Gil SW. L. 10.8 cm, h. 6.9 cm. Light yellowish to reddish clay 
with some white and dark grits, brownish to black glaze. Forelegs and outer part of horns 
are missing. Banded longitudinally, end of muzzle glazed; small transversal stripes on top of 
muzzle and front of horns. Pl. II. Similar head: TS 4484 G 15 SW. Similar bodies: TS 4080 
G 15 SE, TS 5542 G 15 NE.

35a. TS 562. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 131 fig. 17, NMArb 1961, 123-24 fig. 5, AA 1962, 374- 
75 fig. 89. Fore- and hind-part of bull. G 11 SW. 4.2x9.1 cm, 2.0x4.9 cm. Light yellowish to 
reddish clay, with some white and dark grits, brownish to reddish glaze. Banded longitudinally, 
end of muzzle glazed, small transversal stripes on top of muzzle. Pl. II. Similar horn: TS
4680 b G 16 SW. Similar legs: TS 3858 G 12 NE, TS 4604 H 11 NE, TS 4680 a G 16 SW, TS 
5584 G 16 NW.

35b. TS 4532. Sükäs I 29 no. 35 fig. 8 c pl. 2. Fragmentary fore-part of bull. G 15 SE. 
4.1 x 6.1 cm. Buff clay with grey grits, yellowish slip, dark brownish lustrous glaze. Banded 
longitudinally, transversal stripes on horns. Pl. II.

36. TS 2295. Fragmentary trunk. G 16 NW. 6.2 x 2.8 cm. Red brown clay with few 
white grits, yellowish slip, red glaze. Close-set vertical stripes crossed by a horizontal stripe 
along back. Pl. II.

Ill
Cycladic Geometric Vases

Only five sherds have been determined as Geometric, 37-41, all presumably 
Cycladic. Though the description of the clay is sparse, it does not disagree with that of 
Cycladic fabrics. 37 and 38 are from skyphoi with pendent-semicircles.52 The exact

52 This group of cups are conventionally called “skyphoi” and for convenience that name has been 
employed in the catalogue, but the shape is that of a kylix, a term known from an inscription on a cup from 
the 8th century (see Sükäs I 174-175). For lists see H. G. Buchholz, Berliner Jb 5 1965, 224-229 and Emporio, 
117 note 2; add: Emporio, no. 157 fig. 72 pl. 30, M. R. Popham & L. H. Sackett, Excavations at Lefkandi, 
Euboea 1964-66, London 1968, 26-27 figs. 59, 65 and BCH 89 1965, 845 fig. 3, Archaeology 1967, 67 fig. 
above (Sardis), R. Saidah, Découvertes d’objets grecs d’époque protogéométrique et géométrique sur le 
littoral libanais, IXe congrès international d’archéologie classique, Damas 1969, 66-67 (Halda), Sükäs I 
144 note 574 (Niniveh). See furthermore note 543. 
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profile of 3853 is not known, and so little is left of the sherd that there are no traces of 
another intersecting circle group; the decoration is unusual, the semicircles describe 
more than half a circle, and innermost is a full circle.54 The body of 37 is rather 
deep, the rim distinctly offset from the shoulder and clearly swept back. Among the 
skyphoi found in Syria the greatest similarity in profile to 37 is found in the frag
mentary cup from Tall Ta’yinät, on which the number of semicircles is considerable 
too, i.e. ten,55 and in the Tall Haläf skyphos which has eleven semicircles56 like 37. 
Recently J. N. Coldstream has thoroughly dealt with the pendent-semicircle skyphoi, 
including the category to which the sherds from Tall Sükäs belong.57 According to 
Coldstream the skyphoi from Tall Ta’yinät and Tall Haläf date to the second half of 
the 9th century, i.e. MG I, and the Hama cups are assigned to the early 8th century, 
i.e. MG II.58 The Hama cups, which have never been fully published, are now dealt 
with by P. J. Riis.59 For two of the cups a date is proposed earlier than that of MG II : 
8 A 189,60 found in a cinerary urn, is safely dated to the late 9th century or around 
800 B.C.,61 while L 94 1 62 is suggested to be even earlier, it is compared with EG cups.63 
The two remaining cups are held to be later:64 on account of its occurrence in deposits 
of the 4th period of the cremation necropolis, one of them, 6 A 290, is dated within 
800—720 B.C.65 According to P. J. Riis, the latest of the Hama cups should be con
temporary with the cups from Tall Ta’yinat, Tall Haläf, Tall Sükäs and some of the 
Al-Mina cups.66 However, the profiles of the later Hama cups show features rather 
different from those of the cups from Tall Ta’yinät, Tall Haläf and Tall Sükäs: the 
concavity of the rim is more pronounced on the Hama cups, the bodies are shallower 
and with straighter sides, whereas the profile of the earlier Hama cup, dated by 
P. J. Riis not later than 800 B.C., i.e. MG I,67 comes closer to the three cups in question.

53 NMArb 1961, 124-125 fig. 6.
54 So far a skyphos found on Cyprus seems to be the only specimen with a full central circle, Desbo- 

rough, Protogcometric, 181 pl. 25.C left (Keraphani).
55 Desborough, Protogeometric, 328 pl. 26.5.
56 B. Hrouda, Tell Halaf IV, Die Kleinfunde aus historischer Zeit, Berlin 1962, 84, 101.188 pl. 69.
57 Coldstream, Geometrie, 156-157. In connecting the material with the evolution of Attic Geometric 

and in stressing the significance of Attic influence on the Cyclades, J. N. Coldstream has reached a reasonable 
relative chronology for these skyphoi. The type has no Attic counterpart, it is a descendant from the Cycladic 
Sub-Protogeometric version of the local skyphos. It must have developed “somewhere near the transition 
from Early to Middle Geometric in Attica”. The skyphoi from the Rheneia graves, regarded as the culmination 
of the class, were found with Atticizing MG I vases; for the skyphoi from the Purification Trench there are 
no valuable contexts, but Coldstream suggests that none of them were made much later than the end of MG 
II; first, because the shape seems to be the predecessor of Atticizing MG II skyphoi also found in the Trench, 
and second because there is no reflection on the ceramics found in the western colonies, neither in shape nor 
in decoration; on the latter see Sükäs I 156.

58 Coldstream, Geometric, 312-313.
59 Sükäs I 150-152 fig. 51 a-d.
60 Sükäs I fig. 51 d.
61 It was found in a cinerary urn of the bottom layer in the 8th century necropolis, Sükäs I 150 note 

613, fig. 52 (no. 38). Coldstream, Geometric, 311 note 6.
62 Sükäs I fig. 51 b.
63 Sükäs I 150-152 notes 614-615.
64 Sükäs I figs. 51 a, c. Coldstream, Geometric, 311 note 7.
65 Sükäs I 150 note 612.
66 Sükäs I 152 notes 616-618, for Al-Mina, see below note 72.
87 See note 61.
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The similarity of the cups from Tall Ta‘yinat and Tall Haläf to the MG I cup from 
Hama seems to confirm J. N. Coldstream’s ascription of the Tacyinât and Haläf 
cups to the 2nd half of the 9th Cent. B.C.68 It is not possible to judge if 38 can be as
signed to the 9th Cent. B.C. like 37. 38 is too small and the course of its profile is not 
known. No profile drawings have been published of the sherds from Al-Mina, and the 
range within the sherds is still confusing, but the early MG type is represented among 
them.69 The skyphos is described as unusually deep,70 probably not unlike the ones 
from Tall Tacyinät, Tall Haläf, Tall Sükäs and the early one from Hama. Three other 
fragments are distinguished by Coldstream as belonging to late and degenerate 
skyphoi with extremely shallow bodies and only few semicircles which often overlap 
the glaze;71 they are understood as Late Geometric. Two of these fragments are men
tioned by P. J. Riis as contemporary with the skyphoi from Tall Ta'yinät, Tall Haläf 
and Tall Sükäs together with the two latest Hama cups.72 As shown above, we cannot 
talk about stylistic contemporaritv in connection with the three former cups —and 
even in connection with the two latest Hama cups it is questionable. The latter are of a 
decidedly better quality than the Al-Mina sherds and the Late Geometric skyphoi 
from Cyprus,73 and might have been produced earlier, i.e. in MG II,74 but they may of 
course have been in use as late as 720 B.C.75 Only a corner of a hatched meander is 
left on 39. Though the description of the clay does not reveal it, the sherd is most 
likely Cycladic as at least some of the early ceramics from Al-Mina; the sherd might 
belong to a skyphos with window panel, which is a normal Atticizing MG type in the 
Cyclades.76 Though the clay is not termed micaceous, the slip betrays the Cycladic 
origin of the sherds 40-41 ;77 kraters of this sort are already known in the Levant.78 
The type is LG.79

68 Concerning Tall Ta’yinât, J. N. Coldstream notes that “the evidence for this date is not stated” 
Geometric, 311 note 3.

69 JHS 60 1940, 3 figs. 1 d, j and another fig. 1 b is suggested to be early by P. J. Riis, Sükäs I 152 
note 619.

70 Coldstream, Geometric, 312.
71 Coldstream, Geometric, 312, 157 note 6.
72 Sükäs I 152 figs. 48 a, d.
73 Coldstream, Geometric, 157 notes 4-5.
74 6 A 290 is very similar in shape to a Cypriote skyphos from: A “Royal” tomb at Salamis, AA 78 

1963, 177 fig. 35.46, found with MG II, see Coldstream, Geometric, 157 note 3.
75 However, even this is doubted by J. N. Coldstream, Geometric, 311; see further Sükäs I 148-150. 

F'or the group see Sükäs I 156, Emporio, 117, Gnomon 42 1970, 497.
76 JHS 60 1940, 2-3 fig. 1.1, Sükäs I 146 fig. 47 1-j, Coldstream, Geometric, 312 Bl (MG I), see pl. 34 k.
77 Coldstream, Geometric, 172.
78 Sükäs I 148 notes 598-599, 154 notes 629, 631 (with references); for the Delos Krater Be 8, see 

Coldstream, Geometric, 172-174 no. 3 (the Cesnola Painter).
79 See preceding note: Coldstream.

Skyphoi.
37. TS 2018. Sükäs I 50 with note 143, pp. 142, 152 figs. 53 b, 54 a. Rim/shoulder/side 

sherd. F 8 NW. 7.0 x 5.2 cm. Fine pale buff clay with tiny white grits and a little mica, black 
to light brown glaze. Exterior: rim glazed, eleven pendent-semicircles, centre marked by dot 
and compass-point, faint traces of six other pendent-semicircles intersecting the outer nine 
ones of the former group. Interior: glazed, except for band at top of rim. Pl. II. Fig. a.
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38. TS 1012. AASyr 10 1960, 123 fig. 13, Sükäs I 50 with note 143, pp. 142, 152 figs. 53 c, 
54 b. Shoulder/side sherd with root of rim. H 5 SE. 2.5 x 2.1 cm. Fine buff clay, black to light 
brown glaze. Exterior: root of rim glazed, four pendent-semicircles and one small full circle, 
centre marked by dot and compass-point. Interior: glazed. Pl. II.

39. TS 3520. Side sherd. G 5 NE. 1.8x2.3 cm. Grey brown clay, brown to black glaze. 
Exterior: part of meander with diagonal hatching. Interior: one broad and two narrow bands. 
Pl. II.

Kraters.
40. TS 1394. Rim sherd. G 15 NE. 3.0x3.0 cm. Rather fine light reddish clay with few 

white grits, creamy slip, black to reddish glaze. Flat rim. Exterior and interior: glazed. Topside: 
group of four transversal stripes, broad band along edge. Pl. II.

41. TS 969. Rim sherd. F 6 NW. 1.6 x 2.7 cm. Dark reddish clay, greenish slip, black 
glaze. Groove on underside. Exterior, interior and underside: glazed. Topside: two groups of 
transversal stripes, broad band along edge. Pl. II.

IV
Cycladic Orientalizing Vases

Only two Cycladic sherds belong to this phase. 42 is from “a big jar”, and the 
metope-circle decoration points to the still not located Linear Island group,80 which 
consists mainly, of large amphorae, frequently with a funeral purpose. So far these 
vases have appeared only within Greece itself, and of the pieces without known finding 
places, only one has an Eastern provenance, i.e. the one in Leyden which was acquired 
in Smyrna.81 On this basis it is strange to find a fragment in a remote Syrian location, 
thus P. J. Riis has attempted to connect 42 with other and more widespread Cycladic 
vase shapes, as kraters and krateriskoi. In addition to Eastern Greece these have been 
found further afield in Asia Minor.82 However 42 presumably does not belong to an 
open vase, as the interior of the sherd was apparently unglazed. Though none of the 
circle schemes of the known Linear Island amphorae are absolutely identical to 42, 
nor the later ones,83 it cannot be denied that the group in general is that with which 
42 has the greatest affinity. 43 is totally without slip, thus connecting it with Dugas’s 
A-groups,84 where friezes of “running dog” are usually found on the Ad vases.85 The 
latter look geometric, and are suggested to date to the 1st quarter of the 7th century;86 
it has recently been argued that they may last into the second quarter of the 7th Cent. 
B.C.87 Three sherds of this category are reported from Al-Mina.88

80 The different points of view summed up by 1. Strom, ActaArch 33 1962, 243-246; add P. Bocci, 
Ricerche sulla cerámica cicladica, Rome 1962, 5-8 and Fondation Hardt pour l’étude de l’antiquité classique, 
entretiens X 1964, 57-58 (N. M. Kontoleon). P. J. Riis, Sükäs I 50 note 145 Pl. Ill no. 37 fig. 16 g, described 
the sherd as unslipped, i.e. without the thick yollowish slip; the slip of the Linear Island vases is ex
tremely thin and sometimes yellowish brown, see ActaArch 33 1962, 224 note 8, and this sort of slip may 
correspond to the slip registered as yellowish to brown.

81 ActaArch 33 1962, 222-223.
82 Sükäs I 50 note 145. On 42 see further Sükäs II 94.
83 Sükäs I 50.
84 ActaArch 33 1962, 271.
85 Délos XV 39-48 pls. 20-25, ActaArch 33 1962, 267-278, Bocci, Ricerche cicladica, 8-10 pl. 5.
88 ActaArch 33 1962, 269.
87 See preceding note.
88 BSA 52 1957, 6 note 25 a.
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Fig. a.
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Closed vases.
42. TS 4183. Sükâs I 50 no. 37 fig. 16 g pl. 3. Shoulder sherd. H 14. 7.6 x 7.8 cm. Light 

yellowish to brown clay with numerous dark and white grits and a few mica, yellowish to 
brown slip, orange glaze. In metope field, one half of concentric group of four circles, faint 
traces of four triglyphs. Pl. II.

43. TS 1027. Side sherd. G 5 SE. 2.7x2.1 cm. Buff clay with some white grits and a few 
mica, red glaze. Frieze of “running dog” (no band above/below). Pl. II.

V
Al-Mina Ware

The ware demonstrated by J. Boardman as possibly manufactured by Greek 
potters in Syria89 is represented on "fall Sükâs by five sherds, 44—47. Only one of the 
sherds, 44, is in the bichrome technique, one of the hallmarks of the group, which is 
most fully represented in Al-Mina, the suggested centre for the production. 44 per
fectly matches one of the Al-Mina sherds except for a greater number of triglyphs on 
the Sükâs sherd.90 Though the description of the interior of 44 is not clear, the sherd 
must belong to Boardman’s first class, because of the elaborate decoration on the 
exterior,91 whereas 45 with its simple linear decoration belongs to the second class.92 
The other sherds 46—47 are small and not very characteristic.93 In addition to Al-Mina, 
Tall Sükâs and Cyprus,94 the ware is now reported from farther south at Byblos95 
and in the Hhalda necropolis at the Beirut airport.96 Some fragments from Tarsus 
have a very similar decoration, but G. M. A. Hanfmann points out that the technique 
is different, and he suggests an Ionian origin for the Tarsian pieces.97 The type and 
decoration which the Al-Mina cups copy is that of LG skyphoi, Euboean(?)98 99 and the 
ware is supposed still to have been made in the 8th century B.C." For the stratification 
of 47 see conclusion p. 93.

89 AnatSt 9 1959, 163-169, Coldstream, Geometric, 193, 310 note 6, 384.
90 AnatSt 9 1959, 168.4 pl. 24 fig. 1.
91 AnatSt 9 1959, 164. For the multiple brush, see Antiquity 34 1960, 85-89.
92 AnatSt 9 1959, 169.22 pl. 25.
93 46 might be of Boardman’s 1st class.
94 AnatSt 9 1959, 166 notes 11-14.
95 Sükâs I 158 note 640.
96 Sükâs I 158 note 641, R. Saidah, Découvertes d’objects grecs d’époque protogéométrique et géo

métrique sur le littoral libanais, IXe congrès internationale d’archéologie classique, Damas 1969, 66-67.
97 Tarsus III 280-281.1375-1377 fig. 95.
98 Coldstream, Geometric, 193.
99 AnatSt 9 1959, 167.

Skyphoi.
44. TS 4044. Sükâs I 50 no. 36 fig. 15 c pl. 3. Shoulder/side sherd with root of rim. 

H 14. No measurements. Pink clay with numerous black and white grits and mica, creamy 
slip. Exterior: on rim, lower part of vertical zigzags in orange matt paint, below two black 
glazed bands with black (or dark grey) matt painted stripes added; on shoulder/side: five 
triglyphs, the outer four in black (or dark grey) matt paint, the innermost in red matt paint; 
in metope field: four-leaved flower with contours and hatches in black (or dark grey) matt 
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paint and interior of central dot in red matt paint, two tongues with contours in black (or 
dark grey) matt paint and interiors in red matt paint, dot-fillers in black (or dark grey) matt 
paint. Interior: “brown paint on creamy slip”. Pl. 11.

45. TS 1387. Rim/shoulder sherd. G 11 SE. 3.0 x 2.5 cm. Fine dark buff clay, light buff 
slip, brown matt paint. Exterior: banded rim, vertical wavelines made by at least a sextuple 
brush on shoulder. Interior: two broad bands on rim. Pl. 11.

46. TS 3828. Rim/shoulder sherd with root of handle. G 15. 2.4x2.3 cm. Light buff clay, 
creamy slip, light red brown matt paint. Exterior: glazed rim, narrow band and two vertical 
stripes on shoulder. Interior: glazed, except for band at top of shoulder. Pl. 11. Similar ? 
TS 3834 G 15 SW.

47. TS 4438. Sükäs I 48 no. 29 fig. 15 e pl. 3, 49-50. Side sherd. G 16 SW. 1.8 x 1.3 cm. 
Reddish clay with grey grits, creamy slip, orange matt paint. Exterior: vertical stripes. Inter
ior: no description. Pl. II.

VI
Protocorinthian and Corinthian Vases

The amount of pottery from Corinth is not overwhelming on Tall Sükäs, altogether 
about fifty sherds have been registered, mostly Middle and Late Corinthian. Only 
four of the sherds can be regarded as Protocorinthian 49, 62, 64 and 70. 49 is from a 
kotyle; in the handle zone only a few vertical stripes are left and above the handle 
only one band. At this particular place EPC kotylai usually have two bands, only 
very few have one.100 The latter are all rather early, but the indistinct and restricted 
decoration of 49 does not permit a date closer than the later part of lhe 8th Cent. 
B.C. or the beginning of the 7th Cent. B.C. Numerous concentric circles, the uppermost 
ones with very small diameters, indicate that 62 cannot belong to an aryballos or an
other small closed vase;101 the fragment is more likely to originate from a pyxis-lid. 
The registrar termed the sherd a shoulder sherd, a fact which might point to a domed 
lid rather than to a flat one; especially on the tall domed lids the uppermost circles 
have small diameters.102 PC pyxides with tall lids are descendants of a Late Geometric 
shape,103 the former are rare and seem to disappear in the EPC period.104 The writer 
only knows the fragment catalogued as similar to 62 (TS 4717) from a photograph and 
cannot determine if it is from a domed or flat lid. The bottom sherd, 64, is decorated 
in lhe EPC linear fashion105 and the sherd is from a closed vase with small foot dia
meter.106 70 is from a vertical neck with distinctly offset rim triangular in section; it

100 CVA Louvre fase 13, pl. 35.1,4 (740-30), BSA 48 1953, 283.685 fig. 10 (c. 700), BSA 53/54 1958/59, 
139 pl. 21.15 (730), CVA Heidelberg fase 1, pl. 7.10 (early 7th century).

101 The stripe decoration on smaller closed vases never covers the shoulder.
102 K. Friis Johansen, Les vases sicyonien, Copenhague 1923, 32 pl. 11.3 (Thera), BSA 43 1948, 28 pl. 

6.77 (Ithaka).
103 From the so-called Thapsos class, see Coldstream, Geometric, 102-104, pl. 20 e (Ithaka).
104 Perachora II 119; the domed lids from Perachora are all significantly lower, i.e. the circles have 

larger diameters, ibid. 119-122.1201-1226 pl. 54, they range from EPC to LPC/TR; on the Thera pyxis, see 
further Coldstream, Geometric, 107 note 2 pl. 21 g.

105 For the same decorative system, see BSA 48 1953, 296.793 pl. 48 (krater); 300.827 fig. 21 (pyxis); 
Corinth XIII 38 S-l, S-2 pl. 10, 43-47 (kraters).

106 AJA 62 1958, 270 pl. 69 fig. 35.5: Cretan aryballos.
Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 2. 2
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might have belonged to an amphoriskos, a shape not usual in the PC series, but well 
known in LG.107

The Corinthian pottery from Tall Sükäs represents shapes of the probably 
mass-produced wares usually exported eastwards,108 and perhaps more or less ac
cidentally carried overseas.109 Among the exported vases kotylai and aryballoi are 
very frequent and on Tall Sükäs they constitute the largest Corinthian group. 48 is 
from a smaller open vase, which might be a kotyle, and if so it is outstanding among 
the other more ordinary kotylai from Tall Sükäs. The shield could be part of an 
elaborate decoration resembling that on the MC kotyle in Boston,110 and the vase 
might have been carried to Syria as an “objet d’art”. Perhaps with the exception of 
52, none of the other kotylai seem to be earlier than MC, several are LC. True black
figure technique is employed only on two of the sherds, 50-51 ; the bodies of the 
beasts are elongated with rather neat incisions and this—together with the close-set, 
large, deformed filling-ornaments and the small dot-fillers — shows that the sherds 
still belong to MC.111 Of the bottom fragments, 52-54, 52 with the broader rays 
might be EC,112 while 53-54 cannot be earlier than MC; they may have belonged to 
kotylai like 50-51.113 Silhouette technique alone is used on 55-56; the animals are the 
so-called stick-legged ones, on 55 probably a goat, surrounded by plenty of dot-fillers — 
“hailstorm”. They date from the beginning of LC.114 Like 49, the rimsherds 57 and 
59 have only one band above the handle, but neither of them are as early as 49; 
the wavelines of 57 might indicate a PC date, but the wavelines are shorter on PC 
kotylai.115 The short, broad strokes of 58 are found on small kotylai of rather poor 
quality.116 On 59 there is a narrow and a broad band below the tiny wavelines, this 
combination is known from both MC and LC.117 Kotylai with stripes round the foot

107 BSA 48 1953, 303.862 pl. 53. On the EPC group, see further Sükäs II 92-93.
108 Délos X 67-152 pls. 22-37, Délos XVII 87-112 pls. 54-62, AM 74 1959, 64-68 Beilage 108-112 

(Samos), CIRh III, Jalysos passim, see sp. pls. 6-7, CIRh IV, Makro Langoni passim, Checraci passim, 
CIRh VI/VII, Papatislures passim, Checraci passim, CIRh VIII, Jalysos passim, ÉThas 7, 49-50 pl. 18, 
BSA 53/54 1958/59, 144-151 pls. 24-30 (Old Smyrna), Histria 2, 117-119 pl. 37, Tocra, 21-40 pls. 4-27, 
Mégara Hyblaea 2, 57-70 pls. 40-58.

109 Boardman, GO, 31-34, Sükäs I 163 note 656.
110 Payne, Necrocorinthia, 309.951 pl. 33.11. For a more carelessly painted shield, see two MC cups 

with armed riders ASAtene 21/22 1959/60, 146-148.68.4 fig. 124, 148-151.69 fig. 127. It is not likely that the 
sherd belongs to a kothon, of which the interior is generally reserved, see CVA Heidelberg fase 1, pl. 19.5-6 
or decorated for instance by a rosette, see Délos X 152.528 pl. 37.

111 BSA 44 1949, 218-223.3, 17, Corinth VII.l 78.337-338 pl. 42, Corinth XIII 104-105 grave 147.1-2 
pl. 83, Perachora II 255.2475 pl. 101, Mégara Hyblaea 2, 65 pl. 52.5-6,9, Tocra, 25.325, 329-330 note 3 pl. 23.

112 Corinth VII.l 65.251 pl. 34.
113 For the decoration inside the foot see Corinth XIII 104-105.162.3 pl. 83, late MC or transition to 

LC, Tocra, 25.334 pl. 24, Corinth XIII 192 grave 174.1-2 pl. 28.
114 Tocra, 25.370-81 notes 10-11 pl. 26.
115 PC: Perachora II 51-53.374-382 pl. 19, Mégara Hyblaea 2, 38 pl. 20.6. MC: Mégara Hyblaea 2, 

68 pl. 55.13, Corinth VII.l 78.337-338, 341 pl. 42, Tocra, 25.314-316 pl. 23.
116 58 has no band above, a feature more common on smaller kotylai from LC, Mégara Hyblaea 2, 

70 pl. 57.7, BCH 94 1970, 401.10-11 fig. 48, than on the equally bad LPC kotylai; they usually have a band 
along the edge, BSA 44 1949, 51.6-7 pl. 18. 11-12.

117 59 seems to have a slip on the exterior and may be an imitation. For the type see Tocra, 25.352-94 
pls. 25-26. The broad band looks brighter than the rest of the decoration, but it is not mentioned by the 
registrar as a red band; for red bands on kotylai, see further Corinth XIII 105, graves 142-b, 163-a, 170-1, 
172-b-e, 221-1. 
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instead of rays are not supposed by H. G. G. Payne to be common until LC.118 
The only krater fragment is the rim sherd 61; the diagonal zigzags assign the krater 
to MC or LC.119 Of the closed vases the fragments of the aryballoi are the best re
cognizable. 65-66 belong to a common and very widespread class, aryballoi with 
marching warriors;120 they are mainly MC and early LC.121 The inserted dot-rosettes 
assign 65 to the early phase of MC, the rosettes are known on aryballoi from P. N. 
Ure’s group “b graves”.122 6 6 has no filling-ornaments and the “helmet-like” faces are 
characteristic of the latest phase in the degeneration of the motive.123 Floral motives 
decorate the two aryballoi, 67a-b, but they are not contemporary. On 67 a the slender 
arch which is connected with the leaf by two transversal stripes is a lotus leaf of the 
debased form of the horizontal pair of cross-hatched lotuses represented on aryballoi 
regarded as forerunners of the later and very popular quatrefoil aryballoi.124 Though 
the decoration of 67 b is very sparse, it is obvious that it is not slender and refined as 
on 67a; the sherd must belong to a typical quatrefoil aryballos.125 The latter are late 
MC or early LC,126 while the forerunners are considered EC.127 The description given 
of the clay of 69 does not seem to approximate to Corinthian clay, and the fragment 
might be an East Greek imitation of a MC amphoriskos.128 Vases with dotted friezes 
like 71 are known already early in the PC series,129 but were not common until the 
later phase, were very frequent in EC, and MC vases with similar linear decoration do 
occur.130 The sparsely decorated sherd, 72, is rather C than PC; below the band 
groups is a wide empty area, which occurs especially on the later Corinthian vases,131

118 Payne, Necrocorinthia, 334, for decoration like that on 60 see ibid. fig. 181 B, but H. G. G. Payne 
notes that a few are known in MC; add a piece in a MC grave at Corinth, Corinth XIII grave 163 a pl. 25, 
for totally similar decoration see CVA Reading fase 1, III C, pl. 2.5 (LC).

119 Perachora II 231-232.2253 pl. 78 (MC), Mégara Hyblaea 2, 64 pl. 49, 67 pl. 55.2 (MC), Corinth 
XIII 118 X-134 pl. 89 (LC).

120 BSA 44 1949, 200 e, 202-204.1,5,11,24,25, Perachora II 150.1579 pl. 63, Corinth XIII 113 with 
references, Mégara Hyblaea 2, 69 pl. 56.6, Tocra, 29.52-53 pl. 9, Berytus 11 1955, 102.26 pl. 21.6, AA 74 1959, 
9-10, 18-19.1-3 figs. 1-2, CVA Reading fase 1, IIIC, pl. 4.7-11 with text, CVA Frankfurt am Main fase 1, 
pl. 15.10-12 with text.

121 See preceding note: CVA Reading with references.
122 P. N. Ure, Aryballoi and figurines from Rhitsona in Boetia, Cambridge 1934, 38-39 IV.vi.b 87.15 

pl. 8.
123 Ure, Aryballoi, 39-41 IV.vi.c 86.72-73 pl. 8. On 66 there might be traces of white dots on the 

shield; for a late example with white dots, see CVA Reading fase 1, IIIC, pl. 4.10 with text.
124 Payne, Necrocorinthia, 146-148 fig. 54 D, 287.485 A, BSA 44 1949, 201, 202.6, CVA Heidelberg 

fase 1, pl. 12.1-3 with text.
125 The dots indicate that the sherd should be ascribed to Hayes Type II see Tocra, 22.79-95 note 10 

pl. 9, see further Délos X 91.205 pl. 22, Corinth XIII 114 graves 157-k, 163-c, BCH 94 1970, 399.8-9 fig. 47, 
CVA Pays Bas fase 1, III C, pl. 5.13, CVA Heidelberg fase 1, pl. 13.1-2 with text, CVA Leipzig fase 1, pl. 
32.1-9 with text, CVA Frankfurt am Main fase 1, pl. 16.1-12.

126 Corinth XIII 114 with references.
127 See note 124.
128 Payne, Necrocorinthia, 314.1073-1089, Délos X 140-141.470-474 pls. 34-35, Tocra, 22.13-14 

pl. 6, CVA Reading fase 1, III C, pl. 7.4 with text. No. 68 is mentioned as having a slip and this sherd might 
too be from a vase imitating Corinthian.

129 Perachora II 15.25 pl. 2.
130 Perachora II 144 (with references to the discussions by Payne and Ure) nos. 1547-1548 pl. 87 

(alabastra TR/EC), BSA 53/54 1958/59, 144-145.83, 89, 91 pl. 24 (alabastra EC), Mégara Hyblaea 2, 57 pl. 
39.4-5 (alabastra TR), AM 74 1959, 64-65 Beilage 109.2-3 (alabastron and aryballos EC), Mégara Hyblaea 2, 
66 pl. 54. 5 (aryballos MC), CVA Heidelberg fase 1, pl. 9.11 (alabastron E or MC).

131 Perachora II 210 with references, 214 C; in LC graves: Corinth XIII graves 180-4, 188-4.
2*  
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whereas the PC linear decoration is scattered regularly all over the belly.132 Fragments 
of closed vases with black-figure decoration are only few; 73-77 are decorated with 
nothing but uncharacteristic parts of animals and filling-ornaments; still on 75 and 
76 the latter point to a MC date. Double vertical incisions framing polychrome panels 
are known on both larger and smaller vases from LPC until LC.133 It is most likely 
that 78 belongs to the latter category, perhaps to a flat-based aryballos.134 Of the two 
plate fragments 81-82, 81 is certainly MC, and according to the study of D. Calli- 
politis-Feytmans it belongs to the middle of the period,135 but whether 82 is MC or 
LC cannot be decided.

Indeterminate open vase.
48. TS 232. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 129 fig. 13. Side sherd. G 11 SE. 3.1x2.5 cm. Pale yel

lowish clay, black glaze. Exterior: whirligig on circular shield with alternating black and added 
red spikes, and bordering band framed by incisions. Interior: glazed. Pl. II.

Kotylai.
49. TS 517. Sükäs I 50 with note 144. Rim sherd with handle. P 11 SW. 5.5 x 2.8 cm. 

White clay with greenish tinge, yellow to brown glaze. Exterior: one band at rim; in handle 
zone, groups of c. five vertical stripes set close to the handle, below banded, traces of glaze on 
handle. Interior: glazed. Pl. II.

50. TS 2151. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 5.5 x 3.7 cm. Light yellow clay, black glaze. Exterior: 
hindpart of marching beast, with red stripes added, straight tail and faint traces of horizontal 
band above. Interior: glazed. Pl. II.

51. TS 2498. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 3.5 x 3.7 cm. Fine light buff clay, light creamy slip( !), 
black glaze. Exterior: hindpart of marching beast with red stripes added, faint traces of 
horizontal band above. Interior: glazed. Pl. II.

52. TS 1513. Bottom sherd with ring foot. G 5 SE. H. 6.0 cm, diam. of foot c. 11.0 cm. 
Fine light buff clay with few mica, red to black glaze. Exterior: rays, at top of sherd glazed 
field with two added red bands, foot glazed, inside of foot banded. Interior: glazed. Pl. II. 
Similar: TS 1024 G 5 SE, TS 1068 G 8 SW, TS 1100 G 8 SW.

53. TS 1042. Bottom sherd with ring foot. G 7 SE. 5.8 x 2.3 cm, diam. of foot 4.6 cm. 
Fine light greenish clay, brownish glaze. Exterior: at top, two or three bands, numerous rays; 
foot glazed, inside of foot banded. Interior: glazed. Pl. II.

54. TS 1088. Bottom sherd with ring foot. G 8 SE. 7.3 x 3.2 cm, diam. of foot 6.3 cm. 
Fine light reddish to buff clay with some mica, black, brown and red glaze. Exterior: numerous 
rays, foot glazed, inside of foot: black-red-brown-black-brown bands. Interior: glazed. Pl. II.

55. TS 644. Side sherd. G 5 NE. 2.4 x 1.7 cm. Light brownish clay with mica, black to 
red glaze. Exterior: forepart of stick-legged goat, “hailstorm”, red bands superimposed on the 
dots which frame the frieze. Interior: glazed. Pl. II.

56. TS 2746. Side sherd. J 8 SE. 4.5 x 3.0 cm. Fine light clay, brown glaze. Exterior: 
body of elongated animal with hindleg and nearly horizontal tail; at bottom, two narrow7 
bands crossed by stripes radiating from the foot. Interior: glazed. Pl. III.

132 See for instance Perachora II pl. 2.18 passim.
133 Perachora II 80-81.713 pl. 31 (LPC), Mégara Hyblaea 2, 51 pl. 33.2-3 (TR), 55 pl. 38.9, 12 (TR), 

63 pl. 48.6 (EC), D. A. Amyx, Corinthian Vases in the Hearst Collection at San Simeon, University of Cali
fornia Publications in Classical Archaeology I no. 9 1943, 221-223 pl. 30 a-c (MC), Payne, Necrocorinthia, 
321-322 C 1294 fig. 162 (LC).

134 Délos X 114.335-336 pl. 27, CVA Frankfurt am Main fase 1, pl. 17.2 with text; on the EC football 
aryballoi single incisions seem to be the rule, see CVA Frankfurt am Main fase 1, pl. 15.1-2 with text.

136 BCH 86 1962, 132-133 fig. 8, 152.28 fig. 16.28.
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57. TS 1059. Rim sherd. G 8 SE. 3.8 x 1.9 cm. Light greenish clay, brown to black glaze. 
Exterior: band at rim, several vertical wavelines, two(?) bands below. Interior: plain, except 
for broad band at rim. Pl. III. Similar (interior glazed): TS 2728 J 8 SE.

58. TS 3436. Rim sherd. H 11 NW. 1.5 x 1.2 cm. Yellowish clay, brown glaze. Exterior: 
vertical stripes, two(?) bands below. Interior: glazed, except for band at top. Pl. III.

59. TS 3614. Rim sherd. G 13. 2.4x2.5 cm. Yellow clay, brown glaze. Exterior: band at 
rim, vertical stripes, narrow and broad band below. Interior: glazed, except for band at top. 
Pl. III. Similar: TS 1064 G 8 SW, TS 1442 P 11 SW, TS 3615 G 13.

60. TS 3505. Bottom sherd with ring foot. G 5 NE. Pr.h. 2.1 cm, diam. of foot 3.5 cm. 
Buff clay, brown to black glaze. Exterior: banded, foot glazed, inside of foot banded. In
terior: glazed. Pl. III. Fig. a.
Krater.

61. TS 1131. Rim sherd. G 11 SW. 4.2 x 2.5 cm. Smooth, light yellow to green clay, 
darker in core, lustrous black glaze. Diagonal zigzags on topside and outer edge. Interior: 
glazed. Pl. III.
Pyxis-lid.

62. TS 520. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 129 fig. 13. Fragment from upper part. E 8 SW. 4.0 x 3.0 
cm. Fine greyish to buff clay with many grits but few mica, black to brown glaze. Numerous 
concentric “circles”. Pl. III. Similar: TS 4717 G 15 SE.
Lekane.

63. TS 1346. Rim fragment with root of handle. G 8 SE. 4.5 x 2.0 cm. Smooth light buff 
clay, black glaze. Glazed all over. Pl. III. See Tocra, 24 note 5.
“Globular” aryballos?

64. TS 4416. Sükäs I 49-50 no. 35 fig. 15 h pl. 3. Bottom sherd with ring foot. G 15 SW. 
6.7 x 1.6 cm, diam. of foot 3.8 cm. Light brownish clay, reddish glaze. Five narrow bands 
enclosed by two broad bands, one above the foot and one at the top of the sherd, foot glazed. 
Pl. III. Fig. a.

Spherical aryballoi.
65. TS 623. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 129 fig. 13. Side sherd. H 5 NW. C. 7.4 xc. 1.7 cm. Light 

red-grey clay with some grits, black to brown glaze. Three marching warriors, fragmentary, 
inserted dot-rosettes. Pl. III.

66. TS 3545. Shoulder/side sherds. G 5 NE. H. c. 5.0 cm, diam. of shoulder c. 6.0 cm. 
Buff clay, black to brown glaze. On shoulder, radiating leaves and three bands, marching 
warriors below, incisions used for the helmet-like faces, added red central dot encircled by 
incision on the shields, and perhaps faint traces of white dots along the border of the shields, 
at the bottom, two bands. Pl. III.

67a. TS 4786. Side sherd. J 13 NE. 2.6 x 1.7 cm. Fine light yellowish clay, light brownish 
glaze. Lotus leaf with added red on interior and glazed outlines, attached by two slim bands 
to curved line. Pl. III. Fig. a.

67b. TS 5665. Side sherd. H 12. 3.0 x 1.8 cm. Fine light brownish clay, dark brown glaze. 
Dots and part of leaf. Pl. III.

68. TS 1317. Vertical handle. Surface. 2.5 x 2.5 cm. Reddish to buff clay, light slip, red 
glaze. Vertical zigzag. Pl. III. Similar: TS 2841 L 8 SE (rim collar, no handle), TS 3393 H 11 
NW, TS 3540 G 5 NW.
Amphoriskos.

69. TS 1038. Neck with roots of handles. G 7 SE. H 4.1 cm, diam. of rim 3.1 cm. Light 
greyish to buff clay, dark reddish glaze. Bands and wave-line. Pl. III.
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Other closed vases.
70. TS 5551. Sükâs I 46 no. 26 fig. 15 f pl. 3, 49-50. Rim/neck sherd. G 15 SW. 2.3 x 1.9 

cm, org. diam. c. 8.0 cm. Fine very light brownish clay, black glaze. Exterior: on rim, one 
broad and two narrow bands; on neck, broad and narrow band. Interior: broad band. Pl. III.

71. TS 631. Side sherd. P 11 NW. C. 2.5 x 2.4 cm. Light greyish to green clay with few 
mica, black glaze. Three bands dividing two zones with “hailstorm”. Pl. III. Similar: TS 624 
P 11 SW, TS 3006 G 19.

72. TS 612. Side sherd. G 5 SE. 1.9 x 2.7 cm. Greyish clay with few mica, black to brown 
glaze. At top glazed zone or bands, below three bands. Pl. III. Similar: TS 1077 G 8 SW.

73. TS 1382. Shoulder/side sherd. G 7 SE. 3.5 x 3.7 cm. Light creamy-greenish clay, 
very worn black glaze. On shoulder, radiating stripes, four bands below; at bottom, traces of 
obscure figure. Pl. III.

74. TS 306. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 129 fig. 13. Shoulder/side sherd. F 5 SE. 3.0 x 1.8 cm. 
Yellowish to grey clay, black glaze. At top, three or four bands; below, several incisions be
longing to a single figure. Pl. III.

75. TS 1078. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 4.9 x 3.1 cm. Greenish clay, black glaze. At bottom, 
broad band; above, tail of animal(?) next to it irregularly shaped filling-ornament. Pl. III.

76. TS 359. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 129 fig. 13. Side sherd. Surface. 4.1x2.2 cm. Greenish 
to grey clay, black glaze. Dot-rosette in interstice between neck and wing of bird(?), parallel 
incisions on “wing”. Pl. III.

77. TS 1376. Side sherd. G 5 SE. 3.0 x3.0 cm. Light buff to greyish clay, black glaze. 
Hindpart of sitting(?) beast with added red stripes. Pl. III.

78. TS 3829. Side sherd. G 5 NE. 2.2 x 2.1 cm. Light buff clay, dark brown shining 
glaze. Two groups of vertical double incisions enframing two added red dots. Pl. III.

79. TS 2842. Shoulder?/side sherd. L 8 SE. 3.8 x 3.0 cm. Fine light clay, brown glaze. 
Banded, with white stripes added. Pl. III. Similar: TS 3613 G 13 (no white stripes).

80. TS 4434. Side sherd. G 12 NW. 5.4x4.2 cm. Pale greenish clay, brownish glaze. 
Three narrow, one broad and four narrow bands. Pl. III.

Plates.
81. TS 1. Rim/side sherd. Surface. 12.2x6.0 cm. Pale greenish clay, brownish glaze. 

Suspension-hole through rim. Exterior: plain rim, except for narrow band on outer and inner 
edge, leg of feline on floor. Interior: rim plain except for bands on outer and inner edge, hindleg 
of feline on floor, dot-fillers, and rosettes with incisions. Pl. III.

82. TS 1868. Rim/side sherd. G 5 NE. 4.0 x 3.5 cm. Light buff, somewhat porous clay, 
red to black glaze. Rim : everted with rib on exterior and groove on interior. Both sides plain 
except for the edge. Pl. III.

VII 
Imitations of Protocorinthian and Corinthian Vases

A few sherds can perhaps be distinguished from the true Protocorinthian and 
Corinthian imports as imitations maybe made somewhere in Eastern Greece. The 
decoration of the kotylai, 83-85, is good — not clumsy—and the exclusion is mainly 
based on the clay which, according to the registrar’s description, seems foreign to the 
clay from Corinth. On 83, moreover, a creamy slip is applied.136 86 is from a fairly

136 The Corinthian section of the catalogue includes two pieces which might also be imitations, 68 
(which appears to have a light slip) and 69.
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large vase on which the scales are rendered by single incisions. In PC and C137 it is 
unusual to find this sort of scales, there double incisions seem to have been the rule; 
but on the most well known imitations, the Italo-Corinthian ware, single ones are very 
frequent.138

Kotylai.
83. TS 2882. Bottom sherd with low foot. J 8 SE. 5.0 x 1.0 cm, diam. of foot 4.2 cm. 

Fine buff clay, creamy slip, red glaze. Exterior: numerous radiating rays, foot glazed, band 
and central dot under foot. Interior: glazed. Pl. 111.

84. TS 4565. Sükäs I 82 no. 91 fig. 25 h pl. 4. Bottom sherd with low foot. H 13 SW. 
H. 1.8 cm, diam. of foot c. 7.0 x 8.0 cm. Rather fine brown micaceous clay, black to brown 
glaze. Exterior: short radiating rays, glazed field with added red stripe above. Interior: glazed. 
Foot: glazed on both sides, two bands under foot. Pl. III.

85. TS 4701. Bottom sherd with low foot. H 13 SW. 2.7 x 1.2 cm, diam. of foot 7.0 cm. 
Brownish clay with some grits, black glaze. Exterior: radiating, probably short rays. Interior: 
glazed. Foot: glazed on both sides, red band under foot. Fig. a.

Closed vase.
86. TS 3416. Side sherd. II 11. 7.0x5.2 cm. Grey clay, black glaze. Glazed field with four 

rows of incised scales, bottom of sherd plain. Pl. III.

VIII
East Greek Wares with Wave/Band Decoration139

These Avares, which include several shapes of vase, had a wide distribution in 
Eastern Greece and the colonies from the late 8th century until well into the 5th.140 
The fabric varies considerably, and it is obvious that the wares were produced in 
many places, but so far only few workshops have been distinguished: on Samos and 
Rhodes, probably in Cilicia, in Old Smyrna, and Nymphaion in the Crimea.141 On 
Tall Sükäs these wrares are few, the greatest group constitute the fragments of closed 
vases, most of them probably belonging to waveline amphorae and hydriae, while a 
smaller group represents the red glaze and other related kraters and krateriskoi. 
Because of the homogeneity of the decorative system on waveline vases, the nature of 
clay and slip is the only indicator for an attribution to a possible workshop. As men-

137 The motif is most common from LPC to EC.
138 Mainly on the piriform aryballoi, see for instance CVA Leipzig fase 1, pl. 20.5-6, more seldom on 

larger vases, but see NSc 1955, 56.13 fig. 13.
139 On white slip amphorae, see Chian.
140 Hanfmann, Aegean, 176-182 figs. 17-25, Tarsus III 316-318.1564-1580, 324-327.1608-1630 figs. 

105-108, 148, 150, see further J. Boardman’s note on waveline from Tarsus, JHS 85 1965, 9, AM 74 1959, 
12-27 (Well F and G passim), 83 1968, 266-268.46-47 fig. 17 pl. 103.1-2 (Samian), Tocra, 42.587 note 3 pl. 29 
(Rhodian), 66.843 note 5 pl. 48, Select Exhibition of Sir John and Lady Beazley’s Gifts to the Ashmolean 
Museum 1912-1966, London 1967, 33.85 pl. 7 (Rhodian), Emporio, 137.508 fig. 88, ÉThas 7, 33-34.44-48 
pl. 11, BSA 53/54 1958/59, 29 pl. 4 (Smyrnaean), CVA München fase 6, pl. 305.1-2 (North Ionian), 3 (South 
Ionian), Jdl, Ergh. 23 1967, 144 note 423, BCH 88 1964, 138 note 14, Agora XII 347.1580, 1583 pl. 70 fig. 13, 
Histria 2, 104-109.536-616 pls. 30-33, 55-57, Fabricius, Arch Karta 1, pl. 8.1,4, Materiali 25 1952, 241 fig. 
9.4-5, 50 1956, 232 fig. 11.2, 69 1959, 167 fig. 15.1, 103 1962, 46 fig. 31.1, 143 fig. 18, 144 fig. 19.1-3, BCH 92 
1968, 281 fig. 42, JHS 58 1938, 146 fig. 28.24, AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 129, IEJ 12 1962, 106.14, 16 fig. 7. H. 
Metzger, Xanthos IV. Paris 1972, 47-51.50, 57-66, pp. 54-56 pls. 12, 15-16, 19.

141 See preceding note.
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tioned previously,142 the writer is not able to comment on the description of the clay 
given in the catalogue, but the clay is not Syrian, so there was no local production — as 
for instance in the colony of Nymphaion.143 In 1956 G. M. A. Hanfmann wrote144 that 
one of the three waveline varieties in Tarsus and Al-Mïna was Samian, and later on145 
that the pieces found in Tarsus, Mersin and the Antioch region were made by imme
diate pupils of the Samian potters, but that one or the other fragment might be Samian. 
In all probability the sherds from Tall Sükäs should be grouped with the other frag
ments from North Syria and the Antioch region.146 To judge by the treatment of the 
surface of the sherds, at least two different wares were represented on Tall Sükäs. 
The largest group, 87-92, is unslipped; two of these sherds are said to have a self-slip, 
and it cannot be excluded that the others have had a similar “slip” which was over
looked.147 On two sherds, 93-94, is found the real slip, which is described as creamy 
and white.148 On the unslipped fragments the glaze is usually brownish to black and 
very often matt;149 the manner of painting is not clumsy, but slender and precise, 
and the frequently streaky, diluted glaze does not undermine the effect of competence. 
The same resolute style is used on a Samian hvdria from a bothros south of Heka- 
tompedon II, dated 625-600 B.C.;150 the band combination on the belly is similar to 
that of 88, but there is no S loop on the shoulder. This particular shoulder design is 
found only on the “later” vases,151 i.e. on vases from the later part of the 7th century 
until well into the 5th century.152 88 has a comparatively large empty field below the

142 See introduction.
143 Hanfmann, Aegean, 179-180 note 43.
144 Hanfmann, Aegean, 180.
145 Tarsus III 324.
146 The hydriae from Al-Mina are unpublished. Hanfmann, Aegean, 178 (Antioch), Tocra, 66 note 5 

(Oxford).
147 Most of the waveline from Tarsus are slipped (orange/orange-peach or light yellow), and the 

“local” ware, thought to have been manufactured around the Bay of Iskenderun, has a “poor slip”, Tarsus 
III 326-327; but a few are said to have only self-slip, Tarsus III 324 note 4, 326.1618 fig. 150: “. . . a factory 
.... perhaps in one of the Greek colonies of Cilicia Tracheia or North Syria. Similar or same ware was found 
in Al-Mina-Posideon”, 326.1623 fig. 108 (Regional Greek). The waveline vases supposed to be Rhodian, see 
Hanfmann, Aegean, 176-178, never seem to have a real slip; see further a Rhodian waveline amphora from 
Tocra no. 587 (see above note 140), which is specifically noted to be unslipped. Some of the sherds from Istros 
are listed as unslipped, Histria 2, 104-105.536-557, 106.569-573.

148 The Samian slip is sometimes described as yellowish or yellow-white, but more often as “weiss
licher”, AM 83 1968, 266-268.46-47, usually with a greyish tone, Tarsus III 326 V “local” and Samos V. 
passim. A yellow slip is noted on some fragments from Tarsus, Tarsus III 319.1585 figs. 106, 149 (perhaps 
from a Greek colony near Tarsus), 326.1620-21 fig. 108 (Regional Greek).

149 Without having had the opportunity of comparing all the sherds, the writer distinctly recalls the 
predominance of this sort of glaze and usually on a resounding and very hard burnt fabric.

150 AM 74 1959 28, Beilage 48.2.
181 Hanfmann, Aegean, 180 note 48; for the origin of the motif see note 152: Emporio.
182 The motif is used already as shoulder decoration on Late Mycenaean vases, see Popham & Sachett, 

Excavations at Lefkandi, Euboea 1964-66, 16 fig. 29; for a possible relation of Mycenaean with the “later” 
vases see Emporio, 105 note 2. S-loops on shoulders are not met with on any of the published Samian wave
line vases from the 7th century. The earliest Archaic waveline vases with S-loops are: the Tocra amphora/ 
hydria Tocra, 66.843 pl. 48, which has affinities with 7th century Samian waveline, the Al Mina hydria in 
Oxford, see above note 146, a hydria from Chios, Emporio, 137.508 fig. 88, which is assigned to the 7th cen
tury (it is listed as unslipped). On the white slip wine amphorae the S-loop appears too in the later part 
of the 7th century, see BSA 49 1954, 168-170, BCH 68 1964, 137-140. The S-loop decoration is almost lacking 
among the waveline ware from Tarsus, where the bulk of the Greek material is from the 7th century; only 
one of the published fragments, Tarsus III 317.1568 fig. 105, has a design interpreted as a S-loop; it is found 
exclusively with 6th century material, and it is probably this sort of waveline G. M. A. Hanfmann refers to 
as similar to the Al-MIna hydria in Antioch, see above note 146. 
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band group; this is unusual on the 7th century waveline, which is decorated in a 
subgeometric manner with more and closer-set band groups;153 the exception is the 
hydria from the bothros.154 In the 6th century there are several varieties of band 
groups; among them the system on the hydria from Pell Defenneh, dated to the third 
quarter of the 6th century,155 is very similar to 88. Nevertheless the Sükäs fragment is 
certainly not so late, it is too stylistically related to the bothros hydria. The shoulder 
field of 88 gives the impression of being more extensive than on vases of the 7th 
century and perhaps a date in the early 6th century is preferable to a date in the late 
7th century. The other sherds are very small and exhibit no datable features. However, 
as previously mentioned all the unslipped fragments are united technically and should 
probably be of the same date as 88. The only exception could be 91, which differs 
from the rest in having a waveline of considerable thickness. The opposed hooks of 
89 are either parts of two S-loops156 or endings of two horizontal wavelines.157 The 
shoulder sherd 93 does not belong to the waveline ware distinguished by G. M. A. 
Hanfmann,158 but the same simple decorative system is found on several other vases 
during the 6th century B. C., for instance on certain other amphorae ami hvdriae,159 
and perhaps more frequently on jugs.160 Some fragments from Smyrna are found in 
levels of the second half of the 6th century,161 but the shape of 93 is more similar to 
vases from the first half of the 6th century.162 The class of red glaze kraters and 
krateriskoi, the decoration of which is shared by 95-98, is not as widespread as the 
waveline ware. So far it is represented on Samos, in Asia Minor, Syria and Palestine; 
only the pieces from Tarsus,163 Mersin,164 Samos,165 and Palestine166 have been 
published, but the ware is reported, too, from Ephesus, Old Smyrna and Al-Mina.167 
G. M. A. Hanfmann distinguished at least two workshops; he declares the pieces from 
Tarsus, Mersin and Al-Mina to be produced in a workshop different from the Samian 
one.168 The shape and decoration certainly connect all the fragments from Sükäs with 
the kraters and krateriskoi in question, but only two, 95-96, have the red glaze 
supposed to be the hallmark of lhe class. 97-98 have a brownish matt glaze most

153 See the 7th century vases cited in note 152, and Samian waveline AM 74 1959, 21 Beilage 46-48 
(Well G), 83 1968, 266-268.47-48 fig. 17 Beilage 103.1-2.

154 See above note 150.
158 OVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II D p, pl. 4.1.
156 CIRh IV 361 fig. 408.
187 CIRh IV 240 fig. 271.
188 However, the category is perhaps included in the red glaze ware see, Tarsus III 316 note 3.
189 BSA 53/54 1958/59, 29 pl. 4 c.
160 BSA 53/54 1958/59, 29 pl. 4 b, J. Sieveking, B. Hackl, Die Königliche Vasensammlung zu München, 

München 1912, 47.471-472 pl. 17, CVA Leipzig fase 1, pl. 51.5-6, CVA München fase 6, pl. 305.4 with text.
161 See above note 159.
182 CIRh IV 46.5 fig. 13, an amphora dated 600-580 B.C. by G. M. A. Hanfmann, Aegean, 176.
183 Tarsus III 316-18.1569-1579 figs. 105-106, 148.
184 LAAA 26 1940, 123-124 pls. 51.5, 76.1-2, J. Garstang, Prehistoric Mersin, Oxford 1953, 258.10 

fig. 161.
185 AM 54 1929, 33 fig. 24.4. On the Samian red glaze krater the waveline on the neck is incised and 

not painted; an incised waveline is found too on a Samian krater type, which was introduced in LG and 
continued all through the 7th century, Samos V 33-35 fig. 17 d pls. 21-25; 52 pls. 62.363, 63.366, 64.369, 
74.406 fig. 33 a; 70 pl. 110.565-567.

188 IEJ 12 1962, 106.14, 16 fig. 7.
187 Hanfmann, Aegean, 182.
188 Tarsus III 316.
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similar to the glaze on the unslipped sherds, 87-92, belonging to the waveline 
amphorae and hydriae. The group including the red glaze ware from Tarsus has a 
distinctive slip, whereas there is no report of slip on any of the Sükäs sherds. Though 
we cannot regard the registrar’s description of the fragments, 95-98, as exhaustive, the 
writer is not disinclined to regard 97-98 as unslipped (but perhaps with self-slip) on 
account of the resemblance of the glaze to that of 87-92.169 Therefore 97-98 should 
not strictly belong to the class of red glaze kraters and krateriskoi, but might represent 
a variety, perhaps manufactured in the same region as the unslipped waveline vases 
referred to above.170 95 is reconstructed as a fairly deep krater not unlike the Samian 
krater which, together with a krater from Smyrna,171 has tilted loop-handles like 95. 
However, the decoration as on 95 does not occur among any of the published pieces 
of the red glaze kraters. Most of the Tarsian kraters and krateriskoi are round-bottomed 
and were put on stands, but the krater from Smyrna has a low foot172 which occurs, 
too, on the very deep krateriskos, 98. The same restricted decoration consisting of 
bands only and a slim slow waveline, as on 97, is found on some of the krateriskoi 
from Tarsus and on one of the Palestinean pieces.173 Unfortunately the stratification 
for the red glaze ware in Tarsus is not good, it is dated only within the second half of 
the 7th century and the early part of the 6th century. The Palestinean fragments are 
dated more closely to the fourth quarter of the 7th century, but the everted neck profile 
of the two Palestinean kraters differs from the tall, steep neck of the Sükäs fragments. 
The latter are more related to two Tarsian kraters, one of them from a level of the 
earliest 6th century.174 The Sükäs kraters and krateriskoi themselves are found in 
later contexts. The hemispherical cup, 99, is, as far as size, shape and interior deco
ration is concerned, very similar to 137, which has however thicker walls.175 Only one 
vertical strap-handle is preserved, and the type might have been a one-handler; the 
red glaze and the waveline decoration might connect 99 with the red glaze ware.176

Indeterminate closed vases.
Without slip.

87. TS 1173. Side sherd with root of handle, hydria. G 11 SW. 7.0x10.0 cm. Fine brown 
clay with few black grits, brownish to black, rather matt glaze. Above, broad and narrow 
band; below, broad band, end of waveline and sloping handle-band in handle zone. Pl. IV.

88. TS 1279. Shoulder/side sherds with root of neck. P 11 SW. 16.0 xc. 18.0 cm. Red, 
gritty clay, black in core, some mica, brownish glaze. Root of neck glazed, S-loop on shoulder, 
group of bands below. Pl. IV. Similar: TS 1109 G 8 SW (no S-loop), TS 1797 F 16 SW.

169 See note 149.
170 See G. M. A. Hanfmann’s observations on red glaze kraters and krateriskoi, Tarsus III 316 notes 3-4; 

note too one of the Palestinian kraters which has no slip and only brown decoration, IEJ 12 1962, 106.16 
fig. 7.

171 For references see Tarsus III 317 and no. 1569 fig. 105.
172 Hanfmann, Aegean, 182 ; on the Samian krater the foot is a reconstruction, which follows an identical 

but undecorated krater.
173 Tarsus III 318.1574-1576 figs. 106, 148, IEJ 12 1962, 106.16 fig. 7.
174 Hanfmann, Aegean, 182, IEJ 12 1962, 97-99. The Tarsian kraters with necks similar to our 95 

and 98 are: Tarsus III 317.1569 (1570), 1571 figs. 105, 148.
176 See p. 38-41.
178 Hanfmann, Aegean, 173, Tarsus III 316.
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89. TS 356. Shoulder sherd. Surface. 3.9 x 8.2 cm. Buff clay with white grits, light buff 
self-slip, black glaze. Opposed hooks. Pl. IV. Similar: TS 1515 G 5 SE.

90. TS 1481. Neck sherd with root of rim and shoulder. G 11 SW. 5.2 x 6.0 cm. Red to 
buff, very micaceous clay, light buff self-slip, brown glaze. Probably offset rim, piercing-hole 
at upper part of neck. Narrow band immediately below rim; quick waveline on neck. Pl. IV.

91. TS 1177. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. G 11 SE. 5.0 x 4.2 cm. Dark buff clay with 
some grits, black glaze. Root of neck glazed, thick waveline on shoulder. Pl. IV.

92. TS 1066. Bottom sherds with ring foot. G 8 SW. 15.2x6.6 cm. Reddish to buff clay 
with some white and black grits, black glaze. Band at lower part of belly as well as on foot 
and at junction with foot. Pl. IV. Similar: TS 1292 P 11 NW, TS 1300 P 11 NW.

Slipped.
93. TS 4843. Shoulder/side sherd. H 11 SE. C. 14.5 xc. 10.0 cm. Fine, somewhat porous 

brownish clay, creamy slip, brownish lustrous glaze. Horizontal frieze of close-set U’s, broad 
band enframed by narrow ones below. Fig. a.

94. TS 332. Side sherd, probably from hydria. G 8 SW. 5.4 x5.2 cm. Red clay with white 
grits and mica, white slip, brownish rather matt glaze. Slow waveline, enframed by narrow 
band and glazed field. Pl. IV. Similar: TS 12 E 8 NW.
Krater.

95. TS 4847. Rim/neck/shoulder/side sherds, loop-handle. H 11 SE. Diam. of rim c. 30.5 
cm. Horizontal groove on the vertical edge of the rim. Fine brownish clay with som grits, 
reddish glaze. Exterior: rim and handle glazed, remnants of perhaps two wavelines on neck 
and one on shoulder; at junction with neck, narrow band; banded belly. Interior(?). Pl. IV. 
Fig. a.

Krateriskoi.
96. TS 1065. Shoulder sherd with root of neck and horizontal handle. G 8 SW. 8.0 x 6.5 

cm. Red, very gritty clay with few mica, red glaze. Exterior: narrow band at junction with 
neck, end of waveline on shoulder, below handle level broad band; root of handle glazed. 
Interior(?). Pl. IV.

97. TS 1075. Rim/neck/shoulder/side sherds. G 8 SW. 10.2x9.0 cm, 8.5x12.8 cm. Reddish 
to buff clay with white and black grits, brownish glaze. Ledge rim, low cylindrical neck. Exterior: 
rim glazed, broad band enframed by narrow ones on neck, slow, thin waveline on shoulder; 
below band. Interior(?). Pl. IV.

98. TS 4846. Neck/shoulder/side sherds, low foot. H 11 NE. 17.0x20.5 cm, diam. of foot 
c. 10.0 cm. Low cylindrical neck. Fine brownish clay with some grits, red to brown, rather 
matt glaze. Exterior: banded, on neck two bands, on shoulder, two others, belly banded and 
foot partly glazed. Interior(?). Pl. IV. Fig. a.
One-handled(?) cup.

99. TS 97, 531, 534, 568, 930. Rim/side/bottom sherds, vertical strap-handle, low foot. 
Pli SW, E 8 NE. Diam. 16.0 cm, h. 7.0 cm. Reddish clay with white grits, red glaze. Exterior: 
banded; below rim, quick waveline, glazed handle, unglazed foot. Interior: at top, broad and 
narrow band, small and large concentric circle in central field. Pl. IV.

IX
Ionian cups

Black-glazed, two-handled drinking cups usually with a prominent rim are 
represented on nearly all Eastern Greek and overseas sites from Geometric until 
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Classical times.177 Of the Archaic cups the greater part are of East Greek origin,178 
only few examples of the very similar cup-series from the mainland are found east
ward.179 In spite of the multitude of cups, the bulk of the material seems to originate 
in only two places, Rhodes,180 where probably several workshops were employed,181 
and Samos;182 minor and not yet differentiated workshops might occur.183 Though 
many of the cups from Tall Sükäs match several of the Rhodian types classified 
among the Tocra finds, the original and vague name “Ionian” should be preferred 
for all the Sükäs cups184 as nothing definite can be said about the place of manu
facture. A conclusive determination depends on the nature of the clay, and it has not 
been possible to examinate it systematically.185 Beside the sherds of Wild Goat style, 
the cup sherds constitute the greatest amount of the Greek import on Tall Sükäs. About 
250 sherds were fully registered, mostly rim and shoulder sherds, and at least twice 
as many side sherds were perfunctorily registered during the excavation. The material 
represents most of the ordinary types; they have been thoroughly dealt with by 
G. M. A. Hanfmann, G. Vallet-F. Villard and J. Hayes,186 and the Sükäs cups are 
as often as possible adapted to the typology arranged by these scholars.

Group 1. Exterior and interior glazed
The type represented by 100 is shallow, thick-walled, with short, steep rim and 

offset shoulder. It has affinities with a cup assigned to the 1st half of the 8th century187 
but the shallowness of 100 connects it closer with LG vases, for instance a Samian 
skyphos with waveline on the rim;188 the lower limit is established by another Samian

177 Hanfmann, Aegean, 167-173 figs. 1—15. G. M. A. Hanfmann demonstrates the relation of the 
Archaic cups to the MG black-glazed skyphos from the Greek Mainland.

178 Samian: see note 182, Rhodian: see note 180; Emporio, 135.456-459, 171.860-868 figs. 83, 118, pl. 
65, ÉThas 7, 28-30.6-15 pls. 8, B, Hommel, Panionion und Melie, 149-153.1-37 pls. III-V, 2-3, Tarsus III 
282-291.1385-1414 figs. 95-97, 144, C. H. E. Haspels, Phrygie III, La cité de Midas, céramique et trouvailles 
diverses, Paris 1951, 31-32 pl. 8 c.1-5, Histria 2, 78-85.245-260, 262-307 pls. 15-17, Fabricius, Arch Karla 1, 
pl. 7.5, Materiali 25 1952, 239 fig. 8.1, 50 1956, 227 fig. 5.6, 56 1957, 185 fig. 2B.7, 69 1959, 161 fig. 6 a-b, 
167 fig. 16, 170 figs. 23, 25, Berytus 11 1955, 107-108.87-95 pl. 22.1-7, IEJ 12 1962, 106.1-12 fig. 7, Villard, 
Marseille, 43-44 pls. 21-23, 45.6-9, 46.1-3, R. Naumann & F. Hiller & E. Naumann, Palinuro I, Topographie 
und Architektur, RM, Ergh III 1958, 36-38 figs. 1-2. R. Naumann & B. Neutsch, Palinuro II, Nekropole, 
Terrassenzone und Einzelfunde, RM, Ergh IV 1960, 106-109 note 2 (with references to the finds from 
Tarent and Sicily) fig. 65 Beilage 2 pls. 32-33, Xanthos IV 43-46 pls. 9-11 fig. 3.

179 Tocra, 119 notes 1, 4.
180 Mél 67 1955, 14-34, Tocra, 111-115.1192-1297 figs. 55-57 pl. 87, AM 59 1934, 89 note 2, Hanf- 

mann, Aegean, 173: “I consider it likely that the largest group of “Ionian” cups found in Tarsus, those made 
of brown clay with matt glaze, came from Rhodes”, see further Tarsus III 283.

181 Hanfmann, Aegean, 172.
182 Tocra, 115-116.1298-1300 fig. 55, add: AM 72 1957, 41-42, 46, 48-50 figs. 4-5, Beilage 54.3-4, 

67.3-4, 69.3, 72.1, 3-4, 74.4, 74 1959, 19, 28 Beilage 33.3-4, 38.1-3 (Well G), 61.4-5, 62.1-2 (Bothros), 83 
1968, 257.18-23, 275-279.72-74 figs. 8-9, 27 pls. 95.3-6, 107.3,5.

183 Tocra, 116.1301-1306 fig. 58 pl. 88. Some of those found in Smyrna are suggested to be local, see 
Hanfmann, Aegean, 171 note 21, 172. A few cups found in Tarsus are thought to come from the so-called 
“red glaze area” in Western Asia Minor, see Hanfmann, Aegean, 173, Tarsus III 283.

184 The term is certainly wrong, the cups are not only produced in Eastern Greece, as was supposed 
earlier, see Chr. Blinkenberg, Lindos I, Les petits objects, Berlin 1931, 289; for mainland centres see Tocra, 
111, 116-120; for the Attic cups see Agora XII 88-90 fig. 4 pl. 18.

185 See introduction.
186 See notes 178, 180.
187 Sükäs I 175 fig. 64.
188 AM 72 1957, 41 Beilage 53.3: “späteres achtes Jahrhundert”.
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cup said to be Subgeometric.189 The profile of 101 is not known but the rim is described 
as low, slightly everted and offset; the registrar suggested 2nd or 3rd quarter of the 
7th century.190

Group 2. lied and white bands added on both sides
(Hanfmann, Type I, Vallet & Villard, Type Ax, Tocra, Type III).191

The minute sherd, 102, is the only one definitely representing the well known 
type of cup with polychrome bands from the last third of the 7th century; it is 
considered Rhodian by some,192 but other centres are suggested too.193

Group 3. Exterior glazed, except band at handle level
(Tocra, Type II).194

Apparently the rim of 103 is a little steeper than that of the Tocra cup, which 
is assigned to the late 7th century. Some Samian cups belong to the same period,195 
whereas a Tarsian piece is found with late 7th and 6th century material.196

Group 4. Exterior glazed, red bands added
The type of 104 is a fairly deep cup with nearly steep rim; it is totally glazed, 

and the misfired glaze is metallic in appearance; the profile looks early. The type does 
not occur among the Tocra finds, nor are similar cups published from Samos. A cup 
of perhaps the same sort is known from Tarsus;197 the 7th century is suggested by 
G. M. A. Hanfmann.

Group 5. Exterior glazed, except rim and band at handle level; low foot
(Hanfmann, Type IV, Vallet & Villard, Types A2 and B2, Tocra, Types VIH—IX).198

Not unexpectedly the “standard cup’’ is the sort of cup most fully represented on 
Tall Sükäs. All the material covering the first half of the 6th century has been divided 
into three main types, exemplified by 105-107 and the feet 108—109. The fragments 
listed as 107 are the most numerous and show the most diversified profiles. Generally 
the “standard cup’’ is glazed all over on the interior, with the exception of a narrow 
band reserved at the top of the rim, but soon after the development of the shape a

189 AM 54 1929, 34 fig. 28.2.
190 AM 72 1957, 46 Beilage 67.3-4: 2nd quarter of the 7th century, 48 Beilage 70.1: 3rd quarter of the 

7th century, 49 Beilage 72.1, 3: 4th quarter of the 7th century, 74 1959, 19 Beilage 38.1, 3: Well G, 28 Beilage 
61.5: Bothros.

191 Hanfmann, Aegean, 168, Tarsus III 284-285, Mél 67 1955, 15-18, 29, Tocra, 112, 114.
192 See preceding note: Mél and Tocra, further AM 59 1934, 89 note 2 and Boardman, GO, 72 fig. 10 d.
193 CVA Frankfurt a.M. fase 1, pl. 11.1 with text. They are frequent on Samos, see AM 74 1959, 28 

Beilage 62.1-2. For the type, see further Berytus 11 1955, 108.88-90 pl. 22.1, 3-4, NSc 1960, 152 fig. 2 b, 
BCH 86 1962, 384 fig. 79 and CVA München fase 6, pl. 293.1 with text.

194 Tocra, 112, 114.
195 AM 72 1957, 49 Beilage 72.1, 3.
196 Tarsus III 289.1403 figs. 96, 144.
197 Tarsus III 288.1394 fig. 96, unfortunately without profile drawing.
198 Hanfmann, Aegean 170, Tarsus III, 285-286, Mél 67 1955, 18-19, 21-23 figs. 3 a-b, 29, Tocra, 

113-115. 
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variety with a banded interior appeared.199 This variety is represented on Tall Sükäs 
by 106, of which no profde drawing is available; but one of the fragments, catalogued 
as similar to 106, is from a deep cup with a rather steep rim, i.e. 106.1. This fragment 
most likely belongs to an early version of the type,200 whereas 106, with as it seems a 
more everted rim, should fall later in the first half of the century.201 105 and 107 
represent the true “standard cup’’, and the most obvious reason for a distinction 
between them is that 107 and the fragments similar to it have a taller and more 
overhanging rim than 105. The latter is a rather shallow type, and like one of the 
fragments of its similar group, 105.2, it is thick-walled, the rim only moderately 
everted, and the foot, which is incomplete, low and conical—still not much Haring 
at the bottom. 105 and 105.2 might range among the early “standard cups” from the 
first quarter of the 6th century.202 Early versions with thin walls like 105.1 are known 
too,203 but the writer is not quite certain if 105.1 is to be included among them. 107 
and its similar group together with the feet 108-109 are all of the same sort as Tocra, 
Type IX, dated to the first half of the 6th century. The greater part of the Sükäs cups 
are probably from the later phase, i.e. contemporary with Vallet & Villard, Type 
B2;204 for instance 107, 107.4,7 which belong to smaller cups like some of the 
Tocra cups dated in the second quarter of the 6th century.205 107.3 and 107.5 are 
from fairly large cups with shallow bodies, the latter very much like a Tocra cup.206 
107.6 has a very overhanging rim and should be related to the early lip-cups.207 107.1 is 
apparently of bad potting, but with the very flaring rim the shape does not seem early.208

Group 6. Exterior glazed, except rim (sometimes with leaf-wreath), band at handle level 
and band on lower part of side ; stemmed foot
(Hanfmann, Type III, Vallet & Villard, Type B3, Tocra, Types X-XI).209

The group is nearly as numerous on Tall Sükäs as the preceding one. The East

199 Tocra, Type VIII, 113; according to J. Hayes the evolution of this type runs parallel with Type IX of 
which an early example, 1226, is found in Deposit I, so the type was certainly not established later than 600 B.C.

200 There is a certain resemblance with Samian cups from the latest 7th century, AM 72 1957, 49 
Beilage 72.1, 3.

201 For the type see BCH 90 1966, 309 fig. 24. Xanthos IV 43-44.43, 44-47 pls. 10, 11 fig. 3.
202 105 shows affinities with a Samian cup from c. 600 B.C. AM 72 1957, 49-50 fig. 5, whereas the Sükäs 

cup does not seem as late as another Samian cup, dated c. 570 B.C. AM 83 1968, 275.72 fig. 27 pl. 107.1. A cup 
in Munich displays similarity with our cup, CVA München fase 6, pl. 293.2 fig. 21, dated early in the 6th century.

203 Villard, Marseille, 43 pls. 23.4-5, 45.7, 8-9, Tocra, 120.1218 fig. 55.
204 Two feet similar to 108 are assigned to Period G2 (588-552 B.C.). TS 3804 is found with a Late 

Wild Goat sherd, Sükäs I 83 note 274 pl. IV no. 107, in the present catalogue similar to 189. Two other frag
ments of the similar group have a graffito and a red dipinto under the foot, i.e. TS 2603 and TS 4924, compare, 
Kardara, A, pl. A, Tocra, 46 fig. 22, Lambrino, Vases, 211-229, Histria 2, pl. 64. The excavators of Palinuro 
convincingly argue for a durability of the East Greek “standard cup’’ into the last quarter of the 6th century, 
see Naumann-Neutsch, Palinuro II, 107-109; this has not been proved from other sites. J. Hayes suggests 
that most of the cups found in Italy are imitations of probably Rhodian cups, see Tocra, 111 notes 1,3; on 
Palinuro, see further Hommel, Panionion und Melie, 150-151.

205 Tocra, 124.1228, 1263 fig. 56. 1228 and 1263 are similar to 1261 which is found in Deposit III, 
dated 565-530 B.C.

206 Tocra, 120.1219 fig. 56.
207 CVA Torino fase 2, pl. 4.1 dated in the second quarter of the 6th century.
208 For “standard cups” recently published, see BCH 88 1964, 301 fig. 16, 93 1969, 449 fig. 26, ripotKT. 

1966, 138 niv. 122y, CVA Stuttgart fase 1, pl. 16.11.
209 Hanfmann, Aegean, 169-170, Tarsus III 285, Mél 67 1955, 27-29, Tocra, 114-115.
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Greek lip-cup is usually assumed to start about the middle of the 6th century and to 
culminate in the third quarter of the century,210 but J. Hayes suggests an earlier date 
for the East Greek “probably Rhodian’’ cups found in Tocra.211 The profile can be 
ascertained only for few of the Sükäs cups; one, that of 121, is not unlike Tocra, 
Type X212 which is connected with other groups of East Greek vases, including cups 
with thin lines on the interior of the rim, like our 111-112213—these groups are thought 
by J. Hayes to belong to the second quarter of the 6th century. The only other re
cognizable profiles are those of 113-114214 and 124, which all have a distinct, carinated 
shoulder; none of these cups are as deep as any of the East Greek cups from Tocra,215 
but a cup from the necropolis of Orvieto has a shallow body very similar to 113.216 
The Orvieto cup is dated c. 560 B. C. Cups with leaf-wreaths bearing white dots like 
122-23 are included too in the early cup series;217 apart from Tocra this category of 
cups is not frequent on the sites where it has been found.218 The cups are thought 
to have been manufactured in different places, and Samos might have been a very 
significant one.219 The Tocra cups are supposed to be Rhodian, they are mostly 
miniatures, like the only two published specimens from Rhodes.220 Most of the lip 
cups from Tall Sükäs are glazed on the interior, except for smaller or larger central 
tondi, for instance 110, 116 and 119, while only two fragments, 125-126, have the 
more refined decoration, usually connected with Ionian Little Master cups. On 125 
the major part is decorated with thin lines,221 on 126 these are separated by broader 
bands.222

210 The group is dated by Vallet & Villard 560/50-30 B.C., see preceding note: Mél.
211 Tocra, 115. Two fragments of the similar groups belonging to 118, TS 2345, and to 120, TS 2129, 

are assigned to Period G2 (588-552 B.C.).
212 Tocra, 124.1288 fig. 57.
213 Tocra, 124. 1277 fig. 57. Beside the two rim sherds of 112, a bottom sherd with a foot described as 

a ring foot is thought by the registrar to belong to the same cup. The ring foot is probably a low conical foot, 
like on a reconstruction of a cup with thin lines on the interior, Lambrino, Vases, 84 fig. 54. For the type with 
thin lines, see AM 59 1934, 89-91 Beilage 6.13. Very refined examples recently published are: CVA Mus. 
Capitolino fase 2, pl. 2.5, CVA Orvieto fase 1, pls. 1-2.2, AA 77 1962, 612 fig. 14, CVA München fase 6, pl. 
293.6-7, 294. 4-5 figs. 25-26, dated in the second quarter of the 6th century.

214 One fragment belonging to the similar group of 114 is found in layers of G2 (588-552 B.C.).
216 They more resemble some of the Attic Tocra cups, which are suggested to copy Eastern lip-cups; 

the date of the Attic type, too, should be before 550 B.C. The Attic Type III, Tocra 115, 118-120, see specific
ally 129.1353 fig. 64.

216 CVA Orvieto fase 1, pl. 1.7 with text: for the same type, see AM 54 1929, 36-37 fig. 28.7.
217 Tocra, Type XI 114 115.
218 For Samos, Rhodes, Naukratis and Aegina, see AM 59 1934, 90-99 Beilage 6.4-5, 7.1-2, 5, add: 

Istros: Lambrino, Vases, 85 fig. 56, Chios: Emporio, 171.861-863 with note 1 pl. 65, Smyrna: BSA 60 1965, 
118.25 pl. 26 (atticizing), Italy: CVA Mus. Capitolino fase 2, pl. 2, Tocra: see preceding note, Xanthos IV 
43.45 pl. 11, p. 46, no provenance: CVA München fase 6, pl. 294.1-2.

219 Emporio, 171.
220 ClRh IV 351.6 fig. 296.
221 AM 59 1934, 90 Beilage 6.15, CVA Louvre fase 6, II D, pl. 1.12-17, CVA Orvieto fase 1, pls. 1-2.2 

dated 560-50 B.C., CVA München fase 6, pls. 293.5, 294.3 fig. 24.
222 CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 10.28-29, CVA Louvre fase 9, II D, pl. 2.7-10, CVA Mannheim fase 1, 

pl. 9.5-6, none of them have more than two broader bands; for greater similarity, see Siveking-Hackl, A7asen- 
sammlung, 52.525 pl. 18.

Group 7. Exterior glazed, except broad band at handle level
The shape of 127 b is that of a band cup, with slightly everted rim. From the 
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description of the clay it is not possible to say whether the fragment is Attic or East 
Greek, the glaze is not termed metallic, but said to have “a greenish tinge”.223

Group 8. Exterior^?); low foot
A classification of 127 a is uncertain. The registrar describes it as a ‘‘bowl or 

cup”; the decoration on the interior is not consistent with any of the species usually 
regarded as bowls and 127 a is more likely from a cup. A low foot and a large reserved 
tondo is known on 6th century cups, see for instance below, 129-131, group 9.

Group 9. Exterior unglazed, except rim and shoulder (sometimes band below handle 
level); low foot

With the exception of 129-131, the fragments included in group 9 are very small, 
all rim sherds. Two sorts of profiles can be distinguished 1) low, everted rather flaring 
rim, rounded shoulder: 128a-c, 128c.2, 129-131, 131.1-3, 2) low, upright rim, 
angular shoulder: 128c.1, 4-8. Below the glazed shoulder all the small rim sherds 
have a fairly large undecorated field, larger than the usual reserved band found on 
cups of which the exterior is otherwise glazed.224 Because of the similarity in profile 
of the first group of rim sherds to the well preserved cups 129-131, it is proposed that 
the rim sherds might have belonged to similar cups, i.e. with an unglazed exterior. 
129-131 have a reserved tondo on the interior and this is usually a 6th century feature, 
seen first on the variety of the standard cup and the early lip-cups;225 1 30-131 have the 
largest tondi and their feet are very similar to those of the latest bird and rosette
bowls, which were not made earlier than 58Ü B.C.226 Some of the small rim sherds 
128a-c have been suggested to be early (see catalogue), i.e. from the late 7th century, 
and one of them, 128 a, may be as early. This specimen differs from the others in 
having a band below the handle level and in being glazed all over on the interior, a 
decorative system very much like that found on some early cups from Vroulia.227 On 
the interior the other rim sherds and the cups, 129-31, have a reserved band at the top 
of the rim, a feature which together with their profiles and unglazed exteriors makes this 
group resemble a class of cups dated usually 620-580 B.C., but the type presumably 
continued a little longer—these are the low-footed cups with red and white bands 
added on both sides.228 However, none of the rim sherds have any added bands

223 For East Greek band cups, see AM 59 1934, 89 note 3, AA 29 1914, 222-223 fig. 30, CVA Louvre 
fase 9, II D, pl. 2.1-5, CVA Braunschweig fase 1, pl. 1.3-4 and S. G. Zervos, Rhodes capitale du Dodécanèse, 
Paris 1920, 297 fig. 559. In Tocra, only Attic band cups occur, they are dated after c. 550 B.C., Tocra, Types 
VI-VI I 118-120.

224 AM 72 1957, 46 Beilage 67.4, 69.3, 49 Beilage 72, 74 1959, 19 Beilage 38: Well G, 28 Beilage 62: 
Bothros, 83 1968, 257.22 fig. 9 pl. 95.5.

225 See above groups 5-6. A reserved interior with a painted tondo occurs on a cup from Cyprus in 
a CypArc II grave, BCH 92 1968, 281 fig. 43.

226 Tocra, 45, 55.734 fig. 28.
227 Kinch, Vroulia, 26 pl. 18.9, 70 pl. 39. 10, 79 pl. 45.20, 78, the latter found with PC lekythos.
228 Hanfmann, Type II (Aegean, 169, Tarsus III 285), Vallet & Villard, Type Bj (Mél 67 1955,23-27, 

29 fig. 4 a-j), Tocra, Type V (Tocra, 112-113). In Tocra the cups occur in Deposit II, so the manufacture of 
the type may have continued later than 580 B.C. A cup from Tarsus is dated 570-60 B.C. Tarsus III 291.1414 
figs. 96, 144. For a cup with red bands from the Athenian Agora, see E. T. H. Brann, Late Geometric and 
Protoattic Pottery, Agora VIII, Princeton 1962, 49.148 pl. 8, with references to the cups from Corinth. 
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slanting on 157; the latter represents the typical illustrating of the fast running goat 
on the late vases.296 The goats on 158-159 might have been of this type too.297 Small 
and not very characteristic fragments of grazing goats occur on 160-164; on 163 the 
filling-ornaments are very crowded as is usual on vases from the first quarter of the 
6th century,298 whereas there is no sign of ornaments between the goat-legs on 161, 
and the fragment may be late like the oinochoe 154.299 On 160 there are remnants of 
what may be a St. Andrew cross,300 and on 164 there is a four-leaf flower.301 155, and 
165-167 have pure black-figured decoration. On the shoulder sherd, 155, is part of 
a sphinx302 or a siren;303 the incised line which curls into a spiral indicates the border 
of the hair, the ear or an ear disk.304 A stripe may be incised on the deer’s ear on 165, 
but V-shaped horns are not the usual black-figured type;305 the closest parallel is found

296 BCH 86 1962, 407 fig. 100 a, Blinkenberg, Lindos I 282.985 pl. 46 (Kardara, A, 208.7, Schiering, 
notes 267, 268, 276, Rumpf, 78 II k 10), CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 2.5 (Kardara, A, 208.1 (see above 282), 
CVA Rodi fase 2, II Dh, pl. 7.1 (Kardara, A, 208.2 (see above note 281), CVA Copenhague fase 2, HD, pl.
77.3 (Kardara, A, 208.3 (see above note 279), Lambrino, Vases, 256.12 figs. 218-221 (Kardara, A, 210.1, 
Schiering, notes 318, 319, 322, 617), Jdl 1 1886, 139-140.2939 (Kardara, A, 208.4 (see above note 282), 
Homann-Wedeking, Vasenornamentik, 17.7: Gruppe R).

297 For the pendent hook, see AJA 59 1955, 51H-J, Kardara, A, 269 fig. 257 below, CVA Oxford 
fase 2, II D, pl. 4.9 (Kardara, A, 216.5 (see above note 285) and AA 32 1917, 101.25 fig. 25 (Kardara, A, 
181.4, Schiering, notes 151, 152, 373, 408, 668, 716, 773, Rumpf, 78 Ilf 2).

298 CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.31 (Kardara, A, 231.12, Schiering, note 151, Rumpf, 80 III a 22), 
ActaArch 6 1935, 191 fig. 15 (Schiering, notes 115, 336, 344, 361, 383, 472, 479, 536, 624, 687, 734, 739, 778, 
Rumpf, 80 III b 1), Kinch, Vroulia, pl. 15 (Kardara, A, 217.2 (see above note 280).

299 See above, notes 284, 291.
300 BCH 86 1962, 407 fig. 100 a, 88 1964, 329 fig. 60. For varieties on Fikellura vases and “Clazomenian” 

sarcophagi, see ActaArch 13 1942, 30 note 55.
301 CVA Copenhague fase 2, HD, pl. 77.3 (Kardara, A 208.3 (see above note 279).
302 CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.32 (Kardara, A, 226.2, Schiering, note 151, Rumpf, 80 Illa 23), 

JHS 44 1924, pl. 8.16 (Kardara, A, 230.1, Schiering, notes 151, 756, Rumpf, 80 III a 31), BCH 86 1962, 406 
fig. 100 b.

303 Naukratis II pl. 11.3 (Kardara, A, 235.1, Schiering, notes 308, 309, 316, 317, 455, 472, 778, Rumpf, 
80 III d 1).

304 Females on Corinthian vases seldom wear jewellery in their ears, the ear itself is usually distinctly 
rendered, see AJA 65 1961, 3 pl. 4 c, 5 pl. 5, but on less carefully drawn Corinthian figures a stylization of 
the ear similar to that of 155 occurs, CVA Frankfurt am Main fase 1, pl. 16.13-15. The sphinx on a Late 
Rhodian plate wears a disk in her ear, Naukratis II pl. 12 (Kardara, A, 236.1, Schiering, notes 246, 451, 
Rumpf, 82 IV a 5), and on a fragment of an oinochoe, likewise from Naukratis, the stylization may indicate 
an ear as well as an ear disk, CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.51 (Kardara, A, 226.4, Schiering, note 151, Rumpf 
80 III a 29); otherwise ear disks are not used on sphinxes etc., in the earlier or in the later Wild Goat Style. 
They appear from time to time on Chian; on Animal Style chalices, CVA Heidelberg fase 1, pl. 3.12, and on 
Simple Figure Style chalices, BSA 60 1965, 141.10 pls. 42, 44; not usually on Chian Black-Figure, but see 
JHS 44 1924, pl. 12.16; sometimes the stylization is so pronounced that it is difficult to decide if it is all ear 
or if a disk is attempted, ibid. pl. 12.8; in the “Grand Style” the ear itself is carefully rendered, and ear disks 
occur, ibid, pl. 6.1. See furthermore the remarks of R. M. Cook on the ear types on “Clazomenian”, CVA 
Brit. Mus. fase 8, 28 Postscript.

305 Black-figured: AA 29 1914, 228-231 fig. 43 (Kardara, A, 210.1 (see above note 286). The Corinthian 
version of horns is different from 165, CVA Bruxelles fase 1, HI C, pl. 3.4 a. On a bowl from Naukratis the 
deer might have had a pair of horns similar to 165, but in the drawing published by Chr. Kardara the horns 
look reconstructed, Kardara, A, 245. 4 fig. 198 (Schiering, notes 267, 277, 365, 776, Rumpf, 81 III f 2), see 
further JHS 8 1887, 121 pl. 79 above (the sketch here is probably not reliable); J. M. Cook compares the bowl 
to the Miscellaneous East Greek Black-Figure from the second quarter of the 6th century, BSA 60 1965, 
120, and our fragment may belong to these, the latest of the Orientalizing East Greek vases; on the group, 
see below p. 74. In the Wild Goat Style deer rendered in silhouette and outline often have the double horns, 
ClRli VI/VII 85.1 figs. 91-93, 95 (Kardara, A, 101.1, Schiering, notes 120, 125, 127, 371, Rumpf, 71 III D 13), 
Samos V 75-76.616 pl. 125 (Kardara, A, 68.13, Schiering, note 200, pp. 10, 45, 50), Schiering, Werkstätten, 
49 note 371, and the black-figured deer in question may be of the same type as the one illustrated on these 
7th century Wild Goat vases rather than the one favoured on the Corinthianizing Wild Goat vases.

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 2. 4
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in the fragments of a dinos in Cambridge, possibly related to “Clazomenian”.306 
On 166 the raised leg looks like a paw of a beast, and the upright position of the 
animal, the lack of differentiation between head and neck, and the stylization of the 
head are features usually connected with a lion with frontal head.307 The leg is raised 
to an uncertain angular design, which may perhaps be interpreted as a meander, or 
a most unusual version of a tail of a bull.308 The slim and somewhat elongated body 
on 167 belongs either to a crouching griffin309 or to a sphinx.310 168-169 are rim and 
neck fragments; 168 has a white rosette on the interior,311 169 a white painted eye 
on the exterior; eyes with slender contours like those of 169 are found mainly on 
Late Wild Goat vases, frequently on those in mixed technique.312 The handle-rotelle, 
170a, probably belonged to a vase from the last quarter of the 7th century.313 171— 
191 are ascribed to amphorae, a shape not met with among the Wild Goat vases 
until the late phase.314 Of 171 nearly one half is preserved; the large goats which 
occupy the shoulder field of a great many of the amphorae are not usually rendered 
with their heads pointing straight forwards and in marching posture as on 171.315 
In other respects too 171 differs from the other amphorae: it has several filling-orna
ments,316 vertical panels with meanders317 and four narrow bands below the shoulder

308 CVA Cambridge fase 2, II D, pl. 19.1-5, BSA 47 1952, 138. Fl a-c, 139 note 64 (139: “They are, 
I think, to be dated a little before the middle of the sixth century, earlier than any of the pieces listed above. 
If so, they mark an early — probably experimental stage in the Clazomenian b.f. style”), BSA 60 1965, 131.

307 For a lion with frontal head, see BSA 60 1965, 120.32 pl. 26. The latter has whiskers like our lion 
—the frontal lions without mane are still conventionally called panthers, but see below note 378.

308 For a lion “attacking” a bull from behind, see CVA Cambridge fase 2, II D, pl. 18.38 (Kardara, 
A, 223.2), ActaArch 13 1942, 26 fig. 15 (Kardara, A, 211.1 (see above note 286).

309 Like CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.30 (Kardara, A, 227.10, Schiering, note 151, Rumpf, 80 III a 
21), CVA Cambridge fase 2, II D, pl. 18.32 (Kardara, A, 224.17, Schiering, notes 420, 439).

310 Like Délos X 38-39.59 pl. 12 (Kardara, A, 208.5 (see above note 282), Homann-Wedeking, Vasen- 
ornamentik, 17.5).

311 Otherwise white rosettes are found on the exterior of the rim of Wild Goat oinochoai; but see a 
Fikellura oinochoe in Paris which has white lotus flowers and buds painted on the interior of the trilobe rim, 
CVA Louvre fase 1, II De, pl. 5.12, Zervos, Rhodes, 143 fig. 336, BSA 34 1933/34, 39.SI, 41: “continue the 
Rhodian tradition”, dated c. 550 B.C.

312 CIRh III 76-77.14 fig. 67 pl. A (Kardara, A, 208.2 (see above note 281, Homann-Wedeking, 
Vasenornamentik, 14, 17.4: Gruppe R), CVA Copenhague fase 2, II D, pl. 77.3 (Kardara, A, 208.3 (see above 
note 279); on late vases in silhouette and contour technique, see CVA Torino fase 2, II D, pl. 3.2, Kardara, 
A, 182.6 fig. 149 (Schiering, notes 152, 155, 174, 472, 608, 654, 774, Rumpf, 78 Ilf 5), 236.1 fig. 196 (see 
Schiering, pl. 6.4), 237.2 fig. 197. Late oinochoai with only floral decoration have the same sort of eye, Tocra, 
42.591 pl. 30. On Classical Camiran vases the contours are usually broader, CVA Louvre fase 1, II D, pl. 5.1 
(= Zervos, Rhodes, 32 fig. 45, 133 fig. 304, pl. 26 fig. 500 (Kardara, A, 104.1, Schiering, notes 120, 130, 133, 
135, 428, 433, 445 a, 461, 724, 733, 743 a, Rumpf, 70 III A 4), CVA München fase 6, pl. 275 “Sub-Camiran” 
(Kardara, A, 190.2, Schiering, notes 126, 133, 136, 147, 460, 571, Rumpf, 72 III D 43).

313 ArchRep 1962/63, 41 fig. 17; for the same motif used as filling-ornament, see CIRh VI/VII 218-219 
pls. 6-7 (Kardara, A, 104.2, Schiering, notes 6, 120, 123, 133, 349, 367, 424, 433, 499, 635, 637, 724, 736, 744, 
746, Rumpf, 70 III A 2), BSA 61 1966, 153.1 pl. 31.

314 BSA 34 1933/34, 55, Schiering, Werkstätten, 27-28.
315 Only the sphinx on the amphora in the Louvre has the same appearance, Zervos, Rhodes, 52 fig. 94 

(Kardara, A, 189.1, Schiering, notes 182, 424, 433, 616, 630, 644, Rumpf, 72 III d 1).
318 On the Louvre amphora (see preceding note) filling-ornaments occur in similar numbers, but they 

seem related to the Classical Camiran Style, whereas the filling-ornaments on 171 are similar to those employed 
on vases in mixed technique; the latter type of filling-ornament occurs on most of the other amphorae, but 
here the trend is towards larger and fewer ornaments, see for instance Délos XVII 58-59.4-7 pl. 39. Note 
some fragments from Istros on which the filling-ornaments are still small and rather crowded, Histria 2, 
59.29 pl. 3, the vase is listed as an oinochoe, but might be an amphora.

317 The panels are usually filled with dots: Jdl I 1886, 140. 2944 (Kardara, A, 209.2, Schiering, note 
185, Rumpf, 78 II g 3), AA 7 1892, 170.175 (Kardara, A, 210.3, Schiering, notes 185, 525, Rumpf, 78 II g 2), 
Délos XVII 60.14 pl. 41 (Schiering, note 537).
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field.318 These features suggest an origin early in the first quarter of the 6th century.319 
The filling-ornaments on 172—173 look identical, and the fragments may belong to 
shoulder fields, A and B, of the same vase. On 172 one of the forelegs is stretched 
forwards, the other one is nearly kneeling320 — on 173 the goat is inarching, its legs 
perhaps rendered like those of the goat on 171. There are no traces of pendent tongues 
above the goat on 172, and the filling-ornaments were probably sparse, so the vase 
should be classed among the latest amphorae from c. 580-60 B.C.321 The same 
may hold good for 175-177 on which the goat type canonic for the amphorae is 
shown.322 The goat’s head on 174 is not turned backwards, and, as mentioned above, 
this is strange on amphorae;323 the fragment may be connected with the earliest of the 
amphorae from Delos/Rheneia.324 1 78-184 belong to amphorae with exclusively large 
floral motives in the shoulder fields, a group not strictly regarded as belonging to the 
Wild Goat style, but to be derived from the latest Wild Goat vases.325 On 178 the inner 
part of a pair of large volutes occurs,326 on 181 the root of the neck is preserved, and 
the small leaf should thus illustrate the upper leaf of a similar pair of volutes;327 rem
nants of large, nearly horizontal handle-palmettes occur on 179-180, and they too 
can be combined with large volutes.328 1 83 is obscure; the motive resembles that of 
the handle-palmettes, but the wheel-marks seem to make the usual placement in the 
shoulder field impossible. Sherds with part of a vegetable motif nearly identical to 
182 have been found in Istros329—linked circles with buds between as on 184 occur on 
the shoulder of an amphora from Tocra.330 On 185-186 are remains of probably short 
neck-cables like those usually found on amphorae. The leaf of 186 is rounded—on 

318 On the Louvre amphora (see note 315) there are three bands, but usually the number is one or two: 
AA 29 1914, 222-223 fig. 29 (Kardara, A, 251.1 (see above note 284), Tocra, 41-42.580 pl. 28, Délos XVII 
59-60.8-11 pl. 40 (Schiering, note 185).

319 The Louvre amphora is dated 610-590 B.C., Kardara, A, 189, whereas the amphorae with very 
few filling-ornaments, no vertical panels, and only few horizontal bands on the belly are suggested to have a 
later date, c. 580-60 B.C., see Tocra, 41-42.580-581 pl. 28.

320 The posture is known already on the later Classical Camiran vases, Kardara, A, 100.13 Paris 
= Zervos, Rhodes, 59 fig. 108, Schiering, notes 120, 356, Rumpf 71 III D 24), it recurs on a later but related 
vase, CVA München fase 6, pl. 275.450 (Kardara, A, 93.7, Schiering notes 6, 56, 120, 424, 433, 507, 612, 
743 a, Rumpf, 70 III B 2), and on one of the amphorae from Rheneia, Délos XVII 58-59.6 pl. 39 (Schiering, 
note 185). A similar posture occurs on some of the Fikellura vases, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Dl, pl. 3.2, 
BSA 34 1933/34, 63.

321 Tocra, 41-42.
322 Add to the examples enumerated by J. Hayes (see preceding note) : Histria 2, 59.25-26, 29 pls. 2-3 

(early type), 59.27 pl. 2 (later type), 59.28, 60.31-32, 34 pl. 3.
323 See note 315. Goats placed in the shoulder fields of oinochoai seldom have such slanting bodies, 

see for instance Kardara, A, 100.4 fig. 65 (cf. Zervos, Rhodes, 59 fig. 108 (see above note 320), CVA München 
fase 6, pl. 275.450 (Kardara, A, 190.2 (see above note 312); the very slanting body occurs only on the belly 
friezes, CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 2.4-5 (Kardara, A, 208.1 (see above note 282).

324 From the early 6th century, Délos XVII 58-59.6, 8, 10 pls. 39-40 and Vroulia, 228 fig. 116 (Kardara, 
A, 210.5, Rumpf, 78 II g 4).

325 Gnomon 1965, 506, Tocra, 41-42.
326 Like Délos XVII 58.2 pl. 38 (Schiering, notes 185, 187, 535, 608).
327 Another variety, see Tocra, 41-42.583 pl. 28.
328 Besides on amphorae, this type of handle-palmette is very frequent on oinochoai, Délos X 38- 

39.59-60 pl. 12 (see above notes 273, 282), Homann-Wedeking, Vasenornamentik, 17.5-6: Gruppe R), and 
we cannot be sure if 179-180 really belong to one of the late amphorae— or to an oinochoe.

329 Histria 2, 59.23-24 pl. 2.
330 Tocra, 41-42. 583 pl. 28.

4*
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185 il is pointed like the one on 172 ;331 open cables as on 187 are connected with the 
latest Wild Goat vases and the amphorae with exclusively floral ornaments.332 Red 
and white stripes added on dividing bands were introduced on the Late Wild Goat 
oinochoai333 and they still occur on the broad bands of a great many of the late am
phorae, like the ones to which 188-189 belonged334—but accessory colours are surely 
excluded on some, perhaps the later ones.335 Our 191 belongs to the latter category. A 
large group of sherds, 192-253, has been catalogued as belonging to indeterminate 
closed vases; most of them are tiny side sherds which mainly belong to the Late 
Wild Goat style. The goats on 192-197 probably all represent the late type with its 
head turned backwards.336 It is not possible to talk about a uniform style of drawing 
in the goats represented on the fragments from Tall Sükäs, but generally a certain 
similarity to the material from Istros may be noted.337 The ear of 198 is apparently 
drawn exclusively in silhouette and the goat might have been in black-figured techni
que. 199 perhaps has a broad neck collar and the fragment might thus be connected 
with a one-piece amphora.338 For the S-loop on 200, see above.339 202 may have 
belonged to one of the latest Wild Goat amphorae on which the original panels are 
provided by only one or two vertical stripes.340 On 204-206 three different versions of 
black-figured birds are represented: 204 probably with raised wings,341 205-206 
apparently marching;342 other black-figured animals occur on 207-210.343 Most of the 
filling-ornaments on 212-226 are to be included among the stock of ornaments em-

331 Both varieties occur on the latest amphorae, see Tocra, pl. 28.580-581.
332 Délos XVII 58.2-4 pls. 38-39 (amphorae, see above note 326), 60.15 pl. 42 (flat-bottomed oinochoe, 

Schiering, note 171).
333 BSA 34 1933/34, 71 fig. 10, Vroulia, 228. R. M. Cook, Greek Painted Pottery, London 1966, 122.
334 Délos XVII 58-60.2-3, 5-8, 10-11 pls. 38-40 (see above notes 320, 326).
335 Délos XVII 58.4, 59.9 pls. 39-40, (see above note 326), Tocra, 46.580 pl. 28.
336 This posture is to be accepted, too, for 192, 196-197, as the heads of the goats seem to be raised.
337 Compare 176 for instance, with Lambrino, Vases, 256.12 figs. 218-221 (Kardara, A, 210.1 (Schie

ring, notes 318-22). Eyebrows and nose-wrinkles never seem to occur on our goats, whereas these features are 
very frequent in the material from Naukratis, CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4 passim, CVA Cambridge fase 2,
II D, pl. 18.12 and passim; the same features are found only on few of the goats from Istros, Lambrino, 
Vases, 251.11 fig. 217 (Kardara, A, 109.1), 256.13 fig. 222 (Kardara, A, 274.2), Histria 2, 57.4 pl. 1.

338 Tocra, 41-42.588 pl. 29 (goat), Lambrino, Vases, 243-244.2 figs. 205-207 (floral motif, Schiering 
notes 185, 544, 547).

339 See note 285.
340 Tocra, 41-42.581 pl. 28. 371 catalogued as “Unclassified East Greek” may have belonged to a 

similar amphora.
341 Compare CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.33 (Kardara, A, 230.2, Schiering, note 151, Rumpf, 80

III a 24). The type occurs in Corinthian, Corinth VIL1, 65.251 pl. 34, but usually the Corinthian birds do not 
have raised wings, NSc 1960, 144 fig. 9; the latter type prevails too on the Late Wild Goat vases on which 
black-figured technique was employed, JHS 44 1924, pl. 8.13 (Schiering, notes 267, 268, 277, 343, Rumpf, 
81 III f 15), CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.37A, 47 (Kardara, A, 234.25, Schiering, notes 267, 277, Rumpf, 
81 III f 9, Kardara, A, 248.9, Schiering, note 200, Rumpf, 81 III h 11).

342 2 05: CVA Oxford, fase 2, II D, pl. 4.47 (Kardara, A, 248.9 (see above note 341); 206: the fragment 
is rather large and the stylization is not equal to that of the usual Wild Goat birds or sirens; the polychromy 
might point to “Clazomenian” pottery, but the slip of 206 seems to contradict this-the sherd is perhaps to 
be connected with the so-called “Indeterminate East Greek Black-Figure”, BSA 60 1965, 120, Gnomon 
1965, 506, see below p. 74.

343 2 0 7: possibly a boar, compare Naukratis I pl. 6.3 (see above note 281); 208: see Naukratis I pl.
13.2 (Schiering notes 267-8, Rumpf 81 f 29); 209: for the filling-ornament, see NSc 1960, 148 fig. 13 b, 
ActaArch 13 1942, 49 fig. 30 (Kardara, A, 233.11, Schiering, notes 409, 778, Rumpf, 83 IV e 1), BCH 86 
1962, 407 fig. 100 b; 210: the white-spotted animal might have an incised belly-line and below the abdomen 
part of a filling-ornament. For this type, see a lid from Smyrna not of the ordinary Late Wild Goat Style, 
but assigned to the “Indeterminate East Greek Black-Figure”, BSA 60 1965, 120.32 pl. 26. 
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ployed on vases in mixed technique, only one fragment, 216, might belong to the last 
quarter of the 7th century.344 227-234 have only linear decoration which occasionally 
represents floral motives;345 235, 237-239 have meanders as dividing bands,346 2 40 a 
waveline.347 Chequers, which occur on 242, are only seldom found on Wild Goat 
vases348 and the writer only knows of one example where the chequers are placed 
immediately above the rays radiating from the foot.349 The motif is more frequent on 
later vases as “Clazomenian”350 and other East Greek Black Figure.351 The neck-cable, 
244, may have belonged to an amphora or to an oinochoe.352 243, 245-250 are bottom 
sherds and fragments of the lower part of the belly, on which only bands and rays 
appear;353 251 is perhaps an amphora handle.354 252-253 are from vases either

344 212: compare BCH 88 1964, 329 fig. 60; 213: might be from a late amphora, see note 340; 214: 
see CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 2.5 (Kardara, A, 208.1 (see above note 282), but probably 214 did not belong 
to a vase on which the filling-ornaments were so crowded. It is rather from a more sparsely decorated specimen, 
as for instance, Tocra, 41-42.580 pl. 28; 215: CIRh III 76-77.14 fig. 67 pl. A (Kardara, A, 208.2 (see above 
note 281) ; 216: the ornament is well known on 6th century vases with very crowded filling-ornaments, Naukra- 
tis II pl. 8.1 (Kardara, A, 244.3, Schiering, notes 267, 268, 277, 279, 343, 395, 546, 547, 592, 594, 605, 608, 
776, 778, Rumpf, 81 III f 1), AJA 63 1959, 183.5 pl. 48 fig. 8 (Kardara, A, 247.1). However on 216 the orna
ment seems to be the only one between the legs, as found frequently on vases of the later Classical Camiran 
Style, CIRh VI/VII 85.1 figs. 91-93, 95 (Kardara, A, 101.1 (see above note 305), on which the bodies of the 
goats are horizontal like that of 216. The remnant of the leg on 216 indicates that our goat was not marching, 
but running fast like the goats on an oinochoe from Camiros, see Zervos, Rhodes, 44 fig. 77 (Kardara, A, 
95.5, Schiering, notes 120, 134, 349, 397, 472, 474, 580, 704, 708, 736, Rumpf, 70 III C 4); compare the typical 
running position of the 6th century goat, Blinkenberg, Lindos I 282.985 pl. 46 (Kardara, A, 208.7 (see above, 
note 296) - our fragment may have belonged to a vase from the 7th century; 217: CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, 
pl. 2.5 (Kardara, A, 208.1, (see above note 282); 218: the fragment is described as a side sherd, but might 
rather have been from the shoulder of an amphora, compare Délos XVII 60.14 pl. 41 (see above note 317); 
219-220: see Histria 2, 59.26 pl. 2 and Tocra, 41-42.580 pl. 28; 221: see CVA Oxford fase 2, HD, pl. 2.4-6 
(Kardara, A, 208.1 (see above note 282), but our sherd belonged to a vase with more sparse filling-ornaments; 
222 : Tocra, 41-42.588 pl. 29 ; 225: BCH 86 1962, 407 fig. 100 a ; 226: the rosette is4very large, compare Naukratis 
I pl. 6.5 (Schiering, notes 267, 268, 277, Rumpf, 81 III f 26), Kinch, Vroulia pl. 15 (Kardara, A, 217.2 (see 
above note 280); 224: the fragment is strange, but compare the late amphorae with horizontal handles on the 
shoulder, Schiering, Werkstätten, 28 -with references.

345 2 2 7-2 2 9: probably all shoulder sherds, compare Kardara, A, 237.2 fig. 197, ArchRep 1962/63, 
46 fig. 26, Délos XVII 58.3 pl. 38 (see above note 326), CIRh VI/VII 508 figs. 33, 35 (Schiering, notes 69, 188, 
525, Rumpf, 78 II h 7-8), AA 7 1892, 170.174 (Schiering, notes 69, 142, 143, 377, 422, 441, 568, 572, 585, 
624, 633), 170.175 (see above note 317); 231: perhaps part of a large pair of volutes, like Délos XVII 58.2 
pl. 38, but the fragment might possibly be Chian, see Lambrino, Vases, 126.7 fig. 68 c; 233: graffito, see 
Kardara, A, pl. A, Lambrino, Vases, 211-229 figs. 168-202 and Histria 2, pl. 64.

346 235, 237-238: broken meanders like Délos XVII 58-59.5-7 pl. 39 (see above note 334); 239: hook 
meanders very often on oinochoiai in mixed technique CVA Copenhague fase 2, II D, pl. 77.3 (Kardara, A,
208.3 (see above note 279), Délos X 38-39.59-60 pl. 12 (Kardara, A, 216.1 (see above note 273), 208.5 (see 
above note 282).

347 240: CIRh VI/VII 495-496.1 fig. 22 (Kardara, A, 283.5, Schiering, notes 69, 142, 387, 573, 619, 
645, Rumpf, 75 I c 3), D. M. Robinson, Catalogue of Greek Vases, Toronto 1930, 66-67.205-C259 pl. 18 
(Kardara, A, 100.5); 241: compare the late amphorae, Tocra, 41-42.580, 588 pls. 28-29.

348 Kardara, A, 67.3 (Schiering, note 188); on a stand, see Vroulia, 191-192 fig. 73 (Kardara, A, 
274.1, Schiering notes 93, 282, 291, 348, 731, Rumpf, 79 II 1.1), see too Naukratis II pl. 11.3 (Kardara, A,
235.1 (see above note 303).

349 Fairbanks, Catalogue, 105.315 pl. 33 (Schiering, notes 267, 268, 277, 278, 534, 621, Rumpf, 81 
III f 20).

350 BSA 47 1952, 144, BSA 60 1965, 128-132.64-84 pls. 34-36.
351 BSA 60 1965, 121.37 pl. 28.
352 Délos XVII 59.10 pl. 40 (see above note 334), Kardara, A, 237.2 fig. 197.
363 Distinguishing between the bottom fragments on the basis of the number of the rays is not quite 

safe-but in general the early amphorae seem to have rather close-set rays, AA 7 1892, 170.175 (Kardara, A,
210.3 (see above note 317), and there is a tendency towards fewer rays on the later amphorae, Délos XVII
58.2 pl. 38 (see above note 326) and Tocra, 41-42.588 pl. 29. For the red dipinto under the foot of 247, see 
Tocra, 46 fig. 22.

354 AA 7 1892, 170.175 (Kardara, A, 210.3 (see above note 317).
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totally glazed or with glazed friezes on which the decoration is incised.355 Several 
fragments, 254—282, have been ascribed to larger open vases, i.e. kraters or dinoi. 
The krater shape most frequently represented is the MC low-necked column krater;356 
black-figured technique prevails, only 254 could perhaps be assigned to a krater on 
which the old Ionian technique is employed.357 On 255 the meander band is placed 
immediately below the metope.358 256-258 and perhaps 264 have a frieze of pendent 
tongues above the metope,359 on 259 it is abandoned.360 257—258 have only Corinthian 
filling-ornaments;361 the griffin, 257, has an extraordinarily tall neck, and it might be 
that only a protome was intended,362 the rounded design below the corner-palmette 
is placed much too low to be interpreted as a wing.363 Representations of large water
birds are very popular in the metope of Corinthian kraters,364 and likewise on the 
Eastern versions of the column krater: 260 261 are to be ascribed to kraters with 
such scenes.365 The double incisions, the stylization of the mane, the heart-shaped 
ear and the nearly circular eye are features which connect the lion on 262 with the 
Wild Goat tradition.366 The animal on 263 might be a bull.367 The letters on 265 are 
assigned to the 1st half of the 6th century.368 Rim fragments decorated with meanders, 
continuous like 266 or broken like 267, may come from column kraters as well as

355 Lambrino, Vases, 275-278.46-51 (assigned to oinochoai). Dark friezes with incised floral motifs, 
lotuses (like 252) are frequent on dinoi and kraters in mixed technique, CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.29 
(Kardara, A, 225.30, Schiering, notes 287, 297, 409, 484, 587, 594, 778, Rumpf, 80 III c 21), Kinch, Vroulia, 
pl. 15 (Kardara, A, 217.2 (see above note 280). A group of amphorae and situlae together with the Vroulia 
cups display the same technique, CVA Karlsruhe fase 2, pl. 47.5 with text, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Dm, 
pls. 2-8 Appendix A VIII, Kinch, Vroulia, 174-194 figs. 58-72 pls. 10-12, 46.

356 Schiering, Werkstätten, 40-41. See furthermore BSA 60 1965, 122-123 and Payne, Necrocorinthia, 
300-301. Some of our fragments have no description of their interiors, and the writer is aware of the fact that 
they might have belonged to closed vases. When catalogued as belonging to kraters, it is mainly because of 
the large dimensions of the figures represented and the vertical, glazed panels, which seem broader than is 
usual on oinochoai.

367 Like that of a krater in Leningrad, Kardara, A, 250.1 fig. 199. For the corner-palmette on 254 
compare Histria 2, 62.64 pl. 5.

358 This is seldom seen, but occurs on an Aeolic krater from Pitane, ArchRep 1964/65, 36 fig. 5.
359 The same sort of tongues appear on some of the North Ionian kraters, too, for instance BSA 60 

1965, 121.34 pl. 27.
360 This is strange on Wild Goat kraters; nevertheless see"a fragment in the Hague assigned by W. 

Schiering to the Vlastos group, Werkstätten, 40 note 308.
361 For a corner-palmette similar to that of 257, see the krater in Bonn, ActaArch 13 1942, 24 fig. 12 

(Schiering, notes 308, 314, 317, 409, 468, 588, Rumpf, 83 IV d 1); the other side of the same krater is published 
in AA 51 1936, 378-379.27 fig. 30.

382 Protomes of griffins on Late Wild Goal vases usually have very long and rather powerful necks: 
JHS 44 1924, 200 fig. 31 (Kardara, A, 228.4 fig. 237, Schiering, notes 437, 439, Rumpf, 80 III e 9), CVA 
Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.36 (Kardara, A, 224.20 fig. 238, Schiering, notes 287, 437, 542, 755, Rumpf, 80 
III e 4), Tocra, 41.590 fig. 23 pl. 30, Kardara, A, 235.4, 237.2 fig. 197 and Schiering, Werkstätten note 437 
with further references. See furthermore CVA München fase 6, p. 20 text to no. 3.

363 For regular wings, see AM 54 1929, 20, 22, fig. 15.3, Beilage 10.2 (Kardara, A, 218.6, Schiering, 
note 294, Rumpf, 80 Ille 1), R. Lullies, Griechische Kunstwerke Sammlung Ludwig, Aachen, Aachen Kunst
blätter 37 1968, 21-22.8, Kinch, Vroulia, pl. 15 (Kardara, A, 217.2 (see above note 280).

364 CVA Altenburg fase 1, pis. 2-3, Corinth XIII 172 grave 135.3 pis. 18, 89.
365 AA 51 1936, 378-379.27 fig. 30, ActaArch 13 1942, 24 fig. 12 (see above note 361).
366 Kardara, A, 232.2 fig. 229; ActaArch 13 1942, 24 fig. 12 (see above note 361).
367 Kardara, A, 211.1 fig. 225 (see above note 286), AA 27 1912, 334 fig. 20 (Schiering, notes 185, 186, 

Rumpf, 82 IV b 1).
368 See the catalogue. For inscriptions on vases in Rhodian Wild Goat Style, see Kardara, A, pl. A. 
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from kraters with ring-handles.369 The fragmentary handle plates, 268-274, display 
both geometrical and “floral” decoration.370 2 7 5-2 83 can be ascribed to kraters or 
to dinoi. The profile of 275 is not known, but the fragment possibly comes from a 
dinos.371 On the rim fragment, 276, a quatrefoil is inserted in the meander.372 The 
shoulder sherd 277 is from a dinos or a krater which is slipped on the exterior except 
for a glazed zone on the shoulder decorated with an incised floral frieze.373 The bottom 
fragment, 278, is very similar to a fragment from Lindos.374 Wavelines as on 279 are 
seldom on kraters/dinoi375 — more frequent on bowls376. Open vases with pendent 
tongues and very degenerated filling-ornaments as on 280 occur in Kardara’s Late 
Rhodian I, which apparently includes some of the vases later excluded as Aeolic by 
E. Walter-Karydi.377 The stylization of the lion with frontal head 282378 looks simi
lar to MC lions.379 283-284 have been catalogued as belonging to bowls: the rounded 
design behind the marching beast on 283 is perhaps the point of the leaf from a 
handle palmette;380 the drawing of the bull on 284 faithfully copies the Corinthian 
tradition.381 285-309 are fragments of fruit-stands or dishes, and many of them are 
paralleled by the Rhodian types from Tocra, where they are found mainly in Deposits 
II—III which cover the second and third quarters of the 6th century.382 The fragmentary 
foot-stems identify 285-288 as fruit-stands. 285 and 286 display the same sort of inner, 
central decoration;383 on 287 the buds alternate with tongues instead of leaves;384 
wavelines often occur on fruit-stands with a low vertical rim as on 288.385 289-293

369 Column kraters: Boehlau, Nekropolen, 50, 82 pl. 12.5 (Vlastos group: Schiering, notes 287, 
295, 298, Rumpf, 80 III c 7), ActaArch 13 1942, 24 fig. 12 (see above note 361), ArchRep 1964/65, 36 fig. 5, 
krater with ring handles: Sammlung Ludwig, Aachen, 21-22.8.

370 2 71-2 7 2: rays are well known on handle-plates of the Late Wild Goat Style, ArchRep 1964/65, 
36 fig. 5, Histria 2, 62.63 pl. 5, and continue on some of the East Greek, unslipped black-figure kraters, BSA 
60 1965, 125.52 pl. 32 a; 273: for similar, but not identical fragments, see CVA Reading fase 1, II D, pl. 
22.25 (Kardara, A, 239.2), Fairbanks, Catalogue, 107.318.2 pl. 34; 274: CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.24 
(Schiering, notes 287, 298, Rumpf, 78 II i 5).

371 For the profile of a Rhodian dinos, see AM 54 1929, 21 fig. 15 (Kardara, A, 218.6 (see above note 
363); complete or nearly complete dinoi are hitherto best known among the Aeolic material, Larisa III pls. 
16-17, Antike Kunst 7. Beiheft 1970, pls. 1-4.

372 Fairbanks, Catalogue, 106.317 pl. 33 (Kardara, A, 235.1 (see above note 303); but 276 is perhaps 
rather to be connected with a dish, AM 54 1929, Beilage 12.1 (Schiering, notes 200, 648, Rumpf, 74 III i 61).

373 JHS 44 1924, 200 fig. 32 (Schiering, notes 287, 297, 594, Rumpf, 80 III c 23), CVA Oxford fase 2, 
II D, pl. 4.29 (Kardara, A,r 225.30ù(see*above  note 355), ActaArch 13 1942, 24-25 figs. 13-14 (Kardara, A,
217.2 (see above note 280). See above note 355.

374 Blinkenberg, Lindos I 282.985 pl. 46 (Kardara, A, 208.7 (see above note 296).
376 CIRh VI/VII 523-524 figs. 54-57 (Schiering, notes 69, 72, 308, 317).
376 Naukratis II pl. 8.1 (Kardara, A, 244.3 (see above note 344).
377 Kardara, A, 271-294; Antike Kunst 7. Beiheft 1970, 1-18 pls. 1-10.
378 On the abandoning of the name “panther” see J. Boardman, Antike Kunst 13 1970, 94.
379 CVA California fase 1, pl. 6.2, CVA Mannheim fase. 1, pl. 7.7-9.
380 Naukratis II pl. 7.5 (Kardara, A, 235.2, Schiering, notes 267, 277, 278, 455, 534, 591, 597, 646, 

756, Rumpf, 81 III f 19), for the stylization of the breast, see ActaArch 13 1942, 27 fig. 16 (Kardara, A,
208.3 (see above note 279).

381 EC: CVA Louvre fase 6, III C a, pl. 11.4, 7; see other Wild Goat versions from Naukratis: a 
Rhodian bowl, ActaArch 13 1942, 26 fig. 15 (Kardara, A, 211.1 (see above note 286), and a Rhodian dinos in 
Boston, Fairbanks, Catalogue, 106.317 pl. 33 (Kardara, A, 235.1 (see above note 303).

382 Tocra, 43-44.614-700 figs. 24, 26, pls. 33-37.
383 Tocra, pl. 34.618, 621, 625.
384 Délos XVII 63.28 pl. 44 (Schiering, notes 200, 226).
385 Délos X 40.66 pl. 13 (Schiering, note 200, Rumpf, 81 III h 32). 
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are side sherds of which 289—291 are to be connected with fruit-stands, the others may 
equally well have belonged to dishes. Examples with outer friezes like those on 289 
do not occur among the material from Tocra, but among that from Naukratis.386 
Friezes with “geometrical“ decoration used as dividing bands between the central 
decoration and the outer frieze, like on 290-291, still occur early in the 6th century.387 
294 is the earliest Wild Goat fragment found on Tall Sükäs. According to the registrar 
it is from a plate which has a low ring-foot divided by a deep furrow; this is not the 
ordinary shape for plates in Wild Goat Style.388 Only in the first half of the 7th century

386 Fairbanks, Catalogue, 112-113.323.2-3, 13 pl. 35, F. Robert, Trois sanctuaires sur le rivage 
occidental, Délos XX, Paris 1952, 39 flg. 34.3.

387 Sec, for instance, Kardara, A, 191.1-5 (Rumpf, 73 III g 12 (Schiering, 200, 231), Rumpf, 74 III i 
24 (Schiering, notes 200, 648), i 45 (Schiering, notes 200, 618, 648), i 59 (Schiering, notes 200, 214, 568, 648), 
i 56 (Schiering, notes 200, 213, 568, 648) and Tocra, 43 note 7; but they are far from being as frequent as in 
the 7th century, see Kardara, A, 121-124 (121.3 (Schiering, note 200, Rumpf, 74 i 43), 121.4 (Schiering, note 
200, Rumpf, 74 III i 38), 121.5 (Schiering, note 200), 122.1 (Schiering, notes 200, 205, 460, 627, Rumpf, 
74 III i 35), 123.7 (Schiering, notes 200, 211, 566, 648, Rumpf, 75 III i 68), 123.10 (Schiering, notes 200, 648, 
Rumpf, 75 Illi 75-77), 123.6 (Schiering, notes 200, 552, 648, Rumpf, 74 Illi 42), 124.12 (Schiering, note 
200), 124.16 (Schiering, notes 200, 648, 780, Rumpf, 75 Illi 71); usually on the later 6th century dishes 
and fruit-stands the tondo is enlarged, the outer frieze abandoned and supplied by broad bands, Tocra, 
pls. 34-36. For motives similar to our 290-291, but for the outer frieze, see Délos X 39.62 pl. 13 (Kardara, 
A, 241.8, Schiering, notes 200, 224, 227, Rumpf, 81 III h 31), Naukratis I pl. 7.1 (Schiering, note 200, Rumpf, 
82 III h 74); for the squares, see CVA Cambridge fase 2, II D, pl. 18.28, Fairbanks, Catalogue, 114.324.10 
pl. 35.

388 This is the totally flat-bottomed type provided with different numbers of furrows, established 
already from the middle of the 7th century and living on into the 6th century: for the early group, see Kar
dara, A, 81-85 (83.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 256), 83.2 (Schiering, notes 244, 441, Rumpf, 76 II d 21), 84.3 
(Schiering, notes 74, 80, 244, 252, 255, 494, 799, Rumpf, 76 II d 2), 84.4 (Schiering, notes 75, 244, 472, Rumpf, 
77 II d 40), 84.5 (Fairbanks, 35.323.7, Rumpf, 77 II e 4), 84.6 (Schiering, notes 244, 251, 353, 433, 749 b, 
Rumpf, 77 II d 36), 84.1 (Schiering, notes 47, 106, 652, Rumpf, 69 I a 6), 85.2 (Schiering, notes 107, 652, 
Rumpf, 69 I a 7), 85.3 (Schiering, note 318, Rumpf, 79 II m 7), for the profile, see Kinch, Vroulia, pl. 35 
(Kardara, A, 83.1, Schiering, notes 244, 256), the Gorgon group, see Kardara, A, 204-207 (207.1 (Schiering, 
notes 71, 244, 252, 253, 467, 607, 622, 786, 787, Rumpf, 76 II d 18), 207.2 (Schiering, notes 69, 71, 79, 244, 
254, 564, 624, 633, 792, 794, 795, 796, 797, 799, Rumpf, 76 II d 1), 207.3 (Schiering, notes 71, 75, 244, 262, 
451, 792, Rumpf, 76 II d 5), the Thasian group, see BCH 85 1961, 98-122 figs. 2, 5-7, 13-14; 6th century 
plates: Kardara, A, 284-289 (284.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 257, 259, 377, Rumpf, 76 II d 9), 284.2 (Schiering, 
notes 257, 259, 337, 354, 710), 284.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 245, 251, Rumpf, 77 II d 46), 284.2 (Schiering, 
note 244, Rumpf, 77 II d 48), 284.3 (Schiering, note 244, Rumpf, 77 II d 47), 284.4 (Schiering, notes 244, 
387, 568, Rumpf, 77 II d 49), 284.5 (Schiering, note 244, Rumpf, 77 II d 54), 285.6 (Schiering, note 244, 
Rumpf, 77 II d 50), 285.7 (Schiering, note 244, Rumpf 77 II d 51), 285.8, 285.9, 288.12, 288.2, 289.1 (Schiering, 
notes 150, 244, 422, 525, 567, Rumpf 77 II d 29, 37, 52, 53, 67), 286.10 (Schiering, notes 244, 251, 386, Rumpf 
77 II d 45), 286.11 (Schiering, notes 244, 386, Rumpf 77 d 55), 286.12 (Schiering, notes 73, 76), 286.1 (Schiering, 
notes 244, 257, 411, 422, 585, Rumpf, 76 II d 12), 286.3 (Schiering, notes 244, 394, Rumpf, 76 II d 20), 287.4 
(Schiering, notes 244, 415, Rumpf 76 II d 19), 287.5 (Schiering, notes 244, 415), 287.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 
251, 422, Rumpf, 76 II d 24), 287.2 (Schiering, notes 244, 251, 254, 422, Rumpf, 76 II d 23), 287.3 (Schiering, 
notes 76, 244, 251, 254, 422, Rumpf, 77 II d 32), 287.4 (Schiering, notes 244, 251, 422, 662, Rumpf, 77 II d 
30), 287.5 (Schiering, note 244, Rumpf, 77 II d 31), 287.6 (Schiering, notes 78, 244, 422, Rumpf, 76 II d 22), 
287.7 (Schiering, notes 76, 244, 422, Rumpf, 77 II d 34), 287.8 (Schiering, notes 244, 422, Rumpf, 77 II d 26), 
287.9 (Schiering, notes 244, 422, Rumpf 77 III i 33), 287.10 (Schiering, notes 244, 411, 422, Rumpf 77 II d 
27), 288.11 (Schiering, notes 244, 411, 422, Rumpf, 77 lid 28), 288.12 see above, 288.13 (Schiering, notes 
244, 257, 411, 422, 585, 618, Rumpf, 76 II d 13), 288.14 (Schiering, notes 244, 257, 411, 422, 585, 618, Rumpf, 
76 II d 14), 288.2 (Schiering, notes 244, 485, Rumpf, 77 d 43), 288.3 (Schiering, pp. 35, 73, 74, Beil. 9.7),
288.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 257, 338, 585, Rumpf, 76 II d 15), 288.2 see above, 288.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 
487, 802, Rumpf, 77 II d 57), 288.2 (Schiering, notes 244, 487, Rumpf, 77 II d 56), 289.1 (Schiering, note 490),
289.1 see above, 289.2 (Schiering, notes 244, 252, 258, 548, 585, Rumpf, 76 II d 17), 289.3 (Schiering, notes 
244, 252, 258, 548, 585, Rumpf, 76 II d 16), 289.1 (Schiering, note 200, Rumpf, 82 III h 80), for the profile, 
see Kinch, Vroulia, 221 fig. 109 (Kardara, A, 284.1, Schiering, notes 244, 245, 251, Rumpf, 77 II d 46). Only 
the shallow dishes with floral decoration from the late 7th and the 6th century have a ring foot: Kardara, 
A, 128-129 (128.2 (Schiering, notes 231, 232, 237, 548, 623, Rumpf, 73 III g 5), 128.1 (Schiering, notes 231, 
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does a type with low ring foot divided by a furrow occur;389 its sparse decoration is 
geometric in character —and our fragment is clearly connected with the Wild Goat 
tradition, though the decoration of it has an early look. Palmettes with double contours 
are known all through the second half of the 7th century,390 but the irregularity of the 
palmette on 294 may be accepted as a sign of early experimentation. It is not obvious 
which sort of bird is represented on 294; there is no real similarity to the famous 
Wild Goat swallows — not even the earliest ones, or the waterbirds.391 Whatever spe
cies the very geometrical birds of the first half of the 7th century represent,292 our 
bird seems related to them, not only by the painting, but also by the these birds’ 
rather casual position in the field, quite different from the very deliberate and charming 
way in which the Wild Goat birds are placed. 294 may possibly belong to the early 
Wild Goat style, emerging during the end of the first half of the 7th century.393 295-304 
are all fragments of dishes with floral decoration, 305-309 of plain ones. The earliest 
fragment is 295 which probably belongs to a late 7th century dish with cutaway rim.394 
296-304395 and the banded dishes, 305-308, are late, matched by the Rhodian dishes 
from Tocra, dated c. 580-60 B.C.396

237, 551, 582, Rumpf, 73 III g 7), 129.5 (Schiering, notes 231, 232, 234, 237, 558), 129.4 (Schiering, notes
231, 232, 237, 558), 129.6 (Schiering, notes 231, 233, 237, 582, 623, Rumpf, 73 III g 6), 129.7 (Schiering,
notes 231, 232, 237, 558, 582, 623), 129.9 (Schiering, notes 231, 237, 515, 558, 560, 582), 129.8 (Schiering,
notes 231, 237, 515, 560, 623, Rumpf, 73 III g 2), Tocra, 50-52.631-680 fig. 26 pls. 34-36. A small and iso
lated group of plates from Tocra alone displays a low ring foot (without grooves), Tocra 43, 49.607-611, fig.
24, pls. 31-33: late seventh to early sixth century. On the Tocra group see further, BSA 61 1966, 153-154.

389 Samos V 57.440-441 pl. 80, AM 57 1933, 111 fig. 54 c.
390 Schiering, Werkstätten, Beilage 6, Samos V 68 fig. 42 pl. 107.560.
391 Swallows: Samos V pls. 105, 123.609, 610 (Kardara, A, 68.8-9, 93.5, Schiering, notes 399, 745,

Rumpf, 70 III B 6). Waterbirds: BCH 89 1965, 971 fig. 5, Kinch, Vroulia, pl. 35 (Kardara. A, 83.1, Schiering,
notes 244, 256), JHS 60 1944, pl. 1.1 (Kardara, A, 70.2), m-n (Kardara, A, 73.15-16), p (Kardara, A, 70.1),
r (Kardara, A, 70.3).

392 Samos V 62.483 pl. 85.
393 Gnomon 1965, 506, Samos V 63.
394 Kardara, A, 128-129 pl. 11 (see above note 388), Tocra, 43 note 13.
395 From the picture it is difficult to decide if the hook meander of 298 is placed on a broad flat rim

like on 296-297 and 301-303. However, if located on the side, then 298 is rather from a fruit-stand; the same
may be the case for two of the fragments from the similar group of 297 i.e. TS 304 and TS 3465.

396 Tocra, 43-44.633-672, 681-709 pls. 35-37. For the differing decoration of 301, see Histria 2, 63.71
pl. 6. The decoration of 304 is paralleled by Tocra no. 654, except for the fact that our dish has bands on the
rim, not a hook meander. 381 catalogued as “Unclassified East Greek” may possibly be from a dish.

Oinochoai.
150. TS 1170. Shoulder/side sherds with root of neck. Gil SW. No measurements. Fine 

reddish clay with few grits, creamy slip, red to black glaze. Small codron at junction of shoulder 
and neck. Frieze of pendent tongues, goat with head turned backwards. Pl. VII.

151. TS 1193. Shoulder/side sherds with root of neck. G 11 SW. No measurements. Red 
to buff clay with some grits and mica, creamy slip, red glaze. Small codron at junction of neck 
and shoulder. Part of two friezes, upper one: pendent tongues, grazirg goat(s?), lower one: 
buttocks (of goat?); white-red-white stripes added on the broad band between the friezes; in 
field furthermore rosette with several petals, alternatingly glazedf?). Pl. VII.

152. TS 4467. Shoulder sherd with root of vertical handle. II 11 NE. 8.1 xlO.l cm. Light 
brownish clay with grits, white slip, brownish to black glaze. In field to the right of handle, 
head of grazing goat, in the opposite field group of short strokes. Handle enframed by two 237 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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vertical lines, one nearly straight and one slightly waved; root of handle glazed, vertical band 
hanging from handle. Pl. IX.

153. TS 1378. Shoulder/side sherd. G 5 SE. 7.0 x 6.0 cm. Dark brown clay with some 
grits, white slip, brownish to black glaze. Exclusively silhouette technique. Faint traces of 
pendent leaf above, marchirg animal with head turned backwards (ram?), rosette. Pl. IX.

154. TS 274. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 129 fig. 12. Fragmentary half of oinochoe. G 8 SW. 
H. c. 28.0 cm. Pink clay, creamy slip, gilden brown to black glaze. Upper frieze, black-figured: 
two groups of confronted sphinxes, between them, 1) owl, 2) large palmette, furthermore tail 
possibly belonging to a similar confronted group; red added on sphinxes’ hair, bands on wings 
and owl’s breast; lower frieze, outline and silhouette technique: running goats with heads 
turned backwards, red added on shoulders and buttocks, filling-ornaments; broad bands with 
red-white-red stripes added, enframed meander in which boxes and quatrefoil are inserted, 
frieze of pendent tongues on shoulder, rays radiating from the foot. Pl. VIII.

155. TS 4641. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. H 10 NE. 3.7x4.3 cm. Grey clay with 
some grits, greyish slip (slip and clay blackened by fire), brownish glaze. Black-figure. Traces 
of pendent tongues at top and below back of head with border of hair(?) curling into a spiral 
with central dot, part of wing; sphinx or siren(?), rosette. Pl. IX.

156. TS 4642. Side sherd. G 10 SE. 5.8 x 6.0 cm. Light red-brown clay with some grits, 
yellowish slip, dark brown glaze. Running goat with head turned backwards. Pl. IX. Similar: 
TS 1494 G 11 SW.

157. TS 1087. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 4.3 x 5.1 cm. Buff clay with grits and mica, white 
slip, brown to red glaze. Goat, head turned backwards, trace of filling-ornament, white stripe 
added on broad band above. Pl. IX.

158. TS 640. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 4.4 x 3.5 cm. Reddish clay with mica, creamy slip, 
black to red glaze. Goat’s head lifted and turned backwards(?), pendent hook in front of nose, 
part of meander(?) above band. Pl. IX.

159. TS 1520. Side sherd. G 7 SE. 3.5 x 2.8 cm. Light brown clay, creamy slip, brown 
glaze. Part of goat’s head with pendent hook(?) in front, red stripe added on the broad band 
above. Pl. IX.

160. TS 4648. Side sherd. G 10 SE. 8.2 x 5.6 cm. Brown gritty and micaceous clay, (slip 
not mentioned), brownish glaze. Forepart of grazing goat, between legs perhaps St. Andrew 
cross, red added on goat’s neck. Pl. IX.

161. TS 541. Side sherd. F 5 SE. 7.1x8.1 cm. Light brown to pinkish clay with dark 
core, white slip, dark brown glaze. Part of two grazing goats, red-white-red stripes added on 
band above meander. Pl. IX.

162. TS 1099. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 3.1 x4.1 cm. Reddish clay with some grits, (slip not 
mentioned), red glaze. Two friezes: upper, part of neck or leg of grazing goat; lower, end of 
indefinable design, white stripe added on the broad dividing band. Pl. IX.

163. TS 671. Side sherd. G 16 SW. 9.0 x 4.1 cm. Reddish, gritty clay, grey in core, white 
slip, black to brown glaze. Fore- and hindlegs of goat marching left, very close-set filling
ornaments, white-red-white stripes added on the broad band below. Pl. IX.

164. TS 651. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 7.2 x 6.2 cm. Reddish clay with few grits and mica, 
white slip, black to brown glaze. Hind-part of marching animal (goat?); part of four-leaf 
flower between legs. Pl. IX.

165. TS 3845. Side sherd. G 15 SW. 8.8 x 7.2 cm. Light brownish clay, yellowish slip, 
red brown glaze. Above, trace of narrow horizontal band; below, horns of deer, perhaps an 
incised stripe in the middle of its ear. Pl. IX. Similar: TS 4635 H 10 NE.

166. TS 677. Side sherd. F 5 SE. C. 5.0 x 3.0 cm. Reddish clay with grits and mica, 
creamy slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Forepart of lion with frontal head and whiskers, its leg 
raised to angular design, trace of narrow band above. Pl. IX.
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167. TS 658. Side sherd. P 11 SW. 7.2 x 7.3 cm. Light buff clay with grits and mica, 
white slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Two friezes: upper, abdomen and wing of crouching 
griffin or sphinx with red added alternately on the wing-feathers, rosette and below the narrow 
horizontal band part of the empty field of the second frieze. Pl. IX.

168. TS 1449. Rim sherd, i.e. fragmentary lobe. P 11 NW. 2.5x2.5 cm. Reddish to buff 
clay, red glaze. Exterior: no description, interior: glazed with part of added white dot-rosette. 
Pl. IX.

169. TS 2652. Neck sherd. L 8 SE. 3.3 x 2.0 cm. Fine red clay, red glaze. Small codron at 
bottom. Exterior: glazed with one half of added white eye, interior: no description. Pl. IX.

170a. TS 2270. Handle-rotelle with neck sherd. G 7 SE. Diam. 3.5 cm, w. 2.5 cm. Dark 
buff clay with some grits, whitish slip, black glaze. One side of neck sherd glazed, the other 
slipped/?). Edge of rotelie glazed, rosette on topside. Pl. IX.

170h. TS 1959. Shoulder/side sherds with root of neck. G 7 SE. No measurements. Light 
red clay, reddish to black glaze. Totally glazed. Pl. IX. Similar: TS 1202 Gil SW, TS 1974 
G 7 SE, TS 2099 P 11 NW.

Amphorae.
171. TS 2247. AASyr 10 1960, 119 fig. 7, NMArb 1961, 126, 128 fig. 9, Archaeology 14 

1961, 215. Fragmentary half of amphora. G 15 NW, G 15 SE, G 15 NE. H. 21.2 cm, w. 19.8 
cm. Light reddish clay with grits and few mica, light brown somewhat greenish slip, brown to 
black glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder. Frieze of pendent tongues. Marching 
goat, vertical panels with meanders, several filling-ornaments, red-white-red-white-red stripes 
added on the broad band of the belly, rays radiating from the foot. Pl. IX.

172. TS 2880. Rim/neck/shoulder/side sherds. J 8 SE. 11.5x11.0 cm, w. of rim 10.3 cm. 
Fine light brown clay, thin white slip, black glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and 
shoulder. Neck: part of cable, shoulder: fast running goat (one of the forelegs nearly kneeling), 
rosette in front, two narrow and one(?) broad band below. Pl. X. Cf. no. 173.

173. TS 2879. Shoulder/side sherd. J 8 SE. 12.5 xc. 6.0 cm. Fine brown clay with some 
grits, (slip not mentioned), red to brown glaze. Hindpart and one of the forelegs of marching 
goat, rosette. Pl. X. Might possibly belong to no. 172.

174. TS 3632. Shoulder sherd. G 13. 6.2 x 6.6 cm. Red clay with grits, whitish slip, brown 
to black glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder. Goat with raised head and very 
slanting body, red added on chest and back. Pl. X.

175. TS 1836. Shoulder sherds. G 15 SE. 7.0 x 7.0 cm, 8.5 x 7.0 cm. Fine reddish brown 
clay, white slip, black glaze. Running goat with its head turned backwards, very slanting 
body, dot-rosette in front, half-rosette on ground line, white stripes added on band at bottom 
of sherd. Pl. X.

176. TS 954. Neck/shoulder sherd. G 12 SW. 8.2 xc. 6.5 cm. Buff clay with few grits, 
creamy slip, brown to red glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder. Goat with its 
head turned backwards and very slanting body. Pl. X.

177. TS 2297. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. G 16 NW. 5.0x2.7 cm. Brownish clay 
with few white grits, yellowish slip, red to brown glaze. Goat with its head turned backwards 
and very slanting body, group of pendent strokes above. Pl. X.

178. TS 512. Shoulder sherd. Surface. F 5 w-slope. 5.1 x5.0 cm. Light brown pinkish clay, 
core grey, white slip, dark brown glaze. Central part of large volute pair with inserted dot 
above and below. Pl. X.

179. TS 1514. Shoulder/side sherd. G 5 SE. 2.0x4.5 cm. Light buff clay, creamy slip, 
brown glaze. Lower part of volute with stalks of two palmette leaves curling upwards, white 
stripes added on the horizontal band below. Pl. X.

180. TS 1523. Shoulder/side sherd. G 8 SW. 6.0x4.5 cm. Reddish clay, creamy slip, 
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black to red glaze. Lower part of volute with stalks of two palmette leaves curling upwards, 
two narrow and one broad band below. Pl. X.

181. TS 3405. Shoulder sherd. H 11 NW. 3.5x2.8 cm. Light brown clay, whitish slip, 
brown glaze. Small glazed codron at junction of neck and shoulder. Part of big volute pair with 
inserted leaf. Pl. X.

182. TS 1516. Shoulder/side sherd. G 5 NE. 5.4 x6.0 cm. Dark buff clay with some grits, 
white slip, black glaze. Central part of large volute pair(?) rising from ground line, inserted 
leaf. Pl. X.

183. TS 1448. Shoulder or side sherd. P 11 NW. 5.0 x4.3 cm. Light buff clay with numerous 
grits, whitish slip, red glaze. Part of probably asymmetric volute pair with inserted leaf, traces 
of horizontal band. Pl. X.

184. TS 5622. Shoulder or side sherd. H 12. 3.5 x4.0 cm. Dark brownish clay, dark brown 
glaze. Linked circles with inserted buds. Pl. X.

185. TS 1058. Rim/neck/side sherds. G 8 SE. 7.7x2.4 cm, 11.3x7.0 cm, c. 8.5 x 5.5 cm. 
Buff clay, with white and black grits, white slip, brown glaze. Rim glazed, on neck upper part 
of cable, at side two broad and one narrow band, below rays radiating from the foot, between 
them blob-rosette. Pl. X.

186. TS 1997. Rim/neck sherd. G 13 SE. 4.5 x 5.0 cm. Red clay with white grits, white 
slip, black glaze. Rim glazed, part of cable. Pl. X. Similar; TS 3709 G 14, TS 1343 Gil SW.

187. TS 4912. Rim/neck sherd. G 14 NE. 4.5 x 5.4 cm, org. diam. of rim c. 12.0 cm. 
Reddish clay with some grits, whitish slip, red glaze. Rim glazed, part of open cable. Pl. X. 
Similar; TS 1286 P 11 SW.

188. TS 289. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 14.0x9.6 cm. Light brown clay, greyish-white slip, 
black glaze. Broad band with white-red-white stripes added; above, traces of two narrow 
bands; below, one narrow band and point of ray. Pl. X. Similar; TS 647 G 11 SE.

189. TS 1122. Side sherd. G 8 NW. 6.4x8.8 cm. Dark brownish clay with some white 
grits, white slip with pinkish tinge, brown to red glaze. Group of small dots in field, below 
narrow bands and one broad band with red and white stripes added. Pl. X. Similar; TS 829 
Gil SE, TS 1084 G 8 SW, TS 1138 G 11 SE, TS 2594 H 11 NW, TS 2884 J 8 SE, TS 3237 
J 15 (Sükäs I, 83 no. 107 pl. 4).

190. TS 3523. Side sherd. G 5. 9.0 x 8.9 cm. Brown clay, creamy slip, brown to black 
glaze. Foot of goat in field; below, narrow and two broad bands. Pl. X. Similar; TS 2608 H 11 
NW.

191. TS 1210. Shoulder/side/bottom sherds with ring foot. G 11 NW. Diam. of foot c. 
13.0 cm. Reddish to buff clay, white slip, black glaze. Group of small dots in field; below, one 
narrow and two broad bands, rays radiating from the foot. Pl. XI. Similar; TS 648 G 11 SE, 
TS 834 G 11 SW, TS 1327 G 11 SW.

Indeterminate closed vases.
192. TS 3015. Side sherd. H 13. 4.0 x 2.2 cm. Red clay with grits, yellowish slip, brown 

glaze. Fragmentary head of goat. Pl. XI.
193. TS 4619. Shoulder sherd. H 10 NE. 1.7x6.0 cm. Fine brownish clay, creamy slip, 

brown glaze. Forepart of running goat, head turned backwards, frieze of pendent tongues 
above. Pl. XI.

194. TS 2692. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. L 8 SE. 4.2 x 8.5 cm. Reddish to brown 
clay with some grits, (slip not mentioned), black glaze. Band along root of neck, below7 forepart 
of running goat, head turned backwards, small dot above leg. Pl. XI.

195. TS 315. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. F 5 SE. 3.6 cmx6.4 cm. Red to brownish 
clay with few grits and mica, creamy slip, light brownish glaze. Band along root of neck, group 
of pendent dots below’ forepart of goat, head turned backwards. Pl. XI.
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196. TS 830. Side sherd. G 11 SE. 3.9x2.9 cm. Reddish clay with mica, white slip, red 
glaze. Fragmentary head of goat. Pl. XI.

197. TS 1675. Neck/shoulder sherd. P 11 NW. 5.6x4.0 cm. Fine light brown clay, light 
yellowish slip, black glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder, group of pendent 
strokes, snout of goat. Pl. XI.

198. TS 1151-53. Shoulder/side sherds. G 11 SW. No measurements. Reddish clay, white 
slip, black to red glaze. Frieze of pendent tongues; below, horn and ear of goat, red and white 
stripes added on broad band of belly. Pl. XI.

199. TS 638. Rim/neck/shoulder sherd. G 11 SW. C. 8.7 xc. 7.7 cm. Light, reddish clay 
with grits and mica, creamy slip, black glaze. Rim-collar slightly everted and glazed, white 
stripe added on interior. Frieze of pendent tongues, horn and ear of goat in field. Pl. XI. Similar 
(neck sherd): TS 1266 P 11 SW, TS 3685 G 14.

200. TS 3282. Side sherd. G 13. 9.1 x6.4 cm. Reddish, gritty clay, core grey brown, with 
few mica, creamy slip, red glaze. Slanting abdomen of goat, probably with head turned back
wards (two small vertical stripes above the back might be part of the beard); below, S-loop. 
Pl. XI.

201. TS 78. Side sherd. G 5 SE. 3.8 x 2.5 cm. Light brown clay, yellowish slip, black to 
brown glaze. Breast and foreleg of running goat; red added on breast. Pl. XI.

202. TS 2094. Neck/shoulder sherd. P 11 NW. 7.0 x 5.5 cm. Light brown to greyish clay 
with grits and mica, white slip, black glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder, 
codron partly glazed. Two vertical stripes, rump of goat. Pl. XI.

203. TS 1149. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 3.6x4.7 cm. Reddish clay with grits, whitish slip, 
black to red glaze. Waterbird(?). Pl. XI.

204. TS 676. Side sherd. P 11 SW. C. 2.8 x 3.4 cm. Reddish clay with grits, white slip, 
brownish glaze. Black-figure. Forepart of waterbird with its head bent forwards and pressed 
against its neck, probably raised wing; white added on neck, breast and wing. Pl. XI.

205. TS 672. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 4.4x3.4 cm. Light buff clay with mica, white slip, 
black glaze. Black-figure. Hindpart of marching bird with pendent tail; red added on foot and 
wing, and for stripe on band below. Pl. XI.

206. TS 5635. Side sherd. H 12. 5.3 x 5.0 cm. Brownish clay with some grits, yellowish 
slip, brownish glaze. Black-figure. Lower part of marching bird; red and white added on wing. 
Pl. XI.

207. TS 3426. Side sherd. H 11 NW. 3.4x4.1 cm. Grey brown clay, whitish slip, black 
glaze. Black-figure. Neck of boar(?); red added. Pl. XI.

208. TS 549. Side sherd. G 5 NE. 6.3x4.7 cm. Buff clay, with grits and mica, creamy 
slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Buttocks and tail of sitting beast. Pl. XI. Similar: TS 675 
P 11 SW.

209. TS 3565. Side sherd. G 5 NE. 5.0 x 5.1 cm. Grey-brown clay with mica and 
small black grits, whitish slip, brown to black glaze. Black-figure. Foot of sitting beast, 
large, solid rosette; red and white added for stripes on band below. Pl. XI. Similar: TS 673 
P 11 SW.

210. TS 178. Side sherd. F 5 SE. 3.2 x 4.1 cm. Light brown clay, creamy slip, black glaze. 
Black-figure. Fragmentary abdomen of white dotted animal; below the horizontal belly line, 
which ends in a hook, there was probably a white stripe rather than dots ; adjoining abdomen, 
part of filling-ornament(?). Pl. XI. Similar: TS 2726 L 8 SE.

211. TS 2374. Side sherd. G 16 NW. 4.5 x 4.0 cm. Light red clay, white slip, brown glaze. 
Marching animal(?). Pl. XI.

212. TS 2645. Shoulder sherd. L 8 SE. 4.0 x 4.7 cm. Light brown clay, white slip, brown 
glaze. Frieze of pendent tongues; below, pendent half-rosette with festoon border, dot and part 
of two larger fllling-ornaments(?) in field. Pl. XI.
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213. TS 1356. Shoulder sherd. G 11 SW. 5.5 x 5.0 cm. Buff clay, with white grits, tan slip, 
red glaze. Frieze of pendent tongues, two vertical stripes and double angular corner ornament 
in field, root of handle glazed(?). Pl. XI.

214. TS 937. Shoulder sherd with root of handle. P 11 NW. 6.7 xc. 4.0 cm. Brick-red 
clay with grits, white slip, black glaze. Rosette in field, in front of it sloping slim stripe, on root 
of handle two horizontal stripes, below them a sloping one, a dot and faint traces of glaze. 
Pl. XI.

215. TS 294. Side sherd. G 5 SE. 7.3 x 4.5 cm. Grey clay, white slip with greenish tinge, 
brown to black glaze. Slanting abdomen of goat, rosette below. Pf. XI.

216. TS 668. Side sherd. G 7 SE. 5.5 x 6.3 cm. Reddish clay with grits and mica, creamy 
slip, light brownish glaze. Horizontal abdomen of goat, rosette below. Pl. XII. Similar (rosettes): 
TS 1053 G 8 SW, TS 3002 L 8 SE.

217. TS 804. Side sherd. G 8 SE. 2.6x2.3 cm. Red clay with few grits and mica, creamy 
slip, brown to red glaze. Rosette. Pl. XII.

218. TS 1168. Side sherds. G 11 SW. 11.0x7.0 cm. Reddish to buff clay, creamy slip, 
black glaze. Hind legs of goat, between them dot and in front rosette and slim stripe, leg(?). 
Pl. XII.

219. TS 2097. Side sherd. Pll NW. 3.4 x5.0 cm. Pink clay, white slip, reddish to dark 
brown glaze. Rosette and foot of goat. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 321 G 5 SE.

220. TS 1482. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 4.5 x 3.5 cm. Reddish clay, whitish slip, red glaze. 
Rosette and slim vertical stripe. Pl. XII. Similar (rosette): TS 1500 Pll NW.

221. TS 1443. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 6.5 x 6.0 cm. Red to buff clay, white slip, brown 
glaze. Hind leg of goat and slim vertical stripe, between them a small cross. Pl. XII.

222. TS 1485. Side sherd. G 11 SE. 2.5x4.5 cm. Reddish to buff clay, creamy slip, brown 
glaze. Hind foot of goat, angular ornament. Pl. XII.

223. TS 1451. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 5.5 x 7.5 cm. Reddish to buff clay, white slip, black 
glaze. Hook shaped design, dots. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 1714 G 15 NE, TS 2661 L 8 SE.

224. TS 5628. Two side sherds, glued. H 11 NE. 14.0x9.0 cm. Dark brownish clay, white 
smooth slip, brown glaze. Sloping stripe crossed by small stripes in field; red added on two of 
the five horizontal bands below. Pl. XII.

225. TS 3575. Side sherd. G 13. 7.0 x 4.0 cm. Light brown clay, grey in core, yellowish 
slip, black glaze. Black-figured. Fragmentary hind part and abdomen of animal, faint traces 
of incisions on abdomen; red added on body as well as on the solid rosette. Pl. XII. Similar: 
TS 30 G 5 NE (abdomen), TS 1150 G 11 SW (rosette).

226. TS 1162. Side sherd. G 11 SE. 4.0 x 2.0 cm. Reddish clay with some mica, whitish 
slip, red to brown glaze. Black-figure. Rosette with incisions radiating from incised circle. 
Pl. XII.

227. TS 1341. Shoulder sherd. G 8 SE. 5.6 x 4.0 cm. Reddish clay, creamy slip, red glaze. 
On shoulder, curved stripe and two pointed ones, white stripes added on the broad horizontal 
band, below meander. Pl. XII.

228. TS 2883. Shoulder/side or bottom sherd. J 8 SE. 5.2 x 3.5 cm. Fine light brown clay, 
greyish slip, red glaze. Point of single ray and two close-set ones, curved band crossing some of 
the narrow horizontal bands below. Pl. XII.

229. TS 1832. Shoulder sherd. G 15 NE. 6.5x5.0 cm. Fine light brown clay, white slip, 
black glaze. Two rays of different width. Pl. XII.

230. TS 2096. Shoulder/side sherd. P 11 NW. 4.0 x 4.2 cm. Light buff clay, white slip 
with greenish tinge, black to brown glaze. Part of floral design(?); white added for stripes on 
band below. Pl. XII.

231. TS 3396. Shoulder sherd. H 11 NW. 4.8 x 4.5 cm. Dark red, coarse, gritty clay, 
creamy slip, brown glaze. Two opposed, curved stripes. Pl. XII.
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232. TS 2725. Shoulder sherd(?). L 8 SE. 3.3 x 3.0 cm. Red clay, whitish-greyish slip, 
black glaze. Part of floral design(?). Pl. XII.

233. TS 1386. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 4.5 x 5.0 cm. Reddish buff clay, yellowish slip, black 
glaze. Irregular design, graffito in field. Pl. XII. Fig. g.

234. TS 3652. Side sherd. G 13. 13.0x11.0 cm. Light brown clay, greyish white slip, 
brown to black glaze. At top, glazed field (panel ?); below, two bands of different width sepa
rated by narrow ones, white stripe added on the broadest of the bands, point of ray at bottom. 
Pl. XII.

235. TS 3513. Side sherd. G 5 NE. 3.6 x 3.1 cm. Buff sandy clay, whitish slip, brown 
glaze. Group of three dots in field, below broad band with white-red-white stripes added, 
meander at bottom. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 3579 G 13 NW.

236. TS 921. Side sherd with root of handle. P 11 NW. 3.9x2.9 cm. Reddish clay, yellow 
slip, red glaze. Root of handle glazed; two white stripes added on the glazed field below. Pl. XII.

237. TS 2712. Side sherd. L 8 SE. 4.0 x 5.0 cm. Red clay, white slip, red glaze. At top 
meander, narrow and broad band below, white stripes added on the latter, ray at bottom. 
Pl. XII.

238. TS 207. Side sherd. G 5 NW. 10.2x8.2 cm. Fine, light brown clay, creamy slip, 
black to brown glaze. At top meander, one broad band with red-white-red stripes added below, 
traces of glazed field at bottom. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 529 H 5 SE, TS 1344 H 5 NE, TS 1446 
P 11 NW, TS 1940 F 16 SW, TS 2564 H 11 NW, TS 3534 G 5 NW, TS 3744 G 14.

239. TS 669. Side sherd. G 8 SE. 3.4 x 3.6 cm. Reddish clay with few grits and mica, 
creamy slip, black to red glaze. Hook meander, glaze below. Pl. XII.

240. TS 1683. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 7.5 x 4.8 cm. Light red to brown clay with some white 
grits, light buff slip, red glaze. Quick waveline enframed by narrow and broad bands, on latter 
an added white stripe. Pl. XII. Similar (white slip): TS 1080 G 8 SW, TS 1989 G 8 NW.

241. TS 1180. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 5.0x6.0 cm. Fine buff clay, white slip, brown glaze. 
Two broad bands. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 1800 G 7 SE, TS 1877 G 19, TS 2639 L 8 SE, TS 4408 
G 10 NE.

242. TS 1278. Side/bottom sherds. P 11 SW. 7.0 x 6.5 cm. Light reddish to buff clay 
with few grits, light buff slip, black glaze. Chequers, rays below. Pl. XII. Similar (white slip): 
TS 1342 G 8 SE, TS 4409 G 10 NE.

243. TS 1186. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 8.0x9.0 cm. Reddish, somewhat micaceous clay, 
black core, creamy slip, red glaze. Two broad bands with added white stripes, point of ray 
below. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 1108 G 8 SW, TS 2878 J 8 SE.

244. TS 611. Neck sherd. G 5 SE. 4.5x4.5 cm. Reddish clay with few grits, white slip, 
red glaze. Cable with inserted leaves. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 854 G 11 SE, TS 3611 G 13, TS 4714 
Surface.

245. TS 1086. Side/bottom sherd. G 8 SW. 9.6 x 6.6 cm. Red, somewhat porous clay, 
whitish slip, brown to black glaze. One broad and two narrow bands, radiating rays below. 
Pl. XIII. Similar: TS 536 F 5 SE, TS 1679 F 5 SE.

246. TS 1681. Side/bottom sherd. Gil SW. 9.5 x 7.5 cm. Brick-red clay with white grits, 
white slip, brown glaze. Broad and narrow band, point of ray below. Pl. XIII. Similar: TS 379 
G 8 SE, TS 1085 G 8 SW, TS 1194 G 11 SW, TS 1696 G 5 SW.

247. TS 2251. Bottom sherd with ring foot. J 8 SE. 12.2x3.9 cm. Brown clay, white 
slip, brown glaze. Rays radiating from the glazed foot. Red dipinto under foot. Pl. XIII. Fig. g.

248. TS 849. Bottom sherd with ring foot. G 11 NW. H. c. 4.0 cm. Hard, gritty red clay, 
reddish slip, black glaze. Two rays radiating from the glazed foot. Pl. XIII.

249. TS 3508. Bottom sherd with ring foot. G 5 NE. Org. diam. of foot c. 10.0 cm. Reddish 
clay, whitish slip, black to brown glaze. Three rays of different width radiating from the glazed 
foot. Pl. XIII.
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250. TS 1169. Bottom sherd with ring foot. G 11 SW. 4.5 x 7.5 cm. Dark buff clay with 
white grits, core black, white slip, brown glaze. Foot and lower part of side glazed. Pl. XIII. 
Similar: TS 1192 G 11 SW, TS 1195 G 11 SW, TS 2688 L 8 SE.

251. TS 1357. Double-roll handle. F 5 SE. 10.5x2.0 cm. Red clay with grits, creamy slip, 
red glaze. Two rows of dots, glazed band at handle-root, slim vertical band in shoulder field. 
Pl. XIII. Similar: TS 33 G 5 SE, TS 1174 G 11 SE, TS 1492 P 11 NW.

252. TS 1730. Side sherd. H 5 NE. 4.0 x 5.0 cm. Reddish to buff clay, black glaze. Glaz
ed all over, incised decoration: probably inner part of lotus-flower, “above” narrow white 
band added. Pl. XIII. Similar: TS 96 E 8 NE.

253. TS 3824. Side sherd. H 11 NW. 3.6 x 2.8 cm. Yellowish, somewhat gritty clay, 
brownish to violet glaze. Glazed all over, incised decoration: floral(?). Pl. XIII.

Kraters.
254. TS 1339. Shoulder sherd. G 8 SE. 6.5x9.0 cm. Light buff clay, creamy slip, brown 

glaze. Exterior: vertical panel, corner palmette in field, rosette with festoon border and four-leaf 
flower with inserted dots. Interior :(?). Pl. XIII.

255. TS 597. Shoulder/side sherds. G 11 SW. C. 12.4 x c. 8.7 cm. Reddish clay with grits 
and mica, creamy slip, light brown glaze. Exterior: vertical panel, hind leg of animal in field, 
behind it vertical slim ray; below, broad band and meander. Interior:(?). Pl. XIII.

256. TS 1452. Neck/shoulder sherd. G 11 SW. 7.0x5.5 cm. Red clay with some grits and 
mica, whitish slip, black glaze. Exterior: neck glazed, vertical panel, frieze of pendent tongues; 
below, group of pendent dots. Interior: neck glazed with white and red bands added. Pl. XIII.

257. TS 2098. Shoulder sherd. P 11 NW. 9.2 x 7.0 cm. Light brown clay, chalky white 
slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Exterior: frieze of pendent tongues, vertical panel, griffin with 
tall neck in field, rounded design at bottom, corner-palmette, irregular designs in front of griffin. 
Interior: plain. Pl. XIII. Similar (no griffin): TS 302 F 5 SE, TS 2625 J 8 SE.

258. TS 2269. Shoulder sherd. G 7 SE. 5.1x5.2 cm. Dark brown gritty clay, yellowish 
slip, light to dark brown glaze. Vertical panel, filling-ornament with added red in field. Interior: 
plain. Pl. XIII.

259. TS 2324. Neck/shoulder sherd. L 8 SE. 9.3 x 6.4 cm. Brick-red, very gritty clay, 
whitish slip, brown glaze. Black-figure. Exterior: neck glazed, vertical panel, in field hindpart 
of animal. Interior: glazed, white band added on neck. Pl. XIII.

260. TS 3057. Shoulder/side sherd. G 14. 7.0 x4.4 cm. Grey-brown, micaceous clay, white 
slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Vertical panel, in field wing(?) with added red, solid star-rosette, 
small group of tips below. Interior:(?). Pl. XIII.

261. TS 662. Shoulder/side sherd. G 8 SE. 9.3x10.5 cm. Light brownish clay with mica, 
creamy slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Vertical panel, tail of bird in field, corner palmette; red 
and white added for stripes on the two bands below. Pl. XIII.

262. TS 667. Neck/shoulder sherd. G 8 SW. 5.6 x 4.7 cm. Reddish clay with grits and 
mica, creamy slip, red glaze. Black-figure. Vertical panel, head of lion in field. Interior:(?). 
Pl. XIII.

263. TS 2150. Shoulder sherds. P 11 NW. 13.7x7.7 cm. Light grey clay, thin greyish 
slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Vertical panel; in field, blob-rosette and hindpart of bull with 
added red on belly. Interior: plain. Pl. XIII.

264. TS 2323. Shoulder sherd. L 8 SE. 3.9 x 5.1 cm. Reddish, very gritty clay, creamy 
slip, black to brown glaze. Vertical panel ; in field, group of four small stripes, above frieze of 
pendent tongues. Interior :(?). Pl. XIII.

265. TS 4514. Sükäs I 60 no. 1 fig. 25 d pl. 4. Shoulder sherd. G 13 NW. 4.5 x 4.0 cm. 
Buff clay, creamy slip, brownish glaze. Vertical panel with graffito: ôa. Pl. XIV. Fig. g. Similar 
(no graffiti): TS 659 P 11 NW, TS 828 G 11 SE.
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slanting on 157; the latter represents the typical illustrating of the fast running goat 
on the late vases.296 The goats on 158-159 might have been of this type too.297 Small 
and not very characteristic fragments of grazing goats occur on 160—164; on 163 the 
filling-ornaments are very crowded as is usual on vases from the first quarter of the 
6th century,298 whereas there is no sign of ornaments between the goat-legs on 161, 
and the fragment may be late like the oinochoe 154.299 On 160 there are remnants of 
what may be a St. Andrew cross,300 and on 164 there is a four-leaf flower.301 155, and 
165-167 have pure black-figured decoration. On the shoulder sherd, 155, is part of 
a sphinx302 or a siren;303 the incised line which curls into a spiral indicates the border 
of the hair, the ear or an ear disk.304 A stripe may be incised on the deer’s ear on 165, 
but V-shaped horns are not the usual black-figured type;305 the closest parallel is found

296 BCH 86 1962, 407 fig. 100 a, Blinkenberg, Lindos I 282.985 pl. 46 (Kardara, A, 208.7, Schiering, 
notes 267, 268, 276, Rumpf, 78 II k 10), CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 2.5 (Kardara, A, 208.1 (see above 282), 
CVA Rodi fase 2, II Dh, pl. 7.1 (Kardara, A, 208.2 (see above note 281), CVA Copenhague fase 2, IID, pl.
77.3 (Kardara, A, 208.3 (see above note 279), Lambrino, Vases, 256.12 figs. 218-221 (Kardara, A, 210.1, 
Schiering, notes 318, 319, 322, 617), Jdl 1 1886, 139-140.2939 (Kardara, A, 208.4 (see above note 282), 
Homann-Wedeking, Vasenornamentik, 17.7: Gruppe R).

297 For the pendent hook, see AJA 59 1955, 51H-J, Kardara, A, 269 fig. 257 below, CVA Oxford 
fase 2, II D, pl. 4.9 (Kardara, A, 216.5 (see above note 285) and AA 32 1917, 101.25 fig. 25 (Kardara, A, 
181.4, Schiering, notes 151, 152, 373, 408, 668, 716, 773, Rumpf, 78 II f 2).

298 CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.31 (Kardara, A, 231.12, Schiering, note 151, Rumpf, 80 III a 22), 
ActaArch 6 1935, 191 fig. 15 (Schiering, notes 115, 336, 344, 361, 383, 472, 479, 536, 624, 687, 734, 739, 778, 
Rumpf, 80 III b 1), Kinch, Vroulia, pl. 15 (Kardara, A, 217.2 (see above note 280).

299 See above, notes 284, 291.
300 BCH 86 1962, 407 fig. 100 a, 88 1964, 329 fig. 60. For varieties on Fikellura vases and “Clazomenian” 

sarcophagi, see ActaArch 13 1942, 30 note 55.
301 CVA Copenhague fase 2, II D, pl. 77.3 (Kardara, A 208.3 (see above note 279).
302 CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.32 (Kardara, A, 226.2, Schiering, note 151, Rumpf, 80 Illa 23), 

JHS 44 1924, pl. 8.16 (Kardara, A, 230.1, Schiering, notes 151, 756, Rumpf, 80 III a 31), BCH 86 1962, 406 
fig. 100 b.

303 Naukratis II pl. 11.3 (Kardara, A, 235.1, Schiering, notes 308, 309, 316, 317, 455, 472, 778, Rumpf, 
80 III d 1).

304 Females on Corinthian vases seldom wear jewellery in their ears, the ear itself is usually distinctly 
rendered, see AJA 65 1961, 3 pl. 4 c, 5 pl. 5, but on less carefully drawn Corinthian figures a stylization of 
the ear similar to that of 155 occurs, CVA Frankfurt am Main fase 1, pl. 16.13-15. The sphinx on a Late 
Rhodian plate wears a disk in her ear, Naukratis II pl. 12 (Kardara, A, 236.1, Schiering, notes 246, 451, 
Rumpf, 82 IV a 5), and on a fragment of an oinochoe, likewise from Naukratis, the stylization may indicate 
an ear as well as an ear disk, CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.51 (Kardara, A, 226.4, Schiering, note 151, Rumpf 
80 III a 29); otherwise ear disks are not used on sphinxes etc., in the earlier or in the later Wild Goat Style. 
They appear from time to time on Chian; on Animal Style chalices, CVA Heidelberg fase 1, pl. 3.12, and on 
Simple Figure Style chalices, BSA 60 1965, 141.10 pls. 42, 44; not usually on Chian Black-Figure, but see 
JHS 44 1924, pl. 12.16; sometimes the stylization is so pronounced that it is difficult to decide if it is all ear 
or if a disk is attempted, ibid. pl. 12.8; in the “Grand Style” the ear itself is carefully rendered, and ear disks 
occur, ibid, pl. 6.1. See furthermore the remarks of R. M. Cook on the ear types on “Clazomenian”, CVA 
Brit. Mus. fase 8, 28 Postscript.

305 Black-figured: AA 29 1914, 228-231 fig. 43 (Kardara, A, 210.1 (see above note 286). The Corinthian 
version of horns is different from 165, CVA Bruxelles fase 1, III C, pl. 3.4 a. On a bowl from Naukratis the 
deer might have had a pair of horns similar to 165, but in the drawing published by Chr. Kardara the horns 
look reconstructed, Kardara, A, 245. 4 fig. 198 (Schiering, notes 267, 277, 365, 776, Rumpf, 81 III f 2), see 
further JHS 8 1887, 121 pl. 79 above (the sketch here is probably not reliable); J. M. Cook compares the bowl 
to the Miscellaneous East Greek Black-Figure from the second quarter of the 6th century, BSA 60 1965, 
120, and our fragment may belong to these, the latest of the Orientalizing East Greek vases; on the group, 
see below p. 74. In the Wild Goat Style deer rendered in silhouette and outline often have the double horns, 
CIRh VI/VII 85.1 figs. 91-93, 95 (Kardara, A, 101.1, Schiering, notes 120, 125, 127, 371, Rumpf, 71 III D 13), 
Samos V 75-76.616 pl. 125 (Kardara, A, 68.13, Schiering, note 200, pp. 10, 45, 50), Schiering, Werkstätten, 
49 note 371, and the black-figured deer in question may be of the same type as the one illustrated on these 
7th century Wild Goat vases rather than the one favoured on the Corinthianizing Wild Goat vases.

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 2. 4
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in the fragments of a dinos in Cambridge, possibly related to “Clazomenian”.306 
On 166 the raised leg looks like a paw of a beast, and the upright position of the 
animal, the lack of differentiation between head and neck, and the stylization of the 
head are features usually connected with a lion with frontal head.307 The leg is raised 
to an uncertain angular design, which may perhaps be interpreted as a meander, or 
a most unusual version of a tail of a bull.308 The slim and somewhat elongated body 
on 167 belongs either to a crouching griffin309 or to a sphinx.310 168-169 are rim and 
neck fragments; 168 has a white rosette on the interior,311 169 a white painted eye 
on the exterior; eyes with slender contours like those of 169 are found mainly on 
Late Wild Goat vases, frequently on those in mixed technique.312 The handle-rotelle, 
170a, probably belonged to a vase from the last quarter of the 7th century.313 171— 
191 are ascribed to amphorae, a shape not met with among the Wild Goat vases 
until the late phase.314 Of 171 nearly one half is preserved; the large goats which 
occupy the shoulder field of a great many of the amphorae are not usually rendered 
with their heads pointing straight forwards and in marching posture as on 171.315 
In other respects too 171 differs from the other amphorae: it has several filling-orna
ments,316 vertical panels with meanders317 and four narrow bands below the shoulder

306 CVA Cambridge fase 2, II D, pl. 19.1-5, BSA 47 1952, 138. Fl a-c, 139 note 64 (139: “They are, 
I think, to be dated a little before the middle of the sixth century, earlier than any of the pieces listed above. 
If so, they mark an early — probably experimental stage in the Clazomenian b.f. style”), BSA 60 1965, 131.

307 For a lion with frontal head, see BSA 60 1965, 120.32 pl. 26. The latter has whiskers like our lion 
—the frontal lions without mane are still conventionally called panthers, but see below note 378.

308 For a lion “attacking” a bull from behind, see CVA Cambridge fase 2, II D, pl. 18.38 (Kardara, 
A, 223.2), ActaArch 13 1942, 26 fig. 15 (Kardara, A, 211.1 (see above note 286).

309 Like CVA Oxford fase 2, HD, pl. 4.30 (Kardara, A, 227.10, Schiering, note 151, Rumpf, 80 Illa 
21), CVA Cambridge fase 2, II D, pl. 18.32 (Kardara, A, 224.17, Schiering, notes 420, 439).

310 Like Délos X 38-39.59 pl. 12 (Kardara, A, 208.5 (see above note 282), Homann-Wedeking, Vasen- 
ornamentik, 17.5).

311 Otherwise white rosettes are found on the exterior of the rim of Wild Goat oinochoai; but see a 
Fikellura oinochoe in Paris which has white lotus flowers and buds painted on the interior of the trilobe rim, 
CVA Louvre fase 1, II De, pl. 5.12, Zervos, Rhodes, 143 fig. 336, BSA 34 1933/34, 39.SI, 41: “continue the 
Rhodian tradition”, dated c. 550 B.C.

312 CIRh III 76-77.14 fig. 67 pl. A (Kardara, A, 208.2 (see above note 281, Homann-Wedeking, 
Vasenornamentik, 14, 17.4: Gruppe R), CVA Copenhague fase 2, II D, pl. 77.3 (Kardara, A, 208.3 (see above 
note 279); on late vases in silhouette and contour technique, see CVA Torino fase 2, II D, pl. 3.2, Kardara, 
A, 182.6 fig. 149 (Schiering, notes 152, 155, 174, 472, 608, 654, 774, Rumpf, 78 Ilf 5), 236.1 fig. 196 (see 
Schiering, pl. 6.4), 237.2 fig. 197. Late oinochoai with only floral decoration have the same sort of eye, Tocra, 
42.591 pl. 30. On Classical Camiran vases the contours are usually broader, CVA Louvre fase 1, II D, pl. 5.1 
(= Zervos, Rhodes, 32 fig. 45, 133 fig. 304, pl. 26 fig. 500 (Kardara, A, 104.1, Schiering, notes 120, 130, 133, 
135, 428, 433, 445 a, 461, 724, 733, 743 a, Rumpf, 70 III A 4), CVA München fase 6, pl. 275 “Sub-Camiran” 
(Kardara, A, 190.2, Schiering, notes 126, 133, 136, 147, 460, 571, Rumpf, 72 III D 43).

313 ArchRep 1962/63, 41 fig. 17; for the same motif used as filling-ornament, see CIRh VI/VII 218-219 
pls. 6-7 (Kardara, A, 104.2, Schiering, notes 6, 120, 123, 133, 349, 367, 424, 433, 499, 635, 637, 724, 736, 744, 
746, Rumpf, 70 III A 2), BSA 61 1966, 153.1 pl. 31.

314 BSA 34 1933/34, 55, Schiering, Werkstätten, 27-28.
315 Only the sphinx on the amphora in the Louvre has the same appearance, Zervos, Rhodes, 52 fig. 94 

(Kardara, A, 189.1, Schiering, notes 182, 424, 433, 616, 630, 644, Rumpf, 72 III d 1).
316 On the Louvre amphora (see preceding note) filling-ornaments occur in similar numbers, but they 

seem related to the Classical Camiran Style, whereas the filling-ornaments on 171 are similar to those employed 
on vases in mixed technique; the latter type of filling-ornament occurs on most of the other amphorae, but 
here the trend is towards larger and fewer ornaments, see for instance Délos XVII 58-59.4-7 pl. 39. Note 
some fragments from Istros on which the filling-ornaments are still small and rather crowded, Histria 2, 
59.29 pl. 3, the vase is listed as an oinochoe, but might be an amphora.

317 The panels are usually filled with dots: Jdl I 1886, 140. 2944 (Kardara, A, 209.2, Schiering, note 
185, Rumpf, 78 II g 3), AA 7 1892, 170.175 (Kardara, A, 210.3, Schiering, notes 185, 525, Rumpf, 78 II g 2), 
Délos XVII 60.14 pl. 41 (Schiering, note 537).
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field.318 These features suggest an origin early in the first quarter of the 6th century.319 
The filling-ornaments on 172-173 look identical, and the fragments may belong to 
shoulder fields, A and B, of the same vase. On 172 one of the forelegs is stretched 
forwards, the other one is nearly kneeling320 — on 173 the goat is marching, its legs 
perhaps rendered like those of the goat on 171. There are no traces of pendent tongues 
above the goat on 172, and the filling-ornaments were probably sparse, so the vase 
should be classed among the latest amphorae from c. 580-60 B.C.321 The same 
may hold good for 175-177 on which the goat type canonic for the amphorae is 
shown.322 The goafs head on 174 is not turned backwards, and, as mentioned above, 
this is strange on amphorae;323 the fragment may be connected with the earliest of the 
amphorae from Delos/Rheneia.324 1 78-184 belong to amphorae with exclusively large 
floral motives in the shoulder fields, a group not strictly regarded as belonging to the 
Wild Goat style, but to be derived from the latest Wild Goat vases.325 On 178 the inner 
part of a pair of large volutes occurs,326 on 181 the root of the neck is preserved, and 
the small leaf should thus illustrate the upper leaf of a similar pair of volutes;327 rem
nants of large, nearly horizontal handle-palmettes occur on 179-180, and they too 
can be combined with large volutes.328 183 is obscure; the motive resembles that of 
the handle-palmettes, but the wheel-marks seem to make the usual placement in the 
shoulder field impossible. Sherds with part of a vegetable motif nearly identical to 
182 have been found in Istros329—linked circles with buds between as on 184 occur on 
the shoulder of an amphora from Tocra.330 On 185-186 are remains of probably short 
neck-cables like those usually found on amphorae. The leaf of 186 is rounded—on 

318 On the Louvre amphora (see note 315) there are three bands, but usually the number is one or two: 
AA 29 1914, 222-223 fig. 29 (Kardara, A, 251.1 (see above note 284), Tocra, 41-42.580 pl. 28, Délos XVII 
59-60.8-11 pl. 40 (Schiering, note 185).

319 The Louvre amphora is dated 610-590 B.C., Kardara, A, 189, whereas the amphorae with very 
few filling-ornaments, no vertical panels, and only few horizontal bands on the belly are suggested to have a 
later date, c. 580-60 B.C., see Tocra, 41-42.580-581 pl. 28.

32U The posture is known already on the later Classical Camiran vases, Kardara, A, 100.13 Paris 
= Zervos, Rhodes, 59 fig. 108, Schiering, notes 120, 356, Rumpf 71 III D 24), it recurs on a later but related 
vase, CVA München fase 6, pl. 275.450 (Kardara, A, 93.7, Schiering notes 6, 56, 120, 424, 433, 507, 612, 
743 a, Rumpf, 70 III B 2), and on one of the amphorae from Rheneia, Délos XVII 58-59.6 pl. 39 (Schiering, 
note 185). A similar posture occurs on some of the Fikellura vases, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Dl, pl. 3.2, 
BSA 34 1933/34, 63.

321 Tocra, 41-42.
322 Add to the examples enumerated by J. Hayes (see preceding note): Histria 2, 59.25-26, 29 pls. 2-3 

(early type), 59.27 pl. 2 (later type), 59.28, 60.31-32, 34 pl. 3.
323 See note 315. Goats placed in the shoulder fields of oinochoai seldom have such slanting bodies, 

see for instance Kardara, A, 100.4 fig. 65 (cf. Zervos, Rhodes, 59 fig. 108 (see above note 320), CVA München 
fase 6, pl. 275.450 (Kardara, A, 190.2 (see above note 312); the very slanting body occurs only on the belly 
friezes, CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 2.4-5 (Kardara, A, 208.1 (see above note 282).

324 From the early 6th century, Délos XVII 58-59.6, 8, 10 pls. 39-40 and Vroulia, 228 fig. 116 (Kardara, 
A, 210.5, Rumpf, 78 II g 4).

325 Gnomon 1965, 506, Tocra, 41-42.
326 Like Délos XVII 58.2 pl. 38 (Schiering, notes 185, 187, 535, 608).
327 Another variety, see Tocra, 41-42.583 pl. 28.
328 Besides on amphorae, this type of handle-palmette is very frequent on oinochoai, Délos X 38- 

39.59-60 pl. 12 (see above notes 273, 282), Homann-Wedeking, Vasenornamentik, 17.5-6: Gruppe R), and 
we cannot be sure if 179-180 really belong to one of the late amphorae — or to an oinochoe.

329 Histria 2, 59.23-24 pl. 2.
330 Tocra, 41-42. 583 pl. 28.

4*
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185 it is pointed like the one on 172 ;331 open cables as on 187 are connected with lhe 
latest Wild Goat vases and the amphorae with exclusively floral ornaments.332 Red 
and white stripes added on dividing bands were introduced on the Late Wild Goat 
oinochoai333 and they still occur on the broad bands of a great many of the late am
phorae, like the ones to which 188-189 belonged334—but accessory colours are surely 
excluded on some, perhaps the later ones.335 Our 191 belongs to the latter category. A 
large group of sherds, 192-253, has been catalogued as belonging to indeterminate 
closed vases; most of them are tiny side sherds which mainly belong to the Late 
Wild Goat style. The goats on 192-197 probably all represent the late type with its 
head turned backwards.336 It is not possible to talk about a uniform style of drawing 
in the goats represented on the fragments from Tall Sükäs, but generally a certain 
similarity to Lhe material from Istros may be noted.337 The ear of 198 is apparently 
drawn exclusively in silhouette and the goal might have been in black-figured techni
que. 199 perhaps has a broad neck collar and the fragment might thus be connected 
with a one-piece amphora.338 For the S-loop on 200, see above.339 202 may have 
belonged to one of the latest Wild Goat amphorae on which the original panels are 
provided by only one or two vertical stripes.340 On 204-206 three different versions of 
black-figured birds are represented: 204 probably with raised wings,341 205-206 
apparently marching;342 other black-figured animals occur on 2 07-2 1 0.343 Most of the 
filling-ornaments on 212-226 are to be included among the stock of ornaments em-

331 Both varieties occur on the latest amphorae, see Tocra, pl. 28.580-581.
332 Délos XVII 58.2-4 pls. 38-39 (amphorae, see above note 326), 60.15 pl. 42 (flat-bottomed oinochoe, 

Schiering, note 171).
333 BSA 34 1933/34, 71 fig. 10, Vroulia, 228. R. M. Cook, Greek Painted Pottery, London 1966, 122.
334 Délos XVII 58-60.2-3, 5-8, 10-11 pls. 38-40 (see above notes 320, 326).
335 Délos XVII 58.4, 59.9 pls. 39-40, (see above note 326), Tocra, 46.580 pl. 28.
336 This posture is to be accepted, too, for 192, 196-197, as the heads of the goats seem to be raised.
337 Compare 176 for instance, with Lambrino, Vases, 256.12 figs. 218-221 (Kardara, A, 210.1 (Schie

ring, notes 318-22). Eyebrows and nose-wrinkles never seem to occur on our goats, whereas these features are 
very frequent in the material from Naukratis, CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4 passim, CVA Cambridge fase 2,
II D, pl. 18.12 and passim; the same features are found only on few of the goats from Istros, Lambrino, 
Vases, 251.11 fig. 217 (Kardara, A, 109.1), 256.13 fig. 222 (Kardara, A, 274.2), Histria 2, 57.4 pl. 1.

338 Tocra, 41-42.588 pl. 29 (goat), Lambrino, Vases, 243-244.2 figs. 205-207 (floral motif, Schiering 
notes 185, 544, 547).

339 See note 285.
340 Tocra, 41-42.581 pl. 28. 371 catalogued as “Unclassified East Greek” may have belonged to a 

similar amphora.
341 Compare CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.33 (Kardara, A, 230.2, Schiering, note 151, Rumpf, 80

III a 24). The type occurs in Corinthian, Corinth VIL1, 65.251 pl. 34, but usually the Corinthian birds do not 
have raised wings, NSc 1960, 144 fig. 9; the latter type prevails too on the Late Wild Goat vases on which 
black-figured technique was employed, JHS 44 1924, pl. 8.13 (Schiering, notes 267, 268, 277, 343, Rumpf, 
81 III f 15), CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.37A, 47 (Kardara, A, 234.25, Schiering, notes 267, 277, Rumpf, 
81 III f 9, Kardara, A, 248.9, Schiering, note 200, Rumpf, 81 III h 11).

342 2 05: CVA Oxford, fase 2, II D, pl. 4.47 (Kardara, A, 248.9 (see above note 341); 206: the fragment 
is rather large and the stylization is not equal to that of the usual Wild Goat birds or sirens; the polychromy 
might point to “Clazomenian” pottery, but the slip of 206 seems to contradict this-the sherd is perhaps to 
be connected with the so-called “Indeterminate East Greek Black-Figure”, BSA 60 1965, 120, Gnomon 
1965, 506, see below p. 74.

343 2 0 7 : possibly a boar, compare Naukratis I pl. 6.3 (see above note 281); 208: see Naukratis I pl.
13.2 (Schiering notes 267-8, Rumpf 81 f 29); 209: for the filling-ornament, see NSc 1960, 148 fig. 13 b, 
ActaArch 13 1942, 49 fig. 30 (Kardara, A, 233.11, Schiering, notes 409, 778, Rumpf, 83 IV e 1), BCH 86 
1962, 407 fig. 100 b; 210: the white-spotted animal might have an incised belly-line and below the abdomen 
part of a filling-ornament. For this type, see a lid from Smyrna not of the ordinary Late Wild Goat Style, 
but assigned to the “Indeterminate East Greek Black-Figure”, BSA 60 1965, 120.32 pl. 26. 
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ployed on vases in mixed technique, only one fragment, 216, might belong to the last 
quarter of the 7th century.344 2 2 7-2 34 have only linear decoration which occasionally 
represents floral motives;345 235, 237-239 have meanders as dividing bands,346 2 40 a 
waveline.347 Chequers, which occur on 242, are only seldom found on Wild Goat 
vases348 and the writer only knows of one example where the chequers are placed 
immediately above the rays radiating from the foot.349 The motif is more frequent on 
later vases as “Clazomenian”350 and other East Greek Black Figure.351 The neck-cable, 
244, may have belonged to an amphora or to an oinochoe.352 2 43 , 2 45-2 50 are bottom 
sherds and fragments of the lower part of the belly, on which only bands and rays 
appear;353 251 is perhaps an amphora handle.354 252-253 are from vases either

344 212: compare BCH 88 1964, 329 fig. 60; 213: might be from a late amphora, see note 340; 214: 
see CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 2.5 (Kardara, A, 208.1 (see above note 282), but probably 214 did not belong 
to a vase on which the filling-ornaments were so crowded. It is rather from a more sparsely decorated specimen, 
as for instance, Tocra, 41-42.580 pl. 28; 215: CIRh III 76-77.14 fig. 67 pl. A (Kardara, A, 208.2 (see above 
note 281); 216: the ornament is well known on 6th century vases with very crowded filling-ornaments, Naukra- 
tis II pl. 8.1 (Kardara, A, 244.3, Schiering, notes 267, 268, 277, 279, 343, 395, 546, 547, 592, 594, 605, 608, 
776, 778, Rumpf, 81 III f 1), AJA 63 1959, 183.5 pl. 48 fig. 8 (Kardara, A, 247.1). However on 216 the orna
ment seems to be the only one between the legs, as found frequently on vases of the later Classical Camiran 
Style, CIRh VI/VII 85.1 figs. 91-93, 95 (Kardara, A, 101.1 (see above note 305), on which the bodies of the 
goats are horizontal like that of 216. The remnant of the leg on 216 indicates that our goat was not marching, 
but running fast like the goats on an oinochoe from Camiros, see Zervos, Rhodes, 44 fig. 77 (Kardara, A, 
95.5, Schiering, notes 120, 134, 349, 397, 472, 474, 580, 704, 708, 736, Rumpf, 70 III C 4); compare the typical 
running position of the 6th century goat, Blinkenberg, Lindos I 282.985 pl. 46 (Kardara, A, 208.7 (see above, 
note 296) - our fragment may have belonged to a vase from the 7th century; 217: CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, 
pl. 2.5 (Kardara, A, 208.1, (see above note 282); 218: the fragment is described as a side sherd, but might 
rather have been from the shoulder of an amphora, compare Délos XVII 60.14 pl. 41 (see above note 317); 
219-220: see Histria 2, 59.26 pl. 2 and Tocra, 41-42.580 pl. 28; 221: see CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 2.4-6 
(Kardara, A, 208.1 (see above note 282), but our sherd belonged to a vase with more sparse filling-ornaments; 
222 : Tocra, 41-42.588 pl. 29; 225: BCH 86 1962, 407 fig. 100 a; 226: the rosette is very large, compare Naukratis 
I pl. 6.5 (Schiering, notes 267, 268, 277, Rumpf, 81 III f 26), Kinch, Vroulia pl. 15 (Kardara, A, 217.2 (see 
above note 280); 224: the fragment is strange, but compare the late amphorae with horizontal handles on the 
shoulder, Schiering, Werkstätten, 28 with references.

345 2 2 7-2 29: probably all shoulder sherds, compare Kardara, A, 237.2 fig. 197, ArchRep 1962/63, 
46 fig. 26, Délos XVII 58.3 pl. 38 (see above note 326), CIRh VI/VII 508 figs. 33, 35 (Schiering, notes 69, 188, 
525, Rumpf, 78 II h 7-8), AA 7 1892, 170.174 (Schiering, notes 69, 142, 143, 377, 422, 441, 568, 572, 585, 
624, 633), 170.175 (see above note 317); 231: perhaps part of a large pair of volutes, like Délos XVII 58.2 
pl. 38, but the fragment might possibly be Chian, see Lambrino, Vases, 126.7 fig. 68 c; 233: graffito, see 
Kardara, A, pl. A, Lambrino, Vases, 211-229 figs. 168-202 and Histria 2, pl. 64.

346 235, 237-238: broken meanders like Délos XVII 58-59.5-7 pl. 39 (see above note 334); 239: hook 
meanders very often on oinochoiai in mixed technique CVA Copenhague fase 2, II D, pl. 77.3 (Kardara, A,
208.3 (see above note 279), Délos X 38-39.59-60 pl. 12 (Kardara, A, 216.1 (see above note 273), 208.5 (see 
above note 282).

347 240: CIRh VI/VII 495-496.1 fig. 22 (Kardara, A, 283.5, Schiering, notes 69, 142, 387, 573, 619, 
645, Rumpf, 75 I c 3), D. M. Robinson, Catalogue of Greek Vases, Toronto 1930, 66-67.205-C259 pl. 18 
(Kardara, A, 100.5); 241: compare the late amphorae, Tocra, 41-42.580, 588 pls. 28-29.

348 Kardara, A, 67.3 (Schiering, note 188); on a stand, see Vroulia, 191-192 fig. 73 (Kardara, A, 
274.1, Schiering notes 93, 282, 291, 348, 731, Rumpf, 79 II 1.1), see too Naukratis II pl. 11.3 (Kardara, A,
235.1 (see above note 303).

349 Fairbanks, Catalogue, 105.315 pl. 33 (Schiering, notes 267, 268, 277, 278, 534, 621, Rumpf, 81 
III f 20).

350 BSA 47 1952, 144, BSA 60 1965, 128-132.64-84 pls. 34-36.
351 BSA 60 1965, 121.37 pl. 28.
352 Délos XVII 59.10 pl. 40 (see above note 334), Kardara, A, 237.2 fig. 197.
353 Distinguishing between the bottom fragments on the basis of the number of the rays is not quite 

safe-but in general the early amphorae seem to have rather close-set rays, AA 7 1892, 170.175 (Kardara, A,
210.3 (see above note 317), and there is a tendency towards fewer rays on the later amphorae, Délos XVII
58.2 pl. 38 (see above note 326) and Tocra, 41-42.588 pl. 29. For the red dipinto under the foot of 247, see 
Tocra, 46 fig. 22.

354 AA 7 1892, 170.175 (Kardara, A, 210.3 (see above note 317).
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totally glazed or with glazed friezes on which the decoration is incised.355 Several 
fragments, 254-282, have been ascribed to larger open vases, i.e. kraters or dinoi. 
The krater shape most frequently represented is the NIC low-necked column krater;356 
black-figured technique prevails, only 254 could perhaps be assigned to a krater on 
which the old Ionian technique is employed.357 On 255 the meander band is placed 
immediately below the metope.358 2 5 6-258 and perhaps 264 have a frieze of pendent 
tongues above the metope,359 on 259 it is abandoned.360 257-258 have only Corinthian 
filling-ornaments;361 the griffin, 257, has an extraordinarily tall neck, and it might be 
that only a protome was intended,362 the rounded design below the corner-palmette 
is placed much too low to be interpreted as a wing.363 Representations of large water
birds are very popular in the metope of Corinthian kraters,364 and likewise on the 
Eastern versions of the column krater: 260-261 are to be ascribed to kraters with 
such scenes.365 The double incisions, the stylization of the mane, the heart-shaped 
ear and the nearly circular eye are features which connect the lion on 262 with the 
Wild Goat tradition.366 The animal on 263 might be a bull.367 The letters on 265 are 
assigned to the 1st half of the 6th century.368 Rim fragments decorated with meanders, 
continuous like 266 or broken like 267, may come from column kraters as well as

355 Lambrino, Vases, 275-278.46-51 (assigned to oinochoai). Dark friezes with incised floral motifs, 
lotuses (like 252) are frequent on dinoi and kraters in mixed technique, CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.29 
(Kardara, A, 225.30, Schiering, notes 287, 297, 409, 484, 587, 594, 778, Rumpf, 80 III c 21), Kinch, Vroulia, 
pl. 15 (Kardara, A, 217.2 (see above note 280). A group of amphorae and situlae together with the Vroulia 
cups display the same technique, CVA Karlsruhe fase 2, pl. 47.5 with text, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Dm, 
pls. 2-8 Appendix A VIII, Kinch, Vroulia, 174-194 figs. 58-72 pls. 10-12, 46.

356 Schiering, Werkstätten, 40-41. See furthermore BSA 60 1965, 122-123 and Payne, Necrocorinthia, 
300-301. Some of our fragments have no description of their interiors, and the writer is aware of the fact that 
they might have belonged to closed vases. When catalogued as belonging to kraters, it is mainly because of 
the large dimensions of the figures represented and the vertical, glazed panels, which seem broader than is 
usual on oinochoai.

357 Like that of a krater in Leningrad, Kardara, A, 250.1 fig. 199. For the corner-palmette on 254 
compare Histria 2, 62.64 pl. 5.

358 This is seldom seen, but occurs on an Aeolic krater from Pitane, ArchRep 1964/65, 36 fig. 5.
359 The same sort of tongues appear on some of the North Ionian kraters, too, for instance BSA 60 

1965, 121.34 pl. 27.
360 This is strange on Wild Goat kraters; nevertheless see a fragment in the Hague assigned by W. 

Schiering to the Vlastos group, Werkstätten, 40 note 308.
361 For a corner-palmette similar to that of 257, see the krater in Bonn, ActaArch 13 1942, 24 fig. 12 

(Schiering, notes 308, 314, 317, 409, 468, 588, Rumpf, 83 IV d 1); the other side of the same krater is published 
in AA 51 1936, 378-379.27 fig. 30.

362 Protomes of griffins on Late Wild Goal vases usually have very long and rather powerful necks: 
JHS 44 1924, 200 fig. 31 (Kardara, A, 228.4 fig. 237, Schiering, notes 437, 439, Rumpf, 80 III e 9), CVA 
Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.36 (Kardara, A, 224.20 fig. 238, Schiering, notes 287, 437, 542, 755, Rumpf, 80 
III e 4), Tocra, 41.590 fig. 23 pl. 30, Kardara, A, 235.4, 237.2 fig. 197 and Schiering, Werkstätten note 437 
with further references. See furthermore CVA München fase 6, p. 20 text to no. 3.

363 For regular wings, see AM 54 1929, 20, 22, fig. 15.3, Beilage 10.2 (Kardara, A, 218.6, Schiering, 
note 294, Rumpf, 80 Ille 1), R. Lullies, Griechische Kunstwerke Sammlung Ludwig, Aachen, Aachen Kunst
blätter 37 1968, 21-22.8, Kinch, Vroulia, pl. 15 (Kardara, A, 217.2 (see above note 280).

364 CVA Altenburg fase 1, pis. 2-3, Corinth XIII 172 grave 135.3 pis. 18, 89.
365 AA 51 1936, 378-379.27 fig. 30, ActaArch 13 1942, 24 fig. 12 (see above note 361).
366 Kardara, A, 232.2 fig. 229; ActaArch 13 1942, 24 fig. 12 (see above note 361).
367 Kardara, A, 211.1 fig. 225 (see above note 286), AA 27 1912, 334 fig. 20 (Schiering, notes 185, 186, 

Rumpf, 82 IV b 1).
368 See the catalogue. For inscriptions on vases in Rhodian Wild Goat Style, see Kardara, A, pl. A. 
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from kraters with ring-handles.369 The fragmentary handle plates, 268-274, display 
both geometrical and “floral” decoration.370 2 7 5-2 83 can be ascribed to kraters or 
to dinoi. The profile of 275 is not known, but the fragment possibly comes from a 
dinos.371 On the rim fragment, 276, a quatrefoil is inserted in the meander.372 The 
shoulder sherd 277 is from a dinos or a krater which is slipped on the exterior except 
for a glazed zone on the shoulder decorated with an incised floral frieze.373 The bottom 
fragment, 278, is very similar to a fragment from Lindos.374 Wavelines as on 279 are 
seldom on kraters/dinoi375 — more frequent on bowls376. Open vases with pendent 
tongues and very degenerated filling-ornaments as on 280 occur in Kardara’s Late 
Rhodian I, which apparently includes some of the vases later excluded as Aeolic by 
E. Walter-Karydi.377 The stylization of the lion with frontal head 2 8 2 378 looks simi
lar to MC lions.379 283-284 have been catalogued as belonging to bowls: the rounded 
design behind the marching beast on 283 is perhaps the point of the leaf from a 
handle palmette;380 the drawing of the bull on 284 faithfully copies the Corinthian 
tradition.381 285-309 are fragments of fruit-stands or dishes, and many of them are 
paralleled by the Rhodian types from Tocra, where they are found mainly in Deposits 
11—I II which cover the second and third quarters of the 6th century.382 The fragmentary 
foot-stems identify 285—288 as fruit-stands. 285 and 286 display the same sort of inner, 
central decoration;383 on 287 the buds alternate with tongues instead of leaves;384 
wavelines often occur on fruit-stands with a low vertical rim as on 288.385 289-293

369 Column kraters: Boehlau, Nekropolen, 50, 82 pl. 12.5 (Vlastos group: Schiering, notes 287, 
295, 298, Rumpf, 80 III c 7), ActaArch 13 1942, 24 fig. 12 (see above note 361), ArchRep 1964/65, 36 fig. 5, 
krater with ring handles: Sammlung Ludwig, Aachen, 21-22.8.

37 0 2 71-2 7 2: rays are well known on handle-plates of the Late Wild Goat Style, ArchRep 1964/65, 
36 fig. 5, Histria 2, 62.63 pl. 5, and continue on some of the East Greek, unslipped black-figure kraters, BSA 
60 1965, 125.52 pl. 32 a; 273: for similar, but not identical fragments, see CVA Reading fase 1, II D, pl. 
22.25 (Kardara, A, 239.2), Fairbanks, Catalogue, 107.318.2 pl. 34; 274: CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 4.24 
(Schiering, notes 287, 298, Rumpf, 78 II i 5).

371 For the profile of a Rhodian dinos, see AM 54 1929, 21 fig. 15 (Kardara, A, 218.6 (see above note 
363); complete or nearly complete dinoi are hitherto best known among the Aeolic material, Larisa III pls. 
16-17, Antike Kunst 7. Beiheft 1970, pls. 1-4.

372 Fairbanks, Catalogue, 106.317 pl. 33 (Kardara, A, 235.1 (see above note 303); but 276 is perhaps 
rather to be connected with a dish, AM 54 1929, Beilage 12.1 (Schiering, notes 200, 648, Rumpf, 74 III i 61).

373 JHS 44 1924, 200 fig. 32 (Schiering, notes 287, 297, 594, Rumpf, 80 III c 23), CVA Oxford fase 2, 
II D, pl. 4.29 (Kardara, A, 225.30 (see above note 355), ActaArch 13 1942, 24-25 figs. 13-14 (Kardara, A,
217.2 (see above note 280). See above note 355.

374 Blinkenberg, Lindos I 282.985 pl. 46 (Kardara, A, 208.7 (see above note 296).
375 CIRh VI/VII 523-524 figs. 54-57 (Schiering, notes 69, 72, 308, 317).
378 Naukratis II pl. 8.1 (Kardara, A, 244.3 (see above note 344).
377 Kardara, A, 271-294; Antike Kunst 7. Beiheft 1970, 1-18 pls. 1-10.
378 On the abandoning of the name “panther” see J. Boardman, Antike Kunst 13 1970, 94.
379 CVA California fase 1, pl. 6.2, CVA Mannheim fase. 1, pl. 7.7-9.
380 Naukratis II pl. 7.5 (Kardara, A, 235.2, Schiering, notes 267, 277, 278, 455, 534, 591, 597, 646, 

756, Rumpf, 81 III f 19), for the stylization of the breast, see ActaArch 13 1942, 27 fig. 16 (Kardara, A,
208.3 (see above note 279).

381 EC: CVA Louvre fase 6, III C a, pl. 11.4, 7; see other Wild Goat versions from Naukratis: a 
Rhodian bowl, ActaArch 13 1942, 26 fig. 15 (Kardara, A, 211.1 (see above note 286), and a Rhodian dinos in 
Boston, Fairbanks, Catalogue, 106.317 pl. 33 (Kardara, A, 235.1 (see above note 303).

382 Tocra, 43-44.614-700 figs. 24, 26, pls. 33-37.
383 Tocra, pl. 34.618, 621, 625.
384 Délos XVII 63.28 pl. 44 (Schiering, notes 200, 226).
385 Délos X 40.66 pl. 13 (Schiering, note 200, Rumpf, 81 III h 32). 
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are side sherds of which 289-291 are to be connected with fruit-stands, the others may 
equally well have belonged to dishes. Examples with outer friezes like those on 289 
do not occur among the material from Tocra, but among that from Naukratis.386 
Friezes with “geometrical“ decoration used as dividing bands between the central 
decoration and the outer frieze, like on 290-291, still occur early in the 6th century.387 
294 is the earliest Wild Goat fragment found on Tall Sükäs. According to the registrar 
it is from a plate which has a low ring-foot divided by a deep furrow; this is not the 
ordinary shape for plates in Wild Goat Style.388 Only in the first half of the 7th century

386 Fairbanks, Catalogue, 112-113.323.2-3, 13 pl. 35, F. Robert, Trois sanctuaires sur le rivage 
occidental, Délos XX, Paris 1952, 39 fig. 34.3.

387 See, for instance, Kardara, A, 191.1-5 (Rumpf, 73 III g 12 (Schiering, 200, 231), Rumpf, 74 III i 
24 (Schiering, notes 200, 648), i 45 (Schiering, notes 200, 618, 648), i 59 (Schiering, notes 200, 214, 568, 648), 
i 56 (Schiering, notes 200, 213, 568, 648) and Tocra, 43 note 7; but they are far from being as frequent as in 
the 7th century, see Kardara, A, 121-124 (121.3 (Schiering, note 200, Rumpf, 74 i 43), 121.4 (Schiering, note 
200, Rumpf, 74 III i 38), 121.5 (Schiering, note 200), 122.1 (Schiering, notes 200, 205, 460, 627, Rumpf, 
74 III i 35), 123.7 (Schiering, notes 200, 211, 566, 648, Rumpf, 75 III i 68), 123.10 (Schiering, notes 200, 648, 
Rumpf, 75 III i 75-77), 123.6 (Schiering, notes 200, 552, 648, Rumpf, 74 III i 42), 124.12 (Schiering, note 
200), 124.16 (Schiering, notes 200, 648, 780, Rumpf, 75 Illi 71); usually on the later 6th century dishes 
and fruit-stands the tondo is enlarged, the outer frieze abandoned and supplied by broad bands, Tocra, 
pls. 34-36. For motives similar to our 290-291, but for the outer frieze, see Délos X 39.62 pl. 13 (Kardara, 
A, 241.8, Schiering, notes 200, 224, 227, Rumpf, 81 III h 31), Naukratis I pl. 7.1 (Schiering, note 200, Rumpf, 
82 III h 74); for the squares, see CVA Cambridge fase 2, II D, pl. 18.28, Fairbanks, Catalogue, 114.324.10 
pl. 35.

388 This is the totally flat-bottomed type provided with different numbers of furrows, established 
already from the middle of the 7th century and living on into the 6th century: for the early group, see Kar
dara, A, 81-85 (83.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 256), 83.2 (Schiering, notes 244, 441, Rumpf, 76 II d 21), 84.3 
(Schiering, notes 74, 80, 244, 252, 255, 494, 799, Rumpf, 76 II d 2), 84.4 (Schiering, notes 75, 244, 472, Rumpf, 
77 II d 40), 84.5 (Fairbanks, 35.323.7, Rumpf, 77 II e 4), 84.6 (Schiering, notes 244, 251, 353, 433, 749 b, 
Rumpf, 77 II d 36), 84.1 (Schiering, notes 47, 106, 652, Rumpf, 69 I a 6), 85.2 (Schiering, notes 107, 652, 
Rumpf, 69 I a 7), 85.3 (Schiering, note 318, Rumpf, 79 II m 7), for the profile, see Kinch, Vroulia, pl. 35 
(Kardara, A, 83.1, Schiering, notes 244, 256), the Gorgon group, see Kardara, A, 204-207 (207.1 (Schiering, 
notes 71, 244, 252, 253, 467, 607, 622, 786, 787, Rumpf, 76 II d 18), 207.2 (Schiering, notes 69, 71, 79, 244, 
254, 564, 624, 633, 792, 794, 795, 796, 797, 799, Rumpf, 76 II d 1), 207.3 (Schiering, notes 71, 75, 244, 262, 
451, 792, Rumpf, 76 II d 5), the Thasian group, see BCH 85 1961, 98-122 figs. 2, 5-7, 13-14; 6th century 
plates: Kardara, A, 284-289 (284.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 257, 259, 377, Rumpf, 76 II d 9), 284.2 (Schiering, 
notes 257, 259, 337, 354, 710), 284.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 245, 251, Rumpf, 77 lid 46), 284.2 (Schiering, 
note 244, Rumpf, 77 II d 48), 284.3 (Schiering, note 244, Rumpf, 77 II d 47), 284.4 (Schiering, notes 244, 
387, 568, Rumpf, 77 II d 49), 284.5 (Schiering, note 244, Rumpf, 77 II d 54), 285.6 (Schiering, note 244, 
Rumpf, 77 II d 50), 285.7 (Schiering, note 244, Rumpf 77 II d 51), 285.8, 285.9, 288.12, 288.2, 289.1 (Schiering, 
notes 150, 244, 422, 525, 567, Rumpf 77 II d 29, 37, 52, 53, 67), 286.10 (Schiering, notes 244, 251, 386, Rumpf 
77 II d 45), 286.11 (Schiering, notes 244, 386, Rumpf 77 d 55), 286.12 (Schiering, notes 73, 76), 286.1 (Schiering, 
notes 244, 257, 411, 422, 585, Rumpf, 76 II d 12), 286.3 (Schiering, notes 244, 394, Rumpf, 76 II d 20), 287.4 
(Schiering, notes 244, 415, Rumpf 76 II d 19), 287.5 (Schiering, notes 244, 415), 287.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 
251, 422, Rumpf, 76 II d 24), 287.2 (Schiering, notes 244, 251, 254, 422, Rumpf, 76 II d 23), 287.3 (Schiering, 
notes 76, 244, 251, 254, 422, Rumpf, 77 II d 32), 287.4 (Schiering, notes 244, 251, 422, 662, Rumpf, 77 II d 
30), 287.5 (Schiering, note 244, Rumpf, 77 II d 31), 287.6 (Schiering, notes 78, 244, 422, Rumpf, 76 II d 22), 
287.7 (Schiering, notes 76, 244, 422, Rumpf, 77 II d 34), 287.8 (Schiering, notes 244, 422, Rumpf, 77 II d 26), 
287.9 (Schiering, notes 244, 422, Rumpf 77 III i 33), 287.10 (Schiering, notes 244, 411, 422, Rumpf 77 II d 
27), 288.11 (Schiering, notes 244, 411, 422, Rumpf, 77 II d 28), 288.12 see above, 288.13 (Schiering, notes 
244, 257, 411, 422, 585, 618, Rumpf, 76 II d 13), 288.14 (Schiering, notes 244, 257, 411, 422, 585, 618, Rumpf, 
76 II d 14), 288.2 (Schiering, notes 244, 485, Rumpf, 77 d 43), 288.3 (Schiering, pp. 35, 73, 74, Beil. 9.7),
288.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 257, 338, 585, Rumpf, 76 II d 15), 288.2 see above, 288.1 (Schiering, notes 244, 
487, 802, Rumpf, 77 II d 57), 288.2 (Schiering, notes 244, 487, Rumpf, 77 II d 56), 289.1 (Schiering, note 490),
289.1 see above, 289.2 (Schiering, notes 244, 252, 258, 548, 585, Rumpf, 76 II d 17), 289.3 (Schiering, notes 
244, 252, 258, 548, 585, Rumpf, 76 II d 16), 289.1 (Schiering, note 200, Rumpf, 82 III h 80), for the profile, 
see Kinch, Vroulia, 221 fig. 109 (Kardara, A, 284.1, Schiering, notes 244, 245, 251, Rumpf, 77 II d 46). Only 
the shallow dishes with floral decoration from the late 7th and the 6th century have a ring foot: Kardara, 
A, 128-129 (128.2 (Schiering, notes 231, 232, 237, 548, 623, Rumpf, 73 III g 5), 128.1 (Schiering, notes 231, 
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does a type with low ring foot divided by a furrow occur;389 its sparse decoration is 
geometric in character — and our fragment is clearly connected with the Wild Goat 
tradition, though the decoration of it has an early look. Palmettes with double contours 
are known ail through the second half of the 7th century,390 but the irregularity of the 
palmette on 294 may be accepted as a sign of early experimentation. It is not obvious 
which sort of bird is represented on 294; there is no real similarity to the famous 
Wild Goat swallows — not even the earliest ones, or the waterbirds.391 Whatever spe
cies the very geometrical birds of the first half of the 7th century represent,292 our 
bird seems related to them, not only by the painting, but also by the these birds’ 
rather casual position in the field, cpiite different from the very deliberate and charming 
way in which the Wild Goat birds are placed. 294 may possibly belong to the early 
Wild Goat style, emerging during the end of the first half of the 7th century.393 2 95-304 
are all fragments of dishes with floral decoration, 305-309 of plain ones. The earliest 
fragment is 295 which probably belongs to a late 7th century dish with cutaway rim.394 
296-304395 and the banded dishes, 305-308, are late, matched by the Rhodian dishes 
from Tocra, dated c. 580-60 B.C.396

237, 551, 582, Rumpf, 73 III g 7), 129.5 (Schiering, notes 231, 232, 234, 237, 558), 129.4 (Schiering, notes
231, 232, 237, 558), 129.6 (Schiering, notes 231, 233, 237, 582, 623, Rumpf, 73 Illg 6), 129.7 (Schiering,
notes 231, 232, 237, 558, 582, 623), 129.9 (Schiering, notes 231, 237, 515, 558, 560, 582), 129.8 (Schiering,
notes 231, 237, 515, 560, 623, Rumpf, 73 III g 2), Tocra, 50-52.631-680 fig. 26 pls. 34-36. A small and iso
lated group of plates from Tocra alone displays a low ring foot (without grooves), Tocra 43, 49.607-611, fig.
24, pls. 31-33: late seventh to early sixth century. On the Tocra group see further, BSA 61 1966, 153-154.

389 Samos V 57.440-441 pl. 80, AM 57 1933, 111 fig. 54 c.
390 Schiering, Werkstätten, Beilage 6, Samos V 68 fig. 42 pl. 107.560.
391 Swallows: Samos V pls. 105, 123.609, 610 (Kardara, A, 68.8-9, 93.5, Schiering, notes 399, 745,

Rumpf, 70 III B 6). Waterbirds: BCH 89 1965, 97^ fig. 5, Kinch, Vroulia, pl. 35 (Kardara, A, 83.1, Schiering,
notes 244, 256), JHS 60 1944, pl. 1.1 (Kardara, A, 70.2), m-n (Kardara, A, 73.15-16), p (Kardara, A, 70.1),
r (Kardara, A, 70.3).

392 Samos V 62.483 pl. 85.
393 Gnomon 1965, 506, Samos V 63.
394 Kardara, A, 128-129 pl. 11 (see above note 388), Tocra, 43 note 13.
395 From the picture it is difficult to decide if the hook meander of 298 is placed on a broad flat rim

like on 296-297 and 301-303. However, if located on the side, then 298 is rather from a fruit-stand; the same
may be the case for two of the fragments from the similar group of 297 i.e. TS 304 and TS 3465.

396 Tocra, 43-44.633-672, 681-709 pls. 35-37. For the differing decoration of 301, see Histria 2, 63.71
pl. 6. The decoration of 304 is paralleled by Tocra no. 654, except for the fact that our dish has bands on the
rim, not a hook meander. 381 catalogued as “Unclassified East Greek’’ may possibly be from a dish.

Oinochoai.
150. TS 1170. Shoulder/side sherds with root of neck. Gil SW. No measurements. Fine 

reddish clay with few grits, creamy slip, red to black glaze. Small codron at junction of shoulder 
and neck. Frieze of pendent tongues, goat with head turned backwards. Pl. VII.

151. TS 1193. Shoulder/side sherds with root of neck. G 11 SW. No measurements. Red 
to buff clay with some grits and mica, creamy slip, red glaze. Small codron at junction of neck 
and shoulder. Part of two friezes, upper one: pendent tongues, grazing goat(s?), lower one: 
buttocks (of goat?); white-red-white stripes added on the broad band between the friezes; in 
field furthermore rosette with several petals, alternatingly glazed(?). Pl. VII.

152. TS 4467. Shoulder sherd with root of vertical handle. H 11 NE. 8.1 xlO.l cm. Light 
brownish clay with grits, white slip, brownish to black glaze. In field to the right of handle, 
head of grazing goat, in the opposite field group of short strokes. Handle enframed by two 237 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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vertical lines, one nearly straight and one slightly waved ; root of handle glazed, vertical band 
hanging from handle. Pl. IX.

153. TS 1378. Shoulder/side sherd. G 5 SE. 7.0 x 6.0 cm. Dark brown clay with some 
grits, white slip, brownish to black glaze. Exclusively silhouette technique. Faint traces of 
pendent leaf above, marching animal with head turned backwards (ram?), rosette. Pl. IX.

154. TS 274. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 129 fig. 12. Fragmentary half of oinochoe. G 8 SW. 
H. c. 28.0 cm. Pink clay, creamy slip, g ilden brown to black glaze. Upper frieze, black-figured: 
two groups of confronted sphinxes, between them, 1) owl, 2) large palmette, furthermore tail 
possibly belonging to a similar confronted group; red added on sphinxes’ hair, bands on wings 
and owl’s breast; lower frieze, outline and silhouette technique: running goats with heads 
turned backwards, red added on shoulders and buttocks, filling-ornaments; broad bands with 
red-white-red stripes added, enframed meander in which boxes and quatrefoil are inserted, 
frieze of pendent tongues on shoulder, rays radiating from the foot. Pl. VIII.

155. TS 4641. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. H 10 NE. 3.7 x 4.3 cm. Grey clay with 
some grits, greyish slip (slip and clay blackened by fire), brownish glaze. Black-figure. Traces 
of pendent tongues at top and below back of head with border of hair(?) curling into a spiral 
with central dot, part of wing; sphinx or siren(?), rosette. Pl. IX.

156. TS 4642. Side sherd. G 10 SE. 5.8 x 6.0 cm. Light red-brown clay with some grits, 
yellowish slip, dark brown glaze. Running goat with head turned backwards. Pl. IX. Similar: 
TS 1494 G 11 SW.

157. TS 1087. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 4.3 x 5.1 cm. Buff clay with grits and mica, white 
slip, brown to red glaze. Goat, head turned backwards, trace of filling-ornament, white stripe 
added on broad band above. Pl. IX.

158. TS 640. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 4.4x3.5 cm. Reddish clay with mica, creamy slip, 
black to red glaze. Goat’s head lifted and turned backwards(?), pendent hook in front of nose, 
part of meander(?) above band. Pl. IX.

159. TS 1520. Side sherd. G 7 SE. 3.5 x 2.8 cm. Light brown clay, creamy slip, brown 
glaze. Part of goat’s head with pendent hook(?) in front, red stripe added on the broad band 
above. Pl. IX.

160. TS 4648. Side sherd. G 10 SE. 8.2 x 5.6 cm. Brown gritty and micaceous clay, (slip 
not mentioned), brownish glaze. Forepart of grazing goat, between legs perhaps St. Andrew 
cross, red added on goat’s neck. Pl. IX.

161. TS 541. Side sherd. F 5 SE. 7.1x8.1 cm. Light brown to pinkish clay with dark 
core, white slip, dark brown glaze. Part of two grazing goats, red-white-red stripes added on 
band above meander. Pl. IX.

162. TS 1099. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 3.1x4.1 cm. Reddish clay with some grits, (slip not 
mentioned), red glaze. Two friezes: upper, part of neck or leg of grazing goat; lower, end of 
indefinable design, white stripe added on the broad dividing band. Pl. IX.

163. TS 671. Side sherd. G 16 SW. 9.0x4.1 cm. Reddish, gritty clay, grey in core, white 
slip, black to brown glaze. Fore- and hindlegs of goat marching left, very close-set filling
ornaments, white-red-white stripes added on the broad band below. Pl. IX.

164. TS 651. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 7.2x6.2 cm. Reddish clay with few grits and mica, 
white slip, black to brown glaze. Hind-part of marching animal (goat?); part of four-leaf 
flower between legs. Pl. IX.

165. TS 3845. Side sherd. G 15 SW. 8.8 x 7.2 cm. Light brownish clay, yellowish slip, 
red brown glaze. Above, trace of narrow horizontal band; below, horns of deer, perhaps an 
incised stripe in the middle of its ear. Pl. IX. Similar: TS 4635 H 10 NE.

166. TS 677. Side sherd. F 5 SE. C. 5.0 x 3.0 cm. Reddish clay with grits and mica, 
creamy slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Forepart of lion with frontal head and whiskers, its leg 
raised to angular design, trace of narrow band above. Pl. IX.
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167. TS 658. Side sherd. P 11 SW. 7.2x7.3 cm. Light buff clay with grits and mica, 
white slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Two friezes: upper, abdomen and wing of crouching 
griffin or sphinx with red added alternately on the wing-feathers, rosette and below the narrow 
horizontal band part of the empty field of the second frieze. Pl. IX.

168. TS 1449. Rim sherd, i.e. fragmentary lobe. P 11 NW. 2.5x2.5 cm. Reddish to buff 
clay, red glaze. Exterior: no description, interior: glazed with part of added white dot-rosette. 
Pl. IX.

169. TS 2652. Neck sherd. L 8 SE. 3.3 x 2.0 cm. Fine red clay, red glaze. Small codron at 
bottom. Exterior: glazed with one half of added white eye, interior: no description. Pl. IX.

170a. TS 2270. Handle-rotelle with neck sherd. G 7 SE. Diam. 3.5 cm, w. 2.5 cm. Dark 
buff clay with some grits, whitish slip, black glaze. One side of neck sherd glazed, the other 
slipped(?). Edge of rotelle glazed, rosette on topside. Pl. IX.

170b. TS 1959. Shoulder/side sherds with root of neck. G 7 SE. No measurements. Light 
red clay, reddish to black glaze. Totally glazed. Pl. IX. Similar: TS 1202 G 11 SW, TS 1974 
G 7 SE, TS 2099 P 11 NW.

Amphorae.
171. TS 2247. AASyr 10 1960, 119 fig. 7, NMArb 1961, 126, 128 fig. 9, Archaeology 14 

1961, 215. Fragmentary half of amphora. G 15 NW, G 15 SE, G 15 NE. H. 21.2 cm, w. 19.8 
cm. Light reddish clay with grits and few mica, light brown somewhat greenish slip, brown to 
black glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder. Frieze of pendent tongues. Marching 
goat, vertical panels with meanders, several filling-ornaments, red-white-red-white-red stripes 
added on the broad band of the belly, rays radiating from the foot. Pl. IX.

172. TS 2880. Rim/neck/shoulder/side sherds. J 8 SE. 11.5x11.0 cm, w. of rim 10.3 cm. 
Fine light brown clay, thin white slip, black glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and 
shoulder. Neck: part of cable, shoulder: fast running goat (one of the forelegs nearly kneeling), 
rosette in front, two narrow and one(?) broad band below. Pl. X. Cf. no. 173.

173. TS 2879. Shoulder/side sherd. J 8 SE. 12.5 xc. 6.0 cm. Fine brown clay with some 
grits, (slip not mentioned), red to brown glaze. Hindpart and one of the forelegs of marching 
goat, rosette. Pl. X. Might possibly belong to no. 172.

174. TS 3632. Shoulder sherd. G 13. 6.2x6.6 cm. Red clay with grits, whitish slip, brown 
to black glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder. Goat with raised head and very 
slanting body, red added on chest and back. Pl. X.

175. TS 1836. Shoulder sherds. G 15 SE. 7.0 x 7.0 cm, 8.5 x 7.0 cm. Fine reddish brown 
clay, white slip, black glaze. Running goat with its head turned backwards, very slanting 
body, dot-rosette in front, half-rosette on ground line, white stripes added on band at bottom 
of sherd. Pl. X.

176. TS 954. Neck/shoulder sherd. G 12 SW. 8.2 xc. 6.5 cm. Buff clay with few grits, 
creamy slip, brown to red glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder. Goat with its 
head turned backwards and very slanting body. Pl. X.

177. TS 2297. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. G 16 NW. 5.0 x 2.7 cm. Brownish clay 
with few white grits, yellowish slip, red to brown glaze. Goat with its head turned backwards 
and very slanting body, group of pendent strokes above. Pl. X.

178. TS 512. Shoulder sherd. Surface. F 5 w-slope. 5.1 x5.0 cm. Light brown pinkish clay, 
core grey, white slip, dark brown glaze. Central part of large volute pair with inserted dot 
above and below. Pl. X.

179. TS 1514. Shoulder/side sherd. G 5 SE. 2.0x4.5 cm. Light buff clay, creamy slip, 
brown glaze. Lower part of volute with stalks of two palmette leaves curling upwards, white 
stripes added on the horizontal band below. Pl. X.

180. TS 1523. Shoulder/side sherd. G 8 SW. 6.0 x 4.5 cm. Reddish clay, creamy slip, 
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black to red glaze. Lower part of volute with stalks of two palmette leaves curling upwards, 
two narrow and one broad band below. Pl. X.

181. TS 3405. Shoulder sherd. H 11 NW. 3.5x2.8 cm. Light brown clay, whitish slip, 
brown glaze. Small glazed codron at junction of neck and shoulder. Part of big volute pair with 
inserted leaf. Pl. X.

182. TS 1516. Shoulder/side sherd. G 5 NE. 5.4x6.0 cm. Dark buff clay with some grits, 
white slip, black glaze. Central part of large volute pair(?) rising from ground line, inserted 
leaf. Pl. X.

183. TS 1448. Shoulder or side sherd. P 11 NW. 5.0 x 4.3 cm. Light buff clay with numerous 
grits, whitish slip, red glaze. Part of probably asymmetric volute pair with inserted leaf, traces 
of horizontal band. Pl. X.

184. TS 5622. Shoulder or side sherd. H 12. 3.5 x 4.0 cm. Dark brownish clay, dark brown 
glaze. Linked circles with inserted buds. Pl. X.

185. TS 1058. Rim/neck/side sherds. G 8 SE. 7.7x2.4 cm, 11.3x7.0 cm, c. 8.5x5.5 cm. 
Buff clay, with white and black grits, white slip, brown glaze. Rim glazed, on neck upper part 
of cable, at side two broad and one narrow band, below rays radiating from the foot, between 
them blob-rosette. Pl. X.

186. TS 1997. Rim/neck sherd. G 13 SE. 4.5 x 5.0 cm. Red clay with white grits, white 
slip, black glaze. Rim glazed, part of cable. Pl. X. Similar: TS 3709 G 14, TS 1343 G 11 SW.

187. TS 4912. Rim/neck sherd. G 14 NE. 4.5 x 5.4 cm, org. diam. of rim c. 12.0 cm. 
Reddish clay with some grits, whitish slip, red glaze. Rim glazed, part of open cable. Pl. X. 
Similar: TS 1286 P 11 SW.

188. TS 289. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 14.0x9.6 cm. Light brown clay, greyish-white slip, 
black glaze. Broad band with white-red-white stripes added; above, traces of two narrow 
bands; below, one narrow band and point of ray. Pl. X. Similar: TS 647 G 11 SE.

189. TS 1122. Side sherd. G 8 NW. 6.4x8.8 cm. Dark brownish clay with some white 
grits, white slip with pinkish tinge, brown to red glaze. Group of small dots in field, below 
narrow bands and one broad band with red and white stripes added. Pl. X. Similar: TS 829 
G 11 SE, TS 1084 G 8 SW, TS 1138 G 11 SE, TS 2594 H 11 NW, TS 2884 J 8 SE, TS 3237 
J 15 (Sükäs I, 83 no. 107 pl. 4).

190. TS 3523. Side sherd. G 5. 9.0 x 8.9 cm. Brown clay, creamy slip, brown to black 
glaze. Foot of goat in field; below, narrow and two broad bands. Pl. X. Similar: TS 2608 H 11 
NW.

191. TS 1210. Shoulder/side/bottom sherds with ring foot. G 11 NW. Diam. of foot c. 
13.0 cm. Reddish to buff clay, white slip, black glaze. Group of small dots in field; below, one 
narrow and two broad bands, rays radiating from the foot. Pl. XI. Similar: TS 648 Gil SE, 
TS 834 G 11 SW, TS 1327 G 11 SW.

Indeterminate closed vases.
192. TS 3015. Side sherd. H 13. 4.0 x 2.2 cm. Red clay with grits, yellowish slip, brown 

glaze. Fragmentary head of goat. Pl. XI.
193. TS 4619. Shoulder sherd. H 10 NE. 1.7x6.0 cm. Fine brownish clay, creamy slip, 

brown glaze. Forepart of running goat, head turned backwards, frieze of pendent tongues 
above. Pl. XI.

194. TS 2692. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. L 8 SE. 4.2 x 8.5 cm. Reddish to brown 
clay with some grits, (slip not mentioned), black glaze. Band along root of neck, below forepart 
of running goat, head turned backwards, small dot above leg. Pl. XI.

195. TS 315. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. F 5 SE. 3.6 cmx6.4 cm. Red to brownish 
clay with few grits and mica, creamy slip, light brownish glaze. Band along root of neck, group 
of pendent dots below forepart of goat, head turned backwards. Pl. XI.
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196. TS 830. Side sherd. G 11 SE. 3.9x2.9 cm. Reddish clay with mica, white slip, red 
glaze. Fragmentary head of goat. Pl. XI.

197. TS 1675. Neck/shoulder sherd. P 11 NW. 5.6 x 4.0 cm. Fine light brown clay, light 
yellowish slip, black glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder, group of pendent 
strokes, snout of goat. Pl. XI.

198. TS 1151-53. Shoulder/side sherds. G 11 SW. No measurements. Reddish clay, white 
slip, black to red glaze. Frieze of pendent tongues; below, horn and ear of goat, red and white 
stripes added on broad band of belly. Pl. XI.

199. TS 638. Rim/neck/shoulder sherd. G 11 SW. C. 8.7 xc. 7.7 cm. Light, reddish clay 
with grits and mica, creamy slip, black glaze. Rim-collar slightly everted and glazed, white 
stripe added on interior. Frieze of pendent tongues, horn and ear of goat in field. Pl. XI. Similar 
(neck sherd): TS 1266 P 11 SW, TS 3685 G 14.

200. TS 3282. Side sherd. G 13. 9.1 x6.4 cm. Reddish, gritty clay, core grey brown, with 
few mica, creamy slip, red glaze. Slanting abdomen of goat, probably with head turned back
wards (two small vertical stripes above the back might be part of the beard); below, S-loop. 
Pl. XI.

201. TS 78. Side sherd. G 5 SE. 3.8 x 2.5 cm. Light brown clay, yellowish slip, black to 
brown glaze. Breast and foreleg of running goat; red added on breast. Pl. XI.

202. TS 2094. Neck/shoulder sherd. P 11 NW. 7.0x5.5 cm. Light brown to greyish clay 
with grits and mica, white slip, black glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder, 
codron partly glazed. Two vertical stripes, rump of goat. Pl. XI.

203. TS 1149. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 3.6 x 4.7 cm. Reddish clay with grits, whitish slip, 
black to red glaze. Waterbird(?). Pl. XI.

204. TS 676. Side sherd. P 11 SW. C. 2.8x3.4 cm. Reddish clay with grits, white slip, 
brownish glaze. Black-figure. Forepart of waterbird with its head bent forwards and pressed 
against its neck, probably raised wing; white added on neck, breast and wing. Pl. XI.

205. TS 672. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 4.4x3.4 cm. Light buff clay with mica, white slip, 
black glaze. Black-figure. Hindpart of marching bird with pendent tail; red added on foot and 
wing, and for stripe on band below. Pl. XI.

206. TS 5635. Side sherd. H 12. 5.3 x 5.0 cm. Brownish clay with some grits, yellowish 
slip, brownish glaze. Black-figure. Lower part of marching bird; red and white added on wing. 
Pl. XI.

207. TS 3426. Side sherd. H 11 NW. 3.4 x 4.1 cm. Grey brown clay, whitish slip, black 
glaze. Black-figure. Neck of boar(?); red added. Pl. XI.

208. TS 549. Side sherd. G 5 NE. 6.3 x 4.7 cm. Buff clay, with grits and mica, creamy 
slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Buttocks and tail of sitting beast. Pl. XI. Similar: TS 675 
P 11 SW.

209. TS 3565. Side sherd. G 5 NE. 5.0 x 5.1 cm. Grey-brown clay with mica and 
small black grits, whitish slip, brown to black glaze. Black-figure. Foot of sitting beast, 
large, solid rosette; red and white added for stripes on band below. Pl. XI. Similar: TS 673 
P 11 SW.

210. TS 178. Side sherd. F 5 SE. 3.2x4.1 cm. Light brown clay, creamy slip, black glaze. 
Black-figure. Fragmentary abdomen of white dotted animal; below the horizontal belly line, 
which ends in a hook, there was probably a white stripe rather than dots ; adjoining abdomen, 
part of filling-ornament(?). Pl. XI. Similar: TS 2726 L 8 SE.

211. TS 2374. Side sherd. G 16 NW. 4.5 x 4.0 cm. Light red clay, white slip, brown glaze. 
Marching animal(?). Pl. XI.

212. TS 2645. Shoulder sherd. L 8 SE. 4.0 x 4.7 cm. Light brown clay, white slip, brown 
glaze. Frieze of pendent tongues; below, pendent half-rosette with festoon border, dot and part 
of two larger filling-ornaments(?) in field. Pl. XI.
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213. TS 1356. Shoulder sherd. G 11 SW. 5.5 x 5.0 cm. Buff clay, with white grits, tan slip, 
red glaze. Frieze of pendent tongues, two vertical stripes and double angular corner ornament 
in field, root of handle glazed(?). Pl. XI.

214. TS 937. Shoulder sherd with root of handle. P 11 NW. 6.7 xc. 4.0 cm. Brick-red 
clay with grits, white slip, black glaze. Rosette in field, in front of it sloping slim stripe, on root 
of handle two horizontal stripes, below them a sloping one, a dot and faint traces of glaze. 
PZ. XI.

215. TS 294. Side sherd. G 5 SE. 7.3x4.5 cm. Grey clay, white slip with greenish tinge, 
brown to black glaze. Slanting abdomen of goat, rosette below. Pl. XI.

216. TS 668. Side sherd. G 7 SE. 5.5 x 6.3 cm. Reddish clay with grits and mica, creamy 
slip, light brownish glaze. Horizontal abdomen of goat, rosette below. Pl. XII. Similar (rosettes) : 
TS 1053 G 8 SW, TS 3002 L 8 SE.

217. TS 804. Side sherd. G 8 SE. 2.6x2.3 cm. Red clay with few grits and mica, creamy 
slip, brown to red glaze. Rosette. Pl. XII.

218. TS 1168. Side sherds. G 11 SW. 11.0x7.0 cm. Reddish to buff clay, creamy slip, 
black glaze. Hind legs of goat, between them dot and in front rosette and slim stripe, leg(?). 
Pl. XII.

219. TS 2097. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 3.4 x 5.0 cm. Pink clay, white slip, reddish to dark 
brown glaze. Rosette and foot of goat. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 321 G 5 SE.

220. TS 1482. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 4.5 x 3.5 cm. Reddish clay, whitish slip, red glaze. 
Rosette and slim vertical stripe. Pl. XII. Similar (rosette): TS 1500 P 11 NW.

221. TS 1443. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 6.5 x 6.0 cm. Red to buff clay, white slip, brown 
glaze. Hind leg of goat and slim vertical stripe, between them a small cross. Pl. XII.

222. TS 1485. Side sherd. Gil SE. 2.5 x 4.5 cm. Reddish to buff clay, creamy slip, brown 
glaze. Hind foot of goat, angular ornament. Pl. XII.

223. TS 1451. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 5.5 x 7.5 cm. Reddish to buff clay, white slip, black 
glaze. Hook shaped design, dots. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 1714 G 15 NE, TS 2661 L 8 SE.

224. TS 5628. Two side sherds, glued. H 11 NE. 14.0x9.0 cm. Dark brownish clay, white 
smooth slip, brown glaze. Sloping stripe crossed by small stripes in field; red added on two of 
the five horizontal bands below. Pl. XII.

225. TS 3575. Side sherd. G 13. 7.0 x 4.0 cm. Light brown clay, grey in core, yellowish 
slip, black glaze. Black-figured. Fragmentary hind part and abdomen of animal, faint traces 
of incisions on abdomen; red added on body as well as on the solid rosette. Pl. XII. Similar: 
TS 30 G 5 NE (abdomen), TS 1150 Gil SW (rosette).

226. TS 1162. Side sherd. Gil SE. 4.0 x 2.0 cm. Reddish clay with some mica, whitish 
slip, red to brown glaze. Black-figure. Rosette with incisions radiating from incised circle. 
Pl. XII.

227. TS 1341. Shoulder sherd. G 8 SE. 5.6 x 4.0 cm. Reddish clay, creamy slip, red glaze. 
On shoulder, curved stripe and two pointed ones, white stripes added on the broad horizontal 
band, below meander. Pl. XII.

228. TS 2883. Shoulder/side or bottom sherd. J 8 SE. 5.2 x 3.5 cm. Fine light brown clay, 
greyish slip, red glaze. Point of single ray and two close-set ones, curved band crossing some of 
the narrow horizontal bands below. Pl. XII.

229. TS 1832. Shoulder sherd. G 15 NE. 6.5 x 5.0 cm. Fine light brown clay, white slip, 
black glaze. Two rays of different width. Pl. XII.

230. TS 2096. Shoulder/side sherd. P 11 NW. 4.0 x 4.2 cm. Light buff clay, white slip 
with greenish tinge, black to brown glaze. Part of floral design(?); white added for stripes on 
band below. Pl. XII.

231. TS 3396. Shoulder sherd. H 11 NW. 4.8x4.5 cm. Dark red, coarse, gritty clay, 
creamy slip, brown glaze. Two opposed, curved stripes. Pl. XII.
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232. TS 2725. Shoulder sherd(?). L 8 SE. 3.3x3.0 cm. Red clay, whitish-greyish slip, 
black glaze. Part of floral design(?). Pl. XII.

233. TS 1386. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 4.5 x 5.0 cm. Reddish buff clay, yellowish slip, black 
glaze. Irregular design, graffito in field. Pl. XII. Fig. g.

234. TS 3652. Side sherd. G 13. 13.0x11.0 cm. Light brown clay, greyish white slip, 
brown to black glaze. At top, glazed field (panel ?); below, two bands of different width sepa
rated by narrow ones, white stripe added on the broadest of the bands, point of ray at bottom. 
Pl. XII.

235. TS 3513. Side sherd. G 5 NE. 3.6 x 3.1 cm. Buff sandy clay, whitish slip, brown 
glaze. Group of three dots in field, below broad band with white-red-white stripes added, 
meander at bottom. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 3579 G 13 NW.

236. TS 921. Side sherd with root of handle. P 11 NW. 3.9x2.9 cm. Reddish clay, yellow 
slip, red glaze. Root of handle glazed ; two white stripes added on the glazed field below. Pl. XII.

237. TS 2712. Side sherd. L 8 SE. 4.0 x 5.0 cm. Red clay, white slip, red glaze. At top 
meander, narrow and broad band below, white stripes added on the latter, ray at bottom. 
Pl. XII.

238. TS 207. Side sherd. G 5 NW. 10.2x8.2 cm. Fine, light brown clay, creamy slip,
black to brown glaze. At top meander, one broad band with red-white-red stripes added below, 
traces of glazed field at bottom. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 529 H 5 SE, TS 1344 H 5 NE, TS 1446 
P 11 NW, TS 1940 F 16 SW, TS 2564 H 11 NW, TS 3534 G 5 NW, TS 3744 G 14.

239. TS 669. Side sherd. G 8 SE. 3.4 x 3.6 cm. Reddish clay with few grits and mica,
creamy slip, black to red glaze. Hook meander, glaze below. Pl. XII.

240. TS 1683. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 7.5 x 4.8 cm. Light red to brown clay with some white
grits, light buff slip, red glaze. Quick waveline enframed by narrow and broad bands, on latter
an added white stripe. Pl. XII. Similar (white slip): TS 1080 G 8 SW, TS 1989 G 8 NW.

241. TS 1180. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 5.0x6.0 cm. Fine buff clay, white slip, brown glaze. 
Two broad bands. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 1800 G 7 SE, TS 1877 G 19, TS 2639 L 8 SE, TS 4408 
G 10 NE.

242. TS 1278. Side/bottom sherds. P 11 SW. 7.0 x 6.5 cm. Light reddish to buff clay 
with few grits, light buff slip, black glaze. Chequers, rays below. Pl. XII. Similar (white slip): 
TS 1342 G 8 SE, TS 4409 G 10 NE.

243. TS 1186. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 8.0 x 9.0 cm. Reddish, somewhat micaceous clay, 
black core, creamy slip, red glaze. Two broad bands with added white stripes, point of ray 
below. Pl. XII. Similar: TS 1108 G 8 SW, TS 2878 J 8 SE.

244. TS 611. Neck sherd. G 5 SE. 4.5 x 4.5 cm. Reddish clay with few grits, white slip, 
red glaze. Cable with inserted leaves. Pl. XI1. Similar: TS 854 G 11 SE, TS 3611 G 13, TS 4714 
Surface.

245. TS 1086. Side/bottom sherd. G 8 SW. 9.6 x 6.6 cm. Red, somewhat porous clay, 
whitish slip, brown to black glaze. One broad and two narrow bands, radiating rays below. 
Pl. XIII. Similar: TS 536 F 5 SE, TS 1679 F 5 SE.

246. TS 1681. Side/bottom sherd. G 11 SW. 9.5x7.5 cm. Brick-red clay with white grits, 
white slip, brown glaze. Broad and narrow band, point of ray below. Pl. XIII. Similar: TS 379 
G 8 SE, TS 1085 G 8 SW, TS 1194 G 11 SW, TS 1696 G 5 SW.

247. TS 2251. Bottom sherd with ring foot. J 8 SE. 12.2x3.9 cm. Brown clay, white 
slip, brown glaze. Rays radiating from the glazed foot. Red dipinto under foot. Pl. XIII. Fig. g.

248. TS 849. Bottom sherd with ring foot. G 11 NW. H. c. 4.0 cm. Hard, gritty red clay, 
reddish slip, black glaze. Two rays radiating from the glazed foot. Pl. XIII.

249. TS 3508. Bottom sherd with ring foot. G 5 NE. Org. diam. of foot c. 10.0 cm. Reddish 
clay, whitish slip, black to brown glaze. Three rays of different width radiating from the glazed 
foot. Pl. XIII.
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250. TS 1169. Bottom sherd with ring foot. Gil SW. 4.5 x 7.5 cm. Dark buff clay with 
white grits, core black, white slip, brown glaze. Foot and lower part of side glazed. Pl. XIII. 
Similar: TS 1192 G 11 SW, TS 1195 G 11 SW, TS 2688 L 8 SE.

251. TS 1357. Double-roll handle. F 5 SE. 10.5x2.0 cm. Red clay with grits, creamy slip, 
red glaze. Two rows of dots, glazed band at handle-root, slim vertical band in shoulder field. 
Pl. XIII. Similar: TS 33 G 5 SE, TS 1174 G 11 SE, TS 1492 P 11 NW.

252. TS 1730. Side sherd. H 5 NE. 4.0 x 5.0 cm. Reddish to buff clay, black glaze. Glaz
ed all over, incised decoration: probably inner part of lotus-flower, “above” narrow white 
band added. Pl. XIII. Similar: TS 96 E 8 NE.

253. TS 3824. Side sherd. H 11 NW. 3.6 x 2.8 cm. Yellowish, somewhat gritty clay, 
brownish to violet glaze. Glazed all over, incised decoration: floral(?). Pl. XIII.

Kraters.
254. TS 1339. Shoulder sherd. G 8 SE. 6.5x9.0 cm. Light buff clay, creamy slip, brown 

glaze. Exterior: vertical panel, corner palmette in field, rosette with festoon border and four-leaf 
flower with inserted dots. Interior:(?). Pl. XIII.

255. TS 597. Shoulder/side sherds. G 11 SW. C. 12.4 xc. 8.7 cm. Reddish clay with grits 
and mica, creamy slip, light brown glaze. Exterior: vertical panel, hind leg of animal in field, 
behind it vertical slim ray; below, broad band and meander. Interior:(?). Pl. XIII.

256. TS 1452. Neck/shoulder sherd. G 11 SW. 7.0x5.5 cm. Red clay with some grits and 
mica, whitish slip, black glaze. Exterior: neck glazed, vertical panel, frieze of pendent tongues; 
below, group of pendent dots. Interior: neck glazed with white and red bands added. Pl. XIII.

257. TS 2098. Shoulder sherd. P 11 NW. 9.2 x 7.0 cm. Light brown clay, chalky white 
slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Exterior: frieze of pendent tongues, vertical panel, griffin with 
tall neck in field, rounded design at bottom, corner-palmette, irregular designs in front of griffin. 
Interior: plain. Pl. XIII. Similar (no griffin): TS 302 F 5 SE, TS 2625 J 8 SE.

258. TS 2269. Shoulder sherd. G 7 SE. 5.1 x 5.2 cm. Dark brown gritty clay, yellowish 
slip, light to dark brown glaze. Vertical panel, filling-ornament with added red in field. Interior: 
plain. Pl. XIII.

259. TS 2324. Neck/shoulder sherd. L 8 SE. 9.3 x 6.4 cm. Brick-red, very gritty clay, 
whitish slip, brown glaze. Black-figure. Exterior: neck glazed, vertical panel, in field hindpart 
of animal. Interior: glazed, white band added on neck. Pl. XIII.

260. TS 3057. Shoulder/side sherd. G 14. 7.0 x 4.4 cm. Grey-brown, micaceous clay, white 
slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Vertical panel, in field wing(?) with added red, solid star-rosette, 
small group of tips below. Interior:)?). Pl. XIII.

261. TS 662. Shoulder/side sherd. G 8 SE. 9.3x10.5 cm. Light brownish clay with mica, 
creamy slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Vertical panel, tail of bird in field, corner palmette; red 
and white added for stripes on the two bands below. Pl. XIII.

262. TS 667. Neck/shoulder sherd. G 8 SW. 5.6 x 4.7 cm. Reddish clay with grits and 
mica, creamy slip, red glaze. Black-figure. Vertical panel, head of lion in field. Interior:)?). 
Pl. XIII.

263. TS 2150. Shoulder sherds. P 11 NW. 13.7x7.7 cm. Light grey clay, thin greyish 
slip, black glaze. Black-figure. Vertical panel; in field, blob-rosette and hindpart of bull with 
added red on belly. Interior: plain. Pl. XIII.

264. TS 2323. Shoulder sherd. L 8 SE. 3.9 x 5.1 cm. Reddish, very gritty clay, creamy 
slip, black to brown glaze. Vertical panel; in field, group of four small stripes, above frieze of 
pendent tongues. Interior:)?). Pl. XIII.

265. TS 4514. Sûkâs I 60 no. 1 fig. 25 d pl. 4. Shoulder sherd. G 13 NW. 4.5 x 4.0 cm. 
Buff clay, creamy slip, brownish glaze. Vertical panel with graffito: da. Pl. XIV. Fig. g. Similar 
(no graffiti): TS 659 P 11 NW, TS 828 G 11 SE.
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266. TS 1284. Rim/neck/shoulder sherd. Pil SW. 10.0x2.5 cm, h. c. 4.0 cm, org. diam. 
c. 21.5 cm. Reddish clay with white grits, whitish slip, black glaze. Rim: continuous meander 
on topside, vertical stripes on edge. Exterior: neck glazed, frieze of pendent tongues on shoulder. 
Interior: glazed; at top, three white bands added. Pl. XIV. Fig. d. Similar: TS 29 G 5 NE, 
TS 269 G 11 SE, TS 2095 P 11 NW.

267. TS 1213. Rim/neck/shoulder sherd. G 11 SE. 3.0 x 5.0 cm, org. diam. c. 22.0 cm. 
Light reddish clay with white grits, white slip, red glaze. Rim: meander on topside, vertical 
stripes on edge. Exterior: neck glazed, frieze of pendent tongues on shoulder. Interior: glazed, 
white band added at top. Pl. XIV. Fig. d. Similar (red sometimes added on the interior): 
TS 3 Surface, TS 92 E 8 NE, TS 265 G 5 SE, TS 313 G 8 SW, TS 318 G 5 SE, TS 609 G 5 
SW, TS 678 G 11 SE, TS 774 G 7 SE, TS 821 G 11 SW, TS 1110 G 8 SW, TS 1285 P 11 SW, 
TS 1298 P 11 NW, TS 1798 F 16 SW, TS 2144 L 8 SE, TS 2571 H 11 NW, TS 2575 H 11 
NW, TS 2619 J 8 SE, TS 2723 L 8 SE, TS 3383 H 11 NW, TS 3512 G 5 NE, TS 3546 G 5 
NE, TS 3610 G 13, TS 3666 G 14, TS 3736 G 14, TS 4404 G 14 NW, TS 4802 G 10 SE.

268. TS 1790. Handle-plate with rim sherd. F 15 SE. C. 7.0 x 3.5 cm, h. of handle 3.0 cm. 
Red brown clay with grits, (slip not mentioned), brown glaze. Plate: meander on topside, 
edges glazed, rim: traces of meander. Pl. XIV. Similar: TS 2538 Surface, TS 2586 H 11 NW.

269. TS 83. Handle-plate with rim sherd and root of handle. G 15 SE. 7.7 x2.5 cm. Light 
brown clay, white slip with greenish tinge, black glaze. Plate: four clubs on topside, edges and 
handle-root: glazed, rim: meander. Pl. XIV.

270. TS 351. Handle-plate with rim sherd and root of loop-handle. Surface. 8.0 x 5.5 cm. 
Light brown clay, creamy white slip, light reddish-brown glaze. Decoration similar to no. 269. 
Fig. d.

271. TS 3844. Handle-plate with rim sherd and root of handle. Surface, W-slope. 9.2 x 6.0 
cm, h. of handle 2.7 cm. Reddish clay with few grits, creamy slip, black to brown glaze. Plate: 
three rays on topside, edges glazed, rim: meander. Pl. XIV. Similar: TS 3428 H 11, TS 3466 
H 11 NE.

272. TS 4401. Handle-plate with rim sherd and root of handle. G 10 NE. 4.8 x 1.5 cm. 
Light brownish clay, with dark and light grits, mica, yellowish slip, black glaze. Plate: six rays 
on topside, edges glazed, rim: meander. Pl. XIV. Similar: TS 779 G 7 SE.

273. TS 4913. Handle-plate with fragment of loop-handle. G/H 14. 7.0 x 7.0 cm, h. of 
handle 3.0 cm. Light brownish clay, yellowish slip, brownish glaze. Plate: on topside, volute 
pair with inserted leaf, volutes connected to the edge by small stripes, underside and edges 
glazed. Pl. XIV. Fig. d.

274. TS 2311. Handle-plate with rim sherd and root of handle. F 16 SW. 8.5x5.0 cm. 
Brown, very gritty clay, whitish slip, brown glaze. Plate: three linked circles with buds be
tween, rim: meander, root of handle: glazed. Pl. XIV.

Kraters or dirtoi.
275. TS 2093. Rim/shoulder sherd. P 11 NW. 4.5 x 7.9 cm. Pink clay, creamy white slip, 

brown and orange glaze. Collar of rim sloping on the exterior. Rim: meander, exterior: frieze 
of pendent tongues, below broad band with white-red-white stripes added, in field two small 
pendent strokes and a curved one (slanting back of animal?). Interior: plain. Pl. XIV.

276. TS 1444. Rim sherd. P 11 NW. 2.5x2.0 cm. Light buff clay, creamy slip, brown 
glaze. Square with quatrefoil inserted in meander. Pl. XIV.

277. TS 4528. Shoulder sherd. H 11 SE. 4.6x9.8 cm. Reddish clay, core grey, creamy 
slip, red glaze. Black-figure. At top, small codron covered by slip. Exterior: glazed, incised 
decoration: upper part of three pendent lotus flowers linked by double incisions, inserted leaves. 
Interior: slipped. Pl. XIV.

278. TS 2238. Bottom/side sherd. G 15 SE. 17.9x12.0 cm. Red, very gritty clay, yellow

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid.Selsk. 6, no. 2. 
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slip, red glaze. Exterior: at top, rosette with festoon border, solid star-rosette and group of 
strokes at ground line, below hook meander enframed by broad bands with added white stripes, 
at bottom several rays with dot-rosettes between. Interior: glazed; two red and four white 
bands added. Pl. XIV.

279. TS 1044. Side sherd. G 7 SE. 6.0 x 5.3 cm. Red clay, white grits, white slip, black 
to brown glaze. Exterior: half-rosette at ground line, below quick waveline enframed by broad 
bands, narrow one at bottom. Interior: glazed, red and white bands added. Pl. XIV.

280. TS 4630. Shoulder sherd. H 10 NE. 4.0 x 5.5 cm. Light yellow-brown clay, creamy 
slip, brownish glaze. Exterior: frieze of pendent tongues, small and larger dots in field. Interior: 
slipped. Pl. XIV.

281. TS 292. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. Surface, F 5 W-slope. 10.1 x5.5 cm. Pink 
clay, creamy white slip, orange glaze. Exterior: root of neck glazed, frieze of pendent tongues, 
back of animal below. Interior: neck glazed. Pl. XIV. Similar: TS 3831 G 13.

282. TS 4620. Side sherd. H 10 NE. 4.0 x 2.5 cm. Brownish clay, creamy slip, brown 
glaze. Black-figure. Exterior: forepart of lion with frontal head, red added on neck. Interior: 
glazed. Pl. XIV.

Bowls.
283. TS 636. Side sherd. G 16 SW. 6.7 x c. 5.0 cm. Reddish clay with grits, creamy slip, 

red glaze. Black-figure. Exterior: hindpart of beast and rounded design (point of leaf of handle 
palmette?), solid star-rosette and group of strokes at ground line, red and white added for 
stripes on band below. Interior: glazed. Pl. XIV.

284. TS 2152. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 4.3 x 4.6 cm. Red clay, white creamy slip, red to 
brown glaze. Black-figure. Exterior: marching bull, added red on belly and hind flank, below 
waveline enframed by two bands. Interior: glazed, white-red-white stripes added. Pl. XIV.

Fruit-stands.
285. TS 1125. Bottom sherd with upper part of stem. G 11 SE. 6.0 x 2.7 cm. Dull, red- 

brown clay with grits, light buff slip, black glaze. Exterior: two narrow bands, stem glazed. 
Interior: four buds, four leaves, central dot and two circles, tondo enframed by narrow and 
broad band. Pl. XIV.

286. TS 2928. Bottom sherd with stem and root of splaying foot. J 8 SE. 5.2 x 5.5 cm. 
Light brown, very gritty clay, white slip, black glaze. Exterior: no description. Interior: 
stalks and bottoms of four leaves and four buds, central dot and two circles. Pl. XIV.

287. TS 3067. Bottom sherd with root of stem. G 14. W. 8.7 cm. Brownish clay, grey in 
core, (slip not mentioned), red glaze. Exterior: four narrow bands, stem plain. Interior: two 
buds and tongue, central dot and two circles, tondo enframed by broad band. Pl. XIV.

288. TS 595. Rim/side sherds. G 11 SE. W. c 8.9 cm, org. diam. c. 20.6 cm. Reddish 
gritty clay with mica, white slip, black glaze. Exterior: three narrow bands, the low vertical 
rim glazed. Interior: waveline, three bands (glaze-red-glaze) and two narrow ones, point 
of radiating bud or leaf. Pl. XV. Similar: TS 1179 G 11 SW, TS 2996 H 11 NW, TS 3377 
H 11 NW.

289. TS 4645. Side sherd. G 10 SE. 5.5 x5.9 cm. Brownish, somewhat gritty and micaceous 
clay, (slip not mentioned), brown glaze. Exterior: three narrow bands, interior: outmost hook 
meander and narrow band with white and red stripes added, inner frieze group of five tongues 
and part of large rosette. Pl. XV.

290. TS 4689. Side sherd. H 10 SE. 2.7 x 4.0 cm. Light brownish, somewhat gritty clay, 
creamy slip, brownish glaze. Exterior: two narrow bands. Interior: outmost squares with 
quatrefoil and dots, broad band with white and red stripes added, inner frieze four or five 
tongues and part of bud, central dot and two circles. Pl. XV.
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291. TS 610. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 4.2x4.2 cm. Pink gritty and micaceous clay, creamy 
slip, black to brownish glaze. Exterior: two narrow bands and grafitto. Interior: in outer 
frieze, bud linked to flower(?) red added, broad band with white and red stripes added, in inner 
frieze, scjuares with quatrefoil and dots, innermost band with white and red stripes added. 
Pl. XV. Fig. g.

Fruit-stands or dishes.
292. TS 4837. Side sherd. H 11 NE. 3.7 x 2.3 cm. Rather fine brownish clay, creamy slip, 

red brown glaze. Exterior: one narrow band. Interior: bottom of flower linked to bud. Pl. XV.
293. TS 1052. Side sherd. G 8 SW. 4.8x4.7 cm. Dark brown, very gritty clay, whitish 

slip, black glaze. Exterior: one narrow band. Interior: group of tongues, band above. Pl. XV.

Plate.
294. TS 608. Side/bottom sherd, ring foot with groove. G 5 SW. 4.9x4.8 cm. Reddish, 

gritty and micaceous clay, creamy slip, black to brown glaze. Exterior: plain. Interior: bird 
and floral ornament, glaze(?) at border above. Pl. XV.

Dishes.
295. TS 352. Rim sherd with suspension-hole through outer part of side. Surface. 6.7 x 6.0 

cm. Light brown to pinkish clay, light grey in core, white slip, black glaze. Exterior: edge of 
rim glazed. Interior: chain of lotus flowers and buds on rim. Pl. XV.

296. TS 1015. Rim/side/bottom sherd with ring foot. H 5 NE. 6.0x4.4 cm. Dark buff clay 
with some grits, creamy slip, black glaze. Three suspension-holes through rim. Exterior: group 
of two narrow bands and one around foot. Interior: hook meander on rim; on side, three bands 
(glaze-red-glaze) and two narrow ones, point of bud and leaf. Pl. XV.

297. TS 1147. Rim/side sherd. G 11 SW. 5.0x10.1 cm. Dark red clay with grits and mica, 
creamy slip, brown glaze. Exterior: three narrow bands. Interior: hook meander on rim, two 
broad bands and central bud and leaf on side. No added colour. Pl. XV. Similar: TS 48 Surface, 
TS 85 E 8 NE, TS 296 G 5 SE, TS 304 F 5 SE, TS 347 G 7 SE/G 8 SW, TS 1079 G 8 SW, TS 
1081 G 8 SW, TS 1103 G 8 SW, TS 1141 G 11 SW, TS 1397 P 11 NW, TS 2687 L 8 SE, TS 
3048 G 16, TS 3378 H 11 NW, TS 3465 H 11 NE, TS 3603 G 13, TS 3714 G 14, TS 4402 G 10 
NE.

298. TS 1340. Rim/side sherd. FI 5 NE. 8.5 x 7.0 cm. Dark buff gritty clay, whitish slip, 
black glaze. Exterior: four narrow bands. Interior: hook meander on rim(?), two broad and 
two narrow bands, central leaf on side. Pl. XV.

299. TS 2110. Side/bottom sherd with ring foot. P 11 NW. 5.1 x6.0 cm. Pink clay, creamy 
slip, reddish brown glaze. Exterior: narrow band on foot. Interior: two(?) buds and one leaf, 
one of the buds(?) turned down. Pl. XV.

300. TS 1517. Rim/side/bottom sherd with ring foot. G 5 SE. 10.0x5.0 cm, h. 4.0 cm. 
Reddish gritty clay, creamy slip, red glaze. Exterior: four narrow bands, foot glazed. Interior: 
transversal stripe on rim; on side, three bands (glaze-red-glaze) and one narrow one, cross and 
remnant of bud or leaf. Pl. XV.

301. TS 2620. Rim/side/bottom sherds with ring foot. J 8 SE. 10.5x11.0 cm. Brown clay 
with white grits, white slip, black glaze. Exterior: two narrow bands. Interior: hook meander 
on rim; on side, three bands (glaze-red-glaze) and two narrow ones, lotus flower and bud. 
Pl. XV.

302. TS 238. Rim/side sherds. P 11 SW. 10.7x8.5 cm. Pink clay, creamy slip, brownish 
glaze. Exterior: narrow bands, dots on edge of rim. Interior: hook meander on rim; on side, 
two broad bands with added red stripes, three narrow bands, point of central bud or leaf. 
Pl. XV. Similar: TS 26 E 8 SE, TS 330 G 5 SE, TS 338 H 5 NE, TS 810 G 8 SE, TS 2497 
P 11 NW.
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303. TS 1105. Rim/side/bottom sherd with ring foot. G 8 SE. 7.0x5.0 cm. Dark brownish 
very micaceous clay, whitish slip, red glaze. Exterior: no description. Interior: hook meander 
on rim; on side, two broad bands, point of bud or leaf and radiating waveline. Pl. XV.

304. TS 5632. Rim/side/bottom sherds with ring foot. H 12. Org. diam. c. 20.0 cm, h. 
4.5 cm. Dark brownish clay, thin light slip, brown glaze. Exterior: upper part, three bands, 
broad band at junction with foot and on foot. Interior: on rim and side, broad and narrow 
bands (glaze-red-glaze), buds alternating with groups of two tongues. Pl. XV. Fig. d.

305. TS 1271. Rim/side sherds. P 11 SW. 4.0 x 8.0 cm, 5.4 x 8.5 cm. Reddish buff clay 
with few mica, whitish slip, red glaze. Suspension-hole below rim. Exterior: no description. 
Interior: broad band on rim; on side, broad and narrow band, point of tongue. Pl. XV.

Banded dishes.
306. TS 1076. Rim sherds. G 8 SW. 6.1 x2.4 cm, 4.0 x 2.0 cm. Red, very gritty clay, black 

glaze. Exterior: no description. Interior: rim glazed, groups of four white transversal stripes 
added. Pl. XV. Similar-. TS 1111 G 8 SE.

307. TS 1037. Rim/side/bottom sherds with ring foot. G 7 SE. 14.4x3.4 cm. Very mica
ceous red clay with some grits, black glaze. Two suspension-holes through rim. Exterior: no 
description. Interior: glaze on rim, two groups of white transversal stripes added, one band on 
side. Pl. XV.

308. TS 1988. Rim/side sherd. G 8 NW. 4.0 x 2.5 cm. Fine brown clay, black glaze. Ex
terior: graffito. Interior: band on rim and at junction of side. Pl. XV. Fig. g. Similar: TS 3577 
G 13 NW (no graffito).

309. TS 533. Rim sherd. P 11 SW. Org. diam. c. 10.0 cm, h. c. 2.2 cm. Reddish clay with 
white grits, red glaze. Exterior: band on rim. Interior: band on rim and immediately below 
rim. Pl. XV.

XIII
Chian Vases

The ceramic series from Chios are poorly represented among the finds from Tall 
Sükäs; most of the pieces are late, only the two jugs, 320 321, seem to be from the 
7th century. The chalice fragments, 310-318, display examples of three types of de
coration of the first half of the 6th century; Animal Style chalices, Simple Figure 
chalices and Plain chalices.397 310, and possibly 311, 313 and 317, have belonged to 
Animal Style chalices. On the interior of 310 part of an elaborate lotus flower occurs,398 
whereas 311 has a row of buds radiating from two narrow bands — instead of a flower. 
The decoration of the latter looks similar to that of phialai,399 but 311 is decorated on 
the exterior like the chalices in question.400 The dots flanked by two narrow bands on 
313 might be part of a large volute composition like that on some of the Chian Wild 
Goat chalices of the late 7th century,401 only a rim ornament as on 313 is not found on

397 For references, see Emporio, 157 notes 2-5, 158 notes 1-2.
399 Emporio, 157.732 pl. 59, Tocra, 58.774 pl. 40.
399 Lambrino, Vases, 305-306.12-13 figs. 295-297 pl. 3 and perhaps Naukratis I pl. 5.1-2.
400 The decoration of the phialai is very restricted, usually consisting only of horizontal, narrow 

stripes, see note 397 and BSA 60 1965, 141.13-15 pls. 43-44.
401 E. Langlotz, Griechische Vasen, Martin von Wagner-Museum der Universität Würzburg, München 

1932, pl. 13 below. 
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chalices earlier than those of the Animal Style; the latter generally continues the Wild 
Goat tradition.402 The other fragment, 317, might possibly belong to an Animal Style 
chalice too; a roundel without transversal stripes is not usual in Chian, but occurs 
on a fragment from Naukratis.403 312 is from a plain chalice with tall, slightly offset 
walls and shallow body; the probably tall, conical foot is not preserved. The shape is 
quite similar to that of the Simple Figure chalices, of which some have been found in 
Deposit II in Tocra.404 Two tiny sherds, 314-315, may be connected with Simple 
Figure chalices, on account of their rim ornaments.405 The rim fragment 316 has only 
a narrow band on the edge, and though some of the latest of the chalices are without 
any particular rim ornament,406 316 may just as well have belonged to other shapes.407 
because of its finding place 318 is assigned to Period G2. The only fragment with 
figure representation is 319; the seated sphinx is rendered in silhouette with reserved 
details. The fragment is plain on the interior and should thus belong to a closed vase; 
but the frieze of boxes below makes 319 resemble the domed Chian lids which 
usually have black-figure decoration.408 Seated sphinxes are very popular on the 
latter,409 and one of the early black-figure fragments from Thasos indeed displays 
similarity with the figure of our sphinx,410 but the same holds good for a sphinx on 
an Animal Style chalice where the technique employed is the same as on 319.411 
Therefore our fragment, though clearly showing Fikellura affinities, is tentatively 
classified as Chian, i.e. from a bowl with domed lid rendered not as usual in black
figure technique, but in that of the Animal Style chalices.412 Only one of the two jugs 
320-321 has a white slip, i.e. 320, but the surface of 321 is so worn that we cannot tell 
if it has not been slipped,413 and the band system of the latter makes an ascription to 
Chios reasonable. 320 might belong to the last quarter of the 7th century, like most of 

402 Compare the fragment in Oxford, CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 5.6. Rim ornaments similar to that 
of 313 are often connected with the “Z.2 writer”, BSA 47 1952, 161, 166-167.45, 62, 64 pl. 34.13-16, BSA 51 
1956, 57 note 1, 58.

403 Naukratis I pl. 5.25.
404 Tocra, 58-60, Type III; the latest pottery in Deposit II is about 565 B.C.
405 Like Tocra, 59.783-785 pl. 42; but we cannot be definite about the vase shape, kantharoi have 

similar rims, see below note 407. It is on fragments of this sort that inscriptions, dedications to Chian and to 
Naukratite deities, occur, see BSA 47 1952, 159-170 and BSA 51 1956, 56-59. J. Boardman has suggested 
that the factory for the latter was at Naukratis“ . . . near the places of dedication”, and it cannot be excluded 
that the vases to which our fragments belonged may have been manufactured at Naukratis.

406 Simple Figure chalices: Tocra, 59.792-794 pls. 44-45, black-figured chalices : ibid. 59.787 pl. 44, 
plain chalices: ibid. 59-60.797 pl. 45; most of them are small chalices.

407 Like, for instance, kantharoi or phialai, BSA 47 1952, 159, Emporio, 157.
408 The Chian lids are usually slipped on the interior and occasionally decorated with friezes, BSA 51 

1956, 58 note 1, Emporio, 166 note 2; as mentioned, our fragment is plain on the interior.
409 Emporio, 166.824 fig. 115 pl. 62.
410 ÉThas 7, 40.24 pl. 13.
411 Emporio, 157.724 fig. 106 pl. 58.
412 The tails of the sphinx on our fragment, and on the one from Thasos (see note 410) and the one 

from Emporio (see note 411), are clearly related to the Wild Goat tradition, see Samos V pl. 124, whereas 
the tails of the figures on the Simple Figure chalices and on vases in black-figure are usually placed higher 
up the buttocks, see Tocra, 59.781, 784 pls. 41-42, Emporio, 166.824 pl. 62, JHS 44 1924, pl. 12. For a seated 
sphinx on a Fikellura amphora, see CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 6.4 (BSA 34 1933/34, 10.El).

413 The latest of the Chian jugs are often unslipped, see Emporio, 144; but, as mentioned, the lack of 
slip on 321 is not sufficient to term the jug late.
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the jugs from Emporio.414 Most similar to 321 both in proportions and decoration is a 
jug from Kofina found in Deposit II, where nothing earlier than the 6th century occurs,415 
nevertheless, the squatness of our jug is more pronounced than of the ones usually 
ascribed to the 6th century.416 A few fragments, 322-325, of the wide-spread Chian 
wine-amphorae appeared too on Tall Sükäs.417 322-324 are slipped like the earliest 
wine-amphorae from the late 7th and the early part of the 6lh century.418 322 is from 
a rather tall neck, the profile is straight and the lip only moderately thickened; these 
are features which distinguish our fragment from the 7th century amphorae,419 and 
connect it with the more pronounced spindle-shaped type.420 The latter may have 
developed around 600 B.C.; some occur in CypArc II graves,421 and a fragmentary, 
re-used amphora from Tell Defenneh was sealed with carthouches of King Amasis.422 
The casual drawing of 323 assigns the fragments to the same type as 322 and the same 
holds good for 324.423 325424 is unslipped, a tendency which appeared already in 
the first half of the 6th century.425 The swelling neck and the dotted theta place this 
fragment late in the Chian series, perhaps as late as the beginning of the 5th 
century.426

Chalices.
310. TS 234. Side sherd. G 8 SE. 2.4 x 1.3 cm. Reddish grey clay, milky-white slip, black 

glaze. Exterior: slipped. Interior: glazed, part of lotus flower with white outlines and red 
interiors. Pl. XVI.

311. TS 2338. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 4.6 x 2.0 cm. Light red clay with dark grits, yellow 
slip, black to brown glaze. Exterior: slipped, frieze of Z’s enframed by three bands; at top, 
single dot; at bottom, slim sloping band. Interior: four buds with white outlines and red in
teriors radiating from two curved stripes, below white point. Pl. XVI.

414 Emporio, 144-145.592-595 fig. 93 pl. 51 belonging to Period IV. For references to the similar 
Samian series, on which the bands never seem to be grouped as on the Chian jugs, see Emporio, 144 note 1 
and Agora XII.1, 78 note 11.

415 BSA 49 1954, 138.44 pl. 7. The band round the bottom is suggested to imitate a foot, see Agora 
XII.l 78.

416 Emporio, 145.596 pl. 51. The jugs from the Samian Bothros, closed c. 600 B.C., are definitely 
slimmer, see AM 74 1959, 27-32 Beilage 59, 73.1; the jug from the “Grand Dépôt” in Lindos has the same 
slim dimensions, Lindos I 618.2565 pl. 123.

417 Emporio, 178-180 with references; for antecedents, ibid, 137-138. See further Lambrino, Vases, 
95-132 figs. 62-90, Histria 2, 89-91.348-372 pls. 21-22, Materiali 103 1962, 11 fig. 4, BSA 60 1965, 139, 
ArchRep 1965/66, 34 fig. 12, BCH 93 1969, 448-449 fig. 25, Mégara Hyblaea 2, 83-84 pl. 70.1-2, 6, Xanthos 
IV 69-70.111 pl. 25, Agora XII.l, 200 note 4.

418 BSA 49 1954, 169, Emporio, 179 note 1.
416 BSA 53/54 1958/59, 16 fig. 4, BCH 88 1964, 137-140.218 fig. 50.
420 ArchRep 1965/66, 34 fig. 12.
421 BCH 88 1964, 138 note 7, 140.
422 W. M. Flinders Petrie and others, Tanis II. London 1888, 72 pl. 36.5: “white faced Greek amphora 

with red lines”, BSA 51 1956, 62 note 4, Boardman, GO, 32, 147 fig. 38.
423 Emporio, 137: “the upright handle regularly carries a vertical stripe, as do the sixth-century 

wine-amphorae”.
424 3 2 5 is found with a Phoenician jar (TS 4927), dated 600-475 B.C. Sükäs I 90 note 301.
425 BSA 49 1954, 169.
426 An identical neck is known from Kofina, BSA 49 1954, 139.51 fig. 8, 169, found in Deposit III 

which contains material from the end of the Archaic period. See further, Amphoras and the Ancient Wine 
Trade, Excavations of the Athenian Agora, Picture Book No. 6 1961, fig. 44.2 (P 24873). The dotted theta 
is known from the last quarter of the 6th century, but is not regular until the 5th, see L. H. Jeffery, The 
Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, Oxford 1961, 325, 335, 338 no. 48 pl. 65.
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312. TS 4386. AASyr 13 1963, 220 fig. 23, Emporio, 158 note 2. Side/bottom sherds with 
handle root. G 12 SW. 8.9 x 7.9 cm (one sherd). Brownish very gritty clay, with mica, yellowish 
slip, black to brown glaze. Exterior: handle-zone enframed by two narrow bands, six vertical 
stripes, row of V’s executed with multiple brush, root of handle glazed. Interior: glazed. Pl. XVI. 
Fig. d.

313. TS 2155. AASyr 10 1960, 127-28 fig. 16. Rim sherd. P 11 NW. 2.1x2.2 cm. Light 
brown clay with small white grits, creamy slip, black to brown glaze. Exterior: frieze of S’s 
enframed by four bands, dots superimposed on the uppermost one; in field, slightly curved 
row of dots flanked above by narrow band and below by glazed field. Interior: single leaf with 
white outlines and red interior. Pl. XVI. Similar (no decoration except that on the rim): TS 
2199 J 8 SE.

314. TS 2663. Rim sherd. L 8 SE. 2.2 x 1.5 cm. Light brownish clay, white slip, brown 
to black glaze. Exterior: frieze of small, slanting strokes enframed by four bands. Interior: 
glazed. Pl. XVI.

315. TS 4562. AASyr 13 1963, 220 fig. 25, Emporio, 157 note 5. Rim sherd. H 10 NE. 
2.5 x 1.5 cm. Greyish brown clay, creamy slip, light brown and black glaze. Exterior: frieze of 
dots enframed by two bands. Interior: glazed, two bands and dot in added white. Pl. XVI. 
Similar: TS 2664 L 8 SE.

316. TS 3581. Rim sherd. G 13 NW. 2.1x3.1 cm. Grey-brown, sandy clay, white slip, 
brown glaze. Exterior: slipped, band on edge. Interior: glazed, except for band at top. Pl. XVI.

317. TS 4801. Side sherd. G 10 SE. 1.8 x 1.2 cm. Dark brownish clay, thick, smooth 
yellow slip, brown to black glaze. Exterior: roundel with double contours and solid interior. 
Interior: part of lotus flower with white outlines and red interiors. Pl. XVI.

318. TS 4699. Side sherd. H 13 NW. 1.5 x 2.4 cm. Brownish somewhat gritty clay, thick 
white slip, black to brown glaze. Exterior: slipped, narrow and broad glazed band super
imposed. Interior: glazed, two white bands added. Pl. XVI.

Lid?
319. TS 2281. Fragment from upper part. F 16 SW. 2.7x4.0 cm. Red clay with a little 

mica, creamy slip, light brown to black glaze. Exterior: possibly four-leaf rosette, seated 
sphinx(?) with red added on thigh and belly, curved, reserved stripes at hip and another in the 
forepart of the wing; below, two narrow bands and frieze of boxes. Interior: plain. Pl. XVI. 

Jugs.
320. TS 4440. AASyr 13 1963, 220 fig. 24. Nearly intact. G 12 SE. H. 8.0 cm. Reddish 

brown clay, white slip, brownish glaze. Exterior: two bands below handle, on handle transversal 
stripes. Interior: band on rim. Pl. XVI.

321. TS 235. Handle missing, otherwise nearly complete. H 5 NE. H. 9.9 cm, diam. of 
foot 6.9 cm. Fine light brownish clay with some grits and mica, reddish brown glaze. Exterior: 
band on rim, two bands below handle. Interior: band on rim. Pl. XVI.

Amphorae.
322. TS 5637. Rim/neck sherd. H 12. 5.3x14.5 cm. Dark red, gritty clay, whitish slip, 

brown matt glaze. Rim glazed; on neck, pendent, slim, slightly curved stripe; at bottom, narrow 
horizontal band. Pl. XVI. Fig. d.

323. TS 1158-59. Neck/side sherds. Gil SW. 8.0 x 12.0 cm, 12.0 x 12.0 cm, 11.0 x 13.0 cm. 
Red gritty clay with few mica, white slip, red matt glaze. On neck, slim curved band, and below 
narrow horizontal band; on belly, another narrow band. Pl. XVI. Similar: TS 1224 G 11 NW, 
TS 2616 H 11 NW, TS 5650 H 12.

324. TS 1475. Handle. G 11 SW. 9.0x3.5 cm. Dark brown gritty clay, white slip, red matt 
glaze. Vertical band. Pl. XVI.
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325. TS 4928. Sükäs I 90 no. 6 fig. 32 c pl. 5. Fragmentary neck with handle roots. H 15. 
H. 10.0 cm, diam. 12.0 cm. Light reddish brown, very gritty clay, black glaze. Rim glazed, on 
both sides painted: 9. Pl. XVI. Fig. d.

XIV
Vroulian Cup

Surprisingly, a fragment of a Vroulian cup has appeared. This category is found 
only rarely outside Rhodes;427 overseas the cups are represented in Naukratis428 * and 
in Mersin, where two fragments have appeared.429a On account of the contexts in 
Vroulia the cups are dated to the first third of the 6th century.4290

427 Kinch, Vroulia, 174-185 pls. 10-12, CIRh III 28-29.2 figs. 11-12 (= CVA Rodi fase 2, II Dm, 
pl. 4) CIRh VI/VII 25-26.4 figs. 26-27, CVA Rodi fase 2, II Dm, pl. 3.1-2, Cook, Greek Painted Pottery, 
140-141.

428 JHS 44 1924, 188-189 figs. 14-17.
429:1 LAAA 26 1940, 117. IV pl. 49.3-4, Garstang, Mersin, 258.3-4 fig. 161.
428b See CVA Brit. Mus. fase. 8, 31 note 7.
430 BSA 34 1933/34, 1-98 pls. 1-19, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II D 1, pls. 1-14. For the overseas sites, 

see further ArchRep 1961/62, 37 fig. 10 (= AJA 71 1967, 500 pl. 115.12), Berytus 11 1955, 106.64-74 (74 = 
CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, Appendix B), Tocra, 42.586 pl. 29, Calif St Clas Arch 3 1970, 56-57 note 3, Tarsus III 
322-323.1603 pls. 107, 149 (compare Tarsus III 303.1483 pl. 100), Lambrino, Vases, 310-344 figs. 302-341 
pls. 4-6, Histria 2, 92-95.388-415 pls. 23-26, Fabricius, Arch Karta 1, 59 fig. 18, pls. 7.1, 9.5, 11.5, Sov Arch 
16 1952, 250 fig. 12.1, Materiali 50 1956, 43 fig. 8, 56 1957, 183 fig. 1.1, 185 fig. 2 b.l, 103 1962, 125 fig. 9.1-2, 
128 fig. 10 Al-8, 129 fig. 10B9-13, ArchRep 1962/63, 45 note 30. Xanthos IV 29-30, 36 pls. 4-5.

431 The expedition is most grateful to Professor M. E. Mellink who kindly made available photographs
of sherds kept at Bryn Mawr College from Forrer’s Soundings on Sükäs. Among these were several East 
Greek sherds, most of them replices of pieces included in the present catalogue, except one, a tripartite 
handle, which is probably from a Fikellura vase (see BSA 34 1933/34, 15 J 1 pl. 6, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, 
II D 1, pl. 3.3 = BSA 34 1933/34, 5 B 1) rather than from a vase in Wild Goat Style (see late 7th century: 
CVA Bibl. Nat. fase 1, pl. 4.5-6 (Kardara, A, 107.9), 6th Cent.: CVA Rodi fase 2, II Dh, pl. 7 (Kardara, 
208.2). See further, Villard, Marseille, 39 note 4. II 73.7

432 CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II D 1, pl. 13.1 (= BSA 34 1933/34, 5 B 4 Lion Group), Délos XV on the 
pl. 51 (= BSA 34 1933/34, 8 C 2 Group of BM B 117), whereas the cable ornament, more common 34 
earlier Fikellura vases (BSA 34 1933/34, 71-73) was enframed by short strokes from the beginning, B 
1933/34, 5-8 B Lion Group.

433 CVA Oxford fase 2, II D, pl. 6.1 (= BSA 34 1933/34, 22 L 14 Running Man Group); no. 14 is dated 
to the end of the third quarter of the 6th century.

326. TS 4693. Side sherd. H 11 SE. 3.0 x 2.5 cm. Red-brownish, somewhat gritty clay, 
black glaze. Exterior: incised leaves alternately in glaze and added red radiating from two 
incised curved stripes. Interior: similar leaves. Pl. XVI.

XV
Vases in Fikellura Style

Another of the possible Rhodian groups, the Fikellura vases,430 are sparsely 
represented too: less than ten sherds were found and registered, 3 2 7-331.431 Usually 
friezes of short vertical strokes enframe the meander as on 327, only the earliest of 
the vases with meanders on the neck are without these friezes;432 on the later vases 
they are canonic.433 The Altenburg Group, dated 550-540 B.C., seems to provide the 
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earliest examples,434 and this dating should thus be the earliest possible for 327. 328 
is without enframing friezes, so theoretically it might be earlier than 327 — the very 
delicate and careful drawing of the meander and the square connect the fragment 
with early vases like the Mykonos Group.435 Pendent lotus flowers, as the one on the 
shoulder sherd 329, occur on vases dated between c. 550 and 535 B.C.436

Indeterminate closed vases.
327. TS 2312. Neck sherd. F 16 SW. 3.2x2.4 cm. Reddish somewhat porous clay, with 

some mica, yellow slip, red brown glaze. At top small glazed codron. Frieze of short vertical 
strokes enframed by narrow bands, below remnants of meander. Pl. XVI.

328. TS 4419. Sükäs I 63 no. 18, 88 fig. 25 g pl. 4. Neck sherd. G 14 SE. 6.5 x 8.9 cm. 
Light, reddish very micaceous clay, yellow slip, brownish glaze. Reserved metope with meander 
and squares with quatrefoil and inserted dots. Pl. XVI.

329. TS 2629. Shoulder sherd. F 15 SW. 4.0x3.3 cm. Red, very micaceous clay, white 
slip, red glaze. Pendent lotus flower, narrow bands. Pl. XVI.

330. TS 625. Side sherd. G 11 SE. C. 3.5 x 3.3 cm. Reddish clay with mica, yellow-white 
slip, red glaze. Two friezes of crescents, separated by two narrow bands. Pl. XVI.

331. TS 575. Side sherd. G 11 SW. 2.5x2.3 cm. Red clay with mica, white slip, red glaze. 
Frieze of crescents, below/above frieze of short vertical strokes. Pl. XVI. Similar; TS 598 G 11 
SW, TS 1102 G 8 SW, TS 1740 P 11 NW, TS 3077 G 14.

XVI
Other East Greek Black-Figured Vases

The fragments classified under this heading form no homogeneous group; 
stylistically as well as chronologically they are very different. 332-347 all belong to 
closed vases. 332-336 are slipped and thus related to the latesf Orientalizing wares, 
i.e. Late Wild Goat, Chian and Naucratite (?), but in the colour effect and the incised 
details they lead forward to the Black-Figure schools of the second half of the 6th 
century in Eastern Greece. Only little material belonging to this transitional phase, 
mainly covering the second quarter of the 6th century, has been published.437 Usually 
the items are listed under Miscellaneous or Indeterminate Black-Figure.438 Thick and 
broad white bands, like on 332, are frequent in this period;439 on the body of the lions 
the use of small vertical incisions is still restricted to the mane, the forepart of the back 
and the buttocks.440 333 might represent this type, but on 332 the incisions apparently 
appear too on the breast of the animal, a feature which is met with in “Clazomenian”—

434 BSA 34 1933/34, 16-17 J 12 pl. 7 b.
435 For the same sort of meander and square, see Délos XVII 72-73.5 pl. 50 (= BSA 34 1933/34, 13 

G 10 Mykonos Group, “No. 1 may be about 550, the others not much later”).
436 CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Dl, pl. 2.3 (= BSA 34 1933/34, 8 Cl Group of BM B 117), BSA 34 

1933/34, 15 J 1 pl. 5 Altenburg Group, BSA 34 1933/34, 48 Y 13 pl. 15 b Amphoriskos.
437 The fullest account hitherto given is by J. M. Cook in BSA 60 1965, 114-137; see further the 

remarks by J. Boardman in JHS 78 1958, 12 and J. Hayes, Tocra, 64.
438 See note 437: Cook; add Gnomon 1965, 506-507. See further above notes 305, 342-343.
439 BSA 60 1965, 120.32 fig. 4 pl. 26, JHS 8 1887, 121 pl. 79 above; according to Chr. Kardara the 

latter is Late Rhodian, Kardara, A, 245.4 fig. 198.
440 JHS 8 1887, 121 pl. 79 above. 
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already on the earliest of these vases.441 The closest parallel to the waved silhouette of 
the indeterminate figure of 336 seems to be the stylization of the belly of a centaur on 
a “Clazomenian” fragment dated c. 550-540 B.C.442 The tail on 334 probably belonged 
to a horse,443 as none of the early “Clazomenian” satyrs appear to have tails stylized 
in the same manner.444 White crosses are favourite ornaments especially on female 
dresses of the “Clazomenian” vases; they occur too on our fragment 335, where the 
border is indicated by three incised and perhaps two red vertical wavelines, but the 
appearance looks less stilT than on the “Clazomenian” vases. Like the preceding 
four sherds, this fragment is slipped and may thus antecede the “Clazomenian” 
proper, or perhaps be a late, Chian/Naucratite representation influenced by “Cla
zomenian”.445 The rest of the fragments belonging to closed vases, 337-347, are 
not slipped; most of them are from the second half of the 6th century, and thus 
probably to be connected with vases from the “Clazomenian” koiné. Red and 
white are used lavishly on 337-338, 341-343; the most ornamental fragment, 337, 
might be rather late, the stylization of the mane is closest to the pieces grouped 
together in the Knipovitch Class,446 where the horses, as usual in “Clazomenian”, 
are bridled, but on none of them is the neck ornament stylized in the same pri
mitive manner as on 337.447 Broad white bands as on 338 and on the chest of 337 
are seen still on the “Clazomenian” pottery from the late 6th century.448 S-shaped 
incisions flanking added stripes, like on 342-343, occur on a horse of a hydria assigned 
to the Urla Group.449 339450 might be rather early; the manner seems to copy the 
Gorgo Painter.451 The details of the sturdy bird on 344a are not very informative.452 
Fussy incisions like those on 345 often appear on the horses of the Urla Group.453

441 AD II.5, Berlin 1908, pl. 55 (= BSA 47 1952, 124 A 3 Tübingen Group).
442 AD 11.5, pl. 56.5 (= BSA 47 1952, 139 F 15 Miscellanea). For similar stylization on the later vases 

belonging to the Clazomenian koiné, see for instance CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Du, pls. 7.9, 11.2 (= BSA 47 
1952, 131 C II 22, C II 18 Urla Group), BSA 47 1952, 140 F a pl. 32 Miscellanea.

443 CVA Cambridge fase 2, II D, pl. 18.4 (= BSA 47 1952, 138-139 F 1 a-c Miscellanea, dated “. .. a litt
le before the middle of the 6th century an early — probably experimental stage in the Clazomenian 
b.f. style”), see further BSA 60 1965, 131, AD II.5, pl. 55.2a ( = BSA 47 1952, 124 A3 Tübingen Group).

444 CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Dn, pl. 7.9 (= BSA 47 1952, 131 C II 22 Urla Group); late example: 
BSA 47 1952, 140 Fa Miscellanea, last quarter of the 6th century.

445 The chain of woman dancers on the “Clazomenian” vases may have influenced Chain representa
tions, see BSA 51 1956, 61 note 10 and JHS 44 1924, 204, 217-218; for the opposite point of view, see BSA 
47 1952, 127 note 20. Ornamental crosses are found too on Naucratite dresses, JHS 44 1924, pl. 6.8,25 but 
bordering wavelines like on 335 are apparently not to be connected with the latter category. On “Clazo
menian” the chiton-clad women are fullest represented in the Tübingen Group: C. Watzinger, Griechische 
Vasen in Tübingen, Reutlingen 1924, 15.9 pl. 2 C 8 (according to R. M. Cook an “unreliable sketch”, 
BSA 47 1952, 125 A 10), CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Dn, pl. 13.3 (= BSA 47 1952, 125 A 11), BSA 60 1965, 
130.68 fig. 12 pl. 34.

446 BSA 47 1952, 136-138, for the mane, see especially E II 3. The class is dated 540-10 B.C.
447 The five narrow bands on the neck of 337 more likely illustrate the delicate necklace found on 

“Clazomenian” horses, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Dn, pl. 12.1 (= BSA 47 1952, 132 C 1125 Urla Group) 
than a harness, see BSA 47 1952, 136 E III 2 Knipovitch Class.

448 BSA 60 1965, 130-131.71-73 pl. 35.
449 CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Dn, pl. 13.1 (= BSA 47 1952, 131 C I 14), dated c. 530 B.C.
450 3 39 is found with a fragment of possibly an Ionian Little Master cup, Sükâs I 60 note 176 pl. IV 

no. 4 (not included in the present catalogue).
451 Sükäs I 60 note 175, add: Jdl 76 1961, 1-47 figs, passim.
452 For an Atticizing fragment, see BSA 60 1965, 115.3 pl. 23.3 g.
453 BSA 47 1952, 133; see CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, II Dn, pls. 12.1, 3-4, 13.2 (= BSA 47 1952, 132 C 

II 25, 131 C II 14, 132 C II 27).
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Two rows of rays radiating from the foot are not usual on East Greek pottery, though 
the contrary has been claimed.454 348-364 may seem Attic, but the fabric indicates 
an Eastern origin. 348-352 are from open vases; the fragments all bear figure repre
sentations which more or less are influenced by the traditions of the mainland. 
The most outstanding one is that on 348: a man(?) is leaning forward, and the 
raised hand is rather his own than that of another person. The gesture and the styliza
tion of some of the details, which are rendered rather awkwardly, are not familiar 
in Eastern Greece. The posture of the hand is matched on an Attic amphora assigned 
to the Amasis Painter;455 the Attic scene is Dionysaic and our figure, whom two red 
stripes on the shoulder may indicate as dressed, may be a participant in a similar 
party rather than in a sporting contest.456 The stylization of the hair hanging down 
the back seems to copy the Attic fashion employed by the Amasis Painter and his 
contemporaries;457 because of the raised hand the position of the fillet looks strange.458 
The profile and the large nearly circular eye suggest a date not later than c. 540 B.C. 
for our fragment. Large solid filling-ornaments occur on two fragments 349 and 351, 
and the decoration of at least the latter fragment seems due to Attic influence: the 
use of several incisions is characteristic especially for the Polos Painter,459 whose 
works were widely exported.460 A stylization of leg and chest similar to that on 350 is 
found on Attic as well as Corinthian.461 The type of lion painted on 352, where the 
whole mane except the narrow, incised fore part is painted red, may equal the 
Corinthian lion462 — but the model may rather be the Attic one.463 3 53-3 5 7 are rim 
fragments of kraters or dinoi. The flower chain on 353a may be understood as a 
simplification of the elaborate Attic and Corinthian rim ornament.464 The very slovenly 

454 See JHS 19 1889, 163-164. They occur on the vases of the Northampton-group; for references 
to the latter, see CVA München fase 6, text to pls. 297-299, and further BSA 60 1965, 121. They are some 
times on the Campanadinoi, for an example, see K. Masner, Die Sammlung antiker Vasen und Terrakotten 
im K. K. Österreichischen Museum. Wien 1892, 20.215 pl. 5. In Attika they are found only on some of the 
vases assigned to the Amasis Painter and to the Alfecter, on both see G. Karo in JHS 19 1889 and further 
J. D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase Painters. Oxford 1956, 150-152, 238-247. They are frequent in Corint
hian and Laconian, see Karo, loc. cit. The fabric of 346-347 is not Attic.

455 S. Karouzou, The Amasis Painter, Oxford 1956, 13-14 pl. 24 below. On a band-cup in the Louvre 
a man is leaning forward and holding his hand up to the back of his head, but here this is to carry a burden 
(which is not preserved), CVA Louvre fase 9, III He, pl. 82.4, 7. On the Amasis Painter, see further J.Board- 
mann in JHS 78 1958,1-3.

486 Men leaning forward are seen on a Siana cup representing a sporting contest, but they are on
lookers and their arms are not raised to the back of their heads, CVA Louvre fase 8, III He, pl. 78.1.

457 See Karouzou passim, and for instance Exekias, W. Technau, Exekias, Leipzig 1936, passim. 
See further an odd Attic skyphos from Ialysos, painted in the manner of Amasis, CIRh 8 120-125.11 fig. 
108-111.

488 The border of the hair is crossed by the fillet, which was surely meant to be placed above the ear, 
as usual in Attic, where the fillet is only seldom broken by the ear, see notes 455 and 457. On East Greek 
Black-Figure the fillet is not usually set above the ear, BSA 60 1965, 123.43 pl. 29, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, 
II Dn, pls. 1-13; exceptions: BSA 60 1965, 130.68 fig. 12 pl. 34, AD II.5, pls. 54.3, 55.1a.

489 AM 56 1931, Beilage 46.1, Délos X 177.589 pl. 44, E. Fölzer, Die Hydria, Leipzig 1906, pl. 4.49-50.
460 Tocra, 96.
461 Attic: Jdl 76 1961, 12 fig. 14, Corinthian: AJA 73 1969, pl. 35.5.
462 Payne, Necrocorinthia, pl. 37.3.
463 If 352 is not Attic itself. Early: CVA Louvre fase 2, III Hd, pl. 14.2 upper frieze left, CVA Louvre 

fase 12, III He, pl. 158.4, later examples: A. Rumpf, Sakonides, Leipzig 1937, pl. 23.
464 Attic: CVA Louvre fase 2, III Hd, pl. 20.2, Corinthian: CVA Orvieto fase 1, III C, pl. 3.1.
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rendering of the animal on the handle-plate 353b may perhaps too imply influence 
from the manner of the Polos Painter. The motifs on 354-357 are the current East 
Greek rim ornaments.465 358-364 are rim fragments of cups suggested to be East 
Greek because of the clay which is described as brownish, sometimes with white par
ticles. 358-359 have the same rim ornament and on account of their finding places they 
might have belonged to the same cup. The type to which 358—359 have belonged is 
that of a Siana-cup, a double-decker, but usually on the Attic cups the lotuses are 
linked to lotuses and the buds to buds,466 while on our fragments the lotus is linked 
to a bud, i.e. the arches do not cross each other. Only on a few of the Sianas painted 
in the manner of the Griffin Bird Painter an arrangement as on 358-359 occurs.467 
If the fabric, as described, can qualify for an Attic origin, our cup may well be Attic.468 
The bird has affinities with those from Tocra469 rather than with those on a suggested 
East Greek, but Attic influenced cup, which M. Robertson470 regards as a possible 
precursor of the Ionian Little Masters.471 Human figures and animals appear on 360- 
363 which have belonged to band-cups;472 they have been discarded as Attic on ac
count of their fabric, but the drawing of 360 is perhaps clumsier too than on Attic 
cups. This fragment should be dated c. 530 B.C. What sort of cup 364 belonged to 
is uncertain.473 The fragment 365 is flat and with a plain exterior; most likely it 
belongs to a plate, a shape not usual in the “Clazomenian” series.474 The represen
tation shows affinities with “Clazomenian”, but also divergencies: white is used 
for the ornamental details, but the flesh of the figure is black, not white as usual for 
women in “Clazomenian”.475 Nevertheless it is preferable to consider our figure as 
female: jewels indeed seem to be absent on 365, but in this sketchy drawing the hair
line curling into a spiral might indicate an ear-disk.476 Because of the plate shape 
our figure was most likely the only one represented on the plate; the incisions on the 
breast indicate a wing, i.e. of a sphinx477 or a siren478—with head turned back. The 
profile and the oblong eye date our fragment to the decade 530-20 B.C., and 365

465 364: BSA (50 1965, pl. 32.52 e, Attic: CVA Louvre fase 12, pl. 164.3; 855: Attic: CVA Louvre 
fase 12, pl. 160.1; 35(5: the profile looks similar to Attic kraters dated c. 540-30 B.C., CVA Louvre fase 12, 
pl. 164; 357: BSA 60 1965, pl. 28.37.

468 Tocra, 96.1042-5 note 5 pl. 75.
487 See specially CVA Capua fase 2, III H, pl. 11.5 (J. D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters. 

Oxford 1956, 74.8). Our fragments have no visible traces of added white.
488 E<pr)p Apx 1953/54 II, 147: the Attic fabric is doubtful.
489 See note 466.
470 Ecpqp Apx 1953/54 II, 147-148 pl. 1.3.
474 AM 59 1934, 81-122 pls. 6-9, Beilage 6-11.
472 JHS 52 1932, 187-191 pl. 9, further CVA Orvieto fase 1, III H, pls. 3-5, Tocra, 96.1062 pl. 79.
473 The ground line is indicated by horizontal bands, a feature which occurs on the Attic Siana cups, 

see note 466, but the fabric of 364 is certainly not Attic.
474 BSA 47 1952, 139 F 8, 142.
475 Even on the latest vases, BSA 60 1965, 130.68 fig. 12 pl. 34: c. 540 B.C., 130.71 pl. 35: c. 525 B.C. 

On white for male flesh, see BSA 47 1952, 128 note 30, 141 note 78.
478 See R. M. Cook on “Clazomenian” ears and ear-rings, CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8, 28 Postscript.
477 For a sphinx with head turned back, see a fragment of a Clazomenian sarcophagus in Copenhagen, 

ActaArch 6 1935, 175-178 fig. 7 pl. 2, dated in the first quarter of the 5th century. For a sphinx on a late 
Wild Goat plate, see Naukratis II pl. 12 (Kardara, A, 236.1, Schiering, notes 246, 451, Rumpf, 82 IVa 5).

478 For a “Clazomenian” siren with head turned back, see CVA Brit. Mus. fase 8. II Dn, pl. 6.1, dated 
in the third quarter of the 6th century.
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might perhaps be grouped with the vases listed by R. M. Cook as “sometimes men
tioned with Clazomenian” ;479 a woman on a very late amphora from Rhodes has 
dark flesh like 365.480

479 BSA 47 1952, 140-141 pl. 32, JHS 78 1958, 11-12.
480 BSA 47 1952, 140 e.

Indeterminate closed vases.
Slipped.

332. TS 1380. Side sherd. G 7 SE. 7.0x4.0 cm. Fine dark buff clay with few mica, creamy 
slip, black glaze. Forepart of beast, outline of chest marked by small incisions, incisions and 
added red and white on body. Pl. XVII.

333. TS 1738. Side sherd. P 11 SW. 4.5 x 6.5 cm. Reddish buff clay, white slip, red very 
worn glaze. Forepart of beast, outline of neck and back marked by small incisions, red added 
on abdomen. Pl. XVII.

334. TS 4063. Side sherd. H 11 NW. 5.0 x 5.3 cm. Red brown, very gritty clay, white slip, 
black glaze. Panel, tail of horse in field, careful incisions. Pl. XVII.

335. TS 578. Side sherd. G 11 SE. 3.7 x3.4 cm. Light buff clay with grits and mica, white 
slip, black glaze. Border of costume: three incised and one red vertical waveline, two white 
crosses added besides. Pl. XVII.

336. TS 1379. Side sherd. G 5 NE. 5.0 x 3.5 cm. Light buff clay, whitish slip, black and 
red glaze. Body of centaur(?), outline waved and marked by incisions. Pl. XVII.

Without slip.
337. TS 635. Side sherd. G 11 SE. 4.5 x6.9 cm. Reddish clay with white grits, black glaze. 

Forepart of horse with added red on mane; at top, white dot belonging to head-harness, 
below five white bands indicating necklace, curvilinear red and white bands added on body. 
Pl. XVII.

338. TS 1447. Side sherd. P 11 NW. 5.5 x 4.5 cm. Red clay with white grits, red brown 
glaze. Glazed all over, added white curvilinear stripe and parallel incised stripe. Pl. XVII.

339. TS 4574. Sükäs I 60 no. 3 fig. 25 f pl. 4. Side sherd. G 13 SE. 4.2 x 3.2 cm. Buff 
micaceous clay, brownish glaze. Forepart of lion, incisions on body, two groups of sloping 
parallel incisions on leg, red added on abdomen and mane. Pl. XVII.

340. TS 1986. Side sherd. G 7 SE. 3.7 x2.5 cm. Fine light reddish clay, black glaze. Hind 
part of animal(?), red and white bands added. Pl. XVII.

341. TS 634. Side sherd. G 11 NW. C. 3.5 x 3.0 cm. Reddish clay with white grits and mica, 
black to red glaze. Glazed field at top; below, hind part of animal(?), red and white stripes 
added. Pl. XVII. Similar: TS 1839 G 15 NE.

342. TS 2226. Side sherd. L 8 SE. 3.9 x 3.0 cm. Red clay, brownish-black glaze. Forepart 
of beast, incisions, red-white-red curvilinear bands added. Pl. XVII.

343. TS 2442. Side sherd. L 8 SE. 5.0 x 3.0 cm. Reddish clay, lustrous dark red glaze. 
Body of beast, incisions, white S’s added. Pl. XVII.

344a. TS 4489. Side sherd. H 11 NE. 2.6 x 2.8 cm. Buff clay, black glaze. Lower part of 
bird, feathers indicated. Pl. XVII.

344b. TS 2838. Side sherd. F 8 NW. 4.0x4.2 cm. Red clay with white grits, red glaze. 
Part of wing(?), incisions radiating from curved incised line. Pl. XVII.

345. TS 2677. Side sherd. L 8 SE. 3.5 x 2.8 cm. Fine red clay, black glaze. Forelegs of 
horse, several incisions. Pl. XVII.

346. TS 1764. Echinoid foot with bottom sherd. Surface, J 5 NW. Diam. 13.5 cm, h. pr. 
6.0 cm. Fine red to buff clay with mica, red to black glaze. Foot glazed, red band added on the
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vertical edge, two rows of rays radiating from the foot. Graffito under foot. Pl. XVII. Fig. g. 
Similar (no graffito): TS 4835 G 12 SE.

347. TS 1009. Bottom sherd. H 5 SE. 10.3x5.7 cm. Fine reddish, very micaceous clay, 
black to brown glaze. Two rows of rays radiating from the foot. Pl. XVII.

Indeterminate open vases.
348. TS 742. Shoulder/side sherd. F 11 NW. 4.7 x 3.7 cm. Reddish, very micaceous clay, 

black to red glaze. Exterior: human figure with long hair leaning forward, hand raised to 
back of head, the border of the front hair crossed by a fillet, two added vertical red bands on 
shoulder, in front narrow sloping band, narrow band and glazed field at top. Interior: glazed. 
Pl. XVII.

349. TS 633. Rim/side sherd. H 5 SW. C. 4.4 xc. 2.6 cm. Reddish clay with black grits 
and mica, black to brown glaze. Rim flat and offset on the exterior. Exterior: on topside of 
rim “two bands with dots”; below rim, broad band, large filling ornament and rounded design 
with numerous incisions. Interior: glazed, red band added. Pl. XVII.

350. TS 628. Side sherd. G 8 SE. C. 5.4 x c. 4.4 cm. Light buff clay with mica, black to 
brown glaze. Exterior: forepart of marching beast, incisions, red band added on breast. In
terior: glazed. Pl. XVII.

351. TS 4615. Side sherd. H 10 SE. 4.0x4.7 cm. Dark brownish clay with some grits, 
black to brown glaze. Exterior: back of beast, several incisions, red dots added along edge of 
back, above sling-shaped tail, large filling-ornament. Interior: glazed, red band added. Pl. XVII.

352. TS 4644. Side sherd. G 10 SE. 3.6 x 4.4 cm. Light brownish clay, red-brown glaze. 
Exterior: forepart of beast, red added on neck and shoulder, foremost narrow “band” with 
incisions. Interior: glazed. Pl. XVII.

Kraters.
353a. TS 4658. Rim. G 10 SE. 7.5 x 3.2 x 1.6 cm. Buff, very gritty clay, black to brown 

glaze. Topside: chain of alternating lotus flowers and palmettes, red added on outer lotus 
leaves and inner part of palmettes; underside and vertical edge glazed, red band added on edge. 
Pl. XVII. Fig. e.

353b. TS 4572. Handle plate. G 13 NW. 4.0 x 3.0 cm. Brownish somewhat gritty and 
micaceous clay, brown to black glaze. Topside: buttocks of beast with incisions and added red, 
underside and vertical edges glazed. Pl. XVII.

354. TS 3524. Handle plate with rim sherd. G 5. 4.7 x 5.3 cm. Reddish clay with white 
grits, yellowish slip, red brown glaze. Suspension-hole through rim. Plate: two rays, vertical 
edges glazed, rim: transversal zigzags. Pl. XVII.

355. TS 929. Rim/side sherd. Pli SW. C. 8.4 x 2.5 cm. Red clay with some grits and mica, 
black to brown glaze. Groove in underside of rim. Rim: on topside transversal rays, vertical 
edge and underside glazed. Interior: glazed, red band added. Pl. XVII.

356. TS 1296. Rim/side sherd. P 11 NW. 12.5x3.5 cm. Red clay with some white grits, 
black glaze. Rim : topside and underside glazed, on vertical edge rays. Interior : glazed. Pl. X VII. 
Fig. e.

357. TS 665. Rim/side sherd. G 11 SW. C. 7.5x4.6 cm. Light reddish clay with white 
grits and mica, creamy slip, red glaze. Rim: on topside chequers, on vertical edge three vertical 
stripes, glazed underside. Interior: broad band at top. Pl. XVII.

Cups.
358. TS 4437. Rim/side sherds. H 11 NE. 1.1 x 1.7 cm, 3.0 x 3.9 cm. Reddish brown clay 

with white grits, black to brown glaze. Suspension-hole through rim. Exterior: lotus-and-bud 
on rim, forepart of confronted pair of birds and grazing deer on side. Interior: glazed, except for 
band at top of rim. Pl. XVIII.
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359. TS 4611. Rim sherds. H 11 NE. 3.0x2.1 cm, 2.8x2.0 cm. Light brownish clay, 
black to brown glaze. Exterior: lotus-and-bud, red added on lotuses. Interior: glazed. Pl. 
XVIII. Similar: TS 576 G 11 SW.

360. TS 5645. Side sherd. H 12. 2.4 x 2.2 cm. Brownish clay, black glaze. Exterior: lower 
part of human figure in himation, red and white added. Interior: glazed. Pl. XVIII.

361. TS 3827. Side sherd. H 11 NW. 3.0 x 1.8 cm. Brownish clay, light buff slip, black 
glaze. Exterior: club-shaped design with added white dot, glazed field below. Interior: glazed. 
Pl. XVIII.

362. TS 5647. Side sherd. H 12. 3.7 x 3.5 cm. Fine brownish clay, shining black glaze. 
Exterior: foot and lower part of human figure clad in long dress, red added, in front two tiny 
legs of an animal. Interior: glazed. Pl. XVIII.

363. TS 5646. Side sherd. H 12. 2.9 x 1.6 cm. Brownish clay, shining black glaze. Exterior: 
hindlegs of animal, glazed design at top. Interior: glazed. Pl. XVIII.

364. TS 2336. Side sherd. G 13 SE. 4.1 x6.3 cm. Light yellow clay with white grits and 
mica, black glaze. Exterior: hind leg af animal and bird’s tail and wing(?), at bottom of sherd 
two narrow bands and glazed field. Interior: glazed. Pl. XVIII.

Plate.
365. TS 427. Rim/side sherd. Surface, south of tall. 11.6x8.0 cm. Reddish-brown clay, 

grey in core, black glaze. Exterior: plain. Interior: at border, broad band with white added 
stripe, row of dots, narrow band with white dots added; in field, head and upper part of sphinx 
or siren with head turned back, red added on hair, red and white on feathers. Pl. XVIII.

XVII
Unclassified East Greek Vases

About forty fragments can only be regarded as belonging to the stock of vases 
common all over Eastern Greece. Only in two cases, 366-367, was the vase recognis
able, the remainder of the fragments being catalogued under the heading “closed 
and open vases’’. The aryballos, 366, looks very similar to a Rhodian type from Tocra, 
where it is dated to the second and third quarters of the 6th century.481 The shape of 
the lekythos, 367, is not common in Eastern Greece and the description of the clay 
may in fact hint at a foreign origin.482 The neck fragment, 368, looks asymmetrical and 
may have belonged to the popular East Greek shape of the askos, not hitherto found 
in a reliable context in Eastern Greece itself.483 The shape of the thin-walled, squat 
and flat-based vase, 370a, diverges from the current plain East Greek Archaic vases 
and might be later.484 It has furrows and ribs on the belly, furthermore the curve of

481 Tocra, 46.766-768 notes 4-5 pl. 39.
482 The long neck and the fastening of the handle equal that of the latest black-figured lekythoi in 

Attica, C. H. E. Haspels, Attic Black-Figured Lekythoi, Paris 1936, 181, 191 pl. 54.4 a-b, assigned to the 
workshop of the Beldam Painter.

483 A complete example is known from the Athenian Agora in a context dated c. 520-490 B.C., see 
Agora XII 210.1725 note 4, 358 pl. 80 with references to the Eastern finds, add: Perachora II 374.4054 pl. 
156, Robinson, Catalogue of Greek Vases, 71.215-C418 pl. 15, CVA München fase 6, pl. 303.6, Schiering, 
Werkstätten, note 180, Fabricius, Arch Karta 1, pl. 9.4, Materiali 25 1952, fig. 9.1, 69 1959, 170 fig. 24, 180 
fig. 44.1.

484 For the common, flat-based and squat jugs, see above note 414. 
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the belly does not run unbroken into the neck; at the junction is a rib. On account of 
its finding place the handle fragment, 370b, is assigned to period G2, 588-552 B.C.485 
The fragment, 371, with only linear decoration may perhaps be interpreted as a 
schematic version of a Late Wild Goat amphora,486 the only divergency from the latter 
is the slip, which is light buff on 371. 372-374 all bear pendent tongues on the shoulder; 
the slip of 372, the pairs of tongues separated by vertical stripes, and the dots at the 
ground line seem to relate our fragment to some of the Fikellura vases,487—the 
decoration on the belly resembles that on the various groups of banded wares from the 
second half of the 6th century.488 The two other fragments are unslipped, and this is 
common for a large, but not homogeneous group of vases, probably from the second 
half of the 6th century and the first third of the 5th century.489 375-377 represent other 
varieties which certainly are to be connected with the latter group.490 The bottom 
fragment, 378a, belongs to a large vase, an amphora, hydria or a pithos with band 
decoration on the belly, perhaps like the Rhodian ones, which served funeral pur
poses.491 378b is from a large closed vase, probably totally glazed; the profile of the foot 
is not unlike that of an Attic storage amphora from a context of 520-500 B.C.492 The 
side sherd 379 displays scratched Greek letters, which resemble those of inscriptions 
of the first half of the 6th century.493 On 381 there are faint traces of probably lotus 
flowers alternating with buds; the same sort of schematic drawing appears on a 
Rhodian dish,494 and the low ring foot of 381 makes it likely that our fragment be
longed to a similar dish. The fragment, 382, is obscure: the rendering of the circles is 
“geometric” in character, but none of the existing circle-schemes are placed as isolated 
in the field as that of 382,495 neither are there visible traces of further decoration. The 
bottom fragment, 383, has a foot similar to that of the late bird- and rosette-bowls.496 
The inscription on 385 is written in the manner of the first half of the 6th century,497 
whereas the rho on 386 looks later.498

485 370 b was found with six fragments of bowls, Sûkâs I 83 note 267 pl. IV nos. 93-98 (in the present 
catalogue 133 b, 136 b, one fragment belonging to the similar group of 133a (i.e. TS 3271), and three frag
ments belonging to the similar group of 137 (i.e. TS 3205, TS 3206, TS 3209).

486 See 320 and note 340 (371).
487 BSA 34 1933/34, 12 G 1 pl. 15 a Mykonos Group.
488 CVA München fase 6, pls. 303-305, BSA 53/54, 1958/59, 29 pl. 4 b-c.
489 In Olynthus vases of this sort are Pre-Persian, D. M. Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus V, 

Baltimore 1933, 33 P 47 pl. 30, and in Nymphaion the earliest pottery is from the middle of the 6th century, 
ArchRep 1962/63, 48 fig. 33. Other examples: Larisa III pl. 54.13, Villard, Marseille, 48 note 2 pl. 24.11-12, 
BCH 87 1963, 330-333 fig. 11, 90 1966, 309 fig. 23. Xanthos IV 47-48.52-55, p. 54-55 pls. 13-14.

490 Compare the one-piece amphora with, BCH 87 1963, 330-33 fig. 11. For the decoration, see Lam- 
brino, Vases, 129.5 figs. 78-79, D. M. Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus XIII, Baltimore 1950, 47 P 3 pl. 3 
below.

491 CIRh III 130 grave C pl. 4, 145 grave CXXXVI pl. 4, 149 grave CXLV pl. 4.
492 Agora XII 192-93.1503, 341 pl. 64; compare, too, the amphora from Rhodes, CIRh III 81-82 

fig. 72 determined by J. Hayes as Lakonian, Tocra, 88 note 1: Second to third quarter of the 6th century.
493 Compare Sûkâs I 78 note 251 Pl. IV no. 74 fig. 26 e.
494 Tocra, 52.653 pl. 36. See above note 396.
495 Tarsus III 312-313.1545-1548 figs. 104, 147, ActaArch 33 1962, 222-243 pl. I a.
496 Tocra, 44-45.734 fig. 28 pl. 38.
497 L. H. Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, Oxford 1961, 345-346, 348, 356.4, 6 pl. 67.
498 Jeffery, Scripts, 346: third and fourth quarters of the 6th century.
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Aryballos.
366. TS 1190. Rim/neck/shoulder sherd with handle. G 11 SE. H. 2.5 cm, diam. of rim 

4.4 cm. Dark red clay with white grits and few mica, red glaze. Rib on neck. Topside of rim 
glazed, otherwise plain except for horizontal band below handle. Pl. XVI II.

Lekythos.
367. TS 2123. Rim/neck/shoulder sherd with handle. L 8 SE. H. 5.8 cm. Pink clay, black 

glaze. Both sides of rim glazed; on handle, vertical stripe, “traces of ornaments on shoulder’’. 
Pl. XVIII.

Indeterminate closed vases.
368. TS 1395. Rim/neck/shoulder sherd. H 5 NE. H. 5.0 cm, diam. of neck 1.0 cm. Dark 

red, gritty clay, red glaze. Rim flat, broad and sloping on the interior. Transversal stripes on 
topside of rim, narrow band along root of neck, glaze on shoulder. Pl. XVIII. Similar: TS 1736 
P 11 SW.

369. TS 3454. Neck sherd with root of rim. H 11 NW. 1.9x2.7 cm. Grey-brown clay, in 
core grey, brown glaze. Rim glazed, two bands on neck, glaze along root of rim and neck. 
Pl. XVIII.

370a. TS 191. Neck/side/bottom sherds, flat base. G 5 NE. H. 12.5 cm, w. 10.7 cm. Light 
yellow clay with black and white grits. Rib at junction of belly and neck, horizontal ribs and 
furrows on belly. Pl. XVIII.

370b. TS 3208. Sükâs I 83 no. 102 pl. 4. Shoulder sherd with fragment of vertical handle. 
J 13 NE. 5.4 x4.5 cm. Red gritty clay, black glaze. Plain, but traces of glazed field below handle. 
Pl. XVIII.

371. TS 1737. Neck/shoulder sherd. P 11 SW. 9.0 x5.0 cm. Clay: no description; light 
buff slip, brown glaze. Small codron at junction of neck and shoulder. On neck curvilinear 
design, part of cable(?), on shoulder two panels(?), in one of them trunk of animal(?). Pl. 
XVIII.

372. TS 2690. Shoulder/side sherds with root of horizontal handle. L 8 SE. 10.5x6.0 
cm, 14.0x9.0 cm. Fine red clay, white slip, red glaze. On shoulder pendent tongues separated 
from each other by vertical stripes, dots at ground line, broad and narrow bands on belly. 
Pl. XVIII.

373. TS 2649. Shoulder/side sherds. L 8 SE. 15.0x12.0 cm, 6.5 x 5.5 cm. Red clay with 
few grits, light brown slip, brown, rather matt glaze. Belly banded, pendent tongues at upper 
part of shoulder. Pl. XVIII.

374. TS 3326. Shoulder sherd with root of neck. F 7 E. 5.4 x 6.4 cm. Brown clay, dark 
brown glaze. Pendent tongues, narrow band and glazed field at bottom, narrow band and 
glazed field along root of neck. Pl. XVIII.

375. TS 4819. Rim/neck sherd. FI 11 NE. 6.7 x 8.7 cm. Rather fine light brown clay, 
grey in core, light brownish slip, black to brown matt glaze. Slightly everted, carinated rim. 
Rim glazed on both sides, three stalked buds on neck. Pl. XVIII. Fig. e.

376. TS 5613. Neck/shoulder/side sherds with handle. II 12. H. 13.5 cm, w. c. 14.0 cm. 
Brownish, somewhat gritty and porous clay, red matt glaze. Tall cylindrical neck, handle 
oblong in section. Shoulder/side banded, on neck/shoulder group of three stalked buds, handle 
surrounded by band, vertical band on handle. Pl. XVIII. Fig. e.

377. TS 1360. Shoulder/side sherd with roots of horizontal handle. G 7 SW. 7.5x5.0 cm. 
Red-buff clay with white grits, red glaze. Handle-roots glazed, between them bud(?) below 
narrow horizontal band. Pl. XIX.

378a. TS 3479. Side/bottom sherd with pointed, flat base. F/G 15. 11.0x15.0 cm. Red to 
brown micaceous clay, greyish in core, brown glaze. Two bands on belly, traces of glaze on base. 
Pl. XIX.
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Fig. e.

378b. TS 2621. Bottom sherds with biconical foot. J 8 SE. H. 11.0 cm, diam. of foot 
15.5 cm. Fine reddish-buff clay with white grits, red glaze. Glazed except for lower part of foot. 
Pl. XIX.

379. TS 3056. Side sherd. G 14. 2.9 x 3.1 cm. Buff, gritty and micaceous clay, brown 
glaze. Horizontal band with scratched letters: ora? below glazed field. Pl. XIX. Fig. g.

Indeterminate open vases.
380. TS 922. Side/bottom sherds with ring foot. P 11 SW. H. c. 4.2 cm, w. 11.2 cm. 

Rather fine clay (colour not mentioned) with some grits, black glaze. Exterior: plain. Interior: 
part of irregular, concentric circle, dot above. Pl. XIX.

381. TS 5663 and 4911. Bottom sherds with ring foot. H 12. H. 1.2 cm, w. 6.0 cm, diam. 
of foot 5.5 cm. Fine, but somewhat gritty, light brownish clay, grey in core, red to brown 
glaze. Exterior: no description. Interior: central dot and circle, four radiating buds, between 
them faint traces of lotus flowers, central dot with small circle. Pl. XIX. Fig. e.

382. TS 2471. Side sherd. L 13 SE. 2.5x3.7 cm. Fine reddish clay, smooth reddish slip, 
black glaze. Exterior: small concentric circle group. Interior: glazed. Pl. XIX.

383. TS 3583. Bottom sherd with low foot. G 13. H. of foot 0.8 cm, diam. 5.8 cm. Light 
brown clay, red glaze. Exterior: foot and lower part of side glazed. Interior: glazed, central 
circle in added red. Pl. XIX. Fig. e.

384. TS 1073. Side/bottom sherds with ring foot. G 8 SW. 8.1x2.6 cm. Dark buff clay 
with white and black grits, black glaze. Exterior: band on foot. Interior: glazed tondo(?) 
surrounded by broad band and thin stripes in dilute glaze(?), glaze at top of sherd. Pl. XIX.

385. TS 2644. Side sherd. L 8 SE. 3.2 x 3.5 cm. Red clay with grits, dark brown glaze. 
Exterior: glazed, scratched letters: peXa. Interior: glazed. Pl. XIX. Fig. g.

386. TS 4694. Side sherd. H 11 SW. 2.8 x 1.9 cm. Brownish clay, black to red glaze. 
Exterior: glazed, scratched letters: a8a. Interior: band. Pl. XIX. Fig. g.

6*
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XVIII
Local Ware

Nr. 2

The local manufacture of Greek vases mainly represents the shapes current in 
the 6th century. The clay is either light brownish or reddish with several particles and 
usually very micaceous. 387-391 are fragments of various types of amphorae. Both 
fragments, 387 and 389, have a rather low neck, like those of the Samian amphorae 
dated c. 600 B.C.,499 but our fragments are later. The torus rim of 389 swells less than 
those of the Samian ones, and together with 387, which has an echinoid rim,500 it 
should be dated to the first half of the 6th century. The profile of 388 is not known, 
but it too seems to have had an echinoid rim.501 390 has a tall and totally straight 
neck and might be as late as the end of the 6th century or the early 5th century.502 
The carinated rim fragment, 392, might belong to a krater or large basin like those 
from Kofina, where they were found in an Archaic deposit.503 The bottom fragment 
393 is white slipped, but the heavy type of vase with a biconical foot is apparently 
not Chian;504 the shape is close to that of CypArc II amphorae.505 Though we know 
nothing of the upper part of 394, the appearance of the body is straighter than on 
the CypClas type, and perhaps 394 should too be regarded as Archaic.506 There is a 
glazed field at the bottom of the unslipped pointed foot of 395, this feature seems to oc
cur on a 6th century Chian white slip amphora from Cyprus,507 but the walls of our 
fragment look steeper. Lekythoi with carinations like 396 are found on Rhodes in 
contexts from the second quarter of the 6th century.508 The very thick-walled fragment, 
397, with the echinoid foot may have belonged to a large vase, a pithos(?) with rather 
straight sides.509 The profile of the small bottom fragment 398 is most similar to that 
of the so-called salt cellars with echinus wall and recessed underside; the type is best 
known from Attica and the existing pieces from this area are usually glazed.510 The 
series begins before 480 B.C., but the shape is “popular earlier and lasts little, if at all, 
beyond 450 B.C.’’.511 Triple- and double-roll handles are used commonly in the 
Orientalizing wares of the 7th and the 6th centuries in Eastern Greece, but plain ones

499 AM 83 1968, 268.48-49 fig. 18 pl. 103.3-4.
800 A type known from the first half of the 6th century, G. M. A. Richter & K. J. Milne, Shapes and 

Names of Athenian Vases, New York 1935, fig. 12; 387 is certainly earlier than an amphora in Munich, dated 
to the third quarter of the 6th century, GVA München fase 6, pl. 304.1. Compare an amphora from Melie, 
Hommel, Panionion und Melie, 144 Typ. 1.7 fig. 82 a-b.

501 The neck of 388 is longer than that of 387, and 388 might perhaps be contemporary with the 
amphora in Munich (see preceding note).

802 Excavations of the Athenian Agora, Picture Book No. 6 1961, fig. 35 middle behind: found in the 
debris of the Persian destruction 480-79 B.C. Compare Lambrino, Vases, 114-115 figs. 76-77.

893 BSA 49 1954, 134, 136-137.27-28 fig. 5.
804 Compare BSA 49 1954, 155.274 fig. 10 n: said to be a “foreign amphora”.
808 OpAth III 1960, 121 fig. 16.1 Type V: 600-475 B.C.
806 OpAth. Ill 1960, 121 fig. 16.2 Type VI: CypClas I 475-400 B.C., for the Archaic type see preceding 

note.
807 ArchRep 1965/66, 34 fig. 12.
808 CIRh III 82-83 fig. 73, similar: Boehlau, Nekropolen, 147-148 pl. 7.3-4, 6.
809 CIRh III 146 grave CXXXIX pl. IV, probably 6th century context, see ibid., pl. I.
810 Agora XII 136.899-908 fig. 9 pl. 34.
511 Similar Samian salt cellars were dated later, i.e. the 4th century, see AM 54 1929, 43 fig. 30.2. 
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like 399—400 occur too.512 401—408 bear scratched letters or other signs. Those on 401 
are not intelligible.513 402 may possibly be interpreted as a lambda and a pi. 403, 405, 
and 408 are fragmentary Greek inscriptions datable to the first half of the 6th century.514 
The kappa under the foot of 407 is perhaps either a potter’s mark or a numeral;515 
the confusing scratchings on 406 are perhaps a gamma and an alpha.516 The fabric of 
404 is not necessarily local, the sherd may be from a Greek pot; of the scratched 
letters, at least the one to the right is non-Greek, rather it looks Semitic and resembles a 
taw and a res.517 The proportions of the nearly complete column krater, 409, seem to 
resemble those of Attic kraters dating from the end of the 6th century and the first 
quarter of the 5th century;518 no Attic krater has roundels applied at the handle roots, 
this may be exclusively East Greek; they appear too on 410, on which the colonnettes 
are nearly straight, the neck looks as tall as that of 409. Only three fragments, 411 and 
412-413, of local cups copying Ionian cups have been recognised. Though the shape 
of the thick-walled cup, 411, imitates that of cups of the first half of the 6th century 
the same decorative scheme as on 411 is not met with among the true Greek cups. 
The banded interior may perhaps match that of the Rhodian Type VIII in Tocra.519 
The bottom fragment 412 has probably a very pronounced conical foot;520 the letters 
incised under the foot assign the fragment to the first half of the 6th century.521 The 
rim sherd 413 may imitate hemispherical bowls like nos. 138-149.

512 Hommel, Panionion und Melie, 158.1-4 pl. 6 a.
513 Not identical, but compare Lambrino, Vases, 223-24.26, 28 figs. 188-189.
814 AASyr 11 1961, 139 fig. 11 B.
515 Compare Kardara, A, pl. A, M. Guarducci, Epigrafía greca, Roma 1967, 422-423: K = 20.
516 That version of the alfa occurs in the first half of the 6th century, Jeffery, Scripts, 356.6 pl. 67.
817 The writer wants to thank Professor E. Hammershaimb for the interpretation of the letters; see 

further H. Donner, W. Röllig, Kanaanäische und aramäische Inschriften, Wiesbaden 1969, nos. 11, 261 vol. 
Ill pls. 3, 21.

818 CVA Louvre fase 12, pl. 174.1-2 (c. 510 B.C.), pl. 189.2 (c. 490-80 B.C.). See furthermore a krater 
on a red-figured kylix, dated c. 510, A. Greifenhagen, Antike Kunstwerke, Berlin 1960, 40 pl. 51 below.

819 Tocra, 113 fig. 56.1204. 6th century, thick-walled cups are known, too, from Samos AM 72 1957, 
50 Beilage 74.3-4, 83 1968, 275-279.72-74 fig. 27 pl. 107.1, 3, 5.

820 See above, foot belonging to the similar group of 109 i.e. TS 3543.
821 Jeffery, Scripts, 345-46.358.48 a-c pl. 69.

Amphorae.
387. TS 1020. Rim/neck/shoulder sherds with part of handle. G 5 NE. H. 9.8 cm, diam. 

of rim 14.5 cm. Light brownish, very micaceous clay with white and dark grits. Echinoid rim, 
codron at junction of neck and shoulder. Plain. Pl. XX. Fig. f.

388. TS 1768. Rim/neck/shoulder sherd with part of one handle. F 8 NW. H. of neck 
9.0 cm, diam. of rim 14.0 cm. Brown very gritty clay, black in core. Thickened and everted rim, 
nearly cylindrical neck, flat handle. Plain. Pl. XX.

389. TS 1018. Rim/neck sherd with part of handle. G 5 SE. H. 8.7 cm. Light brownish, 
very micaceous clay with white and dark grits. Torus rim, cylindrical neck, flat handle below 
root of codron. Plain. Pl. XX. Similar-. TS 110 E 8 NE, TS 1276 P 11 SW, TS 1277 P 11 SW, 
TS 3820 H 11 NW.

390. TS 1325. Rim/neck sherds with root of shoulder and handle. F 5 NE. H. 10.0 cm, 
diam. 12.3 cm. Light brownish clay with white grits, light buff slip. Torus rim, cylindrical neck, 
flat handle. Pl. XX. Similar: TS 2501 P 11 NW {Fig. g: 190.1, scratched axe-like design).
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391. TS 2613. Handle with rim and shoulder sherd. H 11 NW. H. c. 17.0 cm. Red very 
gritty clay. Handle flat, rim “slightly thickened”. Plain. Pl. XX.

392. TS 1493. Rim sherd. G 11 SW. 5.0 x 5.0 cm. Buff to red clay with mica, black glaze. 
Thickened rim, rounded on the exterior, carination below. Rim glazed on both sides. Pl. XX.

393. TS 2762. Bottom sherd with biconical foot. L 13 SE. 10.5x3.0 cm. Red, very mica
ceous clay, white slip. Exterior: slipped all over. Pl. XX. Fig. f.

394. TS 2748. Fragmentary amphora with pointed bottom. G 15 NW. Max. w. 38.5 cm, 
h. 44.5 cm. Red, very micaceous clay, black in core. Flat base. Plain. Pl. XX.

395. TS 4762. Bottom sherd with pointed foot. H 11 NW. 3.5 x 6.0 cm. Reddish, very 
micaceous clay, grey in core, light brownish glaze. Horizontal band on the pointed foot. Pl. XX. 
Fig. f.

Lekythos.
396. TS 1293. Fragmentary neck with root of one handle. P 11 NW. H. 5.5 cm, diam. of 

rim 5.3 cm. Light buff, very micaceous clay. Conical rim, carination at handle level. Plain. 
Pl. XX.
Indeterminate closed vases.

397. TS 1420. Pointed bottom with disk foot. G 11 SE. 8.6x6.2 cm, diam. of foot 8.4 cm. 
Light brown, very micaceous clay with white and dark grits. Conical, nearly echinoid foot. 
Plain. Pl. XX.

398. TS 1884. Bottom of jar with low foot. H 11 NW. 7.0x3.4 cm. Fine red, very mica
ceous clay. Plain. Pl. XX. Fig. f.

399. TS 4578. Triple-roll handle. G 12 SE. 2.8 x 9.5 cm. Light brownish clay with few 
grits and few mica. Plain. Pl. XX.

400. TS 1428. Double-roll handle. G 12 SW. 3.4x10.5 cm. Light brownish, very micaceous 
clay with dark and white grits. Plain. Pl. XX.

401. TS 4456. Bottom sherds with ring foot. H 11 NE. 7.0 x 2.1 cm. Reddish clay with 
grey and white grits, red glaze. Faint traces of glaze on side and on foot(?), under foot unin
telligible graffito. Pl. XX. Fig. g.

402. TS 619. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 130 fig. 15. Neck/shoulder sherd. G 8 SE. 7.0x4.8 cm. 
Brownish clay with numerous white and dark grits and some mica. On shoulder scratched 
Greek letters: À tt. Pl. XX. Fig. g.

403. TS 4180. AASyr 11 1961, 139 fig. 11 B. Shoulder sherd with root of neck(?). G 14. 
7.4 x6.3 cm. Light brownish clay, black in core, dark grits. On shoulder scratched Greek letters: 
a À (or p). Pl. XX. Fig. g.

404. TS 4670. Shoulder sherd. G 13 SE. 4.0 x 3.7 cm. Brownish, gritty and micaceous 
clay, yellow slip. Scratched letters: Semitic. Pl. XX. Fig. g.

405. TS 4315. AASyr 11 1961, 139 fig. 11 C, NMArb 1961, 131, 133 fig. 14, Suppiementum 
Epigraphicum Graecum 19 1963, no. 879, Archaeology 19 1961, 214-16, Revue Numismatique 6 
1964, 23, Sükâs I 78 no. 74, 85 fig. 26 e pl. 4. Shoulder sherd of big jar. H 14. 7.4 x 6.1 cm, 
th. 1.3 cm. Light grey clay, pinkish in core, white and dark grits. Scratched Greek letters: 
aXiopp. Pl. XX. Fig. g.

406. TS 4181. AASyr 11 1961, 139 fig. 11 A. Side sherd. G 14. 12.0x9.7 cm. Reddish clay, 
black in core, white and dark grits. Graffito, Greek letters(?) y a. Pl. XX. Fig. g.

407. TS 601. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 130 fig. 15. Bottom with’disk foot. G 11 SW. 7.8 x 7.0 
cm, h. 2.0 cm, diam. of base 4.1 cm. Light brownish, very gritty clay, red slip. Exterior slipped 
all over. Scratched Greek letter: K under foot. Pl. XX. Fig. g.

Bowl.
408. TS 621. AASyr 8/9 1958/59, 130 fig. 15, NMArb 1961, 131, 133 fig. 14, Suppiementum 

Epigraphicum Graecum 20 1964, no. 382. Rim sherd. P 11 NW. 7.3 x3.2 cm, th. 1.0 - 1.6 cm. 
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Light yellowish-grey, very gritty clay, slightly pinkish in core. Thickened and rounded rim. 
Scratched Greek letters on rim, retrograd: ppi Pl. XX. Fig. g.

Column, kraters.
409. TS 4317. AASyr 11 1961, 139 fig. 10, NMArb 1961, 130, 132 fig. 13. Half of foot 

missing, otherwise nearly complete. H 11 NW. 56.0x59.0 cm, diam. of rim 51.5 cm. Light 
reddish-brown to orange clay with some white and many dark grits. Nearly cylindrical neck 
tapering slightly upwards, codron between neck and shoulder, looped handles with rotéis at 
outer side of root, echinoid foot. Pl. XX. Fig. f.

410. TS 2767. Neck sherd and handle plate with nearly straight colonnettes, large krater. 
L 13 SE. 20.5 X 21.5 cm. Red, very gritty clay. Remnants of rotéis at outer side of handle-root(?). 
Pl. XX.
Cups.

411. TS 1036. AASyr 10 1960, 127 fig. 14 A-B, Mélanges de l’Université Saint Joseph 
37 1961, 194 pl. 1.3. Rim/shoulder/side sherds. G 7 SE. 13.0x6.4 cm. Rather coarse, light 
brownish to reddish and greyish clay, very micaceous, light and dark grits, greyish to brownish- 
black glaze, in places nearly matt. Exterior: rim and shoulder glazed except for edge of rim, 
root of handle glazed, below two narrow bands. Interior: banded, rim and shoulder glazed, 
except for edge of rim. Pl. XX. Fig. f.

412. TS 4894. Bottom sherd with fragmentary low foot. H 12. 6.5 x 6.2 cm, h. 2.8 cm, 
diam. of foot 6.1 cm. Rather fine, pale, yellowish-grey or drab clay with some grits. Dull dark 
brown glaze. Exterior: glazed. Interior: large central dot and concentric circle. Scratched 
Greek letters: x E under foot. Pl. XX. Fig. g.

413. TS 3822. Rim sherd, slightly contracted rim. H 11 NW. 3.6x4.0 cm. Buff, gritty 
and very micaceous clay, dark in core, light buff slip, dark brown matt paint. Slipped on both 
sides, on the exterior three bands added immediately below rim. Pl. XX.

XIX
Lamps

No complete East Greek lamps were found; the fragments are very small, in some 
cases so small and uncharacteristic that they are not datable. 414 is an open type, with 
a profde totally without curves, flat rim and probably likewise flat base. Without 
being a close parallel, 414 shares these features with lamps which are mainly later 
Archaic.522 4 1 5, too, is from an open lamp; it has a flat rim with painted band de
coration, and on account of this sparse information it is only possible to date the 
fragment as not later than the 5th century.523 The short nozzle of 416 makes a similar 
date possible for this piece.524 The tiny fragment, 418, is from a lamp of the well 
known 6th century type with the rim offset on the exterior and a groove in the topside 
of the rim.525 417 is the latest one; a large nozzle with small circular opening and 
grooves on the rim occur from the later part of the 5th century in Attica.526

522 O. Broneer, Terracotta Lamps, Corinth IV.2, Cambridge Massachusetts 1930, Type I, 31-33.5 
fig. 14, Type III, 38-39.14 fig. 16, Tocra, 140.1438 fig. 68 pl. 90.

523 See for instance, AM 54 1929, 54 fig. 45.
524 AM 54 1929, 53-54 figs. 44-45, Tocra, 139-140.1424-1438 fig. 68 pl. 90.
525 AM 72 1957, 50-51 Beilage 76.3, 83 1968, 274-275.68 h, i, k, 1 fig. 23 pl. 105.
526 R. II. Howland, Greek Lamps and Their Survivals, Agora IV, Princeton 1958, Type 24 A 63.243 

pls. 8, 37. The Samian fragments assigned from the 4th to the 3rd century have central openings which are 
apparently smaller than the one on our fragment, AM 54 1929, 54-55 fig. 46.1.
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414. TS 3437. Rim/side/bottom sherd. Hil NW. W. 4.2 cm, h. 2.4 cm. Red, very mi
caceous clay, red glaze. Exterior: edge of rim glazed, horizontal band on transition from rim 
to side. Interior: bottom glazed. Pl. XIX. Fig. f.

415. TS 3589. Rim/side/bottom sherd with root of spout. G 13. W. 3.7 cm, h. 1.8 cm. 
Grey-brown clay, dark brown glaze. Exterior: edge of rim glazed, horizontal band at junction 
of rim and side. Pl. XIX. Fig. f.

416. TS 368. Spout. Surface. L. 3.7 cm, w. 2.7 cm, h. 3.2 cm. Red clay. Very worn. Pl. 
XIX. Similar: TS 369 Surface.

417. TS 4661. Rim/side sherd with spout. G 10 SE. W. c. 5.0 cm, h. 3.5 cm. Brownish, 
somewhat gritty and micaceous clay, black glaze. Concentric groove on topside. Interior: 
faint traces of glaze. Fig. f.

418. TS 142. Rim/side sherd. H 5 NE. L. 5.7 cm, w. 2.0 cm, h. 2.3 cm. Light reddish clay 
with dark grits and some mica. Thin greenish or yellowish white slip. Thickened offset rim 
with deep groove. Pl. XIX.

419. TS 2714. Side sherd. L 8 SE. 4.2 x 4.5 cm. Red micaceous clay, red glaze. Exterior: 
three horizontal bands. Pl. XIX.

XX
Archaic Plastic Figures

Four fragments occurred, all mediocre and badly preserved. Female protomes, 
like the worn and fragmentary specimen 420, are known from other overseas sites.527 
Our fragment probably belongs to the series represented on Rhodes, where they date 
from the second half of the 6th century until c. 450 B.C.528 4 2 0 is still very Archaic and 
the closest Rhodian parallel is found in a context from the second half of the 6th 
century,529 and thus indicates a dating of our fragment to the fourth quarter of the 6th 
century.530 The wide-spread legs of 421 determine the fragment as belonging to a rider. 
The well known series of horse-riders from Samos are mainly assigned to the 7th 
century,531 but our fragment has a short torso with broad shoulders and a waistline 
which resembles works of the 6th century more than the plastic of the earlier phase.532 
The placing of the feet belonging to the moulded figurine, 422, and the two-stepped 
base seem to exclude an origin in the latest stage of the Archaic period.533 4 2 3 is noted

827 Blinkenberg, Lindos I 589; on account of the concave back a female head from Byblos is to be 
interpreted as a protome, M. Dunand, Fouilles de Byblos II, Paris 1954, 85.7291 fig. 65; SovArch 16 1952, 
263 fig. 22 protome from Nymphaion.

828 CIRh IV 173.7 fig. 86 grave LXXV, 188.1 fig. 203 grave LXXXVII, 222.18 fig. 246 grave CVIII, 
all from Makro Langoni, the contexts are the second half of the 6th century; CIRh VIII 191.18 fig. 181 
Sep.no. 78 Ialysos c. 525-450 B.C. See further R. A. Higgins, BMC Terracottas, London 1954, 67-70 and 
Délos XXIII 73-80.103-158 pls. 9-18.

829 CIRh IV 188.1 fig. 203 (see preceding note).
830 Compare a Samian head assigned to the last quarter of the 6th century, E. Buschor, Samische 

Standbilder III, Berlin 1934, 35 fig. 133.
831 Emporio, 189.72, 191 note 10, with references to the Samian fragments.
832 E. Buschor, Standbilder III, fig. 191. Most of the figurines from Lindos are probably early, see 

AA 79 1964, 506-507.3; only one Lindian rider looks more modulated, Blinkenberg, Lindos I 481.1976 pl. 88.
533 AA 79 1964, 531-534.20 fig. 16, a female statuette or a female alabastron, dated to the third quarter 

of the 6th century.
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by the registrar to be hand-made; but the posture represented is that of a current 
moulded type, where one arm is held tight to the body.534

420. TS 4319. AASyr 11 1961, 138, NMArb 1961, 128, 131 fig. 12. Fragmentary female 
protome. G 10 SE. Two fragments: 5.5 x 9.3 cm, 7.5 x 6.0 cm. Light reddish-grey clay, dark 
grey in core, with some white and many dark particles. Rim of protome with piercing-hole 
preserved in the smallest fragment. The matrix used was very worn and the details are indistinct. 
Oval face with pointed chin, short, full and very smiling lips, bulk of hair above forehead, 
highly placed ears, disk ear-rings, stephane. Pl. XIX.

421. TS 909. Torso of rider. P 11 SW. H. 6.4 cm, th. c. 1.8 cm. Coarse, dark brown, gritty 
and somewhat micaceous clay. Hand-made. Remnants of curls(?) hanging from the shoulder 
impressed on the breast. Pl. XIX.

422. TS 4364. Pair of fragmentary feet on two-stepped base. G 10 NE. L. 4.4 cm, w. 
5.0 cm, h. 2.8 cm. Light reddish-brownish micaceous clay with dark and light grits. Moulded. 
Pl. XIX.

423. TS 2595. Fragment of female figurine. H 11 NW. 4.9 x 4.7 cm. Red clay. Hand-made 
(but see text). Hand lying close to body, indistinct traces of drapery. Pl. XIX.

XXI
Other Objects

The spindle whorl, 424, is made of local clay, but bears a Greek inscription 
incised around 600 B.C.; the shape of the spindle whorl itself is probably earlier.535 
The spindle whorl, 425, is cut out of a potsherd, which may have been from a local 
vase just as from an Ionian one.

Spindle whorls.
424. TS 5528. Sükäs I 158, 174 fig. 53d. Slightly conical. H 12. H. 1.9 cm, diam. top: 

2.2 cm, bottom: 2.9 cm. Light brownish, somewhat gritty clay, grey in core. Scratched Greek 
inscription: fÎEcraçopEs epi. Pl. XIX. Figs, f, g.

425. TS 3653. Cut out of a potsherd. G 13 SW. 6.2 cm, th. 0.7 cm. Red micaceous clay, 
red glaze. Exterior: glazed, but for reserved band. Pl. XIX.

XXII
Conclusion

The earliest fragment included in the catalogue is 6, which has been claimed to 
be Cretan rather than Mycenaean. Minoan contacts with these eastern regions already 
in the Middle Bronze Age are attested by finds from Ras Sàmra and Byblos.536 The 
single sherd from Sükäs signifies an accidental and probably not direct contact with 
the Aegean. It is not until the Late Bronze Age that there are signs of more essential

534 Délos XXIII 64-66.52, 57 pl. 4, O. Rubensohn, Das Delion von Paros, Wiesbaden 1962, 140.T32- 
33 pl. 25, Tocra, 152.17-19 pl. 96, second half of the 6th century.

535 Corinth XII 172, 175.1216 pl. 77 (definitely PC), 1218 pl. 78 (7th-6th century), Corinth XV 271, 
279.49 (late 7th or early 6th century), Lindos I 133-134, 138.361 pl. 14 left, 139.366 pl. 13, 140.375 pl. 14 
(8th to 6th century).

538 See above note 9.
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relations to the West. Of the 46 Mycenaean fragments found on Tall Sükäs only ten 
are not included in the present catalogue. About ten have been definitely distinguished 
as Myc III A 2, 1, 2, 5, 7-9, 13, 24, 26, a single sherd as IIIB, 23, and another as III C, 
16. Furthermore, a number of IIIB figurines, 31-33b, occur. On the remaining sherds 
the linear decoration is so simple that it did not seem reasonable to distinguish between 
them, but a great many are probably Myc IIIB. This would correspond to the condit
ions in Ras Sámra, where IIIB prevails.537 On account of the bulk of Mycenaean 
pottery it has earlier been argued that there was a Peloponnesian or Rhodian settle
ment of the IIIB phase in Ras Sàmra.538. However, P. J. Rus has recently suggested 
that the Mycenaean settlement in Ras Sámra was rather established by half-Myce- 
naeanized Cypriots.539 The Mycenaean objects from Sükäs may have had the same 
origin.

537 Stubbings, Levant, 61-62.
538 Stubbings, Levant, 71-72.
539 Sükäs I 129-132. See the spectral analysis, Sükäs I Appendix: one sherd from Sükäs, a surface 

find made before the excavations begun, seems to belong to the Thessalian or Euboean group.
510 Boardman, GO, 61-70, Sükäs I 159-162.
541 See above notes 77-78.
542 See above notes 52 and 57.
543 BSA 52 1957, 5-6, Boardman, GO, 63-66, ActaArch 33 1962, 255 note 117, JHS 85 1965, 12 note 

27, Gnomon 42 1970, 500.
544 See above note 89.
545 Coldstream, Geometric, 105: “the first phase of the Orientalizing style, manifested in the oino- 

choai of the Cumae Group, and in the globular aryballoi with outline figures Less well known, but 
more relevant to our quest is the enormous mass of EPC material whose decoration is still linear; for these 
vases represent the last truly creative stage in the Geometric tradition of Corinth.”

546 See above note 86.

The first genuine Greek pottery occurring on Tall Sükäs is Geometric. The Sükäs 
fragments belonging to such early vases, brought from Greece to Syria, confine them
selves to two shapes: drinking cups and kraters, 37-41 and 100. Similar vases appeared 
in the earliest levels (i.e. IX—VIII) at the near-by port of Al-Mina, where the Greek 
pottery occurring bears witness that Greeks probably settled there already during the 
9th century.540 According to the pottery, the first Greeks arriving at Al-Mina were 
Cypriot Greeks and other Greek islanders, and among the Geometric sherds from Tall 
Sükäs the three LG sherds, 39-41 are Cycladic, the latter two presumably manu
factured in Naxos.541 37-38 belong to skyphoi with pendent semicircles; the latter 
category is very frequent in the Cyclades,542 but an Euboean origin has often been 
claimed.543 Late in the 8th century the Greeks living in Phoenicia, perhaps in Al-Mina, 
started producing ceramics, mostly drinking cups. Using the local clay they copied 
the shape and decoration of a cup type current in Late Geometric Greece;544 five sherds 
of this category, 44-47, the so-called Al-Mina ware, also appeared at Sükäs. Closely 
connected chronologically with the Geometric sherds from Sükäs are the only four PC 
sherds which were found: 49, 62, 64a and 70. They all have a Geometric character545 
and are to be regarded as EPC. Together with these fragments should be noted a 
single, Cycladic sherd, 43, which may belong to an Ad vase, a group mainly dated to 
the first quarter of the 7th century.546 These fifteen sherds form an early “group” and 
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with the exception of three sherds 42, 101 and 294, which are to lie dated in the 2nd 
quarter of the 7th century, 101 perhaps in the 3rd quarter, there was no evidence of 
Greek pottery in the excavated areas of the mound until the last quarter of the 7th 
century. Greeks, presumably, brought this early “group” of vases to Tall Sükäs;547 
but we cannot be sure at which time they visited the tall, as the sherds were found in 
contexts much later than those to which they should have belonged.548 Only two were 
found in more appropriate connections. One was one of the EPC sherds, 70, which 
was found in the terrace in front of the so-called rectangular building;549 the prede
cessor of this building was Complex III,550 a Phoenician private house, ascribed to 
Period H1, which is thought to have come to an end about 675 B.C., perhaps in 
connection with one of Assarhaddon’s compaigns, in 677 or in 671 B.C.551—the other 
fragment, one of the Al-Mina sherds, 47, was found not in the building fill, but in the 
open area east of the rectangular building,552 so for 47 the context is the period suc
ceeding H1, i.e. G3 (675-588 B.C.). Therefore — on account of the chronological 
unity within the early “group” and the almost total abscence of other Greek ceramics 
datable earlier than the end of the 7th century, it seems to me, that the Greeks visited 
the tall rather early, and that, about 675 B.C., the afore-mentioned destruction may 
have put an end to their existence there. So far it has been impossible to distinguish 
architectural remains, which could be connected with the early Greeks,553-—there is 
no safe evidence of Greek building activity on the tall until c. 600 B.C.

In the neighbourhood of the rectangular building pieces of broken tiles occurred, 
elements not usually included in Oriental architecture.554 Tiles are a Greek invention, 
originating in the second half of the 7th century on the Greek mainland.555 Two of the 
tile fragments were found in connection with the rectangular building, i.e. in the fill 
of the north wall of that structure, which belongs to Period G2 (588—552 B.C.).556 
These fragments are thought to have belonged to the rectangular building itself in 
its earlier form, i.e. that standing in Period G3.557 It was furthermore possible to detect 
other features which made an interpretation of the structure as a Greek building, a 
temple, possible.558 Nearby there were remnants too of an altar and of a peribolos, i.e. 
presumably a whole area of a sacral character.559 None of the tiles from the Greek

547 Orientals did not care for Greek pottery, see Sükäs I 129 note 481.
548 For references see the catalogue.
649 Sükäs I 46, for the rectangular building, see notes 556-559.
550 Sükäs I 34-36 pl. II.
551 Sükäs I 58. Traces of fire were observed on the floors of Complex III, see ibid, 52.
552 Sükäs I 47-48.
553 However, see P. J. Riis’s suggestion, Sükäs I 129, about a connection between the early Greeks 

and Complex III. The latter included a hearth, and the celia of the later Greek temple was laid immediately 
above the hearth; it is assumed that cults in connection with this hearth were perhaps already performed 
by the early Greeks, and that they were living in Complex III itself.

554 Sükäs I 52.
555 See preceding note.
556 For the G2 building, see Sükäs I 60-71 pl. IV, and for the tiles, nos. 38-39, see ibid., 52, 63 and 

68-69.
557 Sükäs I 44-59 pl. III.
558 Sükäs I 52-59.
559 Sükäs I 42-44, 47-49 pl. III. 
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mainland is earlier than the second half of the 7th century; so there cannot have been 
buildings with a Greek tile roof on Tall Sükäs until the end of the 7th century or about 
600 B.C.560 From this time there is more Greek pottery again on the tall, but the 
earliest of these finds are not numerous: two Corinthian sherds may be EC, 52(?), 67a, 
and some of the Ionian cups possibly still belong to the 7th century, 102, 103(?), 104, 
128a(?), 128c.1, 128c.4. Three fragments of the Wild Goat Style are from the 4th 
quarter of the 7th century, 170a, 216, 295, as probably two Chian jugs, 320, 321. 
Still, together with the tile fragments, these few sherds certainly support the theory of 
a smaller Greek settlement established on the tall already at the end of the 7th century. 
P. J. Riis has suggested that the building of the late 7th century with the Greek tile 
roof, i.e. the G3 building, may originally have had a “high-pitched ridgeroof consisting 
of wattle and daub covered with mud and lhatch’’ and that “. . . . this roof towards 
the end of the century was replaced by an up-to-date one of tiles with a lower pitch”,561 
thus indicating the possibility of a continuous Greek habitation all through the 7th 
century. As mentioned above, three sherds, 42, 101 and 294, which can be dated to 
the second and third quarters of the 7th century have been found: 101 is from an 
Ionian cup, 294 from a plate in Wild Goat Style, and 42 is from a large jar, perhaps 
a Cycladic amphora of the Linear Island group. If Greeks were living on the tall 
during the second and the third quarters of the 7th century, these three sherds are 
the only ceramic evidence we have of their existence. As mentioned by P. J. Riis the 
reason why the number of sherds is so small could be that no destruction took place 
during this period and that broken vases were regularly removed.562 But the presence 
of the three vases may too be due to a conservative taste or to an export of old stock 
material, so that the vases were imported at a time when they were outdated, i.e. in 
the fourth quarter of the 7th century. It should be noted too that no vase of the Linear 
Island group appeared in Al-Mina, nor has any specimen hitherto been found at other 
sites in the Near or Middle East.563 The finding of a spindle-whorl, 424, may have 
special interest in connection with the latter sherd; it was made of local clay, but 
carried an inscription scratched about 600 B.C. and undoubtedly insular in character, 
i.e. the origin of the owneress may have been Cycladic just as well as East Greek.564 
It cannot be excluded that among the late 7th century inhabitants there may have 
been a Cycladic element, though we have no finds of their contemporary pottery. 
However, to judge from the pottery in general, mainly people from Eastern Greece 
lived on the tall in the late 7th century. Among the Ionian cups there are no stripe
decorated Samian cups, which are so frequent in Al-Mina,565 nor has any other Samian 

560 If the tiles belong to the G3 building, probably standing on the tall at the end of the 7th century 
or about 600 B.C., they are the earliest ones so far known outside the Greek Mainland and Magna Graecia. 
In Eastern Greece tiles do not occur until the second quarter of the 6th century, see Å. Åkerstrøm, Die 
architectonischen Terrakotten Kleinasiens, Lund 1966, 110-114 (Didyma).

561 Sükäs I 58 note 168. See above note 553.
562 Sükäs I 159, a catastrophe usually accounts for an accumulation of sherds.
563 See above note 81.
564 AASyr 15.2 1965, 59-61 fig. 1, Sükäs I 158 note 642.
565 Tocra, 115 note 5.
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type of cup been safely distinguished. There is one fragment of an early Rhodian cup, 
102, but among the early 6th century standard cups, which in fact are few, 105, 
105.2, 106.1, any one may be Rhodian just as well as Samian. Besides the early Wild 
Goat sherd, 294, only three other sherds of vases in Wild Goat Style belonged to the 7th 
century, i.e. to the fourth quarter: 170a, 216, 295. These fragments might well be 
Rhodian, but Wild Goat vases were produced in other centres too. Up till now 7th 
century workshops have been recognized in addition in Samos, Chios, Smyrna, 
Ephesus, Miletus and Larisa.566 Two Chian jugs, 320 321, were determined as belong
ing to the 7th century. The pottery from the first quarter of the 6th century is only 
slightly more prolific: the Ionian cups are not many (see above), and of fragments in 
Wild Goat Style belonging to the first third a few more than ten have been identified: 
153, 155, 163, 166, 167, 171, 204, 212, 278, 283, 289, 290, 291. A single sherd should 
be noted, that of a Vroulian cup, 326, a definite Rhodian type.567 The Chian element, 
observed already in the late 7th century, still existed during the first quarter. It was 
never large, but culminated during this period, altogether nine sherds were identified: 
310, 311, 313, 314, 315, 317, 319. It should be noted that two of the fragments, 314- 
315, may have come from Naukratis, see above note 405. From the second quarter 
only a couple of Chian fragments appeared: 312, 316, 318; the wine amphorae, 
322-324, may belong anywhere in the first half of the 6th century.

The G3 building was destroyed by fire, of which traces were seen on the terrace.568 
A local catastrophe may have taken place, but the disaster is thought rather to have 
been caused by an attack, for instance by the Egyptian pharaoh Apries in 588 B.C. 
during his confrontations with the Babylonians and their allies.569 Tile fragments of 
the same general type as the early ones ascribed to the G3 building were found in the 
area around the succeeding building, i.e. the G2 building. One of the fragments has 
three incised letters of the early 6th century,570 a fact which has been accepted as an 
indication that rebuilding took place already soon after the destruction. If the year 
588 B.C. is understood as the time for the destruction of the G3 building, then the 
rebuilding should be about or even before 580 B.C.571 At this time the Greeks seem to 
have gained greater influence on the tall: the rebuilding of the temple is on a larger 
scale572 and Greek pottery occurs in the largest quantities ever found on the tall. 
About 4425 East Greek sherds dating from the 6th century were registered during the 
excavation, i.e. about two sherds pr. m2 excavated area. It is not wise to make calcul
ations of the number of complete vases, but sherds occurred of most of the wares 
current in Eastern Greece during the first half of the 6th century. Among the de
terminable East Greek sherds from Period G2, 55.6 % were grouped as Ionian cups,

566 Samos V 63-81; on Ephesus, see further ArchRep 1964/65, 43 and CalifStClasArch 3 1970, 57 
note 3.

567 But rarely found outside Rhodes, see note 427.
568 Sükäs I 46, 56.
569 Sükäs I 58-59.
570 Sükäs I 68-69.37 pl. 4 fig. 28 a, 86.
571 Sükäs I 86.
572 Sükäs I 62-71.
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30.6 % as vases of Wild Goat or Derivative Styles and 13.8 °/0 were other wares. If 
compared to the whole amount of East Greek pottery (the greater part from the second 
quarter) 59.3 °/0 signifies the group determined as East Greek during the excavation, 
but not examined in detail, 22.6 °/0 the Ionian cups, 12.4 °/0 the vases of Wild Goat or 
Derivative Styles and 5.7 °/0 other wares. The genuine Wild Goat Style comes to an 
end early in the second quarter of the 6th century, but simplified versions together 
with a floral style live on till shortly before the middle of the century. These late groups 
of which the shapes are mostly limited to amphorae, hydriae, dishes and fruit-stands 
are well represented on Sükäs: 171—191 are from amphorae; among the sherds 
catalogued as belonging to indeterminate closed vases, 192-253, the largest number 
may be from similar vases; 295-309 are from shallow dishes, while 285-293 are from 
fruit-stands. Rhodes is suggested as supplier of most of these late groups;573 of the Ionian 
cups from Sükäs a large amount may possibly be Rhodian, too,574 mostly from among 
the standard cups, group 5, and the lip cups, group 6. The rosette decorated and other 
related hemispherical bowls, which in Greece have only appeared in quantities in 
Vroulia,575 are represented on Sükäs in small numbers, 138-149. The origin of the 
two remaining categories from the first half of the 6th century, the wares with wave 
patterns and the one-handled bowls, is still obscure. Reside their own pottery, the 
Eastern Greeks living on Tall Sükäs had a taste for Corinthian vases, which they 
probably acquired through their home cities.576 The Corinthian import is not plentiful, 
nearly every Corinthian sherd registered during the excavation is included in the 
present catalogue, but the continuity from EC to EC is obvious.

573 Tocra, 41-42 notes 6-7, 43-44, Boardman, GO, 72 c.
674 See above notes 180-181.
575 See above note 250.
876 See the remarks by J. Boardman, GO, 73, on Corinthian pottery, which occurs all over Greece, 

and on nearly every overseas site where the Greeks were involved. See further JHS 66 1946, 84.
877 Sükäs I 86, 88.
878 See above note 435.
879 Sükäs I 86-87.
880 Sükäs I 89-90 pl. V.
881 Sükäs I 88-89.

The G2 building is thought to have been destroyed about the middle of the 6th 
century. A Fikellura sherd, 328, which was found “on top of the ruined west wall”577 
might be dated about 550 B.C. or 550-540 B.C.578 A blackish layer covered parts of 
the north-eastern angle of the building and there were traces of charcoal and ashes all 
over the surrounding area; thus it is argued that a hostile devastation may have taken 
place, and this has been connected with Nabonidus’s campaign in 553-552 B.C.579 
The temple was not rebuilt during the second half of the 6th century and only the 
eastern part of the building was in use.580 The altar was probably still in function, and 
the períbolos does not seem to have been demolished until the end of the century.581 
The ceramic evidence fully stresses the impression of decline gained from the 
architectural remains of the G1 period (552-498 B.C.). The East Greek imports 
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are scarce; the greater part belong to the third quarter: several sherds of vases from the 
Ionian black-figured schools, 337-365, but only nine sherds of Fikellura vases 327- 
331; the band cup, 127b, may too be as late. Of the plastic figures, 422 is probably 
from the third quarter, whereas the protome, 420, is from the last quarter of the 6th 
century. Surprisingly there is a fragment of a Chian amphora, 325, from the late 6th 
or the early 5th century; at this late period there was still a local production of vases 
imitating Greek shapes, for instance 390.

The evidence from Sükäs is strongly in contrast to that from the neighbouring 
Al-Mina, where the Greek pottery frequency culminates during the 7th century, but 
decreases in the 6th.582 J. Boardman holds the explanation that during the period of 
Babylonian supremacy the Greeks in North Syria may have been allowed only to 
live on Sükäs.583 The Babylonians were defeated by the Persians in 539 B.C.,584 and 
in the fourth quarter of the 6th century the frequency of Greek ceramics increases in 
Al-Mina. At this time some of the Greeks from Sükäs may have moved to Al-Mina, 
which was then rebuilt on a larger scale and the new city is supposed to be purely 
Greek.585 A warlike event in connection with the Ionian revolt in 498 B.C. is suggested 
to have put an end to the remainder of the Greek settlement on Tall Sükäs.586

As mentioned, most of the pottery from the end of the 7th and the first half of the 
6th century occurring on Sükäs belongs to groups which conventionally, but sometimes 
surely correctly, are connected with Rhodes. The same groups are found in con
siderable amounts too on other sites overseas: Naukratis, Tocra and Istros,587 and 
single pieces in most of the other Greek cities on the shores of the Black Sea.588 Pottery 
may be a reliable indicator of the origin of the people who carried and used it; but the 
wide distribution of Rhodian ceramics does not agree with the modest rôle played by 
Rhodes in the overseas ventures.589 Historically the city of Miletus was the most 
enterprising colonizer,590 operating especially in the Pontic area; here Istros was 
founded in 657/6 B.C. according to Eusebius, but according to pseudo-Skymnos not 
until later in the century;591 the earliest pottery is from the last third of the 7th century. 
Among the Milesian cities on the Black Sea, Istros has hitherto been most fully explored

682 Boardman, GO, 70-76.
883 Boardman, GO, 76.
884 Boardman, GO, 77.
888 JHS 58 1938, 20-30: Levels IV-II, Boardman, GO, 77.
886 Sükäs I 91.
887 Naukratis I pls. 4-7, 10, 13, II pls. 5-9, 11-13, Tocra, pls. 28-39, 87, Lambrino, Vases, passim, 

Histria 2, pls. 1-19.
888 Fabricius, Arch Karta 1, pls. 7-11, Materiali 50 1956, 223-230 figs. 1-2, 4, 8-9, 56 1957, 183-185 

figs. 1, 2 a b, 103 1962, 10-129 figs. 1-6 B, 9-10 B.
889 According to tradition it founded only two colonies eastwards, Phaselis, see P. M. Fraser,

G. E. Bean, The Rhodian Peraea and Islands, Oxford 1954, 54 note 1, J. Bérard, L’Expansion et la coloni
sation grecques jusqu’aux guerres médiques, Paris 1960, 79 and Soloi, see REA 2.5 1927, 935-938, JHS 85 
1965, 15 and took part in the foundation of Apollonia, see C. Roebuck, Ionian Trade and Colonization, 
New York 1959, 122 note 37.

890 Roebuck, Ionian Trade, 119-123, Bérard, L’Expansion, 103-105.
891 JHS 55 1935, 133-134, JHS 66 1946, 77, G. L. Huxley, The Early Ionians, London 1966, 68-69.

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 2. 7
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and the pottery groups found there closely correspond to those from Sükäs; only one 
group, the bird bowls which appeared in considerable numbers in Istros592 as in 
Al-Mina,593 is totally lacking among our finds. Miletus was not only active on the 
shores of the Black Sea, but furthermore took part in the foundation of Naukratis in 
Egypt. Here a sanctury to the Milesian deity, Apollo, was erected,594 and it was to 
the Milesian Apollo, at Didyma, that the Egyptian pharaoh Necho dedicated his 
armour after his Syrian campaign in 608 B.C. against the Babylonians.595 J. Board- 
man has suggested that Milesian activity should be expected too in Al-Mina,596 and the 
notable similarity between the pottery groups from Istros and Sükäs may perhaps 
further imply such a relation. Not much Milesian pottery has yet been identified,597 
and the city perhaps did not have a local production of finer vases itself. If so, it may 
have imported vases from other cities and this could explain why Rhodian pottery, 
for instance the shallow dishes, has travelled so far.598 Wild Goat vases in black-figure 
technique are found on nearly all sites overseas,599 including Sükäs, see 154-155, 
166-167, 204-210, 257-263, 282-284. A Rhodian origin for this style is no longer 
regarded as a sound idea; a more northern origin is now preferred.600 If the sug
gestion is valid, the northern region supplied quite an amount of exports to Milesian 
colonies; Mr. Boardman has already noted that vases from the North Ionian island, 
Chios, always seem to occur in Milesian cities.601 Besides the black-figured Wild Goat 
vases, other East Greek Black Figure wares from the first half of the 6th century, 
332-336, are represented on Sükäs, and the North Ionian element still exists there in 
the third quarter, when vases of the so-called “Clazomenian” koiné occur. Nevertheless, 
in spite of the similarity between the pottery groups from Istros and Sükäs we cannot 
be definite about a Milesian origin of the settlers on the tall, because we have no 
possibility of comparisons with the pottery used in Eastern Greek colonies not founded 
by Miletus. Only Massalia, founded by Phocaeans, c. 600 B.C.,602 has yielded material, 
but this may not be entirely representative since it has been impossible to carry out 
extensive excavations here. Chian vases and Ionian cups were present, and some of 
the non-localized East Greek groups, the wares with wave patterns, the stripe-decorated 
wares, and some of the hemispherical bowls too,603 but vases in Wild Goat Style 
were almost absent. At all events Sükäs was not a Milesian colony, as it was no real 
Greek colony, but a Phoenician town, in which Greek merchants, Milesians(?),

592 Lambrino, Vases, 39-46.
693 JHS 60 1940, 14 fig. 8 f-k.
694 Her. II 178.3.
595 Her. II 159.3.
696 Boardman, GO, 74.
597 Samos V 75-76.
598 However, the possible Rhodian participation in the foundation of Cyrene may explain why so 

much Rhodian pottery is found in Tocra, see Tocra, 14-15.
599 See notes 587-588.
900 Tocra, 64, JHS 86 1966, 286.
601 Boardman, GO, 250-251.
602 Huxley, Early Ionians, 71 notes 79-80. See further E. Langlotz, Die kulturelle und künstlerische 

Hellenisierung der Küsten des Mittelmeers durch die Stadt Phokæa. Köln 1966, 10 note 1, 14-19.
603 Villard, Marseille, 36-50, 54-57 pis. 19-28.
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Chians(?) or other Eastern Greeks(?), were permitted to live among Orientals, i.e. 
some sort of évoiKiapós.60 * * 604 However in the first half of the 6th century there is safe 
evidence of direct Greek contact with Northern Phoenicia, and the influence known 
from these regions, for instance in the early East Greek architecture, is not only to be 
explained by contact through 7th century Al-Mïna.605

60i Sûkâs I 129.
805 The oriental influence, i.e. Syro-Hittite is seen for instance in the tradition of decorating the lower 

column drums with sculpture, see F. Krischen, Weltwunder der Baukunst in Babylonien und Jonien,
Tübingen 1956, 64-66. For the columna caelata from Ephesus, Didyma and Kyzikos, see D. G. Hogarth,
Excavations at Ephesus, British Museum, London 1908, 293-312, Jdl 78 1963, 102-112, K. Tuchelt, Die 
archaischen Skulpturen von Didyma, Ist. Forsch. 27 1970, 99-103, Antike Kunst 8 1965, 99-102. On the 
suggestion by B. Bidgeway—that the carved drums from Didymaion may imitate metal appliqué—see
Hesp 35 1966, 191 note 16. See further B. W'esenberg, Kapitelle und Basen. Düsseldorf 1971, 87-89, on the 
North Syrian leaf-base, which may have influenced East Greek bases, ibid. 111-116.
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Appendix
List of Provenances of the Aegean, Corinthian and Eastern Greek Pottery and 

Terracottas from Tall Sükäs
The squares are those indicated on the plan, Sükäs I 13 fig. 4. Regarding the location 

within the squares, see ibid. 20, cf. 18-19.
The numbering of layers is that used during the excavation, cf. the preliminary reports 

in AASyr VIII/IX-XV 2, 1958/59-1965. Where possible the final designation of strata given 
in Sükäs I and forthcoming publications of the architectural finds, cf. Sükäs I 11-12 and 127, 
has been employed. A concordance will be printed on completion of the entire series of publications 
on the Carlsberg Expedition to Phoenicia.
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Square Location TS.no. Cat.no.

E 8 NW located object
IX 12 ad 94

NE not precisely located objects
layer 1 85 ad 277

- 92 ad 267
- 96 ad 252

layer 2 110 ad 389
SW located objects

XXXVI 4831
XXXVIII 484 24
XLVI 497 1

and E 8 SE layer 4, E 8 NW 
layer 3
not precisely located objects

layer 2 18 ad 115
- 127 ad 128 a

layer 4 520 62
SE not precisely located objects

layer 3 26 ad 302
layer 4 1537 ad 15

F 5 NE located object
XXVI 1325 390

SE located objects
XI 541 161
XII 536 ad 245
XII 537 ad 118
XIV1
XV / 961 ad 134

XXI 522 ad 118
XXIII 524 114

not precisely located objects
layer 1 178 210

- 180 ad 122
- 181 ad 115

layer 3 677 166
11/9 1958 302 ad 257

- 304 ad 297
- 306 74

13/9 - 315 195
14/9 - 971 144
20/9 - 1357 251
5/10 - 1549 ad 123
6/10 - 1679 ad 245

F 6 NW not precisely located object 
layer 1 in front of N-wall 969 41

F 7 E located objects
II 3326 374
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Square Location References TS.no. Cat.no.

F 8 NW located objects
I 1768 388
XVIII 1773 27
XXXVI 1923 ad 111

not precisely located objects
layer 2 Sükäs I 50, 142, 152

figs. 53 b-c, 54 a-b. 2018 37
layer 5 baulk towards E 8 2838 344 b

F 11 NW located object
III 742 348

F 15 SW not precisely located objects
layer 6 (?) W. of tower 2629 329

SE located objects
XXIV 1929 ad 115
XXV 2290 111

not precisely located object 
town wall in same height as 
layer 9 1790 268

F 15/G 15 not precisely located object
layer 4 3479 378 a

F 16 SW located objects
XIV 2281 319
XIX 1939 ad 107
XXIV 1940 ad 238
XXV 2311 274
XXVI 2312 327

not precisely located objects
layer 10 1797 ad 88
B 1798 ad 267

G 5 NW not precisely located objects
layer 2 baulk 3540 ad 68

cleaning of facade of W-wall 207 238
between stones in town wall 3529 ad 118

- 3530 ad 107
- 3531 ad 107
- 3532 ad 107
- 3533 ad 121
- 3534 ad 238

NE located objects
V 542 ad 137
V 543 ad 132 b
V 544 ad 115
XVI 1020 387
XVI 1021 116
XVII 549 208
XXII 557 ad 108
XXX 1030 ad 128 c
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Square Location

G 5 not precisely located objects
layer 1

layer 2 baulk

layer 3

layers 3-4
layer 4

- baulk

TS.no. Cat.no.

28 ad 143
29 ad 266
30 ad 225

188 ad 116
189 ad 132 a
190 ad 140
191 370 a

3521 ad 129
3522 ad 131
3525 ad 108
3527 ad 107
5511
765/

ad 134

3500 ad 132 a
3501 ad 122
3541 ad 118
3542 149
3543 ad 109
3546 ad 267
3552 108
3553 ad 128 c
3554 ad 107
3555 ad 123
3556 ad 122
3557 ad 142
3545 66
3504 121
3505 60
3508 249
3512 ad 267
3513 235
3516 ad 107
3518 ad 128 c
3519 ad 132 a
3520 39
3560 ad 123
3561 127 b
3562 ad 107
3563 ad 128 c
3564 ad 103
3565 209
3567 ad 143
3811 ad 122
3829 78

644 55
1379 336

20/9 1958
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Square Location TS.no. Cat.no.

G 5 14/9 1958 1512 134
25/9 - 1516 182
6/10 - 1868 82

SW not precisely located objects
layer 1 baulk towards W 185 ad 132 a
cleaning of W-wall 608 294
cleaning of W-wall 609 ad 267
in front of W-wall 1696 ad 246

SE located objects
I 71 ad 118
III 72 ad 107
VI 1018 389
XXV 1022 ad 107
XXV 1024 ad 52
XXV 1027 43
XXVI 1028 ad 128 c
XXXV 758 ad 132 a
XXXVIII 710 ad 107

not precisely located objects
layer 1 31 ad 108

- 33 ad 251
- 34 ad 111
- 55 ad 141 a
- 78 201
- 81 ad 118
- 330 ad 302

layer 2 baulk 3523 190
- 3524 354

layer 3 552 ad 107
- 553 ad 122
- 554 ad 125
- 555 ad 132 a

17/9 1958 265 ad 267
13/9 - 284 ad 132 a

- - 285 ad 132 a
- - 294 215
- - 295 ad 148
- - 296 ad 297
- - 318 ad 267
- - 320 ad 107
- - 321 ad 219

28/9 - 611 244
- - 612 72

baulk towards W 1117 113
8/10 1958 1376 77
14/9 - 1378 153
17/9 - 1513 52
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Square Location TS.no. Cat.no.

G ó 17/9 1958 1514 179
24/9 - 1515 ad 89
27/9 - 1517 800

G 7 SW not precisely located objects
layer 3 1345 ad 142
16/9 1958 1360 377

SE located objects
IV 1035 ad 109
V and layer 3 1036 411
VI 779 ad 272
VI 780 ad 142
VII 775 ad 128 c
VII 776 ad 107
VII 777 ad 116
VIII 774 ad 267
X 1037 307
XIII 1038 69
XIX 668 216
XX 1042 53
XX 1043 ad 108
XXII 2037 ad 107
XXIV 1800 ad 241
XLI 2135 ad 141 a
XL 11 1954 ad 107
XLV 1957 ad 18
XLVI|
XLII / 1959 170 b

LXXIV 2269 258
LXXVI 1972 141 b
LXXVII 1973 ad 108
LXXVIII 1974 ad 170 b
LXXXVIII 2270 170 a
LXXXVIII 2271 ad 132 a

not precisely located objects
layer 1 1520 159
layer 2 on floors 1044 279

- 1380 332
- 1382 73

layer 3 1383 146
layer 9 ashes in N-W part 1947 ad 106
layer 16 SE angle 1986 340

G 7 SE/G 8 SW not precisely located object
layer 2 347 ad 297

G 8 NW not precisely located objects
layers 1-2 1122 189
layers 1-6 descent to G 8 SW 1810 ad 120
layers 1-6 descent to G 8 SW 1811 ad 128 c
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Square Location TS.no. Cat.no.

G 8 layers 1-7 descent to G 8 SW 1988 308
layers 1-7 descent to G 8 SW 1989 ad 240

SW located objects
III 276 ad 147
III 289 188
IV 1052 293
VII 1053 ad 216
XII 1064 ad 59
XIV 1065 96
XIV 1066 92
XIX 667 262
III
XIII
XX 274 154
XXVI
XLI
XX 1067 138
XXV 1073 384
XXV 1075 97
XXV 1076 306
XXV 1077 ad 72
XXV 1078 75
XXV 1079 ad 297
XXV 1080 ad 240
XXV 1081 ad 297
XXV 1083 ad 143
XXV 1084 ad 189
XXV 1085 ad 246
XXV 1086 245
XXV 1099 162
XXV 1100 ad 52
XXV 1689 ad 107
XXXVIII 1096 ad 107
XLI 803 ad 138
XLVIII 1102 ad 331
XLIX 1103 ad 297
L 794 ad 105
LV 790 115

not precisely located objects
layer 1 332 94
layer 2 640 158

1068 ad 52
1108 ad 243
1109 ad 88
1110 ad 267
1523 180
4924 ad 108
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Square Location TS.no. Cat.no.

G 8 layer 3 1521 ad 123
layer 4 793 ad 115
11/9 1958 313 ad 267
1958 1087 157
24/9 1958 1683 240

SE located objects
IX 1058 185
X 1059 57
XV 810 ad 302
XXIV 379 ad 246
XXVIII 1088 54
XXX 628 350
XL 804 217
XLIII 798 ad 108
LIV 1692 ad 108
LVII 1105 303
LVII 1106 ad 132 a
LX 785 ad 107
LXII 669 230

not precisely located objects
layer 2 1341 227

- 1342 ad 242
- 1384 ad 122

layer 3 1355 29
layer 6 234 310

- SE/SW baulk 662 261
layer 6 1111 ad 306

- 1339 254
layer 8 619 402
/SW 26/10 1958 1346 63

G 10 NE located objects
XVIII 4811 ad 118
XIX 4401 272
XIX 4402 ad 297
XXII 4408 ad 241
XXIII 4409 ad 242
LXVII 4792 ad 4

not precisely located objects
layer 2 4364 422
layer 5 4657 3

SE located objects
XLI 4648 160
XL IX 4645 289
LIV 4644 352
LVII 4789 ad 109
LIX 4522 14
LXXIX1
LXXX / 4802 ad 267
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Square Location TS.no. Cat.no.

G 10 LXXX 4801 317
LXXXI 4642 156

not precisely located objects
layer 6 4658 353 a
layer 7 4659 ad 105
layer 8 or 2 4661 417

depth 1.5 m i.e. layer 11 in G 11 SW 4319 420
G 11 NW located objects

LXXIII 1210 191
XCV 849 248
CXIII 1224 ad 323

not precisely located object
layer 2 634 341

SW located objects
X 1131 61
XXV 1141 ad 297
XXV 1150 ad 225
XXIX
L

11581
1159/ 323

XXXIV 1149 203

XXXIV pisq
1.1153/ 198

XXXIV 1157 ad 142
XXXIV 1327 ad 191
XXXVII 1148 ad 107
XXXVIII 1147 297
XXXIX 1169 250
XL 1168 218
XLVIII 1173 87
XL IX 834 ad 191
L 1170 150
L 1171 ad 107
L 1172 ad 137
LIII 1189 ad 108
LVI 1186 243
LVIII 610 291
LXIII 827 ad 128 c
LXIII 855 ad 106
LXIV 1179 ad 288
LX IV 1180 241
LX IX 820 ad 107
LXX 821 ad 267
LXXIV 1193 151
LXXIV 1194 ad 246
LXXIV 1198 ad 18
LXXIV 1200 148
LXXIV 1202 ad 170 b
LXXIV 1195 ad 250
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Square Location TS.no. Cat.no.

G 11 LXXV 1192 ad 250
XCIII 638 199
ex
CXVII 
CXXI 
exxx .

> 562 35 a

not precisely located objects
CXXIII 563 32

layer 1 663 6
layer 2 1475 324

- 1481 90
layer 3 665 357

- 1482 220
- 1483 ad 102

layer 4 597 255
- 651 164
- 1493 392
- 1494 ad 156
- 1681 246

layer 5 575 331
- 576 ad 359
- /NE baulk 812 16

layer 6 1356 213
layer 7 601 407

- 852 ad 137
layer 8 yellow clay below stone wall 598 ad 331

- 1343 ad 186
- beneath wall SE/NW 1451 223
- beneath wall SE/NW 1452 256

layer 9 1385 15
- 1386 233

layer 10 600 5
layer 11 641 18

- 1390 ( 17
1391 /

layer ll2 569 2
SE located objects

VI 1125 285
XXVI 1137 ad 134
XXVI 1138 ad 189
XXVI 1144 135
XXVI 1145 ad 137
XL I 836 ad 108
XLIII 1164 109
XL IV 1162 226
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Square Location TS.no. Cal.no.

G 11 XL VI 1174 ad 251
XLVI 1177 91
LII 1190 366
LIX 830 196
LIX 1182 ad 137
LX 831 ad 118
LXI 828 ad 265
LXI 829 ad 189
LXVII 1687 ad 108
LXXXV 1115 ad 118
LXXXVIII 678 ad 267
LXXXVIII 854 ad 244
LXXXVIII 1420 397
XCI 851 ad 115
XCVIII 1213 267
CII 595 288
CVI 269 ad 266

not precisely located objects
layer 1 647 ad 188

- 648 ad 191
layer 2 baulk 578 335
layer 3 SW-corner 635 337
layer 4 625 330
layer 6 232 48

- 1387 45
- 1388 141 a
- 1485 222

layer 8 ? 1389 ad 146
G 12 NW not precisely located object

layer 3 4434 80
NE not precisely located object

layer 13 3858 ad 35 a
SW located objects

I = G 11 SE 954 176
LXXXVIII

I = G 11 SE 955 ad 134
LXXXVIII

I = G 11 SE 1428 400
LXXXVIII
XX 4861 117

not precisely located object
layer 2 4386 312

SE located objects
XVII 4578 399
XXXIII 4577 100
XLV 4835 ad 346
LV 4440 320
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not precisely located objects 
layer 2

Final
Square Location References indication 

of stratum
TS.no. Cat.no.

G 12 LIX 3282 200
XCVI 4506 104

G 13 NW located objects
xcvm Sükâs I 60 pl. IV

no. 1 fig. 25 d J 4514 265
LXXII Sükâs I 60 pl. IV

no. 2 fig. 25 e G2 4572 353 b

3291 ad 108
3576 ad 107
3577 ad 308
3578 ad 123
3579 ad 235
3581 316

SE located objects

not precisely located objects

III 1995 ad 107
VII E 1997 186
VIII E 1998 ad 107
VIII E 1999 132 b
XIV Sükâs I 61 pl. IV

no. 11 G2 2129 ad 120
XXIII G2 2345 ad 118
XXV Sükâs I 60 pl. IV 

no. 6. G2 2347 ad 108
XXIX Sükâs I 60-61

pl. IV no. 7. G2 2350 ad 141 a
LXVII Sükâs I 60 pl. IV 

no. 3 fig. 25 f. G® 4574 339
LXXXVII Sükâs 1 44 pl. Ill

no. 12 fig. 16 a H1 4478 145

layer 6 G2 2336 364
layer 7 G® 4670 404

located objects
XLVI 3652 234
XLVI 3653 425

not precisely located objects
layer 1 3569 ad 107

- 3571 ad 133 a
- 3572 ad 4
- 3583 383
- 3632 174
- 3638 ad 146

layer 2 3575 225
- 3584 ad 118
- 3585 ad 128 c
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Square

G 13

G 14 NW

NE

SE

SW

Final
Location References indication TS.no. Cat.no.

of stratum
layer 2 3588 ad 122

- 3589 415
- 3830 ad 146

layer 3 3593 ad 148
Sükäs I 50 note 146

- fig. 16 c 3594 128
- 3595 ad 107
- Sükäs I 50 note 146

fig. 16 d 3596 128
layer 4 3603 ad 297

- 3610 ad 267
- 3611 ad 244
- 3613 ad 79
- 3614 59
- 3615 ad 59
- 3616 ad 123
- 3831 ad 281

located objects
LXXIX 4404 ad 267
LXII 3064 ad 109

not precisely
located objects

baulk layers 1-2 = B-A 4910 ad 19
G 15 N layers 5-7 c
baulk layers 1-2 = B-A 4912 187
G 15 N layers 5-7 c
located objects

LXX Sükäs I 65 pl. IV
no. 25. G2 3153 ad 114

LXXXIV Sükäs I 63, 88 pl.
IV no. 18 fig. 25 g. G3 4419 328

located objects
XVI 3657 ad 134
XVII 3067 287
LIV 3066 126
LIX 3065 ad 118

not precisely
located objects

layer 1 3666 ad 267
- 4180 403

layer 2 3056 379
- 3057 260
- 3058 ad 118
- 3077 ad 331
- 3078 26
- 3685 ad 199

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 6, no. 2. 8
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Final
Square Location References indication TS. no. Cat. no.

of stratum
G 14 layer 2 3695 ad 106

- 3709 ad 186
- Sûkâs I 50 note

146 fig. 16 e. 3710 128 c
- 3712 ad 128 c
- 3714 ad 297
- 3716 10
- 3736 ad 267
- 3752 127a
- 4181 406

layer 2 b 3744 ad 238
G 14/H 14 not precisely located object

baulk 4913 273
G 15 NW located objects

LXXXIX and SEI
LXXXVIII, NE 2247 171
XCIV and CI
LXXXIX 2748 394
CLXVII Sûkâs I 65 pl. IV

no. 30. G2 5567 ad 128c
NE located objects

cxv 3038 13
CLXII G1 5542 ad 34
CLXXXVIII Sûkâs I 29 pl. II

no. 33 fig. 8 b. J 5601 1
not precisely located objects

layer 2 baulk towards NW 1839 ad 341
layer 2 baulk towards NW 1840 ad 135
layer 3 baulk 1843 ad 116
layer 3 a Sûkâs I 154 note 631. 1394 40
layer 4 baulk towards NW 1832 229
layer 6 1714 ad 223
layer 18 II2 5658 20

SW located objects
CXLII Sûkâs I 49-50 pl. Ill

no. 35 fig. 15 h. F 4416 64
CXLIX G1 4484 ad 34
CLXVI A Sûkâs I 46 pl. Ill

no. 26 fig. 15 f. G3 5551 70
not precisely located objects

layer 14 G3 3834 ad 46
- G3 3837 ad 128c
- G3 3845 165

SE located objects
XXXVIII 988 25
LXXXI and layer 3

baulk towards SW 1836 175



Nr. 2 115

not precisely located objects

Final
Square Location References indication 2'S. no. Cat. no.

of stratum
G 15 LX XXVIII 2238 278

CX F-E 4080 ad 34
CL IX Sûkâs I 29 pl. II

no. 36 fig. 8 e. J 4533 33 b
CLX Sûkâs I 29 pl. II

no. 35 fig. 8 c. J 4532 35 b

not precisely located objects 
layer 4

layer 2 83 269
layer 2 baulk towards SW 1834 ad 128c
layer 13 H 4717 ad 62

not precisely located objects
layer 7 3828 46
layer 8 3481 ad 15

- 3489 19
cleaning 5515 7

G 16 NW located objects
XLIII 2374 211
XL IV 2258 ad 121
LXI1 2295 36
LXV 2297 177
LXXXI 2314 23
CXVII 1 Sûkâs I 36 pl. II
CXXII / no. 51 fig. 8 d. G1 5561 31

not precisely located objects
layer 7 in floor 1865 ad 136 a
layer 12 b filling in tower F 5585 11
layer 12 filling in tower F 5586 21
layer 14 filling in tower G1 5584 ad 35 a

SW located objects
XXV A-D 671 163
XXXIII F 636 283
LXXXI 11 G2 2320 ad 142
LXXXVIII
Cil Sûkâs I 48 pl. Ill

3048 ad 297

no. 29 fig. 15 e. G3 4438 47
CVII Sûkâs I 34 pl. II

no. 49 fig. 8 f. J-K 4516 33 a
not precisely located objects

layer 10 G2 4679 ad 33 a
layer 11 G3 4680a ad 35 a
layer 12 H 4680 b ad 35 a

SE located object
xcv F 3053 103

G 19 SW located object
XI 2330 ad 136

3006 ad 71

8*
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Square Location TS. no. Cat. no.

G 19 W. of wall 1877 ad 241
II 5 NW not precisely located objects

17/9 1958 623 65
cleaning of facade of wall 1255 ad 107

NE located objects
XXVIII 895 ad 108
XXX 235 321
XLIII 1008 131
XLIII 1015 296
XLIII 1016 129
XLIII 1017 112

not precisely located objects
layer 1 142 418
layer 3 211 105
13/9 1958 baulk 338 ad 302
5/10 - 653 ad 131
20/9 - 1340 298
20/9 1344 ad 238
28/9 - 1395 368
17/9 - 1721 ad 107
17/9 1722 ad 107
17/9 - 1730 252

SW not precisely located object
25/9 1958 633 349

SE located objects
XII 118 ad 109
XXIX 1009 347
XXIX 1010 110
XXIX 1012 38
XXXIII 212 130

XXXIII
2131
558 J

120

not precisely located objects
layer 1 171 ad 116
layer 3(?) 657 ad 131

17/9 1958
5251
527/

107

- - 526 ad 107
- 528 ad 128 c
- 529 ad 238

9/10 - 1723 102
17/9 - 1729 ad 111

H 10 NE located objects
LVIII 4641 155
LXV 4635 ad 165
XCIX 4630 280
CII 4562 315
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Square

II 10

H 11

SE

NW

Location

CV
CV 

located object
XXXIX

not precisely located object 
layer 9 

located objects
XVI
XXVII
LXXIII
LXXXVI
XCVII
c
CV
CXVIII
CXXIX I
CXXXIII
CL J

CXXIX I 
CLI /
CXXIX
CXXXI
CXL
CXLVIII
CL IV

TS. no. Cat. no.

4619 193
4620 282

4615 351

4689 290

1884 398
1893 ad 18
4063 334
3822 413
2561 119
2564 ad 238
2567 ad 132 a
2571 ad 267

4317 409

4758 133 a

4762 395
2575 ad 267
2577 122
2586 ad 268
2594 ad 189

not precisely located objects
layer 2 baulk towards G 11 2616 ad 323
layer 3 baulk 2608 ad 190
layers 3-4 baulk towards G 11 2613 391
layer 4 baulk 2603 ad 108

- 2606 ad 26
- 2996 ad 288

layer 7 3418 ad 111
- 3422 ad 107
- 3426 207
- 3827 361

layer 8 3440 ad 107
- 3826 22

layer 9 3448 ad 128c
layer 10 3432 ad 106

- 3433 ad 111
- 3824 253
- 3825 ad 143

layer 11
- 3453 ad 145
- 3454 369

layer 12 3408 ad 107
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Square Location TS. no. Cat. no.

H 11 layer 12 3409 ad 107
- 3436 58
- 3458 ad 109

layer 13 3365 ad 107
layer 14 3823 147
layer 15 3377 ad 288

- 3378 ad 297
- 3820 ad 389

layer 16 3383 ad 267
- 3384 ad 107
- 3385 ad 132 a
- 3393 ad 68

layer 17 2595 423
- 3396 231
- 3405 181

20/10 1960 3437 414
NE located objects

CCIV 4437 358
CCXIII 4611 359
CCXIX 4480 ad 143
CCXXIX 4467 152
CCXXXVII 4489 344 a
CCLV 4819 375
CCCI 4846 98
CCCII 4837 292
CCCXIII 4604 ad 35 a
CCCXXXVI 5553 ad 19

not precisely located objects
layer 2 3465 ad 297
layer 3
layer 4

3464 ad 148

- 3466 ad 271
layer 6 4456 401

- 4460 ad 128c
layer 12 5628 224
layer 24 5652 101

SW not precisely located object
layer 12 4694 386

SE located objects
CCLXIV 4528 277
CCXCIV 4838 136 a
CCXCVII 4847 95
cccx 4843 93

not precisely located object
layer 11 4693 326
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Square Location References

H 11 not precisely located objects 
layer 6

Il 12 NW located object
XV

not precisely located objects
layer 1

layer 4

layer 5

Final
indication TS. no. Cat. no. 
of stratum

3416 86
3428 ad 271

5528 424

5621 30
5622 184
4894 412
5613 376
5632 304
5634 ad 273
5635 206
5637 322
56631I 3814911 /
5664 142
5665 67

layer 6

5645 360
- 5646 363
- 5647 362
- 5650 ad 323

H 13 NW not precisely located object
layer 6 G2 4699 318

SW located object
LXXVII Sûkàs I 82 pl. IV

no. 91 fig. 25 h F 4565 84
not precisely located object

layer 7 G2'1 4701 85
SE located object

LI 3777 137
not precisely located object

layer 2 a 3015 192
H 14 NE located object

VII Sûkàs I 50 pl. Ill
no. 37 fig. 16 g. 4183 42

not precisely located objects
layer 1
layer 2 Sûkàs I 50 pl. Ill

4315 405

no. 36 fig. 15 c. 4044 44
H 15 NW located object

XXXI 4928 325
H 16 SE not precisely located object

layer 1 3761 ad 146
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Final
Square Location References indication 

of stratum
TS. no. Cat. no.

J 8 SE located objects
X 2055 4
XV 2199 ad 813
XXIII 2619 ad 267
XXV 2621 378 b
ad XXV 2928 286
XXVI 2620 301

not precisely located objects
layer 4 2251 247

- 2728 ad 57
- 2733 ad 107
- 2734 ad 107
- 2735 139
- 2737 ad 107
- 2739 ad 107
- 2740 ad 108
- 2741 ad 107
- 2742 ad 109
- 2744 ad 121
- 2746 56

layer 5 2878 ad 243
- 2879 173
- 2880 172
- 2882 83
- 2883 228
- 2884 ad 189

SE quadrant 2625 ad 257
J 13 NE located objects

LV G2 3797 ad 134
LXVI Sükäs I 83 pl. IV no. 96. Gz 3205 ad 137
LXVI I Sükäs I 83 pl. IV no. 98. G2 3206 ad 137
LXVI 11 Sükäs I 83 pl. IV no. 102. G2 3208 370 b
LXX Sükäs I 83 pl. IV no. 95. G2 3209 ad 137
LXXI Sükäs I 83 pl. IV

no. 94 fig. 25 a. G2 3271 ad 133 a
LXXII Sükäs I 83 pl. IV no. 93. G2 3272 133 b
LXXIII Sükäs I 83 pl. IV

no. 97 fig. 25 c. G2 3273 136b
not precisely located object

layer 4 F 4786 67a
SE located object

XXVII 3805 ad 133 a
J 15 NW located object

LI Sükäs I 83 pl. IV no. 107. 3237 ad 189
sw located object

L Sükäs I 83 pl. IV no. 109. G2 3804 ad 108
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Square Location IS. no. Cat. no.

L 11

SE located objects
XIII 2123 867
XVII 2144 ad 267
XXIII 2442 343
XXIX 2647 ad 134
XXXI 2648 ad 134
XXXII 2226 342
XXXII 2649 373
LIII 2690 372
LIII 2723 ad 267
LV 2323 264
LVII 2324 259
LIX 2445 124

not precisely located objects
layer 2 3002 ad 216
layer 5 Room XXII 2638 140

_ _ 2639 ad 241
- XXIII 2644 385
_ _ 2645 212

_ _ _ 2646 143
XXII 2651 ad 111

_ _ 2652 169
_ _ 2653 ad 128 c

- pocket in Room XXII 2677 345
Room XXIII 2841 ad 68

- XXII 2842 79
layer 6 Room XXIII 2658 ad 111

- XXII 2661 ad 223
- - 2663 314
_ _ 2664 ad 315

fill under break, stone wall
- w. of ashlar pillar 2712 237

fill under break, stone wall
w. of ashlar pillar 2713 ad 141 a

layer 6 b Room XXII 2687 ad 297
_ - - 2688 ad 250

2692 194
- XXIII 2694 ad 136a
- 2700 ad 106

layer 7 Room XXII 2714 419
_ _ 2721 9
_ _ 2725 232
_ _ 2726 ad 210

not precisely located objects
layer 7 Room XI 2843 ad 108
layer 8 - X 2858 ad 145
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Square Location TS. no. Cat. no.

L 13 SE located objects
XL 2471 382
LI 2767 410

not precisely located objects
layer 4 fill below wall 2762 393
layer 5 Room XXII 2465 ad 144

P 11 NW located objects
XXXVII 906 ad 132 b
LV 1296 356
LVII 1292 ad 92
LVIII 1291 ad 137
LX 672 205
LXII 1299 ad 107
LXII 1300 ad 92
LXIII 1298 ad 267
LXIV 913 118
LXV 937 214
LXVII 925 ad 106
LXX 921 236
LXXIV 2093 275
LXXVIII 2099 ad 170b
LXXXII 2095 ad 266
LXXXIV 2101 ad 107
LXXXV 2096 230
LXXXV 2097 219
LXXXVI 2480 ad 132 a
LXXXVI 2481 ad 108
LXXXV II 2098 257
LXXXIX 2109 ad 120
xc 2110 299
XCVI 2485 ad 109
XCIX 2150 263
c 2151 50
CI 2155 313

not precisely located objects
layer 2 in filling of wall 1293 396
layer 3 1446 ad 238

- 1447 338
- 1448 183
- 1449 168

layer 4 621 408
layer 5 2094 202

- 2497 ad 302
- 2498 51

layer 6 2152 284
- filling in wall 2338 311

layer 7 2501 ad 390
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Square Location TS. no. Cat. no.He fere nces

25/10 1958 631 71
- 659 ad 265

2/10 1397 ad 297
28/10 1443 221
28/10 - 1444 276
25/10 1492 ad 251

2/10 1500 ad 220
25/10 1675 197
26/10 1734 12

1735 28
25/10 - 1740 ad 331

located objects
III 673 ad 209
XVIII 1271 305
XX 1278 242
XX 1279 88
XXIII 1276 ad 389
XXIII b 1277 ad 389
XXVI 675 ad 208
XXVI 676 204
XXVII 919 ad 115
XXIX 916 ad 108
XXIX 917 ad 116
XXX 920 

' 97'
125

XLIII layer 4 and 513
534 99

E 8 NE layer 1
568
930

XLIII 1287 ad 107
XLV 918 ad 115
XLIX 1284 266
XLIX 1285 ad 267
XLIX 1286 ad 187
L 929 355
LI 926 132 a

not precisely located objects
layer 2 218 106

Sükäs I 50 note 144. 517 49
W-pit 1266 ad 199

layer 3 NW baulk 1736 ad 368
layer 4 530 ad 107

- 532 ad 131
- 533 309

2/10 1958 238 302
19/10 - 624 ad 71

1/10 - 658 167
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Square Location

I’ 11

Surface

TS. no. Cat. no.

25/10 1958 909 421
30/9 922 380
4/10 - 1399 ad 139
- 1441 ad 146

19/10 - 1442 ad 59
1/10 - 1676 ad 3
- 1737 371
- 1738 333

22 and 29/8 1958 1 81
- - 2 123

6/9 1958 3 ad 267
7/9 - 48 ad 297
F 5 W-slope 292 281
19/10 1958 351 270

- 352 295
356 89

- 357 ad 123
- 359 76
- 364 ad 18
- 365 ad 18
- 368 416
- 369 ad 416

S of tall 3/11 1958 427 365
F 5 W-slope 11/9 1958 512 178
1958 1314 ad 128
- 1317 68

J 5 NW in fill outside crousade-wall 1764 346
1960 2538 ad 268
W-slope on terrace half-way down 3844 271
24/10 1961 4714 ad 244
Eastern spur 4/9 1961 4752 8

Indleveret til Selskabet den 16. sept. 1971.
Færdig fra trykkeriet den 10. oktober 1973.
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